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Foreword

INTERACT 2007 was the 11th of a series of INTERACT international confer-
ences supported by the IFIP Technical Committee 13 on Huma – Computer
Interaction. This year, INTERACT was held in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), orga-
nized by the Informatics Department at the Pontifcia Universidade Catlica do
Rio de Janeiro, with the support of PETROBRAS, CGI.BR (Comit Gestor da
Internet no Brasil), and Microsoft.

Like its predecessors, INTERACT 2007 highlighted, to both the academic and
industrial world, the importance of the human – computer interaction (HCI) area
and its most recent breakthroughs on current applications. Both experienced
HCI researchers and professionals, as well as newcomers to the HCI field, inter-
ested in designing or evaluating interactive software, developing new interaction
technologies, or investigating overarching theories of HCI, found in INTERACT
2007 a great forum to communicate with people with similar interests, to en-
courage collaboration, and to learn.

INTERACT 2007 had “socially responsible interaction as its special theme.
Human beings have evolved for many millennia; during most of that time, our
major social contacts were within small, tightly knit groups who shared a com-
mon language culture and physical context. In the last historical eyeblink, we
rather suddenly find ourselves part of a global community. We have very dif-
ferent cultures, languages, perspectives, and physical contexts. Moreover, as a
species, we face the possibility of bringing about our own extinction if we can-
not solve some exceedingly challenging problems. Our individual brainpower has
not increased significantly in the last 100,000 years. Computing and communica-
tion technologies offer some potential, however, to increase greatly our collective
intelligence and creativity. With the proper attention to both the human and
technological aspects of HCI, we have the possibility to make a crucial difference
in a variety of issues. For example, it is now possible as never before to design
technology to support universal usability and accessibility. We desperately need
new thinking for our political, social, economic, and ecological problems. We
can now build tools to support creativity, discovery, and innovation. Recently,
we have begun to understand more about how to use technology to help integrate
how we work as a team or in groups and communities. Medical informatics and
personal medical devices offer new opportunities to reduce skyrocketing health
care costs in the developed world and offer new hope to eradicate disease in
developing countries.

Being the first edition in Latin America, INTERACT 2007 served as a win-
dow to new purposes, focuses, and cultural approaches. If one of the main aims
of the International Federation for Information Processing is to balance the de-
velopment of computer technology internationally and to assist in the sharing of
the knowledge in this area among all the countries, then the HCI field is of vital
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importance so to facilitate the access to technology by all kinds of users. We
hope that INTERACT 2007 will be remembered as a milestone in the progress
towards a world able to share and balance the benefits of computer technologies.

September 2007 Simone D.J. Barbosa
Julio Abascal



IFIP TC13

Established in 1989, the International Federation for Information Processing
Technical Committee on Human – Computer Interaction (IFIP TC13) is an in-
ternational committee of 29-member national societies and 5 working groups,
representing specialists in human factors, ergonomics, cognitive science, com-
puter science, design and related disciplines. INTERACT is its flagship confer-
ence, staged biennially in different countries.

IFIP TC13 aims to develop the science and technology of human – computer
interaction (HCI) by encouraging empirical research, promoting the use of knowl-
edge and methods from the human sciences in design and evaluation of computer
systems; promoting better understanding of the relation between formal design
methods and system usability and acceptability; developing guidelines, models
and methods by which designers may provide better human-oriented computer
systems; and, cooperating with other groups, inside and outside IFIP, to pro-
mote user-orientation and humanization in system design. Thus, TC13 seeks to
improve interactions between people and computers, encourage the growth of
HCI research and disseminate these benefits world-wide.

The main orientation is towards users, especially non-computer professional
users, and how to improve human – computer relations. Areas of study include:
the problems people have with computers; the impact on people in individual
and organizational contexts; the determinants of utility, usability and acceptabil-
ity; the appropriate allocation of tasks between computers and users; modeling
the user to aid better system design; and harmonizing the computer to user
characteristics and needs.

While the scope is thus set wide, with a tendency towards general princi-
ples rather than particular systems, it is recognized that progress will only be
achieved through both general studies to advance theoretical understanding and
specific studies on practical issues (e.g., interface design standards, software sys-
tem consistency, documentation, appropriateness of alternative communication
media, human factor guidelines for dialogue design, the problems of integrating
multimedia systems to match system needs and organizational practices, etc.).

IFIP TC13 stimulates working events and activities through its working
groups (WGs). WGs consist of HCI experts from many countries, who seek
to expand knowledge and find solutions to HCI issues and concerns within their
domains, as outlined below.

In 1999, TC13 initiated a special IFIP Award, the Brian Shackel Award, for
the most outstanding contribution in the form of a refereed paper submitted
to and delivered at each INTERACT event. The award draws attention to the
need for a comprehensive human-centred approach in the design and use of
information technology in which the human and social implications have been
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taken into account. Since the process to decide the award takes place after papers
are submitted for publication, the award is not identified in the proceedings.

WG13.1 (Education in HCI and HCI Curricula) aims to improve HCI
education at all levels of higher education, coordinate and unite efforts to develop
HCI curricula and promote HCI teaching.

WG13.2 (Methodology for User-Centred System Design) aims to fos-
ter research, dissemination of information and good practice in the methodical
application of HCI to software engineering.

WG13.3 (HCI and Disability) aims to make HCI designers aware of the
needs of people with disabilities and encourage development of information sys-
tems and tools permitting adaptation of interfaces to specific users.

WG13.4 (also WG2.7) (User Interface Engineering) investigates the na-
ture, concepts and construction of user interfaces for software systems, using a
framework for reasoning about interactive systems and an engineering model for
developing user interfaces.

WG13.5 (Human Error, Safety and System Development) seeks a frame-
work for studying human factors relating to systems failure, develops leading-
edge techniques in hazard analysis and safety engineering of computer-based sys-
tems, and guides international accreditation activities for safety-critical
systems.

WG13.6 (Human-Work Interaction Design) aims at establishing relation-
ships between extensive empirical work-domain studies and HCI design. It will
promote the use of knowledge, concepts, methods and techniques that enables
user studies to procure a better apprehension of the complex interplay between
individual, social and organizational contexts and thereby a better understand-
ing of how and why people work in the ways that they do.

New Working Groups are formed as areas of significance to HCI arise. Further
information is available at the IFIP TC13 Web site: http://www.ifip-hci.org/
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Abstract. Interface design principles have been effective in shaping new 
desktop applications, web-based resources, and mobile devices. Usability and 
sociability promote successful online communities and social network services. 
The contributions of human-computer interaction researchers have been 
effective in raising the quality of design of many products and services. As our 
influence grows, we can play an even more profound role in guaranteeing that 
enduring human values are embedded in the next generation of technology. 
This talk identifies which goals are realistic, such as universality, responsibility, 
trust, empathy, and privacy, and how we might ensure that they become part of 
future services and systems. 

Short Bio. Ben Shneiderman is a Professor in the Department of Computer 
Science, Founding Director (1983-2000) of the Human-Computer Interaction 
Laboratory (http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/), and Member of the Institute for 
Advanced Computer Studies at the University of Maryland at College Park. He 
was elected as a Fellow of the Association for Computing (ACM ) in 1997 and 
a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
in 2001. He received the ACM SIGCHI Lifetime Achievement Award in 2001.  

Ben is the author of Software Psychology: Human Factors in Computer and 
Information Systems (1980) and Designing the User Interface: Strategies for 
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DTUI/. He pioneered the highlighted textual link in 1983, and it became part of 
Hyperties, a precursor to the web. His move into information visualization 
helped spawn the successful company Spotfire http://www.spotfire.com/ . He is 
a technical advisor for the HiveGroup, Groxis, and EasyUse. With S Card and J. 
Mackinlay, he co-authored Readings in Information Visualization: Using 
Vision to Think (1999). His books include Leonardo's Laptop: Human Needs 
and the New Computing Technologies (MIT Press), which won the IEEE 
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Abstract. Most models, theories and perspectives in human-computer interac-
tion focus on users communicating with systems. The very name of our disci-
pline illustrates how pervasive is the idea that users and systems are the only 
relevant parties involved in the process we want to design or investigate. For 
over a decade, the Semiotic Engineering Research Group (SERG) has elabo-
rated an alternative account of HCI. In it, what we traditionally call human-
computer interaction is characterized as a particular instance of a more general 
process of computer-mediated human communication.  

Semiotic Engineering views HCI as a case of designer-to-user metacommu-
nication, or communication about how to communicate (with/through the sys-
tem), when and what for. The designer's metacommunication message  
conveyed by means of a wide range of communicative exchanges between the 
users and the system. The system represents designers at interaction time, and 
each turn of communicative exchange adds a significant piece of knowledge 
and experience to what eventually becomes the user's interpretation of the de-
signer's message. Thus the metacommunication process is achieved. 

In this talk I will provide various examples of designer-to-user metacommu-
nication, and discuss some of the main implications of bringing designers onto 
the stage where human-computer interaction takes place. I will place a special 
emphasis on how this alternative perspective encourages designers to express 
certain values, beliefs and expectations regarding the interactive artifacts they 
produce, compared with what is enabled and encouraged by more traditional 
views of HCI. Given the theme of INTERACT 2007, I will illustrate the differ-
ences with systems that clearly demand, and encode, an attitude of social re-
sponsibility from their designers and developers. 

I will wrap up the talk with some final considerations about the cultural roots 
of Semiotic Engineering, and a conjecture that HCI theories developed outside 
North America and Europe will reflect their proponents' concern and engage-
ment with remarkably different social and cultural backgrounds. Perhaps, our 
international community's investment in encouraging the development of such 
theories will foster progress of our discipline in some innovative directions. 

Short Bio. Clarisse Sieckenius de Souza graduated as a Translator and Confer-
ence Interpreter from PUC-Rio, where she also obtained an M.A. in Portuguese 
and a Ph.D. in Computational Linguistics. In 1988 she joined the Informatics 
Department at PUC-Rio, where she started the Human-Computer Interaction 
(HCI) area.  
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Clarisse was the first Brazilian Representative in IFIP's TC13 (the Technical 
Committee for Human-Computer Interaction). She created the Brazilian Com-
puting Society's Special Interest Group in HCI and coordinated the first of a 
now successful series of Brazilian Conferences on Human Factors in Comput-
ing (the IHC series). In 1996 she founded SERG (the Semiotic Engineering Re-
search Group), which she headed till 2003. Among the 13 M.Sc. and 16 Ph.D. 
students that she has (co-)supervised, more than a half are faculty in various 
Brazilian universities, and nearly one third work in the industry. 

Along with Alfredo Sánchez (UDLA - Mexico), Clarisse was General  
Co-Chair of CLIHC2003 - the first Latin American Conference on HCI (Rio de 
Janeiro, August 17 to 20, 2003). She is also the author of The semiotic engi-
neering of human-computer interaction, published by The MIT Press in 2005. 
The book presents a full-blown semiotic theory of HCI that was completely and 
independently developed by SERG, in Brazil.  
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Abstract. Social computing has emerged as a broad area of research in HCI and 
CSCW, encompassing systems that mediate social information across 
collectivities such as teams, communities, organizations, cohorts, populations, 
and markets. Such systems are likely to support and make visible social 
attributes such as identity, reputation, trust, accountability, presence, social 
roles, expertise, knowledge, and ownership. Social computing is transforming 
organizations and societies by creating a pervasive technical infrastructure that 
includes people, organizations, their relationships and activities as fundamental 
system components, enabling identity, behavior, social relationships, and 
experience to be used as resources. In this talk, I argue for a broad definition of 
social computing, selectively review emerging applications, and discuss current 
research within and beyond IBM that is driving and is driven by the emerging 
vision of social computing. 

Short Bio. Wendy A. Kellogg is one of the founders of the field of social 
computing, forming the first research group focusing on Social Computing in 
1998: the Social Computing Group at IBM's T. J. Watson Research Center. 
Topics addressed by the group have included social translucence (a conceptual 
framework pioneered by Erickson and Kellogg), computer-mediated 
communication, social proxies, the design of social software, knowledge 
management, awareness systems, enhanced audio conferencing, collaboration 
and human productivity in high performance computing, social and task 
visualizations, and most recently, serious games, virtual worlds for business 
use, and "Enterprise 2.0."  

Kellogg's work in human-computer interaction (HCI) over more than two 
decades has spanned areas including theory, evaluation methods, design, and 
development. She holds a Ph.D. in Cognitive Psychology from the University 
of Oregon. She is author and editor of publications in the fields of HCI and 
CSCW, and currently serves on the editorial board of ACM’s Transactions on 
Computer-Human Interaction. Wendy chaired CHI 2005 Technical Papers, DIS 
2000’s Technical Program, and the CSCW 2000 and CHI’94 conferences. She 
chaired Workshops for CHI 2004 and has served numerous times as an 
associate chair for CHI, CSCW, ECSCW, and DIS. She served on the National 
Academy of Science’s Computer Science and Telecommunications Board and 
in 2002 was elected ACM Fellow "for contributions to social computing and 
human-computer interaction." 
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Abstract. This paper discusses how semiotic engineering can support the 
formulation of problems and solutions involved in handling face-to-face (F2F) 
sociability models in computer-mediated communication (CMC). Based on a 
case study where a group of users migrated through different types of CMC 
systems, we show that the designer’s model of F2F sociability is extensively 
signified and encoded into technology, whether they know it or not. Users are 
deeply affected by the designers’ F2F sociability models. Two qualitative 
methods of analysis are used to reveal the richness of interpretive and 
communicative processes in which online communities are involved, and the 
interplay of designers’ and users’ signs at interaction time. 

Keywords: Semiotic engineering; CMC; Sociability models. 

1   Introduction 

Nearly two decades past the dissemination of Information and Communication 
Technology, the fears about the dissolution of social ties [1] are not as threatening as 
they used to be. Computer-mediated communication (CMC) has allowed users to 
complement their face-to-face sociability. Nowadays, far from being extinguished by 
technology, F2F relationships constitute the reference model for online relationships. 
Both designers1 and users leave the imprint of their social values on the technology 
that they produce and adopt [3]. The integration of the values related to F2F forms of 
interaction constitutes a face-to-face sociability model (F2F model). 

This paper sets out to present the contribution of semiotic engineering [6], a 
semiotically-inspired theory of human-computer interaction (HCI), to the study of 
some of the problems involved in migrating F2F communication practices into CMC 
environments. Most current research into this migration concentrates on users, their 
expectations and experience. Although a user-centered perspective is fundamental to 
HCI, of no less importance is a perspective that centers on designers, and on how they 
project their values and vision onto the technology they build. 

In semiotic engineering, the main function of computer systems interfaces is to 
bring designers and users together at interaction time, and to communicate the 
designers’ vision to users through computer-human interaction. This vision carries not 
                                                           
1 In this paper, the word designer(s) will be used to refer not only to those that specifically 

‘design’ technology, but also to those that develop and produce it. 
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only the design rationale (i.e. the ‘why’, ‘what for’, and ‘how to’ of technology), but 
also the subjective and cultural values that guide design choices. Therefore, interface 
signs always communicate elements of the designers’ F2F model to CMC users. 
Nonetheless, the sense users will make of such signs is largely unpredictable. 

In order to illustrate how F2F model communication is achieved, and how it can 
affect users and their own sociability models, we present a case study. The specific 
context of the study is especially significant. Firstly, this is primarily a group of 
multiple sclerosis (MS) sufferers, with the occasional participation of family members 
and care-takers. MS is a seriously debilitating disease, and sufferers often have 
considerable difficulty to move about and socialize in diversified physical settings. As 
a result, for some, CMC may be the only opportunity to socialize with a group, 
representing a radical movement from F2F sociability to online interactions. 
Secondly, this group (or “SPEM” – Sociedade dos Portadores de Esclerose 
Múltipla2) is a successful one. The duration of the group (approximately 5 years by 
now), the volume of messages (over 14000), the number of members (200 to 500 
members, approximately, at different points in time), and messages exchanged by 
members explicitly alluding to the fact that they are a successful online group are all 
good evidence of their success. Thirdly, the study covered a period of technological 
migration. SPEM had been using a particular kind of technology till January 2004, but 
then they were forced to move to another kind of technology because of problems 
experienced with their Internet Service Provider. Together, these contextual factors 
allowed us to take a deep perspective into some of the hard challenges brought about 
by technology designed to support CMC. 

The SPEM case study led us to the following conclusions: 

1. Groupware designers, whether they know it or not, imprint in the systems they 
design cultural and personal values that emerge from their F2F models of groups. 

2. The force of cultural values shared by community members constantly 
(re)introduces signs of such values, in practice. When they are contradictory with 
those imposed by design, signs of conflict or ambiguity can be found. 

The remainder of this paper is organized in four additional sections. In section 2, 
we present the gist of semiotic engineering, providing the necessary concepts for the 
reader to appreciate our discussions. Then, in section 3 we briefly present two models 
of F2F sociability, originating in classical sociology. Based on these two models and 
on the ontology of semiotic engineering, we present our case study in section 4. 
Section 5 wraps up the case with our discussions and conclusions. 

2   A Semiotic Theory of HCI 

Semiotic engineering [6] is a theory of HCI, whose ontology is rooted in such 
fundamental semiotic concepts as: sign, signification, communication, and 
interpretation. The first and last concepts stem from Peirce’s semiotics [14]; the other 
two are inspired by Eco’s theory of semiotics [9]. The aim of semiotic engineering is 
not the same as any of these two theories – we do not seek to investigate signs, 

                                                           
2 Multiple Sclerosis Sufferers Society. 
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signification, communication or interpretation processes per se. We seek to 
investigate human-computer interaction, a well-defined object of study, where human 
and technological components are brought together to form an indivisible whole. 

The foundational concepts that support the semiotic engineering ontology are: 

1. A sign is anything that is taken to mean something, by some mind (human or not), 
in one respect or another [14]. This very broad definition bears some interesting 
implications. For example, it implies that signs don’t have to be consensual. Of 
course there are many kinds of signs: some are cultural conventions, some are 
produced and processed by humans alone, and others may be produced and 
processed by machines. According to Peirce, the human species is biologically 
equipped to constantly produce and exchange an unlimited range of signs. 

2. Signification is the process by which certain expressions are systematically 
associated with certain contents based on culturally established conventions [9]. 
This process establishes a variety of sign systems in every culture – verbal and 
non-verbal, limited or unlimited, and so on. The units of signification systems are 
signs. 

3. Communication is the process by which people use signs and explore the 
possibilities of signification systems to achieve an unlimited range of purposes [9]. 
Inasmuch as communication is structured in terms of well established and 
contextualized signs, recipients and interpreters are likely to get the 
communicator’s message with relatively little effort. However, for communicators, 
the available signification systems are a resource, and not a limitation. They can 
easily twist the system (as in jokes), use it creatively (as in metaphors), and even 
expand it (as in neologisms). Because receivers and interpreters are equally apt to 
twisting, adapting and expanding culturally-determined signification systems, such 
steps outside their limits are most frequently successful, and often go unnoticed. 

4. Interpretation, in semiotic engineering, is aligned to the notion of semiosis [14]. 
The sign is structured by the mutual relations of three components: the 
representation of the sign, the object to which the representation refers, and the 
particular interpretation by virtue of which representation and object are bounded. 
The relation between a sign representation and its object, or referent, is mediated. 
Moreover, the mediating interpretation that relates representation to referent is not 
a value, but a process – called semiosis. Semiosis unfolds over unlimited time and 
space – it is not a finite calculation producing one definitive value. 

The implications of the concepts above reach far, and shed new light on HCI. The 
very possibility of taking anything as a potential sign (from 1), and the unlimited 
nature of semiosis (from 4), explains why communication (from 3) can be successful. 
Interlocutors ‘make up’ signs of their own, or use known signs in completely novel 
ways, but since their interpreters have exactly the same abilities, communication is 
based on but not limited to the systematic associations of expression and content, 
conventionalized by culture. Therefore, in this perspective, it is not possible to capture 
or predict the meaning of any sign – whatever correspondence is made between 
expression (a sign) and content (a meaning, or range of meanings) involves a 
selection of some interpretations to the detriment of others.  

As a result, humans often communicate without sharing the same meanings. It is 
only when counter factual evidence of their mutual understanding arises that they 
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revise their meanings. A key resource for revising meanings in communication is 
‘metacommunication’ – communication about communication. This pervasive 
resource encourages us to precipitate our conclusions about what this or that sign 
means – we reckon that if we are wrong, some other signs will give the evidence of 
our misunderstanding, and our interlocutors will correct us. For as long as they do not 
correct us, we assume that mutual understanding is in place. Mutual understanding 
depends on the ability and disposition of interlocutors to engage in learning and 
discovery. In conversation, speakers and listeners control semiosis by halting and 
resuming the ongoing interpretive process when they have evidence of successful and 
unsuccessful hypotheses, respectively. In some cases, this kind of control can be 
costly in emotional and social terms. 

In the HCI scenario, systematic research about the social [8] or the emotional [13] 
[15] aspects of computing has been gaining momentum in recent years. In all these 
cases, however, theories and approaches have resorted to different ontologies when 
they talk about design time and interaction time. Such is not the case of semiotic 
engineering, and some important consequences of integrating design and interaction 
under the same ontology naturally follow.  

Semiotic engineering views HCI as a particular case of CMC. In it, computer 
systems are defined as a one-shot designer-to-user message communicating the design 
intent, the designer’s understanding of users’ needs and aspirations, the vision of how 
the designed artifact will affect the users’ lives, and how the artifact should be used to 
achieve its ultimate purpose. The message can be paraphrased as follows [6]: 

“Here is my understanding of who you are, what I’ve learned you want or need to do, 
in which preferred ways, and why. And this is the system that I have therefore 
designed for you, and the way you can or should use it to fulfill a range of purposes 
that fall within this vision” 

The metacommunication message gradually unfolds as users interact with the 
artifact and, in the process of semiosis, build their own interpretation of what the 
artifact means. The various meanings exchanged in successive turns of interaction 
contribute to the global sense-making process by which users appropriate the artifact 
as an achieved sign. Through metacommunication, the designer is present at 
interaction time. However, not physically present – the designer’s communication 
about what he or she meant to communicate, and about how users can or should, 
themselves, communicate with the artifact, is delivered through the user interface. In 
semiotic engineering, the user interface is the designer’s deputy at interaction time. 
The communication codes for user-system interaction do not need to be verbal. Direct 
manipulation interfaces, for example, privilege visual codes. However, explicit 
metacommunication messages (such as explanations, instructions) take verbal form. 

The main difference introduced by semiotic engineering compared to existing 
theories of HCI is thus to frame the whole process of software production and 
software use as a homogeneous case of relayed communication. A similar idea was 
discussed by Winograd and Flores [18] two decades ago. Although the authors were 
proposing new foundations for software design, their work did not cover the details of 
how and why all layers of linguistic representation in computing are built, related, and 
eventually interpreted and used in all sorts of applications. They concentrated on 
computer-supported collaborative work contexts, and used speech act theory [17] to 
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inform design decisions. Semiotics, however, provides a much broader and more 
general range of concepts than speech act theory. Humans and their computer 
counterparts are engaged in semiosis. The same ontological status of ‘interlocutor’ is 
conferred to users, designers and systems. As a result, an unbroken thread of concepts 
can be used to trace meanings in software production and software use. 

The kinds of tools semiotic engineering provides for scientific research and 
professional practice in HCI are inspired by Schön’s reflection-in-action perspective 
[16]. They are epistemic tools. They are meant to guide the naming and framing 
stages of design problems. In agreement with semiotic processes, Schön’s perspective 
on design is that every design activity is unique. Thus the most important knowledge 
it requires is an epistemology of practice. Instead of knowledge about solutions for 
known categories of problems, an epistemology of practice is knowledge about 
methods and interpretive frameworks to be used in understanding, categorizing, and 
solving an unlimited range of HCI problems. Hence, the epistemic tools proposed by 
semiotic engineering aim at improving and expanding the researchers’ and designers’ 
knowledge about problems and solutions in design. 

One such epistemic tool is the interpretive schema embedded in the metacommuni 
cation message from designer-to-user. For the specific category of multi-user 
applications, the message is extended in order to include crucial meaning elements 
related to how computer-mediated communication among users is designed to take 
place. The message content can be paraphrased as follows [6] 

“Here is my understanding of who you are, what I’ve learned you want or need to do, 
in which preferred ways, and why. And this is the system that I have therefore 
designed for you, and the way you can or should use it to fulfill a range of purposes 
that fall within this vision. You can communicate and interact with other users 
through the system. During communication, the system will help you check: 
Who is speaking? To whom? 
What is the speaker saying? Using which code and medium? Are code and medium 
appropriate for the situation? Are there alternatives? 
Is(are) the listener(s) receiving the message? What if not? 
How can the listener(s) respond to the speaker? 
Is there recourse if the speaker realizes the listener(s) misunderstood the message? 
What is it?” 

Notice that by trying to elaborate the instantiation of this message for any CMC 
application, a designer is naturally led to reflect on expressive, semantic, pragmatic, 
and intentional aspects of communication. 

Designers and researchers can use other semiotic engineering models and methods 
to gain deeper insight into the signs and signification systems that are used to support 
the users’ interaction. One such method has been used in our case study – the semiotic 
inspection method [5][7]. The aim of the study was to find out how two classical F2F 
models were encoded in CMC technology used by SPEM members, and how users 
reacted to them. 

3   From Face-to-Face to Online Sociability Models 

A community is a key sociological concept, classically defined in opposition to 
society. In spite of much variety in perspective, there are some recurring ideas in the 
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traditional studies of communities. Communities have been characterized as a group 
of people who experience a high degree of personal intimacy and emotional depth. 
They are self-sufficient, in that members can satisfy all their needs within the space 
defined by their mutual relations and collective values. Each member’s identity is 
constructed in terms of the community itself. Social relations clearly define 
boundaries, unify the group, and provide protection against the threats of dissolution 
brought about by diverse and open-ended relations in a society [2] [12]. 

By opposition, society is defined by the multiple social roles played by each 
member, and the varying degrees of intimacy and emotional depth that they achieve 
in their relationships. To live in society is to have multiple sources for building one’s 
identity, and to experience different kinds of belonging. It also implies the ability to 
live in and with various open groups, with multiple intersections with each other [12]. 

There is commonality between the notions of society and community: in classical 
sociology, they are both reference models for F2F relationships. However, early CMC 
environments were clearly inspired by the F2F community model [3]. Later, the 
original spirit was left way behind. Side by side with community models, other 
models sprang up, with very different sociability references, this time closer to the 
traditional concept of society than to that of community. A full-blown cultural and 
social technology-enabled phenomenon, the Internet welcomed developers and users 
who no longer sought unity, homogeneity, and group cohesion. They sought ego-
centered and multiple forms of interaction, based on both strong and weak ties, and 
motivated by individual needs [3]. Inspired by an F2F society model, online 
interactions became open, flexible, heterogeneous and diverse. Now both community 
and society models coexist and dictate the development of the Internet [3]. 

In order to further the discussion about the role of F2F models in the development 
and deployment of CMC, we now describe our case study, where different types of 
technologies were used, and their sociability models affected users in different ways. 

4   The Semiotic Engineering Account of SPEM 

The object of this study is a long-standing online group, the Multiple Sclerosis 
Sufferers Society, whose members are mainly MS sufferers and their families. The 
community was closely observed from October 2003 to March 2004, during which 
period the community migrated from one setting to another. This migration was a 
prime opportunity for us to detect some of the impacts of technology on groups. Then, 
in order to update our initial analysis of such impacts and verify its medium-term 
effects, we revisited and analyzed the community in March 2006 and in January 2007. 

A combination of two qualitative methods was used in these analyses: the semiotic 
inspection method [5] [7] and the Underlying Discourse Unveiling Method (UDUM) 
[11]. Just like other qualitative methods, semiotic inspection and UDUM are non-
predictive, exploratory, and interpretive procedures that seek to expand the 
researcher’s understanding of the study domain, based on the recurrence of meanings 
[4]. Semiotic inspection seeks implicit signification of design signs. UDUM, 
however, seeks to make the latent meanings present in the users’ discourse explicit. 
By comparing results achieved by both methods, we set out to identify breakdowns 
and inconsistencies among design intent and the users’ experience. 
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Semiotic inspection should help the analyst reconstruct the designer-to-user 
message, and detect opportunities for breakdowns in communication. The inspection 
proceeds in five steps. In the first step, the analyst examines online and offline 
documentation and help content. In the second, the analyst examines static signs in 
the system. Static signs are those that appear on individual system screens, and are 
typically part of what designers refer to as interface layout. In the third, the analyst 
examines dynamic signs. These are signs that result from interaction, and include 
important meanings such as the causal effects of activating the various controls on the 
interface. In the fourth step, the analyst makes a contrastive comparison of designer-
to-user metacommunications identified in previous steps. Finally, in the fifth step, the 
analyst is able to produce a conclusive appreciation of the quality of the overall 
designer-to-user meta-communication. 

UDUM complements the semiotic inspection by providing an analysis of natural 
language discourse produced by system users during interaction. The analysis is 
carried out in an iterated two-step procedure [11]. The inter-participant step examines 
the discourse of all users participating in the community’s discussions. Identified 
recurring categories in what they say show the main trends in the group’s thoughts. 
The intra-participant step examines the discourse of each single user, highlighting 
occasional inconsistencies and identifying the elaboration of meanings across all his 
or her interventions. The iteration of inter- and intra-participant analyses contributes 
to a very detailed characterization of what is actually being said. 

The major findings of the combined analysis are grouped in four categories: the 
history of SPEM in cyberspace; the designers F2F sociability models; the users F2F 
sociability models; and designers and users together at interaction time. 

4.1   The History of SPEM in Cyberspace 

By January 2007, with approximately five years of existence, SPEM had 208 
members and a repository of over 14.000 messages. By March 2004, however, SPEM 
had nearly 500 members, who had exchanged messages in three different discussion 
forums: InForum, MSN Groups and Yahoo!Groups. The role of each of these is made 
explicit in each one of the three environments, as well as on the group’s homepage3. 
In addition to pointing to the other forums, the group owner introduces himself, and 
provides some information about multiple sclerosis. He also reveals the main purpose 
of SPEM: the exchange of experiences. 

The history of SPEM shows three distinct eras, determined by the technology that 
the group was using. Period 1 (10/2003-01/2004) corresponds to the use of two 
different forums: InForum, used only for exchanging textual messages, and MSN 
Groups, for both textual communication and photo exchanges. MSN also provided 
support for chatting online, which a number of members used to do. Period 2 
(02/2004-03/2004) corresponds to the use of three different forums. By this time, due 
to technical problems with InForum, the group owner decided to abandon the main 
forum and migrate to Yahoo!Groups. For one month, SPEM members we confused by 
using all three technologies. Finally, in Period 3 (04/2004 onwards) the group 
migrates to Yahoo!Groups, and chooses this environment to be the locale for all group 
activities. Figure 1 presents the distribution of the group over time and space. 
                                                           
3 http://marcelomorita.net/em 
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Fig. 1. SPEM community history – transitioning communicative locales 

4.2   The Designers’ Face-to-Face Sociability Models 

The goal of semiotic inspection is to recover the overall metacommunication message 
of the designers of online forums used by SPEM. Designers signs allowed us to focus 
on one particular aspect of the metacommunication message, namely the one that 
says: “Here is my understanding of who you are, what I’ve learned you want or need 
to do, in which preferred ways, and why. And this is the system that I have therefore 
designed for you, and the way you can or should use it to fulfill a range of purposes 
that fall within this vision.” Through the recovery of signs and meanings involved in 
this portion of the message, we have made explicit the F2F model of each technology. 

InForum is a non-structured bulletin board, where messages appear in sequence, 
one after the other, with no threading. This is an online space with shallow verbal 
communication facilities, available to anyone interested in reading messages and 
posting material for users from all over the Internet to see. Messages are all presented 
in the same format, one after the other, in reverse chronological order. There are no 
signs indicating the number of participants, neither an indication of privacy policies. 
There is no way to register members (anyone is a member who wants to 
read/search/post messages), and there can be no role differentiation among members. 
Members’ presence can only be traced through message-posting, because it is only 
when composing a message that a member’s identity is captured for other forum 
members to see. InForum does not support posting of pictures and other media files; 
neither does it support synchronous communication. The designers’ meta-
communication message in this case shows that the design vision was based on a 
society F2F model. This part of the metacommunication message can be paraphrased 
as this: “Here is an open space for socialization. Anyone can participate, by reading 
messages posted by others, only, or by posting messages, too. These messages are 
public in the Internet. Just like in offline society, you can choose different spaces to 
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socialize. This is one such space, where all you can do is to read and exchange 
asynchronous text messages. If you wish other kinds of resources, I encourage you to 
find them on the Net, and to publish the appropriate links in here.” 

MSN Groups and Yahoo!Groups metacommunication is much more sophisticated 
than InForum’s. They look very much alike, and their designers’ signs communicate 
the same F2F model: that of a community. In both systems, group members must 
register and obtain a group ID. Thus, when they log in, they appear in the members 
list on the group’s homepage, where the designers also tell users about how many 
members there are in this particular group, and what are the group configuration 
features. One such configuration (chosen by the group owner) is that, after registering 
and getting an ID, group members must wait for the moderator to accept their 
registration. Both systems allow group owners to choose whether they wish the group 
messages to be public on the Internet or not, as well as other privacy protection 
alternatives. MSN Groups and Yahoo!Groups both offer sophisticated chat tools. 
Messages can be viewed in different ways, and members can attach smileys to 
messages in order to express their mood. Texts and photos posted by members are 
stored in specifically structured spaces. Finally, other tools to coordinate activities, 
like a database, search mechanisms and alternative visualization forms, enable 
members to engage into complex goal-oriented activities. MSN Groups and 
Yahoo!Groups metacommunication message can be paraphrased as this: “Here is a 
place for you to create an online community. In these communities all members are 
identified, even if they keep silent and don’t take initiative in socializing activities. 
You can choose who you want to have in this community, and who you don’t. I offer 
you useful communication and coordination resources. All you need to keep your 
community going is here, and you are protected against the outside world.” 

Having identified the designers’ F2F models, let us see how these models were 
interpreted and appropriated by SPEM users them. 

4.3   The Users’ Face-to-Face Sociability Models 

The UDUM-based analysis of members’ discourse allows us to identify their 
underlying sociability models over the three periods of SPEM’s existence. 

In Period 1, when InForum and MSN Groups were both used, the content of 
messages exchanged in InForum was predominantly related to, in the group owner’s 
own words, “making friends and talking to MS sufferers”. Members would almost 
never talk about the technology they were using, and – notice this – they would 
always talk about themselves as a society, as their very name said: the Multiple 
Sclerosis Sufferers Society. The ‘community’ sign was never used to characterize 
SPEM. When using MSN Groups for chatting and posting pictures, all they needed to 
do was to get an MSN ID and log into the group’s page (the group had declined the 
possibility offered by designers of having every registration request be authorized by 
the moderator). Occasionally, members would post text messages in the forum, but 
InForum was always referred to as the preferred place for this sort of communication. 
See what the message below expresses4. 

                                                           
4 Transcribed messages were posted originally in Portuguese and translated by the authors, 

keeping up with the original writing style. 
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“I am a bit late in welcoming you.  (…) I’d like to ask you to go to 
www.inforum.insite.com.br. There you will find the same people who are here, and I 
also believe that things move much faster there.” 

MSN Groups was defined by a member as “a branch of SPEM”. Introduced some 
time after Inforum, MSN Groups was easily incorporated by SPEM members. 
Resistance to use the new technology was not observed, since there were no messages 
about difficulties generated by the introduction of a more complex tool. Thus, there 
were no signs that social experiences were not negatively affected by the introduction 
of a new technology. MSN Groups users seemed to ignore the MSN designers’ 
metacommunication message, tacitly declining most of the designers’ incentive to get 
the group organized, and protected against outsiders. They refused to adopt the 
community model that was signified in the interface. They creatively used MSN 
Groups as a complementary tool, supporting the activities of a group defining itself as 
a “society”. Throughout this initial period, then, SPEM clearly adopted the society 
F2F model, and there was no significant interference of the technologies they adopted 
on the activities they were engaged in. 

However, Period 2 is marked by an extensive interference of technology in 
SPEM’s social life. Because of technical problems with InForum, the group owner 
decided to create a forum in Yahoo!Groups. This dispersion turned into a major issue 
for the group. During this period, SPEM was using InForum, MSN Groups and 
Yahoo!Groups concomitantly. There was still uncertainty about the possibility of a 
complete migration to Yahoo!Groups, although there was a tendency to gradually 
concentrate SPEM activities in this space. As can be seen in the message below, 
members had doubts about how they would function as a group in the future. 

“I can ask some questions, can’t I? Are we all going to move there [Yahoo!Groups], 
and this space here [InForum] will be closed down? Will we be allowed to be in both 
places? (...) Have we solved our issues or created problems?” 

During this period, the number of messages exchanged by SPEM members 
increased significantly, and their content was mainly about how members related to 
technology. Messages conveyed essentially two sub-categories of meanings: nostalgic 
feelings about their former space and feelings of loss and confusion in the new space. 
Here is a message from the group owner himself, posted at InForum: 

“Subject: WHERE IS EVERYBODY??? Hi, I just came here to tell you how things are 
going in Yahoo. I see that all have moved there or given up. If you are still here, 
waiting, I have to say that:(...) it's all a matter of time to adapt and learn. If you 
haven't moved yet, we're waiting for you.” 

He calls the group’s attention to the fact that a little learning effort is required to 
use Yahoo!Groups and that with time the technology will become familiar to 
everybody (“it’s all a matter of time do adapt and learn”). Expressions of nostalgic 
feelings at this stage could perhaps be explained by the users’ resistance to change. 
However, further evidence shows that there is yet another reason behind nostalgic 
feelings. Namely, members were used to interacting with MSN groups, and MSN 
groups and Yahoo!Groups look very much alike. For those who knew how to use 
MSN groups, Yahoo!Groups should have seemed easy (and familiar). So, unless we 
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consider SPEM’s sociability models in both systems aspects of the users’ nostalgig 
feelings remain unexplained. 

As previously mentioned, in MSN groups SPEM members seemed to ignore the 
designer’s metacommunication. They were a society whose members used MSN as a 
complementary tool. At Yahoo!Groups, however, they started to work as a 
community, in consistence with the designer’s metacommunication. Various 
messages express the fear to loose happiness and friendship. Even members who were 
used to post many messages at MSN groups (and therefore had skills to use the 
system) clearly express the melancholy caused by the migration: “Hi everyone, I hope 
we will be happy here ... as happy as we were there.” Ambiguity and resistance seem 
to hide more than the need of learning more sophisticated features of a new system. It 
seems to be a matter of choice: should SPEM be a society (according to user’s 
sociability model) or a community (in consistence with the designer’s sociablity 
model)? 

After this period of ambiguity, in March 2004, when Period 3 started, the creator 
of SPEM decided for a complete migration to Yahoo!Groups. The moderator wrote: 

“About the forums: Inforum – is paid for till mar/04 (...) When this date expires, the 
forum will depend exclusively on Insite, who provides InForum services. I know that if 
they don’t discontinue [the forum] there will always be someone there, other than me.  
Yahoo Brasil – was the best free forum option I found in the Internet because here: 1) 
They don’t have as many problems in peak hours;2) It is possible to send almost 
instantly, via e-mail, everything that is in the forum, as long as one requests this at 
registration time; 3) There are many services available, like: polls, databases, chat, 
and others. And, best of all, its all ‘gratis’! As for me, I am also trying to adapt to 
Yahoo, but I prefer the InForum/SPEM design. But I find Yahoo’s services better than 
all other free Internet options that I have been trying.” 

Thus, technological issues, allied to the personal choices made by the moderator, 
seemed to have altered the sociability of SPEM. They turned from a society model 
into a community model. Nevertheless, the transition caused some loss. Various 
SPEM members dropped out, as message below shows: 

“Subject: Jade says good bye and thanks to the Gang  
My beloved friends! (this is my good bye). I want to thank you all for your kindness 
(…) through all this time we’ve been together (...) However, because I haven’t been 
able to adapt to the new place I have asked to un-register. (…) I will keep with MSN 
and my email addresses for those who want to keep in touch online. (...) If you have 
something to tell me, do so... but I will only reply to your individual addresses, and no 
longer here or in Yahoo. I’m leaving taking my memories in my bag!” 

In March 2006, two years after the migration, we saw that whereas in 2004 SPEM 
had some 500 members, now they were down to approximately 300, an important 
indication that various members did not adapt to the community model encoded in the 
technology, embraced by those who stayed. Another prime indication of the change is 
that the community sign made its way into the discourse of SPEM members: on their 
homepage, SPEM define themselves as a “virtual community”. In January 2007, we 
saw that the community model has been consolidated. In line with this kind of model, 
the number of group members decreased to about 2/3 (208 members), policies were 
clearly defined and stated, and group membership required approval from the 
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moderator. The number of posted messages is still good (about 100 per month), and 
the content indicates a high level of intimacy among members. 

4.4   Designers and Users Together at Interaction Time 

Further analysis of the results above led us to conclude that there were three kinds of 
signs affecting SPEM’s life online. First, there were signs referring to their own lives 
and experience with MS, and to their feelings and opinions about other things, 
including their attitude toward technology. We called these user signs. Second, there 
were signs referring to design decisions and the features and behavior of each one of 
the three technologies. These were typically interface signs. They were encoded by 
technology designers, and users have sometimes learned them, sometimes ignored 
them, sometimes they didn’t notice them, and sometimes they rejected or 
misinterpreted them. These signs carry the designers’ values, their intent, the mark of 
their cultural background, and similarly subjective content. Lastly, there were signs 
imposed by computation itself, like the fact that every computable entity must have a 
unique symbolic identification (hence the need for names and ID’s). This kind of sign 
may be in striking contrast with the semiosis of a non-institutionalized group. In 
previous work [5] we have discussed some social consequences of the limits imposed 
by computation signs. For the purposes of this paper, however, the most important 
finding with respect to this case study was the clear contrast between the designers’ 
and users’ signs that made their respective F2F sociability models explicit. From a 
semiotic engineering perspective designers communicate their vision to users at 
interaction time, and this vision includes their F2F model. Users, in their turn, have 
their own sociability models. At interaction time designers and users negotiate 
meanings related to these models, and the success of such negotiation will dictate the 
history of groups online. 

5   Discussion and Conclusion 

We believe that semiotic engineering has a relevant contribution to make for the study 
of CMC with respect to the migration of F2F to online communication. It calls the 
attention of researchers to the importance of consciously and systematically reflecting 
upon the underlying sociability models that are encoded in CMC technology. As seen 
with SPEM, these models are signified consciously or unconsciously by designers, in 
the systems interface. And users give strong evidence that such signs get into their 
semiosis, thus affecting their own sociability models and practices. 

At interaction time, each group of users: (i) carries their own F2F sociability 
models to the online environment; (ii) interprets and reacts to the designers’ 
communication about the F2F sociability model(s) they have encoded into the 
technology; and (iii) negotiates different sociability models, making conscious and/or 
unconscious judgments and decisions about the possibilities of using the technology. 

Regarding (i), semiotic engineering suggests that there cannot be an ideal and 
universal sociability model for CMC. Users always bring with them different models 
and, therefore, personal reactions to different kinds of CMC environments will always 
vary. Some users will adapt quickly, others will never adapt, but there will always be 
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a negotiation between technologically-encoded sociability models, on the one hand, 
and diverse culturally-inherited sociability models, on the other. Negotiation can be 
initiated because both are based on human (designers’ and users’) F2F social 
relations. But the success of negotiation will largely depend on the designers’ 
awareness of what can be negotiated, why, and how. So, it we should beware of 
predictive models and universal solutions for online sociability. At best, we should 
seek for widely-applicable knowledge-generating methods to support CMC design. 
This alternative has the advantage to circumvent the embarrassing singularity of 
design cases where received heuristics and guidelines are not followed, but the design 
product is nevertheless evaluated as satisfactory by its users. In the SPEM case, we 
saw that the community loved the old discussion forum, which compared to MSN or 
Yahoo!Groups was precarious, according to established HCI design practices. The 
same situation was reported by Maloney-Krichmar and Preece [10], in their study of 
an online health community. 

Regarding (ii), semiotic engineering explains that systems interfaces can signify 
things that designers are not even aware of having consciously expressed. In group 
settings, group semiosis can considerably amplify the semiotic effect of interface 
signs, as we have seen in our case study. Semiotic engineering calls the designers 
attention to the fact that users will interpret not only the signs that they have 
intentionally designed and encoded in the interface, but also those signs that they 
(designers) have unconsciously signified in the technology. The greater the designers’ 
awareness of their own social values about F2F sociability models, and of how these 
relate to the users’ sociability models, the greater the chances of successful 
negotiations at interaction time. The necessary mechanisms to support the users’ 
choices will more likely be in place, and ready to be used. 

Regarding (iii), through a comprehensive characterization of metacommunication, 
semiotic engineering encourages designers to spell out their metacommunication 
message at design time. They are stimulated to think of all static and dynamic signs, 
along with explicit explanatory signs directly expressing design rationale, which users 
should have access to in order to resolve potential disparities between their vision of 
sociability online, and the designers’. Careful and intentional selection of signs to 
communicate design intent will instigate a rich variety of computer-mediated 
communication between designers and users. 

This is an interesting possibility because it allows us to examine CMC in greater 
detail, framing technological and natural signs, delivered by machines and humans 
alike, under a uniform set of concepts that constitute the semiotic engineering 
ontology. The theory amplifies the explicit knowledge of technology producers and 
researchers about what communication is, and the infinite variety of signification 
alternatives that users and designers may choose to communicate what they mean to 
and about each other. Thus the design process itself becomes a rich and sophisticated 
intellectual activity, very distant from a mere selection and application of existing 
solutions that will predictably work in previously known use situations. 

In this paper we have presented a case study to illustrate how F2F sociability 
models are communicated and interpreted over CMC. However, the semiotic 
engineering ontology and the epistemic resources that we have used in an analytic 
process may perfectly be used for reflection at design time. The introduction of the 
designer’s discourse as a specific stance of sign types in CMC allows us to detect 
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subjective and cultural values incorporated to design patterns. Thus the message to 
CMC developers is that they may improve the quality of their products by: reflecting 
carefully about their context(s) of use, and the F2F sociability models that future users 
embrace; thinking critically about their own sociability models, rationalizing as many 
aspects of them as possible before they start encoding sociability models into the 
technology; and designing powerful negotiation mechanisms for users to understand 
the technology, adapt it to their purposes, and eventually use it to compose wider 
social spaces with technologies that suit their needs better in some particular respect. 
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Abstract. The dissemination of information in social networks and the relative 
effect of ICT (Information and Communications Technology) use has long been 
an interesting area of study in the field of sociology, human computer 
interaction and computer supported cooperative work. To date, a lot of research 
has been conducted regarding an actor’s mobile phone usage behavior while 
disseminating information within a mobile social network. In this study, we 
explore the structured network position of individuals using mobile phone and 
their ability to disseminate information within their social network. Our 
proposition is that an actor’s ability to disseminate information within a social 
group is affected by their structural network position. In this paper, we 
determine an actor’s structural network position by four different measures of 
centrality—(i) degree, (ii) closeness, (iii) betweenness, and (iv) eigenvector 
centrality. We analyse the Reality Mining dataset, which contains mobile phone 
usage data over a 9 month period for exploring the association between the 
structural positions of different actors in a temporal communication. We extract 
relational data to construct a social network of the mobile phone users in order 
to determine the association between their position in the network and their 
ability to disseminate information. The following questions form the basis for 
this study: Does information dissemination capability of an actor reflect their 
structural position within a social network? How do different measures of 
centrality associate with the information dissemination capability of an actor? 
Are highly central actors able to disseminate information more effectively than 
those who have a lower central position within a social network? 

Keywords: Social Networks, Mobile Usage Behaviour, Centrality, Information 
Dissemination, Temporal Communication. 

1   Introduction 

Mobile telephone use has proliferated in recent years. They have become embedded 
in society culture and are no longer unusual to view people using mobile phones in 
various different contexts. Recent studies regarding mobile phones have primarily 
focused on the usage behaviour of individuals over a set period of time. Studies have 
also been conducted into the usability of the mobile communication devices for 
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understanding dissemination behaviour and innovation patterns [3, 15]. Concrete 
research into the relationship between a user’s position in the mobile social network 
and their ability to disseminate information in that particular network are relatively 
few. The objective of this study is to explore this relationship to discover the effect of 
different network structure and positions on an actor’s ability to effective disseminate 
information within the network. In particular, the study explores how different types 
of centrality measures give an actor the best ability to disseminate information within 
a social network. We suggest that the positioning of an actor within a network is 
closely associated with their ability to disseminate information. An actor’s structural 
position is determined by various measures of centrality: in-degree, out-degree, 
closeness, betweenness and eigenvector centrality [10]. These measures allow for 
calculation of an actor’s position in the network whilst determining their relationship 
with surrounding actors in the network. We analysed the reality mining dataset, which 
contains information collected on 100 mobile users over a nine month period, to elicit 
the mobile social network for the study. We then conducted preliminary analysis of 
the mobile usage behavior of the individual subjects contained within the dataset to 
form the basis for argument. A model representing different network structures 
affecting information dissemination is constructed using the software application to 
illustrate the differences between the different measures of centrality. This study may 
have a profound impact on the way organisations select individuals for projects due to 
their capability to co-ordinate resources, which directly come from their ability to 
disseminate information. Furthermore, insights on the association between an 
individual’s social structure and capacity to disseminate information provide us with 
an awareness of human-interactions in mobile and temporal contexts. This is useful 
for building contextualized awareness HCI tools. 

2   Background 

The Reality Mining project represents one of the largest mobile phone experiment 
attempted in academia to date [8]. The study consists of 100 Nokia 6600 smart phones 
pre-installed with several pieces of software developed by the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT), as well as a version of Context application from the University 
of Helsinki. The dataset, which is a MySQL relational database, was collected for the 
purpose of monitoring mobile phone usage behavior in order to model complex social 
systems. The information collected includes call logs, Bluetooth devices in proximity, 
cell tower IDs, application usage and phone status (such as charging and idle). The 
Reality Mining dataset contains data collected by one hundred human subjects over 
the course of nine months and represents approximately 350,000 hours of data on 
users location, communication and device usage behavior over the course of the 2004-
2005 academic year. The project is still ongoing and upon completion of the study the 
dataset will contain 500,000 hours (~60 years) of continuous data on daily human 
behavior. The subjects contained in the dataset are 75 users who are either students or 
faculty in the MIT Media Lab, while the remaining 25 users are incoming students at 
MIT Sloan business school. Of the 75 users at the Media Lab, 20 are incoming 
masters students and 5 are incoming MIT freshmen. 
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3   Information Dissemination Through Social Network 

Disseminating information in social networks is a complex and nuanced process that 
is the sum of many individual actions. It is difficult to overestimate the importance of 
social networks in the processes of disseminating and receiving information [13]. 
Based on the information itself and on contextual factors, a person may choose to 
share the information as it to selected people in his social network or may modify the 
information (e.g. remove details) before disseminating it. Goecks and Mynatt [11] 
state that contact and availability information is often closely guarded and shared only 
with the people in one’s personal social network. Friends talk about books that 
they’ve recently read and share photos of their children. Colleagues share ideas, data, 
and references when collaborating. These are some examples of the types of 
information disseminated in a social network. Fisher and Dourish [9] argue that the 
information disseminated can be traced and that there is structure in dissemination. 
Furthermore, such network structures can be used to build contextualized awareness 
tools that successfully present an appropriate selection of information. 

Borgatti [5] documented how different measures of centrality can be matched to 
the kinds of information flows that they are appropriate for. Specific simulations were 
conducted to examine the relationship between type of information flow and the 
differential importance of nodes with respect to measurements such as speed of 
reception of traffic and frequency of receiving traffic. It was discovered that 
traditional centrality measures were fully applicable only for specific flow processes 
they are designed for, can be regarded as generating expected values for certain kinds 
of node outcomes (such as speed and frequency of reception) given implicit models of 
how information disseminates. There are five well known measures of centrality 
which are commonly used in social network analysis. These are in-degree, out-degree, 
closeness, betweenness and eigenvector centrality. 

Closeness centrality of a node (or actor) as defined by Freeman [10], is the sum of 
the graph-theoretic distances from all other nodes, where the distance from a node to 
another is defined as the length (in links) of the shortest path from one to the other. 
Borgatti [5] argues that in a flow context, ordinarily you would interpret closeness as 
an index of the expected time until arrival of something flowing through the network. 
Borgatti also noted that nodes with lower raw closeness scores have short distances 
from others so will tend to receive flows sooner, assuming that what flows originates 
from all other nodes with equal probability, and also assuming that whatever is 
flowing manages to travel along shortest paths. 

Betweenness centrality is defined as the ‘share’ of times that a node i needs a node 
k (whose centrality is being measured) in order to reach a node j via the shortest path 
(Freeman 1979). Betweenness is conventionally thought to measure the volume of 
traffic moving from each node to every other node that would pass through a given 
node [16]. Thus, it measures the amount of network flow that a given node ‘controls’ 
in the sense of being able to shut it down if necessary. 

Eigenvector centrality is defined as the principal eigenvector of the adjacency 
matrix defining the network [4]. The idea proposed by Bonacich is that even if a node  
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influences just one other node, who subsequently influences many other nodes (who 
themselves influence still more others), then the first node in that chain is highly 
influential. At the same time it can be seen that eigenvector centrality is providing a 
model of nodal risk such as a node’s long term equilibrium risk of receiving 
information traffic is a function of the risk level of its contacts [5].  

Finally, degree centrality can be defined as the number of ties incident upon a node 
[10]. That is, it is the sum of each row in the adjacency matrix representing the 
network. Degree centrality can also be defined as the number of paths of length one 
that emanate from a node [14]. As a result, one way to interpret the measure would be 
in terms of an implicit process that involves no indirect links. For information flow 
this means that a highly central actor will be more active in disseminating information 
in that they have more ties to other actors in the network. In light of the social 
network concepts and measures discussed for making information dissemination 
structure visible, we ask the research questions: (i) does information dissemination 
capability of an actor reflect their structural position within a social network? (ii) How 
do different measures of centrality associate with the information dissemination 
capability of an actor? (iii) Are highly central actors able to disseminate information 
more effectively than those who have a lower central position within a social 
network? 

4   Method 

The initial dataset contained voice and text message data regarding interactions made 
by the 100 participants in the study to members, both internal (eg. other subjects) and 
external (eg. friends, family) to the study. As a first step in data analysis, we 
concentrated on the interactions made by the participants (in the study) to other 
members who were also involved in the study. Such interactions were considered to 
be internal interactions. Interactions between members of the study and outsiders 
were deemed as external interactions.  

There are a total of 897,921 interactions contained in the Reality Mining Dataset. 
We decided the best way of separating the data was to create a new table containing 
only the voice records which contained internal interactions. We then used certain 
thresholds to gather only the data we thought would be suitable to determining valid 
relationships between members of the study. We applied the bootstrapping 
mechanism by applying a threshold limit of a minimum of 5 interactions to take place 
before a valid relationship could be deemed to have substantial information 
disseminated. This approach is similar to the email study conducted by Adamic and 
Adar [1]. Calls of duration 0, which surprising there were many of, were also deemed 
as invalid data for our study. It could only be assumed that such calls were made to 
retrieve voice messages as the number called by the sender was the same as the 
number of the sender.  

From this threshold we were able to gain a table of internal interactions for our 
data of 30,620 voice call records. The respective strengths, which were the number of 
interactions between each participant, were then calculated and exported into a text 
file, later which was read into the UCINET program [7] for social network analysis. 
We were then able to alter the view of the network diagram according to different 
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variables based on the strengths of the relationships, for example only displaying 
relationships with tie strength greater than 10. 

In order to calculate the information spread, we used an information dissemination 
index adapted from Bae [3]. According to Bae, the information dissemination index 
was a numerical value based on data collected that determined which members of a 
network had been more involved in communicating with other members. Our own 
information dissemination index to determine which participants contributed more to 
the information flow in the network was as follows: 

Information Dissemination Index:   

#voice calls sent - #voice calls received 
#voice calls sent + #voice calls received 

Regardless of range, the information dissemination index is +1 if somebody only 
makes calls and doesn’t receive any calls. The index is -1, if somebody only receives 
calls and does not make any calls. The index is 0, if somebody has totally balanced 
communication behaviour, sending and receiving the same number of calls. 

 

Fig. 1. Visualisation of the mobile phone interaction pattern between participants with tie 
strength 

Results and analysis were gathered by mining the modified dataset using PHP 
scripts with embedded SQL commands. Using these commands we were able to 
discover call activity information which could then be combined with centrality 
information from UCINET to report the findings seen in the next section.  
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5   Results and Analyses 

From the preliminary analysis that was conducted, it was revealed that an actor who 
was centrally based in the mobile communication network was more likely to have a 
greater ability to disseminate information throughout the network. Figure 1 depicts a 
visual analysis (sociogram) of the communication of the participant network - that is, 
calls made to and from the participants with the threshold applied are represented in 
the sociogram. Clearly, there are three major components in the sociogram which 
represents a clique group or cluster. It is possible that such cliques arise as a result of 
participants belonging to the same school or group within MIT (eg. Sloan School of 
Management). There are also a couple of periphery actors who do not belong to any 
of the clusters. Their communication frequency is low. The number of interactions 
made is visually represented as strength of the tie, as indicated by thickness of the 
lines. Hence, actors 57, 86, 15, and 94 are interesting nodes to take interest of as 
communication pertaining to these actors is particularly high. Further analysis shows 
that these actors represent the top four participants who communicated the most 
within the network of the participants themselves. Figure 2 below shows the top ten 
participants in the study when their interactions with other members were analysed.  
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Fig. 2. Top ten participants showing call activity 

Table 1 below highlights particular actor’s in and out degree statistics as well as 
their information dissemination index calculations. 
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Table 1. Information dissemination index and degree values of the top ten participants of the 
study 

Actor OutDegree InDegree Total 
Interactions 

Information 
Dissemination 

Index 
57 1660 974 2634 0.26 
15 578 1362 1940 -0.404 
86 503 1425 1928 -0.478 
94 1381 537 1918 0.44 
29 1126 663 1789 0.258 
85 367 448 815 0.042 
31 339 111 450 0.504 
39 108 325 433 -0.501 
66 99 297 396 -0.5 
71 56 237 293 -0.618 

Hanneman [12] states that degree centrality is actually the greatest measure of 
actors in positions to disseminate information. He suggests that actors who have more 
ties to other actors may be advantaged to an extent because they have many ties, they 
may access to, and be able to call on more resources of the network as a whole. The 
evidence and the results from our study seem to agree with this notion, that an actor 
with a high degree of centrality is in a better position than others to disseminate 
information to other members of the network. 

Table 2. Betweeness compared to degree centrality – scores and rankings 

Actor Betweeness Ranking InDegree Ranking OutDegree Ranking 

29 9.585 1 663 4 1126 3 

15 8.914 2 1362 2 578 4 

86 8.741 3 1425 1 503 5 

85 7.663 4 448 6 367 6 

94 7.614 5 537 5 1381 2 

57 6.987 6 974 3 1660 1 

35 5.195 7 10 71 65 20 

20 5.309 8 109 21 191 10 

66 4.24 9 297 8 99 17 

71 3.713 10 237 9 56 23 

It can be seen from table 2 that the actors with high betweenness centrality scores 
generally agree with their high scores for degree centrality. Actors 29, 15, 86, 85, 94 
and 57 have high betweenness centrality scores which are well above average for the 
network. There is also a low level of variance in the network relative to the mean 
when betweenness is concerned (table 3); this could mean that the actors with high  
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Table 3. Summary statistics for all measures 

 Degree Closeness Betweeness Eigenvector 

Mean 4.068 2.332 1.034 7.814 

Std Dev 2.593 0.347 1.952 16.501 

Sum 244.068 139.939 62.069 468.868 

Variance 6.722 0.120 3.809 272.267 

Min 1.695 1.695 0.000 -0.000 

Max 13.559 2.670 9.585 72.480 

betweenness scores can be deemed as quite centralised. The top six actors in 
betweenness scores also feature prominently in the rankings for out and in degree. 
These members are considered to have a lot of influence in the network as a lot of 
other participants depend on them to make connections with other people. In other 
words, as they are “between” a lot of other interactions, their level of call activity is 
relatively high. Interesting though are some of the participants that scored highly with 
regards to betweenness but have a quite a low ranking with in degree or out degree 
compared. A prime example of this is actor 35 who has the 7th highest betweenness 
centrality score but fares quite lowly when in degree is concerned. This can be seen as 
an indication that actor 35 may have a structural network position of a peripheral 
facilitator to separated sub networks within the entire network. This position may not 
be apparent when just viewing the network using in and out degree measurements. 
This is also the case for actor 20, whose betweenness centrality score ranking is much 
higher than their degree calculations. In both cases they have a higher out degree 
score than in degree, which agree with a position of passing on information to other 
groups in the network. It can thus be proposed that different types of centrality 
measures affect a participant’s network position. Clearly, some members of the 
network have a higher position when a different centrality measure is used and this 
can distinguish their position in the network for different purposes, where it may 
become apparent of different positions a member may hold. 

Closeness centrality and eigenvector centrality measures were also calculated to 
discover if it has any impact on the findings about actors who have demonstrated to 
have a better position to disseminate information. Table 4 shows the top ten 
eigenvector centrality scores achieved by participants in the study and is compared to 
their ranking in the closeness centrality calculations. 

The eigenvector approach is an important measurement as it is an effort to discover 
the most central actors (i.e. those with the smallest farness from others) in terms of 
“global” or “overall” structure of the network, and to pay lesser attention to patterns 
that are more “local”. In other words, we want to find nodes that have an influence on 
the way other nodes may disseminate information. Again it can be seen from table 4 
that actors 29, 86, 57, 39 and 94 have high eigenvector centrality scores and this 
indicates they are more central to the main pattern of distances among all of the  
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actors. There is high variance in the eigenvector calculation relative to the mean (table 
3). This may add to the fact that these actors have a lot of influence in the network 
which aids the results already seen that they are able to disseminate more information 
due to their structural position in the social network.  

Table 4. Eigenvector versus closeness centrality 

Actor Eigenvector Ranking Closeness Ranking 
29 72.48 1 2.67 1 

86 63.661 2 2.656 3 

57 56.145 3 2.654 4 

39 56.145 4 2.654 4 

94 50.76 5 2.633 12 

90 34.347 6 2.648 7 

85 30.256 7 2.655 6 

78 22.13 8 2.667 2 

16 18.286 9 2.643 8 

1 18.286 10 1.881 31 

Closeness centrality approach emphasises the distance of an actor to all others in 
the network by focusing on the distance from each actor to all others. Again, even 
though the numbers of results of the closeness calculations vary very little, the same 
highly central actors which were mentioned previously are again ranked very quite 
highly but with a very low standard deviation. It seems the actors are quite close to 
one another which facilitates dissemination of information for the central actors.  

Finally, we conducted a multi-mode analysis taking into account all forms of 
centrality measurements and actors call activity, which can be deemed as their 
information dissemination ability. The basis of the multi-mode analysis is based on 
evidence that out-degree centrality is the most important determinant of an actor’s 
position in a social network because it indicates the level to which an actor is able to 
communicate [12]. With this in mind we have taken the top 25 actors as per their out 
degree centrality score and compared these ranks with their ranking in all other 
measurements of centrality to determine each actor’s position in the network and how 
this compares to their call activity.  

Each actor is given a rank for each respective centrality measure out of 25, if an 
actor scored 0 for that particular centrality measure then they are given a rank of 25 
for that measure. Once all the ranks have been determined then are then added up 
across each row to determine an actor’s total score. The lower the score the more 
centrally positioned an actor is deemed.  

Once again, familiar actors which have been previously reported to have the 
highest call activity are deemed to be the most centrally positioned and are therefore 
proposed to be in a better position to disseminate information. Below is a diagram 
which depicts these results in graphical form with the more central actor’s closer to 
the centre of the circle. 
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Fig. 3. Actors’ central position with call interactions colour-coded 

From figure 3, the closer the actor is to the centre the better their overall centrality 
score is, which leaves them in a better position to disseminate more information than 
members who are less centrally located. This correlates to the particular actor’s call 
activity, which is also the amount of information disseminated. As seen from figure 3, 
actor 29 is most centrally positioned in the network and also has the 5th highest call 
activity with a total of 1789 interactions. Actor 57 who has the highest number of 
interactions in the group is the 4th best centrally positioned member of the network. 
Overall, it can clearly be seen that all of the actor’s with high call activity ( > 1500 ) 
are in the two inner most circles which gives them the ability to disseminate more 
information because they are more central in the network than the other members of 
the study. In general, the results and findings from this study seem to converge to the 
argument that an actor’s structural position in a social network affects their ability to 
disseminate information. The pattern indicates that actors who have high centrality 
scores figure prominently in outgoing and incoming calls which corresponds to their 
increased ability to disseminate more information. The findings bear implications for 
researchers and scholars in the human computer interaction field and those involved 
in computer-supported and cooperative work. First, structure and position of 
individuals dictate information dissemination and flow. Second, traces from the 
network structure generate insights which are invaluable for the design and 
development of communication tools in mobile and dispersed personalised contexts. 

6   Conclusion 

Drawing on the results and findings from this study, it can be seen that an actor in a 
more centrally favored position does have an increased ability to disseminate more 
information to other members of a network than someone with a more peripheral 
position. That said, it can also be seen from the results that the importance of a 
particular actor may not become apparent until different centrality measures are taken 
into account. This can dramatically change the structural position of a particular actor 
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and increase their prominence in a social network, without the actor necessarily being 
a central figure.  

The results seem to agree with Hanneman’s [12] view, in suggesting out-degree as 
an influential centrality measure when determining a central figure in an information 
flow. Although this does not mean they automatically are in the best information 
disseminating position in the network, eigenvector and betweenness measures also 
play a critical part in discovering which actors have the most influence and 
connections to distribute information to key divisions of the network. These measures 
become just as an important as out and in degree centrality measures for 
understanding an actors’ communication structure [2, 6]. Further study needs to be 
carried out to explore centrality and information dissemination abilities in terms of 
correlation within different and similar group scenarios (eg. groups with high 
information dissemination indices as compared to low ones) rather than a large 
network to discover if these patterns stay consistent. A multiplex relational analysis 
(such as short message sent and received, and video calls sent and received) also 
needs to be conducted within the group and outside the group of the participants’ 
network to gain a further understanding of the complexities and dynamics of 
information dissemination behaviour, in relation to the actor’s network. Such 
understanding helps us to model social exchange behaviour from a social networks 
perspective. Furthermore, the interactions of these same actors at different time-
periods (quarterly) can be studied to understand changes in individual and group 
communication structures longitudinally.  
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Abstract. This paper presents Manas, a Semiotic Engineering epistemic tool for 
the design of collaborative systems (CoSys) whose aim is to expand the 
designers’ knowledge and awareness of their influence on groups and group 
dynamics. Manas has been developed to help designers represent their 
conception of computer-mediated communication and reflect upon some of its 
potential social effects, springing from user-system interaction, as well from 
user-user interaction (through the system). The paper illustrates how Manas can 
lead designers to reflect upon both the design problem and its proposed 
solution(s), which allows them to make more conscious decisions. Increased 
knowledge and awareness should then enhance the quality of CoSys design.  

Keywords: Semiotic Engineering, Collaborative Systems, Online 
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1   Introduction 

Collaborative systems (CoSys) support and enable human interaction online. CoSys 
allows users to communicate not only with the system, but also, and mainly, with 
each other, through the system. The purpose of interaction varies widely, from 
working together, to exchanging personal and professional experiences, or just having 
fun. According to this broad definition, computer-supported cooperative work 
(CSCW), communities of practice, health support communities and games are all 
examples of CoSys. 

For the last 20 years, researchers have pointed out the complexity involved in 
designing collaborative systems [1], [12]. One of the main aspects involved in the use 
of CoSys, which should be carefully considered during the design process, is the 
social effect caused by the system on groups or communities of users [8],[19]. A 
number of tools, models and frameworks have been proposed to support CoSys 
designers. They are usually task-based, allowing designers to analyze or describe, at 
different levels of abstraction, which tasks can be performed by all group members 
and how tasks relate to each other. Such is the case with Groupware Task Analysis 
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(GTA) [22], ConcurTaskTrees (CTT) [14], Collaboration Usability Analysis (CUA) 
[16], and 3C Collaboration Model (3C) [10]. In all of these, communication among 
group members is represented implicitly or in necessary association with tasks. 

In this paper, we present Manas [3], a Semiotic Engineering [6] epistemic tool to 
support designers in representing and reflecting upon how users can or should 
communicate with each other (USU communication) through CoSys. Manas separates 
communicative from task-related dimensions, and provides a design language in 
which to describe the envisaged USU communication. It also provides qualitative 
feedback on some of the potential social effects that USU design decisions may have 
on the group of users. By doing so, Manas can lead designers to reflect upon both the 
problems being handled and their proposed solution(s). Thus designers are prompted 
at design time to take potential social impacts of the designed system into more 
careful consideration. 

As a by-product of language description and model-based reasoning for providing 
feedback on design decisions, Manas traces the USU communication design rationale, 
a valuable asset for ulterior steps in the design process, as well as for system 
documentation, maintenance and online help design. 

In spite of their widely recognized relevance, social aspects of CoSys design have 
not received as much support as needed, especially in the form of design tools. 
Although useful general recommendations (e.g. sociability guidelines [19]) are 
available, they do not necessarily help designers understand or perceive how they 
should be applied when conflicting indications are met, or what implications are 
brought about by choosing one guideline to the detriment of others. Previous 
approaches such as Action Workflow [13], DEMO [7], Milan Conversation Model 
[5], and the BAT model [11], for instance, had already brought communication 
among group members to the center of designers’ attention. However, they focused 
almost exclusively on the communicative actions and patterns made available at 
interaction time. The potential social consequences of choosing one or another were 
not explored. A paradigmatic example of a communication-centered perspective on 
CoSys design, The Coordinator [24] implemented a mapping of speech acts onto a 
workflow model, having the USU communication model subsume (or virtually stand 
for) other models involved in group interaction (task models, social models, 
coordination models, etc.). 

Manas’ main contribution is then to: (i) provide the representational means to 
describe the social dimensions of CoSys design decisions, isolating communication 
issues from tasks issues (but not having one subsume the other); and (ii) to provide 
qualitative feedback for such decisions, based on various theories about (or related to) 
interpersonal communication (e.g. semiotics [9][15], conversation and discourse 
analysis [4] and speech act theory [20][21][23]). 

In section 2 we illustrate some of the social issues associated to design choices in 
an online discussion forum, so that the reader can see concrete examples of the range 
of problems Manas can deal with. Then in section 3 we present a brief overview of 
Manas’ structural and functional profile, with a more detailed description of its design 
language. In section 4 we show how Manas can help designers deal with some of the 
issues raised in section 2. And finally, in section 5, we conclude the paper by 
discussing Manas’ perceived value and by presenting our next steps in this research. 
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2   Social Effects of an Online Forum 

Online forums provide very popular examples of the kinds of activities and 
interaction supported by CoSys. In order to illustrate the purpose of Manas and the 
benefits that designers can gain from using it as a design tool, we will use an online 
forum especially developed to support long-term scientific discussions of our research 
group – OriOn V11. Compared to standard online forums (e.g. MSN Groups), the 
most salient difference introduced by OriOn is that when users post messages they 
qualify it by a rhetorical marker that binds it to the superordinate message it is 
supposed to respond to. In MSN Groups, for example, you find messages structured 
in a recursive subordination chain that we can represent like this2: 

User 1: hi... 
when i start fidller, i can't debug or use view in browser in visual 
studio 2005, i get error 404 in ie, do you know why? 
thank you... 

User 2: What happens if you try to use IE while Fiddler is 
running?  What URLs are you hitting in VS? 

User 1:  hi... 
I can use the internet and any internet service when the 
fiddler is runing. 
he url that hit from vs: 
htttp://localhost/projectName/default.aspx 
so, do you know why its happening? 

User 1: hi... 
I forgot to attach the error message:  
>> Server Error in '/' Application.  

>> The resource cannot be found. 

In OriOn the above conversation would be structured in a rhetorical chain (i.e. a chain 
of messages whose relations with each other are rhetorical, such as question-answer, 
statement-elaboration, statement-concession, etc.) built by users themselves. So, for 
example, users might choose to prefix their messages with question-answer and 
conjunction markers like this: 

User 1  ASKS: hi... 
when i start fidller, i can't debug or use view in browser in visual 
studio 2005, i get error 404 in ie, do you know why? 
thank you... 

User 2 ASKS: What happens if you try to use IE while Fiddler is 
running?  What URLs are you hitting in VS? 

User 1 ANSWERS:  hi... 
I can use the internet and any internet service when the 
fiddler is runing. 
the url that hit from vs: 
htttp://localhost/projectName/default.aspx 
so, do you know why its happening? 
User 1 AND: hi... 
I forgot to attach the error message: 
>> Server Error in '/' Application.  

                                                           
1 OriOn V1 is the 1st version of the forum (now in its 2nd). In the remainder of the paper 

“OriOn” always refers to OriOn V1. 
2 The anonymized conversation in this example has been extracted from a public MSN Group 

in January 2007. 
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>> The resource cannot be found. 

The value of OriOn’s rhetorical structuring is that it readily characterizes the above 
dialogue as an open conversation: a question has been asked, and another question 
was asked in response (requesting further information); the requested information has 
been given, in two subsequent messages (ANSWER + ADDENDUM). Especially in 
long-term scientific discussions, where the structure of arguments is elaborate – 
typically including concessions, illustrations, elaborations, etc. – these markers can 
support text summarization or visual (abstract) representations of the state of 
discussions, helping discussants address open questions, identify lively debates, spot 
the discussants who are leading conversations here and there, and so on. This can 
make discussions more agile, efficient and productive. 

However, after five years of regular use, and a number of redesigns (all keeping 
with the rhetorical markers, but none including the expected summarization and 
visualization facilities yet), two related phenomena were observed. First, non-directed 
questions like the ones above (i.e. questions that were not directed to one particular 
discussant of the group, but to all) often took longer to be answered, because 
everybody passed the baton to everybody else. Locks of this type were usually 
resolved outside OriOn, in face-to-face conversations or emails. Second, questions 
could be explicitly directed to one or more discussants (e.g. “Hi, Albert and/or Amelia 
– when I start a fiddler I get this error message [etc.]. Do you know why?”). This 
second alternative could be more successful than the first, the answer being given 
more quickly. However, regarding the top-level issue that OriOn’s designers were 
trying to address – a more accurate representation of the state of discussions in order 
to make them more agile, efficient and productive – this was a “work around”, rather 
than a solution. Why? Because when summarizing or visualizing texts based on 
structural elements, there would be no representation for the fact that “Albert” and 
“Amelia” were the expected respondents of that particular request. 

At closer examination, we saw that the problem with OriOn’s structuring in this 
case is that, although it is perspicuous enough to represent rhetorical relations and 
help users distinguish between pending vs. complete argumentations, for example, an 
important item was missing: the identification of addressed listeners. OriOn’s design, 
like that of most discussion forums, conceives that messages posted in a forum are for 
all to see and for anyone to answer. Although this is true, there is an important 
distinction in the semantics of for all to see that designers missed: that, just like in any 
face-to-face group discussion, some parts of the conversation may take place between 
“Albert” and “Amelia”, but they are not private – they are public. And because they 
are public, everybody is welcome to contribute, but it would be impolite not to 
recognize that the conversation is going on between the two. For example, it would be 
in principle impolite to suggest changing subject right after Amelia asks Albert a 
question, not giving him the opportunity to answer. This suggestion, in face-to-face 
situations, would very probably be interpreted as an equivalent of one of the 
following: “This conversation has lasted long enough.”, or “Amelia, you should not 
have asked this question.”, or “Let’s help Albert not lose face by having to answer 
this question.” 

The cost of missing this sort of scenario at design time can be charged later in the 
currency of social relations among users, group discussion dynamics, or software 
redesign and upgrades. For instance, if no one had answered User 1’s question, he 
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could have perceived it as “No one knows the answer to my question.”, or “I was 
expected to know how to solve this.”, or he could even have taken it to a more 
personal side “No one cares about me or my problems.”. The social effects of 
perceived impoliteness can be very undesirable: users may be discouraged to 
reengage in discussions, users may inadvertently be caught up in social quid pro quos, 
etc. In some kinds of groups, more than others – for instance in health support online 
communities – these effects can be disastrous.  The point for CoSys design is that the 
system (Orion, in this case) does not support users in “managing” their level of 
politeness, to the extent that they can often be inadvertedly impolite with others. 
Manas thus sets out to help designers oversee this kind of issue at design time, rather 
than only facing it in longitudinal evaluation studies after the system is implemented. 

3   Manas – An Epistemic Tool 

Manas is an epistemic tool based on Semiotic Engineering [6]. In this semiotic theory 
of HCI, user-system interaction is viewed as a particular kind of computer-mediated 
metacommunication (communication about communication). In it, the designer (or 
the spokesperson of the design team) sends users a message about how they can or 
should interact with the system in order to achieve a certain range of goals and 
experiences which it has been designed to support. This message tells users the 
designer’s vision, including her understanding of who the users are, what they need or 
wish to do, how they prefer to do it, and why. In the context of CoSys, it also tells 
them the designer’s understanding of their communicative needs, namely: who the 
interlocutors of the group communication processes are; who they can communicate 
and interact with; about what; for what purposes; and how.  

In order to support designers in conceiving better metacommunication messages 
the theory offers them a variety of epistemic tools. These are tools that allow them to 
leverage their knowledge about the situation at hand, the problems involved in it, their 
solution, as well as their expected impacts on users. They are not tools that present 
ready-made solutions (e.g. patterns) for designers to choose and apply. Rather, they 
assist designers in carefully elaborating the essence of their metacommunication 
message with respect to the users’ communicative needs. Manas [3], which is the 
result of research started by Prates [17], [18] and extended by Barbosa [2], is one such 
tool. It helps designers to describe their vision for the communication among users, 
and gives them feedback on the social effects of design descriptions.  

Manas embodies a conceptual architecture model for CoSys design-support tools 
comprising the following components: (a) a design language, L ComUSU, in which to 
describe USU communication; (b) an interpreter of L-ComUSU, whose output (or 
interpretation) is a model of USU communication, m-ComUSU, plus feedback 
assertions (the analog of warnings issued by programming language interpreters); and 
(c) an annotated derivative of m-ComUSU, which is the equivalent of the design 
rationale. Next we present Manas and each of its components. Manas’ architecture 
model is depicted in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Manas' conceptual architecture 

The underlying interpretive rules that give consistency to Manas, binding L-
ComUSU semantics, m-ComUSU configurations, the detection of potentially 
problematic design decisions, and the structure of annotations on L-ComUSU 
representing the design rationale, are mostly drawn from theory. Conversation and 
discourse analysis [4], speech act theory [20][21][23], and Semiotic Engineering [6] 
are the main sources [3]. 

L-ComUSU defines lexical items and syntactic rules. Lexical items typically 
represent communication elements, whereas syntactic rules define how such elements 
relate to each other. Elements and relations are qualified by attributes. The possible 
values that attributes may take are also defined by L-ComUSU. The semantics of the 
language constitutes a cohesive abstract model of CoSys communication and 
associated social effects, and is encoded in Manas’ interpreter. Thus, a full L-
ComUSU description of the designer’s vision is interpreted as an instance of the 
abstract model that constitutes the semantics of the design language. Figure 2 depicts 
the lexical and syntactic components of the underlying L-ComUSU model. 

Users’ communication must be defined in terms of communicative 
structures which are composed by communicative acts and involve 
interlocutors. A communicative act may be a speech (a speaker’s utterance to 
one or more listeners) or a conversation (speakers and listeners alternate roles, 
producing various utterances). Commmunicative acts achieve a goal or purpose. In 
speeches these are associated with individual utterances, whereas in conversations a 
goal or purpose should be shared by all interlocutors. All the components in Figure 2 
are types, not tokens, that is, they describe what can be represented by L-ComUSU, 
but do not depict any specific communicative situation. There are many possibilities 
for instantiating m-ComUSU models, depending on which components are chosen by 
designers, and which values are assigned to them. Hence the type-level 
representations. 
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Fig. 2. Lexical and syntactic components of the L-ComUSU model 

When describing interlocutors the designer must inform whether they are 
ratified or not, addressed or not. A ratified interlocutor is one that is perceived by 
others as authorized to participate in the communication. Ratified interlocutors may 
be addressed or not-addressed. Addressed interlocutors are those to 
whom the communicative act is being directed, whereas not-addressed 
interlocutors are the others participating in that same communication process. 
For instance, in a chat room all users are ratified interlocutors. If in that chat room 
User 1 says: “User 2, do you want to play a game now?”, then User 2 is the 
addressed interlocutor of User 1’s communicative act, whereas all the other 
participants of the chat room are not-addressed interlocutors. 

For each of these elements, the designer must also define a series of attributes. 
Among other things, attributes indicate the following: whether the element will be 
explicitly represented in the system or not; the possible values it may assume; who is 
responsible for determining its value (user, system or both); if it is a mandatory value 
or not; if it has a default value, and which value this is (if there is one). 

The interpretive rules that comprise the semantics of L-ComUSU embody 
specialized knowledge about the social implications of specific model configurations. 
In the next section we will illustrate how Manas as a whole support design decisions 
relative to social aspects of communication. 

4   How Manas Supports Designers 

In section 2 we illustrated some of the social impacts that design decisions underlying 
an online forum could have on its users. In this section, we illustrate how Manas 
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could have supported OriOn designers at design time. In order to do so, we describe 
portions of the system model, and how Manas could have led designers to think about 
some of the social effects of the system upon the group of users. For each example we 
represent: (a) the Design Choice; (b) the Social Issues involved in the design choice; 
and (c) the Social Effects that the design choice can have on users. The Design 
Choice is a "read out" (represented in natural language) of L-ComUSU configurations 
resulting from the designer's decisions. The Social Issues are classes of 
communicative phenomena that Manas can model. Finally, the Social Effect is an 
explanatory natural language text Manas presents to the designer about the social 
impact a design choice (described in L-ComUSU) may have. So, we see that the gist 
of Manas is to associate qualitative assessments (namely, the interpretation of social 
impacts) to linguistic descriptions of CoSys design choices about how users can or 
should communicate with each other. The descriptive language is, of course, L-
ComUSU. In Figure 3 we show a visual representation of the structure of a 
description in L-ComUSU. First, all elements are created (without further details), 
and then for each created element we define all attributes that compose their 
individual descriptions. 

 

Fig. 3. The structure of L-ComUSU descriptions 

The passage below is a partial description of OriOn defining aspects of how users 
communicate through the system. The description is in the form of natural language 
sentences paraphrasing constructs of L-ComUSU3.  

 

In this system, any group member is an interlocutor, and there is only 
one communicative act - a discussion. All interlocutors (speakers and 
listeners) are explicitly represented in the design model. The system sets 
them as addressed interlocutors. Not-addressed listeners are not 
explicitly represented in the system. Interlocutors may engage in 
conversations about any theme they like. Both the theme and purpose of 
conversations are explicitly represented in the system, and their value is 
defined by the user at interaction time.  

 

                                                           
3 An extract of the description written on Manas’ design language would require an explanation 

of its syntax which is beside the point of this paper. 
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Based on this partial description Manas is then apt to provide feedback on its 
potential social effects. These may affect the group’s privacy, codes of politeness and 
communication efficiency.  

 

Design Choice 4: Explicitly represent the conversation’s purpose.  
Social Issues pointed by Manas: politeness and communication efficiency 
Social effect: On one hand, explicitly representing the 
communication’s purpose may make it clearer and more 
perspicuous. On the other hand, some purposes may not be 
pleasant to the listener and may put the speaker in an awkward 
or embarrassing position. 

Based on this potential social effect, the designer may come to the conclusion that 
although explicitly representing the purpose of the communication may contribute to 
having more precise or focused discussions, this could also cause problems. For 
instance, one member of the group could sound impolite to another if among the 
possible purposes of communication were the equivalent of this: “Dissuade 
interlocutor from a bad decision”. Prompted by the comment on the “social effects” of 
her decision, the designer may explore different alternatives. For example, one would 
be to give users the option of not informing the purpose of communication. Another 
would be to allow them to introduce their own phrasing of such purpose. In both 
cases, users would be trading communication efficiency for politeness and good 
social relations with others. 

 

Design Choice: Explicitly represent the addressed listeners of the conversation, but 
not the not-addressed listeners.  
Social Issues pointed by Manas: communication efficiency  
Social effect: Every communication is addressed to a set of 
listeners, but in a specific context there may also be ratified 
not-addressed listeners. In that case, in order to successfully 
achieve the communication’s purpose it is important to 
explicitly identify these listeners. When they are not 
explicitly represented, users may use alternate system resources 
to distinguish between addressed and not-addressed listeners. 
For instance, the speaker may identify addressed listeners as 
part of the topic or content of the communication (if they are 
available). In some cases, the distinction between addressed and 
not-addressed listeners may be clear in the context in which the 
system is being used. 

Although all users are always addressed listeners of every discussion in OriOn, that is 
not how our research group actually interacts. While some discussions involve all 
members, others involve only specific subgroups. “Involving” should not be taken as a 
matter of authorization (because there are no secret scientific discussions going on), but 
rather as a matter of interest or competence. So, for example, a discussion about mobile 
devices is not likely to be of interest or competence for group members specializing in 
semiotic theories. Thus, OriOn users have chosen to represent addressed (interested and 
competent) users as part of the title of the discussion (as shown in Figure 45).  

                                                           
4 L-ComUSU equivalent. 
5 Figure has been translated to English and anonymized. 
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Fig. 4. OriOn with members listed on discussion topics 

If the designer had been warned about this situation at design time, she might have 
been able to perceive that even though the group was a cooperative and cohesive one, 
it could be better not to describe all group members as addressed, but rather let users 
say who is directly involved (addressed) in a particular discussion, and thus expected 
to make contributions. One of the implications of not allowing users to distinguish 
between addressed and not-addressed listeners becomes even clearer when we take 
into consideration the next potential social effect, which Manas would also indicate. 

 

Design Choice: Addressed listeners are determined by system. 
Social Issues pointed by Manas: privacy  
Social effect: The system is not being designed to (fully) 
support private conversations. If the listeners are determined 
by the system, a user can only succeed in having private 
conversations with other users, if the intended listeners 
coincide with the ones that have been determined by the system. 
If the designer intends to allow users to communicate privately 
with each other, then users should be the ones to determine who 
the listeners of their communicative act are.  

As the designer thinks about these social effects, she may realize that by explicitly 
representing addressed and not-addressed listeners, she may also provide the group 
with more ability to express the privacy of subgroups. She could then consider if it 
would be interesting to make a distinction between public discussions (all could listen 
and speak), private discussions taking place at a public space (all could listen, but not 
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all would be expected or allowed to speak), and private discussion (only a subgroup 
would be able to listen and speak).  

 

Design Choice: No explicit representation for not-addressed listeners. 
Social Issues pointed by Manas: communication efficiency  
Social effect: Explicit representations of communicative 
elements give users the opportunity to highlight relevant 
elements to the success of the communication. Also, it allows 
the system to process the information associated to it, e.g. 
offering users information retrieval functionalities. Also the 
explicit representation of an element may favor clarity and 
efficiency. 

This effect pointed by the system could provide designers with more information 
regarding costs vs benefits of explicitly distinguishing between addressed and not-
addressed users. It points out that by making this distinction the system could use it to 
provide new visualizations and information to the users. For instance, they might be 
able to see, quickly, who is working on what. This new possibility could support some 
of the group’s characteristics valued by its members, such as cohesiveness and 
interaction.  

The explanations provided by Manas do not intend to tell designers what the 
appropriate decision is, its goal is to call their attention about the potential social 
effects caused by their decisions regarding users´ communication through the system. 
By leading designers to reflect upon these situations and issues Manas may encourage 
them to make clearer decisions about what would be relevant for the group and/or 
feasible for the development team. For instance, at one point the designers might 
realize that they did not have enough information about the group’s intent or needs 
(e.g Is it important to be able to have public and private communications?). In that 
case, the need to talk more to users would have been made clear. Designers could 
even discuss with them the pros and cons of the issue, based on Manas’ feedbacks 
about design alternatives.  

It is important to point out that the situations and social effects identified by Manas 
are not prescriptive, that is, they are not intended to dictate the best solution, but 
rather to lead designers to consider the issues raised in their own context. In the 
OriOn examples, we have discussed social aspects of communicative situations faced 
by a cohesive and cooperative research group. In other contexts, such as when the 
idea is to foster competition among group members, or design a generic system that 
could work for any group, the effects pointed out by Manas could (and probably 
would) entail different considerations and decisions. 

5   Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented Manas an epistemic tool that supports designers in 
defining the USU communication of a CoSys, and provides them with feedback on 
the social effects their decisions may have on the users’ group. Manas can be defined 
as context separable, in the sense that it takes into account the combination of values 
of the communicative elements, their relations and attributes in identifying the 
potential social impacts of the system, but not the domain or context in which the 
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system will be used. Thus, Manas does not aim at indicating a solution to the 
designers, but rather at pointing out how their design choices may impact users’ 
experience, in respect to social aspects, such as privacy, politeness and 
communication efficiency. By informing the designer on possible effects, Manas 
prompts them to consider these effects in the context at hand, reflecting upon their 
proposed solution, and thus, making a more conscious decision on the USU 
communication of the system being conceived.  

Manas is not the first proposal to support designers during the design of 
collaborative systems. Guidelines and models have been proposed and used by CoSys 
designers. However, Manas presents an innovative and original approach that differs 
from the existing proposals in relevant aspects. First of all, like the existing models it 
offers a representation in which to describe relevant aspects of the CoSys being 
conceived. However, different from them it provides designers with feedback based 
on their design choices pointing to social impacts they may have on users’ experience.  

In comparison to task models [10][14][16][22], it has a significant difference as it 
decouples communication from tasks. By doing so, it extends the contexts in which it 
can be used by designers to CoSys in which tasks are not the focus, such as health 
support online communities. Other models have focused on communication 
[5][7][11][13][24]. In relation to them, Manas brings a new level of abstraction in 
which to consider communication, since it does not define communicative patterns 
that constrain users’ communicative acts, but rather the types of communicative acts 
that may be available to users. This higher level approach allows the designer to 
characterize communication and reflect upon it, not only as an exchange of content 
between users, but as a socio-cultural activity.  

Finally, Manas is different from the other models described since it is based on an 
HCI theory, Semiotic Engineering [6]. The advantage of being grounded on this 
theory is that the proposal takes into account not only the step of the design process it 
is aimed at, but also its characterization of the human-computer interaction 
phenomenon as a designer to user metacommunication. Manas makes it clear to 
designers that their decisions are conveyed to users through the system and influences 
the users experiences. Therefore, Manas can also help designers understand better 
their own design activity. 

Since Manas is grounded on an HCI theory, it has a scientific contribution to HCI, 
and particularly to Semiotic Engineering theory. In a scientific research, theory and 
practice must complement each other and provide input to each other. Hence, as 
Manas is used, empirical data on its use and how it influences the design process can 
be collected. This data can then be analyzed and used to support (or not) the Semiotic 
Engineering premises in which Manas was grounded. 

Manas proposed support to designers has been initially evaluated through a 
prototype system developed and in two case studies [3]. The prototype was developed 
in Prolog, and its use required knowledge of L-ComUSU lexical elements, their 
attributes and syntax. The first case study was an analytical evaluation which involved 
describing an existing CoSys using L-ComUSU to verify whether all communicative 
acts encoded in the system could be described by the language. The second case study 
aimed at assessing whether other designers not involved in the Manas research would 
be able to understand it and use it. In this case study, the participants were graduate 
students who knew Semiotic Engineering, and they were asked to describe portions of 
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OriOn using L-ComUSU. Both case studies provided positive indicators on the L-
ComUSU expressive power, on how it may be used and its usefulness to designers. 
The next step in this research involves the development of a usable system based on 
Manas that can be used by designers in conceiving their systems. As the system is 
used data on how it supports the designer, their perception of its usefulness and how it 
is integrated to existing design processes can be collected and used to evaluate Manas 
and define the next steps in this research.  

One relevant point to notice is that Manas’ feedback is on the social impact of the 
CoSys being designed. However, social aspects are culturally dependent. Thus, rules 
and social effects that are currently defined in Manas may not be applicable to other 
cultures different from the Brazilian culture, or maybe western culture. Thus, how to 
adapt Manas to CoSys being developed for other cultures or for an international 
audience must be investigated.  
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Abstract. Group efficacy has begun to receive more attention in HCI. The 
paper describes a mixed-design experiment aimed to explore the effect of time 
on group efficacy development in two computer-mediated virtual conditions: 
asynchronous vs. multi-synchronous teams. The relationships of group efficacy 
measures at different times and tool evaluation, team satisfaction and 
performance are also explored. Forty university students who participate in the 
study are administered questionnaires over the course of the assigned ten-day 
task. Results show group efficacy changes as a function of time in the 
asynchronous environment. In addition, the positive relations between group 
efficacy and tool evaluation and adoption and team satisfaction were 
demonstrated for asynchronous groups. The findings indicate group efficacy is 
dynamic with team development and useful in signaling how technology and 
collaboration modes impact user experience and interaction in the asynchronous 
environment.   

Keywords: Group Efficacy, Asynchronous & Multi-synchronous communi-
cation, groupware, virtual team, CSCW. 

1   Introduction 

Efficacy beliefs are constructed as future-oriented judgments about capabilities to 
pursue a course of action to meet given situational demands. Since Bandura 
introduced the concept of self-efficacy perceptions, research in many arenas has 
demonstrated the power of efficacy judgments in human learning, performance and 
motivation [7]. An extension of Bandura’s self-efficacy is collective or group efficacy 
which captures a member’s beliefs about the capacity of a group or organization. 
Although both self- and group efficacy are widely recognized in many fields, in 
human-computer interaction community, efficacy theories have been largely 
unnoticed [11]. Ramalingam et al. reported that self-efficacy in computing could be 
used as a predictor of technology learning and achievement [17]. Recent work has 
begun to make explorations into group efficacy. Carroll et al.’s work provided 
evidence that community collective efficacy is a valid construct in community 
computing domain. Still, the collective efficacy of workgroups in computer-mediated 
interaction has not been well studied yet. Of particular interest is the development and 
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role of group efficacy over time in today’s virtual groups which are more relying on 
technologies, as the beliefs of group members evolve with the group development [1] 
and have been proved effective in predicting future group achievement in traditional 
teams.  

During the course of a project or a task, group members adjust their judgments on 
how well their group can achieve, while in previous studies group efficacy is often 
measured at a separate point of time during a task and then used as a general indicator 
of the collective expectation of future performance. Baker’s study found that group 
efficacy changes over time as group receives feedback in traditional small task groups 
[1]. However, for virtual teams the topic of group efficacy development is left open. 
To better understand group efficacy in virtual teams, two typical virtual collaborative 
modes are identified in the study: asynchronous vs. multi-synchronous. Asynchronous 
communication has many advantages to enable dispersed collaboration, whereas 
prolonged response and weak awareness of people and events make the newly-formed 
groups hard to build swift trust which is closely related to group efficacy [5]. Multi-
synchronous collaboration seemed to have benefits to overcome the difficulties, but it 
is often made up of scattered working environments or tools. This sometimes may 
lead to such a problem as information chaos [16]. Therefore, it is worth the research 
effort on how group efficacy differs and develops in the two virtual environments 
supported by technologies.   

Another relatively untouched topic is the effect of group efficacy for understanding 
human-computer interaction. It is known that an individual’s interaction with or 
through a computer is directly influenced by how well the technology facilitates their 
abilities [11]. In virtual group contexts, people interact with each other by means of 
different sophisticated technologies. Group efficacy is expected to be a valuable 
measure for assessing the consequences that computer-mediated tools have on the 
starting capabilities of a group [4].  

In this paper, therefore, group efficacy was investigated in two comparative 
conditions - asynchronous and multi-synchronous environments of virtual teams. The 
study explored two questions: 1) does group efficacy perception change as a virtual 
team develops and how; and 2) how well group efficacy measures at different times 
indicate technology impact on virtual team results and interaction?  

2   Group Efficacy 

2.1   Group Efficacy Development and Measurement  

Group efficacy has been defined as the group members’ collective estimate of the 
group’s ability to perform a specific task. Like self-efficacy, group efficacy differs 
from general confidence because confidence is a general affective state, whereas 
efficacy is extremely task specific [15]. When a task starts that requires much team 
interdependence, team members have the opportunity to develop shared mental 
models and to use this shared knowledge to guide their behavior.  

So when team members set out to do a specific task, how is group efficacy initially 
developed? Bandura [2] proposed four sources of information that lead to the 
development of self efficacy. They are past performance accomplishment, vicarious 
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experience, verbal persuasion and physiological and emotional arousal respectively. 
Other than these aforementioned sources of information on self-efficacy, its effect on 
team results can also be moderated by other variables, for example, complexity of the 
task and clarity of goals [18]. Along the same train of thoughts, researchers began to 
explore antecedents of group efficacy, although Bandura addressed this issue by 
stating that self- and collective efficacy shared the similar sources [2]. For example, 
Pescosolido [15] found a strong link between the informal leaders’ perceptions of 
efficacy and group-level measurements of efficacy. In Watson et al.’s study [21], 
collective efficacy was found to be influenced by both individual-level variables such 
as self-efficacy, optimism and group-level variables of group size, past team 
performance and confident leadership.   

However, actually many real tasks or projects do take some time to complete and 
teams go through development cycles. Apart from external variables, time itself has 
an effect on how group efficacy develops as team develops. Some studies have 
explored whether certain variables have an effect on collective beliefs over time.  
Middup et al.’s [11] empirical work showed how group exercises and group memories 
of activities affect self- and group efficacy as a function of time. As Baker [1] 
claimed, the beliefs of group members have a dynamic quality and evolve with the 
development of the group. Especially when a group is confronted with a new situation 
to perform a task, group efficacy could reasonably be assumed dynamic as time goes 
and at the same time based on how members react to the situation. Therefore, how 
group efficacy develops in virtual teams with different collaboration modes deserves 
research. 

With respect to efficacy measurement, there has been generated much literature in 
clarifying and testing different methods of measurements. Generally, there exist three 
major types of methods. The first method is group-level aggregation of individual 
self-efficacy beliefs. The second is group-level aggregation of individual group 
efficacy beliefs and the third way is conducted by achieving group consensus. All 
these methods have their own pros and cons. Researchers have attempted to see which 
one is more predictive in specific contexts. Whiteoak et al. [22] compared the three 
methods of assessing group efficacy in a laboratory study. The conclusion is the three 
methods didn’t differ - neither in terms of their capacity of discriminating high and 
moderate task-difficulty conditions, nor in their consistency, magnitude of their 
relationship with goals and the extent to which they are influenced by performance. In 
Hardin et al.’s study [8] of measuring group efficacy in virtual teams, these methods 
differed: the aggregated method had greater predictability than a group consensus 
method.  

Nevertheless, no matter which method is chosen, there is another issue that needs 
to be taken into consideration. As stated in the aforementioned part, group efficacy as 
a collective belief is of the dynamic quality. When a team is first formed, team 
members can hardly form a common understanding or belief simultaneously. They 
know little about what each other are like, how competent they are, etc. Their roles in 
the team and the procedures for interaction may be unclear as well. Hence the 
expectations of members of newly formed teams are somewhat blurry or even 
inaccurate. Their perceptions of group efficacy for performance may be primarily 
dependent on perceptions of individual self-efficacy. Baker [1] held the same 
argument on this. If members don’t share expectations about team outcomes, group 
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efficacy is not likely to exist. So the measurement of group efficacy at the very 
beginning of team forming or a task might be not that appropriate or valid in 
predicting team outcomes, particularly when there is much uncertainty either in terms 
of the task or the interaction environment. Therefore, at what time the assessment of 
group efficacy would be most effective is worth exploring. In virtual teams who are 
rarely meet face-to-face, various technologies or tools are employed to facilitate 
communication. Shared understanding of the group’s capabilities couldn’t be 
generated at the very outset. Technologies may enhance or impede the 
communication or even team building. As a result, the question is to be answered: 
when group efficacy is formed and effectively predicts group outcomes in computer-
mediated collaborative virtual teams?  

Based on this logic, this paper tried to explore how group efficacy develops during 
the cycle of team development and see how it may change as a function of time in two 
different collaborative HCI virtual environments.  

2.2   Group Efficacy with Group Outcomes  

Numerous studies have proved the strong linkage between performance and self-
efficacy. Researchers also found the positive relationship of group efficacy with a 
variety of group and organizational outcomes. With a plenty of research done in 
traditional teams and its consistent ability to predict performance, many researchers 
began to make extension into virtual team environment [20] and community 
computing domain [11]. How technology enhances or hinders people in working or 
collaborating through human interaction with computer is one of the fundamental 
issues in HCI. In Carroll et al.’s work [4], community collective efficacy is proposed 
to be useful for understanding the experiences of people using a community network. 
Hardin et al.’s study [8] called for more efforts to investigate the relationship between 
group efficacy and virtual team performance which is actually lacking in current 
research. Nevertheless, how group efficacy can work to indicate group outcomes, 
particularly technology impact, is still deficient. 

In this paper, the relationship of group efficacy with such group outcome variables 
as group satisfaction, technology evaluation and adoption were investigated.  

3   Asynchronous vs. Multi-synchronous Virtual Teams 

Virtual or distributed teams are formed for any number of reasons, from educational 
purposes, to business process redesign or resources reallocation. They perform projects or 
tasks with a host of constantly emerging technologies. Broadly speaking, there are two 
fundamentally different approaches to network-based collaboration for virtual teams 
[19]. Team workspace or asynchronous applications provide an electronic space 
where members of distributed task groups can share and edit documents and other 
data, chart the progress of tasks, and communicate in threaded discussions. 
Synchronous is all about communicating in the present. Examples of this synchronous 
communication include a telephone conversation, video conferencing and instant 
messaging. However, practical work often involves more complex situations, as work 
is a cycle of divergence and convergence [12]. Multi-synchronous environment is 
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consequently becoming desirable where direct communication and asynchronous 
means are combined to satisfy varying needs of people.  

There are two major important distinctions between virtual teams and traditional 
teams [8]. One is lack of collocation and the other is the need to use sophisticated 
information technology [10]. These two factors add complexity to team interactions. 
It is not surprising how a rich array of cues normally experienced in co-located teams 
is absent during distributed work. In a face-to-face environment, the cues such as 
body language and vocal inflection are easily accessed that even the most high-
fidelity video conferencing systems cannot fully reproduce. In a virtual environment, 
participants have no such access, where diminished trust could be caused. Closely 
related to trust is group efficacy within teams [3]. Some researchers have suggested 
that important aspects of group efficacy include shared beliefs in the team's abilities at 
communication and perceived competence for coordinated group activities [14]. 
Distributed interaction may hinder the development of this efficacy within teams [3]. 
This issue seemed more obvious for asynchronous communication in that normal 
interaction with human cues gets more difficult. Multi-synchronous collaboration 
makes up for what asynchronous may miss, but scattered working environments or 
tools can engender other problems, such as information chaos [16] which can increase 
task load. In terms of the impact of information technology in virtual teams, group 
efficacy construct as a simple method is promising to be useful to investigate the issue 
of how technology really works in HCI.  

Group efficacy in computer-mediated virtual groups has begun to receive more 
attention [13, 17] but is not well studied yet. It is worthwhile to make further 
exploration to see how group efficacy develops over time and how it indicate 
technology impact and group outcomes in different collaborative modes of virtual 
working. 

4   Method   

4.1   Participants and Design  

In total, forty Chinese university students participated in the study as members of 5 
experimental and 5 control workgroups performing the same assigned task. Each 
group was made up of 4 students who are all senior undergraduates and master 
students. The 5 experimental groups consisted of 11 males and 9 females and control 
groups of 12 males and 8 females. All groups were of mixed sex. The participation 
was voluntary. The students didn’t know each other before. They were encouraged to 
make efforts and would be given gifts of different prices – better final performance 
will be acknowledged by higher-value gifts as recognition to their team.   

In experimental groups, participants were required only to use a web-based 
asynchronous communication platform - Lotus Notes TeamRoom. Besides 
TeamRoom, The 5 control groups could use other real-time and asynchronous 
communication tools including ICQ, MSN, emails and phone calls, except face-to-
face, which created a multi-synchronous environment. This design ensures the two 
types of groups both simulate virtual working environments.  
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The task is to explore eastern-western cultural differences and thus to provide 
suggestions to people in dealing with cultural affairs. The task was chosen for a few 
reasons: firstly, it is a task involving both brainstorming and problem-solving; 
secondly, there is no universal description of eastern-western cultural differences and 
how they could be categorized. Participants can contribute whatever they think makes 
sense from any perspective, no matter what academic background they are of. Third, 
the task also involves document sharing and management which made it closer to real 
working scenarios. In the task, participants were asked to: (1) discover possible 
cultural differences and categorize them in a way they prove reasonable, (2) compose 
a report based on the work (Deliverable 1) and (3) make course slides to present the 
findings and provide implications and tips in cross-cultural affairs (Deliverable 2).  

The task duration is ten-day for each group. It’s not very long, nor short. But there 
is no literature that specifies the minimum or maximum duration of a short duration 
team. Of the 50 teams studied by Tuckman [20] investigating team development, 
teaming durations ranged from 1 hour to a few years. Considering the task load and 
complexity and according to team results, ten days were appropriate. 

4.2   Procedure and Technology  

Participants of each group met face to face on the first day for about 1.5 hours to get 
to know their team members. Also, the kick-off meeting served other purposes of: (1) 
signing agreements by participants, promising they would commit themselves to their 
team performance; (2) providing training on basic functions of Notes TeamRoom for 
about 30 minutes; each group had one private TeamRoom which only the four team 
members and the experimenter could access. They were randomly assigned a user id 
and password for logging on; (3) providing participants with the instructions about the 
task, procedures and experiment requirements; (4) filling in the group efficacy 
questionnaire for the first time at the end of the meeting and (5) sending the first 
thank-you gifts to all of them for their interest in joining the study. Participants were 
strongly encouraged by the instructor to work on the task collaboratively. 

During the ten days, participants were requested to deliver two results as mentioned 
above which the 2nd deliverable would have a heavier weight for their final 
performance. Participants were encouraged to reach their agreement on the categories 
cultural differences fell into before they worked out the 1st report. Participants only 
needed to submit deliverable 1 (by the 6th day) and 2 (by the 10th day). By 
manipulating the task, participants had a better sense of time and deadline so that they 
wouldn’t rush just in the last few days to meet the deadline. The work was delivered 
to the experimenter via any electronic means.  

To approximately match the four team development phases, group efficacy was 
assessed for four times over the ten-day span. Participants were required to finish the 
group efficacy questionnaire for another three times in addition to the first 
measurement at the kick-off meeting: at day 4, day 7 and day 10. The exact time on 
these days to complete it was not the same, slightly moderated according to their 
progress. All questionnaires were administered and collected by email except the first 
completion. Participants would finish two more questionnaires about team satisfaction 
and TeamRoom evaluation when the task is completed. In addition, TeamRoom data, 
chatting logs, exchanged emails and other task-relevant communication information, 
together with their individual self-reports, should be kept and submitted. 
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TeamRoom 7.0 used in the study is a Lotus Domino application, accessible via a 
web browser. It allows for the creation of threaded, yet asynchronous, discussion. 
Information and documents could also be easily shared. Each group owned a new and 
independent TeamRoom which was inaccessible to other groups.      

4.3   Measures  

Group Efficacy: In this study, group efficacy was measured by individual-level 
assessment of group efficacy beliefs [23]. As group efficacy is specific to a domain or 
a group task, a task-specific eleven-item scale was developed. The sample items are: 
“I believe that our group has the ability to find the key cultural differences” and “I 
believe that our group has the ability to conduct effective discussion to reach good 
results”. All items were completed on an 11-point scale (0= not at all confident, 5 = 
moderately confident to 10 = totally confident). Nevertheless, to determine if it is 
appropriate to aggregate the individual beliefs when investigating the relationships 
between group efficacy and group-level outcomes, the within-group interrater 
reliability should be calculated to assess the level of agreement within groups on the 
group efficacy measure [22]. In this study, the Kendall's concordance coefficients 
were for group efficacy .91, .92, .96 and .96 at time1, time2, time 3 and time4 
respectively. The values demonstrated that the group-level analysis of efficacy was 
meaningful. 

Group Satisfaction: Three items were developed to measure group satisfaction on 5-
point scale after task is finished. The sample item is: “In all, how satisfied are you 
with your group?” (1 = completely dissatisfied to 5 = completely satisfied). 
Cronbach’s alpha is .8085.1 

TeamRoom Evaluation: Three items were used to assess the users’ ratings of 
TeamRoom on 5-point scale after task is finished. The sample items are: “Based on 
this experience, how do you like TeamRoom?” (1= completely dislike to 5 = 
completely like) and “How much possibility will you choose to use TeamRoom in 
other situations?” (1= never to 5 = always). Cronbach’s alpha is .8028. 

Group Performance: Two independent evaluators who were expert at cross-cultural 
issues assessed the final report and course slide from each group. Both the report and 
the slides were rated (full score is 10) and their weights were .3 and .7 respectively. 
The final performance was calculated by averaging the two scores given by two 
evaluators.    

5   Results   

All groups completed the task on time and each delivered one report and course 
presentation slides. TeamRoom data showed members of experimental groups had 
asynchronous group discussion, sharing documents, made team announcements, 
wrote the team report and edited TeamRoom settings. Of the five control groups, 

                                                           
1 As a measure of the reliability of psychometric instrument, Cronbach’s alpha indicates the 

extent to which a set of test items can be treated as measuring a single latent variable. 
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three groups chose to use TeamRoom mostly to share documents. Of the two groups 
who didn’t use TeamRoom, one registered a public mailbox where they could share 
documents and post chat logs and the other just used individual emails to share 
documents. Other than TeamRoom, self-reports and experiment-related data 
submitted by control groups revealed that they communicated by means of ICQ, 
MSN, email and text messaging over cell phone. They relied more on real-time 
communication tools, mostly ICQ which is the most popular synchronous 
communication software in China and occasionally MSN to perform the task. Four 
control groups built a team-shared ICQ discussion room. Members would discuss at 
the same time in the room. One control group just communicate one-to-one by ICQ 
and sent out the discussion results and pushed the progress via emails. A few 
participants from control groups used text messaging of cell phones to make 
notifications for discussion. Although control groups were given much freedom, they 
still chose to use what they are used to: they use emails and real-time communication 
tools all the time. Overall, the two conditions were both as designed: asynchronous 
vs. multi-synchronous virtual teams.  

To test the effects of time on group efficacy development in experimental and 
control groups, a repeated measurement MANOVA was carried out with one 
between-group variable - condition (asynchronous vs. multi-synchronous condition) 
and one within-group variable (time). Group efficacy belief was used as dependent 
variable. Results showed that the interaction effect of time * condition was significant 
(F=6.062, p<.05, see figure 1). Subsequent univariate tests showed that the 
differences of group efficacy between time1 and time2, time 2 and time 4 were 
significant (p<.05) and the difference between time 1 and time 3 (p = .055) was 
marginally significant in experimental groups. Group efficacy didn’t differ 
significantly over time in control groups (see table 1).  

Results also showed that both time (F=3.373, p<.05) and condition (F= 6.062, 
p<.05) had a significant main effect on group efficacy. Subsequent univariate tests 
revealed that at time 2 and time 3, experimental and control group in the two 
comparative conditions revealed significant differences in their collective efficacy 
beliefs (p < .05). Control groups showed a significantly higher level of group efficacy 
than experimental group. That is to say, when the team members started working in 
two different conditions, group efficacy as a collective estimate in group’s ability to 
perform the task differed. At time 1, the two conditions showed no significant 
difference in group efficacy beliefs. This indicated that the sampling was valid and 
the two groups had no pre-study bias in group efficacy. At time 4 when the task was 
approaching the end, their group efficacy estimations didn’t differ significantly either. 

Prior to relating group efficacy with group-level outcomes, a t-test was conducted 
to see if these variables in two conditions differed: TeamRoom evaluation, team 
satisfaction, performance and TeamRoom Adoption for which the following two 
indicators were used. Function Usage is calculated by the number of TeamRoom 
functions used; Content Contribution is assessed by the number of postings posted in 
TeamRoom. The results were presented in table 2 (N=5 for experimental groups; N = 
5 for control groups for team satisfaction and performance and N=3 for TR 
Evaluation & using patterns). Except for the TeamRoom Adoption, all the other three 
variables didn’t show significant differences. As expected, experimental groups made 
a much more frequent use of TeamRoom in terms of content contribution and 
function usage.  
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Fig. 1. Group Efficacy Development with Time in two Conditions (N = 40)  

Table 1. Between-group comparison of Group Efficacy scores (N = 20 for each condition)   

Experiment Group Control Group  
M         SD M         SD 

Time 1 7.95 0.75 8.13 1.31 
Time 2 6.69 1.09 7.98 1.08 
Time 3 6.75 1.26 8.32 0.51 
Time 4 7.70 1.21 8.18 0.97 

Finally, to test how group efficacy correlates with team outcomes and to explore 
how the measurements of group efficacy at different times would better correlate with 
team outcomes, two correlation analyses were made respectively for the two 
conditions. All the correlations were based on aggregated data at the group level. 
Table 3 presented the results of experimental groups. 

Table 2. Between-group tests of group outcomes 

Experimental Group Control Group  
       M                 SD         M                  SD 

TR Evaluation 10.15 1.58 9.55 1.31 

Team Satisfaction 11.80 1.41 11.90 1.17 

Content Contribution*  80.80 34.82 19.20 0.51 

Function Usage*  7.80 2.17 2.40 1.51 

Team Performance 7.67 0.96 7.73 0.85 

      *p <.01 

First the table for experimental groups was interpreted row by row (table 3). 
Overall, group efficacy measurement was quite effective in indicating how 
participants think of the tool they used in performing the task, as the correlations with 
TeamRoom evaluation were all significant at time 2, 3 and 4. Team satisfaction was 
significantly correlated with the measurements of group efficacy at time 2 and 4. 
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Group efficacy levels at time 2 and time 4 were also found to be significantly 
correlated with content contribution; and for function usage, the relationship with the 
group efficacy at time 4 was significant. All the significant relationships were 
positive. The higher group efficacy estimation, the more usage of TeamRoom and the 
higher team satisfaction level. Performance was significantly correlated with no one 
of the four group efficacy measurements. For this small sample size, many other 
factors may have taken effect.  

Then the results were interpreted by column (table 3). The correlation between the 
group efficacy measurement at time 1 and all team variables didn’t achieve a 
significant level. It means the initial measurement of collective beliefs at the outset of 
a task was not valid or accurate to predict outcome variables. Basically, the 
measurement at time 4 has the best power to predict group-level variables. But since 
time 4 is often too close to the end of a task, the practical value may be weakened. 
Group efficacy measurement at time 2 turned out to be an alternative as it was 
significantly correlated with 3 of the group variables including team satisfaction and 
TeamRoom evaluation. For the measurement at time 3, the result was not very strong. 
The GE_Avg. was a simple average calculation of the four-time measurements. Its 
power was not distinctively stronger than that of other separate assessments. Thus it 
can be concluded that group efficacy was effective in reflecting some group-level 
outcomes in the asynchronous condition.  

However, the correlation results in control groups were totally different. The 
relationships of all pairs of the variables were not significant. It showed group 
efficacy measurement were invalid in indicating group outcomes in the multi-
synchronous environment.  

Table 3. Correlations between group efficacy and team outcomes for experimental groups  
(N = 5 )  

 GE_t1 GE_t2 GE_t3 GE_t4 GE_Avg.  

TR Evaluation .374 .976*  .876*** .911** .922* 

Team Satisfaction -.082 .823** .584 .839** .703 

Content Contribution  .444  .838*** .633 .856*** .906** 

Function Adoption  .455 .785 .586 .840*** .894** 

Team Performance -.742 -.383 -.657 -.208 -.504 

Note: Given a sample size of 5, it was necessary to set the significance level at .10 and even 
using the level of .10, power was only sufficient for detecting large effects (r>=.8) [8]. 
* p < .01. ** p< .05. ***p<.10.  

6   Discussion   

It has been part of life for people to use different information technologies such as 
email, groupware and real-time communication software to interact with copartners 
doing their daily work or perform tasks. Virtual teams have taken advantages of 
technology advancements and become popular in current organizations. This paper 
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has presented an empirical study to explore how group efficacy developed over time 
and related with group outcomes in two kinds of typical virtual team computer-
mediated environments. Results indicated that group efficacy changed over time in 
asynchronous condition and that group efficacy assessments differed across two 
comparative conditions. Group efficacy was found to be significantly correlated with 
TeamRoom rating and adoption and team satisfaction in asynchronous condition as 
well. 

In the experimental condition where participants were constrained to work 
completely in a new groupware-supported environment, very interesting results were 
discovered. Group members experienced an abrupt drop at time 2 shortly after they 
formed a new team to start the task. According to team development theory, time2 
during the task should be closest to the storming status [20]. In the storing phase, 
members began to realize the task is different or more difficult than they previously 
imagined. Anxious about progress, members might argue about what actions the 
group should take. And this situation was exacerbated especially when they were 
required to communicate and perform by a strange groupware system. It demanded 
extra efforts for them to get used to the system, and change their familiar ways to 
interact with other members. Experimental group members have tried to make most 
use of the shared space: having asynchronous threaded discussions, uploading and 
downloading documents, publishing team announcements and setting milestones. In 
addition, lack of immediacy prevented the group from clarifying status quo quickly; 
lack of personal interactions made it difficult for team building. Trust was weak. As 
members knew TeamRoom for the first time, it took time for them to know how to 
use it to push things forward. Collective beliefs in their group capability and future 
performance at that time turned weak. That’s the probable reason why the groupware-
supported groups experienced such a steep drop at time 2, 3 days later from time 1 
when they met each other on the first day. The situation continued to time 3. After 
that, experimental groups recovered their efficacy beliefs gradually and had almost 
the same group efficacy estimation with control groups.  

As opposed to that, control groups didn’t share this pattern, although three out of 
the five groups used TeamRoom as well. As data indicated, control group members 
took TeamRoom largely as supplementary. The volume of TeamRoom content 
contribution and number of functions used by control groups were significantly 
smaller than those of experimental groups. They used TeamRoom more for document 
sharing than for discussion and further task management. So the new tool could be 
reasonably considered to have not much impact on the overall progress. Control group 
members did the task mostly in a way they usually did: scheduling on-line discussion 
with familiar real-time communication tools, sharing documents by email and 
notifying occurrences by cell phone message, etc. Despite no face-to-face meeting, 
the multiple ways of communication and frequent on-line interaction decreased the 
spatial and psychological distance among members. Across the ten days, group 
efficacy didn’t show significant change within control groups.  

However, the two groups did show significant differences in their group efficacy 
ratings at time 2 and time3: control groups exhibited a higher level of group efficacy 
than experimental groups. This result can be explained somewhat from the above  
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description. What’s more, as Bandura stated, one of the four sources of group efficacy 
is physiological and emotional arousal [2]. In the asynchronous environment where 
are solely supported by a new technology, the prolonged response and unfamiliarity 
with the working environment were likely to strengthen members’ perception of task 
difficulty. This also would lead to negative emotions that decreased efficacy 
estimation.   

Group efficacy was found to be significantly correlated with several group-level 
outcomes in experimental condition. TeamRoom evaluation ratings and adoption 
degree (content contribution and function usage) were significantly correlated with 
group efficacy. The higher level of group efficacy indicated a better evaluation of the 
tool and a stronger using inclination for the tool. Also, the higher group efficacy 
estimation means better group satisfaction. It validated the usefulness of group 
efficacy construct in possible longitudinal studies of technology adoption and impact 
[4]. From the study, it can be concluded that group efficacy is effective to indicate if 
users like the technology or if it works well when the technology really comes into 
play for interaction, at least in an asynchronous condition. Another interesting result 
is that the first measurement of group efficacy seemed invalid to signal team 
outcomes. It implies using group efficacy as a predictor, too early measurement 
would be of little use. Group efficacy measurement at time 2 was proved to be a good 
indicator as time 4 is often too late to make sense. In contrast again, control groups 
didn’t get any significant correlation.  

There is no significant relationship found between group efficacy and performance. 
Actually the paper is an initial exploration to examine the relationship between group 
efficacy and virtual team performance according to Hardin et al. [8]. Although strong 
links between group efficacy and performance among collocated teams has been 
established, the same relationship has not been established in virtual teams. The two 
important group outcomes - team satisfaction and performance, didn’t demonstrate 
any significant difference between experimental and control groups either. A few 
possible explanations could be presented here. First, the small sample made the result 
not very strong. Second, task performance could be easily affected by other factors. 
For example, experimental group members had less personal interaction, which might 
make group communication more task-focused. Or some group might more depend 
on one or two members’ exceptional capabilities instead of collective efforts. Third, 
as it was actually a “lab” study, participants joined the study voluntarily and had no 
steadfast obligation to perform the task to the utmost. These factors also pointed out 
the limitations that should be noted for the paper.  

To sum up, group efficacy changes over time in asynchronous virtual teams, and is 
proved to be effective in investigating how technology impacts human-computer 
interaction and indicating technology adoption, especially when technology 
remarkably alters the way people usually work rather than just plays a minor role. In 
similar working contexts, group efficacy can be used as a signal to show if the 
environment serves collaboration well by avoiding the drop at the storming phase. 
Future research is needed to do deeper explorations with field data, e.g., practical 
virtual project teams, and to analyze the specific technology impacts on collaborative 
activities. The relationship of group efficacy and performance in virtual teams with 
the effect of technology should be investigated in more details.  
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Abstract. Shared interface allowing several users in co-presence to in-
teract simultaneously on digital data on a single display is an uprising
challenge in Human Computer Interaction (HCI). Its development is mo-
tivated by the advent of large displays such as wall-screens and tabletops.
It affords fluid and natural digital interaction without hindering human
communication and collaboration. It enables mutual awareness, making
participant conscious of each other activities.

In this paper, we are interested in Mixed Presence Groupware (MPG),
when two or more remote shared interfaces are connected for a distant
collaborative session. Our contribution strives to answer to the ques-
tion: Can the actual technology provide sufficient presence feeling of the
remote site to enable efficient collaboration between two distant groups?

We propose DigiTable, an experimental platform we hope lessen the
gap between collocated and distant interaction. DigiTable is combining
a multiuser tactile interactive tabletop, a video-communication system
enabling eye-contact with real size distant user visualization and a spa-
tialized sound system for speech transmission. A robust computer vision
module for distant users’ gesture visualization completes the platform.

We discuss first experiments using DigiTable for a collaborative task
(mosaic completion) in term of distant mutual awareness. Although Di-

giTable does not provide the same presence feeling in distant and or
collocated situation, a first and important finding emerges: distance does
not hinder efficient collaboration anymore.

1 Introduction

Shared interfaces allowing multiuser interaction in co-presence on a single device
is a challenging Human Computer Interaction (HCI) research field. Though, from
the Xerox Parc Colab project in 1986 dedicated to informal group meetings [1]
[2], the domain produces relatively few literature in comparison to collaborative
systems based on distant personal workstation.

The relevance of shared interfaces has been yet precisely identified. Shared
interfaces are complementary to common personal digital devices, such as Per-
sonal Computers (PC), Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) and personal phones.
It does not hinder interaction between people when accessing to the digital world.
It conveys more conviviality and does not draw the attention of the participants

C. Baranauskas et al. (Eds.): INTERACT 2007, LNCS 4662, Part I, pp. 59–73, 2007.
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from their interaction. In contrast, the one-person/one-computer paradigm of
personal interfaces de facto tends to impede direct human communication when-
ever interaction with data is needed: a user has to focus his/her attention on
his/her personal device to find data, while his/her partners are waiting to see
the sought information. With shared interfaces which use large displays such
as wall-screens or tabletops, data are reachable by every participant at anytime.
No disruptive turn-taking occurs anymore. Interactions are explicit, visible (hand
gesture, pen pointing) and thus understandable by everyone: shared interfaces
are in line with day-to-day people interaction. They help bridging the gap be-
tween physical world (human to human interaction) and digital world (human
to computer and human to computer to human interaction).

We are especially interested in distant collaboration between groups, and the
so called Mixed Presence Groupware (MPG) [3], connecting two (or more) dis-
tant shared interfaces. Creative domain, such as co-design, architecture, urban-
ism, etc., is particularly concerned by MPG: it often involves remote teams
manipulating graphical objects (images, drawings, plans, etc.) for which shared
interfaces propose adapted natural interactions (pen based, tactile or gesture
interactions). However, distant collaboration has to preserve as far as possible
the fluidity of interaction and the mutual awareness provided by co-presence.
Following Tang et al. [3], we focus on remote gesture visualization of distant
users, as it conveys major information facilitating distant communication such
as intentionality (who is intending to do what), action identity (who is doing
what) and pointing [4] [5].

We propose DigiTable, a platform combining a multiuser tactile tabletop,
a video-communication system enabling eye-contact with real size distant user
visualization and a spatialized sound system. A robust computer vision module
for distant users’ gesture visualization completes the set-up. The main question
this paper strives to answer is: may the collaboration between two distant groups
be as efficient as the collocated collaboration, providing technical tools to convey
elements of the distant context (real size distant user video, remote gesture
visualization)? We present a collaborative application designed to investigate
collaboration efficiency and presence feeling in distant and collocated situation.

Many parameters are involved to evaluate the efficiency of conveyed context el-
ements: it depends on the type of the task which induces more or less importance
to the person or to the task-space [6], on the spatial configuration of participants
around the table (face-to-face, side-by-side in collocated or remote situations),
the type of the manipulated documents (abstract, figurative or textual) and the
technology provided by the remote platform (remote gesture visualization). In
this paper, we focus on a digital puzzle completion task as first experiment. We
investigate how document type may influence implicit creation of private and
shared spaces and the way participants tightly or loosely collaborate whether
they are in a remote or collocated configuration.

The remain of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a state
of the art on shared interfaces, distant collaboration and mutual awareness. In
Section 3 we specify our objectives. Section 4 describes the DigiTable platform
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whereas Section 5 details the experiment. Findings are resumed in Section 6.
Conclusion and future work are in section 7.

2 Related Work

The development of shared interfaces relies on the advent of new display de-
vices, such as large wall-screens or tabletops, and on the development of plat-
forms assuming multiple independent inputs. Thus, in a first attempt to address
multiuser application on a single display in co-presence, the Xerox Parc Colab
Project (1987-1992) [1] proposed a PC network allowing private work as well as
control of a shared digital white-board. In 1993, Pederson et al. [2] extended the
Xerox Liveboard concept and proposed Tivoli, an electronic white-board applica-
tion for supporting informal workgroup meetings, using a large screen pen-based
interactive display allowing up to three simultaneous pen interactions. Tivoli
strove to provide its users with simplicity of use, easily understood functionali-
ties, and access to computational power to augment informal meeting practices.
However, multiuser interaction was not the main focus of [1] [2].

In 1991, also at Xerox Parc, Bier et al. [7] developed MMM, a multiuser
editor managing up to three mice simultaneously on the same computer. In
1998, Greenberg et al.[8] proposed a Shared Notes system investigating how
people move from individual to workgroup through the use of both PDA and a
shared public display. Later in 1999, Stewart et al. [9] defined the Single Display
Groupware concept (SDG), which stemmed from their work on children groups.
Their experiments on a shared drawing application on PC showed that multi-
mouse implementation was largely preferred by children to single mouse version
because it provides more fun and more activity. Hourcade et al. [10] proposed
a Multiple Input Devices (MID) offering a Java toolkit for simultaneous use of
multiple independent devices for Windows 98. Tse et al. [11] proposed a toolkit
for fast SDG prototyping on Microsoft.Net. Microsoft Research India renews the
challenge on multi-mouse interaction for computers to respond to educational
needs in rural primary schools in developing countries where very few computers
are available per student (one PC for ten students) [12].

The Calgary University GroupLab has investigated groupware interaction for
long time. Gutwin [13] analyzed workspace awareness for distributed groupware.
In line with Gutwin, Tang et al. [14] extended the SDG concept to MPG, by
connecting two or more SDG at distant places for remote and collocated collab-
oration. The authors focused on presence disparity, describing that people do
not interact similarly with their collocated and distant partners. They proposed
and analyzed distant groupware embodiments, such as telepointers or remote
gesture visualization in distant communication and collaboration [3].

We focus on tabletop displays as a horizontal surface which encourages group
members to work in a socially cohesive and conducive way. It affords seamless
role-changing and more equitable decision-making and information access [15].
TableTop, as a shared input/output device, is an emerging interdisciplinary do-
main involving augmented reality, user interface technologies, multi-modal and
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multi-user interaction, CSCW, and information visualization. Scott et al. [16]
proposed first guidelines for collocated collaborative work design on Tabletop
based on human factor analysis.

In 2001, Dietz et al.[17] presented MERL Diamond Touch, a multi-user touch
table for which each tactile interaction is associated to one user. Enabling up
to 8 simultaneous user interactions, bi-manual or multi-touch interaction per
user is however hindered by the hardware, which does not provide the loci of
the contacts, but the bounding box encompassing these user’s contacts. In con-
trast, Rekimoto’s Smartskin [18] is a real multi-touch device, but without user
identification. Note that several multi-touch devices have emerged: Bérard’s
Magic Table [19], Wilson’s TouchLight [20], the low-cost Multi-touch sensing
surface of Han [21] and Philips ’s Entertaible [22] among numerous examples.
By now, the Diamond Touch is the only commercially available multitouch
tabletop.

3 Motivations

We aim at designing a collaborative platform for distant groupware collabo-
ration which preserves the characteristics of a real face-to-face interaction. Our
approach is based on Gutwin’s workspace awareness analysis [13], who organized
previous works of Endsley on situation awareness [23], Segal on consequential
communication [24] and Clark et al. on conversational grounding [25].

Situational awareness is knowledge of a dynamic environment, it is main-
tained through perceptual information gathered from the environment and oth-
ers’ activities. It is peripheral to the primary group activity [13]. It depends on
perception, comprehension and prediction of the environment and of others’ ac-
tions [23]. It relies on non intentional informational sources such as consequential
communication, artifacts manipulation, and on intentional communication. Con-
sequential communication is information that emerges from a person’s activity
[24]. It is non intentional and most of it is conveyed by the visual channel: posi-
tion, posture, head, arms, hands’ movement, etc. Artifacts are a second source
of information about the current actions in progress because their character-
istic sound depending on the action (moving, stacking, dividing, and so on)
gives salient feedbacks of their use. Finally, intentional communication, through
conversation and gestures (deictic, manifesting or visual evidence actions), com-
pletes the perceptual information gathered about the environment. Situational
awareness is the way people maintain up-to-date mental models of complex and
dynamic environments. It helps to be aware of the state of task objects and
of one another’s activities. It facilitates to plan what to say or to do and to
coordinate speech and actions.

Visual information helps also people to communicate about the task to be done
by ensuring that their message is properly understood. It enables the expansion
of their common ground during the session and facilitates mutual understanding
between participants. There is significantly less talk about the talk, or about the
task to be done [25].
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We aim at conceiving a platform which preserves at most situational aware-
ness for remote groupware collaboration. We choose tabletops first because it is
a now available shared interface, and above all because it is probably the most
common tool used for group meetings and human interaction. Interaction and
communication around a table are observed to be more equally distributed be-
tween participants in contrast to white-boards which often induce role disparity
as the person at the board is given to be the leader’s meeting [15].

To facilitate intentional communication and presence feeling, we choose to use
a video-communication system providing real size visualization of the distant
users and eye-contact by means of a spy camera (see section 4 for details). As
Tang et al. [3] [14], we add a computer vision module allowing to capture the
local gesture of the participant on or above the table and to transmit it to
the distant site for overlay on the distant desktop image. This remote gesture
visualization module, similar but probably more robust than Video-Arms [14],
combined with the video-communication system, participates in conveying most
of the visual information needed to feed situational awareness.

Thus DigiTable, the designed platform, should provide people with coor-
dination, as participants can see each other through video-communication and
others’ actions through remote gesture visualization on the tabletop. It should
support action identity as participants are able to perceive who is doing what.
They also can anticipate which action the distant participants intend to do, and
which digital object they are about to grasp as they see arms and hands above
the table at the distant site. Most of the common social rules are therefore pre-
served, as involuntary conflicts about availability of objects are avoided. Finally,
intentional communication is partially enhanced as participant also can point to
digital object to show something or explain an action or an idea.

We aim at investigating how distance affects collaborative interaction when
most of visual information needed for mutual awareness is provided. Many pa-
rameters are involved: the type of the task which induces more or less importance
to the person or to the task space [6], the spatial configuration of participants
around the table (face-to-face, side-by-side in collocated or remote situations),
the type of the manipulated documents (abstract, figurative or textual) and the
technology provided by the remote platform (remote gesture visualization).

We focus on a digital mosaic completion task for a first experiment appli-
cation. In contrast to puzzles, mosaics are composed of squared pieces. Task
domain prevails in such an application as participants feel implicitly challenged
to complete the mosaic as fast as possible although this is not required.

On-table textual puzzle completions has been investigated by Kruger et al. [26]
who observed three roles of the piece orientation: understanding (ex: reading), co-
ordination (an implicit private space is created when a piece is oriented toward a
particular user) and communication (voluntary orientation of a piece toward a
user is used to raise his/her attention). Their main finding was that users signif-
icantly touch more often pieces oriented toward themselves than those oriented
toward another user. Pieces perpendicularly oriented are considered as public.
The authors focused mainly on document orientation but not on the document
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localization. We are interested in extending Kruger et al.’s results to mosaic com-
pletion in collocated and distant digital situation. We think that the localization
of the pieces on the table may also contribute to design implicit private areas, as
Kruger et al. showed for piece orientation. We will also focus on the influence of the
image type of the mosaic on the completion processes. Finally, we will experiment
in both remote an collocated configuration involving two participants.

4 DigiTable Platform

DigiTable is a platform combining a multiuser tactile interactive tabletop, a
video-communication system enabling eye-contact with real size distant user
visualization, a computer vision module for remote gesture visualization of the
distant users and a spatialized sound system. (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. DigiTable is a platform combining a Diamond Touch, a video-communication
system, a spatialized audio system and a computer vision module

We use Merl Diamond Touch [17], which is hitherto the only available shared
tabletop for simultaneous multiuser interaction. This device is a passive tactile
surface on which the desktop image is projected from a ceiling mounted video-
projector (video-projector 2 of Fig. 1).

The video-communication system uses a spy camera hidden behind a rigid
wood-screen and peeping through an almost unnoticeable 3mm wide hole. A
second video-projector (video-projector 1 of Fig. 1) beams on the wall-screen
the video of the distant site captured by the symmetric remote spy camera (see
Fig. 2). Eye-contact is guaranteed by approximately placing the camera peep-
hole at the estimated eyes’height of a seated person and beaming the distant
video on the screen such that the peephole and the distant user’s eyes coincide.
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Fine tuning of hole’s design and video-projector beam’s orientation is performed
to avoid camera’s dazzle.

The computer vision module uses a camera placed at the ceiling and pointing
at the tabletop. The module consists of a segmentation process detecting any
object above the table by comparing, at almost the frame rate, between the
captured camera image and the actual known desktop image projected on the
tabletop, up to a geometric and color distortion. In output, it produces an image
mask of the detected objects (hands, arms, or any object) extracted from the
camera image. The mask is compressed using RLE (Run Length Encoding) and
is sent through the network to the distant site. There, the image mask is decom-
pressed and then overlaid with the current desktop image before projection on
the tabletop. We use semi-transparency to let the user see the desktop ”under”
the arms of his/her distant partner.

DigiTable manages a network-based video-conference system (see Fig. 2). If
necessary, to avoid lag problems due to network, the video system can also be
separated from the rest of the architecture and runs with direct cable connexion.

Fig. 2. DigiTable Architecture: shared application and remote gesture analysis is
implemented at each distant site on a single work station

Fig. 3 shows users’ gesture and their visualization on the remote site. The
left bottom image shows the overlay of the detected hand of site 2 (upper right
image); the right bottom image shows the overlay of the detected arms of the
site 1 (upper left image).

The computer vision module improves four technical weaknesses of VideoArms
[3]. 1) it detects any object on or over the table without needing any learning
stage or a priori knowledge about the object to detect; 2) no restriction on
the projected images is imposed (Video-Arms needs dark tones images); 3) it is
robust to external lightning changes (variation in the daylight or in the artificial
lightning); 4) calibration is automatic. The computer vision algorithm provides
32 image masks per second when running alone for a SXGA (1280x1024) image
desktop and a medium camera resolution (384x288) (we use a Sony EVI-D70
whose pan, tilt and zoom functions facilitates the camera view control). When
combined with the shared Java application, the image masks are refreshed on
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Fig. 3. Remote gesture visualization: view of both distant tables in action (upper
line) and view of both overlaid desktops (lower line). The application presented in the
pictures concerns mosaic completions.

each site at between 12 and 17 Hz on a dual-core Intel Xeon 3.73GHz (Netburst
architecture) with 2GB of RAM. As camera capture and desktop image are not
synchronized, a delay may occur and cause some echoes on the image mask
detection, which is particularly obvious when the computer vision frame rate
drops low (under 14hz).

5 User Study

We aim at investigating how distance affects interaction and collaboration when
most of visual information needed for mutual awareness is provided. As said ear-
lier, many parameters are involved: the type of the task, the spatial configuration
of participants around the table, the type of the manipulated documents and
the technology provided by the remote platform (remote gesture visualization).

We focus on a digital mosaic completion task as first experiment application.
Collaborative mosaic completion will be performed by two users in both collo-
cated or distant situations in order to evaluate the role of distance in term of
task efficiency. Furthermore, mosaic completion will be analyzed according to
the role of the piece orientation.

In the collocated situation, the users are sitting side-by-side in front of the
table as this configuration seems the most natural. In remote configuration,
the users are virtually sitting face-to-face, on both sides of the table, using
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the DigiTable platform. We thought that this arrangement was more conve-
nient to distant communication as it was compatible to video-communication.
This follows Tang recommendation [27], as face-to-face collaboration is more
comfortable for verbal and non-verbal interaction. Furthermore, it was compli-
ant with the situated-literal approach suggested by Gutwin’s [13] for shared
workspace conception: the situated-literal configuration consists of displaying
distant visual awareness information literally (not symbolic) at the workspace
place where it is originated from. It is in line with the way people use their
existing skills with mechanism of feedthrough1, consequential and gestural com-
munication [13].

The experiment is designed to be series of 6 mosaic completions, 3 in col-
located situation and 3 in distant situation. The mosaics are composed of 5x5
squared pieces. For each situation, 3 different mosaic types (abstract, figurative
and textual) are completed by the pairs of participants. A textual mosaic rep-
resents a text (here a poem): the ”right” orientation of each piece can be easily
inferred as it contains words and typos. A figurative mosaic represents a scene
or a portrait: the ”right” orientation of each piece is more ambiguous and can
necessitate to assembly many pieces before being deduced. An abstract mosaic
represents an abstract painting or a fractal: the only orientation constraint is
that all the pieces have the same final orientation.

To solve the mosaics, a Java application has been designed to run locally
on a Diamond Touch and on the DigiTable platform. Because of the Dia-
mond Touch technical limitations, the application supports multiuser manipu-
lation of pieces but only one-finger interaction per user. Only two action types
on the mosaic pieces are allowed: moving or rotating a piece. A mosaic piece
can be moved by the users along an invisible grid by touching it near its cen-
ter and dragging it from one place to another. It can also be rotated but in
90 degrees steps as its edges have to remain parallel to the table sides. The
user has to touch around one of the 4 piece corners, and to perform a ro-
tational motion. A visual feedback is given to let the user identify the cur-
rent selected action (a cross pointer for dragging, and a round arrow for
rotation).

During the mosaic completions, the pairs of subjects were filmed and all their
actions were recorded (piece number, situation and orientation on the table of
the touched piece, action type - rotation or moving).

A total of 24 participants took part in the study, randomly put in pairs. There
were one female pair, six male pairs and five mixed pairs. All participants were
postgraduates, had normal or corrected to normal vision. During the experi-
ments, the order of the mosaic completions were counterbalanced in situations
(collocated and distant) and in mosaic types (abstract, figurative and textual).
The pairs of participants completed an individual training period before the 6
collaborative mosaic completions.

1 As Dix et al. remarks [28], when artifacts are manipulated, they give off information
which is feedback for the person performing the action and feedthrough for the persons
who are watching.
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6 Findings

6.1 Objective Evaluation

Comparison of Mosaic Types: Figurative mosaics are completed more
quickly (M=362s, SD=182s) than textual mosaics (M=435s, SD=394s). Ab-
stract mosaic completions are the most time consuming (M=565s, SD=394s).
The completion times of the three mosaic types are compared using a Friedman
Anova and a significant difference is observed (F(2)=30.3, p<0.001). Post-hoc
comparisons are performed which reveal significant differences between the com-
pletion time of each pair of mosaic types. The same observations are made when
considering the two conditions (collocated vs distant) separately.

Textual mosaics are completed with less rotations (M=29, SD=5) than figu-
rative mosaics (M=59, SD=31). Abstract mosaic completions require more rota-
tions (M=86, SD=52). The three mosaic types are compared using a Friedman
Anova and a significant difference is observed (F(2)=33.1, p<0.001). Post-hoc
comparisons are performed which reveal significant differences between each pair
of mosaic types. The same observations are made when considering the two con-
ditions (collocated vs distant). These differences reflect the difficulty to find the
right orientation of each piece of abstract mosaic pieces.

Comparison Between Collocated and Distant Situations: For all the
kind of mosaic (Text, figurative or abstract), a Wilcoxon test reveals no sig-
nificant differences between mosaic completions times in co-presence (M=397s,
SD=221s) and in remote configuration (M=441s, SD=237s).

Concerning the particular class of textual mosaics, no significant difference ex-
ists between resolution times in remote configuration (M=456s, SD=210s) and in
co-presence (M=368s, SD=149s). No significant differences are observed between
number of rotations in co-presence (M=53, SD=23) and in remote configuration
(M=56, SD=26) as well as between number of movings in co-presence (M=132,
SD=43) and in remote configuration (M=146, SD=56).

Mosaic Completion Processes in Collocated and Distant Situations: In
the side-by-side/collocated situation, the subjects exploit a larger surface on the
table than in the face-to-face/distant situation (see Fig. 4). Moreover, the strate-
gies used to complete the mosaics are different. In the side-by-side/collocated sit-
uation, each user tends to work independently before merging their assemblage:
two distinct areas are visible on the right image of Fig. 4. In distant/face-to-face
situation the users tends to work together on the same zone of the table (only
one main area on the left image of Fig. 4).

The dominant orientation of the pieces for textual mosaics is also different in
side-by-side/collocated and face-to-face/distant configuration since in the first
case, the orientation of the pieces is not conflicting whereas in the second case
the subjects have to negotiate to find the more comfortable orientation. With
no surprise, in the side-by-side situation, the pieces are oriented toward the
two subjects. In the face-to-face situation, two strategies were equally used by
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Fig. 4. Dominant localizations of the pieces on the table during the mosaic completions

the subjects: orientate the pieces toward one of the subject or perpendicularly.
Pieces oriented toward a particular subject are mostly situated around his/her
right hand (i.e. on the right of the table for pieces oriented toward the downside
of the table and on the left of the table for pieces oriented toward the upside of
the table).

Discussion: From these first results from objective criteria, no significant differ-
ence can be observed between distant and collocated situations when considering
completion time, type of mosaic and piece manipulation (number of rotations
and moves). Consequently, the actual technology conveys sufficient context’s ele-
ments of the remote sites to enable efficient collaboration between two distant
groups without hindering the completion of the task.

However, distant and collocated configurations differ in term of coupling. Cou-
pling [29] qualifies the degree people are working together. It can evolve to loose
coupling when each person can work without needing information from another
person, to tight coupling when they collaborate. This observed difference may
be due more to the spatial configuration (side-by-side vs face-to-face) than to
the co-localization or distant parameter. Indeed, in side-by-side configuration,
people tend to impede each other’s interaction on piece access and manipulation.
This probably favors a first independent phase during which each user tries to
complete an independent part of the puzzle. Furthermore, such coupling may be
biased by the fact that our mosaic application does not facilitate independent
work merging. One can not move and rotate a group of pieces. This interac-
tion is actually boredom as it has to be done one piece at a time. Thus, loose
coupling may be hindered in the face-to-face configuration in favor of an early
collaboration.

6.2 User Experience

Subjects were asked to comment the mosaic completions by focusing on the
application and on the differences between the distant and collocated
situations.
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Mosaic Application: To the 1st question (“What do you think of the mosaic
application?”), the most common remarks made by the 24 subjects are:

– It is difficult to rotate the pieces (19 subjects).
– Moving many pieces simultaneously should be managed (14 subjects).
– Rotating many pieces simultaneously should be managed (9 subjects).

These remarks confirm that some users have completed sub-parts of the mosaic
and would have needed tools to merge these parts.

Configuration: To the 2nd question (“Could you compare mosaic completion
in collocated and in remote situations?”), the most common remarks made are:

– When concentrated on the mosaic completion, the video-communication sys-
tem is not useful, but the sound system is (14 subjects).

– The major trouble is reading the textual mosaic in face-to-face (distant)
situation (13 users).

– The distant gesture representation is interesting since it brings communica-
tional and intentional information (7 users).

– The same users also remark that the other user’s hands are not always easy
to see (7 users).

– 6 users find the mosaic completions more pleasant in collocated situation, 3
in distant situation and 2 found the two situations identical. The other users
did not compare the two situation in that way.

As our experiments were focused on a mosaic completion task, people do not
need to look at each other during interaction. The participants feel useless the
video-communication system.

Only 6 over 24 users openly prefer the collocated situation, the others are
indifferent at worst case. Thanks to remote gesture visualization, collocated and
distant collaboration are both worthwhile experience. Distant collaboration is
not seen as a poor ersatz of co-present interaction.

The reading problems due to orientation of textual pieces in the face-to-face
situation are more critical. It is not explicitly due to the distant configuration.

Subjective Opinions: We have selected a few comments from the subjects
which are particularly representative of how the experiment was felt:

– “It is better in the remote configuration, more efficient, arms do not cross:
we do not bother each other”

– “There is no presence feeling with the video system. I felt as if I played alone
and the robot sometimes helps me.”

– “In the distant situation, we are forced to speak, other’s actions are more
difficult to perceive.”

– “We are more efficient in the side-by-side configuration, it is easier to read.”

The users sometimes mix remarks about distance factor and spatial configu-
rations (face-to-face vs. side-by-side configurations) since distant and collocated
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situations are not symmetric. Although experiments have shown that collocated
and distant collaboration are comparable in terms of efficiency, presence feeling
may be radically different (see the second comment about the robot). This can
be seen as the fact that we respect almost all the Gutwin’s recommendations
about workspace awareness (we provide tools for intentional and consequential
communication) but not the artifacts and feedthrough. Remote gesture visual-
ization lacks of incarnation. The presence feeling of the distant participant may
be enhanced with sound effects of piece manipulation.

Further experiments are necessary to conclude on the influence of each pa-
rameter on the collaboration strategy.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose DigiTable, a collaborative platform which combines
a multiuser tactile interactive tabletop, a video-communication system enabling
eye-contact with real size distant user visualization, a spatialized sound system
and a computer vision module for distant users’ gesture visualization.

Preliminary evaluation of DigiTable highlights important issues for the
design of collaborative tabletop interfaces. Distance does not hinder efficient
collaboration anymore. No significant difference has been observed between col-
located or distant situations in term of task efficiency or object manipulations
whatever the document type was (here abstract, figurative or textual mosaics).
Participants find the distant gesture visualization useful. Thus, distant or collo-
cated tabletop collaboration are now both worthwhile experiences. However, our
mosaic application compelled participants to focus on the tasks space. There-
fore, communication and negotiation are reduced to a very tiny part, so that
users consider useless the real size visualization of their partner. Furthermore,
DigiTable does not provide the same presence feeling in distant or collocated
situations: remote people need to be more incarnated as their presence is still
abstractly felt.

It is currently too early to pronounce a definite evaluation on such a platform.
A lot has to be experimented as many parameters are involved: the type of
the task which induces more or less importance to the person or to the task
space, the spatial placement of the participants (face-to-face, side-by-side for a
collocated or remote configuration), and the type of the manipulated documents
(abstract, figurative or textual). In a further work, we will conduct two different
experiments : the first one will focus on the spatial placement of the users in
remote and collocated situations, the second will address an application for which
the negotiation between participants will take precedent on the completion. This
last experiment will complete our observation on the role of video-communication
channel.

Finally, DigiTable needs also a few technical improvements to enhance the
presence feeling: improve of the quality of video and sound, increase the opacity
of hand representation and take into account more feedthrough such as rubbing
noises. Concerning the mosaic application, the rotation problems encountered
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by the users could be easily solved by increasing the surface dedicated to the
rotations on the pieces. To avoid asymmetric behaviors from the users on each
distant sites, the fact that users can be right or left handed has to be thor-
oughly considered. Finally, the application should support containers to move
and/or rotate set of pieces at the same time, to enable fitting of mosaic parts
independently completed. This last point should induce more loose coupling in
the collaborative task. A new series of experiments will be launched when these
technical improvements will be integrated.

Acknowledgments. This work is supported by the French government within the
RNTL Project DigiTable and the Media and Networks Cluster.
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Abstract. When people collaborate remotely, the WWW is part of the shared
resources they use together. However, web pages do not offer support for collabo-
rative interaction such as viewing or influencing another user’s browsing session
– additional software needs to be installed for these features. In this paper, we
present UsaProxy 2, an HTTP proxy that allows the same web page or applica-
tion to be viewed and used in two browsers at the same time, without client-side
software installation. This includes a visualisation of the remote user’s mouse
pointer, scrolling, keyboard input, following links to other pages and more. Our
open-source proxy modifies HTML pages before delivering them to the browsers.
The added JavaScript code provides session monitoring and shared browsing fa-
cilities. We conducted an experimental evaluation which shows that our approach
works for different scenarios, such as shopping online and exchanging ideas on
what to buy. The user study showed that our approach is accepted and liked by
users. Combined with audio or text chat communication, it provides a very useful
tool for informal, ad-hoc collaboration.

1 Introduction

Informal collaborative use of the WWW is nowadays very common, but not supported
well by current technologies. Typically, users have a chat or audio connection and use
their web browsers independently of each other, exchanging URLs via text messages
or by spelling them. As a result, much of the conversation is about the current context
and the content the users look at, and not about the task at hand that needs to be solved.
Often, problems arise – for example, a web page may not be viewable by the remote
user because of the use of session cookies. In our paper, we investigate how shared
browsing sessions can be supported with lightweight technologies, i.e. in such a way
that neither client-side software installation nor server-side changes are necessary. We
have designed and built a system which uses an HTTP proxy and AJAX technology to
enable users to collaborate on web pages. The WWW is increasingly used as a platform
for web applications. With our work, we present a general approach for application
sharing in this domain. In the following, we present version 2 of UsaProxy, our system
for remote collaboration while using the WWW. We consider two different modes of
collaboration:
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c© IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2007
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Monitoring. In this mode, all actions performed by a user on a web page are moni-
tored and immediately communicated to the second user’s browser. There, the captured
interaction is visualised and the browser follows the actions taken by the first user, such
as scrolling, text selection or following a link to another page. The second user is not
able to influence the browser session. A typical scenario of use is to provide support
and guidance to a user while being aware of the state and actions of their browser.

Shared Browsing. Here, two browsers’ sessions are locked together. Actions in one
browser result in identical changes in the other browser. Both users can see the other
user’s mouse pointer and both users have full control over the web page. This also
means that the users can perform conflicting actions, e.g. by clicking on different URLs
at the same time. For resolution of these conflicts, the presence of social protocols is
assumed, and no token passing is required. In this paper, we explore two scenarios of
shared browsing: Two people looking for a present in an online shop, and a teacher-
learner experience.

The central contribution of this paper is a web-based technical infrastructure for
monitoring and shared browsing. It was essential for us to create a solution that does
not take over the complete desktop of a remote user, require software installation or
changes to the web-based applications. The technology is based on UsaProxy which
was introduced in [2]. Whereas our earlier work on UsaProxy concentrated on sup-
porting remote usability tests of websites, this paper highlights a different use of the
technology: Providing support for collaborative work processes. A significant number
of technical problems had to be solved for this, such as how to “replay” users’ actions in
the second browser, distinguishing UsaProxy sessions from private browsing sessions,
finding adequate visualisations for the actions, and dealing with varying formatting of
pages due to differing window sizes and font sizes. A further contribution is a study
that explored how people use such a web-based collaboration technology and what the
potential application scenarios are.

This paper first discusses related work in section 2. In section 3.1, we introduce the
concept of web-based collaboration using lightweight web technologies and describe
the implementation in section 3.2. To evaluate the feasibility (with regard to the tech-
nical solution) as well as the usability of the approach, we conducted an experimental
evaluation with 12 users exploring different scenarios in section 4. Finally, section 5
discusses our findings and highlights potential improvements to the technology.

2 Related Work

Client-side Software Installation. One of the earliest efforts in the direction of a
shared browser application was GroupWeb [6] from 1996. The GroupWeb prototype
was a custom-built browser application which could display the pages viewed by other
GroupWeb users. W4 [5] is similar to GroupWeb, but also allowed bookmarks that are
shared between users. Furthermore, it supported the creation of “sticky notes” on visited
web pages and included a number of other tools, e.g. a drawing editor. Kobayashi et al.
[9] propose a system that is comparable to our approach. However, they use a plug-
in to control a standard web browser, so the plug-in has to be installed on each client
machine.
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In comparison to the systems above, our own efforts have resulted in a more
lightweight shared browsing solution. Whereas these projects demand that all partic-
ipants first install special software on their computers, our solution better supports
spontaneous shared browsing sessions, and it supports situations in which users are
unable or unwilling to install software. Furthermore, unlike with GroupWeb and W4,
the users are not forced to abandon the web browser they normally use, with all its cus-
tom settings, personal bookmarks etc. Thus, the remainder of this section concentrates
on technologies which do not require client-side software installation.

CGI-based Filter. The CoBrow project [11] used a CGI-based web interface to share
pages: In this case, the browser tells a CGI program to serve it a certain page on the
WWW. Before returning the page, this program rewrites all URLs on the page to make
them refer back to the CGI. Only a prototype version of the tool was ever implemented.
This technique is more likely to fail with complicated web pages than our own technol-
ogy, which is based on an HTTP proxy. In particular, problems can be expected if pages
create URLs dynamically using JavaScript.

HTTP Server, Java Applets. CoWeb [8] used a different strategy to share the con-
tent of web pages between users: Similar to CoBrow’s CGI program, the CoWeb HTTP
server acts as a filter for pages. It replaces some parts of the HTML content (e.g. form
fields, images) with Java applets which perform the same function as the original HTML
element, but provide additional functionality, such as painting inside an image and dis-
cussing its contents in a text chat. As the page is modified heavily by the CoWeb server
before being passed on to the browsers, the page layout will often be significantly al-
tered, and problems will arise if the page includes JavaScript code which accesses and
changes the DOM tree.

HTTP proxy, Java Applets. With the approach of Cabri et al. [3], users reconfigure
their browsers to access the web via an HTTP proxy. This proxy adds a single applet
to all pages. The applet contains a list of all users taking part in a shared browsing
session and a list of pages visited by them. Due to technical restrictions, the system can
only visualise other users’ mouse pointer positions inside selected images on the page.
Additionally, users can paint in these images, and a text chat is available.

WebSplitter [7] is another proxy-based system. A Java applet causes the browser
to load new pages. The system concentrates on providing different partial content to
different users depending on their devices or role. Special XML pages and policy files
need to be created manually, it is not possible to collaboratively browse arbitrary web
pages. Furthermore, mouse movements, key presses etc. are not shared between the
participating users.

Java Servlet, JavaScript. The Collaborative Web Browsing system introduced in [4]
takes advantage of JavaScript to track user actions. It is designed as a lightweight sys-
tem which can be used immediately by visitors of a site. The system only supports
collaborative browsing on a single website which must have been prepared in advance
by making a Java servlet available on the server. Collaboration is restricted to one par-
ticular page at a time – it is not possible to move the shared session to another page by
following a link.
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Fig. 1. During a shared browsing session, both users can interact with the page or watch the other
user’s actions, including his mouse movements. They do not need to install software.

Our technology combines the advantages of [3] and [4]: By using an HTTP proxy, the
necessity to rewrite URLs is avoided, as all page requests and responses automatically
pass through the proxy. UsaProxy 2 causes its own JavaScript code to execute on all
pages when they are displayed by browsers.

Different architectures are possible when building a system for shared use of appli-
cations. In [1], this is discussed for desktop application sharing, but some of the results
are applicable to the area of web application sharing. Our solution uses the “replicated
execution” approach, but a “single-site execution” approach is preferable and an area
for future work.

A scenario for which a shared browsing architecture may be useful is presented in
[10]: During online shopping, users can leave a shared session temporarily and look at
“nearby” items in the same shop. The technical solution relies on the implementation
of certain APIs by the owners of web shops.

3 Using the Web Browser for Interaction and Collaboration

As many developers and companies move classical desktop applications to the WWW,
new technical opportunities for creating collaborative applications arise. Inspired by
tools for application sharing that are available for different operating systems, we in-
vestigated how a comparable tool can be created for web-based applications. We looked
at how current browsers can support sharing and collaborative use of web pages and ap-
plications. Figure 1 depicts a simple example showing the basic functionality: In their
browsers, two users see the same web page. In addition to their own mouse pointer, they
are provided with a visualisation of the collaborator’s mouse pointer (which was dou-
bled in size in the figure to make it better visible) and a chat application. In this section,
we first describe the concept and requirements and then explain our implementation,
which is based on client-side JavaScript code and a special HTTP proxy.
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3.1 General Concept

Our focus is on an approach to enable synchronous sharing of WWW pages and web-
based applications without modifications to servers and clients. Compared to solutions
which provide access to the complete desktop, this provides better protection of the
user’s privacy, as only the web page becomes visible to the remote partner. Further-
more, a platform-independent, browser-independent and non-invasive implementation
is possible – an application-sharing platform can be created using standard web tech-
nologies, without extensions to the browsers or additional software installation on the
client side. Moreover, no changes to web content or to the applications are required to
share them. The web application sharing functionality includes:

• Visualisation of a remote mouse pointer
• Synchronisation of the displayed content (on an inter- and intra-page level)
• Visualisation of remote interaction (e.g. selection of text)
• Synchronisation of interaction with the content (e.g. text entry in a form)
• Provision of synchronous communication (e.g. chat)
• Means for shared drawing and annotation (e.g. shared blackboard)

Technically, our approach uses a proxy that adds JavaScript code to existing applica-
tions and pages before delivery. The added code tracks user actions in one browser,
transmits information about it back to the proxy and replays it in the remote browser.

With regard to the mode of operation and the control in sharing we discriminate two
cases, remote monitoring (one user watches the other’s actions) and shared working
(both users have full control and can interact with the page). Furthermore, the proxy
can be inserted in various ways between the client and the server:

• Manual reconfiguration in the browser
• Transparent proxy for all machines in a local network
• Transparent insertion of the proxy in front of a server

Due to the fact that users have different browsers, different window sizes and use dif-
ferent font sizes, there is no true WYSIWIS (“what you see is what I see”), so that e.g.
a submit button may appear in different positions. Our approach to synchronisation is
not to use screen coordinates, but rather to identify the object a user interacted with by
its position in the browser’s DOM tree.

3.2 Implementation

UsaProxy is an open-source Java program which implements an HTTP proxy. UsaProxy
2 always forwards browser requests to the web server, except in one case: It implements
caching of the server’s response and uses the cache to serve identical content to the two
browsers of a shared browsing session. Furthermore, a small modification is made to
returned HTML pages in order to run custom JavaScript code in the context of all pages.
This JavaScript code records information on user actions, such as mouse movements,
and transmits it back to the proxy. Through a polling mechanism, the second browser
gets notified of this. It then downloads and visualises the information, e.g. by moving a
layer which symbolises the remote user’s mouse pointer. See figure 2 for an overview
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Fig. 2. When a page is requested, identical content is served to both participants of a shared
session. By modifying the HTML content, UsaProxy 2 executes its JavaScript code on all pages.

of the communication between the involved entities. The following requirements were
identified for the system:

• Real-time tracking of user actions, such as navigation between pages, actions on a
page (mouse movements, scrolling), and any input provided to the browser (clicks,
key strokes, text input, drop-down selection)

• Platform independence both from the server technology and the client operating
system/browser

• As few client-side and server-side changes as possible
• Easy, flexible deployment in order to support a variety of usage scenarios
• Intuitive visualisation of remote user activity
• System should work even if the two browsers have different browser window sizes,

different font settings, or render a page in slightly different ways
• Integrated chat functionality as one means of interpersonal communication

Tracking User Activity on Web Pages. When UsaProxy forwards server responses
to the browser, it adds a <script src=’. . . ’/> tag to HTML pages on the fly before re-
turning them to the browsers. This minimal change is very unlikely to interfere with
the correct operation even of complex web pages. The exact URL used in the script
tag depends on the proxy mode. However, in all cases the URL contains a special path
starting with /usaproxylolo/, which the proxy recognizes: If it is present, the request is
not forwarded to any server. Instead, UsaProxy itself acts as an HTTP server, perform-
ing one out of a number of different actions depending on the exact URL. In the case of
the script tag’s URL, the client-side JavaScript part of UsaProxy 2 is served.

The JavaScript code is loaded in the context of the web page, so the browser’s security
model does not prevent its execution. It is carefully written so as not to interfere with
any JavaScript code used by the page. It records all interesting data and periodically
sends it back to the proxy using another, different /usaproxylolo/ URL. On the proxy,
the data is logged to a file together with the headers of any requests that were sent to
servers, and with the headers and response bodies of all replies sent back by servers.
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Compared to earlier versions of UsaProxy (see [2]), the range of captured events has
been extended: The logged data now also includes onmouseover events, changes to
form field values (radio buttons, drop-down menus, checkboxes, text fields), and the
selection of text (in text fields or elsewhere on the page).

Additional Element Properties. When an event (e.g. a mouse click) has taken place
for an element on the page, the element needs to be uniquely identified in the log mes-
sage that is sent to the proxy. However, many elements, such as anchors or images,
are not assigned an id property by page authors. Utilizing the href and/or src properties
helps to identify elements in some cases, but we developed a more robust technique: We
uniquely identify the elements by mapping their position in the DOM tree to a string
representation. More accurately, we describe the path from the root document element
to the node by recursively specifying which nth child is an ancestor of the node.

Session Cookies. We use session cookies in order to uniquely differentiate between
users on all sites they visit. For security reasons, browsers do not support “global”
cookies which are sent to all visited sites, so if UsaProxy 2 simply added its own cookie
to response headers before forwarding the web server’s response to the browser, then
identifying the different users would only work as long as they did not leave the cur-
rent website. For this reason, the cookie is not set for the domain that the user visits,
but always for the same fixed domain name: The site the UsaProxy JavaScript code is
fetched from.

Mouse Movements and Scrolling. When capturing the mouse cursor position with
each corresponding event, the transmission of absolute x/y page coordinates is less
valuable than the identification of the object the mouse pointer currently moves over,
due to differences in output when pages are rendered. Therefore, UsaProxy 2 records the
offsets of the mouse pointer position relative to the hovered-over DOM element. Apart
from an offset property (e.g. offset=25,10), the DOM path and any i.e. id value are
also specified in a mousemove event log. Scrolling is handled similarly: The rendered
height of a page will differ, so the page offset is recorded as a percentage which gives
the position of the viewport relative to the entire page height.

Clock Synchronisation. UsaProxy 2 records a variety of events which are times-
tamped both by the client-side JavaScript (e.g. mouse movement) and the proxy server
(e.g. page requests). As the system time of the client and proxy machines may differ, the
proxy transmits a timestamp to the client when it serves an HTML page. The JavaScript
code then only calculates its timestamps relative to the proxy’s timestamp, avoiding
problems related to clock skew.

Steering a Browser Using Tracking Data. In order to reconstruct what has oc-
curred in the partner’s browser, each client constantly polls UsaProxy 2 for re-
mote events. This is achieved using an XMLHttpRequest object. A request is
composed of the special path component /usaproxylolo/getevents followed by
the user’s session ID and an ID specifying the last fetched event, for instance
/usaproxylolo/getevents?sid=GH6zD4k233nw&lastid=37. UsaProxy
2 captures the request, queries its event index structure which holds all clients’ event
logs, and returns a list of new events encoded in an XML document. Figure 3 shows the

/usaproxylolo/getevents?sid=GH6zD4k233nw&lastid=37
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<event>
<sid>8hK8283u23Hh</sid>
<type>mouseover</type>
<coord>247,152</coord>
<id>f</id>
<dom>abae</dom>

</event>

Fig. 3. After polling the proxy for new remote events, each client receives the other user’s actions
in the form of XML-encoded data. Elements are identified using their position in the DOM tree.

XML representation for a mouseover event. Having received the XML response, the
JavaScript code can parse it and replay the event in the user’s browser.

Remote Event Representation. A second green mouse pointer is displayed to rep-
resent the remote user’s pointer. It is implemented by inserting a layer containing the
pointer image into the document. Remote mouse movements are directly applied to the
mouse layer by assigning it the coordinates specified in the XML event description.
As the coordinates are always relative to the hovered-over element, the remote pointer
appears in the right spot even if the page is formatted differently in the local browser.
In the case of a mouseover event, a hand-shaped cursor image appears instead of the
pointer. Additionally, the hovered-over element is underlined in green. Remote scroll
bar movements are repeated locally by calculating the local offset of the viewport in the
HTML page using the transmitted percentage offset value. The result is assigned to the
page offset, which causes the user’s page to automatically scroll to the new position.

Value changes in text fields, drop-down menus, radio buttons or check boxes are
directly applied to the corresponding field. Furthermore, we provide basic support for
AJAX applications by re-executing locally all those event handlers which were also
executed in the remote browser as a result of an event like mousedown, mouseup,
mouseover or change. As testing of our prototype has shown, this system for re-
executing event handler code on all browsers is not reliable for advanced AJAX appli-
cations in all cases. A future version of UsaProxy could be extended to support copying
the DOM tree of one “primary” browser to the other participants of a shared session.

Putting it All Together: A Web-based Shared Browsing Application. As pointed
out in section 3.1, UsaProxy 2 may be launched in several different modes, which are
specified using command line arguments. By default, it starts in HTTP proxy mode.
In this mode, the proxy settings of clients must be modified to make them send re-
quests to UsaProxy. Additionally, in this mode the software also automatically recog-
nizes whether it is being used as a transparent proxy. Thus, instead of reconfiguring
the browsers, the local network gateway can be set up to forward all outgoing HTTP
requests to the proxy, and no client reconfiguration is necessary.

Finally, the software can also be deployed in server mode. In this mode, it is in-
stalled in front of a particular website. It behaves like a regular web server to clients,
but forwards all requests to the actual web server. The browsers of site visitors do not
need to be reconfigured. On the server side, only a simple reconfiguration is necessary:
Either the original server needs to listen on a different port to allow UsaProxy 2 to
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Fig. 4. Overview page for the management of shared browsing sessions. Users can select a partner
and send him a proposal to start a shared session.

filter incoming requests on port 80, or the website’s DNS entry needs to be pointed to a
separate server on which a copy of UsaProxy 2 is running.

Independently of the above modes, UsaProxy 2 may also be configured for a specific
shared session mode. With the simple variant – the asymmetrical remote monitoring
– users may only view another browser’s actions, e.g. any pages that are visited. The
browser whose actions are monitored does not poll the proxy for remote events. The
more advanced symmetrical shared browsing mode allows two browsers to participate
in the same browsing session, where each user can e.g. click on links to visit new pages.
In this mode, both browsers poll for new events. The mode of operation is selected on
the command line when UsaProxy 2 is started.

In order to start a shared session, one party needs to send a “proposal” which must be
accepted by the other party. This process is realized by a session initiation handshake
during which both parties verify their mutual acceptance. If UsaProxy 2 is deployed for
live support usage, only a simple “Live Support” button needs to be added to the web-
site. In that case, the support staff is provided with an overview web page displaying
a list of proposals, each of which was initiated by a click on the support button. For
symmetrical usage, both parties can access a similar page with a list of potential session
partners – see figure 4 for a screenshot. When a partner is selected and the button “pro-
pose a shared browse” is pressed, a pop-up immediately appears in the other browser,
asking for the remote user’s consent to start a session. Once this consent has been given,
either user can simply enter a new URL in the address bar or use other means to visit a
new page, and his actions will be replayed in the other user’s browser.

After a shared session has begun, each participant’s browser window is augmented
with the remote user’s pointer, and an integrated chat panel may be dragged around and
positioned where the users like – see figure 1 for a screenshot. This permits users to
directly communicate without resorting to external tools. The chat window is UsaProxy’s
metaphor for the fact that the shared browsing session is active; if either user closes it
(with a click on the “×” in the upper right corner), the shared session is terminated. This
way, users can easily distinguish between shared web pages and privately visited pages.
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For the purpose of steering another user’s browser correctly, it is required that the
same content is delivered to it as to the local browser. As identical requests to a server
may lead to different server responses, the approach taken by UsaProxy 2 is to record
each server response (headers and data) together with a unique page ID. Later, the
recorded version of the page is fetched by the second browser via a special request
which contains the ID (see figure 2).

In order to permit users to have other browser sessions which are indepen-
dent of the shared session, the shared session window is assigned the name
“sharedsession UsaProxy” the first time our JavaScript executes. When the Java-
Script code executes on later occasions (new page visited, URL entered manually in
address line), it can read the name and decide whether it is the shared session window,
i.e. whether tracking and logging should be performed.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In order to analyse whether our technology is suitable for the envisioned areas of use,
we have performed a number of tests with users who had no prior experience with
application sharing over the web, and no relation to the project. The 12 test persons
were students of Computer Science (8) and members of staff. Teams of two people had
to complete the same three tasks, which were designed both to test whether UsaProxy
2 worked at a technical level and whether it worked for the different application areas.
Before the tasks, the participants were given a short five-minute overview of UsaProxy’s
features and of how to use it to create a shared or monitored browsing session. The tests
took place in a lab where several machines had already been prepared for use – a copy
of UsaProxy 2 had been started and the browsers had been reconfigured to access the
web via the proxy. After the tasks, the users were asked to fill out a questionnaire.

4.1 Looking for a Present Online (Shared Browsing)

The two members of each team could not see or hear each other directly for this sce-
nario, whose objective it was to test UsaProxy’s “shared browsing” mode. They were
given the following instructions:

After you have started a shared browsing session, visit amazon.de. Try to find an item
to give to a common friend of yours as a present. Do this by proposing items to each
other and looking at them.

This task causes a fairly large amount of communication between to the test users. It
was considered complete as soon as one of the users put the product into the website’s
shopping basket.

For most participants, the same observations could be made with regard to their first
reactions: Upon discovering their counterpart’s mouse pointer and the ability to perform
actions on the same web page, they were impressed by the system, expressed that they
liked the idea and played around a little, e.g. by chasing their team member’s mouse
pointer. However, after exchanging a few chat messages and starting to use the website
for the given task, this was often replaced by a certain amount of confusion: They had
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Fig. 5. On the example website, visitors can request immediate help using the “Live Support”
button. From that moment, their mouse movements and other actions on the page become visible
to the website’s live support staff.

not been given any rules as to who should do which things in the browser window. This
could lead to conflicts, such as situations where one user was still typing in a search
query, but the other user clicked on a link, discarding the semi-complete query. While
some teams continued to interrupt each other in a rather chaotic way, others began to
develop a “social protocol” – typically, one user would stop performing actions after a
while, watch his partner’s actions and give comments via the text chat. On at least one
occasion, the roles were switched once more, after the active user had written in a chat
message that he had run out of ideas.

It is imaginable that with more experience in using the system, and with more com-
plicated tasks, the participants would have developed more elaborate usage patterns. For
example, they might have started taking turns for the main interaction and pass control
to their counterpart via a chat message. Another alternative would have been to start
a separate, non-shared browser session in another window or tab and only to use the
shared session when something interesting is actually found.

Despite the problems they had, at the end of the three experiments 11 of the 12
test participants said that they liked the general idea, or that they liked it very much,
and only one person said he did not like it. (For all such questions, five options were
available in the questionnaire, ranging from “I like it very much” to “I do not like it
at all”.) However, only about half of the participants said they would actually use this
mode of the proxy in practice (6 would tend to use it, 5 would not tend to use it, 1
undecided).

4.2 User Support in a Web Shop (Remote Monitoring)

With this scenario, UsaProxy’s “remote monitoring” mode was tested. Again, the two
test users were not able to communicate directly. A web page was set up for this task
(figure 5), it showed a delivery address form, as found on many shopping websites. The
first user was given the following task:
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Complete the form on the website. As the delivery address, enter “Kingsgard Dry-
Cleaning, Munich main station, 80335 Munich”. In case of problems, use the “Live
Support” facility of the website.

The second user was told to play the role of a support hotline of the web shop. He was
shown how to log into the system and wait for a request for live support. Furthermore,
he was given information on how to assist the first user with the form, e.g. to let the
user enter “0” in the house number field if the address does not have a house number.
During the test, the user filling out the form had to describe his problem to the support
hotline: The fields “first name”, “last name” and “number” were required by the form,
it was not possible to leave them empty. The hotline then gave give hints via the chat
only, using text messages to guide the user towards completing the form.

The setup and behaviour of the monitoring feature did not present a problem to the
users. In contrast to the first test above, the support hotline could not directly influence
the page displayed by the browser, so much time was spent communicating via chat.
Using the hints given by the online support, all users were able to complete the form.
Unlike with the first scenario, users did not get confused – the text-based chat was a fa-
miliar form of communication for them, and they were fine with waiting for instructions
on how to solve their problem. Later, eight of the 12 users mentioned in the question-
naire that they would use (or probably use) this kind of live support in practice, three
were undecided and one would probably not use it.

This scenario is tailored towards the “server-side” mode of operation of UsaProxy 2:
The proxy could be installed on a company’s server and visitors of the company website
could request help without any changes to their setup, not even a reconfiguration of their
browser settings.

4.3 Teaching the Use of a Web Application (Shared Browsing)

The final task used the “shared browsing” mode of UsaProxy 2. Only one test user took
part in the test, the second user’s part was always played by an operator. The presence
of a voice connection (e.g. via VoIP) between the two users was now assumed. The task
was as follows:

Your friend has mentioned to you that he found a certain interesting publication with the
topic of “why do people blog” or “blog communication”. During a shared browsing
session, search for it on the web. If you are unable to locate it, let your friend assist you
in your search.

The test user first attempted to perform the task, but was unable to do so using the
provided information. He then informed the other user (our operator) about this by
talking to him. The operator demonstrated the correct solution in the shared browser
session by visiting Google Advanced Search, and making the correct settings in the
search form. Thus, the “teacher” (operator) was able to observe the mistakes of the
“learner” (test user), react to them and guide him towards the right solution. On the
other hand, the learner was able to see how the solution was reached. This scenario was
well received by the participants, and several persons noted that they liked how they
had been able to see all the actions that led to the desired search results.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, a detailed concept for the shared use of web applications was introduced,
together with a prototype implementation which allows two users to collaborate in web
applications. We have successfully conducted an evaluation of the prototype, demon-
strating that it is feasable at the technical level and that the browser session sharing fea-
tures are appreciated by users. Compared to previous work, our approach is minimally
invasive, as it does not require software installation on the client or server side, works
with most existing web pages, allows shared browsing sessions to span across multiple
domains, and does not change the behaviour of web pages beyond the addition of the
collaboration features. With our work, we hope to provide the technical infrastructure
for further work in the area of web-based collaboration.

The scenarios used in the experiment are only some examples for the potential of
application sharing and monitoring. Many others can be imagined, such as annotation
of pages (e.g. with virtual Post-Its) or special concepts for online learning and online
gaming. The topic of using the monitoring data for usability testing, semi-automated
improvements to websites, visualisation of their usage, marketing etc. has already been
discussed in detail in previous work [2]. Finally, sessions could be recorded and played
back at a later time, and the number of participants in a session could be raised beyond
the current limit of two.

As monitoring can be made invisible to the user of a web page (e.g. by running the
proxy transparently in front of the server), privacy issues arise. Our current implemen-
tation is not capable of hiding the fact that a monitoring session is active (the presence
of the chat window makes this apparent at all times), but the technology can obviously
be abused to monitor people’s behaviour on web pages without their consent. It is the
responsibility of anyone using the tracking code to inform users that it is being em-
ployed.

While we believe that we have addressed all security issues in our implementation,
it should be noted that with the current state of the technology, using a shared browsing
session will always make the participants of the session more vulnerable than if they
were using the web alone. The most obvious attack vector is that a malicious user directs
the shared session to a page which exploits known browser security vulnerabilities.
Furthermore, session cookies are shared between the browsers, so “stealing” them is
trivial. Thus, we recommend that shared browsing sessions should only be performed
by users who trust each other.

In our experience, adding JavaScript on the fly to existing web pages is a very useful
technique which has applications beyond those shown in this paper. Current systems
and browsers offer enough performance and the needed capabilities for this approach.

The linking of interaction events like clicks to the DOM objects proved to be a
very important design decision. Many problems related to different layouts on different
browsers and systems are solved by this approach. However, many challenges are still
ahead – in particular, fully supporting the sharing of complex AJAX applications, while
conceptually feasible, is not easy to implement.

So far, we have decided not to include support for explicit protocols which support
passing control over the shared browsing session from one user to another. This is due
to the fact that we believe that audio connections are likely to be present in most collab-
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orative settings, so social protocols will be the most efficient means for coordination.
Thus, the system is not suitable for scenarios where users compete.
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Abstract. Users’ attention was investigated by eye tracking, combined with 
reported rating of areas of interest, and free recall memory of six operational 
websites. The sites differed in the pattern of fixations recorded depending on 
their layout structure. Fixation durations and areas of interest were generally 
correlated but exceptions were present in both directions. The sites which were 
rated more attractive overall had an open layout and high density fixations on 
animations. The sites which were preferred overall had column layout, and 
content with brand seemed to be the more important determinants for 
preference. Fixation densities were closely related to reported user interest for 
4/6 sites but not for two e-commerce sites. Reported attention, positive memory 
and overall preference were weakly related. 

Keywords: Eye tracking, visual attention, website evaluation. 

1   Introduction 

Eye tracking studies of websites have been popular as a means of diagnosing the 
effectiveness of designs, for instance in comparing optimal navigation pathways and 
user attention patterns as revealed by eye tracking pathways [9]. Eye tracking, either 
using sequence analysis or overall fixation durations and densities, is being used as a 
diagnostic tool to evaluate designs by comparing patterns of fixation with areas of 
interest on websites; for example, an F-shaped pattern has been proposed as evidence 
of good design [13]. Eye tracking studies have indicated influences on users’ 
attention, such as animation having a dominant influence on directing fixations [4] 
and the influence of the cursor’s locus on users’ attention [17]. In a website study, 
users’ reported attention from concurrent protocols was compared with eye tracked 
fixations showing that 70% of the reported areas of interest were also fixated [12]. 
However, what users attend to and what they look at may not be so closely correlated; 
for instance, Burke et al. [3] have demonstrated that saccades and limited fixations in 
the proximity of objects may be sufficient for cognitive processing, and that banner 
adverts are not always fixated and can be ignored. 

Fixations as revealed by eye tracking studies could be determined by image 
salience and goal-directed attention [10,11]; however, objects that are actively 
processed by users may not be the same as those that are fixated. Therefore we 
investigate the link between fixations, users’ perceived attention to objects of interest, 
their overall preference and memory. The paper is organised as follows. A review of 
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related work is followed by a description of the selected websites and the 
experimental methods. Then the results of eye tracking analysis, users’ perceived 
attention, and overall preference ratings are described. Finally the discussion reviews 
the contributions of the study and implications for future use of eye tracking as an 
evaluation tool. 

2   Related Work 

Eye tracking studies have investigated how people read news web pages [14], 
suggesting that the first entry point for most web pages is located in the upper left 
corner and is usually a headline. Animation has been considered to have a dominant 
effect on user attentions and directing fixations [4,5]; however, in studies on banner 
adverts in web pages, no significant effect was found on the ability to recall and 
recognise banner ads [1]. Burke et al. [3] found that banner ads distracted the users’ 
visual search and significantly increased their search time; furthermore, memory 
recall for animated banners was worse than for static banners.  

Zhang instructed participants to identify and count text strings on a web page that 
contained an animated distractor [18]. She found that animations decreased user 
performance while searching for information and the effect of animation on 
performance was determined by the complexity of the task. The more similar an 
animation was to the task, the worse user performance became; brightly coloured 
animations interfered more than dull coloured animations. Eyetracking sequences are 
influenced by the layout and density of displays [7,8]; however, the relationship 
between fixation sequences and densities and users’ attention is less clear. 

Eye tracking studies [15] on 11 websites in four categories – shopping, business, 
search and news – showed that the nature of the task (browse/search) did not 
significantly influence the fixation patterns, although gender, the viewing order of 
web pages, and the interaction between page order and site type influenced user eye 
movements. Guan et al. [6] investigated the association between eye tracked fixations 
and user attention reported in a retrospective protocol for problem-solving tasks using 
graphical displays. Agreement between the reported and fixated areas was modest 
(53%); in contrast, better agreement (70%) was found by Johansen and Hansen [12] 
who used concurrent protocols. 

3   Materials and Methods 

Six websites (see Figure 1) were chosen to represent a diverse set of applications and 
types of design. The sites were selected to investigate exploratory hypotheses 
associated with two or more of the sites. 

1. Fixation patterns will be influenced by the structure and layout of the site.  
2. Animations and images of people will receive high fixation frequencies, as 

suggested by the computer as a social actor paradigm [16].  
3. Areas of high fixation durations/frequencies will be correlated with users’ 

reported areas of interest. 
4. Sites with more frequent fixations and reported interest will invoke more 

detailed memory. 
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Fig. 1. BBCNews (upper left), Nylon (upper right), PCWorld (middle left), TigerDirect (middle 
right), IntelliPage (lower left) and Nike (lower right) 

The hypotheses were posed to explore associations between users’ attention, their 
perception of interesting design features and content, memory for features and 
content, and their overall rating for the site. The following sites were selected: 

BBCNews: an information provider site with a strong brand image. The 
BBCNews site follows a traditional columnar block structure. This site had 
small animations in the centre above the top stories section. 

Nylon: an information provider. Nylon magazine has similar goals to BBCNews, 
portraying interesting content to the user with good navigation to facilitate 
exploration of content. Animation was used on the central image. 
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PCWorld: an e-commerce site retailing computers and related technology. This 
site had a traditional block-structured column layout. Animated banner 
adverts were used in the central column.  

TigerDirect: an e-commerce site retailing computers as a direct competitor to 
PCWorld, although with a less well known brand. One banner advert was 
present at the top of the page. 

IntelliPage: an information provider that also sells design services. It has an open 
design format. Animation was used on the main central image with two 
concurrently running effects. 

Nike: an e-commerce site with a strong brand image and design emphasis. It 
made extensive use of animation and graphics and had a more open design 
format. 

 

Thirty subjects (15 males, 15 females, mean age 24, range 18-46 years) who were 
students and researchers at the University of Manchester took part in the 
investigation. Most subjects (26/30) had 3 years or more Internet experience, and all 
used the Internet daily or at least once a week. The subjects were familiar with the 
BBCNews website (68% had visited it > 5 times) and some were aware of the PC 
World site (33% had visited it 2-5 times); while only 3 had visited Nike 2-5 times. 
None of the other sites were known to the subjects. The experimental procedure 
consisted of the following steps. 

 

(a) The participants completed a pre-test questionnaire recording their Internet 
experience, whether they had viewed any of the sites, and their interest in the 
subject matter of the sites. 

(b) The participants were asked to view six different web pages for 60 seconds 
on a 17” monitor with screen resolution set to 1024*768 pixels. User eye 
movements were recorded with a Tobii 1750 eye tracker. The number of 
fixations, duration of fixations, and dwell time by screen area (heat map) 
were analysed. The participants were instructed to browse the page for any 
items that might interest them.  

(c) They completed a free recall memory test by listing any objects or areas on 
each site that they could remember, and rating each item as either positive 
(liked), neutral or negative (disliked). 

(d) They then recorded their perceived attention to different areas on each site by 
marking the areas on a screen dump image. They ranked the areas of the 
screen by order of interest. 

(e) The participants rated each site on a questionnaire capturing their preference 
for the sites, taking their purpose into account, and overall rating of the 
website’s attractiveness in terms of design quality. 

 

The order in which the home pages were presented was counter-balanced. Every 
user was first asked to freely browse the home page of each site for 60 seconds. 
Participants were explicitly instructed not to click on links within the pages; however, 
they could freely scroll down to view all the area of the page. After viewing all web 
pages, the subjects re-viewed the home pages and reported their sequence of attention 
by pointing to and verbally describing areas on-screen. They then specified and 
ranked areas of interest by pointing to areas on a print-out of the home page. Web 
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pages were divided into areas of interest according to their structure and media, e.g. 
menus, text boxes, images, animations, link panels and logo, to enable the subjects’ 
reports to be classified. Subjects were paid £10 for the experiment, which concluded 
with a debriefing interview to elicit their opinions about the designs, features that 
interested them, reasons for preferring any particular design, and criticism of design 
quality. 

4   Results 

4.1   Eye Tracking Analysis 

There were no differences in the overall fixation duration between the sites, which 
received between 46.5 and 47.1 secs fixation out of the total measured period of 55 
seconds. However, the total number of fixations (defined as foveal focus held in a 
constant location >200ms) did differ between the sites (F = 7.05, df 5, p<0.001) with 
means ranging from 163 (BBCNews, Nylon and TigerDirect) to 162 (PCWorld), 155 
(Nike) and 146 (IntelliPage). Sites with column block structures (BBCNews, 
PCWorld, TigerDirect, and Nylon - see Figure 2) had heat map patterns that followed 
the columns, with more attention being paid to the top of the page. For BBCNews 
users, viewed the lead stories in the middle and right hand columns with associated 
images and text in the adjacent columns. In PCWorld, users fixated on the products 
following each of the four columns, and a similar pattern occurred in TigerDirect with 
a more diffuse pattern of fixations. Nylon showed an intermediate pattern since it had 
a large prominent centrally located image which attracted users’ attention with the 
text located beneath it. The subjects also fixated on areas following the column 
layout.  

Nike and IntelliPage had a different pattern, which reflected their non-columnar 
layout. Users’ fixations were focused on animations and salient images without any 
evidence of a layout order; furthermore, the number of distinct fixated objects/areas 
was lower. In these sites users’ attention seemed to be located on one prime area with 
3-4 sub-areas.  

The areas fixated showed a strong influence for animation in three sites: Nike, 
IntelliPage and Nylon; the remaining sites showed less effect, even though they did 
have animations and banner adverts. This appears to confirm previous findings of 
users selectively ignoring banner adverts, while interesting animations receive 
considerable attention. 

The sequence of fixations was analysed by dividing each screen into 0.5 cm cells 
to plot the locus of fixations. A common fixation path for all subjects was calculated 
by starting with the cell with the highest first fixation count, then taking the cell with 
the highest frequency of second fixations, and so on. The first 15 fixations in the most 
frequent surviving pathway were analysed, which accounted for approximately 10-15 
secs duration. Most pathways started with >50% of the users, but branching reduced 
the commonality for nodes later in the sequence. Fixation sequences are shown in 
figure 3a-c with the square box outline, circled numbers and solo numbers refer to 
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Fig. 2. Heat maps showing distribution of fixation densities for BBCNews (upper left), Nylon 
Magazine (upper right), PCWorld (middle left), TigerDirect (middle right), IntelliPage (lower 
left) and Nike (lower right) 

high ranked reported areas of interest and areas with high total fixations (explained in 
section 4.2).  In the BBC site (see Figure 3a) initial fixations follow the main news 
stories, with some attention (13-15) to an animation. Early fixations in the Nylon site 
were on the central image which was animated, with later ones on the news stories. 
For PCWorld and Tiger Direct the sequence suggests the users scan the content of the 
sites in the top menu bars and left hand menu in PC World, and the products on the 
top part of the screen. In contrast to other sites, animations and banner adverts did not 
attract fixations in the early sequence. The sequence observed in the Nike site did 
follow the appearance of animations, while the Intellipage sequence was also located 
by animated areas on the screen, although the sequence was more erratic since the 
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animations started concurrently. Generally many of the areas which were fixated in 
the initial sequence do not appear in the top interest or total fixation ranked order. If 
animations are present they appear to determine the fixation sequence, although this 
was not true for PCWorld and TigerDirect where products and site content seem to 
have been more dominant.  

4.2   Perceived Attention  

Users’ reported attention to areas on each site was compared to their eye tracked 
fixation durations. Each site was divided into areas based on its structure and 
functionality, i.e. segmented display areas, menus, images, animated areas, link lists, 
etc. The subjects’ reported interests were mapped to these potential areas of interest. 
Reported areas of interest (AOIs) were ranked by calculating the average interest 
rating for each area multiplied by the % of users who rated that area. Reported AOIs 
were compared with higher fixation densities by dividing the screens into 0.5 cm cells 
and then comparing cells with fixation densities > 1% total fixations with the heat 
maps, and the users’ retrospectively reported areas of interest; see Table 1. Where the 
boundaries of fixation cells and reported areas showed partial overlapping, agreement 
was scored as 0.5. 

Table 1. Agreement between reported areas of interest and high density fixation areas 

Site Potential 
total 
AOIs

Reported
areas % 
of total 

Fixated
areas % 
of total 

Fixated and 
Reported

% of 
Reported

Animations
Fixed and 
Reported

BBC 18 83 66 80 yes 

Nylon 8 100 77 77 yes 

PCWorld 19 84 26 31 no 

TigerDirect 23 87 35 40 no 

IntelliPage 8 100 94 94 yes 

Nike 7 100 76 76 yes  

In all sites most potential AOIs were attended to from the users’ reported 
evidence, and, apart from PCWorld and TigerDirect, there was close agreement 
between reported and fixated areas. The animations in close agreement sites were 
also fixated and reported. No areas were fixated but not subsequently reported as 
interesting. And all areas containing images of people were reported as interesting 
and fixated. However, from debriefing interviews only the images of people on 
IntelliPage (man sitting), in the central Nylon image, and the woman in the 
TigerDirect advert were commented upon, so small images may have been 
attended to for their associated text. The lower % of fixations in TigerDirect and 
PCWorld may be an artefact of the retrospective reporting. These sites had more 
complex structures and hence higher potential AOIs. The subjects cited interest in 
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most areas, whereas their fixations were concentrated on a few areas where 
products were displayed. We conjecture that subjects’ reported interest was 
‘reconstructed memory’ based on their expectations of e-commerce sites; in 
contrast, the BBC site, which also had a complex structure, showed better 
agreement between reported interest and fixations. Debriefing comments suggest 
this may be due to subjects’ interest in the variety of news stories.  

The top five areas measured by fixation densities for each site (indicated by 
numbers) and the user-reported top five interest areas (numbers in circles) are shown 
in Figures 3a-c. Overall there was considerable agreement between the fixation 
densities and subjective ratings of areas of interest, apart from PCWorld and 
TigerDirect. However, when the top five fixation densities and reported AOIs are 
used as a measure of salience, in all sites there were 1-2 areas which were reported 
but not fixated, or fixated but not in the reported top five. The rank ordering for 
fixation densities and reported AOIs in each site were also different. In the BBCNews 
site, for example, several users reported the left area story and BBCNews video and 
newsround stories as interesting, even though they did not fixate on them frequently. 
Conversely, users fixated on other stories and the around the world section, which 
were not subsequently rated as interesting. This may reflect a scanning strategy to 
sample items which are later discarded.  

p

 

Fig. 3a. User-reported attention to top five areas of interest  (number + circle) and top five 
fixation densities for BBCNews (left) and Nylon (right) 

Animations in the centre of the page attracted user attention in the Nylon page and 
were rated as interesting. One item in the interest list (bottom animation) was not 
fixated, while the centre text was fixated but not rated as interesting. In this case, it 
appears that users may read the text from fixation evidence but then relegate it to 
lower down their interest list. 
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Fig. 3b. User-reported top five areas of interest and top five fixation densities for PCWorld 
(left) and TigerDirect (right) 

 

Fig. 3c. User-reported attention to top five areas of interest and top five fixation densities for 
IntelliPage (left) and Nike (right) 

 
PCWorld and TigerDirect showed a weaker correspondence between the subjective 

and objective measures, which may reflect a user strategy of scanning these sites, 
since the heat maps also showed a less dense, more distributed pattern. Images of 
products in the centre of the page attracted attention in PCWorld and TigerDirect, 
followed by product images lower down the page. However, banner adverts in both 
sites were only partially effective. In these block-structured sites, users fixated on the 
products but tended to ignore the adverts. In their subjective record they reported 
interest in only a sub-set of the areas they fixated on, so it appears that they were 
selectively ignoring some areas. 
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Subjective and objective attention was in close agreement for Nike apart from the 
second area of interest (giraffe animation) which was reported as interesting but not 
fixated. In Nike the order of fixation and interest were linked to the unfolding 
sequence of animations (text, man, giraffe) which led the user towards the menu for 
product choice and purchasing. Some parts of the IntelliPage animation were fixated 
but ranked as less interesting. The sequence of animations in Nike followed in a 
smooth order, whereas the IntelliPage animations ran concurrently and competed with 
each other. For IntelliPage, both subjective attention and objective measures agreed, 
apart from area 2 in the interest ranking (man on beach image) which was not highly 
ranked in fixation density. The heat map shows this area was fixated but not intensely, 
so it appears that users may register areas of interest from less frequent fixations. 
Open structure sites (Nike, IntelliPage) showed a stronger correspondence between 
fixations and reported areas of interest. Nylon appeared to follow an intermediate 
pattern, probably reflecting its columnar plus large central image hybrid design.  

4.3   Memory 

The sites differed significantly in the total number of items remembered (F = 2.74, df 
5, p<0.05) and rating valency (F 9.93, df 5, p<0.001); see Table 2. 

Table 2. Memory for each site, total items and likeability weighted by valency. Scoring: 
positive items + 1, negative items – 1. 

 Total % Content Likeability 
weighted 

% 
liked/total 

BBCNews 166 56 91 55 

IntelliPage 159 53 35 22 

Nike 188 28 116 62 

Nylon  150 33 48 32 

PC World 177 37 58 33 

Tiger Direct 174 63 19 11 

 
Subjects remembered more items overall and more positively rated items for the 

Nike site. The differences were significant with all sites except BBCNews (T-tests, 
p<0.05). However, Nike’s content was not so well remembered; instead, users 
remembered the animations (52% of all items). TigerDirect was remembered well in 
overall volume, but rated much lower in likeability. A higher proportion of content 
items were remembered for TigerDirect than for PCWorld, which might be explained 
by the more diffuse heat map pattern indicating that users scanned this site more 
completely. Also, the larger images used by TigerDirect may have stimulated users’ 
interest more effectively. The BBCNews site had the second highest volume and liked 
memorised items, and most of these were content related, so it appears that while 
BBCNews was remembered for its content and brand, Nike was remembered for its 
design. Nylon produced more animation-related memory (39%) whereas, 
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unexpectedly, IntelliPage which had an animation-intensive design produced more 
content memory, but had low likeability ratings. Debriefing comments indicated that 
users didn’t like the animations although they remembered their content (e.g. the pin 
ball animation) adversely. When the top five reported-interest areas were compared 
with memorised items, the animations in Nike, IntelliPage and Nylon were in close 
agreement; BBC content memory and reported areas also agreed, while agreement 
was poor for PCWorld and TigerDirect apart from general memory for products. 

4.4   Overall Preference 

The sites were significantly different in overall preference (F = 25.28, df 5, p<0.001) 
with BBCNews and Nike being the most favoured sites. For attractiveness the 
difference between sites was also significant (F = 48.72, df 5, p<0.001). For overall 
preference, BBCNews and Nike were the most favoured websites, followed by Nylon, 
IntelliPage and PCWorld close together, with TigerDirect in last place. The 
preference ratings of BBCNews and Nike were significantly higher than in the 
remaining websites (p<0.01). Nike was perceived to be the most attractive website 
(p<0.001 on overall measure), followed by Nylon and IntelliPage, with BBCNews in 
fourth place. TigerDirect scored significantly lower than all other websites in terms of 
preference and attractiveness (p<0.01). Table 3 summarises the overall preference and 
attractiveness weighted scores for each website. 

Table 3. Mean weighted ratings for overall preference and attractiveness (ranks 1-5 weighted 
by 0.5, 0.25, 0.12, 0.05, 0.03,0.02) 

 Preference Attractiveness 

 N 1st choice Overall N 1st choice Overall 

BBCNews 
IntelliPage 
Nike 
Nylon Mag 
PCWorld 
TigerDirect 

15 
2 

10 
1 
1 
1 

9.85 
3.04 
8.98 
3.43 
3.16 
1.54 

1 
2 

20 
6 
1 
0 

3.86 
4.73 

12.30 
6.11 
2.19 
0.81 

 
There were no significant correlations between measures of attention (total 

fixations, fixation duration) and overall preference and attractiveness. Valenced 
memory (likeability) was correlated with attractiveness (p=<0.001 Spearman r), but 
not preference. Total memory was not correlated with preference or attractiveness.  

In debriefing interview comments, BBCNews was preferred overall for its content, 
but was deemed to be less attractive; in contrast, Nike was the most attractive site and 
this corresponded with the attention measures and memory. The Nylon site also 
received a good attractiveness rating which is consistent with the users’ memory. The 
anomaly is IntelliPage which ostensibly had good graphical design and creative use of 
animation; however, its attractiveness and preference ratings were poor and this was 
consistent with the users’ memory, giving it fourth place overall. Finally, of the  
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e-commerce sites, PCWorld seems to be the more effective design in terms of 
preference and attractiveness, although TigerDirect produced more items in the 
memory test. More volume, however, did not appear to be linked to a positive user 
attitude.  

Nike was second on overall preference, while Nylon ranked third, as well as 
holding second place for attractiveness. PCWorld and TigerDirect occupied the fifth 
or sixth positions on most measures, apart from total memory where they both scored 
well. Nike and IntelliPage both attracted users with an interesting design. However, 
although IntelliPage attracted attention and evoked high content memory, it was not 
well rated on overall attractiveness. Users appear to have found the design interesting 
but ultimately unsatisfying. We speculate that the differences in use of animation 
between IntelliPage and Nike may account for the users’ reaction. Nike was a well 
crafted sequential story, whereas IntelliPage suffered from concurrent overload of 
multiple animations. We attribute the attractiveness of the Nylon site to its more 
adventurous use of animation and images.  

5   Discussion 

To revisit our hypotheses: we found strong evidence to confirm that the structure of a 
website does influence user attention in terms of visual fixation. Reported attention to 
areas of interest and higher density areas of fixations agreed overall but the order of 
interest ranking and fixation densities were not related, in agreement with previous 
studies [12,15]. Structure influences the distribution of fixations and the overall 
number, with columnar sites receiving more fixations than more open designs. 
Column structured sites had a more evenly distributed pattern of fixation densities in 
the heat map analysis, whereas the graphical open structure sites had fewer denser 
fixations areas. This distribution, and the intermediate pattern in the Nylon site, 
suggests that image and animation may drive fixation attention when layout structure 
is not dominant; in contrast, strong layout structure may suppress attention to 
animations, as we found in the PCWorld and TigerDirect sites. Initial fixation 
sequences were also driven by animations in most sites, part from PCWorld and 
TigerDirect were site structure or users’ conscious suppression of attention to 
animated banner adverts may provide the explanation. Initial fixation sequences 
showed poor agreement over fixation densities and reported interests, so eyetracking 
pathway analysis may not be useful for evaluating how well site features determine 
user attention and subsequent interest. We confirmed our second hypothesis that 
animations and images of people attract attention, both from subjective reports of 
areas of interest and fixation durations. However, we also found some evidence for 
banner advert blindness, confirming previous studies [1,2], so while animations might 
attract, users can override endogenous attention for disliked items. There was little 
evidence to support our last hypothesis that sites attended to more will be remembered 
in more detail. There were no differences in reported attention, while the differences 
in total fixations were associated with site layout structure.  

Although most of the frequently fixated areas were also highly rated as interesting 
by the users, there were exceptions in both directions. We found that reported areas of 
interest did not always agree with high duration fixations and vice versa, so eye 
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tracking may not be reliable for evaluating which key design/content features are 
attended to. We conjecture that users may discover areas of interest by short fixations 
or proximal fixations, which agrees with the findings of Halverson and Hornof [3,8]. 
Conversely, high density fixation areas may not be automatically equated with high 
interest, since users may subsequently downgrade their interest in an area. The 
interest report measure we used was essentially a cued recall retrospective protocol, 
so we believe we were capturing users’ activated memory for areas of interest. If 
these areas are positively valenced then such report might be a good predictor of site 
acceptability and return visits, as demonstrated by our results on memory and 
attractiveness ranking. Guan et al. [6] also found that retrospective reports of interest 
reliably agreed with eye tracking fixations; however, our study found a better 
agreement (circa 70% v 50% agreement). This may reflect our use of pointing to 
AOIs compared to Guan et al.’s indirect mapping of verbally reported objects to 
image areas. However, the poor agreement we found for the two e-commerce sites 
shows that retrospective protocols may be prone to reconstructed memory bias; 
alternatively, low density fixations may be sufficient for the registering the users’ 
interest.  

Measures of attention generally were not strongly related to users’ memory and 
overall preference. The lead of BBCNews for preference we attribute partly to the 
influence of brand and our subjects’ prior knowledge, combined with stimulating 
content. Since we had no task/scenario in this experiment we can tentatively suggest 
that content and information were dominant in user judgment of information and e-
commerce sites (i.e. BBCNews, Nylon, PCWorld and TigerDirect), whereas 
aesthetics dominated for Nike and IntelliPage. Since content could have had a 
significant effect, particularly for the BBC site which was familiar to our users, the 
conclusions on the influences on attractiveness and preferences have to be tentative.  
In our future work we will refine the methodological approach we have proposed and 
test sites with a stronger scenario and content assessment to investigate how attention, 
preference and memory are influenced by users’ tasks. Based on the modest 
association between fixations, reported attention, and memory we found in this study, 
we expect the value of eye tracking as a diagnostic evaluation instrument may be 
limited to analysing areas which designers wish to be attended to but which received 
neither high fixations nor reported attention, or were not remembered. 
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Abstract. This paper describes a novel browsing paradigm, taking benefit of 
the various types of links (e.g. thematic, temporal, references, etc.) that can be 
automatically built between multimedia documents. This browsing paradigm 
can help eliciting multimedia archives’ hidden structures or expanding search 
results to related media. The paper intend to present a novel model for browsing 
any kind of multimedia archives and further focuses on an archive of meetings 
recordings, in order to illustrate the advantage of our method to perform cross-
meetings and in general cross-documents browsing. First of all, the structure of 
meeting datasets is presented, describing in particular the media implied, the 
annotations used for cross-document linking and the major mining techniques 
integrated in this work. Then, the paper presents at a glance the visual browser 
we developed that combines searching and browsing by links. Further, the per-
formances of the actual system are discussed, i.e. the automatic indexing and 
linking processes for the two different meeting corpora, as well as the access 
and browsing performances. Finally, the paper presents the major unsolved is-
sues and our perspectives for future works. 

Keywords: Multimedia browsing, multimedia indexing, multimodal align-
ments, information visualization, information retrieval, multimedia meetings 
archives. 

1   Introduction 

With the new trend in recording events such as meetings and conferences, a huge 
amount of multimedia data, connected in various ways, is becoming available within 
large digital libraries. Although those new types of data are rich in content, they often 
miss high-level abstractions to allow robust indexing and retrieval. For this reason, 
multimedia data is often hard to retrieve using a standard google-like interface. In the 
last few years, different works have tackled this issue, aiming at creating new tech-
niques for indexing meeting recordings and for browsing in annotated corpora [18].  

Our main idea is based on two observations: 1) static documents such as newspapers 
and scientific publications are easily indexed using their textual content and 2) multime-
dia data can be linked to static documents through document alignment methods [14,18]. 
Thus, it becomes possible to access multimedia content by first searching textual docu-
ments and then browsing into the archive through links. The challenge is then to combine 
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both searching and browsing process in interactive visualizations that does not separate 
the two processes. Furthermore, still using this link paradigm, this article explains how 
our system can help replaying a meeting and observe over time its relationships with 
other documents or meetings, highlighting recurrent topics and themes. In other words, 
our novel browsing paradigm tackles the issue recently presented by Tucker and 
Whittaker: meetings are not isolated events; ideas and decisions can occur over a series 
of meetings and thus future meeting browsers should attempt to move away from the cur-
rent perspective of just examining single meetings [26].  

Firstly, this paper presents the context of our work. Then, the section 3 describes 
the concepts on which is based our engine for indexing corpora of meetings and for 
representing relationships between documents through links. In section 4, we describe 
our browser and, in particular, the three steps for accessing multimedia information: 
searching, browsing and playing. The section 5 is dedicated to our system perform-
ances and gives detailed information on the corpora characteristics and links. Finally, 
the conclusion wraps up the paper and presents perspective works. 

2   Indexing and Browsing in Multimedia Archive 

Although several works and researches have been proposed in order to index and 
browse in multimedia archive and existing search engine are rather powerful, retriev-
ing multimedia information is still difficult and related user interfaces are still in early 
phase of development [21]. Our assumption is that it is necessary to tackle two main 
challenges for improving search engines: 1) indexing of multimedia documents must 
take into account the implicit and explicit relationships between different media and 
2) browsing techniques need to evolve thanks to these relationships. The following 
subsections present related works for respectively indexing and further browsing in 
multimedia archives. 

2.1   Indexing Multimedia Documents 

Nowadays, search engine are performing well for indexing and retrieving textual con-
tent, but their capability for managing multimedia data is still primitive. This lack de-
rives from the difficulty of annotating and indexing media that are poor in semantic 
content, i.e. images, videos and audio files. Currently, we distinguish four methodolo-
gies for creating useful annotations for indexing multimedia documents: manual, 
automatic, both manual and automatic and, finally, alignment-based. 

Browsers like YouTube [28] use manual annotations for indexing videos. Produc-
ing such high-level annotations presents two big drawbacks: 1) users personal percep-
tion of the document does not guarantee that the labels are entirely satisfying and 2) 
professional labeling is too expensive. 

Various works tried to overcome this inconvenience and tried to integrate auto-
matic methods for indexing images, audio and video streams, but habitually they do 
not take into account multiple media. For instance, Swain recapitulates different tech-
niques for indexing media in [23]. Moreover, indexing of multimedia data is often 
based on low-level features that lack of semantic information. Smith et al. proposed to 
use model vectors for indexing multimedia documents [22], where each vector is cor-
related with a semantic concept detector. This method produces interesting results, but 
it is restraint to a limited set of concepts.  
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Other works combine analysis techniques with manual annotations, in order to re-
duce and simplify interventions of users. M4Note is a multimodal system for video 
recording that automatically computes low-level features and that allows users to eas-
ily add manual annotations thanks to electronic ink and speech recognition [11]. In 
the same way, Campanella et al. described a system that visualizes features automati-
cally extracted from videos, in order to support users in defining clusters of shots [5]. 

A recent trend consists in aligning different media, with the purpose of indexing 
multimedia data. Alignment techniques enable the transfer of semantic information 
from richer to poorer medium. MUMIS [10] indexes videos of football matches align-
ing different textual and multilingual sources, such as news, commentaries, etc. The 
results of different documents analysis’ techniques are combined in respect of specific 
rules, in order to improve the indexing of all these sources. Behera extracts from vid-
eos the slideshows presented in a meeting and aligns them with the original docu-
ments [2]. His method augments both media: documents are augmented with temporal 
dimension and videos gain semantic indexes. Likewise, Mekhaldi and Lalanne pro-
posed an alignment technique based on similarity, which links the textual documents 
presented in a meeting with the transcript of spoken dialogs [18]. 

In our work, we integrate the last technique in order to align corpora of meetings 
and to create the new annotations necessary for indexing multimedia documents poor 
in semantic information. 

2.2   Browsing Multimedia Archives 

Today, in Google-like search engines a lot of work is dedicated to the improvement of 
indexing techniques. In fact, these engines do not completely explore the browsing 
mechanism, because users generally retrieve the interesting information already after 
the submission of the first correct query. At opposite, browsing means exploring an 
archive without having an exact knowledge of the documents it contains. Conse-
quently, relatively recent projects tried to create relationships between documents, in 
order to structure information and to overcome searching lacks. Citeseer [3] and 
Scholar [20] interconnect scientific publications with different methods: users are able 
to read one paper and then to access similar articles. Moreover, the linking mecha-
nism allows proposing the most linked paper in a specific domain as entry point. 
Similarly, LinkedIn [16] creates a network of interconnected persons, where links are 
social relations. Kartoo [9] calculates thematic clusters with the documents resulting 
from a query, whereas Alice in Wonderland [1] uses links for representing the rela-
tionships among words in a book. However, none of these systems have explored the 
use of relationships between multimedia documents, which is the most important  
aspect of our system. 

Browsing mechanism has also been explored in recent multimedia browsers, where 
users explore one or more meetings [15, 25]. The JFerret-based family browsers [12, 
27] have been developed in order to navigate between the synchronized documents of 
one meeting, using in particular transcript and audio streams. Archivus [17] is another 
browser that proposes a searching mechanism under constraint for exploring a  
collection of meetings. Finally, FriDoc [15] allows to navigate in one synchronized 
meeting using static document as main artifact. However, all these systems considers 
browsing at the intra-meeting level and thus do not consider browsing of the whole 
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meeting corpus, which is critical when meetings are linked in time, thematically or by 
people, places, etc. The system we present in this article proposes to tackle this issue. 

3   Cross-Linking Multimedia Data 

FaericWorld is the system presented in this paper, which deals with corpora of multi-
media data. In particular, cross-linked multimedia data is called a world and consists 
of meetings recordings, which are composed of heterogeneous categories of docu-
ments. Each document in the archive is a triple of raw data, annotations and links. 
Raw data are media sources (videos and audio files, PDF documents, etc.), multime-
dia documents (websites and slideshows) and persons (personal information, photos, 
etc.). The raw data is enriched with annotations, either manually added by users or 
automatically calculated thanks to analysis techniques. The use of annotations for in-
dexing documents allows to access data in a structured manner and, consequently, to 
create more precise indexes [4]. For instance, two words are thematically more sig-
nificant when belonging to one article’s title in a PDF file rather than to an entire 
document. Moreover, annotations allow augmenting media that are poor in textual 
content, such as videos and audio files. Finally, links elicit the similarity in terms of 
content, properties or time of one document with the rest of the documents in the 
world. 

The particularity of this implicitly linked dataset and the novelty of the browsing 
task prefixed in our work have implied the creation of a new relational engine for in-
dexing and retrieving information. Above all, browsing by links involves that 
FaericWorld pre-calculates and stores a huge amount of information that describes re-
lationships and similarities between documents.  

The following subsections present firstly the different annotations used in our sys-
tem, and secondly, how to create links between the different media. 

3.1   Extracting Annotation from Media 

This subsection presents the different annotations that are extracted from the media 
composing a multimedia meeting corpus and their properties. 

 Static documents are analyzed thanks to XED tool [19], in order to automatically 
extract their physical structures (the layout with textual blocs and line). Moreover, 
some documents have been manually annotated with logical structures, which de-
scribe the hierarchy and the logical functions of physical structures. Both annota-
tions allow to access fragments [4] of the static document, which become the main 
vector of thematic information. 

 Audio recordings are transcribed either manually or with automatic tools. The tran-
script is composed of utterances, which are characterized by start and end time-
stamps, the full name or the id of the speaker, and the textual content. Actually, 
annotations on audio are rich of temporal and thematic information. 

 Videos are poorly annotated with only information about the related audio track 
and a label containing speaker name or id. 
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 Persons are a special kind of objects, entirely defined from its annotations, which 
are personal and thematic information such as first and last name, email and tele-
phone number. 

 Meetings are annotated with a descriptor containing the location, the day and the 
hour of the recording. This information automatically provided is then manually 
completed with meeting name, content, type (i.e. belonging or not to a scenario) 
and participants. Last but not least, the descriptors contain a list of all media pre-
sented or recorded during the meeting. 

 Multimedia documents are enriched with all the annotations that could be ex-
tracted from individual media. 

3.2   Creating Links Between Documents 

Annotating documents is a preprocessing step that not only interests indexing, but 
also the creation of links: in fact, each type of annotation is useful for creating spe-
cific categories of links. Table 1 summarizes the links considered by FaericWorld and 
the type of document that produces these relationships. 

Table 1. Each category of document is generating different types of link 

 cross-document links 

thematic strict (un-weighted) 

 

ty
pe

 

(weighted) temporal Reference hyperlink 

Document  

Static 
document, 

audio, person, 
event, 

multimedia 

Audio, video, 
meeting, 

multimedia 

Static 
document, 
multimedia 

Static 
document, 
multimedia 

 
Thematic links are calculated using alignment techniques [18]: each document of 

the corpus is compared with other ones in the world, accessing the structured content 
through annotations. For instance, each physical bloc of a static document is aligned 
with each speech transcript’s utterance computed from an audio recording of the 
meeting dialogs. This technique allows calculating a similarity score between the con-
tent of both documents. Higher is the number of similar and discriminating words in 
the text, higher will be the score. 

Temporal links are generated for time-based documents. For instance, a meeting 
contains several documents discussed, viewed or created at the same time by partici-
pants [13]: the whole documents coexist at the same moment within a particular meet-
ing and, consequently, possess temporal relationships. In this manner, non time-based 
documents such as static documents and persons acquire a temporal dimension thanks 
to previous thematic links. Moreover, temporal links can be combined with thematic 
links to achieve a finer granularity: for instance, when a paragraph in a static  
document is thematically linked with an utterance, the first one is also synchronized 
with the timestamp of the second. 
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References are implicit links to other documents (bibliographies, citations, etc.), 
whereas hyperlinks are explicit links, extracted from textual document and web pages 
by syntactic analysis. 

FaericWorld creates all the links presented in this subsection automatically, at the 
time the documents are imported in the world. At the importation stage, a new docu-
ment is aligned with the whole world and the resulting links are computed and stored. 
Several links of the same type can exist between two documents, because the align-
ment process takes into account documents’ parts.  

4   A Combined Searching, Browsing and Playing 

The navigation in FaericWorld corpora takes full benefit of the links computed be-
tween its different documents. In fact, the task of retrieving information does not re-
quire users to have any exact knowledge neither about searched documents nor about 
indexes allowing for accessing the data. Instead, links allows grouping documents by 
themes and after the selection of a specific topic allow consulting all the related 
documents. For instance, Bruno wants to replay what Florian said about the evalua-
tion part of his article during a precedent meeting. So, he first retrieves the article us-
ing the keywords of its title. He then opens the document and clicks on the evaluation 
part, in order to access to the related parts of meetings, further selects the ones in 
which Florian is speaking and finally plays the corresponding audio/video streams to 
hear his opinion.  

 

Fig. 1. (1) Searching documents of interest, (2) browsing results through connected documents 
and (3) playing results are the three main functionalities offered by our system that we propose 
to combine in a single interactive visualization 

This section describes the interactive visualizations proposed by FaericWorld for 
representing the multimedia corpora, the connection and similarities between meet-
ings and documents, and their relationships through time while playing. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the three main functionalities of FaericWorld, i.e. searching (1), browsing (2) 
and playing (3), which are discussed in the following sub-sections.  

4.1   Searching Through the Archive 

The entry point in the archive uses a radial visualization [8], a classical view already 
used in different works for visualizing large archives of documents (for instance, in 
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[6]). A query composed of several keywords can be submitted to the system and the 
set of resulting documents is displayed in the RadViz as illustrated in the center of 
figure 2. A default query is proposed in order to display from the beginning a prelimi-
nary access to the meetings world and to represent an overview of its thematic struc-
ture. The default query is composed of the most recurrent terms that belong to disjoint 
sets of documents.  

 

Fig. 2. The screenshot presents an overview of FaericWorld browser, with its two main visuali-
zations and the dialog boxes. The first dialog on the left allows submitting queries, filtering 
document types, etc. The right dialog is specialized for document previews. 

Documents position in the RadViz is defined using their tf.idf value (Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency, i.e. the ratio between the term frequency in the document 
over its frequency in the whole archive) for each term of the query. Documents in the 
center of the RadViz will thus contain all the terms of the query. If the term frequency of 
a word in a document is very high comparatively to its frequency in the whole corpus, the 
document will be strongly attracted by the related anchor.  

Likewise, the parts of documents (e.g. utterances of speech transcripts or physical 
blocks of PDF documents) matching the query are displayed in the RadViz and linked 
to their father document (fig. 3). A mouse over a document of interest for the user, or 
over a part of document, allows to preview its content and to visualize additional in-
formation such as name, number of links, recurrent terms, etc. 

A drawback of the radial visualization is the representation of queries with an even 
number of terms. For instance, sometimes a document is drawn in the visualization’s 
center even if it contains only part of the searched terms, because these terms have the 
same weight and they are situated exactly at opposite poles on the RadViz. In order to 
resolve this ambiguity, we used shapeVis [24], similar to star coordinates, for repre 
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Fig. 3. Document parts are visualized as squares in RadViz and linked to the document they be-
long to, which is represented as a circle. Their colors depend on the document type. 

senting the tf.idf value of the document. Figure 4 shows the double interest of this 
visualization: it represents 1) the terms of the query contained in the document as well 
as 2) their frequency relatively to the whole corpus of documents (the pie is very ac-
centuated when the frequency of the term in the world is very low). 

 

Fig. 4. The whole images are extracted from the same screenshot. (1, 2) The figures show 
fragments of document with small pies because the terms frequency in the corpus is high. (3) 
At opposite, the fragment of this image contains the totality of the terms in the archive and, 
consequently, the pie is accentuated. 

Overlapping of documents provokes the second problem in this radial visualiza-
tion. In some case and especially for atomic queries, several documents could occupy 
the same location. Currently, FaericWorld does not provide a valid solution to over-
come this lack.  

 

Fig. 5. The second visualization shows themes evolution during time for the whole corpus 

The second main visualization in FaericWorld is based on ThemeRiver [7] and 
shows the evolution of themes in the whole archive throughout time (Fig. 5). The bot-
tom part is a representation of the calendar, which indicates when meetings have been 
recorded. In the middle, the meetings are chronologically sorted one after the other 
and choosing a meeting highlights its documents in the RadViz (brush and link 
mechanism). Finally, the top plot represents the evolution of themes defined in the 
query. Each term is represented in the ordinates axe, whereas meetings occupy the ab-
scissas one. The width of each river depends on the occurrence of each term in the 
documents linked to the meeting (e.g. speech transcript, attached PDF documents, 
etc.), weighted by their tf.idf values. The meeting having the largest rivers is poten-
tially the most interesting one relatively to the submitted query (for instance, the  
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second meeting in fig. 5). In a recent implementation, we also offered users the possi-
bility to zoom within the ThemeRiver at a meeting level, displaying the evolution of 
themes within a single meeting, minute after minute. 

4.2   Browsing the Results Using Thematic and Temporal Links 

The major contribution of this paper is the use of links to discover new documents. 
The entry point presented in the previous subsection contains a set of results depend-
ing on the query. Sometimes, users have already found the documents of interest, but 
often the query mechanism is not enough to satisfy their needs. Moreover, when  
media such as audio or video are poorly indexed, searching is not useful. For these 
reasons, we propose to use links between documents as a new way to browse in a 
multimedia archive. 

 

Fig. 6. The user finds an interesting document (1) and she discovers all related documents (2) 

When users are interested in a document returned by the query, they can expand 
the search’s results with the linked documents. The radial visualization is thus en-
riched with these similar documents. Their distribution depends on the relationships 

 

 

Fig. 7. Some of the new documents are similar or connected to already visualized ones 

they have with already visualized documents. On Figure 6, the new documents only 
share relationships with the selected document and thus, are simply organized around 
it  (the white arrow indicates the clicked document of interest). 
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The figure 7 illustrates a different case: when a new document is linked with sev-
eral documents already in the RadViz, its location is defined at the center of mass of 
all these other documents’ locations. 

Moreover, users are able to decide that one document displayed in the RadViz is 
not interesting: hiding this document implies that the most similar documents can be 
eliminated too from the visualization. Similarity is pre-calculated for each category of 
links (see section 3.2) and the desired threshold can be changed, thanks to sliders that 
filter accordingly the search space. In the near future, we will integrate a functionality 
allowing users to select two or more documents: FaericWorld will then display the 
documents that optimize the distance between the selected ones. 

 

Fig. 8. The image shows all the documents corresponding to the submitted query (1). After fil-
tering, all audio files are hidden (2). 

Finally, filtering capabilities have been included in order to facilitate browsing in 
the world and to configure the RadViz when a large amount of document is displayed 
(fig. 8). In particular, filters allow selecting the categories of documents or links to 
visualize. Similarly, two scrollbars control the similarity thresholds: when they are ac-
tivated, the links with a too low value are hidden and vice versa. Furthermore, when a 
document discovered while browsing not any more possessed visible links, it is re-
moved from the set of displayed documents. 

4.3   Viewing and Playing: Browsing in Time 

Finding and consulting a document is only a part of the browsing task. In fact, users 
are frequently stimulated to extend the browsing experience while consulting a docu-
ment. Consequently, another contribution of our system consists in using links in or-
der to propose users new related documents while viewing the content of a document. 
Meetings have a particular property: all the media they contain are strictly synchro-
nized to the meeting time. At opposite of non time-based documents, which are al-
ways connected to the same set of related documents, the themes constantly evolve 
during a meeting throughout time and, consequently, the set of linked documents 
changes. 

Figure 9 is a mockup that illustrates a meeting player. All the media of the meet-
ings are synchronized and when a user for instance clicks a paragraph of a PDF 
document discussed during the meeting, the transcript of the dialogs moves to the  
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instant when this document was in the verbal focus. This is done through the docu-
ment/speech alignment that directly benefits from the thematic links. At contempo-
rary, the audio file and the videos are synchronized thanks to temporal links. The 
meeting view is a screenshot of JFriDoc, a document-centric meeting browser we de-
veloped to navigate through meetings. 

 

Fig. 9. In the integrated meeting browser, media can be synchronously played, thanks to the 
temporal alignments. Further, since topics evolve during a meeting, links and relations to the 
documents in the whole meetings archive dynamically change over time. 

Finally, figure 9 illustrates cross-meetings and cross-documents links outside the 
current meeting. The thematic space of a meeting evolves during time, and thus also 
the thematic links with non-focused documents. For instance, during the meeting dif-
ferent static documents are projected or discussed and thus different links are acti-
vated when the corresponding theme changes. 

5   Performances 

The performance of FaericWorld has been tested. Currently, two corpora have been 
integrated in the system: IM2.DI corpus and AMI corpus. The first one consists in 22 
meetings recorded in French. The data taken into account by FaericWorld are news-
papers that have been manually annotated with logical structures, videos of partici-
pants with manual labels declaring speaker identity, audio files enriched with manual 
transcript, and, finally, meeting descriptors. This corpus has been used for developing 
the whole system. 

FaericWorld system has further been validated with the second corpus, which con-
tains 171 meetings in English. The most part of them belongs to groups of 4 meeting, 
sharing an identical scenario.  The corpus is rich of manual annotations but only part 
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of them has been selected. In particular, FaericWorld uses utterances of audio tran-
scripts (performed manually), tags on videos (id codes for participants) and meetings’ 
descriptors. Each meeting contains PowerPoint presentations, technical reports and 
summaries, which have been automatically analyzed and annotated with physical 
structures. 

Both corpora of meeting have been automatically imported, creating simultane-
ously specific annotations for some category of media such as static documents. At 
import stage, multiple copies of the same document were eliminated. The retained 
documents were fragmented into their parts thanks to structural annotations (for in-
stance, the physical structure for static document and the utterances composing 
speech transcript of meeting dialogs). Links were created thanks to thematic align-
ment of parts, lexical analysis and media synchronization. FaericWorld automatically 
indexed and structured IM2.DI and AMI corpora. Table 2 summarizes the major 
characteristics of the loaded corpora. 

Table 2. FaericWorld automatically indexed and structured IM2.DI and AMI corpora. The 
table summarizes corpora and worlds characteristics. 

 Corpora 
 IM2.DI AMI 
Meetings 22 171 
Imported documents 245 3.644 
Unique documents 176 1.697 
Fragments 
(indexed parts of document) 

4.278 113.905 

Links between documents 
(similarity threshold: 10%) 

38.747 133.139.945 

 
The PC used for importing the corpora and for accessing indexed data has a Pen-

tium 4 CPU at 2.40 GHz, with 512 MB of RAM. Importing time for IM2 and AMI 
corpora correspond respectively to 50 minutes and 26 hours. Calculation time aug-
ments with the amount of imported documents: the alignment is the bottleneck that, 
however, could be resolved thanks to parallel calculations. With AMI corpus, submit-
ting a query of 8 words and preparing the visualization takes in mean less than half a 
second. Retrieving and visualizing the documents linked to a document of interest re-
quires in general less than 1 second. At the time of writing, no formal user evaluation 
of the browser has been performed, but a discount usability evaluation has shown that 
the RadViz visualization is sometimes hard to interpret. At opposite, the ThemeRiver 
has been well accepted by users. 

6   Conclusion 

This paper presents a novel approach, based on cross-media links for browsing 
through an archive of multimedia documents. Automatically computed links open 
new thematically and temporally related spaces. Instead of refining search queries 
step by step, users can select an entry point in the archive and then follow links to 
jump from one thematic space to another one. Moreover, they are able to discover in-
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teresting multimedia documents, such as video and audio, generally hard to index and 
retrieve because of the difficulty to extract high semantic abstractions. With our ap-
proach, multimedia documents become more visible, thanks to their relationships with 
other documents. 

Moreover, browsing is an incremental experience - a discovery process - that re-
quires a shallow consultation of documents, playing parts of meetings, etc. in order to 
crystallize knowledge. In our system, browsing through links updates continuously 
the visualization of the archive, in order to expand user’s navigation. 

Future works will consist in extending user visual and interactive experience. Cur-
rently, FaericWorld uses a RadViz in order to visualize the entire world, using an 
automatic query as entry point. In fact, it is difficult to distinguish thematic groups of 
documents, because of theirs’ high fragmentation. To overcome this problem, we will 
develop a new entry view that aims at highlighting clusters of documents using their 
similarity. Another work in progress is related to the diversity of media and annota-
tions involved in our worlds, which implies the development of specific views for 
visualizing and interacting with each category of document. Up to now, only meetings 
and static documents profit of interactive views. Moreover, we shall introduce in the 
system edition capabilities in order to modify, create and destroy annotations and 
links. Edition capabilities are as well necessary for creating new documents, which 
can be shared among users as access views to the archive. Finally, a user evaluation 
shall be performed, in order to measure the usability of links for visually representing 
multimedia archives and for guiding the user during a browsing task. 
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Abstract. In recent years, improvements in semantic web technologies
have given us new expressive description languages for modeling knowl-
edge domains — the so called ontologies. Nevertheless, ontology editors
lack of easy and intuitive user interfaces, so that the exploration and
creation of ontologies is often too difficult to be efficient. In this short
paper, we introduce a new tree widget which utilizes sophisticated visu-
alization and interaction features for ontology exploration and editing as
a work in progress study. Due to space limitations we co+ncentrate here
on the aspect of ontology browsing.

1 Visualization and Interaction Issues for Ontologies

Collaborative development of ontologies is becoming an important activity in
various scientific and professional communities. In the context of the Ontoverse
project1 we are trying to develop more intuitive user interfaces as well as col-
laboration support for this task. In this paper, we present a novel visualization
technique for ontology development.

Existing ontology tools, such as Protege [1] concentrate on visualizing the
basic class hierarchy, which can be seen as the structural backbone of any on-
tology by presenting different kinds of tree views. Graph or network visualiza-
tions tend to be less informative when showing ontologies with several thousand
nodes [2]. Our efforts are inspired by the family of Focus+Context techniques,
applying fisheye perspectives that have been introduced by Furnas [3]. Nodes
are automatically displayed or elided according to the user’s computed degree-
of-interest (DOI) as explained in section 2. In this regard, Card et al. [2] describe
the application of the DOI concept for tree layouts as logical filtering of nodes.
Their implementation of the Focus+Context tree is completely visible without
the need to scroll. Showing the whole information structure, leads to distorted
visualizations where many nodes are typically too small to read their labels.

In our approach, we also use a distortion-based rendering of the tree while
keeping the node size at a readable level. As a consequence, scrolling is needed.
1 The Ontoverse project is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research.

Project no. 01C5975.
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We aim at minimizing the need to scroll however, by providing smart ways to
hide parts of the tree that are not relevant in the current context. To provide
Focus+Context, the currently selected concept is rendered with a larger size.
Further we apply a multifocal approach to highlight also other concepts that the
user is probably interested in — those could be all concepts that are directly
related to the selected concept by OWL object properties [5]. Object properties
are represented as directed lines beside the concept hierarchy, which connect the
selected concept with other concepts in the ranges of the selected concept’s object
properties. These so-called PropertyLines are shown on the right side of fig. 1.
Here BioinformaticsTask is connected to the concepts ComputationalMethod
and Program with additional straight lines beside the tree illustration. In this
way, the user gets an impression about the semantic interrelations as being part
of the ontology.

Fig. 1. SmartTree with Focus+Context (left) and Property-Lines (right)

As an additional means to reduce the complexity of the visualization, we
have implemented an interactive function called Condense & Explode: After
selecting the line, connecting subtrees with a common parent node, every subtree
outside the focus is faded out (condensed), representing all hidden subtrees by
an elision symbol. Clicking on the line once more will show the full tree again.
In this way we can better utilize vertical space to provide the user with a more
suitable overview of the current relevant parts of an ontology. Future versions of
implementation will apply those interaction functions automatically by making
use of the DOI concept (see section 2).

2 User Adaptation

For estimating the degree of user interest in a node, we can monitor the observ-
able user behaviour and parameters such as the history of concept selection. In
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order to estimate the Degree of Interest value (DOI) of every concept represen-
tation, we have to distinguish two basic factors:

1. A Priori Importance (API). Independent of any application context the API
value of a concept representation depends on the ontology structure and is
constant as long as the given ontology remains unchanged. API values have
to be updated after a new ontology version has been released. We identified
two simple rules for estimating the API value of concept respresentations:

– The importance of a concept is the higher the more instances of the
concept exist, because the frequency of assertions is a strong indication
for an importance independent of any user.

– The importance of a concept is the higher the more object properties
use the concept as part of their domain or range, because we suppose
that a concept with many object properties will be used frequently in the
concept’s related assertions. Again, a high number of assertions probably
denote importance of the concept in question.

2. The Distance D(x, SP) between concept x and the concept SP that has the
focus (also called Selection Point). A larger distance means that concept x
is less important. Different types of distances can be applied. To produce the
fisheye effect, which is essential to Focus+Context techniques, the geometric
distance Dvis is used. It is usally defined as the number of concepts between
SP and x inside the rendered tree layout. The effect is that the user gets a
better overview of those concepts being close to the selected concept. It is
also possible to use a taxonomic distance Dtax as one instance of semantic
distance presented by Rada et al. [6]. To sum up the idea, two assumptions
are made: (a) Concepts are similar (less distant) when the shortest path
between them in the taxonomy is brief and (b) concepts at upper levels
of the concept hierarchy are more general and are semantically less similar
than concepts at lower levels. A combined type of distance is used by Card
et al. [2]. They assume that a node’s importance decreases intrinsically with
its path distance to the hierarchy root together with the geometric distance
to the focus node(s).

The DOI value for concept x with respect to the concept in focus can be
calculated by function F :

DOI(x, SP ) = F (API(x), D(x, SP )) (1)

Equation 2 shows an example of F . The additional factor β relatively weights
the distance D (β = 0 : only API(x) is considered, β = ∞ : only D(x, SP )
is relevant, β = 1: both arguments are equally weighted). The arguments API
and D range from zero to one. As a consequence, the function Fβ has the same
range.

Fβ(x, y) = (β2+1)·x·y
β2·x+y

(2)
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The explorations of interactive visualizations can be seen as an iterative pro-
cess, because the user plans the next steps based on attained information. As a
consequence the sequence of concept selections has to be followed:

DOIi(x, SPi) =

{
API(x) : i = 0
F (DOIi−1(x, SPi−1), D(x, SPi)) : i > 0

(3)

Applying user adaption in this way, fast distant calculations are required,
otherwise the SmartTree’s performance is affected adversely.

3 Summary and Outlook

In this paper we have introduced a customized tree widget for ontology ex-
ploration with new interactive functions. User adaptation can be realized by
monitoring the sequence of user interactions, so that those concepts get a higher
DOI value that have been selected recently.

We are currently working on the implementation of Semantic Zooming [2]:
As the display is zoomed in and nodes are expanded past a certain threshold
their content changes. The larger the concept representations are scaled the more
information items will be shown inside them. This information might contain the
date, the concept has been added and by whom that has been done.
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Abstract. We present S3, a system that implicitly captures the process and 
products of Web investigations (exploratory searches involving multiple 
queries). This automatically-created, persistent representation of an 
investigation enables future review and continuation of suspended search 
activities. This persistent representation can reduce unnecessary re-execution of 
queries and enable users to quickly regain the context of a resumed activity. 
Stored investigations can also be shared with, and augmented by, collaborators. 
Furthermore, a stored investigation can act as a standing query, proactively 
updating itself when a user revisits it.     

Keywords: Web search, exploratory search, investigation, persistent search. 

1   Introduction 

Web searches are often exploratory or informational [3] in nature. Such investigations 
can involve issuing multiple queries to a search engine and reviewing a large number 
of resulting web pages. Browsers and search engines, however, typically model 
search as a transient activity, treating each query independently from prior queries 
even though, from the user’s point of view, multiple queries are frequently part of a 
single investigation. 

This transient model of Web search can result in extra work for users. For example, 
research on interruptions [4, 5] has found that users frequently switch tasks, and often 
experience long delays before task resumption. Intervening tasks may also result in 
closing or changing the state of the user’s Web browser. A user returning to a Web 
investigation after a delay must remember the state of his task, such as what queries 
he has already issued and what useful sources of information he has already 
discovered. 

The challenges of recalling the state of a resumed task can result in unnecessary 
duplication of effort. For example, surveys and Web log analyses [1, 8] reveal that 
users frequently re-enter previously issued queries in order to re-find information. 
Another study found that over half of Web page visits are re-visits [7].  

To address the limitations of the transient nature of current Web search, we 
introduce the S3 system (Figures 1 and 2). S3 implicitly stores information about the 
process (queries issued) and products (useful pages found) of Web investigations. 
This persistent representation can facilitate resumption of an interrupted or suspended 
investigation, proactively update itself, and enable collaboration.  
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Prior approaches to managing complex search tasks include bookmarking, 
histories, or systems that allow users to flag pages or parts of pages for inclusion in a 
workspace [2, 6]. Our approach differs from this prior work, since we implicitly store 
several types of metadata associated with an investigation (queries issued, pages 
visited, contributor identity, and annotations) and use this stored data to facilitate task 
resumption, proactive information fetching, and collaboration.  

 

Fig. 1. Conducting an investigation with S3. The search box and current search results are 
shown in the leftmost portion of the interface. The central pane provides an overview of the 
queries issued and sites visited so far during the investigation. The rightmost portion displays 
the currently selected result in a browser. 

2   The S3 System 

When a user opens S3, he can either begin a new investigation by entering a query in 
the search box (Figure 1), or he can load a saved investigation via the file menu 
(Figure 2). When a user begins a new investigation, the first query issued is used to 
provide a default name for the investigation. The user can issue queries via the search 
box; searches are sent to a Web search engine and the results are shown below the 
search box (our implementation uses Windows Live Search, but S3’s architecture 
allows for the substitution of other search sources). Clicking on any result displays it 
in a browser window.  

For each investigation, S3 automatically records all queries entered, results 
retrieved, and subsequent webpages visited. Additionally, users can associate 
comments with a search result by right-clicking and choosing the “Comment” option 
from a context menu.  

While searching, a user can see a summary of his current investigation history, 
including queries issued and pages visited, which is displayed next to the current list 
of search results (Figure 1). At any time, a user can click on this history panel to see a 
more detailed representation of his investigation (Figure 2) – this representation is 
also what a user sees if he opens a previously stored investigation.  
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Fig. 2. Viewing a stored investigation. The title, url, and thumbnail for each page visited during 
the investigation is presented beneath the query terms that lead to its discovery. Items 
highlighted in green represent newly available content that has been proactively fetched via a 
standing query. Clicking any item opens the corresponding page in the browser window. The 
user who contributed each page to the investigation is depicted via a thumbnail, and the 
presence of comments is indicated by a speech bubble icon; hovering over the icon reveals the 
full comment. 

The detailed view of the investigation shows each query issued during the 
investigation, in chronological order. Below each query, S3 shows the title, URL, and 
thumbnail images of the “useful” pages found as a consequence of that query. The 
current implementation of S3 counts any page the user viewed in the browser window 
as “useful” (and provides the ability to delete a page from the “useful” list via a right-
click context menu); however, a variety of heuristics, such as the length of time spent 
viewing a page or whether links within the page were clicked, could also be used. 

A “speech bubble” icon is shown next to pages that have comments associated 
with them; hovering over this icon with the mouse reveals the full text of the 
comment. Asynchronous collaboration among multiple users is enabled by S3’s 
document model – a stored investigation is saved as an XML file, which can be sent 
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to others (i.e., by email or other file-transfer protocols) and loaded into their own S3 
clients. If more than one user has contributed to the investigation, the users’ photos 
are shown next to the pages that they discovered.  

If the user selects the “enable standing queries” menu option, then whenever he 
loads an investigation S3 will invisibly re-issue each of the investigation’s queries, 
and check whether each has any highly-ranked results (rank ten or higher) that were 
not among the top ten results when the user initially executed the query. If such new 
results exist, then S3 displays them along with the previously-visited “useful” pages 
associated with each query; the proactively-fetched results are visually distinguished 
by green highlighting. 

Clicking on any of the pages listed in the detailed view opens that page in a 
browser, and clicking any of the query terms listed re-executes that query and returns 
the user to the “searching” view (Figure 1). The search box is also available in the 
detailed view, enabling the user to add to a stored investigation – entering a query in 
the search box also returns the user to the “searching” view. 

3   Conclusion 

The S3 system can assist users in performing multi-query Web investigations by 
automatically saving the process and products of a series of related searches. This 
persistent representation of search aims to help users resume an investigation after an 
interruption and reduce the need to re-issue queries or re-find sites. The abilities to 
share investigations with others and to create standing queries are further benefits of 
our persistent search model. We are currently pursuing studies to evaluate the utility 
of our persistent search representations in assisting users with multi-session and 
multi-user searches. 
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Abstract. In this paper we present a new algorithm for automatic recognition of 
hand drawn sketches based on the Levenshtein distance. The purpose for draw-
ing sketches in our application is to create graphical user interfaces in a similar 
manner as the well established paper sketching. The new algorithm is trainable 
by every user and improves the recognition performance of the techniques 
which were used before for widget recognition. In addition, this algorithm ay 
serve for recognizing other types of sketches, such as letters, figures, and com-
mands. In this way, there is no modality disruption at sketching time. 

1   Introduction 

Designing the right User Interface (UI) the first time is very unlikely to occur. In-
stead, UI design is recognized as a process that is [19] intrinsically open (new consid-
erations may appear at any time), iterative (several cycles are needed to reach an  
acceptable stage), and incomplete (not all required considerations are available at de-
sign time). Consequently, means to support early UI design has been extensively re-
searched [20] to identify appropriate techniques such as paper sketching, prototypes, 
mock-ups, diagrams, etc. Most designers consider hand sketches on paper as one of 
the most effective ways to represent the first drafts of a future UI [1,10,13,14]. In-
deed, this approach presents many advantages over other techniques like editing in an 
interface builder: sketches can be drawn during any design stage [14], it is fast to 
learn and quick to produce [20], it lets the sketcher focus on basic structural issues in-
stead of unimportant details (e.g., exact alignment, typography and colors) [10], it is 
very appropriate to convey ongoing, unfinished designs [12,16], it encourages creativ-
ity [10], sketches can be performed collaboratively between designers and end-users 
[15], and last but not least, it is largely unconstrained [4]. This unconstraint character 
turns to be a fundamental aspect to preserve in sketching tools: if for any reason, this 
character is disrupted, the end user may be confused or disappointed. Van Duyne et 
al. [20] reported that creating a low-fidelity UI prototype (such as UI sketches) is at 
least 10 to 20 times easier and faster than its equivalent with a high-fidelity prototype 
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(such as produced in UI builders). What is also important is that lowering the design 
fidelity to sketches does not reduce the design capabilities to discover usability prob-
lems. Furthermore, the end user may herself sketch to initiate the development  
process and when the sketch is close enough to the expected UI, an agreement can be 
signed between the designer and the end user, thus facilitating the contract and  
validation.  

The idea of developing a computer-based tool for sketching UIs naturally emerged 
from these observations [8,15]. Such tools would extend the advantages provided by 
sketching techniques by: easily creating, deleting, updating or moving UI elements, 
thus encouraging typical activities in the design process [19] such as checking and re-
vision. Some research was carried out in order to propose an approach combining the 
best of the hand-sketching and computer-assisted interface design, thus providing 
mixed initiative support. Among these hybrid approaches we can identify two major 
streams of research: sketching only (only a support of sketching activities is provided 
without interpreting them) and sketching+interpreting (other tools do not want to 
loose the effort and attempt to produce as reusable output some code). The first tools 
category does not endanger the unconstraint character, but the second may introduce 
some unexpected problems. 

In order to produce the output, the system has to proceed to an analysis of the in-
formation provided; storing the input provided by the designer is then insufficient. To 
this end, these tools proceed to an online recognition of the input and proceed to the 
construction of the corresponding UI. Through the following section we will mainly 
focus on this second category. We consider that current restriction on the technique 
used in the existing tools are too strong and could be improved to unleash the power 
of this approach, as the actual sketching tools do not take into account the sketcher’s 
preferences: they impose the same sketching scheme, the same gestures for all types 
of sketchers and a learning curve may prevent these users from learning the tool and 
efficiently using it. This can appear a little bit in contradiction with the main state-
ment that would like this approach to be as easy as paper. This is also underlined in 
two main goals of gesture-based tools [12]: “gestures should be reliably recognized 
by the computer, gestures should be easy for people to learn and remember”. 

In order to maximize the power of informal UI design based on sketches, the afore-
mentioned shortcomings should be addressed. It is therefore expected that UI sketching 
will lead to its full potential, so as to offer the as much freedom as possible to the de-
signer. In this paper, we consider a new kind of approach applied to SketchiXML [4] for 
the online processing based a combination of a multi-stroke gesture recognizer which has 
been developed for this purpose and the CALI library [6]. Indeed, most sketching tools, 
including SketchiXML, are based on a single recognition algorithm (typically, Rubine’s 
algorithm [17]), using either a trainable gesture recognizer for gesture and shape primi-
tive recognition or fuzzy logic for shape primitives only. 

2   State of the Art 

Drafting tools are used to capture the general information needed to obtain global 
comprehension of what is desired, keeping all the unnecessary details out of the  
process. The most standard approaches for such prototyping are the “paper and pencil 
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technique”, the “whiteboard/blackboard and post-its approach” [20]. Such approaches 
provide access to all the components, and prevent the designer from being distracted 
from the primary task of design. Research shows that designers who work out concep-
tual ideas on paper tend to iterate more and explore the design space more broadly, 
whereas designers using computer-based tools tend to take only one idea and work it 
out in detail [8,15,19]. Many designers have reported that the quality of the discussion 
when people are presented with a high-fidelity (Hi-Fi) prototype was different than 
when they are presented with a low-fidelity (Lo-Fi) mock up. In Lo-Fi prototyping, 
users tend to focus on the interaction or on the overall site structure rather than details 
irrelevant at this level [20]. 

Lo-Fi prototyping offers a clear set of advantages compared to the Hi-Fi perspec-
tive [4], but at the same time suffers from a lack of assistance. For instance, if several 
screens have a lot in common, it could be profitable to use copy and paste instead of 
rewriting the whole screen each time. A combination of these approaches appears to 
make sense, as long as the Lo-Fi advantages are maintained. This consideration re-
sults two families of software tools which support UI sketching and representing the 
scenarios between them, one with and one without code generation. 

DENIM [13,14] helps web site designers during early design by sketching informa-
tion at different refinement levels, such as site map, story board and individual page, 
and unifies the levels through zooming views. DEMAIS [2] is similar in principle, but 
aimed at prototyping interactive multimedia applications. It is made up of an interac-
tive multimedia storyboard tool that uses a designer's ink strokes and textual annota-
tions as an input design vocabulary. Both DENIM and DEMAIS use pen input as a  
natural way to sketch on screen, but do not produce any final code or other kind of re-
usable output. 

In contrast, SILK [10], JavaSketchIt [3], FreeForm [15,16], and SketchiXML [4] are 
major applications for pen-input based interface design supporting code generation. SILK 
uses pen input to draw GUIs and produce code for the OpenLook operating system. 
JavaSketchIt proceeds in a slightly different way than Freeform, as it displays the shapes 
recognized in real time, and generates Java UI code. JavaSketchIt uses the CALI library 
[6] for the shape recognition, and widgets are formed on basis of a combination of vecto-
rial shapes. The recognition rate of the CALI library is very high and thus makes JavaS-
ketchIt easy to use, even for a novice user. This library is able to identify shapes of dif-
ferent sizes, rotated at arbitrary angles, drawn with dashed, continuous strokes or over-
lapping lines, and use fuzzy logic to associate degrees of certainty to recognized shapes 
to overcome uncertainty and imprecision in shape sketches. FreeForm [15] only displays 
the shapes recognized once the design of the whole interface is completed, and produces 
Visual Basic 6 code. The technique used to build the user interface is based uses a train-
able single stroke recognizer based on Rubine’s algorithm [17] and dictionary for com-
bining simple strokes into Visual Basic widgets and words. SketchiXML is another 
sketching tool based on the CALI library. It allows the designer to build the widgets in 
the same manner as JavaSketchIt, but provide coverage for a large set of widgets, and 
provide UI specifications instead of java. These specifications are written in UsiXML 
(User Interface eXtensible Markup Language – http://www.usixml.org) which are plat-
form independent. This application is flexible and its behavior can be parameterized ac-
cording to designer’s preferences. 

The aim of this work is thus to produce an improved version of SketchiXML so as 
to enable the construction of more complex widgets. Indeed the actual version based 
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on the CALI library restraints the type of shape to be considered to a small set of 
shape primitive such as circle, rectangle, etc… Even if the number of widgets recog-
nized is quite high due the possibility to build widget using a combination of more 
than 2 shape primitives, some widgets are still hardly “sketchable” in a natural man-
ner. To this end we intend to develop a second type of recognition processing provid-
ing custom representations for the different kind of widget or part of widgets. 

3   New Sketch Recognition Algorithm  

As explained, additional to the shape recognizer based on the CALI library, we build 
a new, trainable recognizer to solve some of the problems of the existing recognizer, 
that were mentioned above. The main idea of the new sketch recognizer is to divide a 
hand drawn input into a sequence of line segments with a particular direction and to 
compare two of these sequences using the so called string edit distance. A similar ap-
proach has been successfully suggested in biometric user authentication, e.g. in [18]. 

3.1   Raw Data 

The drawing input from a TabletPC, i.e. the information about the pen movement, is 
available as a sequence of 3-tuples (xi, yi, pi), where xi and yi are the coordinates and pi 
is the binary pen pressure. In our environment, the coordinates are available in units 
of screen pixels; the binary pressure is set to 1, if the pen tip is touching the drawing 
surface and set to 0, if the pen is lifted. While using the mouse instead of pen as draw-
ing input device, the pen-down is simulated by pressing the left button.  

3.2   Feature Extraction 

The features to be extracted from the raw data are based on the idea, described in [7]. 
The drawing plane is superimposed with a grid and the freehand drawing input is 
quantized with respect to the grid nodes (Fig. 1). Each grid node has eight adjacent 
grid nodes and for each pair of adjacent nodes one out of eight directions can be 
given. So, from the sequence of successive grid nodes, a sequence of directions can be 
derived. This sequence can be coded using an alphabet {0-7}, each value representing 
one direction. This approach was first presented by Freeman in 1974 [7], where it was 
used for a compressed storage of line drawings. We utilize the sequence-like repre-
sentation as our basis for sketch recognition, because it is a short description and loca-
tion invariant description of complex drawing inputs. For each raw sampling point (xi, 
yi) (i∈[1,…,n] for a sequence of n raw sampling points) that closest grid node (qxi, 
qyi) is selected by the following equations: 

qxi = round(xi / wg)  and 
qyi = round(yi / wg), where wg is the grid width (Fig. 1). 

From the sequence of successive grid nodes (qxj, qyj) resulting from sketch input, a 
string of directions (coded as words out of {0…7}*) of adjacent grid nodes is build. If 
two or more successive raw sampling points are quantized as the same grid node 
point, then this grid node appears only once in the sequence. Depending on the grid 
width wg and on the distance of the successive raw sampling points, it is possible for 
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the respective grid nodes not to be direct adjacent to each other. In this case the gap 
can be filled by using the line algorithm of Bresenham [2]. 

The gap between two drawing partitions, i.e. the delay between a pen-up and the 
subsequent pen-down event can be coded with respect to the relative position of the 
last grid node (qxj, qyj) before the pen-up and the first grid node (qxj+1, qyj+1) after the 
pen-down. Dependent of the distance and the angle between (qxj, qyj) and (qxj+1, 
qyj+1), a different coding can be used to indicate the kind of gap. Using this method, it 
is possible to extract features from hand drawn inputs, which are represented as 
strings, consisting of codes, which describe the local direction of line segments in 
chronological order and the characteristic of gaps between drawing partitions. 

 

Fig. 1. Square grid quantization of freehand shapes 

3.3   String Edit Distance 

To compare two strings, a common technique is the so called string edit distance, as a 
measure of their dissimilarity. The idea behind this distance is, to transform one string 
into another string using the basic character wise operations delete, insert and replace. 
The minimal number of these operations for the transformation of one string into an-
other one is called the edit distance or Levenshtein distance [Lev65]. The smaller the 
minimal number of needed edit operations for a transformation from string A to string 
B, the smaller is the distance between these strings. Instead of only using the number 
of operations, in some cases it is advantageous to use weights for the different opera-
tions. One possibility to determine the edit distance between two strings s and t, with 
m and n being the respective lengths, is to fill a matrix D of the size m+1 × n+1 as 
follows [11]: 

D0, 0 = 0, 

Di, 0 = Di-1, 0 + wD(si), 

D0, j = D0, j-1 + wI(tj) and 

Di, j = min {Di-1, j + wD(si), Di, j-1 + wI(tj), Di-1, j-1 + wR(si, tj)  }, 

where si and tj are the ith and jth elements of the strings s and t. wD(si) is the weight for 
removing operation of a code si, wI(tj) is the weight for inserting a code tj and wR(si, tj) 
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is the weight for replacing a code si by tj. If si and tj are equal, then wR(si, tj) is zero. 
The value Dm, n is the weighted edit distance of the strings s and t. For a better under-
standing of the procedure of this computation, we illustrate the resulting matrix in Fig. 
2. It is obvious, that the complexity of the straight forward computation of the edit 
distance is O(m⋅n). For each matrix element Di, j, the three adjacent elements at the left 
side and on top (marked in Fig. 2 by bold border) are required. In practice it can be 
shown, that the most relevant elements of the matrix D are those around the main di-
agonal, so the complexity can be reduced, if the grey fields are pre-initialized with an 
infinite value, so the min-clause of the calculation procedure considers stronger the 
more relevant elements around the main diagonal. Therefore, the computational com-
plexity can be reduced to O(b⋅max{m, n}), where b is a constant factor. 

 

Fig. 2. Matrix D for computation of edit distance 

3.4   Sketch Recognition Using String Edit Distance 

As outlined above, the string edit distance can be utilized for the purpose of shape 
recognition using direction-based feature strings, extracted from hand drawn inputs. 
The idea is to have a repository, containing a set of reference shapes. For recognition, 
the unknown shape is compared with all shapes in the repository, i.e. the edit distance 
between the feature strings of the unknown shape and all reference shapes are calcu-
lated. The type of that reference shape, having the smallest edit distance to the  
unknown shape, is assumed to be the type of the unknown shape. Further, to avoid er-
roneous recognition of unknown shapes without a representation in the reference  
repository, a threshold for the maximal allowed edit distance has to be defined. 

Due to the nature of string edit distance, the distance value at an average is de-
pendant on the lengths of the strings s and t – the longer the strings, the higher is the 
average distance value. Therefore a kind of normalization is required. The best solu-
tion for considering the lengths m and n in the calculation of edit distance Dm, n of two 
strings s and t is the following: 

dist(s, t) = Dm, n / max {m, n} 
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A second method to normalize the string length impact is to “penalize” large dif-
ferences in lengths of the two feature strings. It can be assumed, that only if a shape S 
is different from another shape T, the lengths m and n of the respective feature strings 
s and t are different. (The inversion is not true – equal lengths of m and n do not imply 
the equality of the shape types!) By introduction of the string length difference com-
pensation factor the adapted distance could be calculated as follows: 

dist(s, t) = d(m, n) ⋅ Dm, n / max {m, n}  with  d(m, n) = max{m, n} / min{m, n} 

The effect of d(m, n) is to increase the edit distance by the degree of relative differ-
ence of string lengths. Finally, as a third improvement, it is possible to “penalize” the 
operations replace, insert and delete for the gap symbol. The idea is that normally the 
trained sketches in the repository have the same number of strokes (and consequently 
the same number of gaps) as the actual drawn shape. So, by using a large weight fac-
tor for these “gap operations”, an amount of misrecognitions can be avoided. 

The actual recognition of hand drawn inputs can be done by parallel using a set of 
different grid widths for the quantization while features string extraction. Here, for 
each single grid width setting, that shape from the reference repository is obtained 
having the smallest edit distance to the features in the corresponding grid size of the 
unknown input. So, for a set of different grid widths, a number of decisions for possi-
ble types of shape references can be achieved. From this set of decisions a degree of 
certainty can be derived by dividing the number of matches for each reference type by 
the number of decisions at all. 

4   Integration into the Existing System 

4.1   Implementation 

As presented in [4], the SketchiXML’s architecture is based on a set of collaborative 
agents where each agent is in charge of a specific part of the recognition/interpretation 
process. In order to meet previously elicited requirements, we have thus developed a 
new set of agents for the shape recognition process. Indeed, this role was held by a 
single agent in the first version. The new version is more sophisticated as several 
agents are participating in the process. A minimum of four agents are now participat-
ing in this process, two agents are providing the shape recognition for the shapes 
primitives and the gestures, a third agent is dedicated to coordination and the integra-
tion of the result of these two agents, and the last agent is responsible for dispatching 
this information to the system. The role of such agents is defined in [5] with the vir-
tual mediator pattern definition. The virtual mediator defined in [5] is responsible for 
the following action: 

• Decomposing the client request into sub requests, and then…  
• Sending each of these sub requests to the relevant Service Providers. 

When receiving the answer coming from each service provider, the mediator is re-
sponsible for: 
• Integrating answers from the Service Providers to formulate final result, and 

then… 
• Sending this result back to the Client. 
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Fig. 3. i* representation of Virtual Mediator 

In SketchiXML, the mediator would then be responsible to handle the data pro-
vided by the shape recognizer (agent collecting the raw data online) and to decide 
which agent to invoke. Even if both agents can be called simultaneously, the me-
diator can decide that only one of the agents is likely to provide the answer. As an 
example, if the designer is using a tablet pc and draws a sketch with the pen button 
pressed, then this sketch must be considered as command, and commands are only 
associated with gesture, it’s thus useless to recognize it with the vectorial shape 
recognizer. 

Another possible situation is the reception of a sketch to recognize by the me-
diator, but as a part of the current user interface. In this situation the mediator does 
not know the type in advance, as the sketch can be a vectorial shape or a widget. 
Then, the mediator sends a request to both agent and wait for their answers. If the 
answer provided by the first agent to reply has a very high degree a certainty then 
the mediator does not wait for the reply of the other agent and provide the result 
directly to the interpreter agent, otherwise the mediator wait for all the answers 
and select be most appropriate answer.  

 

Fig. 4. Management of user trainable shape references 
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Fig. 4. (continued) 

Moreover, the role of the gesture recognizer agent consists in three different tasks. 
Firstly the agent is responsible for managing the reference repository of hand drawn 
GUI widgets, geometric primitives and command gestures. To this aim the agent dis-
plays a training module (Fig. 4) allowing the designer to add, remove and visualize 
the current repository. The second task consists in processing the gesture recognition. 
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So the agent is responsible for feature string extraction of hand drawn inputs from us-
ers, comparison of the feature strings with those in the reference repository. The last 
task of the agent consists listing all the widgets and shapes candidate, annotated with 
a degree of confidence. This list is then send to the mediator agent presented previ-
ously in order to compare the results with the results of the shape recognizer agent, 
based on geometric primitives. This mediator implements a fusion strategy for the 
outputs of these two different recognizer modules. 

4.2   Interpretation 

Previously, when a new shape was recognized, the sketch was replaced by its corre-
sponding vectorial shape if the recognition was enabled. But the extension to cover ges-
ture is not straightforward. Indeed, with the previous version of SketchiXML it was 
quite natural to replace the sketch by its corresponding vectorial shape, as the sketch 
was supposed to be similar to its corresponding shape. But, using the gesture recognizer, 
such an approach does not hold. Even if there is no reason to provide a gesture for the 
triangle, that is completely different from a triangle, it is possible and the decision be-
longs to the designer. Another example that is more likely to happen, is a situation 
where the designer provides a gesture representation for a widget, then it is not possible 
to replace the sketch by its equivalent in term of vectorial shapes since this sketch may 
not contain any vectorial shape. The solution would be then to replace, the sketch by its 
corresponding widget or an informal representation of the widget. But on the other hand 
we want to keep the informal and unfinished aspect of the user interface, so as to en-
courage checking and revision. We have thus opted for an alternate solution that just 
consists in using the sketch provided without any transformation. 

The leftmost part of Fig. 5 gives an illustration of a checkbox representation, where 
we can see that the shape recognized as vectorial shape look very sharp (the last wid-
get) while the representation provided for the three first widgets look imprecise since 
they are based on the sketch provided by the designer. It is important to maintain this 
level of uncertainty in order not to give the impression to the end user that it is already 
a final UI. In contrast, the unconstraint character should be maintained throughout the 
recognition process without giving the impression that the level of fidelity suddenly 
changed. Fig. 5 shows other levels of fidelity for the same example. 

Check box

Identification label
Degree of fidelity

Low Medium High Final

Check box

Identification label

Check box

Identification label
Degree of fidelity

Low Medium High Final  

Fig. 5. Sketched widget and related textual label 

Another problem faced with the interpretation of such gesture lies in their geomet-
rical properties. When a new shape is handled the interpreter agent extract all the pos-
sible candidates from its knowledge set, in order to evaluate if a new widget can be 
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built using this new shape. But, since the gestures do not have the same properties, the 
constraints set had to be extended so as to cover the entire possible situations. Obvi-
ously, the solution adopted is less precise than the situation where only vectorial 
shapes are used. As an example, if a text area is recognized as a gesture and is dis-
played on the screen, then if the designer draws a horizontal line inside this widget, 
then the system should consider the line as a part of the text area rather than a new la-
bel. But, as long as the designer is free to define a custom representation of this com-
ponent, we cannot predict the geometric properties of the widget, we have thus no 
other choice than to consider an approximation using bounding boxes coupled with 
Monte Carlo simulations. 

5   Conclusion 

Through this paper, we have presented an innovative contribution to the domain of 
sketch based design tools. Most of the existing tools only allow using mono-stroke 
gestures, and introducing, as a matter of fact, a strong constraint on the number of 
possible representations. We have proposed in this paper an alternative allowing to 
recognize multi-stroke gesture combined with the CALI library. Even, if a larger scale 
study would be appropriate to evaluate the benefit, the results observed shows better 
results, in any cases, than the previous version of SketchiXML based on the CALI li-
brary. Indeed, if the CALI library fails to recognize a scribble, the gesture recognizer 
may be able to recognize it since its processing is completely different.  
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Abstract. While user interface (UI) prototyping is generally considered
useful, it may often be too expensive and time-consuming. This problem
becomes even more severe through the ubiquitous use of a variety of
devices such as PCs, mobile phones and PDAs, since each of these devices
has its own specifics that require a special user interface.

Instead of developing UI prototypes directly, we propose specifying
one interaction design from which UIs can be automatically generated for
multiple devices. Our implemented approach uses communicative acts,
which derive from speech act theory and carry desired intentions in inter-
actions. Models of communicative acts, UI domain objects and interac-
tion sequences comprise interaction design specifications in our approach
and are based on a metamodel that we have defined. We support the de-
velopment of such models through an IDE, which is coupled with the
UI generator. This allows a new form of UI prototyping, where the ef-
fects of each model change can be seen immediately in the automatically
generated UIs for every device at once.

1 Introduction

User interface (UI) prototypes are generally considered useful, but the effort
and time required for building one are often prohibitive. In order to address this
issue, “low fidelity” prototyping offers a reasonable compromise.

We propose a novel approach to UI prototyping with “perfect fidelity”, where
the user interface is automatically generated. The result would be identical to
the real UI due to this generation process, assuming that the same interaction
design according to our approach is taken as input.

In addition, our approach allows UI prototyping for multiple diverse devices
at once (PCs, mobile phones and PDAs), from a single interaction design speci-
fication. We are not aware of any previous approach like that.

Of course, this approach to UI prototyping requires certain prerequisites. We
build upon our previous work on automatic UI generation for multiple devices.
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The underlying approach based on the use of communicative acts, and the ren-
dering techniques used for generating user interfaces for multiple devices are
published elsewhere. In [1] we sketched the underlying approach, and in [2] we
presented the rendering techniques used for generating user interfaces for mul-
tiple devices. In essence, they allow automatic generation of UIs for information
systems using given widgets as building blocks.

In the current paper, we focus on the support for the designer to specify an
interaction design according to our approach and, in particular, the support for
UI prototyping. In order to make this paper self-contained, we also describe our
metamodel. It defines how models should look that represent interaction design
specifications.

We have fully implemented this approach in a tool, which is already in in-
dustrial use for real-world applications supporting several diverse devices. As a
running example, let us use a small excerpt from a unique and new hyperme-
dia guide that has been put into operation by the Kunsthistorisches Museum
(KHM) in Vienna. It had been created with our approach and tools.

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. First, we
sketch what communicative acts are and where they come from. Then we present
and explain our metamodel of interaction design specifications. After that, we
show how the modeling task is supported by an IDE, with a focus on UI pro-
totyping. We also show examples of automatically generated UIs for multiple
devices and summarize anecdotic evidence for the usefulness of our approach.
Finally, we discuss our approach and compare it with related work.

2 Communicative Acts

By investigating human language communication, philosophers observed that
language is not only used to describe something or to give some statement but
also to do something with intention — to act. Most significant examples are
so-called performatives, expressions such as “I nominate John to be President.”,
“I sentence you to ten years imprisonment.” or “I promise to pay you back.”.
In these expressions, the action that the sentence describes (nominating, sen-
tencing, promising) is performed by the sentence itself; the speech is the act it
effects.

Early and seminal work on speech acts was done by Searle [3]. In this essay
Searle claims that “the speaking a language is performing speech acts, act such
as making statements, giving commands, asking questions, making promises and
so on”. Such speech acts are basic units of language communication in this work,
and not tokens, words or sentences as previously believed. Each speech act can
be represented in the form F (P ) where F is the illocutionary force (intention)
and P its propositional content. For example, the speech acts

Sam smokes habitually.
Does Sam smoke habitually?
Sam, smoke habitually!
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have the same proposition P (Sam smoking habitually) but different illocution-
ary forces F : making an assertion, asking a question and giving an order. Speech
acts can be further characterized through:

– Degree of strength, which describes the intensity and importance of the
speech act (e.g., a command and a polite request have more or less the same
illocutionary force but different strength);

– Propositional content conditions, which describe conditions on the con-
tent (e.g., the content has to be about the future);

– Preparatory condition (e.g., the receiver must be able to perform the
action).

Such speech acts are basic units of language communication. Since speech
act theory provides a formal and clean view of communication, computer scien-
tists have found speech acts very useful for describing communication also apart
from speech or natural language, e.g., in the area of agent communication lan-
guages [4]. To emphasize their general applicability, the notion communicative
act is used in this context. The communicative acts simply abstract from the
corresponding speech acts in not relying on speech or natural language.

3 Metamodel of Interaction Design Specifications

The metamodel defines what the models of an interaction design specification
should look like in our approach. It captures three main concepts used for mod-
eling as well as their relations:

– the intention captured by a communicative act,
– the propositional content modeled by use of an ontology language, and
– the set of interaction sequences modeled with a finite state machine.

Figure 1 illustrates the metamodel for interaction design specification in the
form of a UML class diagram containing metaclasses and their relations. The
central concept here is the communicative act. As stated above, it carries an
intention of the interaction: question, assertion, etc. For the purpose of this
paper, we show only a selection of the classification of communicative acts.

According to the form of speech acts, the interaction intention as specified by
the type of the communicative act, and the propositional content are separated.
In the metamodel, the content is represented by UI domain classes and UI do-
main properties. We prefixed the content entities with “UI” to indicate that the
classes and properties model the domain according to the structure presented to
the user which should correspond to the user’s point of view and need not to be
identical to the internal system representation of the domain.

Since we are using the ontology language OWL (Web Ontology Language) [5]
for domain modeling, properties are also “first class citizens” and therefore shown
separately in the metamodel. Treating classes and properties equally allows us
to refer to both independently from a communicative act. This has also practical
advantages such as allowing a question about some property per se. For example,
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Fig. 1. The metamodel of interaction design specifications in UML

for the UI domain class property maritalState related to a UI domain class
Person, a question about the percentage of married persons can be asked. This
is clearly different from a question about a person’s marital status. Furthermore,
the content of a communicative act can be the class or property itself instead of
an instance of a class or property.1 This results in a discourse about the class
or property itself, e.g., talking about what makes up a person in the particular
domain/context. Regarding the transformation into user interfaces, a typical
application of such a meta-discourse is the generation of help documents.

The UI domain classes and properties also relate to the actual application
logic. Thus, they have to be connected technically to the application inter-
face (e.g., Enterprise Java Beans or CORBA). This is done by implementation
technology-specific templates describing how UI domain classes and properties
get associated with application classes and data. This mapping is not necessary
for UI prototyping, it is only required if the prototype should operate on real
data or should evolve into a product.

One or more communicative acts are contained in one User Interface Unit
(UIU). The UIU is a basic unit presented to the user providing choices of different
interaction sequences based on the contained communicative acts. However, it
is still an abstract entity — it can be mapped to one or several concrete user
interface screens according to concrete device profiles.

The set of interaction sequences is modeled with a finite state machine where
each state can have multiple ingoing and outgoing transitions representing seg-
ments of the interaction sequences. Each state also implicitly defines and fulfills
an associated communicative act’s preparatory condition. After each state tran-
sition, the UIU connected to this state is presented to the user. More precisely,

1 Instances of properties are usually equivalent to statements in ontology languages.
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this happens while entering this state. In fact, the machine performs actions
as specified in the communicative acts: e.g., it presents a question about some
domain object — it asks. When the user interacts with the machine through
the user interface, e.g. answering a question, a corresponding communicative act
will be generated leading to the execution of its action and a subsequent state
transition. The transition conditions between the states are defined in a simple
expression language specified by us.

An interaction design specification according to this metamodel provides the
essence of a user interface to be generated. For its concrete rendering, additional
device profiles and style guides are used to take device characteristics into ac-
count. Combined with heuristics, the rendering engine generates UIs for PCs,
PDAs and mobile phones. We currently support only information system UIs and
no direct manipulation interfaces, since we have neither appropriate UI building
blocks for the latter nor rules that would map communicative acts to them.

4 Tool Support for Specifying and Prototyping

Specifying such models directly in OWL or XML syntax is technically on a low
level, takes a lot of effort, and does not support rapid prototyping. Therefore,
we have also built an IDE for tool support of this modeling task through a
graphical interface. This IDE compiles the OWL and XML representations of the
models and displays at the same time the generated user interface in a separate
window. If designers change parts of the models, the effects of the changes are
shown immediately in the generated interface. These results and changes can be
seen immediately for all supported diverse devices. In our running example, we
present the output generated for PCs and PDAs.

The IDE provides support for modeling the three distinct metamodel parts
and their relationships:

– the UI domain model,
– the state machine, and
– the communicative acts.

By using the tool, designers can create the UI domain model and communicative
acts from scratch or from predefined templates and change their properties and
references to the content. Then they can group the communicative acts into user
interface units and assign them to states of the finite state machine. For actually
generating a UI, some additional information is required, like style guides and
rendering settings for each supported device. They can and should be provided
by UI experts even before modeling the interaction design and may be assumed
to be given. So, they are not integrated in the IDE and would have to be edited
externally. Future experience will show whether their integration into the IDE
may be necessary. In the following, we leave these aspects aside and describe the
different modeling steps in detail.

The IDE enables designers to construct UI domain models directly or to im-
port ontologies designed with an external ontology editor and stored in OWL
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format. The designed classes, properties and instances are candidates for the
propositional content of communicative acts and for state transition conditions
in the subsequent design steps. UI domain models specified within the IDE are
stored separately within an OWL file to allow easy reuse for other purposes.

State machines can be either built using graphical UML tools, which generate
an XMI representation, or directly within this IDE. The advantage of using
our IDE is an immediate check of the transition conditions during design in
the following sense. The tool deduces possible occurring communicative acts
and their associated content from the model and warns designers if they use
information not available in the specified state. This feature relies on a designer
having already associated a user interface unit with the state and assigned one
or more communicative acts to the UIU.

Upon specifying the user interface units, designers can specify the commu-
nicative acts and assign them to a user interface unit. After executing this step,
designers can have a first look at the resulting user interface and refine it after-
wards. This allows incremental development of the UI prototype.

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the IDE, that presents a dialogue for editing
communicative acts. The left part of the screenshot displays all states, their
outgoing transitions, and their associated user interface units (UIU), represented
by the user interface description child node of each state. Each UIU contains a list
of its aggregated communicative acts that should be presented together. In the
example shown in this screenshot, the communicative act named SearchQuestion
is selected and its properties can be edited in the right part of the IDE.

The right part in the screenshot displays the type and the associated content
of the currently selected communicative act. The most important element on
the screenshot is the type selection of the communicative act. For asking the
search question in our running example, the Open Question type is selected that
will result in a certain kind of input widgets. Finally, designers can specify the
propositional content the communicative act refers to, by graphically specifying
instance selectors via predefined queries (like selecting all instances, the current
one or instances referred to by another instance). These queries allow design-
ers to specify paths along the properties of classes and to select instances. All
queries within the specification are replaced with the actual instances at run-
time. In Figure 2, a predefined lookup instance is selected as content for the
communicative act, acting as placeholder for the not yet known instances of
exhibits. In addition, designers can group multiple communicative acts — not
shown in the screenshot — to declare stronger relationships between particular
communicative acts. The grouping gives additional hints for rendering regarding
the placement of the parts generated from communicative acts, and the splitting
into multiple pages on more constraining devices like PDAs or mobile phones.

The generated user interfaces corresponding to the UIU selected in Figure 2
are shown in Figures 4 and 6, for the PC and the PDA, respectively. These
are generated immediately after each modification and allow rapid prototyp-
ing for multiple diverse devices. In our example, the screenshots display a form
for searching exhibits. The communicative act named SearchQuestion of type
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Communcative Act
Type and Content

UIU
with its
CAs

Fig. 2. IDE dialogue for editing communicative acts: specifying an Open Question

Type of Communcative Act
Changed to Closed Question

Fig. 3. IDE dialogue for editing communicative acts: specifying a Closed Question

Fig. 4. UI resulting from use of Open Question for search on a desktop PC
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Fig. 5. UI resulting from use of Closed Question for search on a desktop PC

Fig. 6. UI resulting from use of Open
Question for search on a PDA

Fig. 7. UI resulting from use of Closed
Question for search on a PDA
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Open Question is rendered as a textbox with a button for submitting the search
string. This part of the running example is rendered quite similarly on both
devices to assure consistent behavior of the multiple UIs. One device-specific
difference is the different order. On more constraining devices, the important
interactive elements are placed before the additional information to avoid un-
necessary scrolling.

In Figure 3, the communicative act type of SearchQuestion has changed from
Open Question to Closed Question and the propositional content from a not
yet known exhibit to the list of all available exhibits. After having made these
two changes, the designer can immediately see the effect on the user interfaces
as shown here in Figures 5 and 7. In this case, the textbox and its associated
button for free text search are replaced by a list of links, each entry representing
a selectable exhibit.

The design steps described above can be executed in an iterative and incre-
mental way, allowing designers to select different alternatives and to incremen-
tally extend the UI prototype. In our example, the alternatives are free text
search and a selectable list of exhibits. After refining style guides and render-
ing settings, the resulting UI prototype can even be used as a product, as it
happened in the case of the museum.

5 Anecdotic Evidence

We have interviewed four designers, who provided us with subjective evaluations
of the approach and the tools implementing it. They do not have very strong
formal education or experience in building user interfaces. After a short training
period, all designers grasped the modeling concepts and were able to design a
user interface for an application using our approach and tools. They state that
the design process is intuitive and enables a fast and convenient design of a
user interface for diverse devices. The designers also stated, that they need little
technical knowledge to model the user interface.

For UI prototyping, the immediate feedback on look and feel of the concrete
user interface through its automatic generation is appreciated. We observed a
designer exploring the space of design alternatives in terms of various commu-
nicative acts and UI domain objects (as well as their attributes to be shown or
not). Instead of envisioning how the resulting user interfaces might look on a PC
and a PDA, our approach allows immediately seeing and even comparing them.
Therefore, it was possible for the designer to select from the design alternatives
those resulting in the user interfaces with the highest appeal to him.

An important question for the usefulness of our approach to UI prototyping
is, of course, whether the space of user interfaces that can be automatically
generated even contains usable ones to select from. After all, usability is said to
be a major problem for generated UIs. Based on data gained from the real-world
application in the museum, we tend to give an affirmative answer (at least for
such kinds of user interfaces).
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Let us sketch the essential results here.The evaluation through the museum
users is restricted to the UI for the PDA only, since there is still a copyright issue
about selling CDs with the PC version pending. For a certain period after the
installation of the museum guide running on the PDA, a sample of subjective
evaluations by 363 subjects was collected (all of them having used the same
version). These users provided answers to a few standardized closed questions
and free comments in a subjective questionnaire. We used a multi-point rating
scale, more precisely a Likert scale. The scale for all closed questions was (very
good, good, medium, less good, not good).

The answers to our key questions can be summarized as follows:

1. “How did you like the MMG?”2

A clear majority of the subjects replied to this question with very good or
good. Although a portion of visitors did not find the MMG so good, there is
some empirical evidence that it has some appeal to museum visitors.

2. “Was the MMG easy to handle?”
A majority of the subjects replied to this question with very good or good,
and a clear majority with very good, good or medium. While the handling
was rated less good than the appeal, there is still some empirical evidence
that the handling is at least acceptable to many visitors.

In general, these aspects of usability of the UIs generated was assessed infor-
mally as good. It is clear, however, that expert UI designers and implementers
can still provide better user interfaces, especially from an artistic perspective
or in the details. This situation is reminiscent of code generated by compilers,
which can often be “beaten” by experienced humans programming directly on
the level of machine code.

6 Discussion

A major advantage for designers is that they can immediately see the resulting
UIs, even for multiple devices and in “perfect fidelity”, since these UIs are fully
automatically generated from the same interaction design specification. There is
no separation between UI prototyping and the development of a final UI. Both
are served by specifying an interaction design. So, they become essentially the
same activity.

Still, such a UI may not be “good enough”. Our prototyping approach allows
the interaction designer to perform a kind of optimization search for a better UI
due to the possibility of quickly trying out alternatives. This is reminiscent of
a hill-climbing approach that does not guarantee to find a global optimum, but
the resulting UI can be expected to be better than the one from specifying a
design without seeing the resulting UI. Whether it is really “good enough” can
only be decided by tests with users, of course.

2 MMG is the acronym used there for “multimedia guide”, the not very accurate name
of this application as used officially, which is rather a hypermedia guide.
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Our UI prototyping approach is also usable by non-technicians to create user
interfaces, since our interaction design model is based on communicative acts
derived from a theory about human communication. Trying out alternatives also
supports exploring different UIs by non-technicians, thus making this approach
usable by a wide range of designers with different background. Finally, rendering
the interaction design to diverse devices supports a variety of user groups.

7 Related Work

Rosenberg states in his review on 20 years of UI prototyping [6] that in order
to achieve the best possible UI design it is still most important to enable the
designer to iterate through design variations as fast as possible, particularly of
the more complex interfaces nowadays. Our approach supports this fast iteration
even for multiple devices by easy modification of models based on communicative
acts.

So-called low-level prototyping techniques (e.g., [7]) provide great freedom
but are used mostly for exploration. In contrast, our approach is more “high-
level” and evolutionary. Our prototypes matches the final UIs in layout, colors,
sizes, etc. One disadvantage of “high-level” prototyping mentioned by Sefelin
in [8] is that designers show less willingness to realize their suggestions. On the
other hand, with low-level prototyping the designer can overlook limitations and
constraints of the real product.

Earlier approaches had their focus on the data view of the application and
have thus prototyped mostly database UIs (e.g., [9]).

Elkoutbi et al. [10] present an approach for requirements engineering that
generates a user interface prototype from scenarios. Scenarios are enriched with
user interface (UI) information and are automatically transformed into UML
statecharts. These statecharts are then used for UI prototype generation. We
believe that our approach is more intuitive, since it enables the designer to
specify the interaction semantics “naturally” as question, answer, informing,
offer, etc. The design process also seems to be more efficient since the designer
can see the implications of the interaction specification change in the change of
the UIs of multiple devices immediately.

Puerta et al. recently presented a model-based tool to guide early user in-
terface design [11]. Their tool guides the initial specification of user interfaces,
so called wireframes — a set of elements to be present in, e.g., a Web page
or a screen of a desktop application. The elements in wireframes are related to
domain objects and user tasks. For the representation of wireframe elements,
XIML 3 is used. Our approach differs in taking a more abstract view and con-
centrating on the intentions of interaction, whereas they try to hide the models.
In addition, our UIs are generated immediately to support rapid prototyping,
whereas their tool is used to support manual design of UIs.

In [12], they support “low-fidelity” prototyping like with common GUI
builders but keep higher-level models consistent with the concrete user
3 http://www.ximl.org/
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interface. As a result, they can instantly derive other types of user interfaces
(e.g., using HTML or Java GUI) from the high-level model. For the purpose of
prototyping, we believe that our approach is more straight-forward since it has
only two levels of abstraction and the designer specifies the common basis of the
different generated user interfaces.

Furthermore, our approach to specifying interaction design and generating
the UI for “high-fidelity” prototyping is related to common model-based UI ap-
proaches. Van Setten et al. [13] provide a comparison of classical interaction
design techniques (Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection rules (GOMS),
Task-Action Grammar (TAG), Command Language Grammar (CLG), and
External-Internal Task Mapping (ETIT)) and propose a metamodel for the con-
ceptual basis of interaction design techniques. According to their metamodel,
our approach covers almost all concepts like task and object mapping between
external (e.g., user view of objects) and internal entities (e.g., system view of
objects) and action design (e.g., designing the different communicative acts and
their reference to actions in the system). In contrast to their metamodel, we do
not include system functionality design and task analysis. Since our approach
allows the generation of user interfaces, however, it takes implicitly into account
the feedback from the system to the user (e.g., errors) which is not covered by
any of the approaches in van Setten’s comparison.

Another model-based approach is the User Interface Markup Language
(UIML) [14] is a XML-based language used for device-independent descrip-
tions of user interfaces. Abstractly defined user interface structures in UIML
are mapped to the individual widgets by the render engine. This work is very
important but on a much lower level of detail than ours, which has its focus on
specifications of intent for UI prototyping.

Seffah et al. state in [15] that there is a need for new integrative frameworks
for modeling, designing and evaluating multi-device user interfaces. They further
conclude that model-based and pattern-based approaches are most suitable for
designing “multiple user interfaces” once that also obey the different device
characteristics. Our approach integrates both design approaches by specifying
an interaction design model through the IDE and allowing the designer to select
appropriate styles for the different devices. Since we automatically generate UIs
for prototyping, the designer can immediately evaluate the consistency and the
usability of the selected styles.

An advanced approach to specifying multi-device user interfaces based on task
models is presented in [16]. It is widget-oriented employing abstract descriptions
of the UI elements as the basic abstraction. Several of the transformations be-
tween models have to be done manually. When used for UI prototyping it only
provides an abstract structure of the UI as immediate feedback while editing the
task model.

Gajos and Weld [17] treat interface generation for different devices as an
optimization problem, taking into account interface elements, device properties
and usage patterns. The interface elements represent abstract UI widgets and
are specified in terms of data exchanged between the user and the application.
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The abstraction level is relatively low, since the “raw” data to be shown on the
screen are specified. This tool concentrates on the definition of single screens
and does not provide any possibility to model communication paths like in our
approach.

The work of Eisenstein et al. [18] is in line with ours concerning the impor-
tance of high-level UI models for multi-device user interfaces but relies more
on designer assistance than our approach to automatically generating the UI
prototype.

Generating UIs based on an abstract definition of the user interface and in
combination with knowledge of the capabilities of the target display was listed
as a system challenge for ubiquitous and pervasive computing recently [19]. In
this context, “high-fidelity” prototyping can be a valuable contribution, since
it allows incorporating the capabilities and limitations of the various devices
without requiring the designer to obey them during prototyping. We think that
our implemented approach is a major step in this direction.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new approach to UI prototyping with “perfect fi-
delity”, where the user interface is automatically generated using our rendering
approach described elsewhere. Especially UI prototyping for multiple diverse de-
vices at once, from a single interaction design specification, is new according to
our best knowledge.

We also present tool support for specifying such models in the form of an IDE.
Through the coupling of this IDE with the generator tool, our new approach to
UI prototyping for multiple devices becomes feasible.

Our approach is fully implemented and already in industrial use. A unique
and new hypermedia guide has been put into operation by a major museum,
which had been created with our approach and tools. Since important aspects of
usability of this application have been judged favorably by a sample of random
museum users, we think that the usability of our generated UIs is “good enough”
for our approach to UI prototyping.
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Abstract. Multi-fidelity prototyping combines within a single user interface 
prototype several elements whose representations are reproduced with different 
levels of fidelity with respect to the final user interface: no fidelity at all, low 
fidelity, medium fidelity, and high fidelity. In order to effectively and effi-
ciently support multi-fidelity, an original set of techniques is defined and  
discussed: multiple representation manipulation by sketching and gesture rec-
ognition, smooth transition between any representation at any time, prototype 
reusability, multi-platform support, and multiple user interface prototyping fa-
cilities. The full implementation of these techniques in prototyping software 
provides designers and developers with a unique environment for exploring 
multiple designs with unprecedented support for quickly designing interfaces 
from scratch or from previously existing design templates. An experimental 
study reveals that the multiple representation manipulation together with 
smooth transition represents a valuable advantage for naturally designing user 
interfaces. The prototyping software supports several aspects involved in the 
user interface development life cycle and is convenient for non-WIMP user  
interfaces. 

1   Introduction 

User-Centered Design (UCD) explicitly recommends in the User Interface (UI) de-
velopment life cycle a specific stage where the UI could be prototyped based on the 
input of the future system’s stakeholders: designers, developers, usability specialists, 
graphic experts, and end users. When the time comes to express and gather the user 
requirements, these stakeholders usually come to a design meeting with many ideas 
expressed in very different ways. Some prefer to convey their ideas through drawings, 
sketching, pictures, some others take screenshots of previously used interfaces to 
communicate representative examples, some others come without anything else than 
their past interaction experience and history, their own preferences. This therefore 
means that the prototyping stage should accommodate all these input types and inte-
grate them into one single design. Since the stakeholders’ inputs do not all come in 
the same format and with the same level of details, it is difficult to merge them in a 
straightforward way. With paper and pencil techniques [18], it is of course possible to 
manipulate all inputs on paper and to glue them so as to reach a unique UI, but its 
format remains largely inconsistent and almost not reusable for further design. When 
this preliminary design will be turned into more precise UI specifications, the quality 
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of this representation does matter. Several tools have been invented to support UI de-
sign by sketching [1-4, 6, 8, 10, 13-16] since sketching probably represents the most 
natural way to convey ideas for the human being [1,2,18], but their predominant func-
tioning imposes some dedicated sketching activities that are then recognized (or not) 
and give rise to a working prototype (or not). None of them truly manipulate UI de-
sign artifacts with the aforementioned levels of details with the ability to easily switch 
from one representation to another. 

In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 will define our understanding of the fidel-
ity and how we generalize it into the concept of multi-fidelity. It will then compare 
state-of-the-art UI sketching tools against a series of seven criteria that will be further 
addressed throughout the paper. Section 3 will describe a series of techniques which, 
taken together, will allow our new sketching tool to satisfy the seven criteria. Section 
4 will report on an experimental study where end users and UI designers evaluated the 
different levels of fidelity involved in the multi-fidelity paradigm. Section 5 argues 
that multi-fidelity could be equally used for other models (i.e., task, domain, abstract 
user interface) for a same UI or for other families of UI, such as physical UIs. 

2   Related Work 

Designing the right UI the first time is very unlikely to occur. Instead, UI design is 
recognized as a process that is intrinsically open (new considerations may appear at 
any time), iterative (several cycles are needed to reach an acceptable result), and in-
complete (not all required considerations are available at design time) [8]. Conse-
quently, means to support early UI design has been extensively researched to identify 
appropriate techniques such as paper sketching, prototypes, mock-ups, diagrams [18].  

Since the needs of rapid UI prototyping vary depending on the project and  
allocated resources, it makes sense to rely on the notion of prototype fidelity. The 
prototype fidelity expresses the similarity between the final user interface (running in 
a particular technological space) and the prototyped UI. The UI prototype fidelity is 
said to be high if the prototype representation is the closest possible to the final UI, or 
almost in the same representation type. This means that the prototype should be high-
fidelity in terms of presentation (what layout, what are the UI elements used), of 
global navigation and dialog (how to navigate between information spaces), of local 
navigation (how to navigate within an information space). The fidelity is said to be 
low if the prototype representation only partially evokes the final UI without repre-
senting it in full details. Between high-fidelity (hi-fi) and low-fidelity (low-fi) [17] ex-
ists medium-fidelity (me-fi) [9]. We usually observe that a UI prototype only involves 
one representation type, i.e. one fidelity level. But due to the variety of stakeholders’ 
input, several fidelities could be imagined together, thus leading to the concept of 
mixed-fidelity, where several different fidelities are mixed in the same UI design [15]. 
As opposed to mixed-fidelity, we introduce the notion of multi-fidelity when a proto-
type may involve elements of different fidelities (like in mixed fidelity), but only one 
fidelity is acted upon at a time, thus assuming that a transition is always possible for 
an element from one fidelity to another for any element. 

Prototyping software consequently falls into three categories depending on their fi-
delity level: high-fidelity tools support building a complete UI so that it can be  
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directly executed and tested and as if the UI is a real one ; medium-fidelity tools sup-
port designing UI mock-ups giving more importance to the contents than the style 
with which these contents are presented ; low-fidelity tools focus more on the UI basic 
functionalities than on precise details through which these functionalities can be exe-
cuted. Typical approaches found in lo-fi prototyping tools are the “paper and pencil 
technique”, the “whiteboard/blackboard and post-it approach” [19]. Such approaches 
provide access to most UI elements and prevent designers from being distracted from 
the primary UI design task. For instance, Berger [3] provides a predefined paper wid-
get set for drawing a Microsoft Excel form which can then be turned into a true form. 

UI designers who work out conceptual ideas on paper tend to iterate more and ex-
plore the design space more broadly, whereas designers using computer-based tools 
tend to take only one idea and work it out in detail [22]. The quality of the discussion 
among stakeholders is considered more fruitful with a hi-fi prototype than with a lo-fi 
mock up [18]. Lo-Fi prototyping, however, encourage the stakeholders to focus on the 
UI interaction rather than on details irrelevant at this level which do not influence the 
usability. Consequently, lo-fi prototyping offers clear advantages with respect to the 
hi-fi counterpart, but suffers from a lack of assistance and a lack of transition from lo-
fi to hi-fi. On the one hand, maintaining an informal representation in lo-fi is observed 
to be important [13] so that stakeholders do not believe that the UI being designed is a 
final one, thus encouraging them to focus on design issues. On the other hand, once a 
lo-fi is finished, it is unclear how to proceed to a high fidelity level [23]. Me-fi comes 
in the game to “beautify” a lo-fi prototype without changing its functionality [9] and 
represents a possible evolution towards a final UI, but this transition is never sup-
ported in any software. 

A recognized virtue of UI prototyping is its ability to extract usability problems so 
as to improve the UI design while prototyping [7]. The amount of usability problems 
extracted in a lo-fi prototype is not inferior to the amount of usability problems for a 
hi-fi prototype [22]. In addition, paper and computer media have been estimated 
equally valid for testing lo-fi, me-fi, and hi-fi prototypes [23]. In particular, computer 
media was considered more advantageous for automatic recording of user actions, for 
its ability to distribute and document the results of the UI prototype as opposed to pa-
per [19,23]. Table 1 delivers the results of a comparative analysis where major proto-
typing tools are compared against seven criteria: 

1. Amount of fidelity: most tools involve one or two fidelity levels (lo-fi and hi-fi), 
only one of them does support me-fi. When lo-fi is the single fidelity supported, it 
often means that this representation is converted into UI code afterwards (e.g., 
Visual Basic code for FreeForms, Java code for JavaSketchiIt, C code for Silk). 

2. Fidelity transition: even less support a smooth transition between the fidelity lev-
els at design time, even if we include easy transition to code for a final UI. 

3. Shape recognition: a shape recognition algorithm is implemented in most tools in 
order to turn a sketched UI element into its real counterpart or to “beautify” it. 

4. Gesture recognition: very few tools incorporate a gesture recognition algorithm to 
convert gestures into sketching commands or UI elements. 

5. Output reusability: converting the sketched UI into a file which could be reused 
for the rest of the development life cycle is fundamental, but the output expres-
siveness and exploitability depend on the format (image vs. UI specifications). 
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6. Multi-platform support: still few tools do support UI prototyping for multiple 
computing platforms ranging from a desktop to a mobile platform. 

7. UI types: all tools are tied up with a specific UI type (Graphical UI) and cannot be 
reused for other types of sketching activities or other UI types (e.g., non-WIMP). 

The last line of Table 1 shows that our sketching tool is more advanced than the 
other tools with respect to all criteria, which will be demonstrated in the next section. 

Table 1. Comparative analysis of prototyping tools by sketching 

Amount of fidelities

Fidelity transition

Shape recognition

Gesture recognition

Output reusability

M
ulti-platform

UI types

1 (hi-fi)Berger [3]  (Excel VB code) Excel form

JavaSketch- It [4] 1 (lo-fi)  (Java code) GUI

Our tool
4 (no-fi, lo-fi, 
me-fi, hi-fi)

 (UI specifications) Web UI, GUI, any type

Silk [10]

SketchiXML [8]

Sketch-Read [1]

1 (hi-fi)

1 (lo-fi)

1 (me-fi)

Berger [3]

Demais [2]

Denim  [14]

FreeForms  [16]

Ink-kit [6]

Meyer [13]

Prototyper [15]

 (UI specifications) GUI, PDA, mobile phone

 (image only) GUI

2 (lo-fi, hi-fi)

 (C++ file) GUI

 (XML file) GUI

GUI

 (image only) GUI

 (Basic code) GUI

 (image only) Web UI

 (animation) multimedia application

 (Excel VB code) Excel form

2 (lo-fi, hi-fi)

1 (lo-fi)

2 (lo-fi, hi-fi)  (ASCII file)

1 (lo-fi)

1 (lo-fi)

2 (lo-fi, hi-fi)

 

3   Tool Support for Multi-fidelity 

The first step in our sketching tool consists of specifying parameters that will drive 
the prototyping process: the project name, the input device type (e.g., stylus, pen, 
mouse), the computing platform for which the UI is prototyped (a predefined profile 
exist for mobile phone, PDA, TabletPC, kiosk, ScreenPhone, laptop and a custom one 
could added). The user then enters into a UI design mode where any shape can be 
freely drawn and any text could be written. The tool is equipped with a series of fa-
cilities which taken together do support the multi-fidelity process as outlined before. 

Shape recognition. A shape recognition engine is able to recognize and interpret 27 
different types of widgets with the standard configuration (ranging from check boxes 
and spin button to search buttons, progress bar, calendar, video input), 8 basic shapes 
(i.e., triangle, rectangle, cross, line, wavy line, arrow, ellipse, and circle), and 6 basic 
commands (i.e., undo, redo, copy, paste, cut, new window). Each UI element can be 
sketched and be recognized or not depending on its shape and the wish for the user to 
see it recognized or not. The primary mode is lo-fi so as to create a context where the 
user feels free and unconstrained to draw any kind of shape, whether it can be recog-
nized or not. 
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Those shapes which are not recognized are simply added and maintained through-
out the process. Fig. 2 reproduces a typical session where a wide bunch of UI  
elements have been sketched in lo-fi mode. In this mode, elements which have been 
correctly recognized are beautified (the drawing is improved) and the name of the UI 
element has been added. Fig. 1 reproduces the lo-fi mode where the raw sketching 
was performed. 

                

     Fig. 1. No-fi mode without labels             Fig. 2. Lo-fi mode for sketchingUI                                                  
                                                                                            elements (with labels) 

              

       Fig. 3. Me-fi mode without labels                                  Fig. 4. Hi-fi mode without labels 

 

Fig. 5. Our software toolbar with fidelity level set on lo-fi 

Fidelity transition. A slider (Fig. 5) allows the user to easily switch between any fi-
delity level to another. Fig. 3 shows the representation after the user moved to me-fi, a 
mode in which only a rough, yet identifiable, element representation is produced. This 
representation is platform agnostic: it does not produce a representation which would 
suggest that a particular window manager, toolkit or environment has been selected. If 
the user really wants to obtain a hi-fi representation, then she may want to switch to 
the last position of the slider, which is demonstrated in Fig. 4: hi-fi mode without the 
labels indicating the elements types. In this case, the representation is made up of 
genuine widgets belonging to the widget set of the currently being used platform (dif-
ferent widget sets and look&feel could be used alternatively). A toggle button “Label” 
allows the user to display/undisplay the names of the recognized UI elements. If a UI 
element has not been recognized, it is simply kept as it is. For instance, if a histogram 
would have been sketched, it would not be altered so as to respect the naturalness of 
the design process as recommended in [14,17]. 
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Amount of fidelities. Thanks to this process, the user can input any UI element in any 
fidelity level and see the result in any other level as the interpretation is immediate. In 
this way, a custom element could be drawn in lo-fi and a predefined widget could be 
added in me-fi or hi-fi. Therefore, four fidelity levels are supported: none (only the 
drawing is displayed), lo-fi (the drawing is displayed with recognized portions), me-fi 
(the drawing is beautified where portions are recognized, including for basic shapes), 
and hi-fi (a genuine UI is produced with true widgets for those portions corresponding 
to predefined widgets). 

Gesture recognition. Sketching tool users may complain that they are forced to learn 
a graphical representation for every widget, shape or command. In order to support 
user flexibility, each such element is encoded in a graphical grammar of objects de-
fined with logical relationships with variable degree of freedom. Fig. 5a shows how a 
multi-line edit field is graphically represented by a rectangle and two horizontal lines 
in it. In this way, the tool accommodates a larger variety of alternate representations 
for a same element. For this purpose, we based our implementation on an experimen-
tal study which reported the three most preferred representations for such UI elements 
[8]. Beyond this study, a gesture recognition system has been implemented based on 
hand gesture decomposition in order to customize the representation of all widgets, 
shapes, and commands according to each user’s preferences (Fig. 6b). 

 
 

  

Fig. 6. A grammar editor for a new representation (a) and a gesture recognition system (b) 
where new gestures replace UI elements (here, a gesture is drawn, added, and activated to rep-
resent a toggle button in a custom way) 
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Output reusability. At any time, our tool produces UI specifications in terms of a 
User Interface Description Language (UIDL). As opposed to many tools where little 
or no portions of the sketch could be reused, our tool always maintains up-to-date  UI 
specifications, including the description of custom widgets. It is also possible to de-
fine the navigation between these elements in the same way. 

Multi-platform. The tool also exports UI specifications in UIML (www.uiml.org, 
which is able to automatically generate code for HTML, Java, VoiceXML, and 
WML) and UsiXML (www.usixml.org) [12,20]. As opposed to some tools which are 
dedicated to a particular environment (e.g., Visual Basic for FreeForms [17] or Java 
for JavaSketchIt [4]), our tool is shipped with predefined profiles covering a wide 
range of different computing platforms. Each profile not only expresses constraints 
imposed by a particular platform (e.g., the screen resolution, a restricted widget set), 
but could also have a particular gesture data base for sketching those UI elements 
which are peculiar to this platform (e.g., a gesture associated to a histogram). 

The above discussion shows that our tool satisfies the six first criteria highlighted 
in Table 1. The next section will investigate to what extent this tool supporting multi-
fidelity is appreciated by end users and designers. Section 5 will then address the last 
criteria: it will exemplify how the tool could be used for other types of UI than merely 
web pages (like in DENIM [14]), GUIs (like in Prototyper [16] or in SketchiXML[8]). 

4   Experimental Study on Fidelity Level 

In order to evaluate how end users and UI designers appreciate the various fidelity 
levels at design time, an experimental study has been set up for investigating the ef-
fects of fidelity level on a UI design activity by sketching. 

4.1   Method 

Participants. Twelve volunteers participated in this study. Participants ranged in age 
from 23 to 39 years (M=30 years), including 6 females and 6 males to keep gender 
balance. Participants were selected on the basis of general inclusion criteria including 
age and profile (end user or UI designer). All participants were identified and re-
cruited regarding their job in the computer science area (e.g., regular users, computer 
science researchers, developers, and UI designers from private companies). Table 2 
summarizes the demographic information and the characteristics of the overall par-
ticipant sample. Age represents the average number of years for the overall sample. 
Gender represents the frequency counts of males and females. General profile denotes 
the frequency in categories: end users vs. UI designers. Professional computer experi-
ence represents the average number of years for the overall sample while designing 
computer experience represents the average number of years for the UI designers 
only. The end users versus designers assessment was made in order to obtain a com-
prehensive profile of participants. 
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Table 2. Summary of participants’ demographics and characteristics 

Gender General profile Computer experience 
N Age 

Male Female 
Handedness End

users
User interface 

designers 
Professional

exp. 
Designing 

exp. 
12 30 6 6 Right 6 6 5.25 4 

Table 3 summarizes the demographic and the characteristics of the participants 
based on the grouping. Age represents the average number of years for each partici-
pant group. Gender represents the frequency counts of males (M) and females (F) 
within each group. Professional computer experience represents the average number 
of years for each participant group. Designing computer experience represents the av-
erage number of years for the designers only. 

Table 3. Summary of group profiles 

Group N Age Gender Professional exp/ Designing exp. 
Designer 6 31 M=4, F=2 6.8 4 

User 6 29 M=2, F=4 3.7 N/A 

Apparatus and experimental task environment. The computer system used in this 
study was a PC Dell Latitude D820 equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo T7200 (2.0 
GHz, 4 Mo cache level 2 memory) processor and 2 Gb of RAM memory. Participants 
were seated approximately 30 cm from a 21-inch Wacom Cintiq 21UX touch screen 
flat panel connected to this computer. Screen resolution was set to 1,600 x 1,200 pix-
els, with a 32-bit color palette. The keyboard was not required to complete the task 
since the participants were supposed to use a stylus. The sketching tool used in this 
experiment is the one whose implementation has been described in Section 3. The ex-
perimental task to be carried out by participants consists of designing two UIs (com-
bined in a pair) in each of the following fidelity levels: Lo-Fi, Me-Fi, Hi-Fi, or No-Fi. 
Each UI contains eight widgets amongst the following alternatives: push button, 
check box, combo box, list box, progression bar, radio button, spinner, text area, and 
text field. A UI pair is considered to be complete once the eight widgets of both UIs 
have been entirely designed with the imposed fidelity level. 

4.2   Protocol 

Prior to experiment, participants were given an explanation of the research study 
and their role in the study. Following completion of the demographic question-
naire, the participants were briefed on how to use the setup and how to carry out 
the task. A short training period has been allocated for each participant to sketch a 
given UI pair until they feel confident in using the setup. They were also allowed 
switching between the four fidelity levels. The main part of the experiment con-
sisted of designing four pairs of windows by sketching them in a pre-assigned fi-
delity level. The order of the four pairs of windows was randomly assigned. After 
these sketching tasks, participants were asked to complete a Computer System  
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Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) [11] and were interviewed according to a semi-
structured scheme. The interview focused on their subjective satisfaction and per-
ception about the study, the system and their preferences in term of fidelity level. 
The dependent variable used to assess participant task performance was Window 
Development Time (WDT), which represents the task duration (in seconds) re-
quired by a participant to design a window. 

4.3   Results 

Statistical analysis. One participant has not followed the instruction related to the or-
der of the conditions. Consequently, the sample includes only 88 entries instead of 96. 
Due to the sample size, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine the 
presence of significant differences in task performance, as measured by WDT. Table 
3 reproduces the results of two analyses: influence of the fidelity level and influence 
of the user profile. The statistical significance is underlined. 

Table 4. Tests for significant differences in performance 

ANOVA Tests of Sig. Diff. Between groups 
1) Fidelity (No/Lo/Me/Hi-Fi)- F=1.8888; p=0.1377 
2) User profile (User/Designer) F=7.2719; p=0.0084 

    

Fig. 7. Mean WDT (seconds) for each fidelity condition, Mean WDT (seconds) for each par-
ticipant group 

Although results from Table 4 show that the fidelity level had no influence on 
WDT, Hi-Fi demonstrated the fastest WDT (M= 261 seconds), respectively followed 
by No-Fi (M= 297 seconds), Me-Fi (M= 359 seconds) and Lo-Fi (M= 376 seconds) 
(Figure 6). In addition, the results from Table 3 show that user profile had a signifi-
cant influence on WDT (F=7.2719; p=0.0084). Surprisingly, participants from the end 
users group demonstrated the fastest WDT compared to those from the designers 
group (respectively, M=267 seconds versus M=369 seconds – Fig. 7). 
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Table 5. Summary of overall sample CSUQ. Statistical indices are mean, median and standard 
deviation. 

Statistical Indices 
Subscale 

Mean Median Std deviation 
SYSUSE 4.04 4 1.52 

INTERQUAL 5.39 6 1.14 
OVERALL 4.83 5 1.17 
INFOQUAL 4.45 4.5 1.37 

Computer System Usability Questionnaire. The IBM CSUQ [11] is a public do-
main instrument to measure user satisfaction with computer system usability in the 
context of scenario based usability studies. The CSUQ is made up of four parts, each 
consisting of items ranked on a 7-point Likert scale: the overall satisfaction score 
(OVERALL: all 18 Items), the system usefulness score (SYSUSE: Items 1-8), the in-
formation quality score (INFOQUAL: Items 9-15), and the interface quality score 
(INTERQUAL: Items 16-18). This questionnaire has been chosen because of its ac-
ceptable reliability: a coefficient alpha exceeding .89 for all parts has been proved. 
Seven-point rating scales (1=totally disagree, 7=totally agree) were used because they 
allow three levels of either positive or negative ratings. Table 5 suggests that the sys-
tem usefulness is moderately appreciated as well as the information quality (reasona-
bly good mean, but large deviation). However, the interface quality and the overall 
user satisfaction are both assessed positively. 

Subjective general comments and users preferences. Four of 12 participants judged 
the stylus uncomfortable because of a physical button located too close to their index 
finger. Four of 12 participants reported that some system functionality was not usable: 
the copy-paste was estimated too slow and required too many pointing gestures; the 
lack of drag-and-drop of sketched items was regretted since it is at the present time 
replaced by the cut-paste functionality. Four on 12 participants considered that the 
speed of the recognition should be improved in the next version of the tool. In return, 
nine on 12 participants judged the tool as user-friendly and intuitive. This result is 
consistent with the INTERQUAL result reported above (Table 4). Moreover, eight on 
12 participants considered the tool as fast and accurate in term of drawings/sketchings 
recognition. Finally, most of the participants reported a pronounced preference for Hi-
Fi (5 participants on 12, including 2 designers and 3 users) and Me-Fi (5 participants 
on 12, including 3 designers and 2 users). They argued they felt “more comfortable” 
in those two levels because of the real-time interpretation of their drawings and the 
resulting UI aesthetics. Furthermore, 75% of the participants dislike the No-Fi (9 par-
ticipants on 12, including 4 designers and 5 users). They claimed that this level “looks 
like a draft”, which is consistent with [13].  

Interpretation and discussion. The experimental task used in this study was a sim-
plified version of a UI development life cycle. Time required by participants to de-
velop UIs (WDTs) was used as an indicator on the usability of the fidelity levels. This 
metric revealed its shortcoming: WDT is not exact enough to be considered as repre-
sentative of participant performance. Further usability studies need to include other 
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metrics like the number of recognized/unrecognized shapes/texts/gestures, as well as 
the number of effective “widgets” that are added to the interface.  

The statistical analysis revealed no significant impact of the “fidelity level” pa-
rameter on the user performances (speed). This result may be due to the fact that the 
level of fidelity has no influence on the sketching strategies adopted by the users, that 
is to say they perform the tasks in the same way, no matter what the level of fidelity 
is. In addition, the statistical analysis revealed a significant impact of the user profile 
(end user vs. designer) on the performances. Surprisingly, end users –with no experi-
ment in interface design– are faster in performing the sketching tasks than the design-
ers. This result may be due to the fact that designers do care a lot about the quality 
and aesthetics of the resulting interfaces (e.g., they systematically preserved align-
ment, symmetry, and semantic grouping of UI elements) compared to end users. Con-
sequently, more time is required for designers to sketch valuable interfaces, regarding 
their own personal criteria. These results are consistent with some earlier findings [8]. 

Finally, the qualitative analysis revealed a pronounced user preference for both Hi-
Fi and Me-Fi. This result suggests that participants, including both end users and  
designers, may prefer in terms of visual comfort, visual feedback, and widget recogni-
tion the fidelity levels that show a resemblance to the final UI. Differences observed 
between end users and designers are consistent with some other findings [2,8,22]. 

5   Multi-fidelity for Other User Interface Artifacts 

In the previous experiment, multi-fidelity has been applied to the Concrete User Inter-
face (CUI) level as defined in the Cameleon framework for a UI [5]. We show that 
our sketching tool can accommodate any UI type for any platform by choosing the 
right profile containing the constraints imposed by a particular platform. This profile 
influences the sketch recognition process as well as the trainable gesture recognition 
system. In this section, we show that the paradigm of multi-fidelity could be equally 
used for other models involved in the UI development life cycle [3]: the task model 
[15], the domain model [6], and the abstract UI [20]. Each model consists of basic 
graphical elements which could be encoded in additional elements both in the graphi-
cal grammar and in the gesture recognition system. 

For instance, natural development of systems is fostered if a task model is drawn, 
e.g., on a drawing surface [15]. In our tool, a lo-fi approach could be adopted to 
sketch such a task model (Fig. 8) which could be straightforwardly recognized, inter-
preted and converted into a true task model (Fig. 8). In this way, it is possible to 
sketch all models involved in a particular UI development life cycle and link them to-
gether, which supports the principle of “sketching it all together”. As long as a sketch 
could be decomposed into basic shapes such as rectangles, text (there is a ink-based 
recognition system for this purpose), lines, compound shapes, it is possible to sketch 
the representation in lo-fi and associate it to a beautification and a complete represen-
tation in hi-fi. 

Then, we show that we could even sketch other families of UI provided we could 
imagine different representations belonging to different levels of fidelity. To go  
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Fig. 8. A task model sketched in lo-fi mode 

   

  

Fig. 9. A simple task model recognized in hi-fi mode from its sketch in lo-fi mode 

beyond the traditional paradigm of Graphical UIs, an example of a physical UI con-
sisting of analogic and digital elements could be sketched similarly with the three fi-
delity levels. The output in this case consists of a description of a physical interface to 
be imported in the Pin&Play toolkit [21]. This toolkit allows developing physical in-
terfaces by integrating software widgets and physical devices such as slider, toggle 
button, and potentiometer. Since the toggle button is not a standard element, is has 
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been defined through a new custom gesture (Fig. 6), which could then be associated 
with the description of the genuine physical toggle button (such as a switch). Fig. 9 
respectively reproduces such a physical UI in lo-fi, me-fi, and hi-fi with smooth tran-
sition between these modes. 

6   Conclusion 

As indicated in Table 1, our tool is superior to state-of-the-art prototyping tools by 
sketching in that it combines multi-fidelity with all criteria addressed simultaneously. 
The conducted experimental study revealed to what extent end users and designers do 
appreciate the freedom of design and the ability to smoothly progress from a UI de-
sign with moderate level of details (e.g., no-fi and lo-fi) to a more advanced level of 
details (e.g., me-fi and hi-fi). It is worth to note that the sketching facilities are equally 
appreciated by both end users (who are not necessarily designers) and professional UI 
designers. It is also particularly appreciated that, depending of the project evolution, 
any fidelity level could be switched to another one: not only for supporting the back 
and forth development life cycle, but also to incorporate UI elements which are ex-
pressed with different fidelity levels as they are provided by the stakeholders involved 
in the development team. 

The combination of a shape recognition engine for predefined UI elements and a 
trainable gesture recognition engine allows the tool to be appreciated in many circum-
stances. The entire sketching tool described in this paper, along with its shape and 
gesture recognition systems for supporting multi-fidelity has been implemented in 
Java 1.5 and today consists of 45.000 lines of code. Our sketching tool can be freely 
downloaded from http://www.usixml.org/index.php?view=page&idpage=29 and its 
corresponding open source project. 

The next development steps will consist in the development of an improved text 
detection algorithm. Indeed, we always try to proceed to a post treatment before try-
ing to recognize a stroke. Detecting the text is far from being trivial and should be 
improved. We also plan to enhance overall performance of the application by optimiz-
ing some of the key algorithms.  

And, finally, we will investigate to what extent the various modules of the software 
could accommodate other UI families, perhaps with other notations.  
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Abstract. Fast production of a solution is a necessity in the world of 
competitive IT consulting business today.  In engagements where early user 
interface design mock-ups are needed to visualize proposed business processes, 
the need to quickly create UI becomes prominent very early in the process.  Our 
work aims to speed up the UI design process, enabling rapid creation of low-
fidelity UI design with traditional user-centered design thinking but different 
tooling concepts.  This paper explains the approach and the rationale behind our 
model and tools.  One key focal point is in leveraging business process models 
as a starting point of the UI design process. The other focal point is on using a 
model-driven approach with designer-centered tools to eliminate some design 
overheads, to help manage a large design space, and to cope with changes in 
requirements.  We used examples from a real business engagement to derive 
and strengthen this work.  

Keywords: User-centered Design Process, UI Design, Model-driven User 
Interface, Low-fidelity UI Tools. 

1   Problem Statements and Context 

In the world where competition for business is severe, we are in need for better 
tooling to support the solution design process.  One such design activity is the user-
centered design process.  Whilst user observations and interviews are essential part of 
the process, these activities are undoubtedly irreplaceable by IT tools.  However, 
some other parts of the user-centered design process – in particular coming up with 
low-fidelity UI mock-ups in the early design phase – is still lacking by way of 
appropriate tools.  Many popular tools designers use today such as Adobe Illustrator, 
Adobe Photoshop, or Microsoft PowerPoint, were developed for other purposes such 
as drawings and presentations.  They support high-fidelity drawings in nature and 
require high-fidelity efforts to produce low-fidelity mock-ups.  This class of tools also 
lacks support for information structure and design management, hence dealing with 
requirement changes throughout a project is rather painstaking. Another class of tools 
such as Macromedia Dreamweaver popular for creating web-based interfaces has 
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more support on data connections and back end services, but the tooling itself is yet 
another high-fidelity tool.  Some research tools were explored such as SILK [1] and 
DENIM [2] for capturing hand sketches low-fidelity UI and navigation structure.  
However, the outputs of these tools are not sufficiently organized visually, hence are 
not practical for business practices.   None of these tools mentioned allow a quick 
way to come up with low-fidelity mock-ups with support for proper alignment and 
visual organization. 

Many people often associate low-fidelity mock-ups with low-cost, hand-drawn 
interfaces.  While paper and pencil are the most used tools, designers use other tools 
in conjunction [3].  Our preliminary interviews with several user-centered designers 
revealed that hand-drawn sketches were not used when they presented their UI mock-
ups.  They always start out with hand sketching but that typically lasted shortly.  
Some mentioned that their hand-drawn sketches did not look organized enough.  But 
most agreed that it would take an even larger effort to use hand-drawn sketches 
including re-drawing repeatedly and scanning paper sketches.  Needless to say that 
maintaining hand-drawn sketch changes even in the early design phase for a large 
project is far from viable.  There’s a level of visual organization and alignments, 
implicitly required in presenting UI design ideas in the early design phase, especially 
in information intensive applications.  Without sufficient visual organization, the 
review process will suffer.  All of the designers we interviewed commonly use high-
fidelity tools mentioned above to create mock-ups that look low in fidelity.   

In IT consulting practices, many business engagements nowadays often start with 
business process modeling – be it for an entirely new business process or 
transforming an old process to a new and improved one.  Within our company, while 
Microsoft Visio is still the most popular tool for business process modeling, many 
consultants now have switched to use an IBM software product called Websphere 
Business Modeler (WBM.)  In this kind of engagements, business analysts use WBM 
to draw business process diagrams, which are then used as a way to propose and have 
the customers approve the work.  Prompt demand for low-fidelity UI mock-ups is 
three-fold in such engagements.  First is an earlier need even before the UCD process 
begins.  Low-fidelity UI designs and storyboards are commonly used as a means to 
visualize how a business process might work.  Visualization of connected boxes as 
usually diagrammed in a business model has limitations; they do not give people a 
good grasp of a more tangible understanding of the process.   Secondly, once the work 
is approved, low-fidelity user interface mock-ups are needed as an instrument for 
discussing detailed system design and requirements.  Throughout the early design 
phase, business analysts, subject matter experts, architects, and UCD designers 
gradually and repeatedly discuss over different parts of the UI design to comb out 
detailed requirements, conflicts of understanding, and realization of the need for 
further investigations.   The UI design repeatedly changes over the course of this 
activity.  The essence of using low-fidelity mock-ups as a way to share the 
understanding of a solution is monumental in our experience.  Lastly, once the design 
starts to firm up, user-centered designers review low-fidelity UI mock-ups with the 
users for early design feedback.  This has to be done as quickly as possible before 
turning the design into high-fidelity as the development team is often ready and 
waiting for inputs at this stage. 
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The needs for UI mock-ups early in the design phase do not require high fidelity 
really. That is, not all buttons have to be in the right place, not all UI components 
have to be in their final locations.  The mock-ups do not need finished styles and look.  
The mock-ups are used for the purpose of understanding the process.  For business 
executives who view the UI with a business process, the low-fidelity mock-ups 
merely gives them another, yet very powerful, perspective to the process flow and 
interactions between people in the process. For business analysts and subject matter 
experts (SMEs), low-fidelity UIs are just a matter of making sure the required 
business functions are supported and information is presented with the proper 
semantics.  For the end users, designers use low-fidelity UI mock-ups to solicit their 
feedback.   Designers focus on whether the users can understand the information 
presented, whether they can perceive what needs to be done, whether some 
information is missing, and whether certain information is not necessary.  We do not 
want to present high-fidelity UI design to these various reviewers as they may be 
caught in unnecessary cosmetic discussions [4].   

We hope to have convinced the readers at this point of the increasing demand for 
quick low-fidelity UI mock-ups and their business contributions early in the design 
process.  Lack of proper tooling support for quick UI sketches that can change 
frequently and rapidly would enhance the requirement gathering process.  Our focus 
is on a fast UI mock up tool that leverages business process models that helps 
maintain the UCD perspectives.  We also focus on helping designers manage a large 
design space.  Our other goal not emphasized in this paper is to support the end-to-
end UI design process from low fidelity to high fidelity design to UI code generation.  
This latter endeavor requires a clean separation of concerns from people with 
different skill sets, i.e. UCD designers and developers, as moving from design to 
development increasingly adds technical complexity.  Our ultimate goal is to 
encompass within our model and tools sufficient support for low fidelity design 
thinking and management, as well as the high fidelity UI production process while 
maintaining the overall usability of the tools. 

2   Related Work 

Recent related research with a similar goal to our work of providing UCD support is 
in by Campos and Nunes in [5].  In this work, they built a user-centered tool for rapid 
prototyping using the notations for abstract prototypes developed by Constantine [6].  
Their focus is on using interaction patterns to fill in design blocks while our work fills 
in design blocks with connections to business data elements, users’ read/write access 
to information as restricted by the business process, and UI related semantics called 
upon by the designer.   

Automatic generation of user interfaces dated back to the early 90’s. In [7], a 
comprehensive notation for expressing the quality of data attributes was used.  The 
automatic generation effort in this work attempted to lay out page detail as well as a 
page’s grouping and semantic structure; the latter task is proved to be quite easy for 
an expert designer to do but harder for a machine. While the work in [7] eliminated 
the tediousness of repeatedly laying out component in detail, the entangled 
complexity of trying to solve semantic layout problem outweighed the benefits.  A 
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smaller piece of work in [8] is much more practical and use a similar technique as 
deployed by our work here of laying out a small number of components piecemeal. 

There has been related research on generating user interfaces from task-based 
models.  The work by Paterno in a series of publications [9, 10, 11] focused on a tool 
for modeling tasks and automatically generating user interfaces from high-level 
specification and from analyzing task structures. The task model is device 
independent therefore can automatically generate to multiple platforms [10].  
Venderdonkt in [12] does semi-automatic generations through Automatic Interaction 
Objects structure. Our work uses the business task model as the input into the design 
process. We are using business task as requirements but currently are not using it to 
the full extent in helping generating the UI.  We find that large enterprises have rather 
complex workflow and work context, and only small portion of this complexity is 
captured in business process model.  User-centered designers still depend a great deal 
on closing the knowledge gap through business requirements and user observations to 
be able to properly complete their work. 

Last but not least, a company called iRise [13] of which products center around 
simulating UI design and visualizing IT solutions early in the design phase.  Their 
products are capable of generating rather attractive UI.  Our work shared a common 
goal of the ability to visualize IT solution early.  However, our work aims also at 
transporting the low-fidelity mock-ups into high-fidelity as well.  Our low-fidelity 
mock-ups are executable user interface and can be beyond presentation materials.  

3   Our Approach 

In this section, we will walk the readers through our end-to-end approach.  We start 
from a business model (Section 2.1) then transform it into various views in our user-
centered the Human Interactions (HI) perspective (Section 2.2). These views are 
designed to provide different aspects of user-centric information harvested from a 
business process.  The views are also designed as places upon which a design such as 
pages and grouping of information are built. Section 2.3 describes how design pages 
are roughly laid out and filled with some automation help.  Section 2.4 describes the 
user interface generation and illustrates the outputs. 

3.1   Business Model as a Starting Point  

Our starting point is, but not necessarily always, a business process model.  Though 
there are several process notations used in the industry [14, 15], we find the basic 
information in business processes having to do with “who” will do which “task” 
“when” in the business process, the sequence of business tasks, and what are the 
inputs and outputs of a task, to be the most useful set of information for starting a user 
interface design.  This set of information interestingly shared some characteristics 
with the user task model commonly used as a starting point for user-centered design 
process [16].  Let’s put aside for later, if it occurs in your mind, whether business 
modeling and user task modeling, if done in the same tools, would yield the same 
“task model.”  In our approach, we gladly take the business process as is and turn it 
into perspectives that are more in tune with the user-centered design thinking.  Before 
we embark into further detail, let’s look at an example of an invoice-to-cash business 
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process in Figure 1.   Please note here that the complete invoice-to-cash process is 
rather large consisting of several process diagrams.  We only reveal a snippet of the 
process to illustrate the examples in this paper.  For confidentiality reasons, we will 
not reveal much further information on the entire model.   

 

Fig. 1. A snippet of the Invoice to Cash business process shown in the Process Editor in IBM 
Websphere Business Modeler 6.0 

 
From Figure 1, we want to point out information that is essential for understanding 

the following steps in our approach.  Notice the “Cash Collection” task at the leftmost 
of the diagram. A user role “Cash Collector” is identified below the task.  The cash 
collection task, as we learned from SMEs and user observations, typically involves 
the user calling customers based on “transactions,” which is one type of input to the 
task. Another type of input is “collection task” – a group of transactions 
recommended to Cash Collector for collection.  Documents that flow between tasks 
are referred to in this paper as “information artifacts.”  Attributes of each artifact in 
this model and their data types can be defined through other editors in WBM.  The 
directions of arrows indicate the directions of the process flow.  Cylinders denote 
repositories in which information artifacts in various stages are stored.  

3.2   Transformation into Human Interaction Perspective  

The next step in our approach is converting the business process model into the HI 
perspective to give designers a schematic summary of the process.  There are 4 views 
in the HI perspective: 

• “User role – Artifacts” – shows all information artifacts needed per user role 
• “Artifacts – User role” – shows per each artifact user roles with access to it 
• “User role – Task” – shows business tasks required for each user role 
• “User role – Design”– shows UI design pages that have been defined for each 

user role.  This view has empty content initially. 
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Fig. 2. The “User role – Artifact” View 

Figure 2 illustrates the “User role – Artifact” view as initially populated from the 
business model illustrated in Figure 1.  The view centers on user roles; it shows all the 
artifacts that each role requires for performing their tasks extracted from inputs to 
each business task.  From the design point of view, this summarizes part of the design 
scope – how many user roles am I designing for?  It also gives a sub-scope for each 
user – what type of information, from business perspectives, is needed by each user 
role.  Since our tool is implemented on an Eclipse-based platform, we use a tree-like 
structure to present the hierarchical relationships of user roles and artifacts in the 
Eclipse style.  The underlying information model that supports the 4 views is not quite 
so hierarchical but rather with many interconnections.  We made efforts to conceal the 
UML2 model behind the scene and at the same time conform to standard views in the 
Eclipse environment. 

In Figure 2, notice the two types of artifacts.  The “Business Artifact” denotes 
information artifacts that flow from one task to another.  The “Contextual Artifact” 
denotes artifacts that are inputs or outputs to but do not flow across business tasks.  
We use this information to guesstimate the importance of an artifact.  By assuming 
that if an artifact flows from one task to the next, and often from one user role to 
another, it must be significant. This is shared information and is often designed with 
consistency among user roles.  Any artifact that does not flow must be contextual and 
is used only in a particular task context.  The model for the two categories of artifacts 
are actually similar, the separation is purely to provide designers with a cue on which 
artifacts might need more careful treatment across user roles.  When selecting an 
artifact from the tree on the left, the attributes of the artifact is shown in an attribute 
editor shown on the right in Figure 2.  We will discuss the use of the attribute editor 
with the next view. 

Complimentary to the “User role – Artifact” view is the “Artifact – User Role” 
view illustrated in Figure 3. In this view, each artifact is shown with a list of user 
roles that require access to it. The view is designed to help designers with a concrete 
understanding of shared artifacts.  Knowing that an artifact is used by multiple user 
roles, designers may and often opt to design similar interfaces to the same artifact, 
unless dictated otherwise by requirements or by their knowledge of the user tasks.   
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Fig. 3. The “Artifact – User Role” view 

The “Artifact – User Role” view is designed to expose business requirements on 
read/write access to artifacts. This is derived from the business model; if an artifact 
flows in and out of a business task, we assume the user must update it in the task.  
Notice in Figure 3 that the Cash Collector has “read/write” access to the 
“Transaction” and “Collection Tasks” artifacts.  For example, the “Cash Collector” 
user role has a read/write “master” copy of the “Transaction” artifact.  Any 
information refined for the UI in this master copy will govern all partitions of this 
artifact when they apply to UI designs. This statement will be made clearer in Section 
2.3 with examples of “data groups,” subsets of this master copy organized to feed into 
various pages of the UI design. 

A user role may have “read/write” and/or “read only” master copies of an artifact.    
Read/write means the user can modify the information while “read only” means the 
user can only view it.  When a user role has both “read/write” and “read only” access, 
it means the user cannot always update the information.  A common use case is, for 
example, a contract may not be modified after it is signed.   Being explicit about 
read/write access brings attention to the designer on how the UI may show 
information artifacts in various stages of the process.   

When a master copy is viewed in the attribute editor, the tasks that are applicable 
to the access rights are shown in the “For Tasks:” attribute illustrated in Figure 4.  
Since read/write access is derived at the artifact level from the business process, 
through the attribute editor, the designer can enrich the information by being more 
specific – whether a user role needs to see all or part of data elements of an artifact, 
and whether the user can update all or part of data elements of the artifact.  This 
indication of access rights plays an important part of our tool’s automation.  We have 
an automatic generation capability that uses data elements and their read/write access 
to initially call out appropriate UI elements.   

The attribute editor also provides the designer with an opportunity to put UI 
related information with data elements of an artifact to be used throughout her 
design.  She can place a user-friendly label for each data element.   In this editor, 
we introduce a notion of “UI semantic type” which better describes the UI 
semantics of data elements.  For example, a basic type string may in deed be a 
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“social security number.”  We use UI semantic types to figure out appropriate 
display format, i.e., a social security number should be displayed as 222-33-4444.  
We also use semantic types to help pick appropriate sample data for the UI mock-
ups.  Figure 4 illustrates what the designer may have done in the attribute editor to 
enrich the “Transaction” artifact.   

 

Fig. 4. Attributes of the Transaction artifact shown in the Attribute Editor after modifications 

 

Fig. 5. The “User role – Task” view 

The “User role – Task” view, illustrated in Figure 5, summarizes all business tasks 
for each user role.  Each business task shows inputs, information needed for the task, 
and outputs, the outcomes of the task.  Using this view, the designers are informed of 
the governing business tasks for each user and should be able to design appropriately. 

We will defer the description of the “User role – Design” view to the next section. 
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3.3   Building Up the Design with Pages and Data Groups 

The designer can now start building up the UI design.  Imagine this is when a 
designer would start sketching out design ideas.  Let’s assume after some initial 
thoughts, the designer tries out a couple of pages.  Figure 6 shows the skeletons of the 
2 pages for the Cash Collector user role.  While our visual skeletal sketching tool has 
not been implemented, here is what the designer might visualize in mind and what 
they might do had the tool existed. 

 
          Collection Task List Page                                   Collection Detail Page 

Fig. 6. Visual sketches of Cash Collector interface 

The design creates the 2 pages by associating them to the user role Cash Collector 
and to the “Cash Collection” task.  Figure 7 illustrates the page structure above in the 
“User role – Design” view.  In this view, pages associated to a particular user role are 
specific to that user role.  Pages associated with “users” at the top of the user tree are 
designed to be reused among multiple user roles.  A page consists of “UI fragments,” 
which represent visual blocks as shown in Figure 6.  A UI fragment is a portion of a 
page that displays related UI elements, etc.  Partitioning a page into UI fragments is 
purely the designer’s discretion. 

Next the designer focuses on the information to be placed in various UI fragments on 
the pages.   Here we introduce a “data group” notion denoting a group of selected 
attributes from an artifact’s master copy.  A data group singles out data elements chosen 
to be displayed in a UI fragment.  For example, the collection task list in the first page 
will show a list of tasks, each is shown with 5 elements; the list will contain 5 columns, 
each column corresponds to a data element in the Collection Task artifact.  Figure 8 
illustrated the data group for such a list.  Notice that in a data group, the designer has 
another opportunity to localize UI information, for example, the user-friendly label may 
change to fit a small design space.  (In this example, the customer “Location” is re-
labeled “Loc” so it occupies a narrower column in the table.)  The resulting UI is shown 
in Figure 9.   Read-write access can be reduced to read-only as it is more appropriate for 
a tabular display in this example.  Notice that changing from read only to read/write is 
not allowed as doing so would violate the restrictions from the business model.  For the 
data group in Figure 8, the sequence of the selected data elements is also shuffled to 
control the column sequence; this is the way the designer can control the design 
output.
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Fig. 7. Page structure defined in the “User role – Design” view 

Note that designers may add data elements had they found through UCD 
investigations that some additional information is needed by the users.  Data elements 
can be added to the “Master” copy of an artifact hence the addition can be used across 
the board and can be included in various data groups.  Contextual artifacts can also be 
added had the designer found artifacts undocumented in the business model that the 
user needs to support a task.  When data elements or artifacts are added, discussions 
need to happen with business analysts and architects of how appropriate and plausible 
to support such information.  The result is often a compromise. 

We do not allow business artifacts to be added for obvious reasons.    

 

Fig. 8. A data group showing selected attributes for listing Collection Task artifacts 

A page is not completed unless the content is filled.  In our tool, the designer may 
choose to use high-level components such as a tabular list or a data layout component 
and associate data groups to them.  The data layout component is one of the most 
useful components and can be specified to layout matching UI elements in 1 or 
multiple columns. Additional UI components such as a button, a label, etc., can also 
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be manually added to a UI fragment.  Due to space limitation, we will omit detail on 
this aspect of the tool. 

3.4   Generating the User Interface from the Model 

Once pages are sketched out with data groups associated to the appropriate UI 
components, designers can generate a user interface to see the results.  In addition to 
the page layout, the design can also define how pages are linked (not discussed in this 
paper.)  To generate a UI, the design model is transformed to the execution-oriented 
XML model, which is used to further generate the UI pages and connections to a 
simulated backend system.  Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the resulting interfaces of the 2 
pages mentioned in the previous section.   

 
Fig. 9. The generated UI for the collection task list page 

 

Fig. 10. The generated UI for the collection detail page 
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For each page, the XML model contains 4 main types of information:  

 Page content: describes the page layout and placements of UI elements.  
 Page bindings: lists the bindings from UI elements to the data elements 
 Page interactions: defines actions and page transitions 
 Styles:  low fidelity design assumes default styles. More elaborate styles can 

be used when extending the model to generate high fidelity UI 

We follow the consumer-provider pattern to link the UI to the backend system that 
provides data. The page content is used to generate the consumer code and page 
bindings and interactions define the provider. The generated provider mainly consists 
of stubs to connect to the backend which can provide actual data and other functions 
through any of the following: web services, simple java classes, RMI etc.  In the 
absence of connections to actual backend systems, the default provider gives dummy 
data for different UI elements.  The dummy data is generated based on the semantic 
types associated with the attributes in the artifact model. We use a test database which 
contains sample data for different semantic types.  

The Human Interaction (HI) model is captured in both UML2 and XML – UML 
mostly for supporting the design tool and XML for generating executable UIs.   To 
generate a UI, we transform our generic XML model into a platform-specific XML 
for IBM Websphere Portlet Factory, a commercial product.  The result UI runs on any 
application server for JSP pages, or as portlets in Websphere Process Server. 

The same model can be extended to generate the high fidelity UI and backend 
connections to the actual web services in a production setting. This would require 
inputs from the designers for the style information and input from the developers on 
what information is passed from one page to another or from UI to backend for 
different events.  We are currently looking further into supporting this part of the 
design process. 

4   The Model 

The HI model consists of elements that captures information around user roles.  Our 
modeling concerns cover both the support for the UI design thinking for designers as 
much as capturing the actual content of the visual design, navigation, and user 
interactions.  Many modeling elements are introduced mainly to provide design analysis 
perspectives, flexibility in the design, and design management.  A number of elements, 
many of which are well hidden, provide technical information to produce support for 
execution.  Following is the list of key concepts and relations in the HI model: 

• User Role: a category of targeted end users 
• Business Artifact: semantically related group of information that flows 

between business tasks 
• Contextual Artifact: semantically related group of information that is an 

input of a task 
• Data Element: properties of an artifact 
• Data Group: selected data elements of one or more artifacts semantically 

grouped together for the purpose of displaying related information 
• Page: a set of design equivalent to a full screen 
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• UI Fragment: a portion of a page that is used for displaying related 
information and functions 

• UI Element: type of UI components rendered on the screen. Basic types 
include text, text input, text area, link, drop down list, radio group, check 
box group, two way select list, calendar, etc. Complex types include tabs, 
list table, data layout component, navigation component, etc. 

• User role – Artifact: a relationship showing user roles that need access to 
an artifact, an artifact that is used by a user role 

• Artifact – Attribute:  a relationship between an artifact and its properties 
• Data Group – Attribute: a relationship collecting  selected data elements 
• User Role – Page: A relationship between a user role and pages that are 

designed for the role 
• Page – UI Fragment: A relationship between a page and its UI fragments. 

Each UI fragment in turn contains information on its height, width, and 
position on the page.  

• UI Element – Data Group: A relationship between data group and a 
(composite) UI element.  The type of UI element determines how the data 
group may dictate the automatic selection of detailed UI elements that fill 
out the fragment. 

5   Experience and Analysis  

Using business models as a starting point for the UI design process is an interesting 
endeavor.  One observation we had was that some business processes provide a rather 
concrete set of business tasks, to the point that designers can almost visualize what 
happens on the screen just from viewing a business process model.  Some business 
processes are rather abstract.  In this case, designers need to do a great deal of research to 
understand the nature of these abstract business tasks.  The example given in this paper is 
an example of the latter.  As business processes are not and will most likely never be user 
task models, we take business models merely as requirements.  Composing user tasks for 
these business tasks are upon the discretion of the designers. 

Our HI perspective and tool are designed such that designers can start the UI 
design process with or without a business process.  They are also designed such that 
information can be added, specifically user roles, artifacts, and attributes.  There are 
many reasons why this is a viable design.  One, business models may not be available 
at the time designers need to start.  Two, there may be yet ambiguous knowledge at 
the start of the design but user-centered designer may have higher confidence in the 
accuracy of information they have collected through user observations and could 
indeed start mocking up design ideas.   Third, we observed that there are often 
additional user roles not called upon in the business model.  These roles are often in 
managerial positions and are not contributing to the operations of the model; they 
function as overseers and often require reporting and monitoring capabilities in the UI 
design.  Currently we allow adding user roles but supporting monitoring types of 
interaction designs has not been addressed in the current tooling. 

Our approach currently appears very top down.  The UI design process is all –
bottom up, top down, and sometimes middle out.  We are looking to further support 
the design process by allowing designers to flexibly approach a design. 
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Our work is still on-going.  One obvious extension is the visual skeletal sketching 
tool and an ability to drag and drop data groups into UI fragments.  There are many 
other features that we have not addressed in the current tool, for example, shared 
templates in the design hierarchy; appropriate style sheets for low fidelity mock up, to 
name a few.  We plan to take better advantage of business models even deeper such as 
using the business flow to help start a UI flow, and using the business task tree as a 
place to create user subtasks, etc.  We have not validated the tool with the general 
user target at this point.  Our near future work also includes user validation and more 
business cases to refine the tool and research concepts.   
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Abstract. Ubiquitous interaction places the user in the centre of dynamic con-
figurations of technology, where work not necessarily is performed through a 
single personal computer, but supported by a multiplicity of technologies and 
physical devices.  This paper presents an activity-theoretically based framework 
for analyzing ubiquitous substitution, i.e. a set of mediators that are or can be 
continuously substituted with the purpose of highlighting expected and indented 
uses, and the conflicts encountered when attempting substitution between them. 
The paper develops a four-leveled analysis of such mediators, and point to-
wards a minimalist approach to design of ubiquitous interaction. 

1   Introduction 

The recent development of computing–whether it is called pervasive, ubiquitous, 
tangible, or ambient–changes the relationship between the human being and the com-
puter from “one-to-one” to “many-to-many”. This development challenges our under-
standing of human-computer interaction; where previously the focus of HCI has been 
on one technology-one application-one user, all packaged into one monolithic unit, 
ubiquitous interaction is about changing configurations of input and output devices, 
applications and users.  

In classical HCI, there has until now been two ways of understanding and design-
ing to suit users: Either to ignore user competence and design for novices only, as was 
often done in the first generation of HCI; or to do in-depth analyses of user needs as 
in the second (Bannon & Bødker, 1991). In both ways of thinking, however, the idea 
has been to design a new mediator as a permanent substitution of the old.  

In first generation HCI, very minimal assumptions about the users were made ex-
plicitly. Yet, Buxton (1986) derives the underlying model of the human user from an 
analysis of existing mediators at the motor-operational level. Bannon (1986) notes 
how all mediators contain a theory of the user and the task domain, with reference to 
“idiot-proof” design philosophies that were implicit in some first generation HCI. 
With a few exceptions, such as key-stroke level analysis (Card et al, 1990), this quite 
reductionist approach did not provide any methods to help compare mediators and 
forms of interaction. 

In the second generation, the focus has been on context and on understanding cur-
rent and future use situations to understand the needs of the users. Learning has been 
important and hence, it was OK for users to spend time learning, and accordingly 
developing a new repertoire of actions and operations. Bardram & Bertelsen (1995) 
and Bødker & Graves Petersen (2001) took early steps towards focusing on learning 
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from one mediator to another, yet the challenges for ubiquitous interaction design are 
a bit different: The ubiquitous substitution that we design for is not a permanent sub-
stitution of a full mediator with another (for example a typewriter with a word proces-
sor). It is a sort of design that focuses on how to substitute one mediator with another 
in a way that enriches the human repertoire of actions possibilities, hence, making 
possible continuous substitutions in terms of switching between mediators.  Ubiqui-
tous substitution is not a matter of breaking down and replacing one kind of mediation 
with another, but providing a larger “toolbox” and a better understanding of which 
mediator to apply when.  

This paper focuses on such ubiquitous substitution. The theoretical account is 
based on activity theoretical HCI as it has been developed by Bødker (1991), Bertel-
sen (2001), Kaptelinin (1995a), with more recent inspiration from Gibson as devel-
oped by Bærentsen & Trettvik (2002), and from Bedny et al. (2000). We use the term 
mediator to cover a configuration of physical devices, logical interaction possibilities, 
functionality, etc., that serves a particular purpose to users (Kaptelinin, 1995b). We 
will return to these theoretical concepts in the following. 

To illustrate our theoretical elaborations, we use examples from a recent empirical 
study (Bouvin et al., 2006), where geographical maps were used on three different 
technologies: A paper map in a telephone book, a web based digital map on a tablet-
PC, and a digital map on a GPS enabled Nokia smart phone. The mediators are differ-
ent but share some similarities: All three devices are relatively small and can be car-
ried around, shared between users, and handed from one person to another while in 
use. In the study, we asked groups of two users to solve simple assignments looking at 
the map and out the window. Each group was given eight assignments that they had to 
solve, e.g., locate north, identify a local school and find the distance and direction to 
it. All assignments were created to relate to buildings and objects that were visible 
through a large window. The sessions were recorded with two videocameras covering 
different angles; still-shots were taken with high frequency, and all sessions were 
transcribed and analyzed in activity theoretical terms (Bertelsen & Bødker 2002).  

The paper is structured as follows: First, we develop the theoretical framework 
with emphasis on functional organs. Through an analyis of the use of different map 
technologies, we demonstrate elements of the framework and discuss how the results 
can be used to understand substitution between mediators. We conclude by describing 
the challenges they pose for ubiquitous substitution, and the formation of functional 
organs in ubiquitous interaction.  

2   Human Activity and Functional Organs 

Human activity can be analyzed according to three layers: Activity, action, and opera-
tion (Bertelsen & Bødker, 2002). Activity is directed towards satisfying a need 
through a material or ideal object and the activity layer focuses on motivation and 
analytically addresses the question of why something takes place. Human activity is 
carried out through actions. These actions are governed by the conscious goals of the 
subject, and accordingly the analytical layer focuses of what takes place. Goals are 
different from the motive. They belong to the level where we immediately meet hu-
man activity in an analysis, because they are conscious. Goals reflect the objective 
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results of action. Actions are realized through series of operations; each “triggered” 
by the conditions and structure of the action. They are performed without conscious 
thinking, but are oriented in the world by what Kaptelinin (1995a) calls an uncon-
scious orienting basis. According to Bærentsen & Trettvik (2002), operations may be 
cultural-historically developed or naturally evolved, ecologically determined. Accord-
ingly, they may realize internalized cultural-historical patterns of conduct or inborn 
species-specific patterns of behavior. Thus they result from appropriated use of tools, 
educated manners towards other human beings or movements in the physical world 
according to concrete physical conditions. Actions are dynamic structures where only 
the goal can be assumed to be conscious. Operations are never fixed, but adapted 
dynamically to the conditions of the environment. Actions are thought as a recursive 
structure, consisting of both conscious and non-conscious sub-actions and operations.  

Bedny et al. (2000) introduce the concept of strategies described as plans for goal 
achievements that are responsive to external and internal conditions. We distinguish 
between strategies and routines; strategies have to be consciously developed when 
human beings are to perform an action. Strategies turn into routines when the predis-
position to perform a certain action becomes partly automated, or into non-conscious–
meaning we become familiar with while performing the action and similar actions. 
Figure 1 is adopted from Bertelsen & Bødker (2002), Bærentsen (1989) and Bærent-
sen & Trettvik (2002) and shows the relation between the three analytic layers. 

Analytic 
layers 

Mental representation Realizes Level of description Analytical 
question 

Activity Motive (need)–not necessar-
ily conscious, but may 
become conscious 

Personality The social and personal 
meaning of activity, its 
relation to motives and 
needs 

Why? 

Action Goal–conscious Activities (systems 
of actions organ-
ized to achieve 
goals) 

Possible goals, critical 
goals, particularly rele-
vant sub-goals 
Strategies 

What? 

Opera-
tion 

Condition of actions (struc-
ture of activity)–normally 
not conscious, only limited 
possibilities of conscious-
ness 

Actions (chains of 
operations organ-
ized by goals and 
concrete condi-
tions) 

The concrete way of 
executing an action in 
accordance with the 
specific conditions 
surrounding the goal. 
Routines 

How? 

Fig. 1. Human activity and its analytic layers 

Activity theory understands human beings as dialectically recreating their own en-
vironment (Bertelsen & Bødker 2002). Subjects are not merely choosing from possi-
bilities in the environment, but actively creating the environment through activity; 
“new tools shape new goals”, as Kaptelinin (1995a) puts it. Whereas any specific 
human activity can be understood as activity, action or operation, none of these are 
fixed; an action can become an operation through internalization, and an operation 
becomes an action through conceptualization in breakdown situations (Bødker 1991). 

The historical development of activity implies a development of artifacts and envi-
ronments. Modes of acting within an activity system are historically crystallized into 
artifacts. In this sense, the historical development of activity can be read from the 
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development of artifacts mediating the practice (Bærentsen 1989, Bannon and Bødker 
1991). Activity is crystallized into artifacts in two ways. Firstly, they are externaliza-
tions of operations with earlier artifacts, and secondly, they are representations of 
modes of acting in the given activity. Kaptelinin (1995b) captures the functionally 
integrated, goal-oriented configurations of internalized operations and procedures  
(routines and strategies), and external mediation in the term functional organ. When a 
mediator is well integrated into the functional organ, it augments the human capacity, 
whereas if not, the mediator is outside the human user. 

This means that when we study mediators, tools and devices, it is important to un-
derstand the extent to which they can be integrated into a functional organ. What 
efforts are needed to provide such integration? How may exploration of the intended 
use be supported, and how may some of the possible, yet less desirable uses be 
blocked (Bærentsen & Trettvik, 2002)? 

2.1   Mediation and Functional Organs 

Bødker (1991) proposes to analyze mediation through three aspects of the mediator: 
The physical aspects are the support for human operations towards the computer ap-
plication as a physical object; the handling aspects support operations towards the 
computer application. The handling aspects are the conditions that allow the user to 
focus on the objects of the activity. The subject/object directed aspects constitute the 
conditions for operations directed towards objects or subjects dealt with in or through 
the artifact.  

Bærentsen & Trettvik (2002) combine and extend the use of Gibson’s (1979) af-
fordances with activity theory. They talk about the ”network of technologies and 
praxis that are the basis of (..) affordances”, and identify three types of affordances to 
match activity, action and operation in activity theory: Need-related, instrumental, and 
operational affordances. The need-related affordances relate to what motivates people, 
the instrumental to the socio-culturally shaped action possibilities in instruments and 
objects surrounding us. The operational affordances, Gibson’s original type of  
affordances for movement in the four-dimensional physical world, describe action 
possibilities relating to our ”naturally evolved, ecologically determined patterns of 
behavior and conditions.” By distinguishing between the adaptive operations that are 
our low-level response to natural conditions, and conscious operations that are our 
repertoires of cultural-historical “training”, we are able to identify the lowest level in 
the operation hierarchy, where we are confronted with the operational affordances. 
Affordance is a concept focusing on the relationship between the human being and the 
environment. In order to grasp how devices or artifacts are and become part of such 
relationships, we need concepts that help us focus on the device as well as on human 
action. Bødker’s (1991) three kinds of aspects match these three types of affordances 
in a manner that makes it possible to understand how current mediators are integrates 
in the functional organ of the human users; which possible and desirable uses they 
afford and how, and which they do not. The relationship between affordances, aspects 
and activity can be seen in figure 2. This mapping requires a re-interpretation of Bød-
ker’s aspects and integration with the concept of functional organs. Physical aspects 
encompass adaptive operational affordances, and we will choose to use this term, 
since “physical” is slightly misleading. In Bødker’s three aspects, the need-related or 
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activity-related aspect is missing, and since Bærentsen & Trettvik’s convincingly 
argue that it needs to be there, we include it. We prefer to use the term ‘instrumental’ 
to subject/object directed aspects, whereas we use handling rather than conscious 
operational, as it indicates to us a focus on how mediators become transparent in use, 
rather than on how they have once been conscious. The resulting four analytical lay-
ers of a functional organ can be seen in figure 3. 

Affordance  Aspects Activity  
Need-related   Activity–why 
Instrumental  Subject/object directed as-

pects 
Action/strategy–what 

Operational  
 - Conscious 
 - Adaptive 

 
Handling aspects 
Physical aspects 

Operation/procedure–how 

Fig. 2. Mapping between affordance levels, Bødker’s aspects and activity 

Analytic layer Functional organ 
 Mediator/external Routines/internal 

Need-related–why? Need-related  aspects Motivational routines 
Instrumental–what? Instrumental aspects Actions and strategies 
Operational–how? 
Handling  
Adaptive operational  

Operational aspects 
- Handling aspects 
- Adaptive aspects 

Operation and routines 
- learned handling  
- adaptation 

Fig. 3. A functional organ mapped to the (revised) aspects of the mediator coupled with the 
internalized routines on the three layers of activity 

Functional organ 
Mediator/external Routines/internal 
Need-related  aspects      Motivational routines 

Instrumental aspects      Actions and strategies 

Operational aspects 
- Handling aspects 
 
- Adaptive aspects 

     Operation and routines 
     - learned handling  
 
     - adaptation 

 

Functional organ 
Mediator/external Routines/internal 
Need-related  aspects      Motivational routines 

Instrumental aspects      Actions and strategies 

Operational aspects 
- Handling aspects 
 
- Adaptive aspects 

     Operation and routines 
     - learned handling  
 
     - adaptation 

 

Fig. 4. Well-integrated and non-integrated functional organ 

By mapping the way the mediator supports intended action possibilities and blocks 
other uses on the one hand, and the routines that the user is equipped with when ex-
ploring the mediator on the other (the expected action possibilities) on the four ana-
lytic layers of the functional organ, we explore and compare mediators in connection 
with the repertoires of actions and operations connected to them. Hence, we provide a 
better understanding of how one mediator may substitute another, and how well the 
substituting device may be integrated into the functional organs of the users (e.g. 
which effort it takes to do so)(figure 4).  

A well-integrated functional organ is one where there is a fit as regards all four 
layers, whereas understanding problems of the integration focus on discrepancies  
at either layer (figure 4), or, as we shall see later, across layers. We talk about  
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breakdowns whenever the integration stops working, and non-conscious routines 
become conscious actions (Bødker (1991). In the following, we will use our map 
examples to illustrate each layer of analysis of a functional organ.  

3   Analyzing Functional Organs  

Integration of a mediator into a functional organ clearly played an important role in 
the success or failure of solving a task on multiple levels of interaction: Groups who 
were familiar with a particular device had achieved a type of transparency in the in-
teraction which allowed them to focus on the task/map specific issues, rather than on 
how to make the device perform in a certain way. Similarly, groups who were famil-
iar with maps could focus on e.g. identifying different relevant waypoints rather than 
on interpreting the map; groups who were familiar with the local area visible through 
the window, could focus on verifying distance and direction by contrasting multiple 
visible waypoints and/or information on the map.  

In the following, we will discuss the four analytical layers with examples from the 
map study, and for each level we will give examples of principal conflicts in the inte-
gration of mediators in functional organs. Such conflicts illustrate the fits and misfits 
of the functional organs on and between layers, and point to where misfits may occur 
when aiming to make ubiquitous substitution happen. 

3.1   Need-Related Fits and Misfits 

Given a specific task or work domain, the need-related layer defines and sets the stage 
for the analysis. The need-related aspects refer to the question of why is there use for a 
given mediator. Our examples reflect the groups’ attempts to solve the given assign-
ments. We note that the need-related possibilities of a map also support e.g. being lost 
in a new city, looking for the way back to your hotel, where the motivational routines 
lie outside a very specific assignment.  

In the map study examples, all assignments started with two people who had a joint 
assignment, access to a map-device and to the view out the window. They resulted in 
the two people agreeing on a target, common orientation, distance, etc. (the answer as 
it was defined by the assignment). The size of the map, and the way it was shareable 
affected how the two users would orient each other to the direction outside the win-
dow, on the map and in their common orientation.  

Need-related misfits can be trivial; does the device match the needs of the user at 
all? But they can also be subtler; does the given implementation of the functionality 
needed match the actual needs? In our study, the tablet-pc provides tools for fine-
grained distance measuring, but this does not match the need of the users, who were 
quite satisfied with a more coarse measure.  

3.2   Instrumental Fits and Misfits 

The instrumental layer relates to the question of what is, what seems or what should 
be possible to do with a mediator. Understanding these aspects of a mediator is fun-
damental for appropriating it as a functional organ. When analyzing ubiquitous substi-
tution, this appropriation gets more complex, as there may be more mediators in play 
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as background experience–mediators more or less appropriated as functional organs. 
It is necessary to know these individual mediators and understand what is normally 
possible, or assumed to be possible with them. To ascertain such assumptions, we 
require the mediator to clearly indicate the extent of its capabilities at the instrumental 
level. 

We exemplify how the combination of functional organs can create instrumental 
conflicts by focusing on one group using the cell-phone map. During one task, the 
group members used routines for interaction with the phone developed in everyday 
use of cell phones (e.g. using menus, joystick). They focused on the task (in this case 
finding a specific street name) and the response they got from the phone map. The 
interaction with the cell-phone was fluid and unencumbered, and the understanding of 
the menu structures, and general information hierarchies associated with cell-phones 
was clear.  However, the group experienced a breakdown despite a high degree of 
familiarity with the technical device and knowledge of maps in general: The group 
members expected to find a measuring tool for the map on the phone, and started 
looking for it by browsing through the menus before the researchers stopped them by 
telling them that feature did not exist. 

Drawing upon the description of a functional organ in figure 4, we focus on the 
relevant layer of analysis (in this case the instrumental) to be able compare the differ-
ent mediators and highlight any misfits found. The result is seen in figure 5.  

Mediator:  Instrumental layer 
E Phone 
I 

Computational power 

E Computational distance measuring Map 
I No distance measuring available 

Fig. 5. Misfit at the instrumental layer:  a breakdown is caused by the expectations of a func-
tionality (expected action possibilities E) that is blocked or not supported in the actual, imple-
mented functionality (intended action possibilities I) 

So, even though both the cell-phone and the map had become functional organs for 
the group members, the combination of the two had not. This was caused by their 
expectations of the functionality exceeded what was actually offered by the cell-
phone map, given their current need for providing a distance measure (figure 5). 

To avoid instrumental conflicts, it is necessary to understand the needs catalyzing 
the interaction: The need-related level frames what we do with the mediators on the 
instrumental level, and consequently plays an active part in deciding what to support 
and what to block. If the users had focused on the phone as a communicative device, 
the computational power might not have been the centre of the users’ expectations as 
was the case in this example. 

3.3   Handling Fits and Misfits 

The handling and adaptive operational layers both refer to how an action is performed 
through a mediator. The handling layer covers acquired, once-conscious operations. 
Our examples show a variety of device-type dependent action-possibilities: E.g. leaf-
ing over the paper map using the number grid for orientation is an alternative to 
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zooming and panning. None of those are natural. They have to be taught and trained; 
yet, they both lead to the same set of overall strategies. We have identified a high-
level landmark-based identification strategy that is supported on all three devices, 
while the repertoires of operations used to carry the strategy through are clearly dif-
ferent. On the paper map, landmark-based identification is achieved through homing 
by placing hands and fingers on the map, indication of direction with hands on or over 
the map, adjusting the map either north-up or towards the target, and moving between 
map views by means of the number grid and leafing through the pages. In addition, 
several visual landmarks, e.g. churches and schools are marked on the map. On the 
tablet, landmark-based identification is achieved through homing, which in turn is 
achieved by panning/zooming (albeit not as precise as on the paper map or on the 
mobile phone), and indication of direction with pen or fingers over the screen. On the 
cell-phone, landmark-based identification is achieved through homing by means of 
the GPS-unit, panning/zooming for a wider or more detailed view, adjusting the map 
by moving the phone and one’s own physical orientation, and handing over the device 
to support sharing.  The well-integrated functional organ is, handling-wise, a matter of 
supporting routines for moving around on the map, panning, zooming, scaling, and 
for connecting the map to visible landmarks and streets as they appear in the view. 
With the existing map-devices, there is very little overlap between the necessary rou-
tines at the handling layer. 

Our example of a handling misfit arised from the unfamiliarity of the paper map, 
experienced by particularly one group who did not recognize the grid-system for 
moving through maps, and consequently had a difficult time finding the right section 
of the map. This is in contrast to most other groups, who identified the relevant map 
section almost without verbalizing it, and flipped through the map pages while keep-
ing focus on the identification task.  

Mediator:  Handling layer Adaptive operational layer 
E  Paper 
I  

Leafing pages 

E No perceived structure  Map 
I Grid structure  

Fig. 6. Misfit with the grid structure: While the group can leaf pages they do not expect a sup-
port structure for this, and they do not recognize the grid structure even though it is visible  

In this example (figure 6), the group members had no experience in recognizing the 
grid structure, and consequently no routines to rely on for getting to the part of the 
map they needed. There is no adaptive operational conflict; the group members were 
well aware of how one leafs through a book. However, the mere leafing of pages did 
not support the group members in recognizing the grid structure on the handling level. 
Thus, the group members experienced a handling breakdown that was overcome by 
getting clues from bystanders about how to decipher the encoding of the grid. On 
closer scrutiny, the grid structure provided its own clues on how to proceed, and, as 
such, the grid structure was not difficult to appropriate. 

Handling conflicts originate from a lack of recognizability on an instrumental 
level; in this case, the inability to understand the grid structure of the map. Taken to 
the extreme, the lack of recognizability at the handling layer will make users unable 
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even to create a new strategy to help them proceed, because strategies are constructed 
through fragments of routines based on recognizable elements on the instrumental 
level (Bedny et al, 2000).  

The grid-structure misfit is an example of the importance of making the handling 
of a mediator explicit, in order to support the conscious appropriation of it, if the 
structure is unfamiliar to the users. This, however, must be done without compromis-
ing or blocking the automated use by those who recognize it.  

3.4   Adaptive Operational Fits and Misfits 

In contrast to the handling layer, the adaptive operational layer describes our low-
level responses to the physical conditions of and surrounding a mediator. 

At this layer, an important issue is how maps are used when indicating direction, 
hence co-orienting the two participants. On the paper map it is sufficient to place one 
finger on home (their current location which is commonly known to the participants), 
and another in the relative direction on the map (figure 7). This pointing is supple-
mented with the movement of the finger back and forth. 

   

Fig. 7. North is in this direction–fingers give 
direction from “home” on the paper-map 

Fig. 8. Giving directions on tablet-map 

This kind of dynamic pointing is also used on the tablet (figure 8), where also a 
strategy unique for the tablet-PC is shown–holding the pen flat over the surface of the 
tablet in the direction of choice. As with the tablet, hand-waving is the most common 
way of indicating direction on the phone. This is supplemented with people holding 
their hand steady, upright pointing the fingertips in the direction of choice (figure 9). 
One group turns the cell-phone to align the map with the view in order to indicate 
direction. At this layer, the well-integrated map-device is a matter of turning, holding 
hands on, and handing over. 

To illustrate the type of adaptive operational conflict, we use an example of how 
the groups measured distance on the tablet-map (figure 10). The tablet-map used a 
pen-like device that actually functions as a mouse. Even though all users knew how a 
mouse worked, and were told that the pen worked like a mouse, they ended up in 
situations where they tried to use the pen as a pen: They drew a line from point to 
point when wanting to measure distance, rather than what was supported by the map: 
To click on the end-points.  

In this example, the pen suggested action possibilities that were blocked, because 
the tablet-map only supported measuring distance by clicking at end-points, and not 
through “drawing” by dragging a line from end-point to end-point.  
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  Adaptive operational layer 
E Drawing with pen Tablet 
I Drawing and clicking with pen 
E Drawing with pen Map 
I Clicking with pen 

Fig. 9. Using hand to indicate direction on the 
cell-phone map 

Fig. 10. Conflict with the pen device 

The pen example clearly shows how using the pen as a mouse cannot be taught by 
instruction, but must be appropriated through use (by changing routines) because 
these belong to the adaptive operational aspects of the mediator.  

Adaptive operational conflicts force the user to change routines, possibly with the 
consequence of causing a ripple effect, shaking the basic foundations of other func-
tional organs involving the same or similar mediators.  

3.5   All Together Now! 

To fully spell out the analytic power of the functional organ, it is essential to bring the 
layered analysis back together again. The example of distance measuring on the tab-
let-map shows how connections between layers need to be addressed: The tablet map 
has a dedicated tool for measuring distances between two points or along a series of 
segments. This gives a very accurate measure of distance in contrast to the routines 
that users apply on the paper map, and helps compensate for the dynamic map scale. 
As the scale changed with zooming, the distance-measuring tool provides an immedi-
ate and accurate mapping of scale to the map segment in focus. The measuring dis-
tance tool supports what the users are trying to accomplish in terms of needs; it is an 
externalization of a whole range of routines developed through other mediators and 
collapsing routines from several different levels, and, as such, it is a quite complex 
mediator in it self. However, the tablet map fails to support several groups in distance 
measuring because of the ambiguity of the pen-like input. One of the underlying as-
sumptions of the tablet map is that the pen-shaped device is recognized as a mouse 
rather than a pen (which, for other tasks are unproblematic). This is a problematic 
assumption because it forces the users to disassociate the physical shape of the input 
device from the act of using it.  

To target what mechanisms in the mediator that help and prevent development of 
the functional organs, we turn to Bærentsen & Trettvik’s (2002) question of how 
exploration of the intended use may be supported, and how some of the possible, yet 
less desirable uses may be blocked? Evidently, the possible uses are numerous, which 
is a methodological problem.  The best indicator to us in our map study of possible 
and desirable uses, is what uses the groups make of the other map devices. Obviously, 
there are many more, some of which are outside our limited setup. But even within 
this framing, the possibilities are virtually limitless. In figure 11 we summarize exam-
ples of the supporting and blocking mechanisms we have seen in the three map-
devices. 
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 Paper-map Tablet-map Cell-phone map 
Support of intended 
uses 

Homing with fingers 
Coarse-grained distance 
measure 
Exploration by leafing 
Grid-based navigation 

Fine-grained distance 
measuring 
Exploration of map 
through zooming and 
panning by pointing and 
clicking 

Homing on home by 
GPS 

Blocking of possible 
uses 

Distance measure over 
large distances 

Homing–no fingers on Homing on target–no 
fingers on 
Distance measure 

Fig. 11. Example mechanisms for supporting and blocking 

4   Ubiquitous Substitution 

We now address the challenge of ubiquitous substitution–substitution that does not 
abandon the old mediator, but supports the ongoing re-substitution of the mediators. 
There are two motivations for doing so: a desire to perform direct comparison of 
mediators vis-à-vis a certain purposeful activity, and an analysis of a design space of 
existing mediators with the focus of building a new one. In terms of our examples, we 
are interested both in what it take to become fluent users of several existing maps 
(creating more complex functional organs), and in approaching the design of a new 
map-device (to be appropriated as a functional organ). 

As we have shown, many elements must be in place for creating a well-integrated 
functional organ: There must be a match between the mediator and the routines at all 
four layers. It takes little to disturb this harmony–we have seen that a paper map is a 
well-integrated functional organ to most groups, but that it only takes a breakdown at 
one layer, e.g. the lack of experience with the grid structure, to disturb this. Even 
worse, the cell-phone map is neither map, nor PC, which causes a lot of misfits. When 
functional organs become integrated into a new one that supports ubiquitous substitu-
tion, and e.g. lets the user apply both a paper-map and a tablet-map fluently for a task, 
the case becomes even more complex. Here, it is important that the use of one media-
tor does not disturb the understanding and routines connected to another. Again, we 
see this at all layers - learning to use the pen as a mouse - may not only be difficult, it 
may actually also prevent the future use of the mouse; getting used to scrolling in one 
manner may be disturbed by the introduction of an application that scrolls differently. 
In Bødker & Bøgh Andersen (2004), we see an example where historical generations 
of machine telegraphs are used on a ship bridge, as supplements to one another. Thus, 
it becomes essential to study the current repertoires of actions, operations and han-
dling aspects as the starting point for new design. This is not to directly aim to repli-
cate these in the new mediator, but rather to understand what minimal sets of action 
possibilities are necessary, which to be supported, and which to be blocked. 

In a direct evaluation of how the tablet-map as new mediator may substitute the 
paper-map which is part of an existing functional organ, we found that such substitu-
tion becomes a matter of 

• fitting into the needs of the user (though not as a direct substitution of one set 
of motivational elements with another). 
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• being understandable in terms of what it does or does not offers to the user; a 
minimal set includes visible scale, visible direction, and means for navigation. 

• supporting (minimal) sets of routines at the handling level, so that e.g. the nec-
essary strategies can be planned and carried out; at the same time, it may block 
other action possibilities.  

• supporting adaptability (e.g. that all map-devices need to be turn-able to face 
north-up). 

When looking at how navigation is supported on paper versus on tablet–a direct com-
parison on the handling level–we compare the grid-structure with panning and zoom-
ing through pointing and clicking. Those who have been taught the grid structure 
handle this well, and those, who were not, encounter problems. Panning through 
pointing and clicking instantly became routine (through instant feedback from the 
tablet). Thus, as an example of the minimal sets of routines to support, we would go 
for panning and zooming without making use of the grid structure known from paper 
maps. Yet, a new map-device would benefit from offering itself more to putting and 
holding hands on the map, and borrowing visible building-landmarks as they are 
marked out on the paper map.   

In our design-oriented analyses, we see a move of focus away from the handling, 
which previously in HCI has been the predominant focus (e.g. in GOMS and key-
stroke level analyses (Card et al. 1980)), and towards the instrumental one on the one 
hand, and the adaptive operational one on the other. This obviously does not mean 
that the handling will or should disappear from consideration. If that happened, every 
user would be faced with a device where every step, except the basic holding and 
turning, would need to be planned and consciously carried out, i.e. the total break-
down. At the other extreme, handling could be highly standardized, just like car 
manufactures apply strictly standardized support for handling, which means that any-
body can basically jump into–and securely drive–any car. We do not argue for any of 
those solutions. Instead, we argue that it is essential to identify and support minimal 
sets of routines at the handling level (e.g. the ones needed for using a map, together 
with the ones of using a cell-phone), so that the necessary strategies can be planned 
and carried out; at the same time other action possibilities may be blocked. It is 
equally essential that the action possibilities are recognizable as action possibilities in 
order to be included in strategies that get transformed into new routines through use. 

This way of thinking gives indicators as to how to design a new functional organ, 
e.g. a map-device, yet the actual implementation of e.g. pan and zoom on a new tech-
nology depends on the capabilities of the technology in question, and must ultimately 
be evaluated in use like any other interaction design. 

With this paper, we have taken the first step in confronting the challenges of ubiq-
uitous interaction; we have provided a theoretically based foundation for describing 
and understanding ubiquitous substitution by analyzing interaction across different 
technologies in terms of mediators and functional organs intended and expected use. 
Breaking mediators down into four analytical levels has provided us with a strong 
analytical tool that, through examples from a recent case study, enabled us to analyze 
interaction, and pinpoint exactly from where trouble stem. This points towards devel-
opment of new mediators from the perspective of minimalist handling. 
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5   Discussion 

We have chosen to focus entirely on the topic of substitution of mediators, while in 
many ways ignoring the many kinds of complexity surrounding the use of the particu-
lar mediators. We have for instance largely ignored the juxtaposition of mediators 
(Bertelsen & Bødker, 2002), i.e. the combination of address register with the paper 
map, and even the view out the window, or the binoculars that one might use to en-
hance the view.  We have ignored the web of activities and mediators (Brodersen & 
Kristensen, 2004) that surrounds the substituting mediators in general, and the way-
finding situations in particular. Nevertheless, with the proposed framework, we pro-
vide a concrete basis for designing within “webs of technology” (Nielsen, 2002). We 
have not ignored these elements because they are irrelevant, or because the theoretical 
framework does not deal with them. On the contrary, the framework reflects those 
exact ideas, and our only reason is to reduce the complexity of the analyses. 

The mediator and the functional organ are the centrepieces of our analyses. The 
mediator is everything, from a simple cursor shape applied for a particular purpose in 
a design, a scrollbar, the Windows desktop, to other complex arrangements. The 
framework helps us spot misfits, breakdown in any of these. This is indeed a strength 
and a weakness. A strength because we escape the separation of hardware from soft-
ware, which to the best of our belief matters little to the user, while maintaining a 
comparison across designs. Also, because we have seen that a tiny problem in one 
element may jeopardize the entire functional organ. The weakness is obviously that 
we inherit the problem from activity theoretical HCI of limiting the analysis (Bødker 
1991). By taking up the challenge of ubiquitous interaction, we have, however, gone a 
long way towards analysis and designs that cross interaction styles. 
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Abstract. Meta-design is an emerging conceptual framework aimed at defining 
and creating socio-technical environments as living entities. It extends existing 
design methodologies focused on the development of a system at design time 
by allowing users to become co-designers at use time. Meta-design is grounded 
in the basic assumption that future uses and problems cannot be completely 
anticipated at design time, when a system is developed. Users, at use time, will 
discover mismatches between their needs and the support that an existing 
system can provide for them. Meta-design extends boundaries by supporting 
users as active contributors who can transcend the functionality and content of 
existing systems. By facilitating these possibilities, control is distributed among 
all stakeholders in the design process. 

This paper characterizes different design methodologies and identifies the 
unique challenges and opportunities for meta-design. It illustrates this approach 
with two examples: (a) Web2Gether (enriching the organizational practices and 
community building of assistive technology teachers), and (b) the Memory 
Aiding Prompting System (MAPS) (addressing the needs of people with 
cognitive disabilities and their caregivers). Assessments of our developments 
are used to identify some future implications and challenges for meta-design 
and its role in socially responsible design. 

Keywords: design, design methodologies, meta-design, socio-technical 
environments, boundaries, control, seeding / evolutionary growth / reseeding 
model, Web2Gether, Memory Aiding Prompting System (MAPS), application 
areas for meta-design, socially responsible design. 

1   Introduction 

In past decades, the primary goal of most software systems has been to achieve better 
productivity and usability, and software design and human-computer interface (HCI) 
research have achieved considerable expertise for these objectives. However, we have 
entered a new phase of system development in exploring new application areas 
(including the two examples discussed in this paper) with a focus on transcending 
existing boundaries and redistributing control among stakeholders [National-
Research-Council, 2003]. Prominent success examples of this approach include 
developments such as (1) open source software [Raymond & Young, 2001]; (2) 
collaborative developed encyclopedias such as Wikipedia [Wikipedia, 2006]; and (3) 
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digital libraries such as DLESE [Wright et al., 2002]. In these developments people 
are not only using software but they also are becoming involved in developing 
software to varying degrees [Scaffidi et al., 2005]. Existing design methodologies are 
insufficient to cope with the emergence of situated and unintended requirements 
[Suchman, 1987; Winograd & Flores, 1986]. What is needed are socio-technical 
environments for which the design does not end at the time of deployment and whose 
success hinges on continued user participation.  

This paper addresses the overall theme of Interact’2007, Socially Responsible 
Interaction, by articulating meta-design as a new conceptual framework and by 
relating and contrasting it to existing design methodologies. The framework is 
instantiated and illustrated by a brief description of socio-technical environments in 
two different domains: 

• enriching the organizational practices of assistive technology teachers with 
Web2Gether [dePaula, 2004]; and 

• addressing the needs of new user populations, namely people with cognitive 
disabilities and their caregivers with the Memory Aiding Prompting System 
(MAPS) [Carmien, 2006]. 

2   Meta-design: A Conceptual Framework and Design 
Methodology for Socio-technical Environments 

Meta-design [Fischer & Giaccardi, 2006; Fischer et al., 2004; Giaccardi, 2004] is an 
emerging conceptual framework aimed at defining and creating social and technical 
infrastructures in which new forms of collaborative design can take place. It extends 
the traditional notion of system design beyond the original development of a system 
by allowing users to become co-designers. Meta-design is grounded in the basic 
assumption that future uses and problems cannot be completely anticipated at design 
time, when a system is developed. Users, at use time, will discover mismatches 
between their needs and the support that an existing system can provide for them. 
These mismatches will lead to breakdowns that serve as potential sources of new 
insights, new knowledge, and new understanding. 

2.1   Socio-technical Environments as Living Entities 

Socio-technical environments [Mumford, 1987; Trist, 1981] are living entities 
[Terveen, 1995] that are capable of integrating computing infrastructures and 
participation processes supporting collaboration not only about design artifacts but 
also about the goals of the design activity. By allowing users to be designers, socio-
technical environments offer the possibility to achieve the best fit between systems 
and their ever-changing context of use, problems, domains, users, and communities of 
users. They empower users, as owners of a problem, to engage actively and 
collaboratively in the continual development of systems capable of sustaining 
personally meaningful activities and coping with their emergent needs. Socio-
technical environments evolve as a result of a flexible and collaborative development 
process, which in turn modifies the terms of participation itself in the production of 
software.  
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The rationale for socio-technical environments as living entities expanding 
boundaries and redistributing control in design comes from many sources, including 
the following prescriptive objectives and empirical observations: 

• “The experience of having participated in a problem makes a difference to those 
who are affected by the solution. People are more likely to like a solution if they 
have been involved in its generation; even though it might not make sense 
otherwise” [Rittel, 1984].  

• “I believe passionately in the idea that people should design buildings for 
themselves. In other words, not only that they should be involved in the buildings 
that are for them but that they should actually help design them” [Alexander, 
1984]. 

• “We have only scratched the surface of what would be possible if end users could 
freely program their own applications. As has been shown time and again, no 
matter how much designers and programmers try to anticipate and provide for 
what users will need, the effort always falls short because it is impossible to know 
in advance what may be needed. End users should have the ability to create 
customizations, extensions, and applications” [Nardi, 1993]. 

• “The hacker culture and its successes pose by example some fundamental 
questions about human motivation, the organization of work, the future of 
professionalism, and the shape of the firm” [Raymond & Young, 2001].  

• “Users that innovate can develop exactly what they want, rather than relying on 
manufacturers to act as their (often very imperfect) agents” [von Hippel, 2005]. 

• “In the digital world, many of the distinctions between designers and users are 
becoming blurred. We are all, to some extent, designers now” [Brown & Duguid, 
2000a]. 

• “The networked environment makes possible a new modality of organizing 
production: radically decentralized, collaborative, and nonproprietary” [Benkler, 
2006]. 

• “The opportunity to generate vibrant customer ecosystems where users help 
advance, implement, and even market new product features represents a largely 
untapped frontier for farsighted companies to exploit” [Tapscott & Williams, 
2006]. 

The technological foundations to make these objectives a reality are provided by a 
powerful infrastructure for collaborative efforts (the Internet allows people to share 
their efforts) and by the increased digital fluency [National-Research-Council, 1999] 
of the population in general, which will make owners of problems independent of 
“high-tech scribes’ in personally meaningful tasks [Fischer, 2002]. Emerging success 
models, such as open source software and Wikipedia, have provided evidence of the 
great potential of socio-technical environments in which users can be active 
contributors.  

2.2   Design Time and Use Time 

In all design processes two basic stages can be differentiated: design time and use 
time (see Figure 1). At design time, system developers (with or without user 
participation) create environments and tools for the world as imagined by them to 
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anticipate users’ needs and objectives. At use time, users can use the system, but 
because their needs, objectives, and situational contexts can only be anticipated at 
design time, the system often requires modification to fit the users’ needs [Henderson 
& Kyng, 1991].  

end usersystem developer user (representative)

key

design
time

use
time

time

 
world-as-imagined  world-as-experienced 
prediction  reality 
planning  situated action 

Fig. 1. Design Time and Use Time 

To accommodate unexpected issues at use time, systems need to be underdesigned 
at design time. Underdesign [Brand, 1995] in this context does not mean less work 
and fewer demands for the design team, but it is fundamentally different from 
creating complete systems. The primary challenge of underdesign is to develop not 
solutions but environments that allow the “owners of problems” [Fischer, 2002] to 
create the solutions themselves at use time. This can be done by providing a context 
and a background against which situated cases, coming up during use time, can be 
interpreted. Underdesign is a defining activity for meta-design aimed at creating 
design spaces for others. It assumes that the meaning, functionality, and content of a 
system are not fully defined by designers and user-representatives alone at design 
time, but are socially constructed throughout the entire design, deployment, and use 
cycles of the system. 

Meta-Design. By focusing equally on design and use-time activities, meta-design is 
different from other design methodologies such as user-centered design and 
participatory design . It contributes to the invention and design of cultures in which 
humans can express themselves and engage in personally meaningful activities. The 
conceptual frameworks that we have developed around meta-design explore 
fundamental challenges associated with design for change [Fischer & Giaccardi, 
2006]:  

• How can we support skilled domain workers who are neither novices nor naive 
users, but who are interested in their work and who see the computer as a device to 
achieve their goals?  
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• How can we create co-adaptive environments, in which users change because they 
learn, and in which systems change because users become co-developers and 
active contributors? 

• How can we provide users with opportunities, tools, and social reward structures 
to extend systems to fit their needs? 

Meta-design has shifted some control from designers to users and empowered 
users to create and contribute their own visions and objectives. Meta-design is a 
useful perspective for projects for which “designing the design process” is a first-class 
activity. This means that creating the technical and social conditions for broad 
participation in design activities is as important as creating the artifact itself [Wright 
et al., 2002]. 

Participatory Design for Meta-Design. Meta-design creates new demands for 
participatory design processes at design time by requiring: (1) the creation of systems 
that do not consist of a set of predetermined possibilities and functions but are 
designed for evolution that is being carried out by their users; and (2) a shift of focus 
from designing a complete system to designing a seed and mechanism for 
evolutionary growth and reseeding by providing content and a context for 
transcending the initial content.  

The goal of making systems modifiable and evolvable by users does not imply 
transferring the responsibility of good system design to the user. Users (often being 
domain experts who see software development as a means to an end) will design tools 
and create contents of a different quality than professional software designers (for 
whom software is both a means and an end). Domain experts are not concerned with 
the tool per se, but in doing their work. However, if the tool created by the developers 
does not satisfy their needs or tastes, they should be able to adapt the system without 
always requiring the assistance of the developers. This leads to a new distribution of 
control for socio-technical environments. 

Who Are Meta-Designers and What Do They Do? Meta-designers use their own 
creativity to create socio-technical environments in which other people can be 
creative. They must create the social conditions for broad participation in design 
activities which is as important as creating the artifact itself. They must encourage 
and facilitate the objective to develop maximum participation by activating as much 
knowledge as possible. The main activity of meta-designers shifts from determining 
the meaning, functionality, and content of a system to encouraging and supporting 
users to engage in these activities. Meta-designers must be willing to share control of 
how systems will be used, which content will be contained, and which functionality 
will be supported.  

A Process Model in Support of Meta-Design: Seeding, Evolutionary Growth, 
Reseeding. The seeding, evolutionary growth, and reseeding (SER) model [Fischer & 
Ostwald, 2002] is an emerging descriptive and prescriptive model for creating 
software systems that best fit an emerging and evolving context. In the past, large and 
complex software systems were built as complete artifacts through the large efforts of 
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a small number of people. Instead of attempting to build complete systems, the SER 
model advocates building seeds that can evolve over time through the small 
contributions of a large number of people. It postulates that systems that evolve over a 
sustained time span must continually alternate between periods of planned activity 
and unplanned evolution, and periods of deliberate (re)structuring and enhancement. 
A seed is something that has the potential to change and grow. In socio-technical 
environments, seeds need to be designed and created for the technical as well as the 
social component of the environment. 

3   Examples of Socio-technical Environments Framed by  
Meta-design 

This section illustrates with two specific examples (Web2Gether and MAPS) how 
meta-design expands boundaries and redistributes control in design. 

3.1   Web2Gether: Supporting a Community of Assistive Technology Teachers 

Web2Gether [dePaula, 2004] is a socio-technical environment embedded in the larger 
research project of understanding and providing social and technical means to support 
the use of technologies in special education [Carmien et al., 2005]. Our research 
activities first identified the lack of social support as one of the major barriers to the 
adequate use of technologies in this environment. This led to a shift in our approach 
from a simple technical solution toward a socio-technical approach that offered means 
for participants to reach each other, to create and develop social networks, and to 
share their experiences. Web2Gether transcends an access model of technology and 
supports a meta-design approach in which participants can act as active contributors. 
It allows users to share stories and personal experiences regarding unique cases for 
which they came up with effective solutions to address specific needs [dePaula & 
Fischer, 2005]. 

The success of meta-design approaches hinges on the participation of the users, 
requiring a deep understanding of the dynamic and transformative process of 
appropriation. In Web2Gether, the social and technical context were constantly 
negotiated and shaped by the various social groups participating at design, 
deployment, and use times. Figure 2 illustrates the complex environment in which 
Web2Gether operated as a socio-technical environment, including (1) technical 
components (in the lowest layer, labeled “Design Arena”); (2) work environments 
(with different stakeholders); and (3) the influences of institutional and national 
concerns, rules, and regulations. At any point of time, a change in any of these layers 
would require that the system be modified. Most of these changes will be experienced 
by the users (the community of assistive technology teachers), who need the means 
and knowledge to adapt and evolve the system accordingly. Our experience with 
Web2Gether demonstrates that the common assumption that technology’s meaning, 
functionality, and content was set by the designers is misleading: the system was 
shaped by the consequences of a process of negotiation among designers, users, and 
other institutions. 
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Fig. 2. Web2Gether as a Socio-Technical Environment [dePaula, 2004] 

(The abbreviations used in this diagram represent the following 
concepts: (1) ADA: Americans with Disabilities Act; (2) NCLB: No 
Child Left Behind Act; (3) IDEA: Individuals With Disabilities 
Education Act; (4) HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act; (5) IEP: Individualized Education Plan; (6) SAP: 
Student Disability Services; and (7) AT: Assistive Technologies)  

Web2Gether was originally designed with a rudimentary understanding of a meta-
design framework. It has substantially expanded our evolving framework about meta-
design in the following ways [dePaula & Fischer, 2005]:  

• Participatory design: Web2Gether was socially constructed by different social 
groups who participated throughout this research.  

• Design through cycles of closure and opening: Web2Gether went through various 
stages at which its concept was defined followed by changes due to new 
interactions between the context and social groups. 
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• Co-evolution of design and context: Web2Gether was shaped to fit the needs of the 
context, and at the same time the context was reevaluated.  

• The seeding process: This was a scaffolding process not restricted to creating 
initial content, but supporting structured activities, the technology, and the 
envisioned use community. 

• Important factors: Incentive structures, integration of innovations into the practices 
of users, and the merging of new with existing organizational structures were 
critically important.  

Web2Gether is a socio-technical environment in which “various possible meanings 
of the usefulness of a technology coexist and are constantly being negotiated and co-
constructed by the groups involved in the design, implementation, deployment, and 
use of a technology” [dePaula, 2004]. These meanings cannot be defined once and for 
all at design time (see Figure 1) but require a meta-design approach in which all 
stakeholders can renegotiate how use contexts and technologies constitute one another 
and need to be open for co-evolution. 

3.2   Memory Aiding Prompting System (MAPS): An End-User Development 
Environment 

When users’ needs are heterogeneous and their specific and exact nature is known 
only at use time, the strategy of “one size fits all” will not work. In our research with 
people with cognitive disabilities [CLever, 2005], the user populations can be 
characterized as a “universe of one” [Carmien, 2006] in the sense that each user’s 
abilities are unique. To match the user’s unique needs with systems, a meta-design 
approach is not an option—it is a necessity. An additional requirement in this 
application is that the users who need to act as designers to match systems to 
capabilities are the caregivers (e.g., parents and teachers), who generally are not 
computer scientists and have no interest in computers per se.  

The specific problem addressed by MAPS [Carmien, 2006; Carmien et al., 2005] is 
how to create external scripts for a variety of tasks (including how to use public 
transportation systems, shopping lists, and recipes for cooking). The MAPS approach 
focuses on finding new ways to support distributed intelligence by complementing 
internal scripts (which people have in their head and which may be severely limited 
for people with cognitive disabilities) with external scripts supporting specific users 
in specific tasks.  

An essential component of MAPS is an end-user development environment 
[Lieberman et al., 2006] supporting the creation of external scripts. Scripts consist of 
memory prompts with task-specific visual and auditory stimuli and feedback. In 
MAPS, scripts are organized as finite state sequences with state changes triggered by 
each unique user’s actions or external events in the user’s environment. One key 
design parameter in a scripting sequence is the granularity and specificity of a 
particular prompt and feedback sequence.  
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Fig. 3. An End-User Development Environment for Creating External Scripts 

The scripts needed to effectively support users are specific for particular tasks, 
creating the requirement that the people who know about these tasks (i.e.: the local 
caregivers rather than technologists far removed from the action) must be able to 
develop scripts. In general, caregivers have no specific professional technology 
training, nor are they interested in becoming computer programmers. This creates the 
need for design environments with extensive end-user support to allow caregivers to 
create, store, and share scripts. Figure 3 shows the prototype of a caregiver 
configuration environment (embedded in MAPS) for creating complex, location-
aware, multi-modal prompting sequences to support people with cognitive disabilities 
in using public transportation. The environment allows caregivers to assemble sound 
and pictures by using a filmstrip-like scripting metaphor. 

4   Assessment and Implications 

The goal of making systems modifiable and evolvable by users does not imply 
transferring the responsibility of good system design to the user. Socio-technical 
environments redistribute control in design by sharing it between developers and users.  
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Expanding Boundaries. The research described in this paper has expanded a number 
of different boundaries. It facilitated the collaboration of stakeholders with differing 
background knowledge, including software engineers, HCI designers, caregivers, and 
people with cognitive disabilities. It broke down the sharp distinction between 
designers and users, and allowed users to become co-designers. It eliminated the 
limitations associated with closed systems by designing socio-technical environments 
as living entities. It allowed all stakeholders to contribute and make their voices 
heard. The process was supported by the seeding, evolutionary growth, and reseeding 
(SER) model. It explored HCI issues by exploring and addressing the unique 
challenges associated with universal usability and design-for-all [Newell & Gregor, 
1997]. Meta-design plays a significant role in several stages of design, including 
initial concept development, system configuration, integration with the use context, 
and specifically supporting design-in-use. 

Redistributing Control. In meta-design, developers must accept a role in which they 
create mechanisms allowing users to act as designers and modify systems, thereby 
providing them with new levels of personal control. One of the major findings in our 
research activities was that users do not always accept and exercise these 
opportunities. This control is desired by users only in the case of personally 
meaningful problems [Fischer, 2002]. One of the pitfalls of a “do-it-yourself” society 
is that it can put a big burden on users (e.g., companies offloading work to customers) 
who may lack the experience, support, daily exposure, and interest in accomplishing 
these tasks. The trade-offs associated with introducing new divisions of labor [Levy 
& Murnane, 2004] have to be carefully evaluated. 

Our experiences gathered in the context of the design, development, and 
assessment of the two systems described in the previous sections indicate that meta-
design methodologies do not work when users are brought into the process late, 
thereby denying them ownership, nor when users are “misused” to fix problems and 
to address weaknesses of systems that the developers did not fix themselves. It does 
work when users are part of the participatory design effort in establishing a meta-
design framework, including support for intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, user 
toolkits for reducing the effort to make contributions, and the seeding of use 
communities in which individuals can share their contributions [Dawe, 2007]. 

Contributions to Socially Responsible Design. Meta-design and socio-technical 
environments designed as living entities contribute to socially responsible design 
[CPSR, 2007] in the following dimensions: 

• Improving the quality of life [Carmien et al., 2005; Newell & Gregor, 1997]: The 
two socio-technical environments (Web2Gether and MAPS) briefly described in 
this paper as part of our CLever project are developments that make an attempt to 
improve the quality of life for people with cognitive disabilities. 

• Democratizing innovation [von Hippel, 2005]: meta-design allows owners of 
problems to engage in activities as a process of creating new possibilities and new 
artifacts, eliminating the constraint that users are restricted to what is given to 
them. 
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• Making all voices heard [Fischer & Giaccardi, 2006]: Complex design problems 
seldom fall within the boundaries of one specific domain; they require the 
participation and contributions of different stakeholders with various backgrounds.  

• Changing professional practice [Illich, 1973]: Meta-design contributes to the 
creation of convivial tools which “give each person who uses them the greatest 
opportunity to enrich the environment with the fruits of his or her vision.”  

• Revolutionizing the creation of systems [Raymond & Young, 2001; Wikipedia, 
2006]: Open source software systems and collaborative content creation harness 
the possibilities of Web 2.0 architectures [O'Reilly, 2006], which allow that social 
intelligence becomes alive. Rather than relying on major contributions by a small 
number of people, Web 2.0 architectures derive their value from a large number of 
people making small contributions. 

• Establishing new paradigms in learning and teaching [dePaula et al., 2001]: The 
impact of meta-design on teaching and learning challenges one of the most 
impoverished paradigms of education in which “a single, all-knowing teacher tells 
or shows presumably unknowing learners something they presumably know 
nothing about” [Bruner, 1996]. Courses-as-seeds [dePaula et al., 2001] is an 
educational model that explores meta-design in the context of university courses by 
creating a culture of informed participation [Brown & Duguid, 2000b] by 
supporting community-based learning theories [Rogoff et al., 1998] with 
innovative collaborative technologies. 

5   Conclusion 

Meta-design expands boundaries and redistributes control in design by inventing, 
designing, and supporting a culture in which all stakeholders in socio-technical 
environments can express themselves and engage in personally meaningful activities. 
Meta-design requires a new mindset of all participants. Specifically, developers must 
give up some control at design time and users must be willing to act as active 
contributors and not just passive consumers at use time. Meta-design raises many 
issues and research problems of fundamental importance, including new design 
methodologies; new understandings of cognition, collaboration, and motivation; and 
the design of new media and new technologies. 
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Abstract. Animation or sound is often used in user interfaces as an attempt to 
improve users' perception and comprehension of evolving situations and 
support them in decision-making. However, empirical data establishing their 
real effectiveness on the comprehension of changes are still lacking. We have 
carried out an experiment using four combinations of visual and auditory 
feedback in a split attention task. The results not only confirm that such 
feedback improves the perception of changes, but they also demonstrate that 
animation and sound used alone or combined bring major improvements on the 
comprehension of a changing situation. Based on these results, we propose 
design guidelines about the most efficient combinations to be used in user 
interfaces. 

Keywords: Empirical evaluation, animation, sound, multimodal feedback, 
comprehension of changes, dual task. 

1   Introduction 

Animation or sound are often suggested for improving feedback on users’ actions, for 
notifying changes, or for improving awareness of more complex but although 
frequent situations where users need to split their attention between multiple 
information sources. User Interface designers often have assumptions about the 
effectiveness of animation or sound as feedback to monitor an evolving situation (see 
[1] and [18] for examples). In this work, we address the question of the real 
effectiveness of animation, of sound and of the combination of both modalities in 
situations where changes occur. We propose ways to use each modality in such 
situations, and provide experimental evaluations of their benefits, be they used alone 
or combined. 

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of sound and animation, we used the 
Situation Awareness framework proposed by Endsley [8]. Situation Awareness (SA) 
is defined by Ensley as “knowing what is going on around you”, so that one can react 
appropriately to situations. Endsley identifies three increasing levels of situation 
awareness: (1) the perception of changes in the environment, (2) the comprehension 
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of their meanings, and (3) the projection of their status in the near future [8]. Our 
study concerns the two first levels, with a particular focus on the second one: if 
empirical data on the effectiveness of animation or sound on the perception of 
changes do exist, empirical data establishing their effectiveness at helping users to 
understand changes are still lacking.  

After reviewing previous work on the use of animation and sound in user 
interfaces, we explain our use of the modalities and our experimental model. We then 
describe the experiment and analyze its quantitative results. Finally, we discuss the 
interpretation and consequences of these results.  

 

Fig. 1. Storyboard of the animation: changing element (A) moves in parallel with in-between 
elements (colored in grey) 

2   Related Work  

This section presents empirical studies or major uses of animation or sound in user 
interfaces, as well as work on their combination with other modalities. We classify 
them according to the two first levels of Situation Awareness: perception and 
comprehension.  

2.1   Enhancing Perception 

The first level of situation awareness is the perception of changes. Motion is 
particularly suited to attract the user’s attention, because it is a pre-attentive visual 
feature: its detection happens at the early stages of visual perception [22,25]. Athènes 
et al. found that motion has a statistically significant positive impact on the time the 
user requires to detect alarms [1]. Bartram et al. experimentally established that 
motions in peripheral vision are particularly effective at grabbing attention, especially 
compared to other animated graphical attributes, such as shape or color [2].  

Sound brings information regardless of the user’s focus of attention. Thus, a large 
body of works showed that the audio channel is a very appropriate modality for 
notification of changes (see [17,24] for examples). Combined with graphics, sound is 
also supposed to support users in direct manipulation interaction by enhancing the 
perception of their actions [6,13,20]. 

2.2   Enhancing Comprehension 

The second level of situation awareness is the comprehension of the meaning of 
changes, i.e. the “integration of multiple pieces of information and the user’s 
determination of their relevance on his/her goals” [8].  
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Sound has been shown to help users monitor background processes [7]. For 
example, in the Sonic Finder [9], the sound of pouring water accompanies a graphical 
progress bar during long processes i.e. copying a large amount of files. The use of the 
audio channel enables a user to engage in another activity while monitoring the 
progression of the background process. Though not formally assessed, the Arkola 
simulation illustrates how sound conveys information about the ongoing activity of 
remote participants, so as to help the user to understand the evolution of a 
collaborative task [10]. 

Animation has been experimentally shown to be effective at replaying missed 
changes [4] and to support the comprehension of textual information displayed in the 
periphery [14]. Many other works hint at the effectiveness of animation as feedback, 
but real effectiveness has not been experimentally established yet. Feedback with 
animation is supposed to help users understand the consequence of their actions and 
the cause of a change [5,15,21]. Animation as feedback might also be effective at 
supporting collaborative work, when co-workers must be aware of what is happening 
on neighbors’ screen [15]. Animation is also used to support users in keeping track of 
the relationships between changing graphical elements in complex visualizations 
[12,18], but no experimental study proves its effectiveness. Our work aims at 
assessing the benefits of using animation and sound for this particular use: supporting 
changes comprehension. 

3   The Experiment 

In this work, we study the impact of animation and sound, used alone or combined, on 
the perception and the comprehension of situations where changes occur. We chose to 
study situations where the user shares attention between distant sources from which 
he/she has to gather up-to-date information to perform a task, such as monitoring 
incoming mail while editing a spreadsheet. Such situations are good candidates for 
improvement with animation feedback and sound feedback. First, changes can occur 
outside the user’s focus of attention and can be missed if the interface makes use of 
static graphics only. The notification effect of animation and sound may improve the 
user’s perception of the changes. Second, sound and animation can be used to extract 
the relevant data of the change and they may help identifying their value. 

Our study relies on a simulation of an Air Traffic Control task. Controllers in an 
airport tower manage aircraft, busses and other vehicles moving on the ground. They 
schedule concurrent access on runways and taxiways. They split their attention 
between actual traffic observed through the window and the traffic previsions 
displayed on monitoring screens; they then give orders to drivers and pilots on the 
radio. We designed an interface that shows in real-time the planned schedule of 
mobile objects at a particular location on the ground, say a crossroad between a 
runway and a taxiway. To simulate situations where a user splits attention between 
distant sources, the experiment followed a dual task paradigm: while performing a 
demanding main task designed to focus attention, subjects must keep track of changes 
occurring in the list displayed in their peripheral vision (see Fig. 2). 
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3.1   Experimental Model 

All changes in a computing environment consist of data variations. As observed by 
Bertin, visual representations are mappings of that data to graphical dimensions, such 
as color, shape, or position [3]. When a piece of data changes, its visual representation 
changes as well. When the change is smooth, a user can catch it: an animation is a 
smooth change of a visual dimension, be it position, color, or shape. 

We chose a list of ranked items as the object to monitor in the experiment. A list is 
a good candidate to model changing situations with animation: as rank is coded with 
position, a change in rank leads to a change of position, which can be reinforced by a 
smooth motion from the origin to the destination. Furthermore, a number of user 
interfaces use dynamic, ordered lists to display information: names of participants in a 
chat session, drivers’ rank in racing car video games, or CPU consumption of 
processes in some utilities.   

When a change occurs, the evaluation of invariant parameters associated with the 
changing item is essential to understand the new situation. Thus, the list is composed 
of elements of different types that do not change, but that a user has to recognize 
when a change of position occurs. Types are coded with a graphical icon and with a 
sound, as sound is often used to convey type through a metaphor [9]. 

We measure a user’s situation awareness at the first two levels of situation 
awareness by quantifying perception as a user’s ability to detect changes occurring in 
the list, and comprehension as a user’s ability to correctly identify static and dynamic 
parameters of the list. The parameters are: the type of the object involved in the 
change, the rank in the list of the object before the change and the rank in the list of 
the object after the change. 

j g

(a) (b) 

 Main Task 

 Secondary Task

Aircraft 
from 2 to 7

 

Fig. 2. (a) The experiment interface. (b) The experimenter (on the right) records on a dedicated 
interface the subjects (on the left) answers. 

3.2   List Design 

The list contains nine rectangular elements: three aircraft, three busses and three 
vehicles (Fig. 3). Each element includes four graphical attributes: a unique 
identifier in a colored zone, the status of the mobile object, an icon, and a time of 
transit on the crossroad. The identifier, the status and the icon are specific to the 
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object type (aircraft, bus or vehicle). The list is sorted vertically according to the 
reference time. Users can read the rank of an item with a static digit from 1 to 9 
located on the left of the item (Fig. 2a). When the estimated time of transit of an 
element changes (for example, because a flight is delayed), its new position is 
computed and the list is updated. In the simulation, elements never disappear from 
the list, nor do they appear: the time of transit is never reached, and no new mobile 
object is scheduled. 

3.3   Tasks and Setting 

Main task. The main task is a perceptive identification task. A point appears at 
random positions in the set (top, bottom, left, right) inside a static square. The pace of 
appearance is randomly chosen, with an average of 1.1 changes per second. Subjects 
are asked to identify the position of the point and to press the matching key of the 
keyboard (up, down, left or right). If an error occurs, a circle displayed around the 
square is colored in red. Subjects were asked to focus their attention on this main task 
with the no-error objective. 

Secondary task. The secondary task consists of perception and comprehension of the 
changes occurring in the list. When perceiving a change, the subject was asked to say 
the type of the moving element, its origin position and its destination position. Should 
he/she not be able to evaluate all three parameters, the subject would enumerate those 
recognized or say, at least, that something has moved. The experimenter used a 
dedicated interface to record subjects’ answers (see Fig. 2b). Changes occurred at 
random time, with an average period of 10 second between two changes. 

Setting. The square of the main task is displayed at the bottom left of a 19’’ screen, 
25 cm away from the list displayed at the top right (see Fig. 2a). The user sits 80 cm 
away from the screen. There is a 17 degrees vision angle between the two zones, 
guaranteeing peripheral vision conditions. 

3.4   Experimental Conditions 

We tested the following four combinations of visual and auditory feedback (Fig. 3). 

No animation – no sound. This is the control condition. When the rank of an item 
changes, the graphical scene is instantaneously swapped for an updated one. 

No animation – sound. Before the graphical scene swaps, a sound specific to the 
object type is played. The sounds we designed are metaphorical, and code the object 
type (aircraft, bus, and vehicle).  They are played through two speakers, but they are 
not spatialized. The type of sound is the only auditory variable.   

Animation – no sound. The element smoothly moves from its origin position to its 
destination position. The animation involves two motions occurring in parallel as 
illustrated in Fig. 1:  
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a) a motion of the element concerned by the change in three steps:  
- move to the left of the list by 20% of the element width, during 300 ms, 

- move down or up to destination ordinate during a time computed as: 400ms + 
abs(destination position – origin position)*100 ms, 

- move to the right to destination position during 300 ms. 

b) a motion of the set of elements between origin and destination position: the 
origin position left blank is smoothly filled by the elements to empty the 
destination position. 

Animation – sound. Before the element moves in the list, the sound specific to the 
type is played. Then, the element smoothly moves from its original position to its 
destination position (Fig. 1). The sounds used in this condition are the same as those 
used in the no animation – sound condition. 

 

Fig. 3. Experimental conditions and composition of the list elements 

3.5   Experiment Design 

To get reference performances, the main task was first evaluated without the 
secondary task. This condition enables to evaluate the degradation of the main task 
performances by the introduction of the secondary task with each feedback. Then, 
all subjects performed main and secondary tasks under all conditions. The 
conditions were passed randomly to avoid order and learning effects. For each 
condition, three changes per object type occurred randomly in the list (to avoid 
order effect too); thus, there were 3 changes involving aircraft, 3 involving busses 
and 3 involving vehicles. 

Each condition began with a learning phase during which the user performed the 
secondary task only. In particular, this phase allowed the user to become familiar with 
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the animation and sound. The learning phase stopped when the user was able to 
perform the task with no errors (except in no animation – no sound condition, where 
it is very difficult to get the correct answer even with attention focused on the list). 

All subjects were given a post-experiment questionnaire aimed at collecting their 
opinion about the impact of animation and sound on their situation awareness. 

24 subjects volunteered for the experiment (8 females, 16 males). For results to be 
generic, we chose subjects in different activity domains (HCI research, healthcare, 
commerce, administration, air traffic control, art, culture, education, computer 
science) and from various ages (from 24 to 45 with an average age of 32). 

3.6   Hypotheses 

From the literature, we know that animation or sound is efficient at grabbing the 
user’s attention in peripheral vision. What we tested in this experiment is whether 
animation and/or sound are able improve the comprehension of the changes. Hence, 
the following hypotheses were formulated: 

- Animation and/or sound improve change detection. (H1) 
- Animation improves object type identification. (H2) 
- Sound improves object type identification. (H3) 
- Animation improves origin position identification. (H4) 
- Animation and sound improves origin position identification. (H5) 
- Animation improves destination position identification. (H6) 

4   Results 

The normality of the gathered data was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk’s test. The 
result shows that the distribution of the data is skewed, so we performed non-
parametric tests. For matched samples, the appropriated tests are: 1) the Friedman test 
that enables to compare all conditions and identify if there are significant results 
within the data, and 2) if the Friedman test is significant, the Wilcoxon pair-wise test 
that enables to compare two conditions. 

4.1   Main Task 

The number of errors in the main task is significantly higher when the secondary task 
is introduced (p<0.001, Friedman). This result was anticipated, as main and secondary 
tasks are parallel tasks that require split attention. With the secondary task, pair-wise 
tests show that the number of errors in the main task is not significantly different 
between the conditions, except between the no animation - no sound and the 
animation - starting sound conditions. Hence, for all but one pair, we can attribute the 
significant improvement on the secondary task reported in the next sections to the 
difference of feedback, as expected. 

Concerning the no animation - no sound and animation - sound conditions, pair-
wise tests show a slight but significant (p=0.04744) decrease in performance in the 
main task (1.5% more errors for animation-sound condition). Users might have split 
slightly differently their attention resources between main and secondary task in these 
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two conditions, precluding any firm conclusion about the effect of feedback in the 
secondary task. However, the large increase of performance in the secondary task (an 
average of 75% fewer errors for animation-sound condition) hints at a significant 
contribution of feedback. Further testing is needed to evaluate the real effect of 
feedback between these two particular conditions. 

4.2   Detection 

There is a significant effect of the feedback on list change detection (p<0.001, 
Friedman): while 20% of changes were missed with no feedback, no change was 
missed with animation and/or sound. Pair-wise tests show a significant difference 
(p<0.001) of no animation – no sound condition (80% of detections) in comparison to 
the other conditions (100% of detections). This result confirms hypothesis H1: 
animation and/or sound improve list changes detection. 

4.3   Object Type Identification 

We wanted to evaluate the subject’s comprehension of the situation once he/she has 
detected a change. Thus, the percentages of identification of the object type, and those 
of the origin and the destination position presented in the following sections, are 
calculated on the basis of detected objects. 

 

Fig. 4. Results for object type identification 

There is a significant effect of the feedback on the object type identification 
(p<0.001, Friedman). Fig. 4 shows a very high number of correct identifications with 
animation and almost no errors with sound.  

Pair-wise tests show there is a significant difference between no animation – no 
sound and animation – no sound with respectively 21% and 83% of correct answers 
(p<0.001). This result confirms hypothesis H2: animation improves object type 
identification. 

The two conditions with sound provide more than 98% of correct answers with no 
significant difference between them. There is a significant difference between: 
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- no animation – no sound and no animation – sound (p<0.001),  
- animation – no sound and animation – sound (p<0.001) 

These results confirm hypothesis H3: sound improves object type identification.  

4.4   Origin Position Identification 

There is a significant effect of the feedback on the identification of the origin position of 
the object in the list (p<0.001, Friedman). Fig. 5 shows a high number of correct 
identifications with animation and an even higher when animation is combined with 
sound. 

 

Fig. 5. Results for origin position identification 

Pair-wise tests show significant difference between no animation – no sound and 
animation – no sound with respectively 1.5% and 51% of correct answers (p<0.001). 
This result confirms hypothesis H4: animation improves origin position identification 
in comparison to no animation. 

With no animation, there is no significant effect of sound on origin position 
identification. With animation, there is a significant effect of sound on origin position 
identification (p<0.05). This result confirms hypothesis H5: animation and sound 
improves origin position identification in comparison to animation. 

4.5   Destination Position Identification 

There is a significant effect of the feedback on the identification of the destination 
position (p<0.001, Friedman). Fig. 6 shows an increase of correct identifications with 
animation and/or sound; the number of correct identifications is very high with 
animation, and even higher when animation is combined with sound. 

Pair-wise tests show there is a significant difference between no animation – no 
sound and animation – no sound with respectively 7.5% and 78% of correct answers 
(p<0.001). This result confirms hypothesis H6 in that animation improves destination 
position identification in comparison to no animation. 
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Fig. 6. Results for destination position identification 

With no animation, sound has a significant effect on destination position 
identification (Correct answers: no animation – no sound: 7.5%; no animation –  
sound: 34%; p<0.001). This result shows that without animation, sound significantly 
improves destination position identification in comparison to no sound.  

With animation, there is no significant effect of sound on destination position 
identification. 

5   Discussion and Implications for Design 

The results of the experiment show that animation and sound, used alone and 
combined, have effective benefits on awareness of situations where changes occur. 
Animation and sound improve the perception (first level of situation awareness) of 
changes and the comprehension (second level) of the evolving situation as the user 
correctly identifies data relevant to the change. In this section, we translate our results 
into practical design guidelines dedicated to user interface designers so that they can 
efficiently use animation and sound to improve users’ awareness of a changing 
situation. 

5.1   Notify Changes with Animation and/or Sound 

Animation and/or sound can be used very efficiently to notify changes occurring on 
graphic data displayed in peripheral vision. Alone and combined, they enable to 
perceive all changes, bringing major improvements on the first level of situation 
awareness. Our results on animation used alone corroborate the results on motion that 
Bartram provided [2], when she found that less than 1% of changes were missed in 
peripheral vision. Usually, sound is used to notify changes that happen outside of the 
user’s vision. Our experiment shows that sound also has a real positive impact as an 
aid for the detection of changes occurring on visual objects that are displayed in 
peripheral vision. 
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The combination of animation and sound is at least as efficient as each modality 
used alone to notify changes. Since the use of animation and sound alone yields a 
100% detection rate, we were not able to say if their combination improves 
performance. In additon, this gives potential solutions to change-blindness [19]. 
Actually, the combination offers a major advantage: the redundancy of visual and 
auditory information. If one modality is overloaded or degraded, the other persists and 
can ensure detection. 

5.2   Maximize the Identification of Essential Static Data with Sound 

When a change occurs, identifying static data might be essential for the user to 
understand the new situation. Various graphical dimensions are offered to user 
interface designers to code such data: texts, colors, icons, etc. Our experiment shows 
that motion significantly improves the identification of data coded with graphics (the 
object type) when the object position changes (21% vs. 83%). Most subjects 
commented: “with animation, it is easier [than without] to catch the object concerned 
by the change, and then to look at the icon to identify the object type”. However, 
some of them had difficulties to recognize it while the object moves and their 
attention is monopolized by the main task. 

Auditory feedback outclasses visual feedback with more than 98% of recognition 
of the object type. This result provides confirmation of the assumption on redundancy 
made by Gaver in the SonicFinder [9], where both the icon and the sound encoded the 
“file” or “directory” type. In contrast to animation, the identification of the data coded 
by sound is not weakened when the graphical object moves.  

Thus, when a change occurs, if a data displayed with graphics is essential to 
capture, animation can be efficiently used to improve the identification of its value. 
But user interface designers should prefer sound if they want to optimize 
identification and provide the best improvements on the second level of SA. 

5.3   Improve the Evaluation of Dynamic Data with Motion 

Values of a dynamic data can be coded by positions of a graphical object. When a 
change occurs on the data, the position of the object changes. Our experiment shows 
that the identification of the origin and destination positions of the object can be very 
efficiently improved with motion, improving thus the evaluation of the data. 

The good results of positions identification can be explained by the notification 
effect of animation: the user look at the object when it smoothly moves from origin to 
destination position, but not only. As shown in Fig. 1, the animation is composed of 
two motions: one motion for the element whose rank changed, and one for the set of 
elements that glide between the origin and destination positions. As the empty space 
left by the changing element is progressively filled, the user has the whole duration of 
the animation to catch the old position before it completely disappears. In the same 
way, the empty space left by the set of in-between elements progressively appears, 
and enables the user to see in advance the destination of the changing element, before 
it reaches it. This design can be contrasted to one of a speed gauge, in which a user 
can perceive a motion, but not the starting nor the ending points. 
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This result is a clear improvement over Bartram’s findings on benefits of animation 
[2]: the experiment not only shows that users are able to detect and identify changing 
items, but also that they can evaluate parameters of the change thanks to the 
animation. As such, it is an assessment of the assumption that animation may help 
users understand what is happening, as assumed in [18]. 

5.4   Optimize the Comprehension of a Changing Situation by Combining 
Animation and Sound 

The experimental data enabled us to rank the tested combinations of visual feedback 
and auditory feedback. Table 1 presents a synthetic view of the results. Each 
combination gets a score according to users’ results. They are evaluated from 1 (best) 
to 4 (worst). If there is no significant difference between two results, they get the 
same score. They are then ordered according to these marks. It is interesting to note 
that subjects, who were asked to rank the feedback by preference order after the 
experiment, provided the same results. They were not disturbed by any of those, 
found them useful and understood the benefits they provide. 

Table 1. Ranking of visual and auditory feedback 

 Object attribute Origin position Destination position 

 1. Animation – Sound 1 1  1 

 2. Animation – No sound 3 2 1 

 3. No animation – Sound 1 3 3 

 4. No animation – No sound 4 4 4 

Table 1 shows that the combination of animation and sound provides the best 
comprehension of the changing situation: it provides the bests results in the 
identification of the essential static data and in the evaluation of the changing 
parameter. The improvement provided by the addition of sound to animation can be 
first explained by the notification effect of the sound: it notifies a change about to 
happen; the user focuses his/her attention on the list just before it changes and sees the 
animation. In addition, combining auditory and visual feedback offers the opportunity 
to specialize attention channels [23]. Auditory feedback can be used to identify the 
object type while visual feedback can be used to recognize the positions. This strategy 
was reported by subjects themselves and confirmed by the experimenter who noticed 
that subjects give the object type before the animation begins. Further studies should 
be conducted to evaluate each effect: notification effect and attention channels 
specialization. 

6   Conclusion 

In this study, we addressed the problem of the comprehension of changes when the 
attention of a user is split between different information sources. We have conducted 
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an experiment that tested combinations of graphical, animated and auditory feedback 
to improve detection and evaluation of changes occurring in a list displayed in 
peripheral vision. We found that the use of animation and sound enables users to 
notice all changes, in conformance with previously available results. In addition, we 
found that sound can reinforce invariant data coded with graphics such as the type of 
an element. We also found that motion helps in identifying the old and new values of 
changing positions, and that a sequential combination of sound and animation is the 
most efficient feedback for conveying information to users. These results lead us to 
conclude that the use of animation and sound, alone and combined, improves users' 
situation awareness, for the perception and comprehension levels. 

Stakeholders of interactive systems projects are often concerned with the fact that 
few works show that rich interfaces are actually more effective than classic ones, and 
question the extra expense needed for their design. Our results show statistically 
significant advantages when using animation and sound feedback in user interfaces. 
The extra effort can therefore improve efficiency and safety of operation. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe the iterative design and evaluation of a 
storytelling application for individuals with expressive aphasia. Our user studies 
show that besides basic requirements for medical care and training, there is an 
unmet need of aphasics to share their daily experiences and activities, anecdotes 
and feelings with their significant others. Thus, the goal of the proposed design 
is to enhance aphasics’ quality of life by providing a platform for them to create 
and share their stories. More specifically, the goal is to enable them to play a 
more active role in social exchanges by providing them with a multimodal 
interface for storytelling that has the following functionalities: taking photos, 
making drawings and annotations, and recording sounds. In the end of this 
paper, we also summarize important design guidelines that surfaced during the 
course of this project and that are potentially relevant for other designers and 
researchers working with aphasics.  

Keywords: Personal medical devices, aphasia, storytelling, multi-modal 
interfaces, user-centered design, iterative design, assistive technology, 
alternative and augmented communication, handheld devices. 

1   Introduction 

Aphasia is a communication disorder that is caused by brain injury or disease. Mostly 
it is caused as a result of a stroke that injures the language component of the brain [9]. 
Anyone can acquire aphasia, but most people who get affected are in their middle to 
late years. It is estimated that approximately 80,000 individuals acquire aphasia each 
year and about one million people in the United States currently have aphasia [10]. 

Depending on the area of the brain that is damaged, someone with aphasia can 
have impairments in speaking writing, reading or comprehending language. 
Expressive aphasia, also called Broca's aphasia, affects the production of language.  
Language is reduced to disjointed words, and sentence construction is poor. In 
extreme cases, aphasics may only produce a single word [10]. Receptive aphasia, also 
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called Wernicke's aphasia, affects the receiving of language. For the aphasic, it seems 
that everyone is speaking in a foreign language she or he cannot understand and 
everything they read is gibberish [10]. In some cases, both the receptive and 
expressive language centers are impaired, which is called Global Aphasia. In this 
case, the individual has difficulty in producing and comprehending language.   

Although the literature clearly defines different types of aphasia, in practicality 
aphasics are never completely of one type. Every aphasic has a unique speech 
language problem, so signs of impairment show up in a variety of ways in producing 
or understanding speech, reading or writing. In addition, aphasics vary in their 
physical and other cognitive abilities. For instance, many aphasics also have some 
degree of paralysis on their right-hand side. 

The research documented in this paper investigates the needs of individuals with 
aphasia in different aspects of their daily life. This research motivated the design of a 
tool that supports aphasics in the creation and sharing of daily life stories. The 
research was conducted through an iterative process of designing and evaluating with 
both health-care specialists and aphasics.  

2   Related Work 

2.1   Technology and Tools for People with Aphasia 

Gesturing, mimicking, pointing, drawing, and writing, are often used during aphasia 
therapy, while low technology aids are quite popular amongst aphasics. For instance 
communication books with written words, photos or icons [11] are commonly used 
because most aphasics prefer image-based information. Books are also cheap and can 
easily be carried around. The main disadvantages are their fixed vocabulary and the 
time taken to find what is needed. 

Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) devices are the major form 
of technology to support aphasics, and a lot of research and design has been done in 
this area. GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) systems, cameras and PDAs are all 
existing technologies that can be used for this purpose. Developments up to now have 
focused predominantly on devices to assist in direct communicative exchanges [8].  

One of the most popular AAC devices is TouchSpeak [5]. It is a portable 
communication aid consisting of a PDA with specifically developed software. It 
supports multi-modality (i.e., images, sounds and text) by providing interfaces to a 
digital keyboard, a camera, a drawing pad, etc. To fulfill the requirements of different 
aphasics, speech therapists work together with an aphasic person to build a personal 
vocabulary and to select function modules. The flexible nature of the device is an 
especially strong feature, since vocabulary and functions can be adapted to the 
aphasics’ needs. However, the software is installed on a PDA with limited screen size, 
which leads to a requirement for precise and accurate interactions. This obviously 
implies a limitation for the many aphasics who are physically impaired. In addition, 
the interface requires aphasics to browse into categories and layers, which is quite 
challenging for language-impaired people [1]. There are other devices that provide 
sentences to support simple conversations, such as ScriptTalker [5]. This device 
provides standard phrases of every-day situations, and it aims at aiding people with 
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total loss of speech. It takes a lot of time and heavy cognitive efforts to construct new 
sentences, however. 

Another popular tool is Lingraphica [5]. It is desktop software which aphasics can 
use to browse items within a virtually represented environment. The tool offers visual 
cues during the searching process. For example, if users want to drink milk, they will 
be presented with a home environment, they must open the door of the kitchen and a 
fridge will be there as a cue to help users find the milk. Once again, the need to 
browse into categories can pose a big challenge for the targeted users. 

2.2   Working with Aphasics 

Designing for people with aphasia is obviously non-trivial, since communicating with 
them is very difficult. Therefore, it is essential to involve expertise from several areas 
other than HCI. Several prior projects and research suggest that including 
psychologists, audiologists, speech therapists, social workers, or family members can 
help the design team to better identify the real needs of aphasics [2, 6]. This is 
because these health-care workers and family members interact with aphasics on a 
daily basis, and are therefore able to better understand their abilities and problems 
within daily activities.  

Participatory design methods have been applied in many aphasia research and 
design projects. Methods involving speech therapists as proxies in brainstorming 
sessions and interviews, and getting feedback of design concepts have been adopted, 
such as within the design of the ESI Planner [2], a daily planner for people with 
aphasia. 

3   User Study and Requirements Analysis 

3.1   Contextual Interviews and Field Observations 

Given that it is a challenge to communicate with individuals with aphasia, we used 
alternative ways to communicate with them through their primary caregivers, speech 
pathologists, clinical linguists, and social workers who assist aphasics and their 
families. During face-to-face interviews with aphasics, they were able to interpret and 
validate questions, and express attitude and emotional responses towards our design 
concepts. The goal was to identify which aspects of their life are not well-supported 
through current tools and to understand their life needs in more depth than can be 
deduced from literature. 

During the design process, we established a good working relation with a local 
Aphasia Union and we were invited to join meetings that took place every two weeks 
where more than 20 aphasics and their partners met and spend time together sharing 
stories, playing games, etc. We observed how aphasics communicate with their 
partners and with each other in a casual and relaxed context. We noticed that they use 
a lot of gestures to support what they want to express. Each of them comes to these 
meetings with a photo album that contains new photos of themselves, their family or 
friends. They use their photo albums to initiate a talk with caregivers and other 
aphasics. Moreover, they use tags with emotions and add them to different photos to 
help express their feelings. We found this very interesting and inspiring, since it 
reveals the important role of using pictures and emotion symbols in the daily 
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communication of aphasics. Figure 1 shows an example of drawings used by an 
expressive aphasic trying to tell us what his earlier profession was. The drawing 
shows two swimming pools since he was a director of a swimming pool and the 
numbers represent the people who used to work with him. It is interesting to notice 
that some aphasics use letters to add to their drawings but mostly only the first letter 
of a word. For instance, they drew a box of milk and wrote the letter 'M' beside it.   

 

Fig. 1. An example of drawings made by an expressive aphasic trying to communicate what his 
earlier profession was 

3.2   Findings 

The study helped derive and prove the following needs of individuals with aphasia: 

Like others, aphasic individuals want to be listened to and understood. Aphasics 
become nervous and get frustrated if others cannot understand what they are trying to 
express. This forces them to take a passive role in social interaction, which in turn 
increases the likelihood of developing stress and depression. 

The proposed technology should not appear to be for disabled people. Although 
supporting devices are widely used by aphasic individuals, such as pictogram books, 
most aphasics would rather leave the device at home when they go to a social event.  
Ironically, many of them want to be social but choose not to communicate since their 
aiding device will emphasize their disability.  

Like others, aphasics want to express their ideas, comments, anecdotes, and feelings 
about what occurred to them in their daily life. Although they have lost the ability to 
speak, there is a great need for them to communicate more about their emotions and 
daily activities with their significant others than only receiving daily care and help 
from the latter. 

Aphasics require easy access and simplicity in their communication aids. Many 
aphasics fail to use some of the currently available technologies because these 
technologies do not adequately consider their capabilities. For example, the hierarchy 
structure used by TouchSpeak is confusing to many aphasic individuals because they 
find hierarchies difficult to understand.   
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Aphasics need the ability to communicate at a distance instantaneously. Many 
aphasics stay at home alone. Their primary caregivers worry about this and usually try 
to arrange someone (neighbors, family, or friends) to be with them. Many aphasics 
get afraid of being alone since they may not be able to handle unexpected or 
emergency situations.   

In addition to physical constraints, attention should be paid to psychological 
problems. It is of much interest to aphasic individuals to find ways to help relieve 
their stress and to become more connected to the world around them. 

3.3   New Insights 

Based on the above findings, there are two opportunities for supporting individuals with 
aphasia. The first one is a specific need to support synchronous distance-based 
communication to help aphasics deal with emergency and the second one is to enhance 
their quality of life by changing their passive position in their current daily 
communication. We decided to take the latter insight as the starting point for our design. 

Current supporting tools, such as pictogram books or TouchSpeak, are mostly used 
for direct communication. For example, aphasics normally would request help and 
daycare like medication or getting food from their significant others. Aphasics would 
also use these tools to support their outdoor daily activities (e.g. shopping, meeting 
people, or making appointments). However, many of these devices make their 
disability apparent in a social situation. Hence, in direct communication aphasics tend 
to behave passively. They start to communicate only when they have to (e.g. getting 
food, drink, or medications).  

However, when aphasics communicate in an indirect way, such as through writing 
e-mail, they have a more positive attitude. Like most people, they have time to 
prepare what messages they want to deliver asynchronously to others. Consequently, 
we want to focus on supporting indirect communication by means of a storytelling 
application which allows creating and sharing stories of daily life activities in a free 
personal style for people with expressive aphasia. The reason why we choose 
storytelling as a solution is because a large amount of people's conversation consists 
of sharing stories [3] related to anecdotes and events, and their attitudes towards them 
[4]. In addition, aphasics can make stories about their daily life, their hobbies, job, 
family, friends, etc., and they can share them with others.  

Such a storytelling application has the potential of (1) changing the passive position in 
communication of individuals with aphasia, for example by initiating a conversation with 
family at the dinner table, (2) being able to share their feelings and attitude towards a 
particular topic or activity they have come across in their daily life, (3) capturing things 
they want to share with others, making the communication self-entertaining for them, and 
(4) relieving the stress and anxiety that aphasia brought to their lives. 

4   Iterative Design 

4.1   Design Methods 

The user study helped us to clearly understand the diversity between aphasic 
individuals. Designing for all aphasic people is not possible, so a persona was created 
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based on our user study. This helped us focus on a specific instance of expressive 
aphasia and guided our initial design. We conducted brainstorming sessions, which 
led us to four concepts of creating and sharing stories. These concepts emphasized 
different features relevant in the creation and sharing of stories. In order to present 
these concepts to experts and potential users, low fidelity prototypes were made and 
put into a storyboard with real use context.   

4.2   Initial Conceptual Interface Design of the Storytelling Application 

To achieve our goal to help aphasics tell a daily story and be able to share it, four 
concepts were developed for initial user evaluation. In each of the concepts, users are 
able to retrieve, create and view stories made by them. Each concept is identified by 
different features of creating and retrieving stories, icons, color schemes and graphical 
layouts (Figures 2 and 3). 

           

Fig. 2. Concept 1 (left) with a storyline and Concept 2 (right) where sharing stories is done 
manually with arrows 

       

Fig. 3. Concept 3 (left) shows creating a clip with three components made of pictures, 
annotations and emotions, and Concept 4 (right) shows making a story as a one-page photo 
collage with annotations   

4.3   First Iteration: Testing Concepts with Speech Pathologists  

The first evaluation was carried out with four speech pathologists to validate the 
general concept of storytelling and get initial feedback of the conceptual interface 
designs described in 4.2. All experts agreed that the concept of storytelling is an 
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unmet need for this population, and they envisioned the benefits of having such a tool 
for them.   

The feedback provided us with valuable insights for further concept refining. First, 
in terms of physical capabilities of many aphasics, due to an impairment of the right-
hand side of their body, taking pictures with one hand is difficult for them. Often, 
their right-hand side vision is also affected. Thus, interface elements should be placed 
in the center or towards the left-hand side of the interface.  

Second, in order to properly match available cognitive abilities, the interface 
should be as simple as possible and only support the basic features that are needed to 
create and share a story. The visual design should not be cluttered or too colorful, and 
interface elements should be obvious and easy to interpret. The navigation should be 
simple and the number of steps required to make a story should be kept to a strict 
minimum.   

Third, about the features used in different concepts, sound recording was preferred 
over video recording. Besides, annotations would not be made to videos. Many 
aphasics have problems with the concept of time in terms of numbers and calendars. 
The people library was thought to be a practical feature for making stories, whereas 
the pictogram library could be too overwhelming. 

Changes were made based on the feedback from speech specialists. Concept 4 
(Figure 3) was dropped since it was considered too complicate, with too many colors, 
different photo orientations, and many collage templates. Features of the other three 
concepts were adjusted and integrated according to the feedback. 

4.4   Second Iteration: Testing Concepts with Aphasics  

Low fidelity prototypes that demonstrated all interaction steps for making and 
viewing a story were made in MS PowerPoint for the refined design concepts. These 
prototypes were evaluated with three aphasics and their partners from the Aphasia 
Union and the feedback is summarized below. 

First, simplicity was considered to be important for both the graphical design and 
the interaction design. Amongst others, this implied that the number of steps needed 
for creating a story has to be kept to a strict minimum. Second, in terms of features, 
the storyline at the bottom of the screen of the first concept in Figure 2 seemed 
important when creating a story that contained several pictures. Users didn't find the 
keyboard necessary for making a story. They found adding sound to pictures a feature 
they might use, although it may be difficult for them to understand it properly. Taking 
pictures and adding annotations was an attractive feature to them, but being able to 
take pictures themselves could again prove to be a physical challenge. 

4.5   Third Iteration: Testing Interface Elements 

A list of different metaphors was created to represent each interface element. We 
asked four aphasics with their partners to choose the icons that were most clear to 
represent the intended function, such as drawing, emotions, taking pictures, etc. This 
helped finalize the concept prior to implementation. The participants liked those icons 
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that were not abstract but more realistic. They preferred the 3D icons because they 
look more like real objects than the 2D icons. 

4.6   Fourth Iteration: Final Concept Prototyping  

A final concept was created using the feedback from speech specialists and aphasics. 
Users are provided with four input modalities for creating a story: taking pictures, 
drawing and annotating, adding emotions, and recording sound. Figure 4 shows the 
final interfaces of the application.  

The first interface will show all the stories in chronological order with the latest 
being on top. An old story can be retrieved from this interface and a new story can be 
created by tapping on the blank one. The second interface is for editing stories. After 
taking a picture, users can add annotations, emotions, or sound to it. When their 
editing is finished they will save it (check button) as a clip of their story, which will 
appear in the storyline at the bottom. Users can navigate through the storyline 
manually and edit or delete (with the trash button) any clip of their story. The third 
interface is for playing stories, which can be by means of a slide show in the sequence 
of the storyline. 

 
                                                     

Fig. 4. The final concept has an initial screen to retrieve stories or to start creating a new story 
(left), while creating or editing storyline clips is done by means of an interface that offers four 
input modalities: pictures, annotation, emotions, and sounds (middle). Finally an interface is 
made for showing and browsing the story created by a user (right). 

We presented users a slideshow of different ways they can tell a story to someone. 
The basic method is to show the story directly to others, but we took a step further 
and showed other ways, such as connecting it to the TV to show family members and 
friends, or sending a story via e-mail. When spouses are at work, they worry about 
leaving them at home without knowing how they are doing. Sending stories via e-mail 
could tackle this problem. These are opportunities of expanding the storytelling 
concept, and the feedback was positive.   

4.7   High Fidelity Prototype 

The storytelling application was developed in Macromedia Director and prototyped 
on the Motion Computing LS800 8.4" Tablet PC. An external webcam was fixed to 
support picture taking (Figure 5).  
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Fig. 5. The storytelling application in a Tablet PC with a webcam attached to it 

5   Evaluation of the Storytelling Concept 

Our next step was to conduct an evaluation of the storytelling prototype. The 
objective of this phase was to validate our concept of storytelling for aphasics with 
target users, and to decide whether or not the proposed tool could potentially 
influence their lifestyle. We wanted to meet our initial requirements such that 
individuals with aphasia can (1) construct, record, and share their life stories and 
anecdotes with family and friends, (2) prepare their story with not too much cognitive 
effort, (3) carry and operate the prototype within their physical capabilities, and (4) 
express their feelings and thoughts on subjects of interest. 

5.1   Participants 

A pilot experiment was done with an elderly person to validate the testing protocol 
and make changes to the procedure. Five aphasic individuals (4 males and 1 female) 
and their primary caregivers (their spouse in one case and speech therapists in the 
others) participated in this evaluation. 

We selected participants with different levels of expressive aphasia. Two had a 
severe type of expressive aphasia. They could say 'yes' and 'no' to answer questions 
and could say their own names. Two other participants had medium level of aphasia. 
One of them could use several words and write some. He also could use drawings on 
a notebook to make clear what he meant. Another participant could use many words 
but changed some as he spoke. He could write a little and could read some words. 
Three of them were totally right side paralyzed and were in a wheelchair. The other 
two patients have problems using their right arm.  

5.2   Methodology 

Procedure. Observations, interviews, and questionnaires were adopted as main 
methods for testing [12]. The sessions took place at the participants' home or in a 
local rehabilitation center. Each session took approximately 60 minutes. Participants, 
together with their spouses or speech therapists were explained the storytelling 
prototype by means of a video prototype. It showed them a scenario of when and how 
the prototype can be used. The video demonstrated the complete process using all the 
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features and playing back the story to a significant other. Participants were then given 
the opportunity to explore with the prototype and clarify any doubts.  

We asked participants to create a short story about anything they would like to by 
taking pictures and using the storytelling features, and later sharing this story with 
their spouse or speech therapist. Since it is not possible to get their feedback directly, 
observations were made of facial expressions and physical signs of confusion or 
enjoyment, which could be used to identify their attitude and opinion about using the 
prototype. After the test, participants were asked to rate a set of 36 statements in terms 
of agreement in the form of five smileys ('very sad' to 'very happy', to represent 
'strongly disagree' to 'strongly agree'). These predefined rating scales are already 
being used with aphasics for other purposes in rehabilitation centers. Since the goal is 
to make the communication between aphasics and significant others more interactive, 
the opinion of caregivers is essential and interviews were made with them at the end 
of the session. 

Measures. Qualitative measures were used for evaluation. Our main purpose was to 
evaluate the acceptance of the storytelling concept and of the features in the 
prototype. In addition to this, physical use of the prototype, ease of use and graphical 
design were also tested.  

5.3   Results  

Storytelling. In general they liked the concept of storytelling. Participants indicated 
that our design is useful for them to tell stories to their significant others. They 
thought the system was easy to learn and use. They would use the system regularly to 
make and tell stories to their family or friends, and in fact they believed our system is 
better than their current ways of communication. They indicated that they would use 
the system more for recording daily activities. Although the storytelling application is 
to support indirect communication, they found it useful and would use it to 
communicate directly as well.    

The partners and speech therapists also indicated that storytelling is a good concept 
and would help aphasics and their partners tell their daily activities. It would enhance 
their quality of life together because when the partner comes back from a long day of 
work, they can sit together and share stories of the day. The therapists also indicated 
that the designed interface is very simple and could be understood and used by a lot of 
people with expressive aphasia.  

Features. The impression about the features was different for each aphasic user, but 
this is due to their different types of expressive aphasia. We asked participants to rank 
the four features in order of importance using cards with the icons and names of each. 
After this, we gave them cards of additional features such as a pictogram library, a 
people library, a movie maker, a keyboard, etc. They were asked to indicate which 
additional feature they wanted and how important they considered them to be in 
comparison to the current features. They all ranked the four current features as most 
important, but they wanted some additional ones and this differed based on the level 
of expressive aphasia they had. This does demonstrate that features should be 
customizable for individual needs. 
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The first user indicated that she liked the emotions feature the most. This is 
because she currently finds it hard to express her feelings and the smileys helped her 
express how she felt. She indicated that the drawing feature is her second choice and 
drawing could also help her express her thoughts. When she was creating the story 
she made a picture of one of the observers and drew a house next to him. Later, when 
she was telling the story to her spouse, she indicated that the observer was visiting her 
house. The sound feature was the least appealing to her, since according to her it 
would not add much to the stories she would make. In addition to the current features, 
she wanted a pictogram library where she could select icons to add to her story. 

The second user indicated that adding sounds to pictures was the most important 
feature for him. This is because he has a medium level of aphasia, and most of the 
times he needs to hear the first part of a word to instruct him to say it, so for him 
sound is very important for communication. In addition, the drawing tool was the 
second most important feature. He could make drawings of what he wanted to say 
when he wouldn't be able to find the words he needed. This participant liked the 
emotions feature the least because he already can express his feelings very well. He 
wanted the keyboard as an additional feature so he could make annotations in advance 
to help him tell the story. 

The third participant, who had a light form of expressive aphasia, also liked the 
sound the most because it could help him retrieve words. Similarly to the second 
participant, he liked the drawing feature because it could also help him express his 
thoughts when he could not find the proper words. This participant did not want any 
additional features and found the current ones enough to create stories. The last two 
participants ranked taking pictures the highest and valued the importance of it when 
creating stories. One of them preferred sound over emotions and drawing because he 
could utter some words and sound could help him utter the right word, whereas the 
other participant preferred drawing over emotions and sound, because he could only 
utter 'yes' and 'no'. The latter preferred having a keyboard as an additional feature 
since his reading capability was not completely lost. 

Prototype. Our main focus was to evaluate the storytelling concept rather than the 
physical product. However, based on the observations and feedback, it is essential that 
such a device be designed specifically for aphasics rather than using an off-the-shelf 
platform like our tablet. All patients indicated that the screen of the Tablet PC was big 
enough and although they indicated that the pen was easy to use, they all required a 
fair amount of training to use it properly. The storytelling device should consider the 
ergonomic factors of such individuals. The device was not easy to hold because all 
participants have an impaired right-arm and three of them use a wheelchair, so being 
able to hold the device with one hand and write with the other (left) was difficult for 
all the five participants.  

6   Implications 

Having gone through the user-centered design process for designing a storytelling 
application for people with aphasia, we feel we can also contribute some worthwhile 
insights that might have implications for related work. Several recommendations have 
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been derived and divided into three broad categories: working, designing, and 
evaluating with individuals with aphasia. 

6.1   Working with Individuals with Aphasia 

Proxies are indeed important to be involved in the participatory design. We followed 
similar methods used by previous research to interact with aphasics by means of 
proxies [2]. Involving proxies to not only help communicate, but also to gather 
aphasics' needs and obtain their feedback about the designed product is valuable for 
designing for aphasics. In addition, social workers who understand many of the 
difficulties that aphasics and their families go through can provide key information 
about their real needs. 

Use closed questions. Many aphasics can answer yes and no, so well designed closed 
questions are important for getting direct feedback. 

6.2   Designing for Individuals with Aphasia 

Start designing for a Persona. There is a wide variety of aphasics. Not all expressive 
aphasics have the same problems, and it is impossible to design for all of them. It is 
important to create a persona of a specific aphasic, make an initial design, and then 
iteratively adapt the design for a larger user group.  

Simplicity is essential in interactive technologies for aphasics. The interface must be 
simple in all interactive dimensions. Designing abstract elements for aphasics should 
be avoided. The number of steps required to do a particular task should be strictly 
kept to a minimum. Metaphors used for icons should be as representative as possible 
of the intended meaning. The interface should not be too colorful or too cluttered, 
since this distract them and they can loose their focus of attention. Semantic 
categorizing should be avoided [1] and interface elements should be kept as visible 
and accessible as possible. 

Structure and layout of the interface. Interface elements and navigation tools, should 
be big enough to be identified. Due to impairments on the right-hand side of their 
body, their right-hand side vision may be affected. For those who have this problem, 
anything placed on their right-hand side will not be identified as being present until it 
is pointed out to them. It is suggested to place interface elements either in the center 
or at the left-side of the interface. 

Use of accessible and portable technology. The designed product should consider the 
ergonomic factors for those aphasics with physical disabilities on the right-hand side 
of their body. Aphasics should be able to use the product with one hand (typically 
with their left hand), hence, it should not be heavy or bulky. 

When using touch screens, it is important to get the calibration and sensitivity 
right. Users may end up tapping on the wrong interface element leading to undesired 
results. From previous research, users preferred interacting with fingers and being 
able to concentrate on pointing only, rather than gripping (e.g. a stylus) and pointing 
[7]. In addition, tapping interaction has shown to be problematic for those with 
motoric impairments as it provides no support for targeting [8].     
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6.3   Evaluating with Individuals with Aphasia 

Provide adequate time for evaluating with aphasics. The evaluation sessions took 
around an hour per participant and it was observed that half-way through, users would 
tend to loose confidence and become impatient. They may loose track of the goal of 
the session. Evaluation sessions should be broken up into shorter ones. In addition, 
experimenters should constantly confirm if participants are on track as they move on 
with the session, since aphasics may just say 'yes' to everything when they don't really 
mean it.      

Provide detailed guided training prior to evaluating the product. Often, in evaluation 
methodologies, participants are given some time to explore by themselves the product 
after being instructed on how to use it and prior to the testing session. When 
evaluating with aphasics, however, a self-exploratory phase is not possible. Instead, 
the experimenter has to explore together with the participant, guiding them through 
step-by-step each interface element, and often having to repeat several times. 

Add context to demonstrations. To help aphasic users understand how the product 
works, scenario based context should be added to low fidelity or video prototypes. On 
the other hand, high fidelity prototypes should look as real as possible, since aphasics 
may not understand the limitations of a prototype. For example, one of the users did 
not like the camera function very much since the picture quality processed by the 
software was not very good.  

Use symbol-based rating scales. Rehabilitation centers use defined rating scales in 
terms of smileys which work very well with individuals with aphasia. 

7   Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a description of the process we followed for designing an 
interactive system that can support storytelling for people with aphasia. We initially 
made field observations and interviews to identify their needs. We further explored 
the concept of creating and sharing stories with significant others and iterated through 
low fidelity prototypes and evaluated the final concept in a working prototype. From 
our user study we learned that storytelling is an unmet need of individuals with 
aphasia that current technologies do not support and our final concept will help them 
(1) change their current passive position in a social environment, (2) express their 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings about a chosen subject of interest, and (3) support their 
communication with significant others. 

We believe that an additional longitudinal field test is required where the prototype 
is kept with potential users for a period of time without any experimenters around, 
and have the device as part of their daily life. This can demonstrate its actual value in 
real life settings even after the novelty effect wears off. At the end of the trial time we 
will collect the same information and assess the feedback. In addition, we made an 
initial exploration of different ways for aphasics to show their story and we can 
conclude that there is an opportunity to have users share their stories in different 
modalities and support distance-based indirect communication. 
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Abstract. Many studies have shown how knowledge workers face challenges 
while multi-tasking among several projects and initiatives at the workplace. 
Researchers and consultants of personal productivity have identified practical 
strategies and processes that people use to face, plan and manage their 
activities. Our work is based on the analysis of those processes and strategies 
involved in personal activity management (PAM), emphasizing the planning 
aspects of it, with the goal of designing appropriate supportive information 
technology.  
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1   Introduction 

Many studies have been conducted in the last forty years to understand how 
knowledge workers divide their time and efforts among several projects and 
initiatives at the workplace [2,3,5]. Some of these studies have shown that activities 
performed by information workers are varied, fragmented, and brief, which forces 
them to focus on each activity for a short period of time [5]. This reality makes 
information workers to engage in explicit efforts to keep control over their 
commitments, and use strategies to organize, prioritize and focus on what they have 
and want to do [3,5]. We define this type of effort as personal activity management 
(PAM), a kind of meta-work that expands beyond those necessary efforts related 
directly to accomplish the purpose of a specific activity and focuses on the 
orchestration of the complete set of activities that the person has committed to do. 
Results of previous studies show that to a minor or greater extent all knowledge 
workers engage in PAM efforts on a regular basis [2,3,5].  

Defining adequate technological support for PAM is an important and relevant 
challenge because an efficient management of activities often results on better 
personal and group productivity [2]. Unfortunately, studies coincide on pointing out 
how current technologies fail to address the challenges imposed by PAM [3,5]. 
Because PAM have been commonly associated to efforts toward the management of 
time, documents, contacts, messages and the physical space [3, 6], this has resulted on 
technological solutions that just partially address the issues around it. Some 
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technological solutions are designed to pay attention to the communication channels 
that give origin to activities [3], others are centered in the management of resources to 
facilitate the fast retrieval of work context when users switch from one activity to 
another [6], and others aim at creating a more natural integration between PIM 
(Personal Information Management) tools and resources. Few available technologies 
focus on what we argue is the central and fundamental challenge of PAM: offering 
support for planning and organizing activities. This paper presents our work in 
progress aiming at developing an application to support PAM on that particular 
aspect.  

2   Planning Activities 

We can understand PAM as encompassing processes and strategies for planning 
activities in the short, medium and long-term, allowing users to be more proactive and 
less reactive when dealing with job commitments. With proper PAM, information 
workers get a perspective about the current status of each one of their activities, and 
with this perspective they can focus intelligently on those activities that demand their 
immediate attention.  

We based our understanding of PAM on previous work and analyses in order to 
identify some of the essential characteristics of the type of support required [1,2,4,5]. 
Two of them [1,4] can be characterized as empirical methodologies offering advice on 
personal productivity, with emphasis on time-management and activity planning. The 
other two [2,5] emerged from ethnographic-based studies and describe the strategies 
and processes used by informants to manage their activities.  

Gonzalez and Mark [5] proposed the overview process, a set of strategies to 
achieve a constant focalization of those activities to be done. They argue that people 
constantly make efforts to gain an overview of their activities, gaining knowledge 
about their scope and purposes, their temporal constraints, degree of development, 
and the next actions to conduct in each one. They also argue that with this overview 
(which is represented on physical or digital artifacts) people can maintain a state of 
preparedness; they can make better judgments with respect to their priorities and can 
move in and out of their activities as circumstances change or opportunities arise.   

The work of Barry and his colleagues [2] shows different strategies used by 
managers to keep personal agendas. Their study shows how they implement their 
agenda and highlights the satisfaction and feeling of control they gain through this 
process. The agendazing process also highlights how managers have the fundamental 
function of simultaneously handling short and long term goals. Their findings provide 
evidence regarding the relevance of prospective and retrospective analyses 

Covey’s methodology [4] offers advices on how to achieve a better PAM, 
including better ways to plan activities. Covey’s methodology is based on seven 
principles (habits), where the first three are focused on PAM. Covey emphasizes the 
importance of being proactive and clear in terms of the goals that the individual aims 
to achieve. In the third habit (put first things first), Covey offers specific processes to 
deal with organization and planning activities, focusing on short and medium-term 
activities offering a priority’s framework to deal with them. 
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Finally, David Allen suggests a methodology named Getting Things Done (GTD) 
which is based on the creation of lists of tasks [1]. GTD invite people to write down 
all they want to do in a trusted system that will act as external reminder system as 
well as additional support to ensure that we will get the right reminders at the right 
moment. Allen suggests that materializing commitments helps to clarify what is 
necessary to be achieved and what are the specific actions required to achieve it. 
Allen’s methodology also provides a framework to process and organize work at two 
distinct levels: personal projects and the tasks (actions) to achieve them. He makes 
particular emphasis on defining the next-action required for each project.  

3   A Consolidated Model for PAM 

Our analysis of previous work aims at integrating their main ideas and 
recommendations and producing a consolidated model for PAM that can be used as 
the foundation to design supportive technology.  The model consists of five processes: 

Gestation: This process is conducted to identify the efforts that people carry out to 
make a representation or materialization of activities, actions or job commitments that 
need to be done. Gestation helps to clarify what is to be achieved and what are the 
specific actions needed to achieve it.  

Classification: This process involves efforts to provide meaning to all the 
representations made during the gestation process. This meaning can be implicitly or 
explicitly indicated by people (e.g. scheduled, to do now, delegate, etc.) 

Redefinition: Activities are dynamic and evolve over time. This means that activities 
are likely to require new actions, discard or postpone others. Through this process 
people maintain their activities updated according to the circumstances.  

Focalization: Every day, people can just focus on a sub-set of the entire universe of 
activities for which they have committed time. This subset is usually defined in 
advance (e.g. at the beginning of the day), and determined by personal preference or 
temporal constraints (e.g. scheduled meetings).  

Revision: This process is used by people to get a general or partial perspective of their 
accomplishments to make better judgments with respect to their priorities and respond 
intelligently to circumstances. This process involves short, medium and long term 
perspectives as well as retrospective and prospective analyses. 

4   Technological Approach 

At this point our work is focusing on the development of a system to support the 
consolidated model for PAM defined in the previous section. Figure 1 shows the 
interface used to support the process of focalization (currently in Spanish). Our 
solution is a desktop application which can be synchronized with a Personal Digital 
Assistant (PDA) and PIM applications (e.g. MS Outlook), as well as producing paper-
based reports with lists of activities. Through a floating tool bar, the user can access 
any of the main processes of PAM.  We conceive each of the processes as interrelated 
but not necessarily interdependent. Consequently, the application is structured so that  
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Fig. 1. PAM tool: Focalization process 

people can use any of theses processes in the order and with the level of detail that 
they wish, avoiding with this the imposition of a particular strategy.  

5   Future Work 

We assume a relationship of mutual dependence between the characteristics of the 
technology and the practices around its usage. We plan to study the sustained use of 
our system by knowledge workers for at least two months. Before installing the 
system, we will provide general training on effective PAM using the tool. Through 
the analysis of how people use and adapt our tool we aim at contributing to the 
understanding of multiple activity management in the workplace. 
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Abstract. Many systems form ‘chains’ whereby developers use one system (or 
‘tool’) to create another system, for use by other people. Little work within 
Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) has considered how usability 
considerations propagate through such chains and yet in many situations the 
usability of systems is determined by design decisions made at one or more 
steps removed from the immediate developers of the system in question. In this 
paper, we relate our experiences of developing digital library components and 
collections to this notion of “design chains”. This case study illustrates the 
necessity of looking beyond the immediate users to try to anticipate the needs of 
stakeholders elsewhere in the design chain. 

Keywords: digital libraries; system development; design chains. 

1   Introduction 

It is widely recognised that there are many stakeholder groups in any design project. 
Approaches such as Soft Systems Methodology [5] encourage explicit consideration 
of these different stakeholder groups in design. However, when it comes to 
considering usability, the focus narrows immediately to the end users of the system 
under consideration.  Blandford et al. [2] present a framework for considering 
‘chains’ of developers and users of products, which they term ‘creators’ (commonly 
referred to as designers or toolsmiths), ‘composers’ (users of the tool who compose 
artefacts for other users) and ‘consumers’ (end users of artefacts). In this paper, we 
use those concepts to frame our experience of developing and testing digital library 
components for creating collections to be used by Humanities scholars. 

The idea of ‘design chains’ is widely used in supply chain management (e.g. [7]), 
but the core concern there is typically with ensuring that components from different 
suppliers can be integrated seamlessly into a product. In contrast, Blandford et al. 
consider how concepts are propagated through chains of system development, as 
decisions made by the creator constrain or influence the behaviour of the composer.  
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Creator Composer Consumer 
(1) Digital 
library toolkit 
(2) Documents 
(3) Web 
browser 

(4) DL collection (5) User 

Fig. 1. Creators, composers and consumers for a Digital Library interaction 

Chains are not always linear: the end user’s experience of web browsing will 
depend on both the design of a site and the environment in which pages are viewed. 
As well as joining, chains may also stretch further in both directions. 

A digital library system is an example of a tool within a development chain: 
developers work with software development environments to create a layer of tools, 
such as Greenstone [8], with which librarians can create collections of documents to 
be made available to end users. Reflecting on their work as the creators of 
Greenstone, Witten et al. [9] note that “The ease of acquiring and installing a 
software project has a direct impact on the users it attracts, and consequently—in the 
open source world—on the extent and nature of contributions that users make to the 
project”.  Here, it is clear that the users of concern are the users of the toolkit. 

However, in a study [3] evaluating Greenstone, another developer suggested that 
the creators of the toolkit were not recognising their potential role in making it easy 
for composers (who typically have little HCI expertise) to construct usable digital 
libraries for consumers: “[There is a] difficulty with the way Greenstone is perceived 
by different parties. [The developers] see Greenstone very much as a toolset which 
other folks should 'finish off' to make a good collection. Their conception is that it 
would be very hard to take Greenstone to a level where a librarian could make a few 
choices [with a] GUI and have a reasonable (not to say actively excellent) interface 
for the library.” 

The user’s experience depends on the design of both the web browser (which we 
do not consider further) and the DL collection (items (3) and (4) in Figure 1); the 
design of the collection, in turn, depends on the design of the DL toolkit (item 1) and 
that of the data (item 2), i.e. the set of documents. The creators’ design decisions 
influence the work of the composer, and hence the experience of the consumer. This 
can happen directly or because of interference between the decisions of multiple 
creators. 

2   Case Study: Developing a Humanities Digital Library 

Many Humanities documents are being digitised in order to make them more 
accessible to scholars and enthusiasts (e.g. [6]). To investigate alternative interfaces 
and interaction styles for a Humanities digital library, we created collections that were 
accessible via the Greenstone DL interface. The designs were informed by empirical 
studies of the use of existing digital resources  (e.g. [1]); they are now being evaluated 
to develop a richer understanding of Humanities users’ requirements and behaviours.  
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To be suitable for studies with Humanities scholars, collections had to resemble 
real-world resources and not ‘toy’ ones. Hence we used large document collections 
containing both large and complex documents, such as the text of Early Modern 
bibles.  The document creators had encoded these in a variety of bespoke SGML 
formats.  Meanwhile, the toolkit creators had designed a modular plug-in architecture 
specifically to handle such non-standard formats, and so we wrote our own import 
code to map each SGML document to a corresponding Greenstone document. This 
preserved information about sections, which was needed for navigation given the size 
and complexity of some of the texts. 

While implementing a basic collection was relatively straightforward, our work as 
composers was dictated by the decisions of the document and toolkit creators, as we 
attempted to shape their products into a form we judged acceptable for the consumers. 
The document creators had clearly aimed to faithfully encode the source documents in 
SGML, but some of the markup was not suitable for presentation to the consumer. For 
example, many section titles were excessively long or uninformative. As composers, 
we had to extend our import code to cope with unsatisfactory cases – in effect taking 
on the role of document creators. 

Some of the most problematic aspects of composing the collections were due to 
interference between the two creators’ decisions about what constituted a document 
section. Firstly, the SGML documents were divided into ‘sections’ ranging from the 
very large (e.g. ‘book’) to the very small (‘verse’, ‘sentence’), with a great deal in 
between. In contrast, Greenstone sections are units of text which the reader  can 
choose to browse individually. As composers, we had to decide which SGML tags 
would make sensible units of browsing – an easy task for extreme cases, but more 
difficult for others, particularly if poorly documented. 

A second interference issue was that the SGML ‘sections’ could contain mixed 
content, i.e. plain ‘unsectioned’ text interleaved with subsections.  Greenstone’s 
presentation of documents assumes that a section may contain only introductory text 
and subsections, so all higher-level sections are placed before any subsections, putting 
material out of order relative to the narrative flow of the document.  We had to force 
the documents to conform to Greenstone’s view of sections by introducing special 
‘wrapper’ sections around the problematic text. 

The consumers can also negatively experience the creators’ decisions in ways that 
the composer can do little about.  For example, even between documents in the same 
collection, the date metadata sometimes reflected the creation date of the work, 
sometimes the date of the particular edition: so medieval poetry could be dated 
anywhere between the Middle Ages and the 20th Century. 

The decisions of the toolkit creators had most impact when it came to customizing 
the interface.  Their HTML macro language made changes to individual page 
components very easy, but the large-scale page redesign we required was more 
difficult. For instance, the ‘table of contents’ navigation menu was displayed above 
the document text, which for some large documents meant the consumer would 
repeatedly have to scroll down past a huge menu before viewing the section text – a 
particular problem for users in an earlier study [4]. To overcome this we were forced 
to take on the role of toolkit creator and edit the source  code. 

Despite our efforts as composers, consumer issues still arise where we have 
attempted to overcome interference between the creators.  For example, some sections 
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are inappropriate for browsing alone, being either too small or large, or not 
comprehensible in isolation, while other sections have inappropriate or missing titles; 
this impacts on the consumer’s navigation of the document.  Also, the ‘wrapper’ 
sections we introduced to overcome Greenstone’s problems with mixed content can 
sometimes result in oversized and incomprehensible navigation menus.  

3   Discussion 

As composers, our aim was to produce a set of collections for Humanities users.  The 
collections had to look and behave as ‘realistic’ resources and meet a basic standard 
of usability. With Greenstone the role of the composer is often played by librarians 
[9], with a wide variety of technical skills, so the toolkit creators have ensured that 
very little configuration is required to build a working collection from a set of 
digitized text documents. However, there are standardization issues that emerge from 
different creators having different tacit assumptions, e.g. over the role of a ‘section’ in 
navigating and analyzing text; this issue mirrors the compatibility concern in 
traditional ‘design chains’ from supply chain management. In addition, toolkit 
creators’ decisions have a direct impact on the experience of consumers as they 
navigate the interface. As composers, we frequently had to switch into the creator’s 
role to facilitate the development of a reliable and usable Humanities digital library 
for the end users. Thinking in terms of design chains has helped to clarify the 
responsibilities of some important stakeholder groups in the development of systems 
that involve the use of tools over datasets to create interactive experiences. 
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Abstract. We present a prototype of an on-line assistant to support a training 
course about workspace safety issues. The application uses a common sense 
reasoning engine and the Brazilian Open Mind common sense knowledge base, 
to make inferences about concepts that might be unfamiliar to the students. We 
explore the use of metaphors and analogies to explain topics, enhancing 
learning by using similarities to help students associate related topics. We 
believe that common sense can be used to take into account cultural 
considerations while helping learners to build analogies. A survey of students 
showed that they considered analogies useful in the learning process, that the 
system was helpful in understanding new concepts, and that it helped connect 
the information searched for with common sense knowledge. 

Keywords: Distance learning, common sense, on-line assistant, training, 
education, cognitive strategies, metaphors and analogies. 

1   Introduction 

This article discusses the automatic use of common sense knowledge to support a 
Distance Learning (DL) course in a company with more than five hundred thousand 
employees that must be continually trained about workspace safety issues in order to 
prevent accidents.  

We are developing an on-line assistant application that uses a common sense 
reasoning engine and the common sense knowledge base of the Brazilian Open Mind 
Common Sense (OMCS-Br) Project [5], to make inferences about concepts that 
employees are looking for. 

We define "common sense" as the knowledge that most people agree with in a 
certain community at a certain period of time [1, 2]. 

Considering time and space constraints that people face in their daily work life, 
computer-based DL can be a solution to meet the current demand for continuing 
education [25] Nevertheless, the physical distance between teachers (here, the 
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company’s trainers) and students (the company’s employees), distance learning 
reduces the opportunities for teachers to know about particular students' difficulties 
and to intervene in the learning process [8] in time to correct misconceptions or 
supply missing knowledge. In particular, the clarity of the material presented by the 
computer is crucial, since it has to be capable of helping students clarify any questions 
or doubts that appear during their studies [8]. 

Another way of enhancing DL is to use common sense knowledge to plan learning 
actions. Common sense is being used in the learning process in order to achieve 
pedagogical goals [3, 4, 9].  

It is often possible to find metaphors and analogies in common sense knowledge 
bases [15] and, according to Liebman [16] and Neris et al. [18,19], these elements can 
be used as a stimulus to activate the use of cognitive strategies by the learner.  

Cognitive strategies are defined by Gagné as skills, internally organized, which 
learners use to guide their processes of attention, learning, memory and thinking. The 
elements used to stimulate such strategies are called cognitive operators [14]. 

Our on-line assistant looks for metaphors and analogies in common sense 
knowledge base, and uses those elements as important components of the explanation 
process. It presents the concepts sought by the user in the context retrieved, along 
with common sense analogies, which help to understand the information presented. 

This paper is organized as follows: the next section presents a discussion about 
how analogy supports learning. (Subsequently, we will refer to learning, teachers, and 
students; this generalizes the specific situation of workplace training, trainers and 
employees for which our prototype was aimed). The following section explains how 
common sense analogies can be found in a large common sense knowledge base. In 
the next section, the on-line assistant is presented. Then, we present some results of a 
user test with the system, evaluating the data presentation and the relevance of the 
analogies provided. Finally we present some conclusions, discussing our preliminary 
results and the potential for future work.  

2   Analogies and the Learning Process 

The use of analogies is one cognitive strategy adopted by people when they want to 
understand some concept, and a cognitive operator that is used to make other people 
understand a concept being explained. This is because it is easier to understand new 
information when relating it to life experiences [3,17]. 

Ausubel explains this phenomenon when he defines meaningful learning concepts 
[5]. For Ausubel, in order to have effective learning, the new piece of knowledge 
which is being taught should be presented to the learner so that it can be related to 
other pieces of knowledge which are already in their cognitive structure.  

As an example, let’s suppose that, in the learner’s mind, the concept “fire” is 
related to the concepts of “danger” and “accident”. Then the new concept “electric 
spark” is presented in the learning material. If “electric spark” is close to “fire”, then 
the associated concepts “danger” and ”accident” can be used to make an analogy 
between “fire” and the new concept “electric spark”. So it helps the learner to know 
that, like fire, electrical sparks are dangerous and can cause accidents. 
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This approach of using analogies can also be justified by Paulo Freire’s theories. 
For Freire, for learning to be successful, teachers should be concerned with the 
learner’s common sense, to stimulate their creativity [12]. In keeping with Freinet’s 
theory [13], if students are familiar with cities, teacher should use elements like cars, 
stores, buildings, and so on. If the students are familiar with farms, concepts such as 
animals and plants would be more suitable to make them understand what is being 
explained. Furthermore, analogies can also be related to Gagné’s Instructional Theory 
[14]. According to Gagné, learners make use of several strategies to guide their 
processes of attention, learning, memory and thinking. The use of these cognitive 
strategies is very important to fix the knowledge in learners’ cognitive structure and 
thus to effective learning.  

Although cognitive strategies are skills organized internally by the student, as 
presented in Gangé’s Instructional Theory, Neris et al. [18,19] maintain that teachers 
can make use of some external elements, the cognitive operators, to stimulate their 
use. For instance, professors can present some analogies to students so that they can 
activate the same internal skill (analogies) on their own. The cognitive strategy 
Association can be directly related to analogies since analogy can be defined as a 
comparison between things which have similar features as well the strategy 
Metaphors and analogies. Stamm [21] mentions that activating the cognitive strategy 
called Analogy in the students can activate the learning surprises that professors 
frequently desire. 

It is interesting to point out how analogies lead to connections among things a 
person already has in mind, i.e., cognitive structure. Making these connections means 
to promote meaningful learning, and this is only possible because the information 
presented can be related to something that the student already knows, i.e., it is 
contextualized to his or her background knowledge. 

3   Finding Metaphors and Analogies in Open Mind Common 
Sense Knowledge Base 

This study has been using the OMCS-Br knowledge base to automatically build the 
analogies presented by the online assistant. This knowledge base has been built using 
the collaborative approach adopted by the versions of the Open Mind Common Sense 
(OMCS) Project, which is based on the idea that ordinary people can contribute the 
common sense knowledge needed to make computers more intelligent [21]. 

The Brazilian version of the project has been developed since August 2005, and 
now it has in its knowledge base approximately 137.000 sentences, which were gotten 
from volunteer contributors on the project website (www.sensocomum.ufscar.br). 

Lieberman et al. [15] have already demonstrated the possibility of building 
common sense analogies from the data stored in OMCS knowledge bases, bridging 
the mismatch between the specialized knowledge and technical vocabulary of experts 
who are providing help, and the relative naïveté of novices, who are usually not in a 
position to understand solutions expressed by the expert in their own terms.  

SuggestDesk, the assistant which presents common sense analogies, watches the 
interaction between the novice and the helper, and suggests to the helper analogies 
that will help him/her elicit problem information from the user and explain technical 
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solutions. Besides SuggestDesk, there was also an e-mail client in the context of the 
OMCS Project, What is he thinking (WIHT). WIHT watches the user’s input during 
e-mail editing, alerting the user to possibly relevant cultural differences and analogies, 
regarding the eating habits domain, for concepts that evoke a similar social meaning 
in those cultures [11]. Another version of WIHT was developed to work on four 
semantic networks [1]: the OMCSNet (OMCSNet.OM), which was mined from the 
Open Mind corpus, and three culturally specific knowledge bases – the Brazilian 
(OMCSNet.BR), the Mexican (OMCSNet.MX) and North-American (OMCSNet.US) 
semantic networks. The OMCSNet.BR was built from data mined from the Brazilian 
Open Mind Common Sense database [1,2]. 

The intelligent agent implemented in WIHT is capable of making analogies 
between the networks. This is possible by comparing the set of tuples retrieved from a 
contextual search in the American and Mexican, and the Brazilian and American 
semantic networks. For instance, the contextual search in the American network 
would return relations such as: 
 
[IsA ‘soft drink’ ‘Coca-cola’] 
[PropertyOf ‘Coca-cola’ ‘sparkling’] 
[UsedFor ‘soft drink’ ‘drink’] 

 
At the same time, the contextual search in the Brazilian network would return 

relations such as: 
 
[UsedFor ‘drink’ ‘Guaraná Antártica’] 
[IsA ‘softdrink’ ‘Guaraná Antártica’] 
[PropertyOf ‘soft drink’ ‘sparkling’] 
[PropertyOf ‘soft drink’ ‘sweet’] 
 
Having those sets of relations, the intelligent agent compares them. If the value of 

one node and the semantic relations in the tuples of one set are equal to the tuples of 
the other cultural set, then the differentiating concept is an analogy between the two 
cultures that are being considered. These processes are similar to Gentner’s Structure 
Mapping analogy method [11,1,2]. 

4   On-Line Assistant with Common Sense 

The online assistant uses a similar approach to that used in SuggestDesk and WIHT 
systems. 

In this context, in order to be possible to make the intended analogies, it was 
necessary to build a domain-specific knowledge base, ExpertNet, using the same 
knowledge representation used in ConceptNet. This knowledge base was built by a 
Knowledge Engineer, based on information from several documents about workplace 
safety issues provided by the company. When the student searches for a concept, it 
compares the set of relations retrieved from ExpertNet to the set of relations retrieved 
from ConceptNet so that analogies can be made. The approach used here is similar to 
WIHT, but applied to a new domain. 
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The version of ConceptNet used in this experiment is a semantic network 
automatically mined from the OMCS-Br corpus, and represented as a set of binary 
assertions. Considering that the application is intended as a tool for distance learning, it 
has been designed to run over the web. Therefore, we considered such issues as 
bandwidth constraints, which directly affect system response time and user satisfaction. 
Again, because of the application’s purpose, we adopted a Web service architecture. 
This architecture is characterized by making available the searching methods of the 
ConceptNet’s API, implemented in Python, in a ConceptNet server that receives 
requests from web applications, as depicted in Figure 1. Additionally, we developed a 
Java module, the OMCS Client, which uses the XMLRPC protocol to connect itself to 
the server and access the API methods, mapped as Web services. Finally, we developed 
a website using JSP technology, where students perform their searches. 

When students provide a search query, the web server establishes a connection to 
the ConceptNet server through the OMCS Client module. Then the ConceptNet server 
lemmatizes the expression which was sent by the OMCS Client and makes inferences 
about it, considering the morphological variations of the words that compose the 
expression. Having identified the variations, the ConceptNet’s API returns all 
relations and analogies which contain at least one of those variations.  

In order to identify the morphological variations, the system uses two techniques. 
The first one is the expansion technique. It is useful when students use short expressions 
to perform the search. In this technique, the terms related to the context are retrieved by 
ConceptNet's Get-Context method. Then, terms that have the lemmatized expression as 
a substring are also retrieved. For instance, when a student provides the expression 
“fire” in the search’s area, which is depicted in Figure 2, the system will also search for 
expressions like “fire alarm”, “fire place”, “fire door” and so on. 

The second technique is useful especially when large expressions are provided by 
the students to be searched. In this case phrasal structures, such as noun phrases, 
verbal phrases and adjective phrases are identified by the system and then the system 
performs a search for each structure identified. For example, when a student asks the   

 

Fig. 1. The help assistant architecture 

system for results related to the expression “preventing accidents in the workplace”, 
the expression will be divided in “preventing work accidents”, “work accidents”, 
“accidents” and “accident in the workplace”. This technique increases the likelihood 
of getting results from the search, since the terms that are searched are simpler and 
more likely to be found in the semantic network. 
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the online assistant to distance training in work security subject 

Once the system identifies the related concepts and analogies, they are presented to 
the student considering 4 categories in the following order: 

1. Definitions; 
2. Analogies; 
3. Relations; and 
4. Related Concepts.  

The first three categories can be observed in Figure 2. The fourth is presented in 
Figure 4. It is important to point out that all expressions retrieved from ConceptNet 
and ExpertNet are presented by the system as links. By clicking on one of those links, 
a new search is automatically performed in the semantic network, and new results are 
presented to the user. 

In the Definitions’ area the system presents the explanation of the concepts, retrieved 
from the search performed by the student, which were found in ExpertNet. Students can 
find the information they need about the expressions they are looking for in this area. 

The Analogies’ area presents analogies computed by the system. Here the common 
sense analogies help students understand the explanations presented in the Definition 
area. The analogies are presented as sentences of the form, X relation Y, as A relation 
B where relation is the type of relation that connects those items in the ConceptNet. 

An example is presented in Figure 3. We use analogies from the workplace domain 
to the domain of everyday life. Analogies explain specific topics with generalized 
examples from commonsense. In this figure, we present an example concerning the 
factors likely to cause workplace accidents.  
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Fig. 3. An example of using analogy from common sense to explain a concept 

These factors are explained by making analogies to factors that cause accidents in 
the home. For example:  

• To expose a part of your body to dangerous machinery is like a person that leans 
out of a window.  

• Using a machine in the workplace without proper permission is like letting a child 
use the stove in a kitchen. 

• Adjusting or Cleaning a Machine while it is moving is like cleaning the stove with 
the flame on. 

In the Relations’ area, we show the connection among some terms of ConceptNet, 
related to the context retrieved. Students can use the links presented in this area to 
explore new concepts and enhance their learning. 

Finally, we present the Related Concepts’ area, shown in Figure 4. This area has 
some contextualized terms that can also be used by students to guide their learning 
process.  

 

Fig. 4. Related concepts’ area 
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We included the Related Concepts area to encourage students to be continually 
mindful of the context they are exploring, taking into account the importance of 
context for effective learning 

5   Evaluating the Assisting – The Users’ Opinions  

To evaluate whether the developed prototype is useful to support distance training, we 
conducted a survey in which 24 volunteers users participated. The most part of the 
participants were master candidates, contacted through email, who were not 
previously familiar with the specific workplace safety theme in our test. 

The prototype was presented to the users, and then they were instructed to interact 
with the system, searching for desired topics related to the workplace safety theme. 
After that, the users’ opinions were collected using an on-line questionnaire, which 
can be found at http://lia.dc.ufscar.br:8080/taticas/enquete_inicio.jsp (in Portuguese).  

The questionnaire was divided into two parts. The first one was about the user's 
profile, where 3 questions about age, educational level and gender were asked. Then, 
five more questions about the users’ satisfaction were asked.  

The questions were designed in a 5 point Likert scale, including the responses, 
“Very useful, useful, does not matter, somewhat useful and not useful” and the users 
selected the option that was closest to their opinion. We also provided a free text field 
in case the user wanted to express additional comments. 

Before filling out the questionnaire, the users received some information about the 
main objective of the research and ethical aspects, including confidentiality and privacy. 

The users’ profile identified by the three first questions shows that 83% of the 
users are males between 18 and 29 years old. About 42% are master candidate, 38% 
are undergraduate students, and 20% are high school students. 

Around 79% of the users mentioned that it was easy or very easy to use, as shown 
in Table 1. Some comments made in the free text field were that “the system is simple 
to use and intuitive”, and “it seems easy to interact and find things”. It is important to 
point out that, although very few users classified the system as difficult to use, there 
were also comments such as “the system should show a message to the user when the 
concept was not found” and “…the way that data are presented could be more 
concise…”, which point to the necessity of improvements to the interface. 

Table 1. User’s opinions about the analogy utility to understand the showed concept 

User opinion Percentage 
Very easy 25.0 % 
Easy 54.2 % 
Irrelevant 12.5 % 
Difficult 8.3 % 
Very difficult 0 % 

 

Additionally, the survey showed that about 88% of them considered the system 
useful or very useful. We conclude that the system should be well accepted for its 
intended purpose, since there were no users that considered it of little or no help, as 
shown in Table 2.  
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Table 2. User’s opinions about the prototype utility 

User opinion Percentage 
Very useful 20.8 % 
Useful 66.7 % 
Irrelevant 12.5 % 
Little useful 0 % 
Not useful 0 % 

The users were also asked about the analogies that were presented in the prototype. 
The first question asked about this issue was whether the user took note of the 
presence of analogies shown by the system. A high percentage of the users, about 
88%, commented that they noticed and appreciated them. 

The second question asked if the user considered the use of analogy useful to 
understand the concept presented. Table 3 shows that 67% of the users considered 
that the analogies were useful or very useful, and taking into account only the users 
who noticed the presence of the analogies this percentage rise to 70%. They also 
presented some comments like “I liked the analogies most because they help me to 
understand the subject that is being explained” and “the analogies were useful 
because gave clearer examples about the concepts’ definition”. Those comments just 
confirm what many authors have already enunciated about the use of analogies in the 
learning process and demonstrate the relevance of the approach adopted in this study. 

Table 3. User’s opinions about the analogy’s utility to explain the relevant concept 

User opinion Percentage 
Very useful 20.8 % 
Useful 66.7 % 
Little useful 12.5 % 
Not useful 0 % 
Analogies were not presented to me 0 % 

Overall, the collected data in this survey demonstrates that most users considered 
the analogies useful in the learning process. Also, some observations were collected, 
in an optional field of the questionnaire. Following some examples are presented:  

• “... the system is very interesting, especially for using analogies that facilitate the 
concepts’ understanding from previous knowledge…” 

• “... one suggestion is to drop the redundancy in some definitions…” 
• “The analogies were satisfactory and coherent to the context.” 
• “... I had to spend some time analyzing the data before finding answers to specific 

questions!” 

Some users criticized the fact that inclusion of the analogies sometimes causes 
redundancy, increasing the amount of text on the screen, possibly obscuring particular 
results that a user might wish to find. Comments like these should be analyzed to refine 
the system requirements, when systems like this are deployed for use in a real situation. 
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6   Conclusion and Future Works 

This work presents an on-line assistant for a distance training application, using a 
commonsense knowledge base to make analogies between topics in the curriculum 
material, and everyday life. Analogies play a very important role in the learning 
process, because they can be used in order to help people associate new things with 
known things through their similarities. 

Large scale common sense knowledge bases can be used to build analogies that 
make sense for most people, because they take into account cultural knowledge 
shared by most people of a specific culture [1, 2]. Explanation based on analogy has 
been known to help people understand new concepts [1, 2, 11, 16]. 

In order to verify the utility of the common sense-based approach adopted in the 
prototype, we conducted a survey. Respondents reported that the analogies were 
helpful in understanding the presented material. 

Taking into account previous research [7, 16, 18, 19], we envision future work 
integrating the common sense engine into an instructional material editing tool, 
Cognitor [23], an authoring tool whose main objective is to support the teacher during 
the design and editing of instructional material to be delivered electronically. 

The common sense engine could suggest analogies to teachers who were 
composing instructional material using Cognitor, so that they could be encouraged to 
present a suitable vocabulary, using analogies, and to present the new knowledge in a 
way that students can better understand.  

According to Neris et al. [19], these characteristics improve the usability of the 
instructional material, which will be more deeply analyzed in future work. 
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Abstract. This paper analyzes the problem of evaluating elderly people’s per-
ception of assistive robots and domotic environments. Specifically, we focus on
aspects related to the modalities in which interaction can occur between an elder
user and an assistive robotic agent. Our work benefits from the products of project
ROBOCARE, namely, a domestic environment in which sensors, intelligent soft-
ware components and a domestic robot provide a set of cognitive support services
for the elder user. This paper analyzes a number of evaluation criteria in detail,
specifically related to the robot’s aspect, the way in which it communicates with
the user, and the perceived usefulness of its support services. Among these cri-
teria, the paper proposes and reports an evaluation of the Proactive interaction
modality (where the system takes the initiative) and On-demand interaction (in
which the user explicitly requests a service). Users evaluate the On-demand sup-
port services in personal safety scenarios as particularly useful, and less so in
scenarios which are not critical. The paper also provides a discussion which can
be useful for the design of future assistive agents and robotic companions.

1 Introduction

The use of intelligent technology for supporting elderly people at home has been ad-
dressed in various research projects in the last years [14,15]. In addition, recent research
has been increasingly focusing on Cognitive Systems to produce aids that enhance hu-
man cognition capabilities. As an example, the project CALO [12] has as its primary
goal the development of cognitive systems capable of reasoning, learning from expe-
rience, being told what to do, explaining what they are doing, and even more. These
projects have highlighted a number of important issues that need to be addressed: in
addition to the problem of coordinating the distributed components, the problem of
providing intelligent interaction with the user is undoubtedly among the most critical.
A further research area that is gaining attention concerns human-robot interaction for
socially assistive applications. Again in this area the need to involve competences from
several heterogeneous disciplines [7]. A key aspect of social assistive robots consists in
social interaction between human users and robotic agents. For example, in [16] it is
highlighted how observation and behavioral analysis of human-robot social interaction

� This research is partially supported by MIUR (Italian Ministry of Education, University and
Research) under project ROBOCARE (A Multi-Agent System with Intelligent Fixed and Mo-
bile Robotic Components).

C. Baranauskas et al. (Eds.): INTERACT 2007, LNCS 4662, Part I, pp. 255–268, 2007.
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in real environments is necessary in order to take into consideration all the divergent
factors pertaining to the design of social robots.

This paper describes work done in the ROBOCARE project. ROBOCARE shares sev-
eral of the challenges with the above mentioned projects, and has involved research
groups with different background with the goal of investigating how state of the art AI
techniques could be combined to create new home-service integration for elderly peo-
ple [5]. As a target domain we have chosen a prototypical home environment where
the presence of an intelligent assistant would be of concrete help in the daily life of
an elderly person at home through the integrated performance of advanced distributed
components. The most important capability of an intelligent assistant is the continuous
maintenance of a high level of situation awareness. This objective is obtained through
the interaction of a number of intelligent physical and/or software agents: among oth-
ers, vision-based sensors, which ensure the acquisition of continuously updated data
from the environment; a schedule management software agent, which analyzes the sta-
tus of every activity being performed within the monitored space; a mobile robotic
platform able to behave robustly and continuously in the environment. Specifically,
we have chosen to incorporate the interaction functionalities on the robotic platform,
henceforth called robotic mediator. This entity is an embodied agent whose role is to
focus the attention of the user in all instances of interaction. Therefore we have concen-
trated most of the interaction capabilities in the robot, and, additionally, have chosen
verbal communication as the main interaction modality. The ultimate goal of the over-
all system is to provide cognitive support both on-demand, by guaranteeing a real-time
question-and-answer service situated to the contextual knowledge of an assisted person,
and proactively, by providing an event-driven support again grounded on what is going
on in a daily living environment.

How the different interactive functionalities are obtained is described in [4]. In this
paper we focus on the complementary but very important aspect connected to the in-
teraction between the user and the intelligent environment, namely how the robotic
mediator is perceived by the elder user. We have synthesized a controlled experimental
setting in which we have explored the feeling generated by some key features of the
assistive environment. We analyze a broad range of features that may influence the user
perception on the robot and in particular we report on the elder users’ evaluation of
the system’s ability to provide on-demand interactions as well as autonomous system
initiative.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the key features of the
ROBOCARE domestic environment, emphasizing the role of the robotic mediator and
its interaction capabilities. The paper then proceeds with the specific user evaluation
experiment we have conducted. We outline the experimental setup, and then present the
results of the evaluation. The paper ends with a detailed discussion of those results.

2 The ROBOCARE Assistive Domain

The ROBOCARE Domestic Environment (RDE) is the result of a three year project
aimed at developing cognitive support technology for elderly people. Our focus on the
domestic scenario stems from a series of studies of different physical environments for
elderly people [5]. This choice is supported not only by the aim of improving home
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technology personalization, but also by recent studies, e.g., [8], that underscore the
relevance of the attachment of elderly people to their home and the beneficial effects of
increasing their independence at home.

Fig. 1. Interactions in the RDE

As mentioned, the objective of
the RDE is to provide on-demand
as well as proactive support in the
management of an elderly person’s
daily activities. To this end, the
RDE, sketched in Fig. 1, is com-
posed of two fundamental subsys-
tems. On one hand, an “intelligent
observer” of the assisted person:
information coming from environ-
mental sensors1 is used for main-
taining an updated representation of
what is happening in the environ-
ment. The sequence of observations
from the artificial vision sensors allows to follow the evolution of the activities of the
observed person. Based on the synthesis of these observations, the system is able to
generate a report that underscores when the person’s activities have been performed
within “reasonable” temporal boundaries or when important anomalies or even viola-
tions on their execution have been detected. In this light, the RDE’s basic functionality
is an example of home Activity Monitor grounded on scheduling technology. Notice
that, on its own, the domestic activity monitor acts as a “silent observer” and does not
take initiative with respect to the elder person in any way.

On the other hand, the RDE also provides an interface with the assisted elder through
an interactive subsystem. This subsystem is essentially a “proactive assistant” which
closes the loop between the elder user and the intelligent environment, enabling the
system to take initiatives based on Activity Monitor inference.

Fig. 2. Example of desired behavior specified by the care giver for
the assisted person in form of a schedule

As a central compo-
nent for the activity man-
agement we have em-
ployed an AI-based sched-
ule management
environment called T-
REX – Tool for sched-
ule Representation and
EXecution [13]. T-REX

allows to represent a set of activities and their quantitative temporal connections (i.e., a
schedule of activities that the user is expected to carry out). These temporal constraints
represent the behavioral requirements to which the assisted person should adhere. To
be more concrete, let us consider a behavioral pattern described by a schedule com-
posed of 6 different activities (breakfast, lunch, dinner, as well as taking three different

1 At the moment sensors are cameras whose observation are elaborated by artificial vision algo-
rithms to extract useful features.
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medicines). Due to medical requirements, let us also suppose that such activities must
satisfy certain temporal requirements, such as “dinner should not begin before 7:30 PM,
nor should it occur less than 5 hours after lunch” and “aspirin should only be taken after
dinner, but not too late”, and so on.

An “ideal schedule”, i.e., an enactment of these activities which does not violate any
temporal constraint, is shown in Fig. 2. Broadly speaking, the objective of the Activity
Monitor is to recognize deviations from this ideal situation. Specifically, the system
should assess the extent to which the elder user’s behavior deviates from this situation.
This equates to assessing which temporal constraints are progressively violated during
the day. In a nutshell, system interventions are driven by constraint violations: warnings,
alarms and suggestions result from violated constraints, which are processed by the
interactive subsystem on board the robotic mediator.

2.1 Managing Interaction with the User

As already mentioned, interaction within ROBOCARE relies on an embodied robotic
assistant as the focal point between the user and the system. Communication between
the user and the robotic mediator occurs verbally. For the purposes of this study, we
distinguish two form of interaction based on who takes the initiative to start a dialogue:

On-Demand interaction in which the user takes the initiative first. The assisted person
commences interaction, for instance, by querying the system’s knowledge base:
“have I taken my pills?”, or “can I make an appointment for tomorrow at 5 PM?”.

Proactive interaction in which the intelligent environment commences interaction gui-
ded by its internal reasoning. Within ROBOCARE, constraint violations have been
considered as a trigger for the system to take the initiative and perform some ac-
tions: issue an alarm in case of illness, or verbalize warnings and suggestions.

Our work explicitly focuses on the development of active and, at the same time, unob-
trusive services to integrate within the artificial assistant. All interaction services rely
on the Interaction Manager. This module essentially consists in a rule-based system
that fires situation-action rules. In other words, it continuously assesses the situation
and activates a particular submodule as an action.

The main “interaction occasions” managed in the current version of the intelligent
assistant are also shown in Fig. 1. We categorize as On-Demand interaction the “Ques-
tion/Answer” category of dialogues. This activity is triggered by a speech input from
the assisted person. The generation of the answer is managed mostly internally to the
manager that has information on the activities’ history and/or on the current state of the
environment, to answer questions like “Have I had lunch?” or “What time is it?”, etc.

Instances of Proactive interaction are “Danger” and “Warning” scenarios. Undoubt-
edly, one of the important tasks for assistance is to recognize emergencies for the mon-
itored person. The emergency trigger is fired by particular combinations of the input
provided by the sensors that monitor the environment and the assisted person. As an
example we can discriminate as a dangerous situation the case in which a person is
“laying down on the kitchen floor” or “laying down in bed half and hour after usual
wake up”, rather than “laying down in bed within an expected period” which is rec-
ognized as a regular situation. The danger trigger is dealt with by a specific behavior
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of the multi-agent system that interrupts the usual flow of activities and undertakes an
action: the robot is sent to the assisted person, a specific dialogue is attempted, and if
no answer from the assisted person is obtained, an Alarm is immediately fired to the
external world (call to a relative, to an emergency help desk, etc.).

A warning scenario is one in which constraint violations are detected by the T-REX

activity monitor. Broadly speaking, the activity monitor decides the values for the vari-
ables that are used by the interaction manager to trigger a proactive dialogue with the
assisted person. The content of the dialog is synthesized on the basis of the monitor’s
internal knowledge.

Overall the Interaction Manager in Fig. 1 is a quite simple planner that supervises the
initiative of the “interactor” towards the assisted person. It is worth underscoring how the
combination of this manager and the activity monitor endows the whole assistive envi-
ronment with capabilities of proactive participation in a mixed-initiative interaction [6].

3 Experiments with Elder Users

The RDE’s fundamental building blocks described in the previous section are the result
of a multi-disciplinary research and development effort, combining robotics, artificial
vision, automated scheduling and distributed constraint reasoning and psychology. Our
aim in the remainder of this article is to present experiments aimed at understanding the
perception of older people towards the assistance that the robot (and thus the assistive
environment as a whole) is able to offer at the moment.

3.1 Previous Evaluations of Assistive Robots

A previous study [18] was aimed at drawing some preliminary desiderata and require-
ments for assistive robots. This evaluation analyzed laypeople’s representations of do-
mestic robots with respect to a variety of topics: the users’ expectations with respect to
the robot’s capabilities to perform different everyday activities at home; their emotional
response to a domestic robot; the image of the robot, referring to shape, size, color,
cover material, speed; preferences and expectancies about the robot’s personification
(given name, etc.) and the modalities of human-robot communication and interaction.

Results showed that people overestimate manipulative abilities and underestimate
cognitive capabilities of the robot, whose representation is somewhat unrealistic: a do-
mestic robot is still too far away from everyday life experience of laypeople. In addition,
people at different stages of their lifespan showed very divergent opinions and prefer-
ences. In particular, older people clearly indicated a preference for a small robot, hardly
resembling a human being, which has to intrude as less as possible in personal and
domestic life; a device which is not autonomously free to move in the domestic en-
vironment and simply responding to tasks to be performed. In fact, while its practical
utility was recognized, the robot emerged as a potential source of danger and discomfort
in private life, and the idea of a non-autonomous device seemed to be a way to ward
off their anxiety. Another issue to be addressed has to do with the context in which the
robot is expected to operate. The use of new technologies and domestic robots in the
home environment is not only a matter of general human-technology interaction, but is
also associated with the specific sphere of human life in which assistance is needed [8].
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Elderly people showed a rather positive attitude towards a technological modification
in the domestic environment, yet the inclination to use technological devices is strongly
associated to the problem they have to cope with. In some situations, a technological
aid seemed to be unrealistic, or unpractical, or it would have better been replaced by a
more common alternative. In other ones, concerning health and personal/environmental
safeness above all, it emerged as a suitable solution to cope with losses imposed by
ageing.

3.2 The Present Study

The studies mentioned previously focus on users’ attitudes toward a purely imaginary
robotic agent, with unspecified abilities and not operating in a real domestic environ-
ment. For this reason, differences in users’ reactions could have been related to both
diverse knowledge and bias toward technologies.

(a) Non anthropomor-
phic version of the robot.

(b) Robot showing a hu-
man speaking face.

Fig. 3. The two experimental conditions of the robot

The final prototype a-
chieved by the ROBOCARE

project allows us over-
come this limitation. The
evaluation of a tangible
robot allows us to eliminate
pre-conceptions and other
biases. Performing the eval-
uation on the RDE pro-
totype allows us to draw
specific conclusions on the
prototype itself, and also
to investigate some general
issues relative to the chal-
lenges of assistive technol-
ogy for elderly people. This
analysis is in line with cur-
rent recommendations for
the evaluation of complex
assistive technology. For instance, it is recognized in [9] that human-robot interaction is
to be evaluated on socio-culturally constituted activities outside the design laboratory.
In this light, the aim of our research is to analyze the potential reactions of final users
to real life interactions between elderly people and an assistive robot.

The present analysis considered eight different scenarios, which were meant to be
representative of daily situations in which elderly people may be involved. The situa-
tions were selected with reference to previous research on this topic [8], ranging from
the most emotionally involving to less critical and emotionally neutral, with the aim
of exploring elderly people’s evaluations of the potential role of a domestic robot as a
useful support to ageing people. Specifically, the study focuses on three main aspects.

First, we perform an evaluation of how meaningful each scenario is with respect to
the respondents’ every day life. This allows us to understand how useful state-of-the-art
assistive technology can be in real situations. Moreover, it provides a precious indica-
tion as to whether we are employing this technology to solve real needs. Scenarios were
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arranged in order to have evaluations of the robot in different typologies of interactive
situations: we propose a main distinction between “On-demand” and “Proactive” sce-
narios. On-demand scenarios imply an explicit request for the robot’s activity by the
final user; in proactive scenarios, the robot autonomously intervenes in the domestic
environment, for both an emergency and a simple suggestion. The comparison between
On-demand and Proactive situations is aimed to offer a suggestion as regards the pre-
ferred level of autonomy of the assistive device.

Second, we focus on the respondents assessment of our robotic mediator. The analy-
sis focuses on aspects related to the physical aspect of the robot, its interaction capabili-
ties, and in general its suitability in the domestic context (e.g., size, mobility, integration
with the environment).

Third, we observe user preferences with respect to robot’s features evoking a hu-
man being. Although our robot is not anthropomorphic, it is possible to deploy it in
two slightly different versions: one in which the robot has a 3D facial representation
(whose lip movement is synchronized with the speech synthesizer), and one without
a facial representation. These variants were used to toggle the variable “Similarity to
human beings”, which emerged as a key component in elderly people’s representation
of domestic robots [18].

Materials. Eight short movies (ranging from about 30 seconds to little more than one
minute) were developed showing potential interaction scenarios between an elderly per-
son and the RDE’s robotic agent in a real domestic environment. The features of the
robotic agent were manipulated according to two different experimental conditions: in
the first condition (“Face”) a robot showing a human speaking face on a notebook mon-
itor; in the second (“No-face”), a robot with no reference to human features (see Figure
3). The eight scenarios presented everyday life situations in which the robot provides
cognitive support to the elderly person, and referred to critical areas, as highlighted
by previous research: (a) management of personal/environmental safety, (b) healthcare,
(c) reminding events/deadlines, (d) support to activity planning, (e) suggestions. In the
following, the eight scenarios are shortly described.

Scenario 1 [Environmental safety]. The actor/actress is sitting on the sofa, watching
TV. In the meantime, in the kitchen the sauce on the stove is overcooking. The sen-
sors communicate this information to the robot. As a consequence, the robot moves
toward the actor/actress and says: “The pot is burning. You should turn it off”. The
actor/actress immediately goes to the kitchen and turns the stove off.

Scenario 2 [Personal safety]. The actor/actress is sitting on the sofa, reading a mag-
azine. Suddenly, he/she feels ill, and faints. The camera recognizes the situation and
communicates this information to the robot. The robot approaches the actor/actress
and says: “Are you all right?”. As it gets no answer, the robot calls the actor’s/actress’
son at work, who calls the medical emergency. The final scene shows the son and the
doctor in the living room with the actor/actress, who feels fine.

Scenario 3 [Finding objects]. The actor/actress is sitting on the sofa, and takes a mag-
azine to read. Suddenly, he/she realizes that the glasses are not on the table in front of
him/her. The actor/actress calls the robot and asks: “Where are my glasses?”. The sen-
sors in the rooms search for the glasses, and finally find them in the kitchen. The robot
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answers: “The glasses are on the table in the kitchen”. The actor/actress goes to the
kitchen and takes the glasses, then goes back to the sofa and starts reading the maga-
zine.

Scenario 4 [Reminding analyses]. The actor/actress is in the kitchen. He/she is about
to have breakfast. When he/she puts the pot on the stove to warm up the milk, the
robot says: “You cannot have breakfast now. You have an appointment for a medical
analysis”. The actor/actress answers: “You’re right. I had forgotten all about it!”.

Scenario 5 [Activity planning]. The actor/actress is having a call in the living room.
He/she is speaking to the secretary of a clinical center to have an appointment for a
medical examination. The secretary proposes an appointment for the next day, with two
alternatives: one in the morning, the other in the afternoon. The actor/actress asks the
robot for eventual engagements in the following day. The robot answers: “You have an-
other engagement in the morning. In the afternoon, you do not have any appointment”.
The actor/actress accepts the appointment in the afternoon.

Scenario 6 [Reminding medication]. The actor/actress is sleeping on the sofa, and
suddenly wakes up. He/she does not realize what time is it, and thus he/she asks the
robot. The robot answers: “It is four o’clock”. The actor/actress does not remember
whether or not he/she took his/her medicine after lunch, and asks the robot. The robot
answers: “Yes, you took it.”

Scenario 7 [Suggestions]. The actor/actress is watching TV on the sofa. It is five o’clock.
The robot enters the living room and says: “You have been spending all the day at home.
Why don’t you go out and have a walk?”. The actor/actress answers: “I really don’t
feel like it... I think I’ll go water the plants in the garden”.

Scenario 8 [Reminding events]. The actor/actress is having breakfast in the kitchen.
The robot reminds him/her: “Today it’s your friend Giovanni’s birthday. Remember to
call him”. The actor/actress answers: “You are right. I will do it in a while”. Then
he/she goes to the living room and calls Giovanni.

Scenarios 1, 2 and 4 showed proactive situations referring to domestic healthcare
and emergencies; scenarios 7 and 8 showed proactive situations implying suggestions;
scenarios 3, 5 and 6 showed on-demand interactions.

Tools. A questionnaire was developed for data collection. It consisted of three sections,
plus a final part for socio-demographics. The sections were arranged as follows:

Section 1. Eight fill-in papers, each of them referring to one of the eight scenarios,
were presented. For each scenario, questions about the likelihood of the situation for
the elderly person, the utility and acceptability of the robot were asked.

Section 2. An attitude scale, consisting of 45 Likert-type items, referring to the physical
aspect of the robot, its behavior and communication modalities; the level of integration
with the domestic environment; the degree of perceived intrusion/disturbance of the
robot in everyday life and routines; the personal advantages and disadvantages of having
such a device at home.
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Table 1. Evaluation of the different types of situations. Users were asked to evaluate on a scale
from 0 to 4.

Type of situation Meaningfulness Usefulness Preference

Mean2 St. dev. Mean2 St. dev. Mean2 St. dev.
Proactive (Emergency) 2.51a .59 2.74a .73 2.48a .87

On-demand 2.53a .67 2.44b .85 2.13b .97

Proactive (Suggestions) 1.99b .83 1.94c .98 1.76c 1.13

Section 3. An emotional scale, consisting of sixteen adjectives through which respon-
dents have to evaluate the possible presence of the robot in their home.

In the Likert-type items, the respondents had to express their level of agreement/disa-
greement on a scale ranging from 0 (“I totally disagree”) to 4 (“I completely agree”).

Participants and Procedure. Subjects recruited for this exploratory study were forty
elderly people (aged 56-88; mean age = 70.3 years). Participants were 13 males and 27
females; as for their educational level, 17.9% attended primary school, 43.6% attended
middle school, 25.6% attended high school, 12.9% have a degree. Most of them (82.5%)
are retired. Before retirement, 22.5% were teachers, 15% were office workers. Subjects
were randomly assigned to one of the two experimental conditions (Face/No-face). The
movies were either projected on a notebook monitor, in a face-to-face administration,
or on a larger screen, in a small-group administration. Two different sequences of pre-
sentation of scenarios were used, in order to avoid the potential influence of an order
effect of episodes on results. After the vision of each scenario, participants were asked
to fill the paper referring to it (Section 1 of the questionnaire). At the end of the whole
presentation, subjects were asked to give general evaluations of the robot (Sections 2-3
of the questionnaire), and to fill the final part of the questionnaire, referring to socio-
demographics.

3.3 Results

The results described in the following paragraphs, are obtained from a combination of
quantitative (ANOVA, χ2 and Pearson’s correlation) and qualitative analyses of the user
evaluation questionnaires.

On-Demand vs. Proactive Scenarios. An analysis of meaningfulness of scenarios
shows that our selection was effective in identifying typical everyday situations. On
the whole, both On-demand and Proactive situations involving emergency and health-
care were evaluated as significantly more common than Proactive situations referring to
suggestions (F (2, 78) = 15.00, p < .001); in Proactive situations involving emergency
and healthcare the robot was evaluated as significantly more useful than in On-demand
and Proactive situations referring to suggestions (F (2, 78) = 27.84, p < .001); finally,
the preference for the robot’s support was significantly higher in Proactive situations in-
volving emergency and healthcare than in On-demand and Proactive situations referring
to suggestions (F (2, 78) = 20.83, p < .001) (see Tab. 1).
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A global picture of the robotic mediator reveals a rather positive perception. In par-
ticular, the robot emerged as a very useful device for Personal (M = 3.10, sd = 1.01)
and Environmental safety (M = 2.83, sd = .90), Reminding medications (M = 2.68,
sd = .97), and Finding objects (M = 2.63, sd = .98); conversely, not particularly
useful in case of Suggestions (M = 1.85, sd = 1.14) (see Fig. 4).

In addition to utility, the robot was also indicated as a solution users would accept
when difficulties arise, again with specific reference to Personal (M = 2.95, sd = 1.06)
and Environmental safety (M = 2.55, sd = 1.01). In general, a significant correlation
emerged (Pearson’s r) between meaningfulness of a specific scenario, utility of and
preference for the robot in that scenario (see Tab. 2).

Scores of utility were shown to be higher than scores of meaningfulness in 5 out of 8
scenarios; conversely, scores of preference were always lower, with the sole exception
for the Personal safety scenario.

Fig. 4. Utility of the domestic robot for everyday situations

General Evaluation of the
Robot. As to the differ-
ent characteristics of the
robot (see Section 2 of the
questionnaire), its face-to-
face interaction with peo-
ple (M = 2.60, sd =
1.23) and communication
modalities (M = 2.33,
sd = .62) were on aver-
age positively assessed; in
addition, elderly people fa-
vorably evaluate the possi-
bility to interact with the robot for a training to reduce the loss in cognitive functioning
(M = 2.53, sd = 1.24). The overall integration with the home environment is good
(M = 2.34, sd = .91), even though a total freedom of movement is not completely
appreciated (M = 1.52, sd = 1.38). Among advantages given by the robot in the do-
mestic environment, it can make people living alone feel safer (M = 3.23, sd = 1.14),
it can provide a support for cognitive functioning (M = 3.23, sd = .92) and, in gen-
eral, in the organization of everyday activities (M = 2.98, sd = 1.03); on the other
hand, some troubles with the management of the device (repairs, etc.) (M = 2.95,
sd = 1.11) and the possible economic costs (M = 3.25, sd = .84) are expected.
The robot is hardly perceived as a source of disturbance in personal life (M = 1.43,
sd = 1.39) and little apprehension is expressed towards its autonomy in taking deci-
sions (M = 1.38, sd = 1.46). Also, users seemed to worry about potentially becoming
dependent on the robot in certain cognitive tasks (M = 2.48, sd = 1.45).

Finally, the emotional reaction (see Section 3 of the questionnaire) of elderly people
to the robot was very good, scoring high on the positive adjectives useful (M = 2.90,
sd = 1.10), interesting (M = 2.51, sd = 1.30), and relaxing (M = 2.38, sd =
1.14), and scoring very low on the negative adjectives scary (M = .77, sd = 1.01),

2 The letters (a,b,c) indicate significant differences between typologies of situations.
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overwhelming (M = .97, sd = 1.40), gloomy (M = 1.00, sd = 1.36), dangerous
(M = 1.05, sd = 1.23), uncontrollable (M = 1.10, sd = 1.14).

Table 2. Pearson’s r of meaningfulness, utility and preference

Meaningfulness Utility Preference

Meaningfulness 1 — —
Utility .8543 1 —

Preference .7873 .9223 1

Similarity to Human Beings. As to this issue, our manipulation emerged to be effec-
tive, being the No-face version significantly preferred on the whole (F(1,38) = 6.34,
p < .05), specifically appearing both less mechanical (F(1,38) = 5.11, p < .05) and
less cold (F(1,38) = 7.25, p < .05). The No-face version was also evaluated as having a
significantly higher level of integration with the domestic environment (F(1,38) = 5.65,
p < .05) and a larger variety of advantages than the Face version, referring to ease of
use (F(1,38) = 9.36, p < .01) and a low need for repair (F(1,38) = 4.33, p < .05)
above all. In addition, elderly people seemed to be more likely to develop a psycholog-
ical attachment towards the No-face version than towards the Face version (χ2 = 6.11,
df = 2, p < .05).

4 Discussion and Conclusions

This study addresses some general acceptability requirements for assistive robotic agents.
The general framework depicted by the On-demand vs. Proactive situations emerged to
be highly meaningful in elderly people’s experience, and the evaluation of proposed
scenarios plainly shows their main concerns in everyday life and the potential role of
a domestic robot in supporting them. Elderly people perceive a clear distinction be-
tween important and unimportant activities to be performed at home. For those activities
which are perceived of greatest relevance, mainly concerning personal and environmen-
tal safety, the autonomy of the robot in the management of the home environment and
in taking decisions proved to be a very useful resource. The robot is also appreciated
for its capability in responding to a specific need expressed by the user, especially when
referring to a cognitive difficulty associated with ageing, and involving activities re-
lated to healthcare (e.g., remembering things to do or what has been already done, with
particular reference to medications and analyses).

Conversely, a robot making suggestions regarding unimportant activities is perceived
as a bit irritating. A well defined relationship between likelihood of situations, perceived
utility of and preference for the robot emerged. In the situation involving an emergency
the preference for the robotic support is higher than the perceived likelihood of the
situation itself, and the perception of utility scores highest. Conversely, with respect to
activities which are not considered to be essential in everyday life, elderly people show

3 p < .001.
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a tendency to assign a low score on likelihood of occurrence, and even lower scores on
usefulness and preference.

Overall, even if emergencies are not likely to occur, their central role in elderly peo-
ple’s experience makes the perceived utility of and the expressed preference towards a
proactive robot higher. This picture is in line with the model of successful aging put
forward by [2], which stresses the role of selection and optimization of activities with
increasing age, and the importance of compensation strategies to manage the loss of
personal resources.

A difference emerged when comparing our results with other studies concerning
evaluations of a domestic robot [17]: our study highlighted that elderly people are not
afraid of the robot’s autonomy, when they can actually understand what a robot can
do in the domestic environment. In other words, a representation grounded on unreal-
istic ideas (as the ones proposed by science fiction) may negatively bias attitudes and
expectations.

The overall evaluation of the robot emerged to be very positive, with reference to
many specific features, ranging from interaction modalities to the degree of integration
in the domestic environment. In this respect, however, the issue of safety confirmed to
play a key role in elderly people’s experience and, though not anxious about it, they
would like the robot to move in the domestic environment only when a specific task has
to be performed. The idea of the robot as a possible source of intrusion/disturbance in
personal life, as depicted in previous research (see [18]) did not emerge: again, this con-
firms the difference between studies on mere representations and research focusing on
actual interactions. The most distinctive feature of the robot was undoubtedly associated
to its practical utility, as emerged from both a cognitive and an affective evaluation. The
robot can help people in the management of everyday activities requiring an efficient
cognitive functioning, which is likely to be defective with increasing age. In addition,
the presence of such a device in the domestic environment appears to be fundamental
in making elderly people feel safer, especially when they live alone. On the other hand,
elderly people also showed to be aware of potential troubles with the robot, for both
practical and psychological reasons. The practical difficulties are mainly expected with
reference to the price they have to pay, both to acquire the assistive robot and to keep it
efficient. More importantly from a psychological point of view, elderly people seem to
forecast a potential loss in personal autonomy depending on the robot, which may lead
them to reduce perceived competence and self-efficacy [3], key factors for a successful
ageing of people [11,19,10]. In this respect, they showed to appreciate the possibility
to interact with the robot not only passively relying on its capabilities, but also through
an active training to enhance their cognitive functioning. Beyond the cognitive compo-
nent of their attitude, also the affective one emerged to be definitely positive, being the
robotic agent depicted in terms of relaxation and interest, and hardly recognized as a
source of danger, fear and other negative affects.

The physical aspect of the robot emerged to be an important feature which can help
support acceptability. Any allusion to human beings seemed to have an impact on the
relationship between elderly people and their domestic environment. In particular, the
No-face version of the robot was definitely preferred, and the physical aspect proved
to affect also the evaluation of other features which are apparently unrelated. In fact,
the No-face version was perceived as less artificial and psychologically distant from
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the user, better integrated in the home setting and easier to manage. In other words, the
better the aspect, the stronger the perception of positive qualities attributed to the robot.
This suggests the occurrence of a halo effect, consistently emerging in social sciences
with reference to personality judgements (e.g., [1]).

Given its exploratory purposes, some shortcomings of the present study should be
recognized. First of all, our preliminary results emerged from a small sample, and a
stronger statistical robustness is indeed needed. In addition, our study presumably lacks
external validity, in that our respondents were rather well-educated and in general in
sufficiently good health conditions: the evaluation of a robotic agent which has to be
a support for impairments related to ageing may be different when people are in a
condition of critical need. Nonetheless, our findings can be considered an intriguing
starting point to address the issue of acceptability of robotic agents in everyday life of
elderly people. One concern has to do with the general role of a domestic robot in the
everyday experience of elderly people. In their eyes, the robot is perceived as a prac-
tical device: they do not seem to be particularly interested in matters of aspect, shape,
cover materials; and they would like it not to resemble a human being. On the other
hand, interaction which involves a face-to-face relationship seemed to reduce a feeling
of emotional distance from this device. In this respect, it would be interesting to eval-
uate in further research a possible difference in response to a domestic assistive device
which cannot move about in the environment. An environmental system equipped with
software, sensory and speaking services would probably be able to perform the same
activities provided by the mobile device shown in this study, but acceptability might be
significantly affected by such a difference. In particular, we feel the need to stress the
importance of employing experimental procedures involving real users and referring to
everyday domestic situations in order to get helpful guidelines for future developments
in assistive home technology.
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Abstract. Changes in modern work environments, combined with advances in 
sensing and machine intelligence, have given rise to a new class of groupware 
applications that seeks to facilitate workplace communication through the 
prediction of future availability and/or location. We present the results of a 
four-month deployment of an experimental predictive calendar system in an 
academic setting. While participants appreciated several novel features of the 
system, most resisted adoption due to the uncertainty of its predictions, its 
effects on privacy and impression management, and accessibility issues. We 
present implications for designers who seek to incorporate forecasting 
components into their groupware tools using observations from the study.  

Keywords: Groupware calendar system, evaluation, intelligent user interfaces, 
forecasting, communication, privacy. 

1   Introduction 

Informal communication remains a critical aspect of work. However, groupware tools 
that are used to facilitate and mediate informal communication are less useful when 
people become increasingly mobile or have more flexible schedules. In response, 
researchers have undertaken projects that make use of new advances in activity 
sensing and machine intelligence to arrive at inferences about current or future 
availability and/or location [4, 8, 11, 12, 15]. In most cases, they are intended to foster 
better informal communication in the workplace. To date, a great deal of progress has 
been made towards designing architectures for such systems and improving their 
performance through various representations and learning algorithms. 

Researchers are presently in need of qualitative evaluations from real-world 
environments to guide the future design and deployment of predictive groupware 
systems. Such evaluations can provide insights beyond their feasibility, reliability, 
and accuracy. Important observations can be made about how forecasts of availability 
and presence meet objectives of facilitating both formal and informal communication 
while respecting privacy and social norms. 
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In this paper, we use an augmented shared calendar system called Augur as the 
basis such a study. By incorporating user models and machine learning techniques, 
Augur enhances a traditional calendar interface with predictions of attendance at 
future events. In addition, Augur identifies events scheduled by multiple colleagues 
and displays these matches in the standard calendar view. 

We present the results of a field study of Augur in an academic setting, examining 
how participants with varying job descriptions, working relationships, and existing 
scheduling practices used the system over a period of four months. We found that 
participants appreciated the event-matching feature and used it as a means of 
maintaining social and workplace awareness. We also found that attendance 
predictions benefited a subset of working relationships within our user population.  

However, we also found that the uncertainty inherent in Augur’s user models, 
combined with non-routine periods during the study, created additional privacy and 
impression management tasks that may have outweighed the benefits of forecasting 
for some users. These issues, combined with a lack of accessibility, resulted in limited 
adoption of Augur as a primary calendar application. This work nonetheless provides 
insights for future systems by recommending lightweight design elements to support 
calendars as social awareness tools, to institute privacy protections for third-parties, 
and to include additional controls for impression management. 

2   Related Work 

A number of existing research systems seek to predict the current and future states of 
their users. These systems can manage incoming electronic notifications [9] or phone 
calls [11] based on sensed activity, or can forecast states of interruptibility and 
availability [2, 4, 5, 10, 13]. While many of these systems have been deployed, there 
are few published results on the qualitative effects these systems have had on the 
work practices of their users. The research instead focuses on system development 
and refinement of the core predictive models or machine learning techniques.  

Fogarty et al. augmented an instant messaging client with predictions of 
interruptibility and deployed it to several workgroups [5]. Through quantitative 
analysis of use logs, the researchers examined how predictive information affected 
use of the client, finding that estimates were primarily used to determine presence. 

The motivations underlying most systems that forecast presence and availability 
are to streamline informal communication, a well-studied aspect of workplace 
collaboration [20]. For our purposes, we used a definition that defines communicative 
formality as a continuum along dimensions such as preset agenda, number of 
participants, and advance planning [14]. 

Groupware calendar systems represent an important class of tools for enabling this 
communication. Work by Palen [16] as well as work she performed with Grudin [7, 
17] examined electronic calendar use at two large companies, finding that workers 
often browsed their colleagues’ calendars to infer where they might be and when they 
might return to their offices. Mynatt and Tullio observe that if two coworkers share 
some events on their calendars, one of them can wait until one of those shared events 
takes place to “ambush” the other for an informal chat [15]. When a calendar includes 
conflicting events or infrequently attended events, however, its value as a reliable 
predictor of a person’s true schedule is weakened. 
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3   The Augur Calendar System  

Augur is a web-based shared calendar system that predicts a person’s attendance at 
their future events [19]. In addition, Augur identifies when the same event has been 
scheduled by multiple colleagues and displays these matched events on the user’s 
calendar. Augur is designed to mitigate communication problems associated with 
poor calendar maintenance, inadequate firsthand knowledge of schedules, and low 
collocation by enabling a more reliable view of a colleague’s calendar. By 
automatically synchronizing schedule data from PDAs or other desktop calendar 
applications, Augur does not force users to learn a new interface for creating and 
editing their schedules. Rather, it serves as a read-only service capable of displaying 
user calendars on most web browsers. Augur predicts attendance at future scheduled 
events by using manually-created Bayesian networks that encode the probabilistic 
relationships between various attributes of those events.  These attributes include 
explicit properties such as start/end times and alarm settings as well as inferred 
properties such as event type (individual meeting, seminar, etc.) and building-level 
location. Inferred properties are classified using support-vector machines trained on 
labeled events. Lastly, the Bayesian models learn over time from self-reported 
attendance data, and attendance predictions are updated daily. 

 

Fig. 1. The Augur calendar system. Two colleague calendars are shown side-by-side with the 
same event scheduled at noon. Icons within each event indicate colleagues who have also 
scheduled the event. Attendance predictions are shown as vertical bars next to each event, and 
as colored borders around colleague icons.  
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A screen shot of the main Augur interface is shown in Figure 1. The standard 
tabular calendar format is used, but additional graphical elements encode the 
predictive information. Color-coded vertical bars indicate attendance likelihood for a 
given event, while thumbnail portraits inside the event’s cell indicate which of the 
user’s colleagues also have the event scheduled. Colored borders around these 
portraits indicate the likelihood of attendance by those colleagues. Color codes range 
from bright green for a high likelihood of attendance to bright red for a very low 
likelihood, with yellow being neutral. Clicking on a portrait allows a user to view that 
colleague’s schedule alongside her own schedule. Access-control lists are used to 
control who can view another user’s calendar. 

4    Method 

4.1   Study Site 

We deployed Augur in an academic setting that offered a familiar set of tasks and 
relationships but made no guarantees that existing practices were compatible with the 
introduction of a groupware calendar system. To gauge the extent of technology use 
for the purposes of scheduling and communicating among students, professors, and 
staff, we conducted an email-based survey. We received responses from 33 
faculty/staff and 70 graduate students representing all sub-areas of the department out 
of a total population of about 167 faculty/staff and 450 graduate students. Results of 
the survey showed that nearly 70% of respondents kept an electronic calendar, and 
that 30% were accustomed to sharing their calendar in some fashion. Calendar sharing 
strategies were diverse, with respondents using email, printouts, .plan files on Unix 
systems, web pages, and shared spreadsheets, to name a few. Some respondents used 
several of these strategies to increase their accessibility. 

We determined that this setting would provide a challenging but rich environment 
for our study. Participants would be able to synchronize a diverse range of calendar 
artifacts with the system while retaining their existing methods. A variety of working 
relationships between students, professors, and administrative assistants could be 
examined to see how each of them benefited from predictive calendaring. 

4.2   Participants and Recruitment 

Twenty-seven participants were recruited from a university engineering department to 
share their calendar data, with 18 students, 8 professors, and one administrative staff 
member publishing their calendars. Participants were offered five dollars per week up 
to a total of $50 for participating. They were asked to self-report their event 
attendance, to be willing to have their use of the system logged, and in some cases to 
participate in interviews several times throughout the study period. They were not 
required to use the system as a tool for their work. Also, 30 others volunteered to have 
“read-only” accounts that permitted them to browse others’ calendars without 
contributing their own. The participants’ relationships ranged from people who were 
physically or occupationally isolated from one other to students and advisors working 
closely in the same labs. 
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4.3   Study Structure 

The study period lasted approximately four months. We structured the study to first 
deploy a “plain” version of Augur that did not include predictions about attendance 
and co-scheduled events. After six weeks, the predictive features were enabled, and 
participants used this full version of Augur for the remainder of the study period. The 
intent of this structure was threefold. First, the initial six weeks of the study allowed 
participants to adjust to a common calendar infrastructure. Second, it allowed 
comparisons to be made on use of the system before and after the introduction of 
predictive features. Third, the attendance information collected early in the study 
allowed models to be trained prior to exposing the predictive features to participants. 

Both qualitative and quantitative data collection was used during the course of the 
study. Logging routines captured logins and event views on Augur, and also archived 
predictions and old calendar information. Attendance data was collected by having 
participants complete a web-based form that reported whether each event was 
attended, missed to attend another event, or simply not attended. 

We selected 13 of our participants (9 students, 4 faculty) to take part in four 40-
minute interviews each. They were selected based on the diversity of relationships 
they had with other participants and the diversity of their existing scheduling habits. 
They were first interviewed prior to Augur’s deployment to examine initial concerns 
about privacy, expectations for the system, and existing coordination practices. They 
were interviewed again after the “plain” version of Augur was deployed to gauge how 
this more traditional shared calendar was used. The third and fourth interviews took 
place after the introduction of predictive features in Augur. 

To examine the use of Augur with respect to colleague relationships, interviewed 
participants selected up to three colleagues with calendars on the system and 
described their working relationships in terms of how often the two colleagues met, 
the degree of formality in those meetings, how much time they spent in the same 
location, the degree of schedule knowledge they had of one another, and how 
sufficient that knowledge was for conducting work together. We documented use for 
a total of 28 participant relationships, revisiting them in subsequent interviews to 
determine what benefits, if any, were being gained from using Augur. 

5   Results 

Augur was deployed for one academic semester. Figure 2 shows the number of events 
accessed from Augur over the course of the study period. Clearly, use tapered off 
somewhat as the study progressed, with gaps appearing during spring break (March 8-
12) and the week of final exams (April 26-30). In this section, we examine use of 
Augur and identify which users and relationships tended to benefit from it. 

5.1  Overall Use 

For work-related communication, participants generally continued to rely primarily 
on their existing scheduling tools, the most popular being email and office visits. For 
those working fairly closely, tools were typically already in place to coordinate 
communication. In these cases, Augur was employed on an as-needed basis when 
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Fig. 2. Event accesses by date. Interviewed participants are shown in red. 

these existing tools lacked sufficient detail. As one student stated: “I don’t rely on it, 
but it does what I need it to do when I use it”. As discussed below, however, Augur 
was more frequently used as a social awareness application.  

By the end of the study, only two participants had adopted Augur as their primary 
calendar application. One, an administrator, had no other access to his superior’s 
calendar, and the other, a student, publicized it to interested family and friends. In 
both of these cases, each participant had no previously existing way of sharing his 
calendar or browsing a desired calendar. Later, we discuss possible reasons as to why 
Augur was not more widely adopted. 

“Calendar Surfing” 
The most successfully supported and used activity on Augur was the practice of what 
one participant termed “calendar surfing”. Almost half of the use instances (19) 
documented in interviews involved this activity. By embedding links to colleague 
calendars in its user interface, Augur lets users easily jump between, or “surf” these 
calendars when they share events with others. Participants most frequently mentioned 
using Augur in this fashion, usually stating no particular motive other than 
“curiosity”, “out of boredom”, or “for fun”. Many times, however, these seemingly 
frivolous uses had work-related purposes behind them. When elaborating on these 
uses in interviews, we found that surfing behavior served several functions for 
indirectly sharing information between participants. 

In keeping with Palen’s findings, participants used Augur for information retrieval, 
adding events from other calendars that were not in their own schedules: 

I just had my first great moment in Augur. I found an event in your calendar, a 
special talk that I want to attend. I just added it to my calendar. 

Participants also browsed calendars to confirm their own intuitions about a 
particular person’s schedule. One student was surprised that a professor’s calendar 
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was the “morass” she was expecting, while another student was skeptical of the 
accuracy of the events on his advisor’s schedule. 

Lastly, participants used the calendar links embedded in Augur’s UI for social 
purposes, either to learn more about unfamiliar coworkers or to check in on existing 
workplace friends. 

Meeting scheduling 
Augur was also used as a regular shared calendar for tasks Palen has termed “calendar 
work” [16]. These tasks include meeting scheduling, orienting oneself throughout the 
day, and reminding. The second-most popular use of Augur among interviewed 
participants was for meeting scheduling, with participants using the calendar to locate 
free/busy times. No one cited attendance predictions as a resource they used for this 
task, with just the presence of events being enough to cause them to look elsewhere 
for open times on the calendar. Instead, the main benefit of Augur was to provide 
scheduling information for many colleagues that had previously been nonexistent or 
lacking in details. 

Finding another colleague 
Augur’s attendance prediction feature was designed to allow colleagues to more 
easily locate one another for informal communication. Only three participants 
mentioned using Augur’s predictions to explicitly find someone, with a subset of 
participants reporting “surfing” calendars to learn more about a colleague’s likely 
schedule. Two of these instances involved student/advisor relationships, while one 
involved a staff member and his superior. As an example, one student spoke of an 
attempt to find his advisor: 

I was trying to find out where his afternoon event was. I saw that the prediction was 
green (meaning likely attendance), so I didn’t expect to see him in the lab then. 

5.2   Use Within Relationships 

Social relationships and intermittent relationships 
Augur’s predictions of attendance had little bearing on four primarily social 
relationships examined during the study. Interactions in these relationships tended to 
be fixed around unscheduled after-work events or a flexible lunchtime. Consequently, 
few uses of Augur were reported that concerned a specific pair of social colleagues. 
Only one instance of use, a session of calendar surfing, was reported within these 
relationships. 

In addition, few uses were reported with to four relationships that revolved around 
intermittent, formal group meetings. The additional capabilities of Augur provided 
little benefit to them, since their working relationships are sufficiently distant that 
they can work purely from scheduled meetings. Thus, a system like Augur provides 
no benefit over a standard calendar application. The few uses that were reported were 
primarily out of curiosity over another colleague’s schedule that had previously been 
a black box. 

Close colleagues 
Nine of the relationships we documented involve colleagues whose offices are 
physically collocated and who interact at least twice a week, indicating a greater 
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degree of interdependence. Within these relationships, however, we noticed a 
disparity between those colleagues who are highly co-present and those who are not. 
We recorded equal amounts of use between both of these subgroups. For those 
colleagues who are less co-present, Augur provided a source of knowledge that acted 
as a substitute for the understanding normally shared by collocated colleagues. 

In one student/advisor relationship, for example, the two colleagues work in the 
same lab space, but due to classes, meetings, and in/out times are typically not in the 
lab at the same time. Meetings between the two are a mix of both formal and informal 
interactions. On several occasions, the student would consult Augur to find a good 
time in the near future to catch his advisor in the lab for an informal chat. 

The closest colleagues have a number of existing artifacts available for informing 
one another of their schedules, including paper printouts on doors and web-based 
calendars. However, nearly all of these artifacts are created at the start of the term and 
left untouched until the next one. Thus, they lack the detail of a more fastidiously 
maintained personal calendar, which is more likely to contain non-recurring, special 
events. Since Augur shares the personal calendar of its owner, it became a last resort 
resource when face-to-face channels and other calendar artifacts failed. 

Less close colleagues 
Colleagues who meet less frequently and whose offices are not necessarily in the 
same location comprise a second set of working relationships that are less close than 
those just described. These relationships are characterized by moderate copresence 
and meeting frequency, and a high degree of informality. Examples include graduate 
students and their thesis committee members, and labmates with fairly disparate 
research projects. Eleven of the relationships studied fell into this category, with use 
of Augur reported for five of them. We found that these five relationships all 
exhibited insufficient schedule knowledge for coordinating unplanned meetings. 

As an example, two participants included a lab manager (an administrative 
position) and the professor who supervises the same lab. Their working relationship 
requires occasional interaction. They reside in different buildings, but have a standing 
meeting and intermittent email communication. The professor has a number of other 
responsibilities which frequently delay the standing meeting. Thus, the meeting has 
taken on more of an informal quality, as its timing is very flexible from week to week: 

Last week was fairly typical. [The professor] missed our Friday meeting. I stopped 
by the office, he wasn’t there. So then I went to another meeting in the same 
building. I came back and he was there. 

The lab manager reported using Augur to determine when to make the 20-minute 
trip to the professor’s building rather than using the oft-missed standing meeting time. 

Power relationships 
It is worth mentioning here that the goals of participants were somewhat different at 
the onset of the Augur study. With differing occupations came different power roles, 
whether superior/subordinate relationships or peer relationships. 

It was clear that subordinates found more use for Augur than their superiors. This 
finding was consistent with prior reports of calendar use in industrial settings [6]. 
While interviewed students reported using Augur to find their advisors, thesis 
committee members, or instructors, interviewed professors reported participating in 
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the system predominantly as a means to be found. Administrative assistants also 
welcomed the opportunity to see professors’ calendars online, one of whom asked that 
the system continue to run after the study period had ended. 

5.3   Working with Uncertainty 

Image concerns 
In adding predictive capabilities to Augur, we wanted to see how participants would 
react to shared information that was inherently uncertain and at times fallible. When 
participants mentioned Augur’s predictions, it was often with respect to its effects on 
their image rather than its use in communication. 

Concerns were voiced by one student even before Augur’s deployment regarding 
control over the image presented of him to others: “I have control over my self-
presentation. I can fake other meetings to control my schedule”. Several other 
participants, both students and professors, listed control over their calendars as the 
primary benefit of their prior method of scheduling. 

Once predictions were introduced, several participants mentioned the potentially 
negative effects these predictions could have on their images, echoing the concerns 
over manually-assigned event priorities in work by Beard et al. [1]. For instance, a 
student was initially disturbed when he appeared not to attend a particular event, 
stating that he felt like “the system was taking attendance”. He was relieved, however, 
when he saw that a professor was predicted not to attend the same event, and said “if 
there are enough people that don’t attend, that’s ok.” One professor, appearing 
“likely” to attend a class he was teaching, wanted to appear “very likely”. 

We also received several emails concerning attendance reporting. Specifically, 
participants were concerned about the treatment of events that were either canceled in 
advance or otherwise disrupted (e.g., other parties in a meeting did not show up). We 
determined that these worries were due to issues of image. Participants did not want 
to look like they were doing a poor job of attending certain scheduled events when the 
reasons for not attending were beyond their control. According to one professor, 
“with certain weekly meetings, I would always go if they were happening”. 
Augur tended to overstate its predictions of how many users had scheduled the same 
events. Models of coscheduled events that had performed well for smaller research 
groups [19] were inadequate for our comparatively large user population due to 
multiple definitions for jargon, acronyms, and initials in event descriptions. These 
predictions were sometimes described as “decidedly weird” or puzzling. And while 
users were quick to notice when a colleague was incorrectly identified as having 
scheduled one of their events, they did not seem to realize that they appeared on that 
person’s schedule as well. Consequently, some users came to distrust this feature and 
ignore it, while others attempted to diagnose it. 

Accuracy and trust 
Opinions on the accuracy of attendance predictions were mixed. Some participants 
found the predictions reasonable, while others said that they seemed overly optimistic 
or were wrong for some events. One claimed that for his advisor, the predictions 
“made him seem too faithful” to his calendar. In expressing their degree of trust in 
Augur’s attendance predictions, we found that participants often qualified their ratings 
with references to uncharacteristic or unforeseen circumstances. For instance, during 
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the study period, one participant was injured and out of work for one week, while 
other participants experienced occasional sick days. 

In addition to these unexpected events, participants also experienced disruptions in 
their schedules from periodic or long-planned events. In one case, a participant had a 
baby during the latter half of the study. In another example, trust in attendance 
predictions dropped during the final weeks of classes, when final exams and projects 
were on the forefront of both students’ and professors’ minds, with one student 
observing “During finals week, I’m inferring schedules more than looking at them”. 

Of course, one of the objectives of Augur is to infer when special events will be 
attended over conflicting routine schedules. However, the difficulty with these 
exceptional cases is that schedules were in large part not altered. Augur cannot predict 
attendance for events that are not present in the calendar. Predictions near the end of 
the study period thus decreased in value dramatically because, as one professor put it, 
“at the end of the semester people are skipping things left and right”. 

In some cases, calendar owners publicized disruptions in their schedules in 
advance, using “heads-up” emails before the event or mentioning them during 
meetings. One student complained of a professor’s calendar, “If he isn’t there at 
10:00am then where is he?”, implying that although Augur can predict when an event 
will not be attended, if the calendar is incomplete, it cannot offer an alternate location 
for that person. 

Privacy and impression management 
Participants reported many of the privacy management practices described by Palen 
[16]. For example, some users renamed appointments to obscure them. Others created 
appointments to block off undisturbed work time “so you don’t look available when 
you aren’t”. One student was surprised at the openness of colleague calendars, saying 
“I looked at someone’s calendar and thought ‘I wouldn’t share that’”. Others were 
concerned about those mentioned in their own appointments: “I thought about third 
parties – does that person want their name shared?” In general, however, over half the 
participants interviewed increased the number of events on their calendar, often 
adding detail and clarity in case someone viewed their schedule. 

One issue with Augur’s event matching feature was that incorrect matches could 
more easily draw attention to event descriptions with parties who had not actually 
scheduled the same events. In some cases, this could give the identities of third parties 
involved in those events whose names were in the event descriptions. Provided they 
had been granted access, participants would normally need to explicitly browse the 
colleague’s calendar to see these events. 

In addition, three interviewed participants reported performing tasks specifically to 
manage the effects of uncertain predictions. For instance, when predictions did not 
meet user expectations or were decidedly wrong, some participants chose to explore 
Augur in an attempt to diagnose the errors. Upon noticing that a colleague was 
incorrectly matched to one of her events, a student reported that she proceeded to look 
at other calendars for similar errors, including that of the mismatched colleague. 

Given that Augur presents the same calendar view to the calendar’s owner as it 
does to any colleagues who might look at it, one participant viewed her own calendar 
in Augur to confirm that it was showing her events properly. In this case, she 
corrected typos and removed “Dr.” from doctor’s appointments after confirming the 
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calendar view on Augur. Additionally, she modified her individual meetings with a 
professor to match his corresponding event exactly, ensuring that they would be 
recognized as the same event by Augur. 

6   Discussion 

6.1   Why Was Augur Not Adopted? 

It is clear from our overview of use that in the majority of cases, participants were 
making more use of the shared calendar functionality of Augur than the predictive 
features it offered. In addition, use was infrequent and generally failed to displace the 
existing methods of coordination employed prior to Augur’s introduction. 

In terms of adoption, Augur suffered from a combination of inertia from existing 
methods of coordination, barriers to use in terms of accessibility, and maintenance 
issues with regard to privacy and impression management. While most users 
expressed an insufficient level of awareness to conduct work with their colleagues, 
Augur did not provide this information in a form that warranted its adoption over 
email, office visits, and existing schedule-sharing methods. Though event attendance 
predictions were designed to be a service supporting students, faculty, and 
administrative assistants alike, this additional information was not enough for busy 
professors who were often not in their offices or had little time to spare for navigating 
a web-based calendar. Judging from their recommendations, adoption may have been 
improved by porting Augur’s interface to a mobile platform and providing one-click 
bookmarks to frequently browsed calendars. 

In the five relationships between faculty members examined during interviews, 
professors indicated a strong need for improved schedule information throughout the 
study. Interviews revealed that professors preferred the ease of face-to-face 
communication over starting a browser, finding the link to Augur, and logging in. 
One faculty member also suggested a more portable version of Augur that could be 
used on a phone or PDA, thus freeing her from the need to find a PC in order to use it. 
While predictive information stood to improve schedule awareness that had been 
deemed insufficient for work, this potential benefit was outweighed by barriers to use 
that did not fit the needs of busy, locally mobile professors. 

Augur did provide some help to close working relationships and less close 
relationships with a diminished ability to coordinate unplanned meetings. For close 
relationships, Augur’s additional information occasionally offered value over existing 
coordination tools, while for less close colleagues, it made up for a lack of existing 
intuition of each others’ schedules. Colleagues with more intermittent, formal 
working relationships tended to have less use for Augur, as did users with social, 
highly informal relationships that involved more impromptu coordination. 

6.2   Uncertain Predictions Affect Shared Impressions 

It is clear that shared predictions have the potential to cause concerns over image and 
privacy. In the case of Augur, participants seemed to be more interested in checking 
their own attendance predictions than those of their colleagues. For instance, some 
Augur participants found themselves double-checking their calendars to make sure 
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events were properly matched, or diagnosing errors to determine how best to mitigate 
them. Even those who took no actions to manage these predictions sometimes voiced 
concerns with them. The benefits of creating and sharing these predictions must 
outweigh the costs associated with training models and maintaining a desired image. 
In the case of Augur, only a subset of participants, typically subordinates, seemed to 
benefit from these facilities, but these benefits depended largely on the participation 
of others, typically superiors, who received less benefit from the system. 

Augur’s predictive information could have benefited from more mechanisms for 
feedback and control, a common concern in ubicomp systems [3]. Sharing of 
predictions could use the same access control lists used for sharing calendar events, 
but providing transparency for these predictions is a critical challenge. While 
participants were told that their attendance information would be used to train the 
models used by Augur, no direct control over the models was provided. The Bayesian 
networks and support vector machines underlying Augur’s predictions are complex 
systems that lack a simple, compact means of explaining their results. Mechanisms 
for allowing users to correct or override these models may provide this control, but 
users must understand the cause/effect relationships of the feedback they provide. 

It is important for designers to realize that forecasting groupware systems which 
draw their predictions based on past behavior patterns will likely encounter 
exceptional cases. Conventions such as “heads-up” emails can compensate for some 
of the coordination problems that may occur, and designers should consider how best 
to support this practice such that any interested, permitted party can stay informed. 
Another option is to expose more of the available input to other users so that they may 
draw their own conclusions, as in MyVine [5]. 

6.3   Users Enjoy and Benefit from Calendar Surfing 

One positive design element came from participants’ desires to “surf” calendars, a 
practice that was made easier by Augur’s event-matching capability and by most 
participants’ willingness to share their calendars with all Augur users. As elements of 
organizational learning and socialization were reported as a result of this feature, 
further research could explore the potential of recommending calendar events from 
colleagues’ schedules where access permissions allow. However, there is certainly a 
downside in terms of privacy. Not every workplace culture exhibits the openness of 
an academic research group, and familiarity with potential calendar viewers 
diminishes as the deployment site grows in size. In less open cultures in large 
institutions, additional steps may be required to aggregate forecasts among a larger 
group or to provide different levels of detail for different potential viewers. 

7   Future Work and Conclusions 

The fact that some participants expressed concern over their appearance to others 
through Augur demonstrates that steps should be taken to ensure that users retain 
control over this shared image. In recent work, we have examined how users’ mental 
models form over the course of using forecasting groupware tools [18]. We hope to 
use these results to provide interface design recommendations that can enable better 
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interfaces for conveying correct mental models. Overrides could also be incorporated 
into Augur, allowing users to set their own predicted attendance as needed. While this 
may be a less accurate picture of a true schedule in some cases, it would allow for the 
correct representation of exceptional cases and provide a means for one’s image to 
better fit into a particular organizational culture. Similar mechanisms have been 
suggested in and [2] and [5]. 

In summary, the predictive capabilities of the Augur system had both positive and 
negative impacts on the use of what otherwise would have been a traditional 
groupware calendar system. Inferences about which users had scheduled the same 
events had the effect of encouraging exploration and organizational learning. 
Predictive facilities introduced new issues due to their inherent uncertainty, and 
suggested a need for increased transparency of Augur’s reasoning. While attendance 
predictions provided limited benefit to certain types of working relationships, for 
some users they were a source of frustration when predictions misrepresented them. 
Designers should consider lightweight facilities to allow users to manage their 
appearance through the calendar system, weighing the costs of using these facilities 
against the benefits to be gained as presence and availability forecasting tools find 
their way into mainstream applications. 
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Abstract. The current generation of mobile devices is capable of producing 
polyphonic sounds, has enough processing power for real-time signal 
processing, and much better sound quality than their predecessors. The 
importance of audio is increasing as we are moving towards multimodal user 
interfaces where audio is one of the major components. In this paper, we 
present new ways of using audio feedback more efficiently and intelligently in 
mobile user interfaces by utilizing real-time signal processing. To test the ideas 
in practice, a prototype calendar application was implemented. We arranged a 
one week field trial to validate the design ideas. The results indicate that sound 
effects are capable of passing information to the user in some extent, but they 
are more useful in impressing the user and making existing audio feedback 
sound better. 

Keywords: Auditory interfaces, multi-modal interfaces, sonification, data 
auralization, mobile phones, calendar, non-speech audio, reverb, navigation, 
sound effects. 

1   Introduction 

Audio enhanced user interfaces have been studied for a long time. Despite this, the 
use of audio in UIs has not changed much and sounds have only been used for giving 
audio cues or simple musical tones. The current generation of mobile devices is 
capable of producing polyphonic sounds and has enough processing power for real-
time signal processing. In addition, the devices have much better sound quality than 
their predecessors. Audio could be a very important element in user interfaces that 
can provide information for a user, give appropriate feedback on events and actions, 
and amuse the user. 

In the 80’s the main research question was how a large amount of data can be 
presented using audio [12]. Brown et al. demonstrated that auditory information could 
be used as effectively as visual information for a visual search task when speed is not 
a crucial issue [14]. Visual presentation of graphs was replaced with audio for data 
such as stock market data, economic indicators and other data [13]. Audio was also 
used for presenting different measurement results like infrared spectrograms and 
DNA sequence representations. 

After the 80’s, the research has extended to cover also new audio widgets, sound 
effects, auditory icons [3], earcons [4], as well as navigation and feedback in user 
interfaces. Larsson et al. have described how audio can be used in the context of 
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virtual environments [11]. However, their findings can be generalized to cover other 
types of audio UIs as well. According to Larsson, audio can be used to give feedback 
to users’ actions, carry information, provide information beyond the field of view, 
enhance visual representation, and immerse users to the environment. In addition to 
the non-speech sounds, also voice can be used as an output modality. Mainly this 
concerns speech interfaces, in which the user can hear information given by speech. 

Giving feedback to user’s actions is probably the most common way of using audio 
in user interfaces. The user can hear clicks or opening or closing sounds when they 
interact with the user interface widgets. Audio can also be used to replace elements in 
the visual modality. As Megan [14] points it out, “Auditory information can be used 
to describe certain attributes of visual displays. Not only may this combination reduce 
the visual workload, but it may also free screen real estate for other uses.” In addition 
to replacing visual information on the screen, sounds can be used to auralize events 
outside of the current view (see e.g. Gaver’s classic Arkola paper [10]). 

Audio feedback can also support the visual representation of an UI and strengthen 
the emotion that the UI creates. For example, if the user interface uses cold colors and 
metallic or sharp audio, the resulting UI can be perceived as industrial. 

One way of increasing user’s immersion to an application is that user interface 
objects produce realistic sounds. The sound can be used for providing information 
about the physical dimensions of an object or mimic sounds that are heard when some 
objects are manipulated. An example on how manipulation and physical dimension 
sounds can be combined is when the user copies a file to another location. Moving the 
file on the screen produces a dragging sound. When the copying is ready, a dropping 
sound is heard, but the sound depends on the size of the file. Bigger file produces a 
heavier sound. [3] 

The traditional mobile phone UI sounds can be divided into two categories: 
Alerting and feedback sounds. Alerting sounds are played when there is an incoming 
call, the battery is running out, or there is a pre-set calendar event. Feedback sounds 
are played in response to some user action, and they include warning and keypad 
tones. 

One of the major challenges with mobile phone UI sounds is the context where the 
devices are used, since it is more diverse than with stationary devices. According to 
our experience, many people find it embarrasing or disturbing, if their mobile phone 
makes sounds in a public place. Therefore, mobile phone users tend to turn off all 
sounds or at least lower the volume level. One of the reasons for this behavior is that 
users do not think that current sounds are useful. A good example of this is the keypad 
tones. If the sounds do not supply information that the user really needs, they serve no 
real purpose. Also, if the sounds are too distinctive or unpleasant they are usually not 
tolerated. These issues have to obviously be taken into account when thinking about 
new ways of using audio in mobile UIs. 

Another major problem has been the sound quality. The older phones were only 
capable of producing monotonic, monophonic buzzer sounds that were not very 
pleasing to the ear. Fortunately, with the current generation of phones, the sound 
quality has become much better and the sounds can be of almost any type: 
monophonic or polyphonic MIDI tones, MP3 files, Wave files, speech synthesis, and 
so on. The phones have enough processing power to support various sound effects 
such as reverb, delay, or different kinds of filters. 
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This paper presents a study utilising UI sounds in mobile phones in new ways. The 
objective of the study was to provide design ideas and proposals on how audio 
feedback could be utilized more efficiently and intelligently in the mobile devices. 
Mobile devices are used in different contexts and situational impairment1 will make 
the user of visual modality sometimes very difficult or even impossible. Audio 
modality can enhance device usability and provide an alternative output modality in 
order to overcome the problems and inconveniences caused by situational 
impairment. 

2   Background 

In this section, we describe some relevant background information on earcons, 
auditory icons, and sonification in PC and mobile phone environments. The basic 
theory for sound effects that were used in our study is also covered. 

2.1   Earcons, Auditory Icons, and Sonification 

Using non-speech sounds to convey information in a user interface has been explored 
quite a lot in recent years. Previous studies can be roughly divided into three 
categories: Earcons, auditory icons, and sonification i.e. data auralization. So far 
most of them have concentrated on the PC environment, but the usage of sounds in 
mobile devices is also being studied increasingly. 

Sonification refers to translating visual or other non-auditory events into sound. In 
[1], it is defined as “the use of nonspeech audio to convey information. More 
specifically, sonification is the transformation of data relations into perceived 
relations in an acoustic signal for the purposes of facilitating communication or 
interpretation.” In many research papers, the sonified data has been complex and 
high-dimensional such as stock market information [15], economic indicators, 
earthquake data [16], weather reports [2], or health care [19]. 

Auditory icons and earcons represent two different strategies for using sound to 
represent actions and objects within an interface. Auditory icons are based on the use 
of natural, everyday sounds. In [3], Gaver defines them as “environmental sounds 
designed to be appropriate for the virtual environment of the interface.” They are like 
sound effects for the computer: “For instance, selecting a file icon in a graphical user 
interface might make the sound of a notebook being tapped, with the type of file 
indicated by the material of the object, and the file size by the size of the struck 
object.” Auditory icons have an intuitive link to the object or action that they 
represent. 

Earcons, on the other hand, rely on the use of musical sounds in presenting 
information to a user. According to Brewster [4], they are “abstract, synthetic tones 
that can be used in structured combinations to create sound message to represent 
parts of an interface… Earcons are composed of motives, which are short, rhythmic 

                                                           
1 Situational impairment is a moment in which the user is temporarily unable to use visual 

modality and normal input methods. The impairment can be caused by environment context 
elements like bright sunlight or cold weather, or it can be caused by specific task context (e.g. 
driving a car) or social context (disturbance caused to other persons in the vicinity). 
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sequences of pitches with variable intensity, timbre and register.” Earcons can be 
combined in various ways to produce complex audio messages, and are mostly used 
for supporting navigation in the menu hierarchy. 

When comparing these two strategies, Gaver [3] states that “Auditory icons are 
designed to be easy to understand, but this may require exacting sound design. 
Earcons must be learned, but they are easy to create and manipulate especially using 
MIDI equipment… Auditory icons tend to be judged as mapping better (more clearly, 
more memorably) to interface events, but earcons tend to be judged as more 
pleasant.” 

While the results of using earcons in the PC environment have been positive (see 
e.g. [4] or [5]), they have not really taken off in the mobile world. The research results 
have been varying depending on the study. As an example, in [6] the authors have 
implemented a computer-based simulation of Nokia 6110 mobile phone to evaluate 
the benefit of earcons. The results showed that earcons reduced the number of key 
presses to complete given tasks and also helped the test subjects to complete more 
tasks successfully. 

In [7], Helle et al. have studied the effect and acceptance of a sonified menu 
structure in a mobile phone. The sonification design was done by using earcons, and 
largely based on previous studies by Leplatre and Brewster (e.g. [4], [5], and [6]) on 
user interface sonification in computers and mobile phones. Nokia 8210 mobile 
phones were used as a test platform, so the implementation had to rely on 
monophonic buzzer sounds, which were the only available sounds during that time. 
According to Helle, practically all test participants “considered the sounds disturbing 
in places where others are present, especially in situations like meetings, but also in 
public places, trains or buses… About half of the users considered the sounds too 
long especially in the beginning of the main level.” Eleven out of seventeen 
participants did not find them useful at all. 

Luckily, during recent years the audio capabilities of mobile phones have improved 
greatly. New features like polyphonic sounds and sound effects give new possibilities 
for designing useful and informative audio feedback for mobile phones. 

2.2   Reverb and Delay 

Reverberation i.e. reverb is probably one of the most heavily used effects in music. It 
is added on separate instruments and/or the whole mix in order to create a feeling of 
space. As reverb is always present in our surroundings, a completely dry tone may 
sound unnatural. 

Natural reverberation is the result of the many reflections of a sound that occur in a 
room or some other space. In addition to the direct sound from a loudspeaker or other 
sound source, we can also hear the sound waves reflecting from walls, ceiling, floor, 
and different obstacles in the room. The reflected sound waves arrive to listener’s ears 
a little later than the direct sound, and are generally a little weaker in energy and high 
frequency content. The delay is so short that each reflection is not perceived as a copy 
of the original sound. Instead, we hear them as a whole i.e. as a reverb. Reverb can 
also be generated artificially using a dedicated or some general-purpose effect 
processor device. 
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When the reflections are sparser and can be heard as separate sounds, these sounds 
are generally known as the ‘echo’ or ‘delay’ effect. An artificial delay effect takes in 
an audio signal and plays it back after the delay time, which can range from several 
milliseconds to several seconds. 

‘Reverb time’ (often referred to as RT or T60) is the amount of time it takes for the 
sound pressure level or intensity to decay 60 dB from its original value. The 
parameter is usually associated with a room size, and traditional concert halls have 
reverberation times of about 1.5 to 2 seconds. ‘Reverb decay time’ (RDT), on the 
other hand, indicates how long the reverb can be heard after the input sound stops. 
The definition of ‘hearing’ varies among manufacturers [8]. Reverb time and reverb 
decay time are sometimes mixed up in the literature. 

Parthy et al. [9] propose “an ambient communication system that modulates the 
reverberance applied to music with a single variable in order to communicate non-
musical information to the listener.” Their test results indicate that human listeners 
were able to accurately detect changes in  RDT from a reference value of two, five, 
and ten seconds when the RDT increases by more than 60% or decreases by more 
than 30%. Subjects were able to detect the difference between RDTs of 2.0s and 5.0s 
or greater, but there was a 15% error rate for RDTs of 1.0s and below. 

There are also many other parameters related to reverb such as early reflections, 
high-frequency damping, etc. Of them, only a ‘wet/dry ratio’ is worth mentioning 
here as it is related to the implementation of our application. The wet/dry ratio refers 
to the level ratio of original and reverberated signal, and it is a common parameter in 
commercial effects processors and an audio editing software. 

2.3   Time-Scale Modification 

There are several ways to change the pitch and duration of a digital audio clip. One 
common technique is changing the sampling rate of the clip, i.e., resampling. 
Resampling always affects both the pitch and duration simultaneously. Lowering the 
sampling rate makes the pitch higher and the duration shorter. Correspondingly, 
raising the sampling rate lowers the pitch and lengthens the duration. The effect is 
analogous to a record turntable: Raising the sampling rate produces similar effects as 
spinning the record faster, and lowering it produces effects similar to spinning the 
record slower. [17] 

It is also possible to change only the pitch or duration without affecting the other. 
Some of these techniques operate in the time domain, others in the frequency domain 
[18]. A common characteristic for all these techniques is that they work well only 
when the change in pitch or duration is relatively small. 

The implementation complexity of resampling and time- or pitch-preserving 
algorithms varies widely. There are algorithms that implement all three types of 
techniques in real time. In general, the resampling techniques require less processing 
power than the time- or pitch-preserving techniques. However, there are exceptions to 
this rule. The simplest methods are most suitable to mobile environment where 
processing power is in short supply. Examples of suitable techniques are low-order 
Lagrange interpolators for resampling and synchronous overlap-add (SOLA) 
algorithms for time- or pitch-preserving processing [17] [18]. 
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3   Our Approach 

Enhancing visual presentation with audio can overcome problems that different 
contexts set for a mobile device and its use. The objective of our study was to use 
non-speech audio for three different purposes: data auralization, audio feedback for 
events, and impressing the user. 

We decided to use various signal processing techniques to modify a limited set of 
UI sounds. As the techniques are applicable to any sound, no additional sound design 
is then needed and the number of UI sounds is minimized. 

3.1   Sonified Calendar Application Prototype 

We selected the mobile calendar application to act as a demonstrator for our design 
proposals. The calendar is a feature-rich application that can accommodate several 
design ideas. In addition, as it is a familiar application for many users and they should 
be able to judge whether the sonification really enhances its usability. 

We copied the basic functionality of the mobile calendar to our prototype in order 
to maintain consistency with the normal calendar application. Users can create 
calendar entries and reminders, as well as browse calendar content using month, 
week, or day views (Fig. 1). The application notifies the user with an alarm when an 
important event is due in the calendar. 

 

Fig. 1. Basic views in the calendar: month, week, and day views 

Calendar entry types are meeting, anniversary, todo, and day note. All entries 
include title and alarm time. Meeting entries have starting time, duration, and location 
attributes, and alarm time can be adjusted relative to the meeting starting time. 

3.2   Sonification and Sound Design 

Many previous audio UI designs have been based on auditory icons or earcons. As 
there was not a clear need to imitate the sounds of real-world objects, we decided not 
to use auditory icons in our prototype. The main reasons for abandoning earcons 
were: 
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1. The Sonified Calendar does not include complex menu hierarchies that would 
benefit from the use of earcons; 

2. The application was not meant for eyes-free use; and 
3. There were studies (e.g. [6] and [7]) indicating that earcons do not work as well in 

mobile phones as in the PC environment. 
 
Our solution was to select a limited set of simple UI sounds and apply sound 

effects to them. 
In the month view, a short sound is played every time the user moves a cursor 

between the days. The sound is modified according to the content of the day. If a day 
has no calendar entries, the sound is played with lots of reverberation to create a 
feeling of an empty space. Correspondingly, if the day is full of entries, the sound is 
played without reverberation to create a sensation of the crammed day. There are also 
some degrees between these two extremes. The level of reverb is adjusted to match 
the ‘fullness’ or ‘emptiness’ of the day, and it decreases as the number of calendar 
entries increases. 

Reverberated sounds were selected by ear i.e. by modifying different parameters 
and listening to the output. One important criterion was that the sounds could not be 
too long, as this could slow down the use of the calendar. Also, due to the low quality 
of mobile phones’ loudspeakers, the sounds had to differ quite a lot from each other. 
The selected sounds with reverb parameters are described in Table 1. 

Table 1. Mapping reverb parameters to calendar bookings 

Sound T60
2 Wet/Dry Ratio Calendar Entries 

1 0 ms Dry Sound 7 hours or more 
2 700 ms 25% 5-7 hours 
3 1000 ms 50% 1-5 hours 
4 1010 ms 100% <1 hour 

 
When the user browses from one month to another, an additional sound is played. 

This sound has no processing attached to it and it remains always the same. 
Each calendar event type has its own sound. The events are visible in the week and 

day views. When the user navigates to a calendar event, a distinctive UI sound to that 
type of calendar event is played. 

The browsing sounds have also a time-dependent adaptive behavior attached to 
navigation speed. When the user navigates fast in the views, the browsing sound fades 
out to the background so that it does not become annoying to the user. When the user 
navigates slower, the sound becomes more audible again. The application keeps track 
of time between key presses and adjusts the behavior accordingly. The adaptive 
fading does not affect the month change sound, which is always played with the same 
volume level. 

Calendar notifications have an alarm sound attached to them. When a notification 
is triggered, the related alarm sound is also played. It is possible to react to the 
notification either with ‘snooze’ or ‘dismiss’. Snooze command will postpone the 
                                                           
2 The given T60 times are rough estimates that were measured manually from the waveform. 
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alarm for five minutes. When the user selects snooze command, a turntable stop effect 
is applied. The effect sounds like slowing down a vinyl on a turntable. Next time 
when the alarm is restored, a turntable start effect is applied and the sound restored to 
its original speed. Dismiss command acknowledges the alarm and a delay effect is 
applied to the sound. The effect will make the sound to vanish gradually. 

4   Evaluation 

In order to assess the usability of the concept, we arranged a qualitative evaluation. 
The purpose of the evaluation was to find out how users perceived audio feedback, 

and whether it helped them in different tasks and mobile contexts. In addition, we 
wanted to know what users subjectively thought about the design after a longer period 
of use. The field trial method was selected because forming an opinion about the 
audio feedback takes longer than what is normally permitted in a laboratory test. 
Another reason was that arranging plausible contexts was difficult in a laboratory. 

4.1   Participants 

22 persons participated in a field trial. 55% of participants were young adults (25-30 
years old) while the rest were older. Out of the 22 participants only two were female. 
We recruited participants by sending an open call for participation email to a couple 
of big distribution lists within our company. Participants self-registered to the study 
by sending an email to us. None of the participants had any prior experience with the 
Sonified Calendar application. 

The only criterion for the participants was that they use the mobile phone calendar 
on a daily basis. Preferably, they should have a calendar in their PC as well, and 
synchronize it with the mobile phone. Participants represented this target group very 
well. 17 participants had a calendar in both their mobile device and PC. One 
participant also used a paper calendar and one participant a PDA calendar. Three 
participants relied only on the calendar in their mobile device. 82 % of participants 
synchronized data between their calendars. 

It was also presumable that multiple calendar users would have several calendar 
entries throughout the day. 50% of our participants reported that days in their 
calendars are at least partially booked (Fig 2). 

4.2   Apparatus 

When evaluating audio feedback, the sound quality plays a critical role. Participants 
used their personal mobile devices during the field trial. All devices had similar sound 
quality. Six participants used a mobile device that has built-in stereo speakers. Three 
participants had a device, which is specifically designed for playing music.  

4.3   Procedure 

The evaluation was arranged as a field trial, which lasted for one week. We 
announced a “call for participation” in mailing lists and interested persons could 
download the application from the web site and install it to their own mobile phone. It 
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Calendar Bookings

Several Entries during a 
week, 41%

Every day has some 
events, 36%

Almost every 
day is fully 

booked, 14%
Only Few 

Entries, 9%

 

Fig. 2. Level of participants’ calendar bookings 

was instructed that participants would use our application instead of the original 
calendar application during the trial. The easiest way to do this was to replace a 
shortcut in the application menu to our application. 

We did not give any specific tasks or situations in which the application should be 
used. Instead, we encouraged participants to use the application in a similar manner as 
they would use their current mobile calendar. 

After the field trial participants were asked to fill in a web-based questionnaire, 
which collected subjective opinions about the introduced features.  

5   Results 

Our design goal was that we could introduce features that would be both entertaining 
and informative for the users. The results indicated that we succeeded with some 
features, but there is also room for improvement, especially in the sound design. 

64% of the participants said that our prototype calendar was more informative than 
the original calendar. In addition, 50% of the participants said that the prototype was 
more fun than their old calendar. Finally, 68% of the participants were interested in 
hearing similar audio feedback in other applications as well. This is an interesting 
result because for the evaluation purpose we combined several design ideas into one 
application, but originally they were designed for various applications.  

Despite the fact that participants considered the prototype calendar to be more 
informative, it was not easier to use. Table 2 illustrates that all features except the 
month change sound had more merits as an entertaining feature rather than providing 
information to the user. Sound effects were not really able to provide any navigation 
aid for the participants. On the other hand, 12 participants found the prototype to be 
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more annoying than the normal calendar. There are two reasons for this. Some 
participants did not like our sound design, while others considered audio feedback in 
mobile devices altogether annoying.  

Table 2. Percentages of participants favoring features as entertaining, informative, or 
navigation aid 

Feature Entertaining Informative Useful for navigation 
Adaptive sound volume 50% 32% 23% 
Day content auralization 59% 55% 23%
Calendar entry sounds 59% 41% 45% 
Alarms 59% 45% NA
Month change sound 68% 77% 55%  

In this study we used non-speech audio for three different purposes: data 
auralization, feedback for events and actions, and impressing the user. Next we will 
go through each category and describe how different features succeeded in this study. 

5.1   Data Auralization 

For data auralization we had two ideas implemented in our prototype. The first feature 
was the use of reverb to illustrate the fullness of the day. This feature was used in the 
month view, which displays only an indicator if there are events during the day, and 
more detailed information is available as a tooltip after a short period. 

The basic idea of reverb was perceived pretty well and half of the participants 
found it intuitive. However, the feature turned out to be quite difficult to hear in 
practice. 12 participants said that they could hear the difference between empty and 
full days, which have the most noticeable difference in the amount of reverb, but 
other two levels were more difficult to notice. 45% of the participants said that they 
could not really hear other levels even though there were four levels in total. For this 
reason the majority of participants said that feedback could not be used in navigation. 
Those participants who could hear the feature, considered it not to be annoying but 
informative (55% in favor) and fun (59% in favor). One reason for this could be that 
audio feedback was presented faster than the visual feedback, and the participants 
could at least get a rough estimate if there are any events on the day by hearing the 
reverberated sound. 

The second data auralization feature was that each calendar event had an 
identifiable sound attached to it. This feature was audible in week and day views and 
it gave an estimation of what kinds of events the user has marked for the day. This 
feature was even more difficult to use than the reverb. Only half of the participants 
noticed that there are different sounds attached to the calendar events. Therefore, the 
sounds were not very intuitive or informative either. Only 41% of the participants said 
that these sounds have some information value. Surprisingly, these sounds were not 
annoying, but more like fun (59% in favor). This feature probably requires careful 
sound design for future iterations. Currently sounds were too similar and many 
participants said that the sounds were not very good. 
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5.2   Audio Feedback on User’s Actions 

In the Sonified Calendar application, there were two new features that provided audio 
feedback for user’s actions. The first one was adaptive sound volume, which lowered 
the volume of the keypad tones when the participant was actively using the device, 
and restored the original level after a certain inactivity period. The purpose of this 
feature was to minimize the disturbance that continuous keypad tones would cause. 
The keypad tones lose their importance when the user is actively pressing keys, since 
usually there is also visual feedback available and the user needs to look at the display 
when completing a task. It can also be quite irritating for other people in the vicinity 
to listen to continuous click sounds when the user is, for example, typing a long text 
message. 

Half of the participants found the adaptive sound volume feature fun. In addition, 
68% of the participants did not consider it annoying if there are other people in the 
vicinity. This was actually the main objective of the feature. The device should be 
able to adapt to the context where it is used and make the usage as pleasant as 
possible. Participants considered that the feature did not provide much information or 
help in navigation. On the other hand, the purpose of this feature was not to provide 
any information, but to demonstrate how the device can adapt to the current 
interaction that the user has with the device. Overall, participants were quite satisfied 
with how the feature was implemented. The adaptation rate of volume level seemed to 
be in balance although some participants said that it could have been slightly more 
responsive to user’s actions. Volume change speed should also be fine-tuned a bit to 
find the right speed. Adaptive sound volume feature was the only feature in the 
application in which the average user satisfaction at the end of the study was slightly 
higher than at the beginning, but the increase was not statistically significant. 

The second feature that provided feedback on user’s actions was a month change 
sound. This feature was the simplest audio feedback that we had in our prototype. The 
participants could hear a sound whenever focus moved to the next or previous month. 
Even though adaptive volume affected to all other sounds that were used in month, 
week, and day views, we wanted to keep this sound unaffected. 86% of the 
participants noticed the sound when they were browsing days in their calendar, and 
77% of them found it intuitive and informative. Surprisingly, 68% of the participants 
found this feature also fun. We are not sure what made this feature fun, but it might 
have been the sound that we used as a sound clip. 12 participants said that they 
listened to the sound when they were navigating. This feature was an example of 
audio feedback that can enhance the usability of a user interface in a very simple 
manner. 

5.3   Impressing the User 

The most noticeable feature that was implemented intentionally to impress the user 
and be fun was sound effects that were attached to the calendar alarms. There were 
three different sound effects: turntable start, turntable stop, and fading delay. 

Even though these sound effects were considered to be fun (59% in favor), they 
have also information value. 45% of participants considered the turntable sound 
effects to be informative, and for the delay effect the information value was slightly 
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less. Sound effects confirmed the key presses in a more informative manner than 
simple keypad tones. Furthermore, applying the turntable start effect at the beginning 
of the alarm would inform the user that this alarm has been postponed earlier. 
Participants ranked these sound effects to be the best-loved feature in the application. 
The average user satisfaction was slightly lower at the end of the study compared to 
initial impression, but the decrease was not statistically significant. 

5.4   Latency 

Although real-time processing can be a bottleneck in mobile devices due to low 
processing power, Sonified Calendar’s technical implementation seemed to be quite 
successful. 68% of the participants said that they did not perceive any latency in 
sound processing and that the application was not any slower than the original 
application without any audio feedback. Only three participants said that the 
application user interface felt slower because of audio, but this can be probably 
improved by optimizing the implementation. Anyway our application was a prototype 
and we did not have any strict requirements of minimizing the latency. 

6   Discussion and Future Work 

The usability evaluation of our Sonified Calendar application showed that it is 
possible to improve the usability of a mobile device by enhancing its visual user 
interface with audio feedback. Sound effects have two benefits compared to other 
audio methods. Many users value the possibility to personalize their mobile devices, 
and sound effects enable them to utilize their favorite sounds in the UI. User interface 
designers can still design audio feedback as they see it best. Furthermore, sound 
effects decrease the work load of sound designers, since they do not have to design a 
new sound for every situation, but can apply different sound effects depending on the 
case. 

The evaluation showed that the selected sound effects are capable of providing 
information on a general level, but more detailed level may require some visual 
information or some other kind of audio feedback such as speech. 

Another interesting aspect of the evaluation was that participants seemed to like 
audio feedback and they found many features amusing. This might result from the 
current usage pattern in which devices are usually used without any sound. 

In this study, we demonstrated the benefits of sound effects in one application, but 
the next step would be to design appropriate audio feedback to other applications as 
well and to validate them at the same time. The features that we presented in the 
calendar application were originally developed for different applications like phone 
calls, photo gallery, and general navigation in the mobile user interface. However, for 
the evaluation purposes a collection of the features were consolidated into one 
application in order to make the evaluation more efficient. 

Mobile devices are moving towards multimodal user interfaces, which presumable 
increase the utilization of audio modality. In addition, some information will be 
presented using haptic modality. The possibilities for combining sound effects and 
audio in general with haptic feedback should be studied further. 
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7   Conclusions 

We have developed a Sonified Calendar application prototype in order to study how 
users perceive sound effects as audio feedback in mobile user interfaces. In order to 
assess the usability of the design, we arranged a field trial that allowed participants to 
use the application in real mobile context with their own calendar entries. The results 
indicated that sound effects are capable of transmitting useful information in some 
extent, but a more likely utilization is in impressing the user and making the mobile 
user interface more fun. 
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Abstract. In this paper we present a new hardware/software solution, which 
allows users to easily interact with their cars’ components through the OBD-II 
system.  We propose a multimodal interface for PDAs supporting vocal and 
graphical commands. Our aim is to provide a safe and usable way to access the 
sensed engine data and vehicular status while driving. The retrieved 
information, which can be presented through different modalities, is used to 
alert the driver about some events, such as surpassing the speed limit. 

Keywords: Car interfaces, mobile devices, multimodal interfaces. 

1   Introduction 

Vehicle driving is a daily task for most people and  today’s cars have a great number 
of high-tech devices integrated. A typical electronic assistant is the GPS navigator, 
which can be considered an example of assistive technology thanks to the vocal 
output that allows the driver to follow the route and look at the road simultaneously. 
Another example is the speakerphone with Bluetooth connectivity. Many car drivers 
use their PDAs as mobile phones and navigators because of their low weight and 
small size and their benefit/cost ratio. The technology has also penetrated our cars, 
which actually include multi-processor systems able to monitor and control the car 
functionalities. However, the potential benefits of such pervasive technologies are still 
not available for most users because of the lack of interactive solutions able to allow 
those with little familiarity with the technical details of car engines and computers to 
exploit them. 

Modern vehicles are equipped with some kind of OBD (On Board Diagnosis) 
system to electronically read the cause of an engine failure. OBD systems were 
initially designed to reduce air pollution caused by road vehicles and became 
compulsory in California for all new cars sold since 1987. The first implementations 
of these systems, known as OBD-I, provided the location of a failure (which sensors 
or actuators were not working) and the generic cause of malfunction (typically a 
“circuit open” or “short circuit” problem). Since 1996 all cars sold in the United 
States have been required to meet the OBD-II specification [1], adopting several 
additional features for injection monitoring and advanced failure detection. Many 
other countries have since adopted these recommendations: in the European Union, 
EOBD (European OBD) is mandatory for all 2001 and newer vehicles, while in Japan 
the JOBD system is used. 
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Most recent cars are OBD-II compliant and thus provide a standard interface to 
collect data from engine sensors. In fact, sensors continuously monitor the engine 
status and report their data to the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) that collects them. 
Reading and managing these parameters with a computer requires a hardware 
interface (usually called a scan tool) that is an intermediate layer between the car’s 
OBD system and the computer. So far, this type of functionality has only been used 
for car servicing operators in order to facilitate their work. 

In this paper we describe a new hardware/software solution for allowing users to 
easily exploit the OBD-II system services through a multimodal PDA interface. Our 
aim is to provide a usable way to access the sensed engine data and engine status 
while driving the car. Thus, for safety reasons, using the system on board should not 
require excessive attention from the driver. OBD-based monitoring is very practical if 
a handheld computer is used: PDAs with touch screens can be quickly installed on 
board (those equipped with GPS are often used as portable navigators). In addition, 
recent PDAs have enough memory capacity and computing speed to properly manage 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Text To Speech (TTS) processing. Since 
any distraction to the driver can  increase the risk of accidents, the ability for vocal 
input is a fundamental aspect for on-board devices: auditory information eliminates 
visual distraction while vocal input reduces mechanical one.         

In the paper, after discussion of related work we first describe the architecture of 
the interactive system that we propose. We then illustrate the tasks supported and the 
corresponding multimodal interface designed and implemented. Lastly, we report on 
an early evaluation and provide indications for future work. 

2   Related Work 

Various works about driving support services have been presented. In [2] there is a 
discussion of the automotive software engineering state of practice and the newest 
software-driven functions, which also highlights the importance of the user interface 
to address the new challenges. TrafficView [3] focuses on safety and describes a 
PDA-based structure for inter-vehicle communication of local data between 
neighbouring cars (GPS coordinates and OBD gathered values). Another framework 
for collision avoidance is proposed in [4] where the hardware components (including 
a mini-PC) are integrated into the car and linked to the dashboard display. In [5] a 
querying model for collecting and sharing information about vehicles and roads status 
is described. A possible use of mobile devices and OBD systems for providing failure 
assistance to the driver is presented in [6]. However, none of such proposals have 
addressed the possibility of innovative and dynamic services to provide better support 
for the drivers in their daily tasks, such as indicating when the speed exceeds a given 
limit or the car pollution is particularly high. 

Many OBD scan tools are available today. Most of them are compatible with 
applications that have been written for both PCs/laptops and handhelds. Some 
complete hardware and software solutions for PDA-based OBD monitoring already 
exist. [8] provides cheap scan tools and parts to build them for both PC and PDA; a 
freeware diagnostic application only for PC is also available for download. Software 
for using these kinds of scan tools with Pocket PC and Palm OS handhelds is freely 
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available at [9]. Professional solutions for diagnostic and performance monitoring are 
offered in [10]. However, most scan tools are not designed to be permanently installed 
on the car because are promoted mainly as diagnostic devices for occasionally reading 
and clearing the trouble codes in case of engine failure. Several scan tools consist of 
an OBD cable, the interpreter circuitry and a serial cable. The most compact versions 
have a tiny interpreter board in the OBD connector, but do not have a switch to turn 
off the circuitry. Thus, when the car is not used the scan tool must be physically 
disconnected, and this is unpractical due to the typical position of the vehicle’s OBD 
connector (below the driving wheel block). For this reason, we have also developed a 
custom wireless scan tool (see Figure 1) suitable for everyday use together with the 
mobile application. 

  

Fig. 1. Our scan tool has been fixed to the door of the fuse box (left). The power switch is 
accessible from the driver’s seat (right). 

3   System Architecture 

The system architecture includes the car’s OBD and we do not make any modification 
on the car engine neither on the ECU. Our system is composed of the scan tool 
hardware and the application running on a PDA (see Figure 2). 

We considered that normally a general purpose computer cannot be directly 
connected to a car’s OBD system. The main reason is that the voltage levels on the 
car OBD connector differs from the RS232 ones. Thus, a direct connection may 
damage a serial port. Another issue is the type of OBD protocol supported by the 
ECU, that usually requires the bus initialization before “talking” to the car. For these 
reasons, we needed a scan tool peripheral to link the PDA to the OBD connector. 
Unfortunately, connecting a PDA to a peripheral is often difficult. An adapter cable, a 
special card or even an expansion device are needed to provide a PDA with the 
RS232 capability. Cables and adapters consume space inside the car and take time to 
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connect whenever the driver gets on board and wants to use his PDA. For this reason, 
a scan tool with Bluetooth connectivity has been designed. This prototype complies 
with the OBD ISO9141 [14] protocol and has an integrated Bluetooth module which 
does not need any external power source. 

The limited dimensions make this scan tool extremely unobtrusive because it can 
be hidden under the dashboard. The only visible component is the power switch for 
turning off the scan tool when it is not needed, avoiding unnecessary vehicle battery 
load (see Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 2. System architecture 

3.1   Hardware: The OBD Interface Board 

The OBD Interface Board is a 100 x 50 mm circuit board. The “car side” part is the 
OBD to UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) interpreter, which 
provides a way to directly exchange ASCII bytes with the car’s ECU managing the 
ISO9141 features [14]. Such a chip manages the OBD bus initialization and many 
other manners of ISO9141 features. The part communicating with the computer is a 
stand-alone UART to Bluetooth integrated module with Serial Port Profile (SPP). For 
the Bluetooth module technical details refer to [11]. It can be discovered and 
registered by any computer with Bluetooth capability. The computer can 
communicate transparently with the OBD chip through a virtual serial port. This is 
done by the operating system, which binds a COM port name (e.g. COM6 or COM8) 
to the discovered Bluetooth device; the association between port name and device is 
stored in the registry file, which can also be edited manually. 
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The designed scan tool is a very simple device: inexpensive, common components 
have been used to build it. Providing compatibility with non-ISO OBD-II protocols 
would simply require replacing the OBD interpreter with another specific version or 
with a multi-protocol chip. Thus, the general circuitry structure would be maintained.  

3.2   Software: The Mobile Application 

The OBD interpreter is quite recent and is still considered an experimental chip. No 
software component library is available to simplify its use. For this reason, we had to 
develop the communication routines following the interpreter chip specifications 
contained in its datasheet. Chip information and datasheet are available at [12].  

The application communicates with the car in a demand-response manner. 
Requests are OBD “mode 1” commands. To read a parameter value, the command 
consists of the string “01” followed by the desired Parameter ID (PID). Parameter IDs 
are two-character, OBD-II compliant keywords and our application can read about 20 
parameters. Note that not all of them are retrievable from every car: in the next 
section we will discuss how the user is informed about the PIDs supported by the 
vehicle. A typical PID is the “0D”, which is the keyword associated to the speed 
sensor. Therefore, to request the current vehicle speed, the “010D” string must be sent 
to the scan tool. After each request, the application waits for the answer message, 
which contains a header and a data field. Writing and reading on the I/O stream are 
made through the (virtual) COM port used, specified by the user on the settings form. 
Since wireless connections are likely to be broken sometimes, an intermediate layer 
has been defined and placed between the standard serial communication library and 
the rest of the application, which detects the disconnection and provides the 
reconnection. 

The graphical user interface has been designed to optimize the limited space 
available on the screen. Large character fonts have been used to improve readability. 
Input components, such as buttons, have been made wide enough to be used with a 
finger. The interaction is easier when the PDA pen is not required; this is true both on 
board if the PDA is fixed to the holder, and outboard during an engine inspection: a 
tiresome situation would result if the pen fell inside the engine compartment. The 
multimodal interface further simplifies the driver’s operations: it supports vocal 
commands and provides vocal output so that the driver can keep his eyes on the road. 
ASR technology used on this application is speaker-independent and available in 
many languages. Moreover it is extremely tolerant of environmental noise and 
background speech. 

4   Tasks Supported 

The range of parameters that can be read from an OBD-II system depends on the 
vehicle’s type. Every parameter is related to a sensor located on the engine 
compartment. Some of the sensed data are presented on the dashboard, very often by 
analogue instruments. However, the digital values monitoring can be useful even for 
the information already available on the dashboard. Reading an exact value from the 
PDA’s display can show a bad calibration of the analogue instruments. Depending on 
the driver’s preference a different measure unit may be used to translate the value. 
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Vehicle speed and air/coolant temperature can be displayed in Metric or Imperial/US 
units. The largest possible set of values should be readable, while the user may select 
just a subset of them. This is because not all drivers have the same automotive/motor 
skills, and each user is mainly interested in knowing parameters that s/he can 
understand. The next section describes the functionality currently supported. 

4.1   Real Time Parameters Reading 

After the OBD bus initialization, the application asks the car’s ECU for the set of 
supported Parameter IDs (PIDs). Every PID is a keyword referring to a certain 
parameter that can be retrieved from the ECU. For each PID the user is provided with 
the flag indicating if it is supported or not by the vehicle. An unsupported PID usually 
means that the related sensor is not present on the car. Users may customize the 
parameter list depending on the sensors present in their cars and, of course, their 
knowledge. The upload frequency provided by the car’s ECU and the scan tool is quite 
low. For this reason the default presentation for read values is single-parameter oriented: 
if just one parameter is monitored at a time its refresh rate is the highest. Another reason 
is that when a single parameter is presented it can be printed with the biggest font and it 
can be more clearly readable. Reading all the enabled parameters at the same time is 
also possible by the multi-scan form: the user should give a priority to every parameter. 
The priority affects of course the upload frequency and allows to update more often 
those values that changes frequently (as the engine RPM). Since the PDA screen is 
small, little character fonts are used to display such amount of information. Otherwise, 
the user can select the desired parameters from the custom list, then the parameter 
values are shown on a label that is updated about 2-3 times per second. 

Some drivers may find it useful to correct the speedometer readout based on tyre 
size: this function computes a correction factor for the vehicle speed from the tyres 
and wheels measurements. This can be done if the user enters the original tyres size 
and the current tyres size for his car. When the correction is explicitly requested, the 
application automatically provides a vehicle speed closer to the real one. This feature 
may be useful when the GPS signal is not available such as into road tunnels (where 
speed is often controlled by police). Otherwise a simple navigator software could, 
provide the real car speed. 

A typical OBD-retrievable parameter is the “Estimated Engine Load”, computed 
by ECU in function of the engine status (intake air pressure, throttle position, engine 
RPM, etc.). As default, the user is provided with the percentage engine load value; 
otherwise, if the user sets the maximum Horse Power (HP) of the vehicle, the current 
estimated output power can be displayed. 

4.2   Interesting Events Notifications (Warnings) 

The driver can be alerted about some events related to the current values of the 
monitored parameters. When the vehicle speed is monitored, the desired speed limit 
can be set. The application will provide a vocal warning when the limit is exceeded. 
Users may also custom the warning message by entering the exact sentence that it 
should communicate (see Figure 3). If speech and recognition are not enabled, when 
the speed limit is exceeded an audio clip is played. 
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Fig. 3. Customizable speed warning message (left) and vocal notification (right) 

The “head lamps reminder” informs the driver to turn on the headlights when a 
certain speed is reached. This function may be useful in those countries where the 
headlights must be always kept on in suburban areas. 

Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) are error codes caused by engine malfunctions. 
When a malfunction is detected the ECU allocates a DTC instance on the embedded 
flash memory and turns on the Malfunctioning Engine Lamp (MIL) on the dashboard. 
If the problem is not serious the MIL indicator is soon turned off, but the DTC 
remains stored on the ECU. While reading the current parameter, the application 
periodically queries the ECU for stored DTCs. The automatic querying for DTCs 
provides the driver with the information about any previous failures. 

Modern vehicles have a single MIL lamp that can be simply on or off. The MIL 
icon of this application can be in several states, supplying much more information to 
the user (see Figure 4). If there is no car connection the “?” caption is shown on a 
grey icon. When communicating with the car, if the dashboard MIL lamp is off and 
there are no stored DTCs, then the MIL icon caption shown is “OK”. If there are 
serious DTCs on the ECU memory the application shows a red MIL icon. In this case, 
the dashboard MIL is also on, and the user should read the DTC(s) description. The 
orange MIL icon means that, although the vehicle MIL is off, at least one DTC is still 
stored in the ECU, and the user may open the DTCs form to display the previous 
trouble list. 

4.3   Quick Efficiency Checks 

Semantic analysis of monitored values may highlight an engine problem or a poorly 
working sensor. In the “Oxygen Test”, the average and standard deviation of the 
Oxygen Sensor sampled data are calculated. These values allow users to estimate 
whether the sensor is working correctly and the engine is running well. The test result 
is graphically presented and a report is given in a few short sentences (Figure 5). The 
evaluation report is selected by following a simple decision chart (see Figure 6). 
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Fig. 4. The different MIL icons used by the application 

The Oxygen Sensor is probably the most important part of modern engines. It 
measures the concentration of oxygen in the exhaust gas. The ECU uses the Oxygen 
Sensor output to maintain the best air-fuel mixture ratio. If the sensor is not working 
or its output is flawed, the engine may run badly with high fuel consumption and 
polluting emissions. By doing the simple oxygen test provided by our application the 
user can quickly check if the injection is working well and he is informed if a 
suspected malfunctioning exists. If so, the user can decide to bring the vehicle to a 
mechanic or to do a check himself. We are now considering creating other simple 
checks, such as the “idle RPM” and the “idle accelerator position” ones. 

  

Fig. 5. Oxygen sensor test result (left) and test report (right) 

4.4   Location-Aware Functions 

The association between values (e.g.: speed, engine load/temperature) and vehicle 
terrestrial coordinates is basic to develop services based on vehicle-to-vehicle (v2v) 
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (v2i) data exchange [4]. We considered the location-
awareness as a complementary aspect for the car status monitoring. To facilitate 
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Fig. 6. Oxygen Test evaluation flow chart 

future data logging enhancements, a GPS decoding routine based on National Marine 
Electronic Association (NMEA) protocol has been developed. Such a function 
connects to the GPS port and gets the downstream bytes. Coordinates values and 
satellites information are parsed from GGA, GSA, GSV and RMC sentences and  
presented on a specific form (see Figure 7). 

  

Fig. 7. GPS settings (left) and coordinates display form (right) 

On the GPS settings page the user should enter the COM port of the GPS module 
(see Figure 7). On the combo box just the valid ports are listed. This approach allows 
the use of a generic GPS. The decoding function has been successfully tested on a 
PDA with integrated GPS and on a PDA with a CF (Compact Flash) GPS Card. 
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5   Multimodal Interface 

Most “on the road” tasks can be done without using the pen. However, while car 
passengers may physically interact using their hands, the driver should not for safety 
reasons. The risk caused by in-car usage of mobile devices is discussed in [7], where 
different types of driving distractions are described: it has been proven that every 
device, even the vehicle’s instrumentation, may distract the driver. 

We considered the vocal input to be a possible solution to provide accessibility to 
the main functions, reducing mechanical and visual distraction. Several tasks have 
been made accessible through vocal keywords, and the feedback is provided both 
graphically and vocally. When the user is driving, s/he can set a new speed limit or a 
new parameter to check by just saying a few simple keywords. 

Vocal processing is managed by the Loquendo Embedded ASR/TTS engines [13]. 
Loquendo functions have C/C++ interfaces. Since the main application is written in 
C#,  two different DLL components were developed in C++ language and imported 
on the C# application: 

• AsrMod.DLL is initialized with the grammar file from which a Recognition 
Object (RO) is created. The asrRecog( ) method listens to the user voice trying 
to recognize the sentence. The returned structure, basically a string, is then 
interpreted by the application. 

• TtsMod.DLL defines the ttsRead( ... ) method, which accepts a string and 
produces a vocal audio file. The file is automatically played by the computer 
audio board. 

 

The speech sessions are usually created at start up. Before saying a vocal 
command, the user must press a keypad button of the PDA and the application 
responds with an audio prompt. When ASR is successful, the new status is briefly 
described by a TTS vocal message (see Figure 8). We opted for this approach so that 
the speech recognition function is called only when the keypad is pressed. Using a 
continuous speech processing would have been difficult, because environmental noise 
would be processed uselessly. As a consequence, engine noise or passenger speech 
would cause undesired selections. 

     

Fig. 8. After pressing the key pad, the user can say a vocal command (left) and the application 
provides a vocal output describing the new status (right) 
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The grammar containing the vocal rules is compiled “on the fly” during the ASR 
initialization. The grammar is recursively defined in EBNF and stored into a text file 
that can be easily edited without modifying the entire application. For each 
subsequent call the recognition function produces a string with the words (and/or 
numbers) provided by the user; the string is a sentence whose structure complies with 
the grammar rules. The grammar has been made general enough to recognize different 
forms of the same command. For example, to set 65 as the maximum speed limit, the 
user can say “Maximum speed sixty-five”, or “Maximum sixty-five” or even “Sixty-
five”. The resulting string is processed by the application, which properly interprets 
the relevant words. Such flexibility is useful especially for beginner users, that are not 
familiar with the commands. However, excessive flexibility means a high probability 
of misunderstanding of the commands: the wrong command may be chosen by the 
ASR recognition object if too many possible choices are available. We are now 
evaluating the grammar structure to achieve an optimal trade off between flexibility 
and manageability for the speech recognition. 

6   Evaluation 

A preliminary user test to evaluate the interface has been performed indoors Six 
volunteers were involved. Users ranged in age between 24 and 33 (average 27.8). 
Fifteen percent were female, and 50% had previously used a PDA. Users had good 
experience with PC-based interfaces, but very little with vocal ones.  

Users were initially asked to execute 10 tasks through traditional touch screen 
interaction. They had to enter the settings for the connection to the scan tool 
hardware, to find all the parameters retrievable by the vehicle and to disable those that 
they were not interested in. The configuration steps are very important for the user to 
realize what information would be provided and must be done at least once during the 
first session. Common functions were also activated through the touch screen: 

• select a specific parameter (it should be enabled beforehand), 
• customize the available speed limits, 
• select a speed limit, 
• switch to another measurement unit, 
• from the graphical-selection form select a specific parameter (it should be 

enabled beforehand), 
• cancel the speed limit. 

 

The users were observed while trying to accomplish the tasks without any 
interference. The observers took note of the task completion time and any comments 
made by the users.  At the end of the first part, users were provided with the grammar 
structure and some examples of vocal commands. Then, they re-executed some 
typical on-the-road tasks through vocal commands: 

• freely select a parameter, 
• request the vocal description of the new parameter, 
• set a speed limit, 
• select a specific parameter, 
• select the next parameter available, 
• cancel the speed limit. 
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After the session, users were requested to fill in an evaluation questionnaire. The 
questionnaire asked users to indicate their educational level and to evaluate the 
system capabilities. User were also asked to rate the parameters shown in Table 1 on a 
1 to 5 scale.  

Table 1. User rating for the interaction attributes 

Parameters  Point score  Variance 
User interface clearness 3.3 1.29 
Icons intuitiveness 3.5 2.25 
Customization easiness  3.3 1.75 
Vocal input efficacy 4.16 0.81 
Vocal feed-back efficacy 4 0.66 
On-drive safety 3.3 1 
Benefits 3.83 0.47 

 
The test results highlighted that the GUI can be improved in terms of clarity. Users 

confirmed this, indicating that the menu structure and the icons should be more 
intuitive. Afterwards, we made several modifications to the GUI: menu captions and 
items have changed significantly and the main form icons are more intuitive. 

Before starting the multimodal interaction, users received only a brief description 
of the vocal syntax. Nevertheless, most vocal commands were interpreted by the 
system surprisingly well. One reason seems to be the flexibility of the grammar, 
which defines different formats for the same command. Another reason is the 
reliability of the Recognition Object (RO) generated from the text grammar at ASR 
initialization time. 

7   Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a novel solution supporting a number of novel services for car 
drivers. Our application was developed for a typical handheld currently available in 
the market, the HP iPAQ hx2700. Even if the ASR and TTS functions require a lot of 
memory, they seem to be very efficient even while the application is communicating 
with the car ECU.  

This aspect suggested the development of a new service: a sort of programmable 
scheduler for vocal  notifications. The scheduler would periodically create vocal 
messages to describe the current value of the parameters of interest to the user. An 
advanced Oxygen Test may consider specifically the downstream Oxygen Sensor 
output. The downstream sensor is mounted after the catalytic converter on the exhaust 
pipe and measures the toxic substances actually emitted by the vehicle. Monitoring 
both the upstream and the downstream sensors output would allow estimating the 
actual catalytic converter efficiency. Saving the test result would provide a diagram of 
the catalytic converter degradation as a function of the car age.  Moreover, several 
efficiency tests may be automatically performed by the application, which would 
inform the user about the test results through multimodal messages. 

We are now considering improvements to our application for specific purposes. 
The functions that may be enhanced or created would depend on specific needs. Car 
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rental or other companies with vehicle fleets may be interested in logging-oriented 
functionalities to monitor their customers’ driving habits. Engine status data, together 
with GPS coordinates, provide information about the driver behaviour in a certain 
place. Logged data may be sent wirelessly to a gathering point where they would be 
analysed by a desktop-based specific software. In addition, several values related to 
the engine (such as temperature and engine load) can be considered to study the 
vehicles’ behaviour, that is, how they react to the environment. 
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Abstract. We present the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor, a novel target acquisition 
technique for pen-based interfaces. To assist a user in a target selection task, 
this technique automatically adapts the size of the cursor and/or its contexts (the 
target size and the selection background) based on pen pressure input.  We 
systematically evaluated the new technique with various 2D target acquisition 
tasks. The experimental results indicated that the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor had 
better selection performance, and was particularly effective for small-target and 
high-density environments in which the regular cursor and the Bubble Cursor 
[13] failed to show significant advantages. The Adaptive Hybrid Cursor is a 
novel way to improve target acquisition via pressure input, and our study 
demonstrated its viability and potential for pen-based interfaces. 

Keywords: pen-based interfaces, pressure, small target acquisition, target 
density. 

1   Introduction 

Target selection via pointing is a fundamental task in graphical user interfaces (GUIs). 
A large corpus of work has been proposed to improve mouse-based pointing 
performance by manipulating control display (CD) parameters [7, 13, 14, 17, 27] in 
desktop environments. 

Compared with mouse-based desktop GUIs, pen-based interfaces have a number of 
different characteristics. First, pen-based interfaces typically use absolute pointing via 
a direct input device (i.e., a pen), which is very different from indirect input, such as 
using a mouse. Second, in addition to the 2D position (x, y) values, many pen-based 
devices offer additional sensory properties (such as pen pressure values) that can be 
useful for interaction. Third, many pen-based interfaces have limited display space 
and input footprint. As the amount of information displayed on the screen increases, 
users have to select smaller targets. This is especially obvious in mobile products, 
such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), pen-based mobile phones, and other 
mobile pen-based applications. Compared with the extensive studies carried out for 
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mouse-based pointing, more empirical studies are needed to determine how we can 
improve pen-input usage and efficiency. 

Although previous studies have intended to exploit novel pen-based selection 
techniques, such as Slide Touch [26], Drag-and-pop [5], Bubble Radar [2] and Beam 
Cursor [28], these techniques were mostly designed for situations where targets are 
sparsely distributed across a display space. When targets are smaller and densely 
packed, the benefit of these techniques tends to be diminished or become unavailable. 
To solve such problems, this paper presents the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor, a novel 
technique that automatically adapts the selection cursor as well as the target space 
based on pen-pressure. The experimental results indicated that the Adaptive Hybrid 
Cursor improved selection performance related to high-density, small-target 
environments. 

Recently, an increasing amount of work has explored the use of pen pressure, 
which is available on pen devices (such as most Tablet PCs or Wacom tablets), as the 
third input dimension for interaction design [15, 18, 23, 24, 25], in addition to the 2D 
x-y coordinates. However, little attention has been paid to using pen pressure to 
improve target selection tasks. This paper, therefore, investigates the possibility of 
improving the performance of target acquisition tasks for pen-based environments by 
taking advantage of pen pressure potentials.  

There are three fundamental elements in a selection task: a cursor, a target, and a 
selection background (including a void space). We explored how pen pressure can be 
employed to improve target acquisition tasks by varying these three elements. The 
background plays an important role in many applications but its use was often 
overlooked in previous work. For example, numerous functionalities have been 
designed to associate with the background in Windows and Mac desktops, from basic 
but important functions such as selecting and deselecting, to re-arranging desktop 
icons and also to more complex operations such as changing certain properties of 
applications. A background also serves as a visual storage space for future elements. 
Furthermore, group selection techniques (such as rectangular or lasso techniques) 
would be awkward to operate without being able to select an empty space. The 
famous quote from the ancient Chinese philosopher, Lao Tze, says, “the usefulness of 
the wheel, cup and house is actually based on their emptiness”. Without the ability to 
select the background, many applications become difficult to use. 

This paper makes the following contributions: 

- The Adaptive Hybrid Cursor can be used to select targets that have minimal 
surrounding space or densely packed small targets; 

- The Adaptive Hybrid Cursor improves performance by manipulating all three 
components of target selection: the background, the target and/or the cursor; 

- The Adaptive Hybrid Cursor provides easy cancellation without having to use an 
extra mode-switch button;  

- The Adaptive Hybrid Cursor is the first interaction technique that employs pen 
pressure for target selection. 

In this paper, we first review the related work. Next we describe the design of our 
new technique. We then present the evaluation of the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor under 
various target acquisition conditions. We conclude with a discussion of our results 
and directions for future work.  
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2   Related Work 

In this section, we discuss related work regarding both target selection techniques and 
pen pressure. 

2.1   Previous Work on Selection Techniques 

Target selection tasks can be modeled by Fitts’ law [11, 19].  One common form of 
Fitts’ law is MT=a+blog2(A/W+1), which states that the time (MT) to acquire a target 
with width W and distance (or amplitude) A from the cursor can be predicted (where a 
and b are empirically determined constants, and the term inside the log function is 
called Index of Difficulty or ID). Obviously, target acquisition performance can be 
improved by increasing W, decreasing A, or both. 

The width of a target is usually defined by the space it occupies on the screen. The 
effective target width (EW) may be defined as the analogous size of a target in motor 
space.  In standard pointing, the effective target width matches the visual width. 
However, the effective width can be increased either for the cursor [13, 17, 27] or the 
target [9, 20, 29] to achieve the same effect. Most previous studies have shown the 
effectiveness of their proposal only for single isolated target [20, 29], while they have 
not been shown to work well when multiple targets are present in close proximity [9, 
14, 20, 29]. The state of the art in this category is Bubble Cursor [13], a mouse-based 
technique that allows selection of discrete targets by using a Voronoi diagram to 
associate void space with nearby targets. Bubble Cursor works well even in a normal-
density multiple-target environment except for the limitations mentioned in the 
discussion section of this paper.  

There is also a large body of work that is intended to improve selection 
performance by decreasing A. They either bring the target much closer to the cursor 
such as Drag-and-pop developed by Baudisch et al. [5], and ‘vacuum filtering’ 
introduced by Bezerianos and Balakrishnan [6], or jump the cursor directly to the 
target, such as with the object pointing technique [14]. Overall, the performance of 
techniques aiming to decrease A is largely affected by the number of distracting 
targets between the starting position and the target. They tend to work well on large 
displays where targets are further away or in low density environments with few 
distracting targets. These techniques become less effective with high or normal 
density environments in regular or smaller size displays such as Tablet PCs or PDAs.  

Some have tried to improve pointing and selection by dynamically adjusting the 
Control Display gain. The gain is increased on the approach to the target and 
decreased while inside the target thus increasing and decreasing the motor space at 
critical moments in the selection process. TractorBeam [22] is a hybrid point-touch 
technique that aids selection  by expanding the cursor or the target, or by snapping to 
the target. Worden et al. [27] implemented ‘Sticky Icons’ by decreasing the mouse 
control-display gain when the cursor enters the icon. Blanch et al. [7] showed that 
performance could be predicted using Fitts’ law, based on the resulting larger W and 
smaller A in the motor space. The common problems for these techniques occur when 
multiple small targets are presented in close proximity, as the intervening targets will 
slow the cursor down as it travels to its destination target. 
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An interesting special case here is a technique which is used on large displays to 
help reach targets that are beyond the arm’s reach [2, 5, 6, 10, 21], e.g., RadarView 
[21]. However, since RadarView decreases both A and W proportionally, the ID is 
unchanged. The benefit of RadarView is only demonstrated on larger displays where 
users can operate on RadarView to save the extra movement required to reach a 
distant target i.e. one that is beyond arm’s reach. Bubble Radar [2] combines 
RadarView and Bubble Cursor by first placing the objects within reach, and then 
applying Bubble Cursor to increase selection performance. Bubble Radar also tried to 
address the background selection problem of Bubble Cursor by using a button switch 
controlled by the non-dominant hand, however, since Bubble Radar is virtually 
another Bubble Cursor, its advantage is likely to diminish in a high density 
environment.  

2.2   Related Work on Pressure  

There has been less work done on pressure than on pointing-based target acquisition 
characteristics. Studies on pressure can be roughly divided into two categories. One 
category investigates the general capabilities of humans interacting with computers 
using pressure. For example, Herot and Weinzapfel [15] investigated the human 
ability of the finger to apply pressure and torque to a computer screen. Buxton [8] 
studied the use of touch-sensitive technologies and the possibilities for interaction 
they suggest. Ramos et al. [23] explored the human ability to vary pen-tip pressure as 
an additional channel of control information. The other category of study is where 
researchers build pressure enabled applications or techniques. For instance, Ramos 
and Balakrishnan [24] demonstrated a system called LEAN and a set of novel 
interaction techniques for the fluid navigation, segmentation and annotation of digital 
video. Ramos and Balakrishnan [25] designed Zlider widget. Li et al. [18] 
investigated using pressure as a possible means to delimitate the input phases in pen-
based interactions. Although these works opened the door to establish pressure as a 
research avenue, we are unaware of any work which addressed the issue of applying 
pressure into discrete target acquisition. We attempt to investigate this issue in this 
paper.  

3   Adaptive Hybrid Cursor Design 

A few previous studies have shown that a reasonable manipulation of targets, cursors 
and context can enhance target acquisition. However, the tradeoff between the 
“original” state of these three elements and the “manipulation” state needs to be 
considered in technical design. Our approach is to employ pen-pressure which is an 
available parameter in some pen based devices and can be used to easily produce a 
continuous value or a discrete state. Pen-pressure has the potential to affect selection 
implementation. Based on this idea we designed the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor 
technique. 

Adaptive Hybrid Cursor includes two states. It first determines whether it should 
zoom its contexts (target and background) and/or cursor according to the initial 
location of the cursor and the information regarding the position of targets.  If the 
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condition is not suited to the adaptive strategy, Adaptive Hybrid Cursor initiates the 
Zoom Cursor technique described in Section 3.1 (see Fig. 1). If the condition satisfies 
the adaptive strategy criteria, Adaptive Hybrid Cursor begins to zoom the targets, the 
cursor and background based on the pressure described in Section 3.2 (see Fig. 2).  

 

Fig. 1. The process of selecting a target with Adaptive Hybrid Cursor in State 1: the adaptive 
hybrid cursor employs the Zoom Cursor technique which changes the size of the cursor when 
targets are big in a low density environment.  (a) the pen-tip lands on the screen; (b) pressure 
value is used to zoom the cursor. (c) pressure and location of the cursor are adjusted to make 
the zoomed cursor interact with the desired target. The desired target is selected by quickly 
lifting the pen-tip.  Note that the same legend is used for Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. The process of selecting a target with Adaptive Hybrid Cursor in State 2:  Adaptive 
Hybrid Cursor is able to vary the size of targets, cursor and background simultaneously by 
pressure when approaching small targets and/or small EW/W. (d) the pen-tip lands on the 
screen; (e) using pressure value to zoom in the targets, the cursor and the background. (f) 
adjusting pressure and location of the cursor to make the zoomed cursor interact with the 
desired target. The desired target is selected by quickly lifting the pen-tip. 

3.1   Zoom Cursor Technique (State 1) 

One possibly fruitful direction open to the examination of pressure-enhanced target 
acquisition is to use pen pressure to enlarge the cursor size. Based on this intuition, 
we designed Zoom Cursor, a technique that allows a user to enlarge the cursor size by 
pressing the pen tip harder on a tablet or a touch-sensitive screen (see Fig. 1).  

As determined in previous studies [3], the degree of pen pressure perceived by 
human users is not consistent with that sensed by digital instruments. For example, at 
a low spectrum of pen pressure, the sensed pressure value increases much faster than 
users would expect. Previous work has used a sigmoid transfer function to achieve the 
effects produced by pressure. In our experiments we also employed the sigmoid 
transfer function. The application of pressure is comprised of an initial “dead zone”, 
slow response at low pressure levels (too sensitive for users to distinguish and 
control), smooth transitions at median pressure levels and quick responses at high 
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pressure levels (users often confirm pre-selection by imposing heavy pressure on a 
pen-tip). We employed a piecewise linear function to approximate the pressure 
mapping. 

If pressure causes the cursor to become too large, then more than one target might 
be included, and this may confuse the user. To overcome this problem, a basic 
principle should be specified so that when enlarging the cursor, only one target will be 
included at one time. Therefore, a maximum size for the cursor should be determined 
according to the current position of the cursor and the layout of targets. This will help 
to ensure that an enlarged cursor cannot include more than one target. Note that the 
maximum size of the cursor is dynamically changed based on the proximity of 
surrounding targets. We follow the algorithm used to set the radius of the cursor in 
Bubble Cursor. We also use a circular-shaped cursor and we allow only one target to 
be selected each time.  

To describe the algorithm in an environment with targets T1, T2, ..., Tn we used the 
following definitions:  

Minimum Distance i (MinDi): The length of the shortest line connecting the center 
of the Zoom Cursor and any point on the border of Ti. 

Maximum Distance i (MaxDi): The length of the longest line connecting the center 
of Zoom Cursor and any point on the border of Ti. 

A simplified version of the algorithm is as follows: 
Calculate the Minimum Distance to each target: MinD1, MinD2,…, MinDn 
Calculate the Maximum Distance to each target: MaxD1, MaxD2,…, MaxDn  
Set maximum radius of Pressure Cursor = the second minimum value (MinD1, 

MinD2,…, MinDn, and MaxD1, MaxD2,…, MaxDn) 

After a desired target is included by the enlarged cursor the target selection is 
achieved by the quick release manner [23]. 

3.2   Zooming Target, Cursor and Background (State 2) 

Using direct pointing, the selection speed has an upper limit due to human limitations 
such that selecting a 10 cm wide object which is within 10 cm of the human user will 
take less than a second, while a target which is 10 meters away will take at least 
several seconds to reach. Thus Bubble Radar uses RadarView to bring the targets 
within arm’s reach so that Bubble Cursor can be subsequently easily applied for 
actual target selection.  

Similarly, if the targets are too small and densely packed, it becomes more difficult 
for the user to visually locate the target. In such cases, enlarging the workspace has 
the effect of simultaneously increasing A and W and thus making target acquisition 
easier. Based on this hypothesis, we decided to enlarge the entire workspace when the 
target size is smaller than 1.8 mm (about 6 pixels in our experimental setup). (Ren and 
Moriya’s study indicated that 1.80 mm is “the smallest maximum size” [26]), or 
EW/W value is less than 2 where EW is the effective width. Here, we define EW/W as 
the density of targets, i.e. the amount of void space immediately surrounding a target. 
The result of pilot studies showed that the selection technique that zooms cursor, 
target and background at the same time could not show significant advantages above 
Bubble Cursor when the value of EW/W is more than 2. We defined an environment 
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where the EW/W ratio was less than or equal to 1.5 as a high density environment, 
and, when the EW/W ratio was greater than 1.5 and less than or equal to 2, we called it 
a normal density environment. When the EW/W value was equal to or greater than 3, 
this was called a low density environment. High density environments are common in 
today’s applications (e.g., a word processor or a monthly calendar viewer). Fig.2 is an 
illustrated walkthrough of the technique in State 2. 

The maximum zoom ratio is 3 in our current design. The zoom ratio is controlled 
by the mapped pressure value. At the same time, Adaptive Hybrid Cursor also uses 
pressure and the “updated” location information of targets to zoom the cursor size 
according to the principles of Zoom Cursor. When the desired target was interacted 
by the cursor, the target selection was achieved by the “quick release” motion [23]. 

The trigger for the enlargement is pen pressure which dynamically adapts the 
maximum zoom size of the cursor based on the zoomed surroundings, i.e., the cursor 
should cover no more than one object at a time. 

4   Experiment 

To evaluate the performance of Adaptive Hybrid Cursor, we conducted a quantitative 
experiment to compare it with Bubble Cursor and with the traditional technique, the 
regular cursor (the regular pointing selection in graphical user interfaces) as a 
baseline. First, Bubble Cursor, which is the current state of the art, has been shown to 
be the fastest desktop pointing technique. Second, Aliakseyeu et al. [2] showed that 
Bubble Radar combined the benefits of Bubble Cursor in a pen-based situation. 
However, neither Bubble Radar nor Bubble Cursor experiments included very small 
targets (i.e. less than 1.6 mm). We, therefore, designed the same EW/W (1.33, 2, 3) 
ratios as for Bubble Cursor but with smaller targets (4 pixels). We wondered if 
Bubble Cursor offered the same advantage in smaller target situations in pen-based 
environments. Third, Adaptive Hybrid Cursor also employs the effective width of 
targets just as with Bubble Cursor, targets being allocated effective regions according 
to a Voronoi diagram. 

4.1   Participants 

Twelve subjects (11 male and 1 female) all with previous experience using computers 
were tested for the experiment. The average age was 24.9 years. All subjects used the 
pen in the right hand. All subjects had normal or a “corrected to normal” vision, with 
no color blindness. 

4.2   Apparatus  

The experiment was conducted on a Wacom Cintiq21UX, 43.2x32.4cm interactive 
LCD tablet display with a resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels (1 pixel = 0.27 mm), using 
a wireless pen with a pressure sensitive isometric tip. The pen provides 1024 levels of 
pressure, and has a binary button on its barrel. The tablet’s active area was mapped on 
the display’s visual area in an absolute mode. The experimental software ran on a 
3.2GHz P4 PC running Windows XP. The experiment software was implemented in 
Java 1.5.  
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup. The solid red circle that is surrounded by four targets is the start 
target (as well as one of the two reciprocating goal targets), the green target is the initial goal 
target. The four circles around each of the start and goal targets are distracters which 
determined the EW/W ratio. 

4.3   Procedure 

Following the protocol [13], we also used a reciprocal pointing task in which subjects 
were required to select two fixed targets back and forth in succession, but, to simulate 
a more realistic two dimensional pointing environment, we changed the protocol into 
a multi-directional reciprocal pointing task which included reciprocal horizontal, 
vertical and diagonal movements. The targets were drawn as solid circles, and were 
located at various distances from each other along four directional axes. The goal 
target, the one intended to be selected, was colored green. When a goal target had 
been selected, it changed color to red which was an indication that the user now had 
to select the next goal target. Four red circles were placed around each goal target to 
control the EW/W ratio (Fig. 3).  

Subjects were instructed to select the two goal targets alternately. They were told 
to emphasize both accuracy and speed. When the subject correctly selected the target, 
he/she heard a beep sound and the targets swapped colors, which was an indication of 
a new trial. At the start of the each experiment, subjects were given a warm-up block 
to familiarize themselves with the task and the conditions. 

4.4   Design 

A within-subject design was used. The independent variables were: selection 
techniques ST, amplitude A (288, 576, 864 pixels), width W (4, 6, 12, 36 pixels),   
EW/W ratios (high = 1.33, normal = 2, low density = 3), and direction DR (horizontal, 
vertical, 2 diagonals). A full crossed design resulted in 432 combinations of ST, A, W, 
EW/W, and DR. The order of techniques was counterbalanced using a 3 x 3 Latin-
Square.  

Each participant performed the entire experiment in one session of approximately 
60 minutes at one sitting, including breaks corresponding to changes in selection 
technique. The session consisted of nine blocks of trials completed for each 
technique. In each block, subjects completed trial sets for each of the 144 
combinations of A, W, EW/W, DR appearing in random order.  A trial set consisted of 
3 effective attempts (4 attempts in total, but the first attempt was the starting point so 
that it was discarded. Note we had 3 EW/W ratios (high = 1.33, normal = 2, low 
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density = 3), as previously defined in Section 3.2, so we could assess the results from 
different density environments. 

In summary, the design of the experiment was as follows:  

12 subjects x 
3 techniques (Adaptive Hybrid Cursor, Bubble Cursor, Regular Cursor) x  
4 target widths (4, 6, 12, 36 pixels) x  
3 amplitudes (288, 576, 864 pixels) x  
3 EW/W (high = 1.33, normal = 2, low density = 3) x 
4 directions (horizontal, vertical, 2 diagonals)x 
3 effective attempts (4 trials total, but the first trial is discarded due to the same 

starting point) x 
3 blocks 

     =  46656 total effective selection attempts 

After they finished testing each technique, the subjects were asked to fill in a 
questionnaire which consisted of three questions regarding “selection difficulty”,  
“fatigue”, and “overall usability” on 1-to-7 scale (1=lowest preference, and 7 =highest 
preference). These questions were made by referring to ISO9241-9  [16]). 

 
  

Fig. 4. Mean selection times 
for different sizes of targets 
at EW/W ratio=1.33 

Fig. 5. Mean error rates for 
different sizes of targets at 
EW/W ratio=1.33 

Fig. 6. Subjective ratings for 
the three techniques (1 = 
lowest preference, 7 = highest 
preference) 

4.5   Results 

An ANOVA (analysis of variance) with repeated measures was used to analyze 
performance in terms of selection time, error rate, and subjective preference. Post hoc 
analysis was performed with Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test.   

4.5.1   Selection Time 
There was a significant difference in the mean selection times among the three 
selection techniques, F(2,33)=13.1, p<.0001. The overall mean selection times were 
1129 ms for Adaptive Hybrid Cursor, 1177 ms for Bubble Cursor and 1429 ms for 
Regular Cursor. Tukey HSD tests showed that both Adaptive Hybrid Cursor and 
Bubble Cursor were significantly faster than Regular Cursor (p<.001). No significant 
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difference was found between Adaptive Hybrid Cursor and Bubble Cursor. 
Significant interaction was not found between selection technique and block number, 
F(4,99) = 0.56, p = .69, which indicated the learning improvement did not 
significantly affect the relative performance of selection techniques. 

As shown in Fig. 4, at the EW/W ratio value of 1.33 there was a significant 
difference in selection time between the three selection techniques, F(2,33)=15.1 and 
8.9 for the target sizes of 4 and 6 respectively, all p<.001. For target sizes of 4, 6 
Tukey HSD tests showed Adaptive Hybrid Cursor was significantly faster than 
Bubble Cursor and Regular Cursor (p<.01), however, no significant difference was 
found between Bubble Cursor and Regular Cursor. No significant differences were 
found between the three selection techniques for the target sizes of 12 and 36. 

At the EW/W ratio values of 2 and 3, both Adaptive Hybrid Cursor and Bubble 
Cursor were significantly faster than Regular Cursor, F(2,33)=8.0, 22,9, 8.8 and 19,6 
for EW/W=2; F(2,33)=24.2, 14.0, 15.2 and 20.1 for EW/W=3, at target sizes of 4, 6, 
12 and 36, all p<.01. No significant differences were found between Adaptive Hybrid 
Cursor and Bubble Cursor in both EW/W ratios.  

The perspective brought by Fitts’ law in terms of size and distance effects provided 
a useful framework for our design. However, it is questionable if it is valid to 
parameterize our results with a Fitts’ law model. Adaptive Hybrid Cursor was more 
complex than a typical single pointing task in Fitts’ law studies because it required the 
user to perform multiple steps, i.e., enlarge the curser and its contents by pressure, 
confirm the goal target, and select the goal target. Indeed, we obtained a rather poor 
fit between the Fitts’ law model and the actual data collected, with r2 value at 0.53 for 
Adaptive Hybrid Cursor, and 0.87, 0.97 for Bubble Cursor, Regular Cursor 
respectively (we defined ID as log2(A/EW+1) for Adaptive Hybrid Cursor and Bubble 
Cursor, while for Regular Cursor log2(A/W+1)). The r2 value for Adaptive Hybrid 
Cursor was much lower than the values for 0.95 or lower than those found in 
conventional one-step pointing tasks (e.g. [1,19]). We also looked at the data of State 
1 (i.e. Zoom Cursor) described in Section 3.1. We obtained a better fit with r2 value at 
0.87 for Zoom Cursor but still lower than the values for 0.95.  This was due to the fact 
that users had to control the size of the cursor which they do not have to do in 
conventional one-step pointing. The r2 value (0.87) for Bubble Cursor was lower than 
the values for 0.95. This may have been due to the limitations in pen-based systems 
mentioned in our discussion section. 

4.5.2   Error Rate 
There was a significant difference in overall mean error rate between the three 
techniques, F(2,33)=23.4, p<.0001. Tukey HSD tests showed Adaptive Hybrid Cursor 
was better than both Bubble Cursor and Regular Cursor (p<.05). Bubble Cursor was 
better than Regular Cursor (p<.01). Overall error rates were 4.2% for Adaptive 
Hybrid Cursor, 5.4% for Bubble Cursor, and 7.3% for Regular Cursor. 

As shown in Fig. 5, at the EW/W ratio value of 1.33, there was a significant 
difference between the three selection techniques for the sizes of 4 and 6, F(2,33)=8.1, 
4.2 p<.05. For target size of 4, Tukey HSD tests showed Adaptive Hybrid Cursor was 
better than both Bubble Cursor than Regular Cursor (p<.05). No significant difference 
was found between Bubble Cursor and Regular Cursor. For a target size of 6, Tukey 
HSD tests showed Adaptive Hybrid Cursor was better than Regular Cursor (p<.05). 
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No other significant differences were found among the three techniques. There was no 
significant difference in error rate between the three selection techniques for the sizes 
of 12 and 36. 

At the EW/W ratio value of 2, there was a significant difference between the three 
selection techniques for sizes 4 and 6, F(2,33)=16.2, 16.6 p<.01. For target sizes of 4 
and 6, Tukey HSD tests showed both Adaptive Hybrid Cursor and Bubble Cursor 
were better than Regular Cursor (p<.01). No significant difference was found between 
Adaptive Hybrid Cursor and Bubble Cursor. There was no significant difference in 
error rate between the three selection techniques for sizes 12 and 36. The results of 
the EW/W ratio value of 3 followed trends similar to those of EW/W=2. 

4.5.3   Subjective Preference 
Fig. 6 shows the subjective ratings for the three techniques. These ratings were based 
on the average value of the answers given by the subjects to the three questions. 
Significant main effects were seen between the three selection techniques, 
F(2,33)=38.4 p<.001. Tukey HSD tests showed Adaptive Hybrid Cursor was better 
than Bubble Cursor, and Bubble Cursor was better than Regular Cursor (p<.01). 
Adaptive Hybrid Cursor was the most preferred (mean = 5.06). 

5   Discussion 

To improve the performance for selecting targets in a dense layout, we designed the 
Adaptive Hybrid Cursor (including Zoom Cursor), a novel interaction technique for 
pen-based systems, which enables users to adjust the size of the background, the 
targets and/or cursor the simultaneously. The Adaptive Hybrid Cursor dynamically 
adapts the permitted upper boundary of a zoomable selection cursor based on the 
current index of difficulty of a desired target. As shown in our Experiment, the 
Adaptive Hybrid Cursor showed advantages over other techniques in performance for 
small targets in a high density environment. The subjective preferences also showed 
that the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor was the most preferred technique among the three 
techniques tested. 

Overall, the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor showed significant improvements in a pen-
based selection task. It works well with a pen, and in expanding contexts. At the same 
time, it offers competitive selection performance without losing the background 
selection capability, and does not expand the context in groups of big targets, in 
normal and low-density environments. By contrast, many of the other mouse and pen-
based interaction techniques have been shown to work well only in low density 
environments or on isolated targets . 

Though Bubble Cursor is comparable to Adaptive Hybrid Cursor in high EW/W 
ratios or groups of larger targets in a high-density environment, it has several 
limitations compared to our technique, especially in pen-based environments. First, by 
maximizing utilization of empty screen space, Bubble Cursor trades-off the ability to 
select an important “target”, the background. By contrast, our Adaptive Hybrid 
Cursor (including Zoom Cursor) allows the user to select the background (by 
applying lighter pressure). Second, Bubble Cursor lacks the undo function. Our 
technique provides “natural” cancellation by reversing the pressure value rather than 
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using another mode-switch action like Bubble Radar [2]. Third, Bubble Cursor is not 
designed for pen-based environments and it does not guarantee continuous, 
incremental visual feedback of the selection cursor1. Though continuous feedback is 
not assured with the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor either, it can control the size of the 
cursor well by pen-tip pressure. Fourth, though Bubble Cursor allows denser target 
placement than many previous approaches, its performance advantage largely 
degrades when a target is closely surrounded by other objects. In theory, when the 
target’s effective width (EW) approaches its actual width (W), little room can be used 
to improve the motor space. In fact, it has been shown that as the EW/W ratio changes 
from 3 to 1.33, the advantage of Bubble Cursor degrades [13]. In contrast, the 
Adaptive Hybrid Cursor can enlarge the targets, the background, and the cursor, 
according to the targets’ surroundings.  Fifth, neither Bubble Cursor nor Bubble 
Radar experiments have included very small targets. To further clarify, we also 
designed the same EW/W (1.33, 2, 3) ratios but with a smaller target (4 pixels = 1.08 
mm). The experimental results showed that Bubble Cursor suffered from performance 
limitations in groups of small targets in high density environments.  

We varied the essential parameters but we found it necessary to simplify our 
experimental design in some minor points. First, we set each target in each 
environment to the same size so that control of the target density parameters could be 
achieved more easily. Second, we used circular targets so that the distance between 
start point and destination target was constant in all four directions. Third, in Bubble 
Cursor’s experiment, beside the circles around the target, many black-filled circles 
were also placed between the starting position and the final target as distracters on the 
mouse pathway. We omitted intermediate targets (i.e., distracter targets) for the 
following reasons. In indirect pointing environments, these distracters can 
significantly impact selection performance, since the subjects’ selection pathway 
can’t be avoided by the cursor. However, in a direct pointing pen-based environment, 
the user simply lifts the pen in the air to move from the starting position to the goal 
target where an out-of-range state is possible. This hypothesis was confirmed in pilot 
studies and in our Experiment. In addition, even though the distracters are placed 
between the start and destination targets, visual load will be similar for each of the 
techniques. Furthermore, the error rate for Bubble Cursor may increase because if the 
user selects a distracter he/she cannot perform the “undo” task with Bubble Cursor.  

We explored the use of pen pressure for improving the performance of target 
acquisition tasks in pen-based environments. The experimental results have shown 
that pen pressure can be used to design more effective selection techniques for pen-
based environments. The Adaptive Hybrid Cursor takes advantage of pressure 
information. By using pressure, the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor (particularly the Zoom 
Cursor aspect of the technique) achieves in-place mode switching between 
background and target selection and requires no additional accessories. This is 
different from Bubble Radar's approach [2] which uses an additional button to switch 
states [18]. 

                                                           
1 During the experimental process we found that continuous feedback of Bubble Cursor may 

not always be available on a pen device (e.g., in tracking mode) because the pen-tip often 
loses communication with the induction area of the tablet when lifting or landing and 
feedback suddenly appears or disappears as a consequence. 
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Our study contributes valuable empirical data for applying pressure for target 
selection techniques which had not been previously addressed in literature. This paper 
also suggests new ways to further improve target acquisition performance for small 
targets and high density environments. Future work includes applying a combination 
of strategies found in [2, 28] into the Adaptive Hybrid Cursor for large display 
environments and group selections. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we present ThumbSpace, a software-based interaction 
technique that provides general one-handed thumb operation of touchscreen-
based mobile devices. Our goal is to provide accurate selection of all interface 
objects, especially small and far targets, which are traditionally difficult to 
interact with using the thumb. We present the ThumbSpace design and a 
comparative evaluation against direct interaction for target selection. Our 
results show that ThumbSpace was well-received, improved accuracy for 
selecting targets that are out of thumb reach, and made users as effective at 
selecting small targets as large targets. The results further suggest user practice 
and design iterations hold potential to close the gap in access time between the 
two input methods, where ThumbSpace did not do as well as direct interaction. 

Keywords: ThumbSpace, one handed mobile interaction. 

1   Introduction 

With the number of cell phones out-shipping more traditional computers by more than 
4:1 in 2006 [17, 28], the emergence of the phone as a ubiquitous personal accessory is 
clear. Traditionally, cell phones have served as little more than wireless telephones, 
while mobile information management has been reserved for PDAs and laptops. But 
with rapid advances in processing power, storage capacity, and connectivity, these 
different device types are converging into the “smartphone”: a feature-rich, Internet-
enabled mini-computer. As the numbers and types of devices grow, so will 
opportunities to explore a wider range of interaction methods, exemplified by Apple’s 
recent announcement of the multi-touch capacitive touchscreen iPhone [25].  Devices 
will remain small because mobility will remain a driving factor. Users in diverse 
mobile environments are bound to be visually and mentally distracted [16] and to 
have one or both of their hands frequently occupied. Given these trends, today’s 
touchscreen software designs often do a poor job supporting mobility because the 
majority require two-handed stylus input.  

Interfaces that accommodate single-handed interaction can offer a significant 
benefit by freeing one hand for the physical and intellectual demands of mobile tasks 
[20]. Surveys [14] confirm that users would generally prefer to use touchscreens with 
one hand when possible, but hardware and software designs of today’s devices 
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typically offer no such support. Styli are often required for touchscreen interaction 
because their software interfaces are composed of targets that are either too small [21] 
or ill-positioned to be hit reliably with the thumb. One solution is to build interfaces 
that explicitly accommodate thumb interaction by ensuring that all targets are thumb 
sized and within thumb reach [15]. Yet this “lowest common denominator” approach 
to interface design is unlikely to catch on. This is because small screens so severely 
constrain information presentation already that placing further limitations on visual 
expressivity can hurt the design in other ways. For example, increasing target sizes to 
accommodate thumbs means fewer targets can be shown per screen, and so will 
require more screens to present the same amount of information. This can slow down 
access to information, even when two hands are available. These observations, 
together with the reality that existing mobile UI toolkits include only small, stylus-
oriented widget palettes, have led us to consider an alternative strategy.  

We present ThumbSpace, a novel interaction technique to facilitate the thumb 
accessibility of rich touchscreen interfaces. ThumbSpace combats both the reach and 
accuracy problems that users experience when using thumbs on touchscreens. It 
works like an absolute-position touchpad superimposed on a portion of the standard 
touchscreen interface. Users can access all locations on the screen by interacting with 
only a sub-region of the display. Thumb reach limitations are addressed by allowing 
users to personalize the size and placement of ThumbSpace, thereby accommodating 
individual differences in hand preference, geometry, motion range, grip, and use 
scenario. As a result of decoupling input space and output space, ThumbSpace 
eliminates the dependence of target size on thumb size, and so alleviates the accuracy 
issues involved with directly hitting small targets with big thumbs. ThumbSpace does 
this without constraining the complexity of applications’ interfaces; in fact, 
ThumbSpace is designed to be application independent. 

Given the dynamic environments and varied tasks of mobile computing, user 
choice about the number of hands to use is expected to be fluid. Effective mobile 
interfaces will therefore maximize presentation power and interaction efficiency 
regardless of hand availability. With ThumbSpace, touchscreen devices can continue 
to take full advantage of the available display real estate for rich presentation and 
interaction with two hands while at the same time supporting one-handed scenarios. 

In the remainder of this paper we describe the design and implementation of 
ThumbSpace and our evaluation of ThumbSpace versus direct thumb interaction for 
accessing targets of varying size, density, and location. 

2   Related Work 

2.1   One Handed Interaction 

The physical and attentional demands of mobile device use were reported early on for 
fieldworkers [16, 22]. This resulted in specific design recommendations for minimal-
attention and one-handed interfaces [22] which, though well suited to the directed 
tasks of fieldwork, do not generalize to the varied and complex personal information 
management tasks of average users. Since then, research in one-handed device 
interaction has largely focused on either the hardware or the tasks supported. 
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Technology-oriented efforts have investigated the potential benefits of accelerometer-
augmented devices [12] and touchscreen-based gestures [7, 15] for one-handed 
interaction. Other research has focused on enabling one-handed support for specific 
tasks, including media control [23] and text entry [30]. But overall, there has been 
relatively little focus on thumb interaction. 

Karlson et al. [14] looked more generally at human factors requirements for one-
handed interaction with personal mobile devices, including situational and task 
preferences for hand use as well as biomechanical limitations of thumbs. They found 
that in addition to the common practice of one-handed phone use, there is wide 
interest in single-handed use of (generally larger) touchscreen-based PDAs, but that 
current designs do not accommodate one-handed scenarios well. Their results further 
suggested that users were more comfortable when interaction could be limited to a 
sub-region of the device surface, preferably toward the center of the device. 
ThumbSpace’s design addresses these findings directly. 

Others have studied how physical characteristics of the thumb interact with 
touchscreen technology. Parhi et al. [21] investigated the effect of target size on input 
accuracy when operating a PDA one handed with the thumb. Previously, others had 
determined appropriate target sizes for pen-based interaction on mobile touchscreen 
devices [18], and index fingers for interaction on desktop-sized displays [8, 26], but 
pens and index fingers are smaller than thumbs and their use scenarios differ from the 
mechanic constraints of holding the screen with the same hand used for interaction.  

Current touchscreen interfaces consist of widgets similar in size and function to 
those featured on a desktop PC. While acceptable for interaction with a 1mm stylus 
tip, such targets are much smaller than the average thumb pad in at least one 
dimension, making reliable access difficult or impossible. Recently, Vogel and 
Baudisch [29] presented the Shift technique as an improvement over Sears and 
Shneiderman’s offset cursor [27], both of which address issues of occlusion during 
finger selection of small touchscreen targets. While Shift holds great potential for 
one-handed selection of targets within reach of the thumb, further investigation would 
be necessary to understand whether pixel-level selection is effective under mobile 
conditions, and whether Shift works equally well for objects along the perimeter of 
the screen, which occur frequently in today’s designs. More importantly, Shift was 
designed for two-handed index finger operation of mobile devices, and so does not 
address the limitations of thumb reach that ThumbSpace seeks to address. 

2.2   Reaching Distant Objects 

ThumbSpace draws its inspiration from the observation that large table-top and wall-
sized displays both confront issues with out-of reach interface objects. A general 
problem for large display interaction is that the increase in real estate also increases 
the average distance between on-screen objects. Unfortunately, Fitts’ Law dictates 
that increasing travel distance without a commensurate increase in target size will 
increase access time. Solutions have thus typically focused on 1) decreasing 
movement distance to targets and/or 2) increasing target sizes. We classify these 
further into indirect and direct interaction methods. 

Indirect Interaction. Improving target acquisition for mouse-based interaction has 
often involved clever manipulation of the control-display (CD) ratio. Slowing mouse 
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movement over interaction targets (Semantic Pointing [6]), jumping the cursor to the 
nearest target (Object Pointing [10]), and predicting the user’s intended target 
(Delphian desktop [2]) are three such examples. The drawback of these techniques is 
that their effectiveness decreases as the number of nearby objects increases. Other 
approaches in smart cursor control make targets easier to hit by increasing the cursor 
size, such as area cursor [13] and Bubble Cursor [9].  

Direct Interaction. Direct screen interaction with fingers or pens is common in 
tablet, mobile, and wall computing, but the absence of a remotely controlled cursor 
means there is 1:1 correspondence between motor and display movement, and thus no 
CD ratio to manipulate. Since increasing target widths has generally been achieved 
via CD manipulation, techniques for direct input have focused on reducing the 
movement distance to targets. Drag-and-pop [3] reduces an object’s drag distance by 
drawing full-sized proxies of targets closer to the moved item. The Vacuum widget 
[5] allows users to select the display sector of interest before moving object proxies to 
within reach. Drag-and-throw and push-and-throw [11] reduce movement distance by 
virtually extending the reach of the finger or pen. 

A final class of direct interaction techniques offers users miniaturized, nearby 
versions of the entire display area for manipulating distant objects. With Radar View 
[19], the miniature representation appears as users begin drag operations. The Bubble 
Radar [1] extends the Bubble Cursor to pen-based computing, using a Radar View 
representation and dynamic expansion of the pen’s activation area. ThumbSpace uses 
a similar approach to the Radar View, while addressing occlusion and small displays. 

3   ThumbSpace  

Our goal with ThumbSpace has been to develop an interaction strategy whereby rich 
touchscreen interfaces can be effectively controlled with a thumb, without sacrificing 
the expressiveness of information presentation or the efficiency of navigation when 
two hands are available. 

3.1   ThumbSpace Design 

Karlson et al.’s investigation of thumb movement when using mobile devices with 
one hand [14] found that users were more comfortable interacting with some surface 
regions than others. Although the centers of devices were generally easy to access, 
and corners and edges were generally hard to access, gradations in opinion between 
these extremes indicated that participants were not in perfect agreement. Indeed, 
individual differences in hand size, thumb length, agility, and strength can all affect 
thumb range of motion. Furthermore, differences in use scenario will affect the 
freedom users have to change grip while maintaining control of the device, and so 
will also impact how well users can access different regions of the device surface. 

Given such variations in thumb ability, hand preference, and mobile usage 
requirements, the first principle of ThumbSpace is to support the user’s most 
comfortable and stable grip. Each user therefore defines his or her own ThumbSpace - 
a region of the touchscreen surface that is easy to reach and interact with. To 
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configure ThumbSpace, the user is instructed to drag her thumb along a diagonal to 
define the upper left and lower right corners of a rectangular region (Fig. 1a). All 
thumb interaction then occurs within this personalized ThumbSpace, which remains 
fixed (but reconfigurable) across all applications. 

     

Fig. 1. (a) Defining the ThumbSpace. (b) The ThumbSpace as a traditional Radar View. 

To support access to all interaction targets within the confines of the ThumbSpace, 
the user-defined region behaves as a type of a Radar View for the display. 
Traditionally, a Radar View is a miniaturized representation of a large display that 
serves as a within-reach proxy for out-of-reach objects; interactions upon objects 
within the Radar View are propagated to the associated objects in the original display, 
hereafter referred to as the “DisplaySpace”. This approach has proven successful for 
accessing distant windows and icons on large displays [19], but hasn’t been applied to 
small screen interaction, which presents novel challenges. Consider, for example, that 
a straightforward implementation of a Radar View for the Windows Mobile Contacts 
application is shown in Fig. 1b. This approach has several problems: 1) the Radar 
View representation occludes a large number of DisplaySpace objects; 2) the Radar 
View proxies are unreadable; 3) the detailed Radar View representation contributes to 
unacceptable visual clutter; and 4) the Radar View proxies are far too small to access 
reliably with the thumb.  

To address problems (1-3), we avoid using a miniature representation. Instead, we 
offer only a whitewashed region to suggest where the user should focus her attention. 
Fig. 2a shows this representation of ThumbSpace, which overlays the application at 
all times. Even without the miniature displayed, ThumbSpace retains the spirit of the 
Radar View by honoring an input mapping between the ThumbSpace and the 
DisplaySpace. ThumbSpace is partitioned so that each object in the DisplaySpace is 
associated with a sub-region (proxy) in the ThumbSpace; tapping a proxy in 
ThumbSpace selects the assigned object in the DisplaySpace. If ThumbSpace were to 
represent a linearly scaled DisplaySpace (as in Fig. 1b), the partition of ThumbSpace 
into DisplaySpace proxies would be that shown in Fig. 2b. Yet the ThumbSpace 
partition is not required to be a scaled representation of the DisplaySpace; in section 
3.4 we discuss how different partitioning strategies may improve user performance. 
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Fig. 2. (a) The actual ThumbSpace representation. (b) One possible partitioning of the 
ThumbSpace into proxies for DisplaySpace objects. 

3.2   Using ThumbSpace 

The final challenge ((4) above) in using a miniature representation as an interaction 
medium is that the proxies can be too small to hit reliably with a big thumb, even 
when users can see the representation. ThumbSpace introduces further uncertainty 
because it provides no visual cues for how its sub-regions map to DisplaySpace 
objects. ThumbSpace manages these uncertainties during interaction by providing 
dynamic visual feedback. 

Object selection in ThumbSpace is performed in three phases: aim, adjust, and lift. 
The aim phase requires users to have formed a mental model of the input mapping 
between the ThumbSpace and DisplaySpace. Again, the simplest assumption is that 
the ThumbSpace represents a linear scaling of the DisplaySpace. Based on her mental 
model, the user makes an initial guess about the sub-region of ThumbSpace that 
corresponds to the intended target, and aims at the sub-region with her thumb  
(Fig. 3a). In the aim phase, ThumbSpace can be likened to an absolute touchpad - if 
the user guesses correctly, ThumbSpace provides touchdown access to objects that 
would otherwise be difficult (e.g., too small) or impossible (e.g., out of reach) to hit 
directly with her thumb. 

As soon as the user’s thumb touches a ThumbSpace proxy, the associated 
DisplaySpace object is highlighted using an object cursor, depicted as a thick orange 
border. The user then enters the adjust phase for fine-tuning the selection. During the 
adjust phase, ThumbSpace acts like a relative touchpad for controlling the object 
cursor. If the user rolls or drags her thumb more than 10 pixels up, down, left, or 
right, the object cursor animates to the closest DisplaySpace object in the direction of 
movement (Fig. 3b). In the adjust phase, ThumbSpace interaction is similar to Object 
Pointing [10], which ignores the whitespace between interface objects in desktop-
based mouse interaction by jumping the cursor to the closest object in the direction of 
movement when the mouse cursor leaves an object’s bounds. The adjust strategy  
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Fig. 3. Selecting objects with ThumbSpace. Assuming the user wants to select the first name in 
the list, she first (a) aims at the probable ThumbSpace proxy for ‘Alonso’; (b) the initial 
ThumbSpace point of contact maps to ‘ijk’ so the user adjusts the intended target by dragging 
her thumb downward. The user confirms the selection by lifting her thumb, or cancels the 
selection by dragging her thumb to the X before lifting; (c) ThumbSpace occlusion correction. 

differs slightly from Object Pointing because adjust does not take into account proxy 
widths and heights, only the delta of thumb movement. 

Finally, the user confirms the selection by lifting her thumb. This manner of object 
selection is inspired by the lift-off strategy for touchscreen object selection developed 
by Potter [24], which allows users to visually confirm and adjust a selection before 
committing to the action. To allow users to cancel a selection, the user can drag her 
thumb over the red X, which appears during interaction in either the upper right or 
lower left corner of ThumbSpace, whichever is furthest from the first point of contact.  

A ThumbSpace proxy may overlap its corresponding DisplaySpace object, or even 
appear below it, which may cause the thumb to occlude the DisplaySpace object. At 
these times, the selected item is highlighted in the original display, and an 
unobstructed representation appears at a fixed location above the ThumbSpace to 
improve the visibility of the current selection (Fig. 3c). Again, this solution can be 
considered an adaptation of the take-off touchscreen selection strategy [24], which 
avoided finger occlusion by placing the selection cursor above the user’s finger.  Note 
that, by displaying the obstructed object above ThumbSpace, and by allowing the user 
to specify her ThumbSpace (Fig. 1a), we support both left- and right-handed users. 

A video demonstration of ThumbSpace definition and interaction can be viewed at 
http://www.youtube.com/user/thumbspace.  

3.3   Interactions Supported 

Traditional PDAs support three primary interactions: tap for object selection, tap-
drag-release to drag objects and cancel selections, and tap-and-hold to trigger 
context-sensitive menus. The ThumbSpace aim-adjuist-lift interaction technique 
repurposes the traditional tap-drag-release for object selection. While object selection 
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is required far more frequently than the other two in standard interfaces, failure to 
support them would certainly limit the utility of ThumbSpace for general-purpose use.  

For widgets that support more specialized interaction than tapping, we propose a 2 
step process: 1) the aim-adjust-lift sequence gives focus to the widget or opens an 
associated context-sensitive menu (leaving the red cancel box visible; and 2) any drag 
operation then performed in the ThumbSpace moves or scrolls the widget in sync with 
the thumb until the user lifts her thumb to perform the final selection, or selects the 
red cancel box to abort the operation. For example, selecting a combo box via aim-
adjust-lift gives focus to the widget and opens the list of available items; dragging the 
thumb in ThumbSpace moves the highlight among the combo box list; lifting the 
thumb either selects an item in the list or cancels the selection if performed over the 
red cancel box. In this paper we explore the viability of object selection only, and will 
investigate the other interaction types in future work. 

3.4   Deriving ThumbSpace Proxies 

Just as manipulations of the CD ratio for mouse input has been shown to improve 
object selection in desktop systems under certain conditions [6, 10], our strategy for 
mapping ThumbSpace proxies to DisplaySpace objects also has the potential to 
influence system usability. An interface with a sparse object layout would suffer from 
a strict linear mapping between DisplaySpace and ThumbSpace because a large 
percentage of ThumbSpace pixels would be “dead” in that they would not be 
associated with any DisplaySpace object. This approach would waste scarce input 
space and result in unnecessarily small proxies that would be difficult to hit.  

Ideally, the ThumbSpace to DisplaySpace mapping would instead optimize the size 
and placement of ThumbSpace proxies to achieve the following goals: (1) The 
ThumbSpace should be fully partitioned into proxies so that every pixel in 
ThumbSpace corresponds to some DisplaySpace object. Our goal is to maximize the 
sizes of proxies and thus improve user accuracy in the aim phase of object selection. 
(2) “Landmark” objects in DisplaySpace, such as those in the four corners and center 
of the display, should retain their relative positions within the ThumbSpace; ideally 
“landmark” proxies would be relatively larger than those for similarly sized objects, 
again to improve user accuracy in the aim phase of object selection. (3) ThumbSpace 
proxies should retain the same up-down and left-right positions to one another as do 
their corresponding DisplaySpace objects. This goal allows for efficient and intuitive 
targeting in the adjust phase of object selection. 

For our initial exploration of the ThumbSpace technique, we define the mapping 
between ThumbSpace proxies and DisplaySpace objects by hand, and will develop 
generalized proxy partitions in future design iterations. 

3.5   Implementation 

As a real-world input system, ThumbSpace will need to cooperate with a PDA’s 
operating system in order to capture and reinterpret thumb events for stylus-oriented 
interface designs. However, to first establish its viability, we have implemented 
ThumbSpace as a generalized input handler to custom interfaces written in C# (.NET 
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Compact Framework) for Windows Mobile Pocket PCs using the PocketPiccolo open 
source graphics toolkit [4]. 

4   User Study 

To understand the potential of ThumbSpace in terms of usability, interaction 
effectiveness, and user satisfaction, we conducted a quantitative study to compare 
ThumbSpace to direct thumb interaction for object selection tasks. 

4.1   Tasks 

Because object selection via tapping is the predominant interaction type on PDAs 
today, we focused on basic target selection for our study. We hypothesized that users 
would be able to select objects faster and more accurately with one hand overall when 
using ThumbSpace than when using only their thumbs directly. In particular, we 
predicted that the relative benefits of ThumbSpace would vary by target size, 
distance, and overall target density as follows: 

Target Size: In determining the target size conditions, we were mainly concerned 
with the difference in performance between selecting a target that is too small to be 
hit reliably with the thumb and one that is large enough to be hit. Based on previous 
investigations on appropriate target sizes for one-handed thumb interaction [21], we 
chose two sizes to study: small (20 pixels = 4.8 mm), and large (40 pixels = 9.6 mm). 
Since ThumbSpace decouples input and output space, we did not expect target size to 
impact selection accuracy, as is prevalent in direct thumb selection.  

Target Distance: When operating a device with one hand, users generally find some 
surface areas of a device easier to access than others [14]. Using guidelines from [14], 
we classified targets into two distance categories: near (comfortable to reach) and far 
(uncomfortable to reach). Due to thumb reach constraints, we expected users would 
perform near tasks better than far tasks when directly tapping. Since ThumbSpace is 
within user reach by design, we did not expect target location to affect performance 
for ThumbSpace. 

Target Density: Target density plays a role in ThumbSpace because it affects the size 
of the ThumbSpace proxies, and thus user accuracy in the aim phase of object 
selection. We chose to study 2 densities: sparse (proxies were 80 px2, or 19.2 mm2) 
and dense (proxies were 40 px2, or 9.6 mm2). With ThumbSpace, we expected users 
would be slower when hitting targets in dense conditions due to the need to perform 
more corrective moves in the adjust phase of object selection than under sparse 
conditions.  In contrast, we did not expect density to impact direct thumb interaction. 

The target configurations studied are shown in Fig. 4a. Tasks began with a 
message box indicating the target to select (Fig. 4b). Tapping the message box started 
the task timer, and if appropriate, the user’s ThumbSpace would appear (Fig. 4c). 
Once a target was selected, a “success” or “error” sound provided accuracy feedback. 
The study software ran on an HP iPAQ h4155 Pocket PC measuring 4.5x2.8x0.5 
inches with a 3.5 inch, 240 x 320 resolution screen, calibrated prior to the study. 
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                       (a)                                               (b)                                      (c) 

Fig. 4. (a) Target configurations for the user study. (b,c) Example study task. 

4.2   Method and Measures 

The study was a 2 (input type: ThumbSpace v. direct interaction) x 2 (size: small v. 
large) x 2 (density: sparse v. dense) x 2 (distance: near v. far) x 3 trial within subject 
design. For each input type, users performed the tasks in 5 blocks, for a total of 240 
trials. Input type was counterbalanced across participants, and tasks were randomized 
within blocks. Dependent variables collected during the study included task time, 
error rate, user satisfaction ratings on a 7 point scale, and overall input preference. 

4.3   Participants and Procedure 

We recruited right-handed participants via fliers posted in our Department of 
Computer Science, and through flier distribution in an undergraduate HCI course for 
non-majors. Sixteen respondents (8 female, 8 male) participated in the study, ranging 
in age from 18 to 28 with an average age of 23 years of age. Participants received $10 
for approximately 45 minutes of their time. 

The study began with an introduction to each input type. Participants first read a 
description of direct thumb interaction, followed by practice with a single block of 
tasks. Participants then read a description of ThumbSpace, defined a personal 
ThumbSpace (Fig. 1a), and practiced with two blocks of tasks; the administrator 
demonstrated ThumbSpace for the first 5 of these tasks. After the practice phase, the 
study proper began: users completed 5 task blocks for one input type, followed by a 
usability questionnaire, then repeated the process with the second input type. After 
this official data collection phase, users completed a “usability” phase, which 
provided the opportunity to use the techniques with a real interface. With each input 
type, users performed 20 object selection tasks, presented as in Fig. 4b, for a 
Windows Mobile Start Menu and Calendar program. 
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Users completed the study by recording their preferred input type for targets by 
condition (small, large, near, and far), their preferred input type overall, and expected 
input preference after gaining sufficient expertise using ThumbSpace. 

4.4   Results 

Task Times. We performed a 2 (input type: ThumbSpace v. direct interaction) x 2 
(size: small v. large) x 2 (density: sparse v. dense) x 2 (distance: near v. far) repeated 
measures Analysis of Variance (RM-ANOVA) on mean selection time data. 
Significant main effects of input type, size, and density were observed, as were 
significant interactions of input x size, input x density, and input x distance (Table 1). 

Table 1. Significant results for Task Times and Percent Correct data 

 input size density input x size input x density input x dist. 

F1,15 26.8 11.0 62.0 5.2 32.8 12.8 Task 
Times p <.001 .005 <.001 .04 <.001 .002 

F1,15 - 18.0 5.1 69.4 5.3 9.8 Percent 
Correct p - <.001 .04 <.001 .04 .007 

On average, direct interaction was faster than ThumbSpace (811 ms v. 2068 ms), 
large targets were easier to select than small targets (1367 ms v. 1512 ms), and sparse 
targets were easier to select than dense targets (1312 ms v. 1566 ms). The two way 
interactions involving input type confirmed two of our hypotheses: (1) target size 
impacted user performance when using direct interaction (large = 691 ms v. small = 
930 ms), but not when using ThumbSpace; and (2) target density impacted user 
performance more when using ThumbSpace than using direct interaction, presumably 
because users performed more corrective moves in the adjust phase of selection for 
dense targets than sparse targets. However, our prediction that distance would not 
impact access time with ThumbSpace was incorrect. In fact, users were significantly 
slower selecting near targets with ThumbSpace than far targets (Fig. 5a). We surmise 
that most users’ ThumbSpaces directly overlapped the near targets, resulting in 
considerable thumb occlusion for during these tasks. Our study setup exacerbated the 
problem because targets were not visually distinct from one another, which 
diminished the efficacy of ThumbSpace’s occlusion solution. 

 
Percent Correct. We carried out a 2 (input type) x 2 (size) x 2 (density) x 2 
(distances) RM-ANOVA on percent correct selection data. Significant main effects of 
target size and density were observed, as well as significant interactions of input x 
size, input x density, and input x distance (Table 1). 

Overall, participants were more accurate selecting large targets than small targets 
(.95 v. .90), and more accurate selecting from among sparse targets than among  
dense targets (.93 v. .91). As with the time results, target size significantly influenced 
error rate for direct interaction (large = .87 v. small = .99) but not for ThumbSpace 
interaction. Target density only influenced user performance when using 
ThumbSpace (sparse = .94 v. dense = .90), but had no impact during direct 
interaction. Assuming that users perform fewer corrections in the adjust phase for 
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sparse targets than for dense targets, then it is reasonable that the success rate would 
be higher for sparse targets. We saw a similar pattern for input x distance with error 
rate as selection time: with direct interaction, users were more accurate hitting near 
targets, whereas with ThumbSpace users were more accurate selecting far targets. In 
fact, users were significantly more accurate hitting far targets with ThumbSpace (.94) 
than with direct interaction (.92), as shown at the bottom of Fig. 5a. 

      
                      (a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 5. (a) Average selection time and percent correct for near v. far targets by input method. 
Note the scale for percent correct does not start at 0. (b) User satisfaction (7 = most satisfied). 

Satisfaction: User satisfaction data correlated with the performance data, with users 
on average preferring direct interaction (μ = 5.7) to ThumbSpace (μ = 4.8). 
Participants generally found ThumbSpace more mentally challenging than direct 
interaction, rated the two methods similarly in terms of task satisfaction and fun, but 
found ThumbSpace required less physical exertion than direct interaction. 
ThumbSpace received its lowest scores for accessing near targets, but was much 
preferred over direct interaction for selecting far targets. Only a quarter of the users 
stated a preference for using ThumbSpace for one-handed interaction given their 
comfort level at the end of the study, but 69% stated they would prefer ThumbSpace 
to direct interaction for general one handed device use if given sufficient practice.  

5   Summary and Future Work 

ThumbSpace is the result of our exploration of applying techniques from large-
display interaction to small, mobile devices. We have shown that a direct application 
of existing techniques is not enough; issues such as occlusion, limited real estate, and 
users' varying biomechanics must be taken into account. ThumbSpace addresses these 
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issues with specific, intuitive mechanisms, including a user-defined input space (Fig. 
1a) and a consistent aim-adjust-lift interaction technique (Fig. 3). 

The results from our user study indicate that applying large-display interaction 
techniques to mobile devices is promising and that ThumbSpace is a strong step in 
this direction.  In particular, we are encouraged that ThumbSpace made progress 
toward both of our design goals: (1) "decouple target size from thumb size": 
ThumbSpace makes users as effective at selecting small targets as large targets, 
evidenced by the fact that neither speed nor error data were affected by target size; (2) 
"improve selection for targets that are out of thumb reach": users accessed far targets 
more accurately using ThumbSpace than direct interaction. Finally, users thought 
ThumbSpace held promise; ThumbSpace was given relatively high ratings on a 7-
point scale for task satisfaction (5.1), fun (5.4) and learnability (5.4), and the majority 
of users indicated that ThumbSpace would be preferable to direct interaction after 
sufficient practice.  

However, ThumbSpace does not appear to be an immediate, realistic replacement 
for direct thumb interaction for one-handed device use. Our findings suggest that both 
user practice and strategic design iterations may have a strong impact on closing the 
performance gap between the two input types. Further, it seems that the mental 
demand of learning ThumbSpace could not be overcome within the time constraints 
of the study, and was at least partially to blame for lower user performance.  

Lastly, some design problems must be addressed for ThumbSpace to be an 
effective one-handed interaction solution. ThumbSpace was designed to improve one-
handed access to far targets, since near targets should already be easy to tap. 
However, our current ThumbSpace design makes near targets harder to select than far 
targets. One possible solution is to allow users to launch ThumbSpace on-demand for 
far targets, and provide only occlusion avoidance techniques for easy to reach objects. 
The problems of speeding the user learning curve and reducing the mental demand of 
ThumbSpace requires further exploration, but offering visual cues about the proxy to 
object mappings, and constraining users' ThumbSpace definitions to those with the 
same aspect ratio as the DisplaySpace, are promising future directions.  

Acknowledgments. Many thanks to Dave Levin for his helpful edit suggestions. 
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Abstract. There is an increasing trend in the penetration of mobile phones 
towards the lower strata (lower income) group of the society. Cost is perceived 
as the governing factor which determines the adoption of mobile phones in this 
group. This paper explores the effect of cost on the usage of mobile phones and 
proposes an enhanced design with features that optimize its usage cost for lower 
income group. These features help determine and restrict call duration, 
proactively alert user on usage deviations and avoid early call terminations. 
Preliminary evaluations of the enhanced design were decidedly positive about 
the effectiveness in controlling and optimizing mobile usage cost.  

1   Introduction 

Developing countries like India and China are increasingly noticing the unbalanced 
spread and reach of information industry infrastructure, which aggravates the urban-
rural, rich-poor divide. Penetration of Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICT), mobile telephony in particular is viewed as an opportunity to bridge this gap 
[1]. We recognize that there are two aspects to taking Information Technology (IT) to 
the lower strata of the society; the availability and support of physical infrastructure 
and other barriers that prevents the penetration of technology. These barriers include 
illiteracy, socio-cultural effects, language barriers and cost. Multiple studies on 
penetration barriers have concluded that cost (or pre-conceived notions about it) is the 
largest impediment to adoption of mobile phones in developing countries ([2], [3]).  

In this paper, we study the effect of cost on the penetration and usage of mobile 
phones and identify the significant cost-related pain points in mobile usage in the 
lower strata of the society. Using a mobile phone involves the one time cost of owing 
a mobile handset and the cost of maintaining it. The second factor is of more concern 
to the lower income group because of its recurring nature. We propose features 
addressing the identified pain points to be included in the “cheap-usage” mobile 
phone, and validate the importance of cost as a barrier to penetration of technology by 
gauging the acceptance of the proposed features among the lower-income group. We 
expect that the design of the proposed features provide insights into how technology 
has to be sensitive to the cost factor, if it hopes that the lower strata of the society 
would be able to leverage it.  
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2   User Study 

A user study of the lower income group was conducted to get insight into their 
spending pattern for mobile phone. Our aim was to understand the cost factor and its 
effect on mobile usage such as their call patterns, and as to how they managed their 
mobile usage budgets. The survey population consisted of 30 semi-literate mobile 
phone users from the lower income category in and around Bangalore, a city in the 
state of Karnataka in India. By semi-literate, we mean that they are able to recognize 
English numerals, but are not very comfortable about reading and writing the 
language their mobile phone uses (which was English in all the 30 cases). They had 
an average daily income of 5-6$, were in their 20s or early 30s and were mostly from 
high-school dropouts who had to start earning in their teens due to poverty. Most of 
these people use the least expensive of the mobile phones available in the market. 

2.1   Results and Inferences 

It was seen that the usage patterns of most of the surveyed people were very similar 
and were very different from the usage patterns of the higher income groups. The 
results showed that people in lower income group spend as low as 3-15$ per month on 
mobile usage with an average of 5$. We enumerate our observations of the effect of 
cost on mobile usage as follows: 

1. Preference for Pre-paid Mobile Connections: The strong conviction to keep 
mobile usage cost in check leads to almost all people to go in for pre-paid 
connections. Pre-paid connections require advance payment, and thus are effective 
to constrain unrestricted mobile usage.  

2. Short Call Durations: Mobile phones are mostly used for conveying to-the-point 
information and hence tend to be very short. Long calls are usually scheduled and 
planned at regular intervals (e.g., weekly).  

3. Skewed Call Distribution: Most of the participants reported a high skew in call 
distribution, with the number of contacts used on a daily basis being as low as 2-8 
with an average of 4 (roughly around 5% of the size of the average contact list). 
Regularly contacted contacts were mostly family members and those from the 
inner circle of friends. This is mostly because of mobiles being perceived as 
devices to convey critical information only (due to the cost involved) 

4. Usage of Missed Calls to Convey Information: With the widespread deployment 
of CLIP (Caller Line Identification), missed calls (which are not charged) have 
been used to convey pre-agreed Boolean information such as “I will give a missed 
call before I start home from workplace” 

5. Urge to optimize on Call Charges by controlling call durations: Call charge is 
determined in terms of the number of call pulses it constitutes; each pulse has fixed 
duration and cost. Most participants reported that they try to check cost by trying to 
estimate the number of call pulses and hence the overall call duration when using 
the mobile phone and controlling it.  

From the observations and inputs about the effects of cost on mobile usage, we 
identified the following as the cost related pain points of mobile usage on the lower 
income group 
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• Determining when to end the call to optimize on call cost 
• Managing mobile usage budget, especially at a finer granularity than monthly 

(monthly being the usual frequency of mobile related payments) 
• Avoiding early call termination and voice breaks in call due to erratic signal 

strengths and low battery charge (both these scenarios lead to repetitive and/or 
unfruitful calls) 

In the following section, we design features for the mobile phone to address the above 
mentioned pain points.  

3   Design of Mobile Phone for Cost-Effective Usage  

Based on the findings of the user study we propose an enhanced design of the mobile 
phone with features that optimize the mobile usage cost for the lower income group. 
These features listed below focus on creating “cheap-usage” mobile phone that help 
the user reduce call duration, avoid early call termination in some cases, and provide 
the intelligence to keep a proactive check on cost. The features can be implemented 
with current technology in mobile phones. 

1. Pre-Pulse: This feature is designed to notify the user with a beep before the current 
call pulse changes. For example, the phone can be configured to beep 5 seconds 
before the pulse switch so that the user can hang up before the pulse actually 
switches. This lets the user talk cost effectively. Currently some mobile phone 
models indicate a beep sound at the pulse change, hanging up at which time leads 
to wasted call charge for the additional call pulse (i.e., the beep indicates when not 
to hang up, if cost optimization is a concern). The user can configure the phone 
with his pulse duration and pre-pulse duration (i.e., the number of seconds before 
the pulse change that the phone should beep) as a one time activity. This feature 
aids cost optimized usage of mobile phones. This optimizes only the last pulse of a 
call, and hence the effect of this optimization would be much higher on the lower 
strata as they usually make very short calls.  

2. Preset Call Duration: This feature in the mobile phone facilitates the user to preset 
the duration of a call before making the call, and the call gets automatically 
disconnected after the said duration. For example, a user can pre-determine that 
conveying a particular message (short one) should not take more than a minute and 
can pre-set it. Aligning the pre-set call duration with the call pulse duration 
provides the maximum talk time for a given cost. Pre-setting call duration helps 
control call durations and in turn optimizes the call charges. 

3. Proactive Alerts on Cost Usage: Almost all of the survey population reported a 
fixed allocation of budget every month for mobile usage with very little scope of 
accommodating any extra usage cost. An insight into their mobile call logs showed 
us that their call usage pattern follows a daily pattern with some variations during 
holidays. The idea on providing proactive alerts is to embed intelligence into the 
mobile phone to be able to detect deviation from the usual call usage pattern on a 
daily basis, which might lead to higher cost and alert the user proactively to take 
check on cost usage. This prevents the user from incurring usage cost which is not 
aligned with their spending capacity or allocated budget. 
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4. Avoid Early Call Termination: This features helps avoid early call termination 
attributed to weak signal strength or low battery charge. If a user is attempting to 
make a phone call and the signal strength is weak, the mobile phone gives an alert 
to the user that the call may result in early termination or voice breaks, and 
optionally places the call details in a queue and auto connects (dials in itself) the 
call when the signal strength improves. The phone, optionally, alerts the user when 
an auto-connect is due to happen. This is critical because of erratic signal strengths 
due to poor mobile service infrastructure in the rural areas. Similarly, if the mobile 
has low battery charge and the user is about to make a long phone call (as he 
indicates using a pre-set call duration), an alert is signaled to the user to defer the 
call as it could possibly result in an early call termination. 

4   Evaluation, Conclusions and Future Work 

We conducted preliminary evaluation of our enhanced mobile design with 10 
participants to obtain qualitative feedback on usefulness of added features and their 
effectiveness in controlling the mobile cost usage. The participants were drawn from 
the same population that was used for our user study. We explained the additional 
features to each of the participants and asked them to comment on what the 
enhancement meant to them. Interestingly, all the participants were decidedly positive 
about any feature in general that could help control mobile usage cost.  

Of these four features, the survey population was most excited about the Pre-Pulse 
and Preset Call Duration features. These led to cost optimizations that they were 
already trying to practice manually, and hence, the automated solutions were 
immediately appealing to them. Incidentally, they reported an overrun of planned call 
duration around 20% of the time. Almost half of the survey population were unable to 
grasp the feature on proactive alerts well, and had concerns about whether an 
automated alert system was possible at all. They were receptive to the idea of tracking 
day-to-day mobile usage, but felt that alerts on remaining balance on a daily basis was 
itself very informative. All the participants found the idea on avoiding early call 
termination very exciting, especially because they live in areas of very erratic signal 
strengths. The proposed design can be achieved with current technology and would 
help the people in the lower strata of the society realize direct improvement over what 
is being offered today. We are currently working on optimizing cost on other usages 
of the mobile phone such as messaging and ring tones.  
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Abstract. This paper presents the Button Keyboard, a very small wearable 
keyboard with universal usability. The Button Keyboard has high wearability 
and social acceptance due to its remarkably small size. As it is roughly button 
sized (33㎜×33㎜), it can be worn on the body without any discomfort. In 
addition, it adapts a mobile QWERTY layout to improve text entry for general 
users without special training. After an evaluation of the text input performance, 
it was found that the keyboard provides sufficient text input speed and 
learnability in spite of its small size. Furthermore, a touch-sensitive keypad 
divides input states by recognizing finger motions. Therefore, the system can 
provide visual or auditory feed-forwards to users. Thus, users can confirm the 
key before they execute. This previewable feature makes the keyboard a highly 
usable example of a wearable computer, in that it reduces the focus of attention 
and frequency of error. Moreover, it has the potential to assist the disabled by 
providing effective and appropriate ranges of feed-forwards. 

Keywords: Wearable computing, Text entry, Keyboard.  

1   Introduction 

The absence of proper text input devices prevents the expansion of wearable 
computing. Current user interface devices for wearable computers are often 
considered to be obtrusive and appear unusual. Therefore, the use of wearable 
computing devices is limited to only researchers and a few early adopters. To ensure 
universal use, keyboards in the wearable computing environment should have high 
wearability and social acceptance. The operation of the keyboard should also be easy 
for all users to learn without special training. A sufficient input speed and a low error 
rate are important factors for text entry as well. 

Many concepts and prototypes of wearable keyboards have been proposed and 
commercialized. However, wearable keyboards that consider universal usability have 
not been well researched. To make wearable computing devices usable by all, the size 
of the keyboard should be carefully considered [1]. It should be minimized to allow 
high social acceptance and wearability while providing high learnability and 
sufficient text input performance. 
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2   Reducing the Size of Wearable Keyboard 

Keyboard size is a crucial factor in deciding the wearability and social acceptance. 
Wearability and social acceptance are higher with a smaller keyboard. However, the 
extent that the size can be reduced is limited, as the performance of a keyboard 
depends on the physical size of the operating part of the human body. Keyboards with 
key pitches under certain size result in lower text input performance and higher 
fatigue level compared to common keyboards [2]. Therefore, it is important to 
estimate the optimum point between text input performance and wearability.  

A One-key Keyboard was suggested as a new minimized keyboard in our previous 
research by the authors [1]. This keyboard has only one key, which has the same 
mechanism of a desktop keyboard and provides tactile feedback. This was a 
significant reduction in size compared to earlier keyboards. With the One-key 
Keyboard, key selection is conducted using a touch screen on the top of the keyboard 
that detects the position of a finger. A QWERTY layout was selected to improve 
performance and learnability. To determine the size of the keyboard, wearability and 
social acceptance were tested using six different-sized keyboard models following a 
QWERTY layout. The results of the study showed that wearability and social 
acceptance were evaluated positively when a keyboard is smaller than 90mm×45mm 
which is the size of a business card. The One-key Keyboard was 70mm×35mm in size 
with 7mm key pitches. In a performance test, the participants achieved 18.9WPM 
(SD: 2.0) with a 6.7% (SD: 2.7%) error rate. Considering the very small size of the 
One-key Keyboard, the text input performance was extraordinary, as no additional 
instrument, such as a stylus, was used.  

3   Concept of Button Keyboard 

Button Keyboard is an extension of the One-key Keyboard. Although the One-key 
Keyboard showed good performance and usability, it was limited in that it was a 
wrist-worn keyboard. Users should carry the keyboard everywhere at all times, which 
prove to be a burden. Therefore, the focus was on minimizing the keyboard size to 
roughly button-size (33㎜×33㎜), which would allow it to be attached to clothes (see 
Fig. 1, left). This was thought to make the wearable keyboard more usable for 
everyday use. A mobile QWERTY layout [3] was adapted to provide high learnability 
(see Fig. 1, right). 

Similar to PreSense [4], the Button Keyboard senses finger motions on the keypad 
by using a touch sensor array. This makes it possible to divide input states into key 
selecting, touching and pressing states. Therefore, the system can provide visual or 
auditory feed-forwards to users before pressing the key. Furthermore, this provides 
independent character selection thus avoiding entry segmentation problem. Finger 
motions on the keypad without pressing buttons can also be recognized as commands. 
The user can input a space key, a back space key and the enter key with finger 
gestures (see Fig. 2, left). 
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Fig. 1. Concept of Button Keyboard (left: usage, center: structure, right: key layout) 

 

Fig. 2. Implementation and evaluation of Button Keyboard (left: finger gesture as commands, 
center: prototype, right: text entry speed of Button Keyboard) 

4   Evaluation of Button Keyboard 

In order to test the performance of the Button Keyboard, a text entry performance test 
was conducted. Ten college students (6 women, and 4 men; average age: 23.9) 
participated in the text-entry performance test of the Button Keyboard. The task was 
to enter short phrases of text taken from the Mackenzie et al. (2003) phrase set [5]. 
The subjects took part in twenty sessions lasting 10 minutes each.  

On the 20th session, the entry speed was 14.7 WPM (SD: 1.70), and one of the 
participants achieved up to 17.0 WPM (see Fig. 4). The average error rate was 6.0% 
(SD: 0.66%). In a comparison with results from other mobile phone keypads (15.5 
WPM, 5.0% error rate on the 20th session) [6] and considering that the participants 
are not native English speakers, the performance of the Button Keyboard is shown to 
be satisfactory. In addition, the participants used only one hand to input the text, 
which differs from how mobile phone keypads are used. 

5   Discussion and Conclusion 

The results of this study strongly suggest that the Button Keyboard provides sufficient 
text input performance in spite of its small size. It satisfies the requirements of high 
wearability, social acceptance, learnability and sufficient text input performance. 
Hence, the Button Keyboard is expected to be extremely useful in a wearable 
computing environment. In particular, the previewable feature of the Button 
Keyboard enables it to be used in various situations. For instance, it may be easier to 
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use the Button Keyboard in a text input environment using a HMD (head - mounted 
display). The HMD will display keys to be pressed and the user will then be able to 
input text without increasing his or her focus of attention. In addition, the Button 
Keyboard is appropriate for disabled users. In particular, auditory feed-forwards for 
key inputting can facilitate text input for the people with limited sight. In situations in 
which users cannot see the keyboard, the auditory feed-forwards allow users to verify 
the corresponding character before typing it. Traditionally, the blind use a speech-
enabled typewriter. However, this device does not offer preview information; instead, 
it gives feedback only after typing. The utilization of finger gestures can also make 
key inputting, menu structure navigation and pointing much easier. 

The next steps in this ongoing research include a field study. One of the limitations 
of this study is that all tests were performed in a lab environment. To ensure universal 
use of the Button Keyboard, it is necessary to test its usability with various types of 
users, including the different-abled users. 
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Abstract. We present a qualitative, exploratory study to examine the
space of electronic communication (e.g. instant messaging, short message
service, email) by Deaf teenagers in the greater Atlanta metro area. We
discuss differences and similarities between deaf and hearing teen’s usage
of electronic communication mediums. Five common themes: Identity,
Connection, Control, Tension, and Convenience were identified
from the analysis of the data collected. These themes allow us to explore
electronic communication from the “use-centric” view of teenagers who
are indifferent to the underlying technology supporting this communica-
tion.

1 Introduction

In 1982 Barbara Wagreich, a deaf–blind computer professional wrote an article
about the possibilities of a new technology, email, and how it might prove bene-
ficial for people with disabilities, particularly the deaf [23]. Her study, conducted
from 1978–1981 with deaf participants, their friends, and their families, showed
that email was not only a formal medium for business meetings and commu-
nications, but also an informal tool for maintaining and furthering friendships.
Twenty-four years later email is still used in this fashion but is complemented
by the technologies of Instant Messaging (IM) and Short Message Service (SMS)
or text messaging. These technologies have been widely adopted by the hearing
population [16, 12], in particular by teenagers [19, 8, 7]. However, it is unclear
how these new methods of communication are being used by the Deaf commu-
nity1 who are often reported to be early adopters of technologies [18,10,1], and
there is very little formalized work studying the use by the Deaf community.

1 The word “deaf” can have several meanings. Medical deafness focuses on the severity
and cause of a hearing loss and is denoted with a lowercase ‘d,’“deaf.” The cultural
definition of Deaf, with an uppercase ‘D’, is a voluntary classification and refers to
the community formed by individuals whose primary method of communication is
ASL. All the participants of this study were deaf, and most identified themselves as
Deaf which is how I refer to them collectively in this paper.
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This work begins to fill this void with an exploratory study to understand the
uniqueness of Deaf teenagers’ electronic communication and to suggest further
research directions.

We begin with related work on teenage communication patterns, and then dis-
cuss our study, the participants, and the data obtained. This includes an in-depth
look at a variety of technologies the teens used. We also discuss the technology
infrastructure in the United States and how it affects the communication choices
Deaf teens make. We then describe the five themes that were identified through
our analysis of the data collected from the multi-method study.

2 Related Work

In their work on SMS, Barkhuus and Vallg̊arda found that SMS was used to
communicate mainly among friends and significant others, but IM was used for
a wider range of conversational partners [2]. Grinter and Eldgridge found that
teens adopted mobile messaging for a variety of reasons, prominently, to coordi-
nate conversations via another medium [7,8]. In a market report on mobile tech-
nologies, Blinkoff and Barranca found three central themes which users wanted:
manage relationships, experience the unexpected, and avoid mobile stress [5]. In
a study on teenage communication preferences, Schiano et al. found that home
phones were the most common communication medium [19]. Much of this work
points to electronic communication from mobile devices (usually SMS) as being
a transition medium which is used to coordinate voice communications via mo-
bile or “landline” phones. This usage pattern points to a reliance on the voice
telephony capabilities which many deaf individuals do not use, and this situation
presents a significant difference between hearing and deaf teenagers.

While it might seem that work surveying the use of electronic communica-
tion methods among hearing teenagers [7,8,19] would be sufficient to understand
Deaf teens’ communication, there are distinct linguistic differences between hear-
ing and Deaf teens which warrant further exploration. For many people who are
born deaf in the United States, their native language is American Sign Language
(ASL). 2 Unlike English, ASL does not have a written form. It is languages’ writ-
ten form which enables electronic communication such as SMS, IM, email, etc.
to exist. Deaf reliance on a medium which requires the use of a foreign language
seems improbable. However, Bakken [1] found that Deaf teens in Norway relied
on SMS messaging for building social networks, maintaining those networks, and
for keeping abreast of trends and gossip. However, Bakken’s work may not gen-
eralize to the United States population due to the differences between Europe
and the US in SMS use and mobile device adoption.

It is also worthwhile to understand some of the linguistic issues which can arise
from being born deaf in the United States. Linguists have identified the existence
of a “critical period” for language development – a period during which a child
2 ASL, the dominate sign language of North America, is a spatial, gesture based

language which uses different hand, face, and body gestures to communicate. ASL’s
grammar is different from English. For a more complete discussion of ASL, see [22].
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must be exposed to and immersed in any language, including ASL [15, 17] to
further linguistic development. The slower linguistic development of deaf children
has been attributed to incomplete language models and lack of daily interaction
using a language [21] unless their parents are also deaf and can sign to them
from birth. These issues contribute to the fact that the average 17–18 year old
deaf student reads at a 9-10 year old level [11].

Given the different characteristics of hearing and Deaf teenagers, we designed
a research study to investigate the different ways in which electronic communica-
tion technologies were used in the Deaf community. Having introduced work on
communication by teenagers, we now to turn to a description of study methods,
participants, and methodological issues.

3 Study Design and Methodology

We recruited twelve participants with the cooperation of the Atlanta Area School
for the Deaf (AASD). This is a public school for students who are deaf, and its
enrollment area covers the majority of North Georgia, including the Atlanta
metro area. On average, the students lived almost 30 miles from AASD. The
maximum distance between students was almost 100 miles. This distance often
precluded the teenagers from associating with their social community when not
attending school. The students had a strong community at school; however,
these students often cannot communicate easily with the hearing teens in their
neighborhood or local hang-out spots. Because of this, they often feel isolated.

The twelve participants ranged in age from 14–17 with an average age of 16.
There were six females and six males, although one male student left the study
after the first activity. Several of the students had some residual hearing, but not
enough to make a school with auditory instruction feasible. Four students had
enough residual hearing as to have some speech and to use oral communication
with some degree of success.

The study had three phases designed to survey different aspects of the role of
electronic communication in Deaf teenager’s lives. The three phases were a social
mapping activity, a diary study, and discussion groups, and these are described
in more detail below.

Social Mapping Activity: The social mapping activity was designed to elicit
the teenagers’ social networks and give us an idea who they communicated with,
whether those people were hearing or deaf, and the main techniques for commu-
nicating with those people.

Based upon the work of Smith, et.al [20], the teens were given a large sheet
of paper and pencils. They were first asked to list everyone with whom they felt
it was important to communicate. The definition of “important” was left to the
participants, but we asked them to consider if they would be upset or unhappy if
they could not communicate with a person. Second, the students were asked to
label each person on their list as “hearing” or “deaf.” After that, they were asked
to go through their list and write down how they would communicate with that
person in two different situations: face–to–face and remotely. They were asked
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(a) Social Network (b) Diary Form

Fig. 1. Examples of a Social Network and Diary Study Form

to write N/A or “Nothing” if they did not communicate with a contact. Lastly,
the students were asked to group and categorize their contacts in any way they
felt appropriate. Figure 1a shows an example of a social network similar to those
generated by the students, with the contacts and their characteristics listed in
the top half of the figure and the categories listed on the bottom.

Diary Study: The diary study phase involved students recording when and
where they used electronic communication. Based on the work of Grinter and
Eldridge [8,7], it was designed to give a clear picture of the teenagers’ lives on a
daily basis and how electronic communication fit into it.

This form contained space to record one day’s activities per page. Each hour
was subdivided into 4 15-minute blocks, and the students were asked to record
the location and nature of their communication. Figure 1b gives an example
of the form the students used. The students were given a booklet containing 7
forms, one for each day for a week.

Discussion Groups: After the social mapping activity and week-long diary
activity, the students were interviewed. The interviews were conducted in two
groups based on the student’s class sections. Thus, they were with people they
already knew and with whom they were comfortable talking. The interview ques-
tions were largely determined using data from the social maps and weekly diaries.
We also allowed the students to highlight other topics they felt relevant.

After collecting this data we coded it according to several different schemes.
We first coded the interview data by device used and looked for patterns and
themes that were specific to a particular technology. We then recoded the data
by more general categories such as “Who, what, when, where, why?” and looked
for themes which emerged regardless of the device or technology used. We then
used data from the social maps and journals to help validate or reject our emerg-
ing themes. The preliminary findings were reviewed by external researchers for
further validation.
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4 Results

Originally, our study set out to examine the overall space of electronic commu-
nication use. However, it soon became clear that the majority of the teens used
some kind of mobile device and the data naturally reflected that fact.

In this section, we discuss the preferred methods of communication used by
the teens. We then discuss communication infrastructure in the United States
and how this affects the teens’ choices. In Section 5, we then present five central
themes of communication that we extracted from our data and present the teens’
communication within the framework of those themes.

Electronic communication preferences: As email was to Wagreich in 1982,
the mobile platform has become to Deaf teens today. It levels the playing field
by lowering the barrier of participation and allows them to maintain their friend-
ships in ways that are convenient and simple. When students needed to com-
municate with someone they knew to be nearby, they would usually seek them
out in person. However, when unsure of a person’s location or when the person
was far away, the students usually turned to a lightweight electronic method
of communication rather than the more traditional method of relay or TTY.3

The teens we interviewed overwhelmingly favored establishing electronic means
of communication after meeting new people. Most expressed a preference for
exchanging email addresses or IM screen names. One student noted that many
hearing people asked for an email address or a phone number for text messaging.
Since he could never remember his phone number, he simply gave them his email
address instead.

Devices and Infrastructures: Mobile text messaging has been increasing in
popularity in the United States, but has never achieved the widespread accep-
tance seen in Europe or parts of Asia [12]. Few teenagers pay for their own phone
usage or use “pay as you go” plans. Text messages are not included in standard
mobile service plans, and providers in the US often charge both the sender and
the receiver of text messages and voice calls. Additionally, most providers pro-
vide “free night and weekend” plans which allow free voice calls after 9pm on
weekdays and all day on weekends. This leads many hearing teens to wait until
free calling periods and not use text messaging.

The most prized mobile device among the Deaf teenagers was clearly the
T-Mobile Sidekick.4 Many of the teens already owned this device, and some

3 TTYs (also called teletypewriters or TDDs) have been an accepted way for deaf
individuals to communicate. If each person has a TTY, they can type messages back
and forth using TTYs connected to standard telephone lines. To communicate with
someone who does not own a TTY requires a third party relay operator.

4 The Sidekick is a device marketed in the US by the service provider T–Mobile. It is
designed as an out–of–the–box Internet platform with a mini-QWERTY keyboard.
It includes software for web browsing, instant messaging, email, address book, and
SMS. T–Mobile also offers unlimited, data-only service for this device, making it
attractive to deaf students who do not need the voice capabilities.
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expressed a desire to upgrade, and those that did not have one expressed a
desire to own one. However, none of them paid for it themselves. The Sidekick
has become so ingrained in the teens’ lives that it has a unique sign in ASL
which mimics the screen popping up on the device. Only one student with verbal
abilities used a mobile phone for voice telephony.

Some of the students in our study did not have a mobile device, but did have
a family computer. Several students with mobile devices commented that they
disliked computers. Two specific complaints were that “you’re stuck in one place”
and that computers had “a lot of things going on.” Interestingly, one student
noted that a legacy technology kept him tied to the computer. He had an old
screen name through a service which did not work on his mobile device. He used
his old screen name on the computer and his new one on his mobile device. The
use of the computer for communication was drastically different from the use of
mobile devices. Students reported only occasional, not constant communication
via IM or email from a computer. Like Schiano’s findings [19], the teens did
not mode switch to email once they were online and chatting via IM. When
they did use email, they responded to emails as soon as they received them, but
complained that email was much slower than IM and “it takes a whole day to
get it maybe.”

5 Themes of Communication

We coded the interview portions of the study using open or inductive coding [14].
Combining this data with analysis of the social maps and diary studies, five clear
themes emerged. To the teenagers, communication is: Identity, Connection,
Control, Tension, and Convenient. These themes are pervasive in the teens’
communication. They are useful to designers because they emphasize the impor-
tance of the central purpose rather than the technological specifics of devices,
communication methods, protocols, and other issues that often influence design
decisions.

5.1 Communication Is Identity

The teenagers viewed their electronic communication as a vital piece of their
identity. They also manipulated and managed the identity they created online.
In certain circumstances the teens used their communication to rebel by com-
municating in times or places when it was forbidden. In some cases, while unable
to detect the noise it made the teens were aware that they needed to mute their
device to avoid detection. The vibrate setting was the de facto alert mecha-
nism for most teens, but they were aware that even that could occasionally be
detected. When asked why they went to such lengths to avoid detection, one
student summed up her feelings as, “I don’t want everyone looking at me.” The
style of communication allowed her to preserve her privacy. They were aware of
how the communication affected others around them and might reflect on them
in public.
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Students had no qualms about IMing someone not co-present even while phys-
ically with someone else. The teens didn’t consider it rude if someone they were
with also messaged other people. Their diaries often showed that they were col-
located with members of their social circle (at dinner with family, for example),
but IMing with friends via the mobile device. However, the teens felt that mes-
saging should be conducted during breaks or lulls in the conversation. Being
kept waiting to chat face-to-face by someone messaging was “wasting my time.”
Messaging while collocated was seen as something to fill time when their con-
versational partner was distracted by talking or driving. One participant noted,
“You know sometimes, like with hearing people, they’ll be talking to someone,
and I feel left out. So I IM my sweetheart.” Her communication usage allowed
her to feel included even when she was with people who excluded her.

Somewhat surprisingly, given their difficulty with written English, most stu-
dents expressed only minor worries about grammar or spelling mistakes. These
mistakes were considered inconsequential for the most part, particularly among
friends. One student said, “If I don’t know how to spell it, I just make it up”
while another noted, “Sometimes, if I get the grammar wrong or whatever, I’ll
just send [the message] anyway.” One participant said he would generally ask
his mother for help, but several others relied on the Sidekick, noting that it had
built in spell check and grammar help, for example adding an apostrophe to a
student’s spelling of “Ive” instead of “I’ve.”

5.2 Communication Is Connection

All the students considered communication with hearing friends and relatives to
be an important component of their lives. Some students saw a mobile device
as a means to enable that connection. The method of communication was less
important than the ability to convey meaning and establish connections. In the
words of one student, “The important thing is that people understand what I’m
saying.”

Like Barkhuus and Nardi [2,16], we found that the primary recipients of IMs
were the Deaf teens’ friends, and they valued this ability to communicate very
highly. They mostly reported messaging people who were not co-present, as they
preferred to communicate directly with collocated people. One notable exception
was a student who told us she used her Sidekick with a hearing person, passing
the device back and forth. “When I can’t hear [people], but they don’t know how
to sign, it’s the only way we can actually get the point across.” Her electronic
communication allowed her to easily establish a connection with people she would
not have been able to otherwise.

The students also reported IMing from the Sidekick to maintain connections
with groups of their friends in large, multi-user sessions. Some of the students
clearly enjoyed the large conversations with “lots of chatting going on.” However
some students were indifferent or clearly blasé about group conversations. Several
students said it depended on what was going on. Another student noted that it
could be “kinda annoying.” Yet another characterized group IM conversations
as “Blah, blah, blah.”
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One student described using away messages as a social activity, maintaining a
large buddy list and reading away messages because she was curious what people
were doing. Grinter et al. and Nardi found a similar use of IM for awareness in
their studies of IM [9,16]. While not a turn-taking form of communication, the
student was still maintaining connections with her peers and awareness of their
activities.

The data from the social maps also demonstrates how dependent the teens
have become on staying in touch via electronic methods. When analyzing this
data, we found it interesting to examine the difference in how the teenagers
communicated with their hearing and deaf friends, both in face-to-face commu-
nication and when not collocated. Figure 2 shows a graph of the data obtained
from the teenagers’ social maps. The top node shows the total of 419 contacts
the teens listed in their maps. These were broken into three main categories
based on the students’ contacts’ hearing ability: Hearing Contacts, Deaf Con-
tacts, and Hard of Hearing or Unknown. Each of these categories were further
split into methods of communication: Face-to-Face and Remote. The methods
of communication were then listed in order of preference. For example, Figure 2
shows that 201 of the 419 contacts were deaf. For 190 of those 201 contacts,
ASL was the preferred method for face-to-face communication, and for 124 of
201 contacts, IM was the preferred method of remote communication.

While this data should not be generalized due to the limited number of partici-
pants, several interesting things can be seen from this chart. An interesting trend is
the differences in remote communication methods between the students’ deaf con-
tacts andhearing contacts. IM is the preferred communicationmethodbetween the
Deaf teenagers and other deaf people, used for 124 of 201 contacts. However, there
is no clear preference for their hearing contacts who are not collocated, with the
Deaf teens having no remote contact with 31% (68 out of 214) of hearing contacts
and email being the preferred method of only 32% (64 out of 214).

The category of friends which the students do not maintain face–to–face rela-
tionships with (i.e. the “None” classification under the four face–to–face commu-
nication paths in Figure 2) also bears closer examination. There were 39 contacts
that the students listed that they did not have any face–to–face communication
with regardless of hearing status. However, the students communicated with 36
out of those 39 people remotely via the electronic methods of email and IM. (Of
the other 3 people, 2 listed no communication either face-to-face or remotely
and were obvious aberrant data points; the other wrote letters.) Before elec-
tronic communication existed and was widely available, remote communication
with a person you had not met face–to–face would have taken the form of written
letters (i.e. “pen-pals”). However, the teens today are using email and IM to do
the same thing but with faster and more synchronous communication.

5.3 Communication Is Control

The teens’ usage of communication also showed how they used it to feel more
in control of their lives. An “easy” way to communicate clearly made the teens
feel safer which appeared to be a key component of feeling in control.
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The students controlled their contacts in a variety of ways, including blocking
and multiple screen names. Blocking is a standard feature of most IM clients
and allows users to block messages from other users. One student noted she usu-
ally only blocked advertisements and spam. Another volunteered that he never
blocked anyone. Several would immediately block someone they didn’t know,
but one student would try to talk with people before blocking them, explaining,
“Maybe it’s a new friend. I wouldn’t mind trying to talk to them.” However,
that student went on to state she would block them if she did not feel com-
fortable with them. Students would also block people who simply annoyed them
either through the content of messages or the volume of messages sent. They
would block friends if they were having a fight or disagreement. Although some
students reported that acquaintances they blocked were quite upset, they still
utilized the feature. One student noted that she would unblock acquaintances
after some time to see if they still bothered her.

419 contacts

Deaf
(201)

Hearing
(214)

Hard of Hearing
or Unknown

(4)

ASL - 190
None - 11

Face
to

Face

IM - 124
None - 67
Email - 6
TM - 2

Write - 2

 Remote

Talk - 77
ASL - 67
Write - 39
None - 26

Interpreter - 2
Text msg - 1

Instant msg - 1
Finger Write - 1

Face to
Face

None - 68
Email - 64

Instant msg - 31
Talk/Phone - 21

Relay - 15
Writing - 9

Text msg - 6

 Remote

ASL - 2
 None - 2

 Face to
Face

None - 3
 Instant msg - 1

Remote

Fig. 2. Results for Social Networking Study

While not a specific medium of communication, away messages filled an im-
portant aspect in the teenager’s communication spectrum, just as Baron found
in her work on college students use of away messages [4]. The teens used a variety
of away messages to control the flow of communication and indicate availability.
Many students left a time estimating when they would return in their away mes-
sages before going out or being involved in other activities. They went to great
lengths to maintain an accurate away message, including minute by minute up-
dates. “When I get up in the morning, I immediately have to change [my away
message] to my ‘Hi, I’m at school now’ message. I don’t want people to think
I’m sleeping then!” The away message removed the obligation of an immediate
response.
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5.4 Communication Is Tension

The communication usage also raised tension in the teens’ lives. While they loved
the positive aspects it provided, it also added negative artifacts to their lives.

Unlike other studies of hearing teenagers [13], very few of the students reported
that their parents used the device as a tool to enforce discipline. Most students
reported that their parents put few or no restrictions on the use of the device at
home, including use during mealtimes or curfews. Six students reported that their
parents didn’t restrict their use at all, while another 2 reported some restrictions
such as not using the device after a certain time on school nights or putting it
away at mealtimes. One student pointed out, “Mom is fine because she knows,
like, I’m Deaf and I want to communicate with people. And she knows it’s OK.
It’s not wasting our time.” One teen’s parents would not allow him to have one
due to the expense and possibility of losing it but used the device as incentive,
hinting he might get one if he kept his grades up.

The school, however, banned the use of the devices. Students were not allowed
to use the device during class hours and were instead limited to breakfast or lunch
times. The rule had recently been strengthened, requiring parents to come and
pick up the device if it was confiscated. Since these rules had been implemented,
several students reported they had gotten in trouble for using the device at
school. In fact, many told us that they now left their Sidekicks at home to avoid
the temptation. However, the students who regularly carried their devices noted
that any time without the device felt strange.

Tension also arose from the ease and prevalence of communication availability.
Like the hearing teens in Smith et al.’s study [20], the Deaf teenagers sometimes
felt overwhelmed by the sheer numbers of contacts and the social energy ex-
pended maintaining them. One student reported that having more than one
screen name was “too much to keep up with.” In contrast, another told us that
she would simply make up a new screen name when her current one hit the
maximum number of contacts allowed (around 200 contacts by her estimation.)
Other students reported 20, 89, and 72 people on their buddy lists. One student
noted that having many people on her buddy list led to people contacting her
constantly which “gets kinda silly at times.”

5.5 Communication Is Convenient

The students viewed their communication as highly convenient. It was clear that
the device preferences and communication modes arose due to the convenience
it afforded the users. The freedom of a personal platform was greatly valued and
this freedom was exercised in a variety of ways.

The students used communication via mobile devices heavily. Most students
who had a device reported using it daily with a majority of the use occurring
during the free time after school or on the weekends. In their daily diaries,
students reported several hour-long blocks of IM without interruptions. When
questioned, the students assured us that was correct and that they were con-
stantly chatting. One student observed, “I [chat] a lot. Even in my sleep I do
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it.” One student admitted he chatted with his friends all day, saying his practice
was, “kinda lazy, I guess.”

In addition to just chatting, IM was viewed as an optimal, convenient way to
schedule things with friends. This mirrored findings by Nardi et al. and Grinter
and Palen [16, 9] that the immediacy of IM was useful for coordination and
scheduling. Scheduling things was of great importance to the teens given their
lack of transportation and distance from friends. The teens could refine their
plans on-the-fly, but plans were usually made in advance due to the logistics of
meeting. Only if a friend was offline was email employed to schedule things. Even
then, email was usually used to establish a time when both would be available
to IM and finalize the details.

The students choice of electronic communication medium also reflected the
teens’ desire for convenience. For example, most students preferred IM and saw
text messaging as a backup communication medium (to be used only as a last
resort). Text messaging was something to be used only if the other person lacked
some vital functionality. The students might use text messaging if someone didn’t
have IM or email, if a friend wasn’t online, or if a friend wasn’t in a position
to check email. Cost was not a deciding factor, unlike Grinter’s study [7] which
found that teenagers made a determination based on cost 27% of the time. This
can be explained by the fact that none of the teenagers in our study paid for their
own costs and the unlimited data plan that many of them had. One participant
identified text messaging as a feature central to mobile phones and said that she
used text messaging because most other people had a cell phone thus increasing
the number of people with whom she could communicate. Another posited that
he might use text messaging only in an emergency situation.

6 Discussion

In this paper we have presented a detailed report about the adoption and use of a
variety of communications technologies among Deaf teenagers. We have answered
questions about who they communicate with, what they use to communicate,
and where and when they communicate. In answering these questions, we have
raised many more, but two points bear further discussion here: first, the teens’
use-centric view of mobile computing, and secondly the social acceptability of
their chosen device and the tension arising from that choice.

The students’ use and understanding of electronic communication was very
“use-centric.” While not understanding the specifics of the communication mode,
they were still able to use the methods. For example, very few students could
articulate the differences between text messaging and instant messaging. Instead,
they characterized them based on the reply or response time. When asked what
text messaging was, many of them responded from a use-centric perspective.
Text messaging is “pretty fast” and “you’re kinda talking.” “...You kinda write
a long thing out and then you send it and then you wait a minute and it comes
back.” This use-centric perspective extended beyond just the differences between
text-messaging and instant messaging. When asked about a specific method of
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communication, the students responded first with the characteristics of its usage
or with a list of whom they could contact by a specific method. However, while
they may not have understood the underlying elements of the device, they had
no trouble using the device in a variety of different ways. During the course
of the study, the teens cited using the Sidekick for voice telephony, email, IM,
Internet search, relay, and grammar/spelling checks.

Our study highlights that how technologists classify and distinguish technolo-
gies is different from mainstream, public use. Technologies that are drastically
different can be unproblematic in use for end–users. This clarity in usage models
is key for usability. In our study, the teens viewed the device as something to
be used for communication, and seemed to inherently knew what service to use
and when to use that particular service.

As discussed earlier, the teens drew from a wide geographical area which often
limited their contact with each other. The Sidekick may have succeeded in this
community because it is something which helps reduce this distance in a socially
acceptable way. This device, unlike relay or a TTY, is practical to the entire
population, not just the deaf or those trying to communicate with them. The
Sidekick is accepted by both hearing and Deaf teens, and allows the Deaf teens
to be similar to their hearing peers and establish a communication link using
that similarity.

However, this similarity comes with a price. In some venues educators and
linguists have expressed reservations about instant and text messaging. They
have highlighted how the English used in computer–mediated communication
differs from that used in more normative language [3, 6]. This is a particularly
interesting issue given that our population may have problems with their second
language of English, especially with structure and grammar. While the students
reported using some acronyms and abbreviations, they were more concerned
with whether or not the recipients could understand them. However the teens
admitted that others sometimes used acronyms or slang that they didn’t under-
stand, with one participant hypothesizing, “Sometimes, they make stuff up.” It
is worth noting that many slang terms popular in text and instant messaging
are phonetically based (e.g. “c u l8r”) which would present inherent problems
to the Deaf teens. By using informal language, the teens are practicing written
English, something their teachers usually encourage.

7 Conclusions

While this paper cannot conclusively answer many questions about the design
of mobile devices or electronic communication tools for the Deaf community, it
can point the way to other avenues worthy of further exploration. Given the
second language problems that many Deaf individuals encounter, should we be
designing English-based (or other written language-based) interfaces? Should
more designers explore ASL-based (or other visual language-based) interfaces for
greater accessibility? Or, alternatively, do the good features afforded by visual
language-based interfaces outweigh the usage problems for Deaf individuals?
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In terms of more general accessibility, what other applications should we as
ICT designers and practitioners introduce to help children who are born deaf
overcome the language barriers they face?

This paper has begun to explore some of the communication preferences and
platforms in the Deaf community. We have presented an exploratory study which
starts to chart the space of electronic communication use by Deaf teens in the
North Georgia and Atlanta areas.

We have used qualitative methods such as social mapping, diary studies, and
interviews in order to spend time with the teens and learn about them, their
needs, and their communication choices. We looked for communication simi-
larities and differences with hearing teenagers and have found both. The five
communication themes of Identity, Connection, Control, Tension, and
Convenience help inform our design of “use–centric” technologies. We have
found similarities in the motivation and reasons that teenagers’ desire and want
mobile communication technology. But we have also found differences, partic-
ularly in how different communication technologies are distinguished from one
another.

This paper and the related work are the first steps toward understanding
how to design accessible technology for Deaf teenagers. The challenge will be to
design technology which simultaneously provides similarities to the mainstream
in desirable ways and yet supports cultural differences.
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Abstract. TV can be regarded as the most far-reaching media in Brazil. Its 
presence is noticed in 90% of Brazilian homes and it is the main source of 
information for a major part of the population. The moment of definition and 
consolidation of the digital TV technology provides us with a unique 
opportunity for analyzing and discussing this media accessibility. Making sure 
that TV contents and devices are flexible enough so that people are able to 
perceive, understand and interact with them is a main asset for its use and an 
essential requirement for the democratization of information via TV 
broadcasting. This paper analyzes interactive digital TV accessibility in 
informal, formal, and technical levels, considering the Brazilian context. In 
addition, it presents recommendations to design accessible interfaces by 
referring to the W3C guidelines 2.0 for Web accessibility and specific 
recommendations for iDTV. 

Keywords: Accessibility, Interactive digital TV, User Interfaces for All. 

1   Introduction 

TV can be regarded as the most far-reaching media in Brazil as it is present in 90% of 
Brazilian homes, where it plays the role of the major information source for the 
majority of the population [14]. Making sure that TV contents and devices are flexible 
enough so that people are able to perceive, understand and interact with them is a 
main asset for its use and an essential requirement for any process towards the 
democratization of information via TV broadcasting. 

Interactive TV can be defined as an artifact for the dialogue between TV viewers 
and TV channel producers, a program or service [11]. Therefore it represents a 
communication media that goes beyond the one-way mass media communication, 
allowing the TV viewer to change the passive attitude of simply “watching” TV to 
make choices and have a more direct influence upon the television system. 

The digitalization of the TV signal between the broadcasting station and its final 
users leads to datacasting — the use of a small portion of the signal to broadcast data, 
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in addition to the audio-visual content [22]. Therefore, a software layer may enable 
certain facilities such as interface customization, multiple streams of audio and video, 
and applications with manifold types of interactivity on a wide range of services. 
Regarding the user interface, these features may imply, for instance, in a more 
frequent use of text on-screen, page-browsing systems, the use of menus in 
association (or not) with remote control buttons, and special user requirements related 
to new ways of interacting with a device still unknown for many people. 

Within this scenario, the accessibility resources provided by the analog TV can no 
longer be sufficient to assure that a significant number of users are able to fully enjoy 
this new media. Therefore, the moment of definition and consolidation of this 
technology, which is currently experienced in the Brazilian context, is a unique 
opportunity for discussing TV accessibility and implementing solutions which 
consider the population’s needs within its widest extension. 

Although directly related to people with disabilities, accessibility does not refer 
exclusively to this group of users. It is necessary to understand the relation between 
accessibility and usability, i.e., with the quality in use of computer resources and, 
consequently, with both digital and social inclusion [3][4][19]. The Digital TV for All 
report [16] presents a comparative analysis of exclusion in both analog and digital 
TVs. The report shows that 2.7% of the population over 16 years presented problems 
when switching channels on analog TV. This number raises to 7.1% when 
considering digital TV. For the population above 75, this number increased from 9% 
in the analog TV to 24.7% in digital TV. The most significant difficulties were found 
in the use of Electronic Programming Guide (EPG) for switching channels. Users 
with visual, motor, or cognitive disabilities were the most affected. Exclusion is even 
worst when the use of interactive services, such as the Digital Teletext, is required. 

These and other experiences as well as foreign laws and conventions can subsidize 
the creation of an accessibility concept for the Brazilian interactive TV. Nevertheless, 
an analysis which defines the Brazilian context and its particularities is essential. This 
paper presents an analysis of the interactive digital TV (iDTV), guided by the 
following questions related to accessibility: How to ensure that an interactive TV 
application is accessible? As the interactive TV is a convergent media, holding 
features that have been inherited from both - the current analog TV as well as from 
the Web environment, is it possible to extend the analog TV accessibility norms with 
Web accessibility guidelines so that they are applicable to interactive TV? How? 

This paper brings into discussion iDTV accessibility in informal, formal, and 
technical levels, considering the Brazilian context, and presents recommendations to 
make the interactive digital TV an accessible media. The resulting recommendations 
draw upon the W3C Web accessibility guidelines and on some specific iDTV 
recommendations. It is organized as follows: Section 2 situates the accessibility and 
Universal Design concepts in the Brazilian TV context. Section 3 presents a 
preliminary analysis of the iDTV subsidies, norms and possibilities. Based on this 
analysis, Section 4 synthesizes the iDTV accessibility recommendations. 

2   Accessibility, Universal Design and Television 

The term accessibility is commonly associated with the commitment to improve the 
quality of life to the elderly as well as to people with disability (e.g. perceptual, 
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cognitive, motor, multiple impairment), as they generally feel a direct impact from 
obstacles in different environments, products, and services [2][19][23]. Nevertheless, 
accessibility considered as the possibility of reaching certain physical spaces, 
information, products and services, is concerned with quality of life for every human 
being. 

For a more inclusive society, able to acknowledge the differences among people, it 
is even more important that proposals for the accessibility of people with specific 
needs be connected to the promotion of the quality of life for everyone 
[8][19][23][31]. Thus, people with different abilities, whether resulting from aging 
and disability or not, will benefit from accessible products and services, which do not 
discriminate them. 

Accessibility is directly related to usability and, furthermore, to quality in use of 
computer systems [3][4][19]. Access and use of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) has received different names within the Human-Computer 
Interaction field: Universal Accessibility, Universal Usability, Inclusive Design, User 
Interfaces for All [13][23][30][31]. This approach to design does not imply the 
development of a unique solution for everyone [31]. It implies the proposal of flexible 
solutions involving a wide understanding of the role that these systems are supposed 
to play in the society, the acknowledgment of diversity of contexts and situations in 
which technology is employed, besides the participation of users in design and 
evaluation activities [19]. 

Federal Brazilian laws in effect [2] define accessibility as the possibility for 
persons with disability to access and use any physical means, communication media, 
products and services. TV programs are formally considered as accessible as long as 
they follow the Standard NBR 15290:2005 [2] established by the Brazilian 
Association of Technical Standards (ABNT). Along with other regulations in effect 
[5][20], this norm is based on the provisioning of assistive services by TV 
manufacturers and broadcasters: closed caption, audio description, dubbing and sign 
language window (in Brazil, the Brazilian Sign Language - LIBRAS). 

Although the current regulations demand the provisioning of these services, 
unofficial discussion lists point out that users, mainly those with disabilities, who 
count on such resources as the only way to access information on TV, question the 
amount and quality of information made available. 

3   Interactive Digital TV Accessibility: A Preliminary Analysis 

Organizational Semiotics (OS) [17] has guided our research about iDTV and its 
artifacts have been used as analytical tool [27]. Through OS, every technical system is 
within the core of a socio-organizational context and surrounded by the formal and 
informal layers of the society or the social organization. Thus, the technical systems 
are under the influence of both formal and informal levels and, at the same time, they 
have an impact on them. The relations among the informal, formal, and technical 
levels of the information system are explained through the metaphor known as the 
“organizational onion”. Figure 1 presents one of the OS artifacts, the semiotic onion, 
which gives an accessibility overview involving the informal, formal, and technical 
levels of access to information in the Brazilian iDTV. 
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Fig. 1. Interactive Digital TV Accessibility represented by a semiotic onion 

3.1   Informal Level – Subsidies 

This level comprises information which does not formally fall upon the accessibility 
issue in the Brazilian iDTV, though they are able to support a solution proposal: 

• The content production and delivery guidelines and recommendations, as well as 
the principles of iDTV interface development, which are used around the world. 

• Existing international norms and standards, which may be a source of reference for 
the Brazilian proposal. 

• The experience of Brazilian users with other interactive artifacts, such as DVD, 
computers, cellular phone, and even with the interactivity available on pay TV. 

In several European countries, and other nations where the use of digital TV 
interactivity is consolidated, some ways of dealing with accessibility issues have been 
established. Nevertheless, formal norms do not exist and there are few 
recommendations to approach accessibility beyond audio-visual features. 

In Portugal, when the digital terrestrial TV was expected to start operations in 
2001, an initiative to create guidelines for subsidizing specific accessibility 
regulations was launched. Among other things, the guidelines suggested that digital 
TV receivers should be compatible with technology to support citizens with special 
needs. Such technology included adapted remote control, special keyboard and 
mouse, screen readers, voice synthesizers, and Braille terminals [7]. As the digital 
terrestrial TV operation was delayed in the country, this discussion was postponed. 

The United Kingdom concentrates the major efforts regarding guidelines for 
accessible user interface designs on iDTV. The Royal National Institute of Blind 
(RNIB) defined a set of user interface requirements for digital TV receivers regarding 
presentation, browsing, and remote control. Although these requirements have been 
set for persons with visual disabilities, they include universal usability and 
accessibility principles [29]. RNIB is also one of the organizations responsible for  
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Tiresias [33], a font specifically created to increase readability in digital TV text. It 
has also provided a set of recommendations for iDTV accessible user interface design, 
including colors, texts, and even tips regarding tests with users [32]. The Consumer 
Expert Group in the UK has gathered this and other recommendations – including 
World Web Consortium (W3C) guidelines – in a report aimed at helping the 
government to ensure that the digital TV equipment is also appropriate for the elderly 
and physically impaired people [9]. 

The similarity between the currently available actions related to interactive TV and 
Internet services (e.g.: browsing and data input) as well as the convergence between 
the two media [28] can lead to the appropriation of Web accessibility knowledge that 
has already been acquired, even though adjustments may be necessary. Since 1999, 
the W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 [34] has been a reference for the 
development of accessible websites. Currently, the 2.0 version of the guidelines has a 
multimedia approach involving new technologies, which surpass the scope of the 
Web [35]. In addition to the recommendations concerned with content accessibility, a 
few others have been defined for the user agents (e.g., Web browsers and assistive 
technologies), which also comprise the TV receivers that, among other things, are 
responsible for content presentation and browsing. The new set of guidelines was 
grouped under four principles considered essential to access and use of the Web by 
anyone: the content must be perceivable; interface components in the content must be 
operable; content and controls must be understandable; content must be robust enough 
to work with current and future user agents, including assistive technologies. 

3.2   Formal Level – Norms 

The Brazilian current regulations concern the formal level of information on iDTV. 
The use of accessibility resources and technical artifacts on analog TV broadcasting is 
regulated by a hierarchical set of laws and norms as represented by Figure 2. 

Law 10.098, December 19 2000 – It establishes, among other issues, general guidelines and 
basic criteria to promote media accessibility to persons with disability or mobility impairment. 
The law focuses on TV broadcasting services accessibility for persons with hearing disabilities 
[6].  

Decree-law 5.296 2 December 2004 – It covers the use of closed captioning, LIBRAS 
(Brazilian Sign Language) window and audio description features in analog TV 
programming and enforces the use of these artifacts on digital TV as well. It establishes the 
creation of supplementary standards to regulate the use of these artifacts [5]. 

Supplementary Standard 01/2006 – Accessibility in image and sound broadcasting 
and TV re-broadcasting for persons with disabilities. The law was enacted on June 
28, 2006, after 64 days of public consultation. It defines accessibility resources, terms, 
goals and non-compliance penalties. It refers to ABNT Standard described below [20]. 

ABNT NBR 15290:2005 Technical Standard – Accessibility in TV Broadcasting.
It establishes guidelines for the production and delivery of analogical and digital TV 
to persons with disabilities, including closed captioning, audio descriptions and 
LIBRAS window. Effective from November 30, 2005 [2].  

Fig. 2. Brazilian current regulations on TV accessibility 
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Regulations [5][20] govern the transition from analog to digital terrestrial 
broadcasting, except for cable and satellite TV services, which in some cases are 
already digital and interactive in Brazil. For this reason, an initiative [21] has been 
launched to request changes to Decree-law 5.296/04 so that the guidelines can be 
extended to payable TV. 

TV interactivity is mentioned in Supplementary Standard 01/2006 [20]: “allowing 
the addition of sentences in Portuguese, so that persons with visual and intellectual 
disabilities can select the desired menu options and interactive features in an 
independent way”. We understand that those interactive features are related to the 
applications transmitted or embedded in the receiver. In addition, new technical 
possibilities are taken into consideration in this Standard “to allow the optional use of 
the LIBRAS window in all TV programming". 

The year 2017 is the deadline for making the daily programming fully accessible, 
when it is expected that digital TV will be present in the majority of homes in Brazil. 
ABNT NBR 15290:2005 Technical Standard [2] provides guidelines for producing 
and delivering accessible content that apply to all TV broadcasters and producers, 
including cable, satellite, IP and digital broadcasting TV. An analysis of this 
regulation indicates that the digital technology potential has not been fully explored in 
regard to accessibility and some possibilities have not been taken into consideration, 
such as using multiple audio streams for a single video; sharing the broadcast channel 
to deliver simultaneously different audio-visual content; using different closed 
captioning presentations, among others. As occurs with international standards, 
aspects related to the design of interactive applications interfaces are not addressed in 
the Brazilian standard, such as options to allow changing color, font type, text size 
and positioning. 

Focusing on the production and delivery of assistive services, both Brazilian and 
international laws and standards are addressed to persons with disabilities. However, 
the iDTV accessibility concept should go further, benefiting much more people. 

3.3   Technical Level – Possibilities 

Accessible iDTV applications depend on receiver features. In addition, existing 
analog TV customization solutions and services can be extended to iDTV. 

W3C guidelines for Web accessibility are based on consolidated and standardized 
technologies, such as HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and Cascade Style Sheet 
(CSS), helping developers adequately encode and separate a page structure from its 
presentation [18]. To accomplish accessible iDTV applications, the receiver has to be 
prepared for it: both hardware and software must comply with specific standards and 
assistive technologies. If declarative language is supported – a markup language 
(HTML, for example), that uses a presentation engine – an interactive application 
implementation can be similar to the development of a Web page, making it easier to 
comply with W3C recommendations and helping developers to work at a higher level 
of abstraction. However, if the receiver contains an execution engine (procedural 
middleware), using JAVA language for example, the implementation of accessible 
applications is also possible, but developers will need to take extra care and 
implement for each new application some accessibility resources already included in 
the presentation engine. In this case, it is important to standarize a set of Application 
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Programming Interfaces (APIs) for the procedural middleware, optimizing the 
developers work and enabling the interoperability among multiple receiver models or 
among different TV platforms [10]. 

Digital TV opens up a whole range of new possibilities in terms of implementation 
and improvement of existing analog TV assistive services offered: 

− Closed caption: Digital TV enables new functions to subtitling such as the option 
to change font style, color and size, the use of transparence or change the color of 
the subtitle background, the use of icons or small graphics in the text [10]. 

− Audio description: Multiple audio streams can be used for a single video, making 
it possible the combination of audio description and original sound or dubbing. 
Some receivers can send audio description to a headphone and the original sound 
to the conventional TV audio output. Taking into account the multimedia nature of 
iDTV, the audio description concept could be extended, so that non-textual output 
could be produced for the remaining textual or graphic elements through the use of 
assistive techonologies. 

− LIBRAS window: In analog TV transmission, the LIBRAS window occupies part 
of the screen. In many cases, however, the window is not large enough to allow the 
user to read all body language signs and cues required by the sign language. It is 
necessary to investigate ways of implementing optional LIBRAS window and to 
realize a feasibility analysis of automation of sign language generation with human 
figures and avatars. 

TV personalization – the method that captures the user’s profiles, in order to use 
them to search or to show a specific data [1][15] – could be used to meet the needs of 
different users or user groups or receivers, for example, storing preferences as text 
size, color combination, warnings, etc in a Smart Card [12]. Although it is a trend 
around the world, implementing TV personalization would generate extra costs on the 
receiver. For this reason and considering the user experiences in this moment of 
transition, it is still important to consider TV as a collective medium to propose an 
accessibility solution to Brazil. 

4   Recommendations for Accessible Services Through iDTV 

An accessible iDTV solution should not be limited to assistive services. It should be 
taken into consideration the TV content, the artifacts used for the interaction with the 
user, such as a receiver and a remote control, and last, but not least, the user’s 
expectations and experiences related to the use of interactive artifacts. Based on this 
fact and considering the Universal Design proposal — to promote the design of 
widely usable and accessible products and environments and the development of 
solutions that support assistive technologies — this section offers a summary of the 
main factors to be considered in the iDTV context and suggests recommendations for 
the interaction design, which involve both technical and social factors resulting from 
the previous analysis. 
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4.1   The Triad: User, Remote Control and Receiver 

Surveys conducted with visually impaired persons in the United Kingdom showed 
which particular functions they would like to have implemented on TV: the option to 
change text size and combination of colors; the possibility of adding extra time to 
review information and removing available functions, to name a few [12]. In order to 
propose the development of services and artifacts suitable for all users, it is essential 
to know and identify the needs of the population as a whole, including persons with 
disabilities. Interviews, ethnographic methods, usability evaluation, semiotic analysis 
and even inclusive design methodologies [19] can be applied. 

In Brazil, where a large section of the population has a low level of education and 
digital literacy and has never had access to interactive services on TV, it is absolutely 
necessary to find ways to identify the user experience with other artifacts, to 
understand how this experience can be reflected in the use of iDTV and also to know 
the population’s expectations in regard to this media. 

Although the remote control is the main device to interact with iDTV, many users 
restrict its use to the channel search by going up and down and by using the number 
buttons [11]. The high level of complexity and inconsistency in user interfaces are 
some of the common problems of remote control [24]. Some researchers point out the 
importance of establishing a standard or a convention for the use of the remote control 
buttons so that the user could associate the functionality with the button position 
[9][12][16]. 

To achieve an accessible iDTV, the content should be delivered to the user under 
the Universal Design perspective and the receiver should be prepared to use the 
technical artifacts. Although Brazil has chosen the ISDB Japanese standard for 
terrestrial transmission, the receiver middleware has not been defined yet. Whatever 
technical and market solution is adopted, it is essential to consider and establish 
standard accessibility requirements. Nevertheless, support to assistive technologies, 
personalization and other functions can incur additional manufacturing costs on the 
receivers. 

4.2   Recommendations for iDTV Interface Design 

Brazil, as well as other countries, presents gaps on formal, informal and technical 
levels in establishing criteria to design accessible iDTV interfaces and to provide 
receiver compatibility with assistive technologies. 

Recommendations for iDTV interface design presented in Table 1 take as reference 
W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 [35], as well as other specific iDTV 
accessibility recommendations [29][32][9], including comments regarding the 
Brazilian context. Besides highlighting the need to be compatible with assistive 
technologies, W3C guidelines also include part of iDTV recommendations, excepted 
by some iDTV specificities.  

Table 1 was organized under the four principles defined by W3C guidelines. 
Specific recommendations for iDTV are primarily based on RNIB [29] followed by 
Tiresias [32] and The Consumer Expert Group [9]. Frequently, there are similarities 
between references, because they use the same research basis. Each iDTV specific 
recommendation was classified according to W3C 2.0 Guidelines or considered as 
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being supplementary. Some comments are presented as a contextualized analysis of 
both guidelines and its relation to the Brazilian formal level on iDTV and Nielsen’s 
Heuristics [25]. From the Ten Usability Heuristics, seven were identified showing the 
association between accessibility and usability. Results of the analysis and assistive 
services found in the Brazilian norms are summarized in the Analysis column.  

Although remote control is a key-element for TV interactivity design, such device 
was not included due to limitation and scope of this paper. The resulting 
recommendations do not intend to be exhaustive regarding usability and accessibility 
issues; they intend to support design decisions. 

Table 1. Recommendations to provide an acessible iDTV 

References Guidelines Analysis Recommendations 
Principle 1 W3C: Content must be perceivable 

1.1) Provide text alternatives 
for all non-text content [35]. 
1.11) Avoid icons, or offer a 
text alternative[29]. 

Text alternatives are used by 
assistive technologies such as 
screen readers or Braille 
printers. 

1. Provide text alternatives for all 
non-text content (icons, stable 
images, animations). 

1.2) Provide synchronized 
alternatives for multimedia 
[35] (captions, audio 
descriptions and extended – 
added by pausing the video, 
full multimedia text 
alternative including any 
interaction). 
5.3) Keep feature settings 
between services [29]. 

ABNT Standard [2] provides 
guidelines for generating 
closed captions, audio 
description and LIBRAS 
window, as per [20] 
requirements. Full multimedia 
text alternative is included in 
previous recommendation. 

2. Do not change any assistive 
service settings while switching 
channels (or moving from one 
application to another). 

3. The conveyed information 
must be clear, regardless of 
screen size, format, disposition 
and orientation. 

1.3) Ensure that information 
and structure can be 
separated from presentation 
[35]. 
   1.3.2) Any information that is 
conveyed by color is also 
visually evident without colour.
1.2) Provide user option to 
change the size of displayed 
text [29]. 
1.5) Never solely on colour 
to convey information [29]. 

Ensure compatibility among 
user agents (receivers), 
enabling different content 
presentations and information 
integrity. Font size should be 
also a presentation attribute, 
although W3C does not 
clearly state it. 

4. Provide user option to change 
the size of displayed text. 

5. Provide user option to change 
contrast or text colours. 
6. Avoid text over textured 
background. 

7. Avoid color inversion when 
highlighting an interface element 
(e.g., when focus is applied). 

1.4) Make it easy to 
distinguish foreground 
information from its 
background [35]. 
1.1) Provide user option to 
change the display to high 
contrast and inverted text 
[29]. 
1.4) Avoid text over textured 

The user agent may change 
color and contrast, relating 
Recommendations 5 with 3 
and 4. 
Serif fonts are illegible on 
TV. 

8. Use TV-suitable fonts. Tiresias 
is recommended. 
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Table 1. (continued) 

References Guidelines Analysis Recommendations 
background [29]. 
1.9) To highlight an option, 
favour markers over 
inversion [29]. 
 1.3) Use a clear font [29]. 
Text size should be a 
minimum of 24 points [32]. 

9. Text size should be a 
minimum of 24 pts. 

1.8) Apply readability 
guidelines [29]. 

For RNIB, readability is 
related to the presentation 
itself, whereas for W3C it 
refers to text intelligibility. 
ABNT defines presentation 
guidelines for closed captions 
design. 

10. Favour lower case text over 
upper case (mixed is ideal); avoid 
italic, obliqúe and condensed 
text; favour left-align; follow 
ISO7001 arrows specification; 
ensure words have a clear space 
around them; use Arabic 
numerals rather than Roman. 

Use of Colors on TV [32]. Screen color may strongly 
vary from computer to TV. 
The application designer must 
perform this check. Avoid 
visual tracking. 

11. Avoid combinations of red 
and green; avoid pure red or 
white colours; use colours with a 
maximum of 85% saturation; 
provide generous inter-line 
spacing. 

Principle 2: Interface components in the content must be operable. 
2.1) Make all functionality 
operable via a keyboard 
interface [35]. 

Remote control is the 
interaction device. Interacting 
with downloaded applications 
must be possible through any 
remote control. 

12. Allow interaction through 
remote control main buttons.  

2.2) Allow users to control 
time limits on their reading or 
interaction [35]. 

Users facing interaction 
problems may find no access 
to specific features due to 
timeout. 

13. User may disable or extend 
an interaction timeout. 

2.3) Allow users to avoid 
content that could cause 
seizures due to 
photosensitivity [35]. 
1.7) Avoid flashing [29]. 
1.10) Avoid, or provide an 
option to disable, brief 
display messages [29]. 

W3C refers to size, frequency 
and brightness boundaries for 
dynamic images usage. Such 
boundaries must be evaluated 
for iDTV. 

14. Avoid flashing objects. 

15. Provide numerical navigation 
to all functions and links. 

16. Provide the option of audible 
feedback of navigation. 

2.4) Provide mechanisms to 
help users find content, orient 
themselves within it, and 
navigate through it [35]. 
2.1) Provide numerical 
navigation to all functions 
and links [29]. 
2.2) Provide the option of 
audible feedback of 
navigation [29]. 

RNIB 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 
recommendations are mainly 
aimed at visually impaired 
persons. 
A standard interaction model 
prevents the user to undergo a 
learning process each time a 
new application is launched 
[12]. 

17. Provide spoken feedback on 
navigation (optional). 
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Table 1. (continued) 

References Guidelines Analysis Recommendations 
2.3) Provide spoken feedback 
[29]. 

18. Provide an exit option for 
each application feature. 

19. Support undo and redo. 

20. Prompt user before running 
an operation. 

2.5) Help users avoid 
mistakes and make it easy to 
correct mistakes that do 
occur [35]. 

Related to Nielsen’s 
heuristics: 3 - User control 
and freedom; 5 - Error 
prevention; 9 - Help users 
recognize, diagnose, and 
recover from errors [25]. 

21. Present clear error messages 
and troubleshooting. 

1.6) Ensure that ‘please wait’ 
messages are obvious [29]. 

Heuristic 1 [25]: Visibility of 
system status. 

22. Display status messages 
while system is running. 

Principle 3: Content and controls must be understandable 
3.1) Make text content 
readable and understandable 
3.1.5) When text requires 

reading ability more advanced 
than the lower secondary 
education level, supplemental 
content is available that does not 
require reading ability more 
advanced than the lower 
secondary education leve. [35]. 

Unlike W3C 3.1.5 
recommendation, all the text 
must be intelligible to target 
audience, so it should not 
require additional 
information. Heuristic 2 - 
considers the user language: 
Match between system and 
the real world [25]. 

23. All texts in the application 
must be target audience-oriented, 
i.e., an application designed for a 
low-literacy audience must 
present texts accordingly. 

24. Place interface components to 
help users move through 
predictable paths.  

3.2) Make the placement and 
functionality of content 
predictable. 
3.2.4) Components that have the 

same functionality are identified 
consistently[35].
1.7) Avoid scrolling text[29]. 

Scrolling text bar is an 
unknown TV artifact. Most 
users may find it difficult to 
encounter a specific interface 
component.  

25. Avoid scrolling text. 

26. All symbols and text should 
be consistent on the remote 
control, on-screen information, 
user manual and speech output. 

5.1) Ensure consistency [29]. All interactive artifacts must 
be consistent, enabling the 
user to associate the browsing 
mechanism with the remote 
control.  
Multifunctional buttons: 
consistency and 
standardization when 
associating functions with the 
remote control buttons. 
Heuristics 4 - Consistency 
and standards [25]. 

27. If case of using 
multifunctional buttons, be 
consistent when associating 
functions. 

Offer the user possibilities to 
tailor functionality and 
interface [16]. 

The same as Heuristics 8 -
Flexibility and efficiency of 
use [25]. 

28. Offer the user the possibility 
to tailor functionality and 
interface. 

Principle 4: Content should be robust enough to work with current and future user agents 
(including assistive technologies) 
4.1) Support compatibility 
with current and future user 
agents (including assistive 

Compatibility with assistives 
techonologies. According to 
[20], the announcement in 

29. Ensure that user agents can 
accurately interpret parsable 
content, using standard controls 
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Table 1. (continued) 

References Guidelines Analysis Recommendations 
from accessible technologies. technologies) [35]. Portuguese of menus and 

other interactive features is 
required. The announcement 
might be played by assistive 
technologies. 

30. Make menus and other 
interactive text features 
compatible with assistive 
technologies. 

4.2) Ensure that content is 
accessible or provide an 
accessible alternative. 

Compliance with other 
guidelines. W3C describes 3 
implementation success 
levels. All content must have 
at least level 1 implemented. 
A set of minimum 
requirements must be defined 
to iDTV.  

- 

 

This wider set of recommendations is beyond design issues. Most part of 
recommendations should be understood as receiver requirements for the iDTV 
Brazilian solution, in order to support accessible contents and applications execution. 
Moreover, according to W3C presentation and content separation practice, such 
recommendations can also optimize compatibility of iDTV contents with other 
devices, such as mobile terminals and the Web. 

5   Conclusions 

Unlike analog TV, an accessible iDTV solution should not be restricted to assistive 
services. It should consider the TV content, the artifacts used for the interaction, such 
as a receiver and a remote control and the user’s expectations and experiences related 
to the use of interactive artifacts. 

Technically, the content should be delivered to the user under the Universal Design 
perspective and the receiver should be prepared to use the artifacts. At present, when 
iDTV technology is being defined in Brazil, there is a unique opportunity for the 
accessibility of this media to be discussed and implemented according to the 
population’s needs within its widest extension. 

This paper presented and discussed the results obtained from an iDTV analysis 
regarding the iDTV informal level subsidies, the formal level presented according to 
the norms in effect, and the level of possibilities derived from technical issues. 
Moreover, based upon the W3C guidelines and the specific recommendations for 
iDTV, it has synthesized a set of recommendations for iDTV accessibility within the 
Brazilian scenario. 

In continuity of this work, we intend to validate the set of recommendations in 
iDTV applications for e-Gov, within an inclusive design scenario. As design 
standards start to be considered, inclusive practices would be helpful in verifying the 
recommendations more effectively – before their consolidation takes place. 
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Abstract. We present a study about the use of current electronic travel aids to 
help blind people navigate through familiar and unfamiliar environments. We 
also discuss the main strengths and weaknesses of electronic travel aids and 
propose guidelines to design and use them adequately. We provide a proposal  
to develop and use traveling aids. As a result, this can be a first step towards 
defining major aspects to develop travel aids oriented to assist mobility and 
orientation of blind people.  

Keywords: Mobility and Orientation, User-centered software development, 
Blind users, Electronic travel aids, Virtual environments. 

1   Introduction 

Software design for users with special needs entails strict requirements and user 
involvement. We cannot test software for people with visual disabilities by just blind-
folding ourselves and other sighted users and try to mimic their interaction with the 
interfaces. A sighted user can not simulate the behavior of a blind user because their 
cognition and mental models are not alike [17]. Thus their feelings and tastes when 
interacting with digital devices are not really predicted. Therefore, when developing 
software interfaces for people with visual disabilities, additional efforts from 
designers and programmers are required. They have to understand the way blind users 
mental models work by continuously testing them throughout the development 
process.  

Currently, in spite of diverse efforts [3], [7], [8], [9], [10] made to provide blind 
people with aids to support their navigation through indoor or outdoor environments, 
research on how and why to do this is scarce. Some existing aids are very 
sophisticated and use top of the line technology [9], [20], but not necessarily are 
targeting the blind user’s needs and interests.  Some of them are additional burden for 
the visually impaired. As a result, there is a clear shortage of usability studies on these 
issues and a lack of studies concerning the real impact of these aids on mobility and 
orientation performance of blind users.  

This research presents traditional mobility aids and the skills involved when 
navigating. We introduce Electronic Travel Aids (ETAs) and discuss the main 
troubles with current designs. As a result of this analysis, we present guidelines for 
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developing software for people with visual disabilities with special emphasis on 
supporting Mobility and Orientation (M&O) skills by illustrating and classifying the 
main aspects involved and discussing the concretion of these guidelines in software 
design for blind people.  

Electronic Travel Aids are assistant devices designed to support blind users during 
navigation through indoor and outdoor environments. They span from talking 
compasses to complex devices that make use of magnetometers and inertial sensors 
such as accelerometers and gyroscopes. ETAs comprise that employ sound beacons, 
ultrasonic pulse-echo sonar systems, infra-red detectors, among others [3], [7], [9], 
[10], [15], [20].  

Many efforts have been made to complement or even replace the most employed 
and successful traveling aid so far: the white cane, to support blind people when 
traveling and avoiding obstacles by using the available technology (like GPS, RFID 
and WI-FI). ETAs usually have been developed by targeting on specific problems, but 
generally they provide an obstacle-avoiding system, location and orientation 
information, and optimal routes calculations during navigation [14].  

The main drawback of existing ETAs is that current developments are not user-
centered. This implies a series of usability and interaction issues, failing when 
providing solution to travel issues faced by blind people when traveling, and even 
creating new problems to them.  

One of the main problems of current devices is the way information is presented to 
users. They do not present relevant information in a way users can actually be 
oriented and sometimes overwhelm users with a huge amount of information. For 
instance, some ETAs show a potential cognitive overload by presenting more than 
7±2 concepts on each interface, which is recommended for short-term memory 
processing issues and retention capacity [16]. This may be a consequence of a general 
understanding that, due to its difficultness and dangerousness for blind people to 
move around without perceiving well their surroundings, travel aids should provide a 
sufficient amount of information about the environment to create a mental 
representation of the location. This caused that many early developed ETAs pursued 
to present as much information about the environment as possible. This turned out to 
be an excessive, confusing and unnecessary amount of information which only 
confused blind users [12].  

Leonard [6] made an experiment with blind people about interaction with 
information concluding that what is necessary and useful in a traveling aid is to 
present just small amounts of information, from which blind people can improve their 
navigational performance. These pieces of data about the environment should be 
presented in such a way that does not interfere with the information already being 
gathered by the blind individuals. This means that the amount of information 
presented should be short enough to create a mental map of the environment, without 
causing cognitive overload. Also, it should not occlude the information that blind 
people use as primary clues for mobility and orientation.  

Literature shows that efforts in ETAs research aimed mainly at obstacle detection 
and avoidance, but as Loomis et al. [11] indicate, these devices have failed in 
contributing to the accomplishment of a more efficient navigation. The main reason is 
that providing a way of improving the navigation of blind people depends on 
information that is beyond the reach of these devices. Many studies fall short in 
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determining what are real needs of blind people when navigating through familiar and 
unfamiliar environment. In some cases researchers have not been able to detect a need 
for a specific kind of information [20].  

One of the most important issues of current ETAs is the lack of usability 
evaluations to validate the design of the interfaces being used by blind people. For 
instance, some devices utilize a set of headphones affecting the hearing perception of 
blind individuals and upon which they base most of their navigation. Other devices 
require that users utilize both hands to operate them, thus impeding blind individuals 
to use a cane or self-protection techniques.  

Some devices are simply not designed for blind people and require so much 
learning and training (like reduced Braille and QWERTY keyboards), that they 
become an additional obstacle to blind users. Furthermore, there are some proposals 
of using big and heavy robots to guide blind people who ultimately present an 
additional barrier for them when taking the stairs or walking through narrow 
hallways. As Vogel [21] states, “…traditional navigation aids for the blind can be 
inconvenient to port, can be customized only with difficulty and manually, and 
usually cannot indicate the user’s location…”, p.2.  In addition, formal evaluations of 
the impact of using one particular device for mobility and orientation of blind 
individuals are not frequent. This means that the real value of a particular ETA to 
improve the quality of life of a blind person is neither quantified nor determined.  

Many ETAs research consist of highly customized devices that aim to solve a 
particular navigation problem. Usually they focus on the technology involved rather 
than in the real problems of blind people when traveling through an unfamiliar 
environment. One common agreement in this field is that there is no standard solution 
for the indoor navigation problem [7]. This leads to several unsolved problems, 
raising the cost of customized devices, thus making it more a barrier than a solution. 
Unfortunately, this widens the gap between blind people and technology. People with 
visual disabilities do not feel that the marginal mobility improvement provided by 
ETAs is worth the high price of these devices. 

As a consequence, we propose to consider a more practical approach, centered on 
the needs and problems of blind individuals when navigating through unfamiliar 
environments and considering low-cost technology already tested successfully with 
people with visual disabilities, such as PDAs [18].  

The literature proposes some elements to be considered when developing traveling 
aids for blind people. Loomis & Golledge [10] state that the most significant needs of 
visually impaired people when navigating can be summarized in: accessing to 
information, accessibility to the environment, and independence when navigating.  

Accessing to information with their remaining senses can be achieved by devices 
that have multimedia features, such as audio and haptic interfaces. These devices 
should focus on providing information that users can not obtain by their own means. 
Alternative displays such as Braille labels or tactile maps can also be used when 
presenting information.  

Accessibility means not only that blind individuals can enter and move around 
inside a particular environment, but also implies they will be able to recognize 
landmarks, understand the layout of its components and navigate safely.  

Independence when navigating implies that we should focus ETAs as M&O aids to 
help blind users to be more independent human beings. This can be considered from 
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different points of view. First, there is no need for providing a traveling aid that can 
be an additional trouble for the blind individual. Therefore, it should make navigation 
easier, not demanding. This is the reason why we think that complex systems, such as 
robots or laptop-based devices, are not the right way to go, since their size and weight 
are a burden to users. Second, we feel that most devices should have a bounded life 
cycle. This means that the technology involved should support the acquisition and 
development of M&O abilities, not replace the human processes involved. The goal is 
to enhance an independent navigation of blind individuals through the usage of 
mobile. The role that an electronic aid can play in navigation should decrease as the 
individual develop more M&O skills and strategies. Third, a person with visual 
disabilities should not depend on other people (sighted or blind) to navigate a 
surrounding environment.  

According to the Colorado Department of Education [4], blind students can benefit 
from understanding the physical environment, orienting to different school and 
community environments, traveling in school and in the community and finding 
opportunities for unrestricted, independent movement and play. This means that blind 
students should be able to learn, understand, and mentally represent the environment. 
They should be capable of comprehending the main elements in a particular type of 
indoor environment such as a school, a shopping mall or a public building, and their 
uses and functions. They should also be able to navigating them, travel to and from 
common and crowded places (like the cafeteria), and experiment new environments 
widening their M&O skills and knowledge. In a preliminary approach [8], people 
with visual disabilities envisioned M&O aids that augment their perception of the 
environment, announced points of interest located out of the reach of users and helped 
them to navigate through those points, and filtered objects according to a certain 
classification. 

Cox & Dykes [5] stated that some of the relevant skills to be developed by blind 
children inside the school environment are related to knowing landmarks, such as 
classrooms organization, common sectors (libraries, cafeteria), and knowing the 
location of entrances, exits and main offices. Hub et al. [7] mentioned that, according 
to some surveys carried out with blind individuals; these people have several 
problems with stairs, irregularities of the ground, and doors localization. This is 
stressed with their inability to realize the purpose of some rooms and buildings. 

2   Methodology 

We conducted several interviews in Santiago, Chile, with M&O specialists, blind 
children and youngsters, to gather their opinions and feelings about the issues and 
difficulties that blind children face on a daily basis when navigating indoor 
environments. We asked them questions that allowed to understand how blind 
children travel to and from the school, how they move inside it, what problems they 
face when navigating in their schools and in other indoor environments, and what 
opinion they have about including blind children to traditional schools.  

Scenario. Six interviews were conducted in Santiago, Chile, from March to October, 
2006. The interviews took place in several locations, involving two types of schools: 
traditional (those designed for sighted children) and special (differentiated or 
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segregated as they are commonly named). One interview was made at the Center for 
Computing and Communication for the Construction of Knowledge of the University 
of Chile. 

Sample. The participants were very diverse, five blind youngsters (ages between 20 
and 32 years old) and seven blind children (ages between 8 and 14 years old). Five 
children attended a special school and the other two attended traditional schools. 
Three M&O specialists also participated; one of them is currently the teacher of M&O 
courses at the Metropolitan University of Educational Sciences. The other two 
specialists are in charge of the M&O courses taught in a segregated school for the 
blind. Additional participants were two special education teachers, experts on vision 
disorders, three teachers and three educational psychologists from two traditional 
schools that integrate blind students.  

Instruments. Diverse open interviews were applied for students, teachers and 
parents. All of them were unstructured interviews based on a previously established 
guideline with varying number of questions. The answers and comments made during 
interviews were recorded and saved in audio files. The interviewers also took written 
observational notes during the meetings.  

Procedure. We conducted a first interview in March of 2006, at the Center for 
Computing and Communication for the Construction of Knowledge of the University 
of Chile. The participants were five blind adolescents, two special education teachers 
(experts on vision disorders), and three computer science engineers. The focus of that 
interview was on the problems that blind youngsters had when facing familiar and 
unfamiliar environments, and how they travel from one location to another, what kind 
of public transportation they currently use, what strategies they have when facing 
different problems, etc.  

In June of 2006 the teacher of the M&O courses at the Metropolitan University for 
Education Sciences was interviewed. She explained what the M&O courses are, and 
how they teach them to in-service special teachers that will later work with blind 
people. During the same month two teachers from the School for the Blind “Santa 
Lucía”, were also interviewed. They were in charge of the M&O courses taught in 
that school. They provided information about the problems they face every day with 
blind children as their students, what landmarks they use as reference points, what 
strategies are used by children when they face problems, and what kind of 
information they think would be useful to deliver by an electronic travel aid. Later, 
another school, the private school “The Maisonnette”, was contacted. They have 
integrated a blind girl into their school. We interviewed two of her teachers, along 
with the curriculum coordinator. The focus of the interviews was on problems faced 
by the blind girl when moving through the school, what pedagogical changes they had 
to do in their classes, and the impact of incorporating a blind child as student. We also 
had the opportunity of observing the blind child in one class and her navigation 
through the school’s yard during breaks.  

In July of 2006 we interviewed three educational psychologists of the “Lastarria” 
high school, a public institution that has integrated three blind children. After that we 
also met and interview one blind student. The focus of the interview was the same as 
in the other interviews previously described. In September of 2006 we interviewed 
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five blind children (four of them with loss of vision) that attend the “Santa Lucía” 
School for the Blind. We asked them about the problems they face when navigating 
and what landmarks they use to orient themselves.  

We finally made an in-depth interview on October of 2006 with the blind girl from  
“The Maisonnette” School, in her house. We talked with her mother, who mentioned 
the problems faced when her daughter navigates indoor environments and the efforts 
made to integrate her in a school for sighted children. Later, we talked to her, a 9 
years old child who told us about how she moves inside her school, what problems 
she faces (such as route planning and getting lost), and how a guiding digital device 
should look like. All the information we gathered from these interviews were 
analyzed and summarized in the following section.  

M&O specialists were asked about the type of information they think should be 
useful to provide to blind children during their navigation through the school 
environment. They mentioned that the most important information was the 
environment corners, middle points, and the location of every day visited places, such 
as bathrooms and exits. They mentioned that is also important to provide to blind 
people contextualized information of the surroundings (cardinal location of sidewalks, 
public transportation). The main difficulties of blind people when navigating through 
indoor environments pointed out by specialists were the detection of obstacles beyond 
the scope of their primary mobility aids (canes or even their own body). Lintels, 
beams, chandeliers and arches are examples of these obstacles.  

When we asked blind youngsters about their problems when navigating indoor 
environments, they agreed that they frequently collide with obstacles not detected by 
their primary mobility aids. Some examples of these obstacles are stairs and entrances 
with low-height steps (so the cane passes right over them). When inquired about 
problems in their navigation within the school, blind children said that they were 
mainly concerned about colliding with a wall or other people, and the chance of 
changing the landmarks currently used to other unknown places, revealing that 
sometimes they use temporal information for navigation.  

Blind people want to know where they are and what objects are close to them, but 
they do not want other people to tell them about everything. When augmenting their 
reality by means of artificially enhancing their perception we should opt to provide 
them information which cannot perceived autonomously. Once the blind person 
knows where he or she is, the next step is helping him or her to plan a route, 
providing the necessary information so he or she can make an informed decision on 
what legs to follow. This is obtained not only by providing information of landmarks 
and paths in advance, but also by providing additional information such as the cost of 
each path (in terms of their lengths and hazards).  

According to Baldwin [2], teaching routes should have a concrete purpose to make 
learners able to travel to places of their interest. This is complemented with a goal-
orientated strategy. After the student is able to travel a certain route it is suggested to 
revert it and increase the number of landmarks. It is also recommended to start with 
straight routes on which rotations can be included incrementally.  

We should not make the decision for them when presenting ways of getting to a 
place. Sometimes people (blind or sighted) may choose a path that does not appear to 
be “optimal”, but that may have hidden benefits that influence their decisions. They 
can actually figure out shortcuts and navigate them, but sometimes their decisions rely 
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on factors beyond saving time. They may prefer to use a less cognitive demanding 
route, less crowded, with more easily detectable landmarks, and less environmental 
noise (distracting sounds, absence of reference cues). At times they even do not care 
about which route to take, even though the route chosen may be not the best route. As 
a blind Chilean student stated, she knows that the hallways of her school form a loop, 
so it does not matter which way to go, since she will always arrive safely. Blind 
students should develop the ability to choose between different navigational 
alternatives and make informed decisions. 

Blind children have a restricted perception capacity as a consequence of their lack 
of interaction with the environment, provoked by their fear to explore and parents and 
teachers overprotection. They also have a weak body image and difficulties to 
understand spatial concepts [1]. These abilities should be developed early, altogether 
with motor coordination and pre-cane skills.  

The lessons learned after our interviews suggest that computer systems should be 
designed to reduce the anxiety and stress that arise in blind navigators when dealing 
with unknown environments. A game-oriented approach can contribute to this 
objective, especially when having children as end-users. Blind children should be 
exposed to situations where they have to solve problems perceiving information and 
thinking individually at their own pace, and as a group working collaboratively in 
teams. This is why we suggest avoiding the development of a software solution that 
solves every single navigation problem; rather it should be an aid that allows them to 
solve problems by their own, encouraging the development and use of M&O skills 
and abilities.  

Finally, we should also consider the children’s learning curve. We should start by 
using familiar elements with simple lessons before starting more complex and 
challenging schemes. We should keep in mind that the earlier a blind child starts an 
M&O program, the sooner he or she would become independent and able to navigate 
independently. In cases when the child does not have the appropriate neuromuscular 
development to use of a mobility aid such as the cane, an ETA can be an appropriate aid.  

Landmarks. When teaching routes to blind children (and blind individuals in 
general), the use of landmarks is essential. They are references within an environment 
that allow blind individuals locating elements in their precise position (doors and 
stairs) and approximate position (smell or sound). Information provided by a 
landmark allows finding a way and through the memorization of references, to easily 
rebuild a route when a landmark appears in the path. A customization feature should 
be provided when using landmarks. Each individual utilize different sets and 
combinations of textures, smells and sounds to orient themselves. What is useful for 
one person could not be useful to others, even not recognizable by most blind users.  

The interviews with blind children evidenced different positions concerning 
landmarks for mobility and orientation purposes. While some of them stated that they 
use landmarks (such as water fountains, light variations and smells) on a daily basis, 
others said that they did not use landmarks while navigating (at least consciously). 
We believe that the latter group is not aware of the real importance of understanding 
and utilizing landmarks for navigational purposes. The literature stated that landmark 
information combined with an audio interface can enhance the mental mapping of the 
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blind user [12]. Therefore, we should focus our efforts in developing travel aids that 
support training and utilization of landmarks, since this would be most beneficial for 
blind children navigation.   

3   Guidelines for Developing Software for Context Navigation 

The development of software for people with visual disabilities can be a great 
challenge for designers, since it implies a multidisciplinary approach. Many issues 
mentioned can be overcome by following a series of guidelines designed from an 
integration of recommendations suggested by researchers and our own formal 
observations previously described, that should be considered when developing 
software for blind people, especially for navigation of blind children. We also present 
some specific guidelines for developing mobility and orientation software to train 
individuals in their navigation of familiar and unfamiliar virtual environments and 
during online guidance and support when navigating real environments.  

Model. In the context of M&O software we would expect to be scalable, flexible, and 
adaptable. One approach is to use validated models in similar contexts in the past and 
adjust them to current needs. Then, we want to ensure that children will actually use 
that aid. This can be achieved by designing software appealing and encouraging, thus 
motivating its use. Games and playful activities could fit well this need. Besides how 
attractive or entertaining is the software it has to be usable. Therefore, usability 
evaluations should be mandatory. Sánchez & Baloian [19] mentioned that when 
developing software for blind users, one of the most important guideline is that the 
software should be based on a model, game-oriented and consider formative ans 
summative usability evaluations. 

 

Fig. 1. Model of software for blind children (from Sánchez, J. & Baloian [19]) 
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A suitable model and methodology that can be adapted to M&O development is 
proposed by [19], used for designing and developing audio-based games for blind 
children. In this model (see Figure 1), a combination of incremental and evolutionary 
development is proposed considering the stages of analysis, design, development, and 
validation, by making particular considerations when developing educational software 
for blind children. We think that this model is pertinent for developing M&O software 
for blind users, since it considers a prototyping approach that allows lowering the 
associated risk of failing to map the user’s mental model, and can be adjusted to 
potential unrevealed requirements at a low cost.  

The model proposed should also be adapted and instantiated to reflect new 
interactions and features arising from the use of software in mobile devices for M&O 
purposes. When passing from a desktop to a mobile application, the main adjustment 
is related to acknowledge the role played by the environment: it is dynamic and 
evolutionary, and triggers the user’s actions. 

Game orientation. By considering children as end-users the software should be 
game-oriented to let them to learn in a playfully way. By combining learning and 
entertainment (edutainment) we can provide a dynamic and appealing experience, 
thus enhancing a more effective learning. Gaming is an interesting way of achieving a 
higher commitment of learners with the learning process due to the emotional 
involvement of the player during the game. Games are a good and attractive way of 
practicing higher order skills such as problem solving. The model suggested is game-
oriented emphasizing cognitive tasks embedded in the software through a game 
metaphor interface.   

Evaluation. The proposed model considers the use of formative and summative end-
users usability evaluations. This is fundamental to gather data about the users´ 
acceptance and how well the software meets their mental models. By considering 
methods such as heuristic evaluations and cognitive walkthroughs, hidden 
requirements are highlighted to improve the user’s interaction. Virtanen & Koskinen 
[20] stated that the evaluation of a device should not be made in terms of the 
information provided; rather the focus should center on the real benefits produced. 
Children should practice with the applications in real environments and contexts, thus 
assuring safe and natural activities.  

Interfaces. User interfaces should be intuitive and suitable. The best possible 
interaction models to select type, quantity and ways of presenting information should 
be used [21]. Users should have modes of customizing the presentation of information 
according to their needs and interests. When having people with visual disabilities as 
users, particularly those who have loss of vision, interfaces should be designed in 
ways to fully exploit the remaining visual channel to perceive information. When the 
interface includes text (in menus and labels), sans serif fonts should be considered, 
since the resolution of computer screens is lower than paper. This makes screen 
reading easier and less exhausting. A clear interlining spacing and highly contrasting 
colors (such as blue/yellow or black/white combinations) should be also considered.  

Iconic photographic images should be preferred. It is most likely that people with 
visual disabilities are not able to appreciate small details of an image (such as facial 
features of a character). Instead, simple and clear icons should be used. Icons must 
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have good contrast with the background color and should be related with audio clues 
to let users comprehend their functionalities. Audio cues must be included so users 
can construct a mental model of the virtual environment, and thus improving the 
interaction.  

Interaction. Different ways of navigating the virtual environment should be 
provided. This encourages users to explore several traveling strategies and the 
construction of knowledge about routes, locations and timings. Ultimately, this 
contributes to the construction of the mental representation of the virtual environment. 
Furthermore, exploring different navigational strategies and approaches in a 
controlled and safe virtual environment can be the first step to encourage blind 
individuals to do the same in real environments. 

Users should be make decisions and take actions. They should be allowed to 
interact freely and directly with every element in the virtual environment. Even tough 
sometimes some type of guidance is necessary; users should be free to decide whether 
or not to accept the suggestions made. Each user’s action should have an immediate 
and clear feedback, so he or she can realize permanently what has been done and what 
are the consequences of their actions, thus supporting cognitive interaction.  

Audio cues. Audio is an essential channel to convey information to blind users. Good 
quality and easily identified audio should be used. Non spoken sounds are easier to 
listen than verbal audio cues [12], they do not distract users from navigation and can 
be easily ignored. Iconic sounds (sometimes called earcons) are appropriate to convey 
information, whether it is general, specific or quantitative. Earcons are also non-
disruptive to users [21]. Although spoken sounds may be appealing and useful they 
can not be modified after recording. However, the use of earcons does not exclude the 
use of verbalized forms of audio. If spoken sounds are used to provide more complete 
description of landmarks, for instance, they can be more useful if we use cardinal 
coordinates in our descriptions, providing lengths by using step counting and M&O 
concepts (turns, quarter-turns).  

Artificial sounds should not occlude natural sounds coming from the environment 
intake. One way to accomplish this is considering the “cocktail party effect” when 
providing audio cues in the presence of environmental sounds. This means that we 
can exploit the human ability of listening to several sound sources at the same time, 
without getting confused. This also implies users can pick one sound in particular, as 
humans do when several people are talking and find a conversation nearby to be of 
their interest. 

Sound pinned to landmarks should be representative of the point of reference in 
such away that users can identify them through sound. For instance, if a water 
fountain is used as a landmark, a running water sound effect could be a good 
reference.  

Monophonic and stereo sounds as primary navigational senses should be avoided 
since using them may block environmental sounds.  

Content & information. Information has to be available anytime time and users 
should be able to listen important messages whenever they need to do so. Sometimes 
the interaction can be asynchronous. If a user listen environmental audio cues such as 
messages coming from a speaker in the subway station, or if he or she talks to a 
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friend, the information provided by the navigational aid can be missed. Outdoor 
designs should consider the asynchronous features of interaction and provide ways of 
repeating important messages in any moment.  

Instructions should be clear and simple [21], since users have to remind them 
during interaction with the navigational software. This pursues to present information 
processed by users without distracting them from navigation.  

The information provided by a navigational device should to be contextualized 
information. Not every piece of information available is useful for navigational 
purposes. Only a small subset of information should be presented to users according 
to their needs during navigation. ETAs should provide the orientation and position of 
users, their targets and landmarks to avoid cognitive overhead.  

Every user is different to the other and sometimes a piece of information that is 
essential and relevant for one user can be completely incidental for another. 
Therefore, some degree of customization has to be considered. ETAs should be able 
to adapt to users, selecting adequately the hints provided to fit the needs and 
experience of the current user. Customization should be made by users through 
adapting the related software and provided as intelligent agents that learn and plan 
present and future users´ needs.   

Representation of the environment. Some elements should be repeated iteratively 
throughout different environments. For instance, most indoor environments are fairly 
rectangular or squared-shaped. Many of them have four walls, a floor and a ceiling, 
and at least one entrance/exit. One example of this type of environments is a 
classroom. Almost every classroom has a chalkboard, chairs, tables, and so on, 
therefore when students understand the layout and composition of one classroom, 
their knowledge can be generalized to the rest of classrooms. The same concept can 
be extended to other environments such as a mall, the zoo and the library. This idea 
can be complemented with the work done by Kàpic [8] who stated that to represent an 
environment and routes we should utilize a rectangular approach. Routes should be 
composed of straight segments that intersect each other in a 90-degrees angle and 
their lengths should be of not longer than ten meters (approximate 33 feet). If the right 
angle approach is not enough for a particular environment, then we can use clock 
navigation for directions.  

The location and orientation of users should be known anytime anywhere. A way 
of detecting a missed path should be also provided.  

Devices & Infrastructure. Devices utilized should be small enough to be carried 
comfortably (in a palm hand or in the pocket). This means that the devices used 
should meet three main requirements. First, the device should not interfere with the 
primary mobility navigation aid used by a blind user, such as canes and guide dogs. 
Second, as many blind individuals declare, any M&O aid should not highlight the 
blind user as a person with disabilities. This is one of the reasons why many blind 
children do not like using the white cane, since although this mobility aid has many 
advantages it socially shows them as blind users. The interfaces and size of the 
devices should also be suitable and comfortable enough for blind users. 

Devices utilized in M&O contexts should have low battery consumption, so they 
can provide uninterrupted services for reasonable timeframes. Software designed for 
these devices should provide ways to alert users when battery is low loading. Many of 
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these devices manage databases and I/O features (microphones, speakers or 
earphones). This implies that there is a minimal processing power required for these 
devices. According to Kàpic [8], devices should have a monitoring system embedded 
that provides information about the remaining battery and processing capabilities.  

Users should be able to receive and utilize location-dependent services not only 
from static repositories, but also from other users, designing the infrastructure in a 
scalable way to preserve users´ privacy. The cost of the solution (considering devices 
and infrastructure) should be low and imply few changes in the current environment 
to make it replicable. One way of achieving this is using devices meant for other 
purposes, instead of building new ones from scratch. One option is the use of PDAs, 
which are increasingly being used in schools for educational purposes, thus lowering 
entrance barriers. PDAs comprise the required battery and processing capabilities, 
multimedia features, portability, and their cost is reasonable (compared to laptops). 
Cell phones also meet these requirements with the additional advantage of being 
worldwide massively distributed.   

4   Discussion 

Many efforts have been made to complement or even replace the white cane as an aid 
tool for blind people. ETAs developers should not focus on this “replacement” intent 
since it is very unlikely to redesign such a device that is cheap, portable and useful as 
the white cane. We should make efforts to complement this navigation aid rather than 
to replace it trying to change the primary navigation aids. This implies a device that 
can detect and inform users about obstacles and hazards beyond the reach of primary 
mobility aid (cane, guide dogs), and provide information about the environment to 
help blind people to develop a more accurate mental model of the surroundings.  

Sometimes the problem is not the use of an aid but its misuse. Some specialists 
said that some blind individuals walk very fast and do not utilize the cane properly 
(they describe only a tight sweep, for instance), due to an excess of confidence or just 
because of trying to keep the pace of sighted people, missing some obstacles and 
thumping on them. 

There is no such a product that can solve every single problem of every blind 
individual. This is not a pessimistic but a rather realistic affirmation. ETAs developers 
should not expect to solve all M&O problems for every blind person. Instead, we 
believe that research studies should encourage and promote the development and 
utilization of M&O skills in blind people to achieve an independent, safe and efficient 
navigation, promoting problem-solving features of navigational aids. 

It is essential to develop a deeper understanding about blind users’ interest, needs 
and way of knowing. As Psathas [13] stated, people navigate mechanically so many 
behaviors and tasks are made unconsciously, being unable to verbalize current 
practices and issues involved during navigation. 

The cost of ETAs should not be a barrier for a blind individual. Developers should 
consider low-cost technology fully tested with people with visual disabilities, such as 
PDAs, devices that can be used for many purposes (like educational software, 
collaborative work) besides to M&O. Schools everywhere are starting to insert this 
kind of technologies into curriculum. Considering also the high social penetration of 
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cell phones, it is most likely that in the short-term, most students will have a mobile 
device with the required capabilities to use them as ETAs. Therefore, the idea is to re-
use existing devices and infrastructure for M&O purposes, ending up with a system 
that is cheap, available to blind people, that provides the information needed for 
navigation, allows them to understand the environment without the aid of a sighted 
person, has low impact on the existing infrastructure, and thus making feasible to 
implement it everywhere.   

There is a clear need for guidelines when developing navigational software for 
blind users, especially for children. This is why we provide guidelines for developers 
that should be seen as the starting point to draw from their own experiences. For 
instance, we suggest that highly contrasting colors should be used, but if you use only 
three or four colors, children with residual vision will get bored of the interface. This 
is why we suggest trying new combinations of colors, images and media, starting 
from experience. But any design experience should be evaluated formally with real 
end-users, during a significant timeframe, using usability methods, and considering 
that it is very unlikely to come up with an interface that works for every user and suits 
every single need. This should be considered as a challenge to design interfaces that 
meet the interaction model of most blind users.  

Interfaces for long-term interaction should consider that certain types of blindness 
are degenerative so designers should incorporate some evolutionary features to adjust 
itself to the loss of vision.  

ETAs should not be an additional burden to blind people when navigating. This 
implies that blind users should be able to navigate autonomously, without the 
assistance of a sighted individual. The devices are portable and easy-to-use when 
walking through narrow hallways or taking the stairs. In addition, we should aim at 
letting users to diminish their dependency on the involved technologies as they 
develop, use and improve M&O skills for navigation. 

Emerson Foulke once said that we know more about what is involved in getting a 
man to the moon than about what is involved in getting a blind person to cross the 
street. As analyzed and discussed in this report, ETAs are far from being a final 
solution for navigational problems of blind people, but they are a very good starting 
point to help blind children to develop, use and rehearse mobility and orientation 
skills for a better social inclusion. 
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Abstract. Developing countries like India are observing an increasing trend in 
the penetration of mobile phones towards the base of the pyramid (lower strata 
of the society). This segment comprises of users who are novice and semi-
literate and are interested in the basic usage of the mobile phone. This paper 
explores one of the basic features, the address book for its usability and 
presents an enhanced symbol-based design to cater for the semi-literate user. 
The enhancement uses symbols to replace current text based storage and 
retrieval and also includes a call distribution based address book access to align 
with the skewed nature of the user’s requirements. The results of a preliminary 
evaluation of the prototype are encouraging regarding the value perceived 
through the design. 

1   Introduction 

Developing countries like India and China have seen a vast growth in the mobile user 
base with increasing mobile penetration to the lower (lower income) strata of the 
society. In countries like India where the majority of the population live in rural areas, 
increasing penetration of mobile devices into the lower strata of the society is critical 
to insulating the rural population from the vagaries of the highly inefficient and 
information-asymmetric markets, marked in particular by the tremendous uncertainty 
and risk of doing business. Mobile devices have started to benefit the poorest of the 
poor – a study confirming that increased stability of markets is among the effects of 
the usage of mobile devices [1], [2].  

Mobile devices such as mobile phones as existing today assume a reasonable 
amount of literacy. Although different features provided with the modern mobile 
devices require different levels of literacy and familiarity with technology, the basic 
usage of the mobile phone, which is of being able to make and receive calls, requires 
the ability to understand numerals. The other features that are considered as “basic” 
features include the address book and the short messaging system (SMS). The former 
enables the user to call by name and display calls from known users by showing up 
their name, whereas the latter allows the user to send and receive text messages. Both 
these features require knowledge of the alphabet; the ability to read and type alphabet. 
This need is quite intuitive in the short messaging system, text being the most 
common and uniform mode of information exchange among multiple people. On the 
other hand, the address book is a personal and local entity, which enables storage and 
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retrieval by the user of the mobile device on the device itself. The design of the 
address book as a text based storage and retrieval interface causes a barrier to it’s 
usage in the growing class of semi-literate mobile users; the class of users who can 
manage to understand numerals, but cannot read or write alphabets.  

Further, people in the said category often have a small set of contacts who are 
contacted very frequently, whereas a large majority of their contacts are used rarely. 
The uniform search interface, which roughly requires uniform number of clicks to 
reach to any contact in the address book, is intuitively unsuitable for the highly 
skewed access requirements, arising out of the skewed call distribution of the semi-
literate mobile user. In this paper, we investigate the usability of the current text based 
storage and retrieval system that common address books utilize among the class of 
semi-literate mobile users, and evaluate the effectiveness of an enhanced design  for 
the address book, the SymAB. We also show that a call distribution based address 
book access mechanism aligns well with the access requirements of the semi-literate 
mobile user. 

1.1   Text Usage and the Semi-literate Mobile User 

A survey was conducted among the semi-literate mobile users from the low-income 
group in the urban area of Bangalore with 20 participants, with ages ranging from 20 
to 35 engaged in a variety of manual trades such as cleaners, plumbers, drivers etc. 
The largely textual interfaces of the mobile devices affected the usage patterns for the 
semi-literate. Firstly, there is a psychological barrier to the usage of mobile phones as 
the semi-literate perceives it to be a high-end device, partly because of the textual 
content involved. Secondly, the semi-literate who realizes the value-add that mobile 
devices can cause to his work/life and chooses to use it, tends to use it minimally. We 
refer to minimal usage as the usage of a very small subset of the features available in 
the device. 

Further investigations revealed that the literacy barrier leads to effects including 
things such as: 

• Maintaining address books of essential contacts on sheets of paper, which are 
looked up when a call needs to be made. 

• Seeking the assistance of a literate person to update the address book. 
• Taking help from a literate person to store essential numbers into the address book 

and to learn a sequence of keystrokes to call commonly used numbers such as 
home, spouse, employer etc. 

From our observations, we find that address books are indispensable for mobile usage 
since every user maintains it, either using the address book on the mobile or using one 
of the above methods. These scenarios motivate the need to explore the usability of 
alternate interfaces for illiterate users. 

The usage pattern of mobile devices is usually much skewed for the semi-literate. 
They typically have a small set of contacts that they use frequently (including the 
employer, family and the inner ring of friends), whereas the rest of the contacts are 
used very rarely. Although this is true for the most mobile users, regardless of their 
income and literacy, we argue that the need to address this issue is more critical for 
the semi-literate due to two factors – (1) Accessing the address book is hard for the 
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semi-literate making usability a critical requirement, and (2) the frequently used 
contacts is a much smaller set in the case of the semi-literate mobile user as compared 
to the more general categories. 

2   SymAB Design 

To address the issues highlighted in the survey, we propose an enhanced design of the 
address book, the SymAB which is a symbol-based interface. Symbols have been 
shown to be very highly preferred over textual interfaces, by the communities that we 
address [2].  

The design composes of two parts, an enhanced mobile keypad with provision of 
symbols either in addition or as replacement to alphabet and a symbol based retrieval 
mechanism of the stored entries. A keypad button is associated with a symbol, 
clicking a button once will enter the symbol and subsequent clicks will bring up the 
other alphanumeric characters associated with it. We studied the requirements of a 
sample of semi-literate mobile users in Bangalore and arrived at a small set of 
symbols to be embedded in the 12-key mobile keypads, the trade-off being to include 
as much of the symbols in the set suggested by most people, at the same time trying to 
leave as many slots open so as to allow room for customizability i.e., these slots 
would be filled with generic symbols allowing users to assign their own meanings to 
them. The icons chosen were those of a home, family, money, man, mobile, woman, 
elder-man and elder-woman. The rest of the four icons were optionally populated 
from the following geometric shapes – square, circle, rectangle, rhombus, triangle 
and pentagon. A contact can be associated with variable length strings, each element 
in the string being a symbol, numeric or an alphabet. As is obvious, strings that are 
purely composed of symbols are assumed to be unordered, i.e., �<  is assumed to be 
the same as �< .  

The second part is the symbol-based search functionality for the address book, 
which is based on a prefix-search, i.e., searching all matches for a prefix entered, is  
 

          

Fig. 1. The design of the keypad (on the left) and the symbol-based search of the address book 
(on the right) of SymAB application 
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replaced by a subset-search in the SymAB interface wherein all contacts represented 
by supersets of the entered set of symbols is displayed. Figure 1 demonstrates the 
retrieval of all entries that contain the home symbol. Thus the icons on the keypad are 
used to limit the search for an entry. 

In addition to the above, SymAB is further augmented by a call distribution based 
access which can be accessed by pressing “#”. SymAB maintains an internal list of 
contacts sorted in the decreasing order of frequency of calling, k key-presses of the # 
key leading to the kth frequently contacted contact in the address book. This feature is 
aligned with the skewed call distribution of a typical user in semi-literate category 
thus helping the user quickly locate the most frequent contact.  

3   Evaluation and Future Work 

We conducted a preliminary evaluation of SymAB with 10 participants to obtain 
qualitative feedback on the value perceived by the enhanced design. All participants 
belonged to the semi-literate category, with ages ranging from 19 to 28 years. We 
educated the participants on the use of the SymAB interface and asked them to 
simulate the storage of a minimum of 3 contacts and randomly retrieve them. We also 
asked them questions to get an idea of the skew in their call distribution, and as to 
how much the frequency based retrieval would be able to help them.  

All the users reported the enhanced value they perceived from the design thus 
making the address book feature simpler, easy-to-use and more comfortable to play 
around with. They not only utilized the pre-defined set of icons but created 
combinations of symbols for storing entries. Some of them suggested additional icons 
to be included, that of a friend, rose and vehicle. The participants also expressed that 
using SymAB their near and dear ones like elderly parents, relatives staying away 
from them who are semi-literate and not working would now be able contact them for 
any emergency/need without assistance thus making them independent. One 
participant indicated that since SymAB gives co-existence of both icon and text-based 
storage/retrieval mechanisms, it is multi-purpose serving the needs of both the 
educated and semi-literate in a family. Most of the participants reported a high skew 
in call distribution, with the number of contacts used on a daily basis being as low as 
2-8 with an average of 4. All of them found frequency based retrieval as a useful 
feature, and many opined that it is easier to educate the elderly to retrieve based on 
such an interface than any other retrieval mechanism.  

We are currently exploring the usability of other features of the mobile phone for 
the semi-literate class and investigating the effectiveness of alternate interfaces.  
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Abstract. Software installation is a one-time task; yet, it should work well. 
Regarding assistive technologies, users with disabilities will often require help 
in installation tasks. Five assistive software products were evaluated in order to 
identify barriers faced by visually impaired users performing the installation 
task and none of them, for different reasons, allowed full completion of 
installation task. Some recommendations are devised from the experience. 
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1   Introduction 

Assistive technology is fundamental for allowing people with disabilities to use 
computers in their daily life. Several studies have been devoted to assistive 
technologies and a few of them were focused on the usability of assistive software [1]. 
Traditionally, the largest part of the development effort – and nowadays, also of the 
usability effort – has been assigned to the core application functionalities. Online 
help, user documentation, installation and uninstallation interfaces were always seen 
as secondary in this development. This is not different with assistive technologies. 

This paper reports the findings of usability evaluations performed on five assistive 
software tools, and focuses on the user experience with the installation interface. 
Section 2 presents issues about installation interfaces. Section 3 presents the evaluated 
assistive software products. Section 4 reviews the method and results obtained. 

2   Installation Interface Usability 

Installation interfaces peculiarities have motivated little research to the moment [2], 
[3]. Installation and uninstallation software is considered part of user documentation, 
according to IEEE Std 1063 [4].. Seffah and Metzker regretted that “developers with 
any HCI background, unfortunately by ignorance, are asked to develop software 
artifacts that we know have a direct impact on usability including help systems, 
training plans and resources, user documentation, technical support as well as 
installation and configuration procedures.” [5] 
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Installation procedures are often performed with the help of wizards, so that most 
of the necessary configuration tasks are hidden from the user in the typical process. 
When installation cannot follow the typical path, it tends to be a very complex activity 
that may require lots of work [6]. 

Rhodes [7] developed a case study of the installation interface of widely used 
commercial software. He summarized his painful experience in the following learned 
lessons: (1) Installation can take a lot of time; (2) Users are often forced to reboot 
their machines many times; (3) Users are often given very little control over the 
installation process; (4) Users are not given good information about the installation 
process; (5) Users are forced to buy software that is painful to install. 

Consequences of bad installation software are the same ones of all other kinds of 
unusable software: user dissatisfaction, high costs due to user time and errors, high 
support cost and even total rejection. Lack of usability in installation interfaces has 
one additional major consequence that is the fact that poorly installed software will 
result in problems in regular use. Regarding ATs, this can be very disturbing, because 
this technology is a precondition to provide access to all other computer features. 

3   Installing Assistive Technologies 

Some disabilities require the person employ some form of assistive technology (AT) 
in order to make use of a computer. W3C accessibility rules and other for instance, 
presume the user is navigating with the aid of an AT. This is also the case of Leporini 
and Paternò work on [8]. 

This paper is focused on AT implemented as software products which can be 
installed on a computer in order to assist users with disabilities in the general use of a 
computer. There are several commercial alternatives of AT, and as a software product 
they must be submitted to usability evaluation.  

AT usability is very important because a user with disability interacts with two 
different systems – the AT and the system being used. Both interaction languages 
must be taken into account when evaluating the disabled user´s experience. 

Even though AT development has cared for users´ needs, some developers have 
not considered the scenario of getting started with the product. Whatever their reason 
is, total accessibility requires that the user can perform autonomously all desired 
tasks. Particularly, if the user with disability cannot perform the very first interaction 
step, for him or her all effort in accessibility will have been wasted.  

Five AT products available in Brazil have been evaluated, regarding usability and 
accessibility of installation procedures. All products are available to the user, either 
for free or commercially sold. They were designed as assistance to visual impaired 
and blind users; however, they are known to have broader application, for instance, by 
elder people and by users with cognitive impairment. Some of their characteristics are 
summarized in the following items: 

• AT1 is an operational system shell with a voice synthesizer and browser for 
internet access. It was developed by a Brazilian university team and is free. 

• AT2 is a screen reader that enables access to Windows® applications. AT2 can be 
obtained freely for personal use but companies are required to pay. 
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•  AT3 is also a screen reader for Windows ® applications. This product has been 
localized for Brazilian Portuguese and its license is sold. 

• AT4 is a Web application to help people with low vision. It has a voice synthesizer 
and other resources to improve legibility of screen text.  

• AT5 is another solution for people with low vision with some resources to 
facilitate the visualization and reading of Internet pages.  

4   Evaluation Method and Results 

All AT installation procedures were evaluated in usability experiments, with five 
visually impaired users. Three of them were blind; two had low vision. All were daily 
users of the internet and three of them worked in computer-related professions. All 
but one had experimented at least one AT before. Computer illiterate users were 
excluded from the user population because the installation task is too complex for a 
beginner and would place an unnecessary burden on these users. 

Users were given a narrative that explained the experiment scenario: they had 
received a publication which gave directions on how to obtain AT products and they 
intended to try the ones they were not acquainted with. In order to do so, they would 
have to obtain, install and test them. Scenario had all information needed in order to 
obtain the tool. They could choose their favorite AT to drive the use and were given 
time to customize it to start the process, if they needed it. Observers would consider 
the task completed when the user initiated the obtained AT. 

As the objective of this paper is to present barriers found in AT installation 
interfaces, only qualitative findings are presented in this section, regardless of which 
AT caused the issue.  

None of the five AT were successfully installed by any of the selected users. The 
following paragraphs summarize the relevant barriers to installation. 

1. Absence of voice synthesizers in the installation interface. Four of the five tested 
assistive technologies offer a voice synthesizer. However, some ATs do not 
employ this resource in the installation interface. Without the auditory feedback, 
blind users get uncertain if the process has succeeded. 

2. Two ATs seldom coexist. In our experiments, users installed ATs with the help of 
their favorite one, which resulted in configuration conflicts and error messages. In 
some cases two AT voices spoke at the same time, none of them being understood. 

3. Inaccessible essential information. One of the ATs had complete user 
documentation in Braille; however, the software key was in a small printed label 
inside the package. The Braille documentation did not inform about the label as 
part of the package. 

4. Transition from installation to product use. Generally, installation finishes by 
leaving a shortcut for the application. Some ATs, besides doing that, also activate 
the application and move the focus to its window, leaving the user unaware of the 
change. 

5.  Inaccessible instructions. Four of the five AT had on-line user instructions on 
installation. Only one of them had a Braille manual. This obliged the user to use 
another AT to access the manuals and to ask for human help. 
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6. Inconsistent information. User documentation referred to signs and symbols that 
were different from the ones actually used in the application.  

Our experiments confirmed Rhodes learnt lessons for installation software and 
taught us some more specific ones about AT: 

• AT installation interfaces must address the user they are intended for. If able-
bodied assistance or special training is required to install the software, this should 
be stated clearly in the user documentation, again in an accessible manner. 

• Users must be in control during all installation process and after it. If their actions 
are required, such as rebooting the computer, answering to error messages or 
activating the installed application, they must be aware of what they have to do, the 
reasons why and the consequences of not doing.  

• AT installation interfaces should deal with the fact that the user may be using 
another similar product and avoid all kinds of conflicts. 

• Software installation is considered a risky endeavor. Loss of situational awareness 
due to unanticipated and unannounced automatic actions should be avoided.  

5   Conclusion 

Assistive technologies are essential for digital inclusion of thousands of people with 
some form of disability. Users with disabilities are compelled to use awkward 
technology because they are in need of it and have few alternatives. 

However, AT like any software product must be developed and evaluated 
considering a broad scope of the user experience with the tool – from installation to 
support. For some users with disabilities, having to ask for help is very frustrating.  
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Abstract. User Interface (UI) plasticity denotes UI adaptation to the context of 
use (user, platform, physical and social environments) while preserving usabil-
ity. In this article, we focus on the use of Model-Driven Engineering and dem-
onstrate how the intrinsic flexibility of this approach can be exploited by  
designers for UI prototyping as well as by end-users in real settings. For doing 
so, the models developed at design-time, which convey high-level design deci-
sions, are still available at run-time. As a result, an interactive system is not lim-
ited to a set of linked pieces of code, but is a graph of models that evolves,  
expresses and maintains multiple perspectives on the system from top-level 
tasks to the final UI. A simplified version of a Home Heating Control System is 
used to illustrate our approach and technical implementation. 

Keywords: User interface plasticity, user interface adaptation, context aware 
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1   Introduction 

User Interface (UI) plasticity denotes the capacity for user interfaces to adapt to the 
context of use while preserving usability [34]. The context of use is a structured in-
formation space whose finality is to inform the adaptation process. It includes a model 
of the user who is intended to use (or is actually using) the system, the social and 
physical environments where the interaction is supposed to take place (or is actually 
taking place), and the platform to be used (or is being used). The latter covers the set 
of computing, sensing, communication, and interaction resources that bind together 
the physical environment with the digital world. Usability expresses the useworthi-
ness of the system: the value that this system has in the real world [6]. 

From the software perspective, UI plasticity goes far beyond UI portability and UI 
translation. Software adaptation has been addressed using many approaches over the 
years, including Machine Learning [22], Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [5, 11, 
18, 20, 23, 25, 31, 32], and Component-oriented services [29]. Our approach to the 
problem of UI plasticity is based on the following observations. First, every paradigm 
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has its own merits targeted at specific requirements. Thus, in an ever-changing world, 
one single approach is doomed to failure. Second, software tools and mechanisms 
tend to make a dichotomy between the development stage and the run-time phase 
making it difficult to articulate run-time adaptation based on semantically rich design-
time descriptions. 

Our approach to UI plasticity is to bring together Model-Driven Engineering 
(MDE) and Service Oriented Approach (SOA) within a unified framework that covers 
the development stage of interactive systems as well as the run-time phase. Our inten-
tion is to demonstrate how the intrinsic flexibility of this approach can be usefully ex-
ploited for UI prototyping by designers as well as by end-users (if appropriately  
encapsulated). In this article, we focus on the MDE aspects of our solution space. The 
principles are presented in Section 3, followed in Section 4 by the description of an 
early implementation, that combines MDE and SOA. To illustrate the discussion, we 
use a simplified version of a Home Heating Control System (HHCS). This running 
case study is depicted in Section 2. 

2   HHCS: A Simplified Home Heating Control System 

HHCS (Home Heating Control System) enables users to control the temperature of 
the home using different interaction resources. A typical task consists in checking and 
setting room temperature. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the graphical rendering of the user 
interface for this task depends on the screen size (as in 1-b and 1-d), on the set of 
screens that can be used simultaneously (e.g., 1-a versus 1-e), as well as on the set of 
usability properties that the designers have considered as central. Switching between 
these UIs is performed at run-time under human control (i.e. by the end-user in the 
real setting and/or the designer while prototyping the UI). 

The five UIs of Fig. 1 are functionally equivalent: they support the same set of 
tasks (i.e. to access a set of rooms and, if needed, to set the room temperature between 
15°C and 18°C). Some UIs are centralized on a single screen but simultaneously 
mapped onto different displays whose size differs (Fig. 1 a-b-c-d). Conversely, in 
Fig. 1-e, the UI is distributed over two displays: the UI that corresponds to the task 
“Select room” is mapped onto the PDA, whereas the PC is used to set the tempera-
ture. 

In addition, these UIs do not satisfy the same set of usability properties. In par-
ticular, prompting (cf. Bastien-Scapin’s framework [3]), prevention against errors, 
and minimal actions, are not equally supported. In Fig. 1-a, the range of values of 
the room temperature is not observable. As a result, prompting is not fully sup-
ported. Prevention against errors is improved in Fig. 1-c by using a menu list while 
Fig. 1-b improves minimal actions by eliminating the articulatory task for selecting 
a room. 

In the rest of the article, we present the underlying technology and its principles 
that enable end-users and/or designers to control the final UI (FUI). 
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Fig. 1. Five final UIs for HHCS resulting from different mappings (depicted as black lines) be-
tween the platforms available (PC and PDA) and high-level models (e.g., task and concepts). 

3   Principles 

Early work in the automatic generation of UIs as well as more recent work in UI ad-
aptation [5, 11, 18, 20, 23, 25, 31, 32] adheres only partially to the MDE principles. 
Our approach differs from previous work according to the following five principles. 
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3.1   Principle #1: An Interactive System Is a Graph of Models 

An interactive system is a graph of models that are compliant to meta-models [32]. 
This graph, which expresses and maintains multiple perspectives on the system, is 
available at design-time as well as at run-time (see Fig. 2). Thus, an interactive system 
is not limited to executable code: it also includes models that convey high-level de-
sign decisions. As shown in Fig. 2, a UI may include a task model, a concept model, a 
workspace model (also called AUI for Abstract UI), and an interactor model (i.e., CUI 
for Concrete UI) linked by mappings1. In turn, the UI components are mapped onto 
items of the Functional Core of the interactive system, whereas the CUI elements (the 
interactors) are mapped onto the input and output (I/O) devices of the platform. Map-
ping between interactors and I/O devices supports the explicit expression of central-
ized versus distributed user interfaces. 

Functional core User Interface

Context of use
 

Fig. 2. An interactive system is a graph of models related by mappings. White boxes denote the 
models whereas lines and grey boxes denote mappings. 

Traditional model-based approaches to UI generation focus on the final UI, tar-
geted at specific technological spaces [13] (e.g., XUL, Swing, etc.). Forward engi-
neering is applied, starting from the task and concept models, loosing the intermediate 
models as well as the transformations used in the generation process. Consequently, 
“the connection between specification and final result can be quite difficult to control 
and to understand” [19]. In our approach, transformations are key. 

3.2   Principle #2: Transformations Are Models 

In the context of MDE, a transformation is the production of a set of target models 
from a set of source models, according to a transformation definition. In turn, a trans-
formation definition is a set of transformation rules that together describe how source 
                                                           
1 In mathematics, a mapping is “a rule of correspondence established between tow sets that as-

sociates each member of the first set with a single member of the second” [The American 
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 1970, p. 797]. 
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models are transformed into target models. In particular, our transformation rules 
make explicit the usability properties they satisfy (cf. Principle #3).  

By promoting transformations as models, transformations can also be transformed, 
and frequent transformations (such as transforming sub-tasks into pull-down menus) can 
serve as patterns in a library. As a result, we alleviate the development and maintenance 
cost (by the way of a library of re-usable transformations), we support rapid prototyping 
based on the comparative evaluation2 of UIs produced with different transformations, 
we improve run-time flexibility (since transformations, which are available at run-time, 
can be transformed). For example, the UIs of HHCS differ from the application of dif-
ferent transformations. Examples will be presented in more detail in Section 4.1. 

3.3   Principle #3: The Choice of Usability Frameworks Is Left Opened 

A large number of usability frameworks have been proposed to better understand and 
measure the usability of interactive systems. These include: Shackel [28], Dix et al. 
[10], Nielsen [21], Preece [26], Schneiderman [30], Constantine and Lockwood [7], 
Van Welie et al. [35], as well as Seffah et al. [27] who propose QUIM, a unifying 
roadmap to reconcile existing frameworks. More specific frameworks are proposed 
for web engineering (Montero et al. [17]), or for specific domains (for instance, mili-
tary applications). Closely related to UI plasticity, Lopez-Jacquero et al. propose a re-
finement of Bastien-Scapin’s framework, as a usability guide for UI adaptation [15]. 

Because moving to an unfamiliar set of tools would impose a high threshold on 
HCI and software designers, we promote an open approach that consists in choosing 
the appropriate usability framework for eliciting the properties that must, should or 
may be satisfied by transformations [33]. For HHCS, we have used Bastien-Scapin’s 
framework. The transformation of a usability framework into a digital model is per-
formed according to Principle #4. 

3.4   Principle #4: Humans Are Kept in the Loop 

HCI design methods produce a large body of contemplative models (i.e. models that 
cannot be processed by a machine) such as storyboards, and mock-ups. These models 
are useful reference material during the design process. On the other hand, because 
they are contemplative, they can only be transformed manually into productive mod-
els (i.e. models that can be processed by a machine). Manual transformation supports 
creative inspiration, but is prone to wrong interpretation and to loss of key informa-
tion. To address this problem, we accept to support a mix of automated, semi-
automated, and manually performed transformations. Semi-automated and manual 
transformations may be performed by designers and/or end-users. For example, given 
our current level of knowledge, the transformation of a “value-centered model” [6] 
into a “usability model” such as that of [3], can only be performed manually by de-
signers. Semi-automation allows designers (or end-users) to adjust the models that re-
sult from transformations. For example, a designer may decide to map a subset of an 
AUI onto UI services developed with the latest post-WIMP toolkit. By doing so, we 
avoid the “low-cost, fast food” UIs as produced with automatic generation. 

                                                           
2 As discussed in [16], comparative evaluations are more productive than absolute evaluations. 
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3.5   Principle #5: Close and Open Adaptiveness Are Complementary 

Designers cannot envision all of the contexts of use in which the future interactive 
system will be executed. To alleviate this problem, we suggest a mix of open and 
close adaptiveness. A system is close-adaptive when adaptation is self-contained. It 
supports the “innate” adjustments planned at the design stage as well as new adjust-
ments produced by its own internal learning mechanisms. The system is open-
adaptive “if new adaptation plans can be introduced during run-time” [24].  

By analogy, an interactive system is close-adaptive for the contexts of use that fall 
within its domain of plasticity [4], that is, for the contexts of use for which this system 
can adapt on its own. By design, an interactive system has an innate domain of plas-
ticity. If it is able to learn adjustments for additional contexts of use, then the domain 
of plasticity extends dynamically, but this extension relies only on the internal com-
puting capabilities of the system. An external infrastructure must be provided to sup-
port open-adaptiveness [2]. Fig. 3 shows the functional decomposition of the run-time 
infrastructure that we propose for open model-driven adaptation. 

 

Fig. 3. Run-time infrastructure for open model-driven adaptation 

Our run-time infrastructure for open model-driven adaptation includes five core 
functions: the Models manager, the Evolution engine, the Transformation engine, the 
Redesign engine and the CUI/FUI Model interpreter. For each running interactive 
system, the Models manager maintains the graph of models shown in Fig. 2. Observ-
ers monitor state changes in which they are interested and update the graph  
accordingly. Typically, a platform observer is interested in the arrival/departure of in-
teraction resources; an FUI observer monitors the actions performed by the end-user 
on the FUI, etc. When some change occurs, the Models manager sends the appropri-
ate notification to the Evolution engine or to the Redesign engine (if the change 
comes from the user model). The Evolution engine identifies the appropriate trans-
formations to adapt the UI to the current change according to the current adaptation 
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policy. These transformations are specified in the action part of adaptation rules. 
Typically, an adaptation rule obeys the Event-Condition-Action paradigm where the 
Event part denotes the trigger, and where the Action part makes reference to trans-
formations or to other adaptation rules. Examples of adaptation rules will be discussed 
in Section 4.3. Policies serve at favoring such and such adaptation rules based on such 
and such (usability) criteria. The transformations selected by the evolution engine are 
then transmitted to the Transformation engine whose role is to apply the transforma-
tions to the graph of models. The graph of models is updated accordingly while the 
CUI/FUI interpreter (e.g., a Web browser) uses the new CUI to produce the new 
adapted final UI (FUI). 

The role of the Redesign engine is to dynamically modify the adaptation rules and 
to set the current policy based on the information gathered from, or inferred by, the 
User model. Typical attributes maintained in the User model include user preferences, 
interests and goals, as well as interaction history (i.e. tasks in progress, completed 
tasks, errors, etc.) [12]. For example, the end-user using the UI shown in Fig. 1-a may 
keep entering wrong values when specifying a room temperature. From the informa-
tion provided by the CUI/FUI observers, the User model may infer the need for error 
management so that the new resulting FUI be that of Fig. 1-c. The Redesign engine 
then searches for the transformations in the Transformations Data Base that promote 
the error management property. If a transformation is found, the Redesign engine may 
create new adaptation rules, and/or suppress adaptation rules from the current set, 
and/or modifies existing ones. Note that, according to Principle #2, these modifica-
tions are performed by the way of transformations. 

Having presented the principles of our approach to UI plasticity, we now show 
how they have been implemented and applied to HHCS. 

4   From Principles to HHCS in Action 

Our hypothesis is that designers produce all or a subset of the models mentioned in 
Fig. 2. For HHCS, we have adopted a top-down approach starting from the task model 
and the domain-dependent concepts using well-defined meta-models3. These models 
are represented in a simplified manner in Fig. 2. The AUI, CUI and FUI of HHCS 
have been produced with transformations. Examples of transformation are presented 
in Section 4.1. At run-time, changes in the context of use may require the user inter-
face of HHCS to adapt. The context of use for HHCS is discussed in Section 4.2, and 
examples of adaptation rules are provided in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 we show how 
Principle #4 (humans are kept in the loop) is implemented with a meta-UI. 

The run-time infrastructure for open model-driven adaptation is implemented as a 
set of OSGi services where a service encapsulates one of the core functions shown in 
Fig. 3. More specifically, the Models manager is implemented in Java. We draw upon 
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), which automatically generates the methods 
(the API) that make it possible for the observers and the Transformation engine to 
modify the graph of models. The Evolution Engine and the Redesign engine are im-
plemented in Java as well. The Transformation engine is an ATL interpreter [1]. 

                                                           
3 Describing these meta-models would require more space than available in this paper. See [33] 

for more details. 
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4.1   Transformations Illustrated with HHCS 

Transformations, which are interpreted by the Transformation engine, are expressed 
in ATL [1]. QVT and XSLT are other options. The following rule (called rule  
TaskChoiceToGroupBox) shows how a task of type “Choose 1 item among n” 
(tsk.taskType.name='Choice 1/n') is transformed into a group box using XUL as the 
meta-model for the expression of AUIs (XULMetaModel!GroupBox). This rule ap-
plies to a task (tsk : MMEcosystem!Task) provided that the task type is 'Choice 1/n' 
and that there is at least one platform mapped onto the task (see the constraint 
tsk.taskPlatforms->select(e|e.active=true)->size() >= 1). 

If the conditions are satisfied, then the transformation generates the corresponding 
XUL group (XULMetaModel!GroupBox) whose label is derived from the task name 
(capt : XULMetaModel!Caption(label <- tsk.name)) and whose content is derived 
from the concepts manipulated by the task. For each concept instance (e in 
tsk.manipulatedConcepts), the do block generates a radio button (see 
vbx.radiobuttons <- thisModule.radioBuild(z)) with the appropriate label (i.e., the 
name of the task – see XULMetaModel!RadioGroup(id <- 'radio_'+ tsk.name)). By 
doing so, the rule satisfies the guidance – prompting criterion defined in Bastien-
Scapin’s framework. 

In ATL, transformations are grouped into modules. We use the header of ATL 
modules to map each usability criteria with the names of the transformations that sat-
isfy that criteria. 

rule TaskChoiceToGroupBox {

from tsk : MMEcosystem!Task (tsk.taskType.name='Choice 1/n' and
tsk.taskPlatforms->select( e | e.active=true)->size() >= 1 )

to gp_box : XULMetaModel!GroupBox (id <- 'group'+          tsk.name,flex <- 1,
xulInteractors <- Sequence {capt,vbx}),

capt : XULMetaModel!Caption(label <- tsk.name),

vbx : XULMetaModel!RadioGroup(id <- 'radio_'+ tsk.name)

do {
for (e in tsk.manipulatedConcepts) 
for (z in e.conceptInstances)

vbx.radiobuttons <- thisModule.radioBuild(z);
}}  

We have developed a library of transformations that can transform tasks and con-
cept models into CUIs expressed in HTML or in XUL. As mentioned in the Principles 
section, transformations have also been defined to create and modify adaptation rules, 
which, in turn, are triggered on the occurrence of context changes. 

4.2   Context of Use in HHCS 

We model the context of use using the ontology proposed in [8]. In short, a contextual 
information space is modeled as a directed graph where a node denotes a context and 
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an edge a condition to move between two contexts. A context is defined over a set E 
of entities, a set Ro of roles (i.e. functions) that these entities may satisfy, and a set 
Rel of relations between the entities. Entities, roles and relations are modeled as ex-
pressions of observables that are captured and inferred by the system. The condition 
to move between two contexts is one of the following: E is replaced with a different 
set, Ro has changed, or Rel has changed. 

 

Fig. 4. Context switching in HHCS. Nodes denote the Roles and Entities that define a context. 
Arrows denote transitions between contexts decorated with the corresponding adaptation rules. 

Fig. 4 shows the three contexts of use considered to be relevant for HHCS: E is the 
set of platforms available to the end-user, Ro the set of roles that these platforms can 
play (i.e. “Large screen provider” and “Small screen provider”), and where Rel is 
empty. C1 refers to the case where the user can access HHCS through a large screen 
whereas C2 enables the user to control room temperature with the small display of a 
PDA. In C3, a PDA and a large screen are simultaneously available. As discussed 
above, the arrival/departure of a platform is detected by the platform observer: the 
platform model is modified accordingly in the Models manager, and a “platform 
modification” event is sent to the Evolution engine. Events serve as triggers for the 
adaptation rules interpreted by the Evolution Engine. 

4.3   Adaptation Rules 

Adaptation Rules (AR) comply with the meta-model shown in Fig. 5. This meta-
model re-uses the classical Event-Condition-Action structure, with additional Pre- and 
Post-conditions: 

• The Event and conditions (Condition, Pre- and Post-conditions) make reference to 
the models maintained in the Models manager; they are possibly empty. 

• The Action references either the model transformation or the adaptation rule (AR) 
to be applied. The action may satisfy (or may not satisfy) a set of properties (for in-
stance, the Bastien-Scapin’s criteria). 
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Fig. 5. Our meta-model for adaptation rules 

The following adaptation rules have been defined to support the changes in the 
context of use depicted in Fig. 4: 

AR1 { under left task is “Select 1 among n”
and right task is “Specify a value”
on platform connection
if largeScreen do AR2
else do 3}

AR2 { if numberOfConcepts n  4 do 1
else do 2}

AR3 { under left task is “Select 1 among n”
and right task is “Specify a value”
and largeScreen
on numberOfConcepts n change
do AR2}  

AR1 is triggered on the connection of a new platform and applies to tasks, like task 
“Set home temperature” of Fig. 1, whose first sibling consists in choosing 1 item 
among n, and the second sibling consists in specifying a value. AR1 invokes Trans-
formation τ3 when the role “Large screen provider” is not satisfied. It invokes AR2 
otherwise. AR2 calls for Transformation τ2 when the number of concepts referenced 
in the task is four, leading to the generation of the final UI shown in Fig. 1-b. This 
transformation, which avoids articulatory tasks, supports the “minimal action” criteria. 

AR3 is triggered by the event “numberOfConcepts n change”. In HHCS, this cor-
responds to the case where a new thermostat is installed/removed from the home. In 
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Fig. 6. Examples of meta-UIs when controlling the FUI of HHCS 

HHCS, this phenomenon is detected by the concept observer. The concept model is 
modified accordingly, and the corresponding event is sent to the Evolution engine. 
AR3 is applied when the role “Large screen provider” is filled. 

When several adaptation rules apply, the Policy Manager makes the final decision 
based on the current active policy and provides the Transformation Engine with the 
appropriate transformations. Interoperability between the Evolution Engine and the 
ATL-based Transformation Engine is ensured in the following way: Adaptation rules 
are produced using an EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) basic editor. The output 
of this editor is an XMI file (.ecore) that can be manipulated by EMF-based tools such 
as our ATL Transformation Engine. 
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So far, we have shown how the run-time infrastructure supports run-time adapta-
tion based on the specifications provided by the designers. In the next section, we 
show how the end-user (and the designer) can be kept in the loop at run-time (Princi-
ple #4) when served by a meta-UI. 

4.4   Meta-UIs to Keep Humans in the Loop at Run-Time 

A meta-UI is an interactive system whose set of functions is necessary and sufficient 
to control and evaluate the state of an interactive ambient space [9]. This set is meta- 
because it serves as an umbrella beyond the domain-dependent services that support 
human activities in this space. It is UI-oriented because its role is to allow users to 
control and evaluate the state of the ambient interactive space. It is to ambient com-
puting what desktops and shells are to conventional workstations.  

Fig. 6 shows early versions of meta-UIs illustrated on HHCS. In the top example, 
the CUI model of HHCS as well as that of the meta-UI is a scene graph rendered as 
the display background. A subtree of the CUI is suppressed by bringing the tool-glass 
on the root of the subtree followed by a click through. The FUI is updated accord-
ingly. Conversely, the user modifies the FUI with the tool-glass and the CUI is up-
dated accordingly. In the bottom example, end-users can map the tasks “Select room” 
and “Set room temperature” respectively, to the PDA-HTML platform and to the PC-
XUL platform, resulting in the FUI shown in Fig. 1-e. These toy examples are being 
redesigned to fully exploit the flexibility provided by our approach (as well as to im-
prove their usability!). 

5   Conclusion 

Our approach addresses the complexity of UI plasticity with a combination of MDE 
and SOA. In this paper, the focus is set on MDE, but the running example combines 
both of them. Model-based generation has received little acceptance due to the high 
threshold of learning new languages for a low pay-off (obtaining simplistic UIs). In 
response to this limitation, we propose the use of transformations as models that can 
be capitalized in re-usable libraries. Furthermore, we allow hand-coded fine-tuned 
portions of a UI (such as the toolglass of our meta-UI) to be dynamically mapped onto 
high-level models provided that they comply with a component-oriented service pro-
tocol (this aspect has not been discussed in the paper). Transformations are key  
because they can be dynamically transformed, either automatically by a run-time in-
frastructure and/or by the end-users and designers through a meta-UI. Transforma-
tions can also be used to improve interoperability. In particular, we have defined 
transformations that translate our own meta-models into UsiXML [14] meta-models, 
so as to take benefit from the UsiXML arsenal of tools. 

A subset of our principles has been applied to a simplified version of a Home Heat-
ing Control System. Other applications are under way for SMS and ambient computing 
to support conference participants in large conferences. Although this serves as our 
validation for this work, it also leaves several opportunities for improvements includ-
ing the study of end-user development environments such as the concept of meta-UI. 
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Abstract. The beautification of a user interface resulting from model-to-model 
and model-to-code transformations in Model-Driven Architecture consists of 
performing manual changes to address user requirements which have not been 
supported during the transformations. These requirements may include cus-
tomization, users’ preferences, and compliance with corporate style guidelines. 
This paper introduces a beautification process into a user-interface model. This 
process includes a series of beautification operations based on a formal defini-
tion, as well as a constrained editor that enables designers to apply these beauti-
fication operations on a user interface. All manual changes done using these 
beautification operations are transformed into model-to-model transformations, 
thus reducing the problem of round-trip engineering. The paper also demon-
strates that this process significantly reduces the number of manual changes 
performed on user interfaces of information systems, while preserving the qual-
ity properties induced by the transformations. 

Keywords: Beautification operation, beautification process, human-computer 
interaction model, round-trip engineering, model-driven engineering, quality by 
construction, user interface description language, user interface code tweaking. 

1   Introduction 

The complete support of User Interfaces (UIs) requirements in Model-Driven Engi-
neering (MDE) [4,21] is a problem that has not yet been solved. The user require-
ments to be addressed usually fall into two categories: requirements that are  
effectively supported by applying model-to-model (M2M) and model-to-code (M2C) 
transformations [10] and requirements that are not supported because they are not 
covered by these transformations. This dichotomy of requirements leads to two ex-
tremes: on the one hand, the UI that has been automatically generated by these trans-
formations is assumed to be usable by the end user or it is simply taken for granted 
because of resource limitations, or on the other hand the UI is subject to manual 
modifications in an attempt to address the remaining user requirements. These manual 
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modifications take two basic forms: the generated UI code is tweaked manually or it 
is imported in a UI builder to be edited by direct manipulation. These modifications 
are performed to agree with the user requirements and are usually referred to as beau-
tification operations since they are intended to beautify the manual changes brought 
to automatically generated UI. The whole process is known as UI beautification. 

Unfortunately, this task is very sensitive to mistakes [1]: understanding generated 
code is usually a complex activity, and what has been constructed according to the 
MDE approach may easily be destroyed by manual beautification. Moreover several 
quality features guaranteed by construction in the MDE approach could be endan-
gered by the beautification: usability [1]; consistency between the UI and its model 
[3]; correctness [7], and error-free benefit [15]. 

In the field of computer graphics, beautification [17] is referred to as the direct 
manual sketching of a shape, a drawing, or an illustration in an editor and its auto-
matic replacement by a ‘beautified’ symbol. This is performed all in one step in order 
to remove manual clutter [8]. By analogy, in computer science, we define UI beautifi-
cation as the whole process of improving the automatically generated UI with manual 
modifications to address unsupported user requirements. 

The consequence of this manual beautification is that all efforts are not saved and 
are lost if a new UI is regenerated [18]: if the UI model changes, the generated UI 
changes accordingly but it is no longer compliant with the manual changes done pre-
viously. To alleviate this problem, researchers in MDE introduced various solutions to 
the so-called round-trip engineering [2]: manual modifications could be saved, inter-
preted, abstracted and finally replaced by a ‘beautified’ operation to be propagated to 
the model that initiated the M2M and M2C transformations. These operations could 
then be replicated each time the whole set of transformations is reapplied.  

This paper addresses the shortcomings mentioned above by introducing a frame-
work of beautification operations that provides a constrained UI editor where these 
beautification operations can be applied without endangering the qualities provided 
by the MDE approach. One approach is to let designers be free to do what they want 
in any UI builder, however, the quality of the resulting UI will depend heavily on 
their expertise. Another approach is to develop a brand new UI builder that supports 
the beautification operations using round-trip engineering, but this requires too much 
effort. Our solution provides a balance between these two extremes: the paper pre-
sents a constrained UI editor equipped with some beautification operations that can 
only be applied in the context of the editor, preserving the quality features provided 
by the MDE. The new definition of UI beautification becomes: the whole process of 
improving the automatically generated UI with beautification operations to address 
unsupported user requirements while preserving the qualities provided by MDE. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews how the 
beautification process was addressed in software engineering, and in the domain of 
MDE of UIs. Section 3 develops the methodological context in which our solution of a 
constrained editor is developed and reports observations of the tweaking performed us-
ing OO-Method. Section 4 describes how our framework performs beautification op-
erations on graphical representations of an underlying UI model in order to support 
round-trip engineering. A running example is provided for this purpose to demonstrate 
the effectiveness and the efficiency of this solution. Section 5 reports the experience 
gained by using this method and its corresponding constrained UI editor. This section 
also identifies directions for future work resulting from this experience. 
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2   State of the Art 

The beautification of automatically generated computer-based systems and its corol-
lary, the round-trip engineering problem [2], are concluded to go far beyond a simple 
combination of forward and reverse engineering [20]. Many different techniques have 
been proposed to address this problem. Some of these are design patterns, framework-
specific modeling languages [2], model reconciliation [20], etc. Although these tech-
niques are generally applicable in the discipline of software engineering, they do not 
exploit the full potential of UI models, which are usually visual in nature: all UIs in-
corporate visual aspects that should be dealt with in case of beautification. 

In Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), MECANO [19] was the first project to rec-
ognize the need for beautification support in the generation process: the methodologi-
cal guidelines recommended that designers propagate their manual modifications into 
elements and relationships in the underlying model for reuse. Clerckx et al. enumerate 
an extensive list of similar rules that can be manually applied to the model after a 
transformation has been performed. Their DynaMo-AID design process is divided 
into several steps providing rules for propagating changes across models that are in-
volved in different levels. MOBI-D [18] and TEALLACH [6] enable a designer to start a 
project from any model (task, domain, UI), thus propagating the consequences to the 
other models by linking and derivation. These mechanisms are similar, but not in-
tended to really support UI beautification. WISDOM [14] also recommends keeping the 
models consistent with each other when a mode has been updated. In da Silva’s sur-
vey of model-based tools and techniques [4], none of them provides any explicit sup-
port for UI beautification. This shortcoming is also observed in major commercial 
software that automatically generates UI, such as Genova [5], JaxFront [9], and Oli-
vaNova [15]. In the following sections, we formally define beautification operations 
so that, in theory, they could work in any of the above environments. To be practical, 
the beautification process is illustrated in the context of a specific MDA-based 
method: the OO-Method [16]. 

3   Model-Driven Engineering of User Interfaces in the OO-Method 

OO-Method [16] is a software development method that is MDA-compliant, i.e., it 
involves models of the future interactive system at different levels of abstraction 
(CIM, PIM, PSM [10]– Fig. 1) and provides an explicit transformation mechanism 
between them. The method is initiated by specifying the system functional require-
ments and develops the final interactive system through consecutive transformations. 
This method is supported by a software suite [15] that edits the various models in-
volved and applies subsequent transformations until the final code is generated for 
different computing platforms: ASP, .Net, .JSP, Java, and C#. 

The requirements elicitation in OO-Method [16] gathers all the user requirements 
in the Requirements Model by specifying the system’s functionality in the Mission 
Statement and the Function Refinement Tree. The Use Cases detail each function and 
when this model is complete, system specifications are output independently of the 
implementation or the technological space (Computation Independent Model - CIM). 
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Fig. 1. Correspondences between the MDA proposal and the OO-Method 

The Conceptual Model, equivalent to the MDA’s Platform-Independent Model or-
PIM, specifies four complementary system views. The Object Model specifies the 
static properties of the interactive application by defining the classes and their rela-
tionships. The Dynamic Model controls the application objects by defining their life 
cycle and their interactions. The Functional Model describes the semantics of object’s 
state changes. Finally the Presentation Model (PM) models the UI. 

 

Fig. 2. The user interface design patterns defined in [11] 
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Fig. 2 presents the Just-UI [11] decomposition. The Interaction Units (IUs) repre-
sent the main interactive operations that can be performed on the domain objects: 

1. The Instance IU shows a single object at a time, that is, one instance of a class. 
2. The Population IU shows a group of similar objects. 
3. The Master/Detail IU shows a hierarchical view of relationships between objects. 
4. The Service IU modifies objects, their attributes and their relationships. 

The next level of decomposition of the PM consists of restricting and specifying 
the behavior of each IU in the PM into an elementary pattern. For example, if a Popu-
lation IU is being specified, then five elementary patterns could be attached to it [11]: 

a) A Filter Pattern filters any set of objects to display only the objects needed. 
b) The Order Criteria specifies the order in which the objects are shown.  
c) The Display Set restricts which attributes of the objects are going to be presented.  
d) The Navigation Pattern specifies the navigation between the objects. 
e) The Action Pattern specifies functions that can be triggered for the object shown. 

 

Fig. 3. Our running example as generated: a Population IU with a Filter pattern (a), an Order 
Criteria (b), a Display Set (c), a Navigation pattern (d), and an Action pattern (e) 

The Conceptual Model, once achieved, is submitted to model compilation (M2C 
transformation). For any target computing platform, the Source Code is automatically 
generated and structured according to a three tier’s architecture: the Interface Tier, the 
Application Tier, and the Persistence Tier. A fully functional application can be gen-
erated, which is not limited to database or UI (for more details, see [15,16]).  

To illustrate the beautification process, a Population IU was selected. It was ex-
tracted from a real-world application delivered to Aguas del Bullent S.A. 
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(http://www.aguasdelbullent.com/index_en.html), a drinking water supply service 
company located in Oliva, Alicante (Spain). This application was chosen for several 
reasons: it has been entirely produced according to the OO-Method and generated by 
the OlivaNova without any manual modification; it represents a medium-sized inter-
active application of moderate complexity; it is a genuine application which is used 
today; and it has received the Microsoft certification of quality. Fig. 3 reproduces a 
Population pattern for displaying the water meters of customers located in a certain 
region. This Population pattern is decomposed into the five elementary patterns de-
scribed above. The following section shows how this automatically generated UI is 
subjected to beautification operations.  

4   The Beautification Process 

4.1   Purpose of Beautification Operations 

The need for a beautification operation arises as soon as there are user requirements 
that are unsupported by the MDA approach. For example, users of the interface 
shown in Fig. 3 complain that the list of objects displayed may become long. To im-
prove the legibility of the list, the background color was changed every four lines with 
a usable background color in order to avoid interfering with the data. Since this fea-
ture is not supported by the approach there is no modeling operation for it and a man-
ual modification is necessary. The goal now is to turn these manual modifications into 
beautification operations, which will ultimately be considered as modeling operations. 
To decide the manual modifications to be included into the beautification process, a 
statistical analysis was conducted on three professional applications generated by the 
OlivaNova software: 

1. A small-sized interactive application: ProAM consists of a golf management appli-
cation especially designed for golf tournaments, which is generated for both JSP 
and Visual Basic. A total number of 19 manual modifications were observed. 

2. A moderately-sized interactive application: MultiLanguage consists of an applica-
tion that runs the same user interfaces but in different languages. It was generated 
for C# and a total amount of 144 manual modifications were reported. 

3. A large-sized interactive application: Alligator consists of an invoicing system for 
multiple inter-related companies with advanced reporting functions, which is gen-
erated in Visual Basic. A total of 252 manual modifications were examined.  

From the total of 415 manual modifications those made by the developers were ex-
tracted (171 out of 252 were considered in the large-sized application) and classified 
into two sets: those relevant to the Presentation Model (103 out of 171) and those not 
relevant to it (58 out of 171) but relevant to the other models involved in the OO-
Method (Fig. 1). This study shows the most frequent modifications and their level of 
importance in terms of the impact on the generated code. Therefore, a manual modifi-
cation is considered a beautification operation because: the operation was observed in 
most applications; the operation occurred with a significant frequency; the operation 
was realistic in terms of future implementation support; and the operation was of at 
least moderate importance. 
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4.2   Classification of Beautification Operations 

In order to classify a manual operation and, therefore, a subsequent beautification op-
eration, Nielsen’s linguistic model of interaction [13] was selected for these reasons: 
it decomposes a human-computer interaction in terms of seven inter-related, but inde-
pendent, levels with a communication protocol between them; it has already been 
successfully used to classify usability guidelines according to their level of impor-
tance; and it allows identification criteria to univocally locate each modification to 
one and only one level. Table 1 decomposes a simple goal (i.e., delete a paragraph in 
a letter) into subsequent units of interaction for each level. The same is done here with 
a user’s goal attached to the Population Interaction Unit Pattern shown in Fig. 3: 

• Level 1 (Goal): expresses a user’s mental goal, such as “search for a particular 
customer having a water meter in a specific region”. 

• Level 2 (Pragmatic): translates this mental goal into a task to be carried out in the 
system according to the system concepts, such as “search for a subscriber having at 
least one water meter in zone x” (Fig. 3). 

• Level 3 (Semantic): translates the real-world objects into system objects and func-
tions, such as “search for a subscriber with a code region filled in” (Fig. 3).  

• Level 4 (Syntactic): structures the semantic into an ordered sequence of operations 
in time and space, such as “select a zone code from the list and launch a query”.  

• Level 5 (Lexical): decomposes each operation into the smallest possible pieces of 
information, such as “a zone code”.  

• Level 6 (Alphabetic): specifies the unit of information (e.g., a lexeme, a metric) 
for each information item, such as “an integer for representing the zone code”.  

• Level 7 (Physical): specifies the physically-coded information in terms of light, 
sound, color, etc., such as “display the integer in black on white for input”.  

Table 1. Definition of the seven levels of Nielsen’s linguistic model of interaction [13] 

Le
vel 

Title Units Definition Example Wo
rld 

1 Goal Concepts of 
real world 

Mentalization of a goal, a wish 
in the user’s head 

Delete a paragraph from my 
letter 

2 Pragmatic Concepts of 
system 

Translation of a goal into sys-
tem concepts 

Delete 6 lines of the current 
paragraph in the edited text 

3 Semantic Detailed 
functions 

Real world objects translated 
into system objects manipulated 
by functions 

Delete a certain amount of 
lines 

C
onceptual 

4 Syntactic System sen-
tences 

Time & space sequencing of in-
formation units 

DELETE 6 

5 Lexical Information 
units 

Smallest elements transporting 
significant information: word, 
figure, screen coordinates, icon 

[DELETE] command, [6] 
number 

Perceptual 

6 Alpha-
betic 

Lexems Primitive symbols: letter, num-
bers, columns, lines, dots, pho-
nems, ... 

D, E, L, E, T, E, 6 

7 Physical Physically 
coded in-
formation 

Light, sound, physical moving Pressing [CTRL]+[D] fol-
lowed by [6] 

Physical 
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4.3   Definition of a Beautification Operation 

According to Table 1, any beautification operation can be classified into one and only 
one level. If any ambiguity persists after an initial classification, it means that the 
beautification operation should be decomposed into smaller operations. In order to 
show a significant set of operations, five beautification operations belonging to five 
different levels will be executed for our running example (Fig. 3) as follows: 

1. Level 7 (Physical): Specify (rowHighlightingType) specifies that for every n num-
ber of lines in a table, the background color of this line should be set to a color that 
is different from the foreground color to ensure contrast. For instance, in Fig. 3, 
one in every four lines of the “Subscriber table” should be highlighted. This opera-
tion belongs to the Physical Level because it affects the physical appearance. 

2. Level 6 (Alphabetical): Convert (inputMetricUnit, outputMetricUnit) converts 
data expressed according to one metric unit into another one. For instance, in Fig. 
3, the currency of a price displayed in the column “Invoice amount” should be 
converted from the Euro (€€ ) currency into the United States Dollar (U$D) cur-
rency. This operation belongs to the Alphabetical Level because it only changes 
the numerical value of prices with another symbol to support internationalization. 

3. Level 5 (Lexical): Specify (buttonPresentationType) specifies whether a push but-
ton should be presented with one label only (l), with an icon only (i) or with both 
(i+l), according to the usability guideline. For instance, in Fig. 3, a push button of 
the navigation pattern (e) could be presented with an icon and label together. This 
operation belongs to the Lexical Level because textual and/or graphical informa-
tion is presented for the same object. 

4. Level 4 (Syntactical): Substitute (widgetType) replaces a widget of a given type by 
a widget of another type by transferring its properties from the initial one to the 
substituted one. For instance, in Fig. 3, the edit box attached to “Category” may be 
substituted by a drop-down combo box because the amount of categories remains 
fixed. This operation belongs to the Syntactical Level because it changes the se-
quence of actions that the user has to do in order to select a category. 

5. Level 3 (Semantic): Specify (conditionalDisplay) changes the value of a widget 
property depending on whether a semantic condition is satisfied or not. For in-
stance, in Fig. 3, the “Invoiced” flag should be changed to another symbol depend-
ing on whether the invoice has been issued or not. This operation belongs to the 
Semantic Level because the presentation only changes according to a semantic 
change of the object (that is, the values of its attributes). 

These five examples show that a beautification operation is executed depending on 
the widget types involved, the interaction unit concerned, and the elementary patterns 
present. Therefore, a beautification operation is now formally defined as a State-Pair 
Action (SAP) B = 〈 s, a 〉 where 

 s = a state of a IU where the beautification operation could be applied. 
 a = an action to be performed on the state s when it is found. 

A SAP consists of a representation of the Interaction Units (IUs) contents prior to 
executing the action (the state) and a description of this action at an appropriate level  
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of abstraction (the action). Consequently, these five examples of beautification opera-
tions could be formally expressed as follows: 

 B1 = 〈 table in: DisplaySet, Specify (rowHighlightingType) 〉 
 B2 = 〈 cell in:table in: DisplaySet, Convert (inputMetricUnit, outputMetricUnit) 〉 
 B3 = 〈 button in:Navigation in: PopulationIU, Specify (buttonPresentationType) 〉 
 B4 = 〈 inputText in:, Substitute (widgetType) 〉 
 B5 = 〈 cell in:, Specify (conditionalDisplay) 〉 

If the same beautification operation is applied on different widgets considered in 
different contexts, the beautification operation is repeated with the same action. De-
pending on the scope of the action and depending on what needs to be beautified, the 
action could be applied on a particular widget, on a particular widget in a container, or 
to a series of widgets. 

Now that a beautification operation has been properly defined, the next section de-
scribes the beautification process and then decomposes this process into three steps. 

4.4   The Steps of the Beautification Process 

Thanks to the concept of beautification, OO-Method methodology can be improved 
through beautification (Fig. 4). This process is decomposed into three steps which are 
detailed in the following subsections. 

Step 1: Derivation of a Concrete User Interface Model from the Presentation 
Model. Since the Presentation Model contains an abstract definition of the future UI 
in terms of IUs and attached elementary patterns, it is considered to be the best candi-
date to apply a M2M transformation in order to derive a Concrete User Interface 
Model from it. This model needs to fulfill at least two requirements: 

1. In order to apply any beautification operation, it is necessary to know which widget 
must be replaced depending on the context. 

2. In order to manipulate a working model, an internal UI representation that is sub-
ject to the beautification operations must be maintained. 

The Concrete User Interface (CUI) model of the USer Interface eXtensible markup 
Language (UsiXML – http://www.usixml.org) has been selected because it satisfies 
these two requirements and allows us to provide the following definitions: 

• A Concrete User Interface (CUI) consists of an abstraction of a final UI independ-
ently of the particular widgets used in a particular computing platform, thus result-
ing in a characterization of a UI in terms of Concrete Interaction Objects (CIOs). 
In this paper only graphical CIOs will be considered. 

• Let C be the set of all graphical CIOs to be considered here. 
• A graphical CIO, or a CIO for short here, is formally defined as a couple c = 〈t,A〉 

- where t = type of the CIO A = decorator iff c is non-interactive, graphicalIndi-
vidualComponent iff c is interactive and ∃/ c’ ∈ C  such that c’ ⊂ c, graphical-
Container iff c is interactive and ∃ c’ ∈ C  such that c’ ⊂ c, respectively. 

- where A is a set of triple (ai, ti, vi): A = { (ai, ti, vi) }, of cardinality ⎪A⎪ = n where 
i.ai (i=1,…,n) = ith attribute of c 
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ii.ti (i=1,…,n) = data type of the ith attribute of c : ti ∈ {boolean, time, date, inte-
ger, string} 

iii.vi (i=1,…,n) = value of the ith attribute of c = null if ai is empty 
• Therefore C = {decorators, graphicalIndividualComponent, graphicalContainer} 
• UsiXML includes several CIOs for these different types, such as: a separator 

(decorator), inputText, outputText, radioButton, checkBox, listBox (graphicalIndi-
vidualComponent), dialogBox, window, and tabbedDialogBox (containers).  

• A CIO is said to be totally instantiated when all its attributes ai have been assigned 
to a value vi: c is totally instantiated ⇔ ∀ i=1,…,n: vi ≠  null. 

• A CIO is said to be partially instantiated when some attributes ai have been as-
signed to a value vi: c is partially instantiated ⇔ ∃ i=1,…,n: vi ≠  null. 

• A CIO is said to be uninstantiated when all attributes ai have not been assigned to 
any value vi: c is uninstantiated ⇔ ∀ i=1,…,n: vi =  null. 

 

Fig. 4. Update of the OO-Method as defined in Fig. 1 with support for beautification 

Once a Presentation Model is created for a UI, a corresponding CUI model is 
therefore derived as a tree of structured and partially instantiated CIOs whose root is a 
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graphicalContainer. Each IU and each pattern contained in the Presentation Model is 
transformed into a CUI. This is a straightforward transformation. 

Step 2: Execution of the beautification operations. Once a CUI Model has been de-
rived, it can be submitted to beautification operations, applying model-to-model trans-
formations. For this purpose, the CUI Model is opened in the constrained GUI editor. 
Each partially instantiated CIO belonging to the CUI Model is then subject to beauti-
fication operations. The GUI constrained editor detects potential SAPs to be applied 
by examining the states defined in each SAP and matching them to the CIOs of the 
GUI Model. If a CIO is subject to a particular SAP, the constrained GUI editor allows 
the designer to apply the corresponding beautification operation through a contextual 
menu (Fig. 5): when the cursor moves over a CIO subject to beautification (a), a con-
textual menu appears (b) which could be pulled down (c) so as to select the desired 
operation and to apply it instantly (d). 

 

Fig. 5. Sequence of user actions to trigger a beautification operation 

When it receives a new SAP as input, the constrained GUI editor finds the collec-
tion C of action steps in the model that are consistent with this input. An action step is 
consistent with a SAP if the step is a generalization (abstraction) of the action in the 
SAP. For each consistent step, for example s, it checks whether the model can be 
modified to contain a direct path from C.to s.  

The constrained GUI editor is a program that captures the model defined in the 
Presentation Model and with the information given in the ON Metamodel, gives a 
preview of the designed interface. In order to protect the quality and good design 
defined in the Presentation Model, this editor is constrained by parameters. These 
parameters define which values can be defined and modified for each component in 
the interface. For instance, no CIO may be deleted and no new widget can be de-
fined. Each parameter is described by: (1) The name of the parameter; (2) the data 
type and the values of the parameters; (3) the widgets where this parameter may be 
applied. 

Parameters go beyond simple CIOs since they gather high-level values that are 
consequently applied to one or many CIOs to complete their instantiation. When 
the designer modifies those parameters, a preview of what will be generated by 
OlivaNova is produced. We call it a Generation Preview as it provides a UI pre-
view before its final code is generated. A prototype of the constrained GUI editor 
has been implemented in Java 1.5 with 15 beautification operations using this 
mechanism. 
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Fig. 6. The running example of Fig. 3. after applying the five beautification operations: (1) 
Specify(rowHighlightingType), (2) Convert (inputMetricUnit, outputMetricUnit), (3) Specify 
(buttonPresentationType), (4) Substitute (widgetType), (5) Specify (conditionalDisplay) 

 

Fig. 7. The running example of Fig. 3 after applying other beautification operations 

Step 3: Generation of the final user interface. Once all the beautification operations 
have been applied by the designer, the CUI Model is completed and sent to the model 
compiler so as to perform the model-to-code transformation. This transformation 
transforms all the models defined in the process of designing the system. With the  
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modifications described previously, the resulting UI is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 repro-
duces a UI resulting from other beautification operations also applied on the UI of 
Fig. 3. 

4.5   The Parameters, the Templates and the User Interface Model 

The parameters should be gathered in a UI template which is organized into a hierar-
chy of templates. A presentation template is decomposed into style and layout tem-
plates. A style template is decomposed into color scheme template and font template. 
As stated previously, the constrained GUI editor exploits these parameters. Each pa-
rameter represents an interface concept and is initially defined on a default value. 
Two examples are presented here: 

•  flowAlignment (type=string, status=public, inherited=no, allowed values=optional): specifies 
how elements should flow in a flowBox: left, middle, right. 

• labelVerticalAlignment (type=string, status=public, inherited=no, allowed values=mandatory): 
specifies how identification labels and it corresponding CIO are aligned vertically. 

As each interface concept is conceptualized in a parameter, with the template sup-
port, the designer can recurrently apply the same configuration to many projects or 
can have institutionalized styles for different customers. 

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper has examined in detail the process of UI beautification, by analogy with 
the concept of “beautification” in the field of computer graphics. In the context of 
Model-Driven Engineering, it consists in modifying a software artifact so as to ad-
dress those users’ requirements which the given method could not satisfy by means of 
model-to-model and model-to-code transformations. When applied at the level of the 
automatically generated application, it supports round trip engineering in order to 
keep the models consistent with the tweaked code. 

By restricting the scope of UI beautification to those operations which preserve us-
ability, an intermediate approach was adopted between the two extreme and com-
monly taken positions (resign to the generated interface and unrestricted tweak the 
UI). The approach adopted consists of shifting the beautification process to a more 
abstract level, and this issue was tackled following several steps:  

1. Identifying the most frequently demanded UI modifications. 
2. Defining a Concrete User Interface (CUI) model that allows refining UI appear-

ance and behavior. 
3. Defining operations over the elements of the CUI model as a SAP performed on 

partially instantiated CIO, guaranteeing the fulfillment of the user’s needs (step 1). 
4. Constructing a Constrained GUI Editor that allows editing the CUI model via the 

previously defined beautification operations. 

The paper defines the process formally and presents a methodological approach to 
deal with the unsupported requirements of the Model-Driven Engineering. An exam-
ple is provided along the paper to illustrate the approach. The first experience gained 
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with this process and tool has been satisfactory and rewarding. Although the proto-
typed Constrained GUI Editor supports a limited functionality, it significantly reduces 
not only the tweaking operations on the final generated code but also the designer's 
effort to cover the unsupported requirements. As future work, a more extended con-
strained GUI Editor will be developed and an empirical validation of the proposed 
modifications in OO-Method will be analyzed. This analysis will involve two aspects: 
the improvements on the whole production process after the adoption of the new tool 
and the benefits of its use in terms of final user satisfaction and UI usability. 
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Abstract. We propose consistency priorities to support multi-device
interface design minimizing the user’s cognitive effort while performing
the same task on different interfaces. The methodology is being evaluated
through a framework that generates Pocket PC interfaces from desktop
web pages. Initial results point to the acceptance of the approach.

1 Introduction

Mobile devices introduced a great challenge for Human Computer Interaction: to
develop multi-device interfaces for today’s applications. Some have tried device
oriented designs with linear transformations, creating mobile interfaces from
scratch, like Avantgo (www.avantgo.com) and Usable Net (www.usablenet.
com); others looked for dynamic and automatic adaptations, but still focusing on
the device [1,3,8]. These and other related approaches were well received, but the
generated interfaces are different from the original in some aspects that compli-
cate interaction with more than one device to perform the same task, especially
when refinding and/or comparing information [7,9]. Many works addressed con-
sistency and continuity problems focusing on user interface generation [4,5] and
task migration [11], but their guidelines are generally not sufficiently concrete
for an automatic interface framework. A recent proposal [10] solves the multi-
device design problem by passing the control of every appliance to a handheld
interface generated automatically. Despite the valued ideas, many device specific
interaction types important to each context of use can be lost on the process,
besides the need to carry a mobile device to control everything.

We propose consistency priorities for multi-device interface design that aims
to improve usability and the user’s experience when performing similar tasks
on different devices. Some prototypes were implemented for automatic desktop
web page adaptation to handhelds, such as Pocket PCs and smartphones. Initial
evaluations point to the acceptance of this approach. Formal user evaluations
will be conducted to check these first impressions.

2 Consistency Priorities Proposal

Pyla et al. [11] argue that consistency needs to be better defined if it is to be
the overriding factor in the design of multiple user interfaces. In fact, there isn’t
a consensus about what consistency really is and how it can be applied [10].
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We think about consistency on the user’s side. Individuals mentally draw
conclusions about objects or events on the basis of previous observations of
similar objects or events. These internal constructions that can be manipulated
enabling predictions are called mental model [2]. Figure 1 sketches the user’s
mental model update cycle while executing tasks.

Fig. 1. User’s mental model update cycle. Task perception and execution are the key
processes to build a consistent mental model for decision making.

In order to help users form an accurate and useful mental model of a system
while interacting with any of its interfaces, we suggest applying consistency on
multi-device contexts using the following priorities:

1. Task Perception - the same control mechanisms to execute a task and their
disposal on the interface. If these requirements cannot be followed with good
usability on devices with different control attributes (e.g. size, weight, ma-
terial, etc.) and properties (e.g. fluidity, flexibility, opacity, etc.), perception
should be mapped to each device’s interaction type maintaining usability.

2. Task Execution - the same actions flow to execute a task. If the control mech-
anisms available on a given interface had to be adapted for the others by the
task perception priority, the actions flow should be maintained on a logical
perspective. Although this may repass bad design decisions and lose oppor-
tunity to improve usability on each interface independently, user’s decision
making is supported under a consistent multi-device context, providing ease
of learning/remembering and safety of use. Next priority improves efficiency.

3. Task Personalization - the ability to change task perception and execution
according to the users’ preferences. The goal is to achieve the best design for
any user which is the configuration that user expects. This can be related to
the personally consistent design concept [10], but with an active position for
the user. As a result, efficiency and ease of expert use is provided to avoid
the downsides of consistency [6].

It’s important to understand the correct application of these consistency pri-
orities as they can be easily misunderstood. For example, if an individual wants
to check an account balance through an ATM machine, a tablet PC and a tele-
phone, there is no possibility to perceive and perform the task in the same way. If
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the mentioned devices are important to the end user, adaptation to the contrast-
ing interaction types is a price they are willing to pay. In fact, that’s part of the
task personalization priority. So the focus is to provide the same task perception
and execution under a logical perspective, be it through words typed, written
or said. This is in accordance with Nichols’ work [10] about benefitting from
user’s experience, but opens space for the rich interaction types of the actual
appliances in a consistent way.

3 Towards an Empirical Validation

On this section, we are going to take an application designed for multi-device
access and improve it using our proposal. The application chosen is the Summary
Thumbnail [7], a prototype designed to automatically adapt desktop web pages
for handhelds. Here’s how it works: the original web page is shrunken to fit
horizontally on the smaller screen, text font is increased to improve legibility
and letters are cropped from right to left until sentences fit on the available
space. Complete texts can be read by accessing the detailed view through a click
on the page, which moves to the original desktop interface with full scrolling.

After applying the consistency priorities to Summary Thumbnail, we identified
two improvements: a better summarization process to avoid producing links with
the same label (task perception) and a smoother transition between thumbnail
and detailed views (task execution). On the first prototype generation, we used
focus-plus-context to provide a faster detailed view over the thumbnail. Full
texts and normal sized images are presented inside a hint window whenever
users point to the corresponding object on the page. They can even confirm
the full text to stay on page and this information is stored for future accesses
(task personalization). As the hint detailed view loses format attributes useful on
iconic systems, we are developing the next prototype generation with the Direct
Migration [9] (no transformation applied to the page) inside the hint window
with a lower opacity value to improve context view.

Currently, the automatic interface adaptation doesn’t require additional Inter-
net traffic and takes less than two seconds to adapt a web page using the browser
script interpreter. The hardware used was the HP iPAQ Pocket PC h2400
running Windows Mobile 2003 but could be any other with a CSS, DHTML
and JavaScript compatible browser. Recently, the first generation prototype
was informally tested on a few institutions with much better impressions than
the awarded commercial solution by Opera (www.opera.com/products/mobile/
reviews). Figure 2 compares screens generated by both approaches.

4 Conclusions

The consistency priorities proposal aims to improve usability and the user’s
experience when performing similar tasks on different devices. The methodology
is being tested through prototypes designed to automatically adapt desktop web
interfaces for handheld screens. Informal evaluations revealed better impressions
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Fig. 2. Comparison between interfaces generated with the Consistency Priorities and
Opera Fit to Screen. The first was much better evaluated on informal tests.

than a successful commercial approach. Next prototypes focus iconic interfaces
and evaluations will be taken to verify the advantages of this proposal.
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Abstract. Display environments for presentations are becoming diverse, and it 
is common to have multiple displays in the same room. We present a system to 
edit and give presentations using multiple displays. The main idea is to separate 
the content from the views. The author prepares presentation visuals (text and 
images) on an infinitely zoomable canvas, and then specifies what is shown in 
each display by dragging a rectangular display proxy onto the canvas. The 
presenter can change what is shown in each display by manipulating these 
display proxies. We describe an example that showed that the system can 
handle various presentation scenarios using multiple displays. 

1   Introduction 

Presentation environments are becoming increasingly diverse, and it is not uncommon 
for presentation rooms to have multiple displays. In theory, a presenter could use a 
huge number of displays simultaneously, including the personal laptops in the 
audience. However, current presentation tools are not designed to take advantage of 
such a situation. Most standard presentation tools are designed primarily for single-
display presentations, but do support additional control views that are automatically 
created for the presenter. 

 Chiu et al. [1] and Zhang et al. [4] proposed “slide-based” multi-display 
presentation systems. The user can paste slides onto a multi-track timeline that 
corresponds to these displays, or show the slides on multiple displays successively in 
an order predefined by a special script language. These methods are effective for 
users whose presentation environments do not frequently change and who carefully 
prepare the presentation; for example, in a business where presentations are given in a 
fixed meeting room, often following a prepared script with little deviation. 

One drawback of this approach is that it is somewhat difficult to “adjust” a 
presentation to different multi-display configurations. The user must align the 
displays using the script language, or rewrite individual slides. If multiple displays are 
used to show a large image, the user must divide the image into sub-views for each 
display. In addition, this approach, due to its fixed structure, is not flexible enough to 
support on-the-fly improvisation, such as showing a global overview or adding 
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discussion side notes. These online improvisations are particularly important in an 
educational environment, because interaction is essential for learning. 

We propose a new presentation system that makes it easier to create and show 
presentations using multiple displays. The main idea is to separate the content from 
the views in order to adapt flexibly to a diverse array of display settings.  

   

Fig. 1. System overview. (Left) Snapshot of multi-display presentation material on the editing 
canvas. Note that some information is presented in unfamiliar aspect ratios. (Right) Display 
proxy objects and view objects. 

2   System Description 

The system is based on the metaphor of an infinitely zoomable canvas [2, 3]. The user 
can freely navigate the canvas by panning and zooming, and can place presentation 
visuals (text and images) anywhere on the canvas (Fig. 1, left). To show visuals on a 
display, the user simply associates a view with a display proxy (Fig. 1 right, red), by 
placing the proxy object on top of the view. After the presentation visuals are 
prepared, the user can define a sequence of views to define the basic flow of visuals to 
the audience, navigated by simple button operations. To do so, the user simply presses 
the “capture” button to create and register a rectangular view object (Fig. 1 right, 
blue) that encloses the current content in the display proxy. 

Importantly, the editing of visuals is separated from the presentation views. This is 
very important when a presenter must give the same presentation in various display 
settings. In traditional slide-based presentation tools (including Chiu et al. and Zhang 
et al.), visuals are tightly coupled with views, so it is very difficult to show the same 
material in different display settings. To adapt such presentations to a new setting 
may require making new slides from scratch. However, using our method, the user 
needs only to change the views; the presentation visuals remain unchanged. 

The capability of continuous view control on the infinite canvas is also helpful for 
improvising using multiple displays. Display proxies on the canvas allow the user to 
quickly specify what to show in each display. When the presenter wants to discuss a 
topic in further detail, he can slightly zoom out or pan to a vacant space in the 
working display without affecting other displays, and can also quickly show a global 
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overview by zooming out. The lasso grouping function to view proxy objects helps 
the user to move multiple view proxies synchronously. 

Defining views on a canvas is not a new concept [2, 3]; our contribution is using 
them to control multiple displays and proposing methods to coordinate them. We 
assume that the system knows which displays are available, how to establish 
connections with them, and how to synchronize the presentation visuals in a display 
proxy and the actual view on the corresponding display. A solution for such lower-
level issues will be addressed in a future paper. 

3   Experiences 

In this section, we describe the operation of various presentation scenarios using our 
prototype system.  

Using 3+1 adjacent displays. We aligned three displays of the same size horizontally, 
and put one relatively small display below the right display (Fig. 2). The presenter 
showed various paintings with unfamiliar aspect ratios. The three main displays showed 
the paintings, while the relatively small one displayed some comments on the paintings. 

Showing successive slides at a time. We tested a scenario where a presenter with a 
presentation designed for a single-display environment wants to show it using 
multiple displays (Fig. 3). We assumed that the presenter prepared a slide-based 
presentation in advance by arranging the slides horizontally. However, as it turned out 
that he could use three displays, he decided to show the previous, current, and next 
slides simultaneously to facilitate learning. 

  

Fig. 2. Using 3+1 adjacent displays. (Left) Presentation material on the editing canvas. (Right) 
Snapshot of the environment. 

   

Fig. 3. Showing three successive slides simultaneously. (Left) Presentation material on the 
editing canvas. (Right) Snapshot of the environment. 
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Fig. 4. Collaborative painting. (Left) Presentation material on the editing canvas. (Right) 
Snapshot of the environment. 

Collaborative painting. We assumed that the presenter wanted students to work on a 
collaborative painting (Fig. 4). Each student (the audience) could work on a portion of 
the painting on an individual computer, while the main display in the room showed 
the overview of the whole painting. After the project was complete, the presenter 
distributed questionnaires to each student. 

4   Conclusion and Future Work 

We presented a prototype presentation tool that separates content from views to 
flexibly adapt to diverse display settings. It seamlessly extends user-working styles in 
ordinary single-display presentations to multi-display environments. We also 
described various presentation scenarios using our prototype system, which 
demonstrated its versatility and effectiveness. 

We are planning to run a formal user study to evaluate and improve our system. 
Another direction of future work is to establish a method for editing presentations for 
non-rectangular displays by developing interfaces that allow non-rectangular view 
objects, enabling presentations for even more diverse display environments. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes a pressure-sensing mouse button that can better 
express the user’s intention. When users use it for click or drag, the users can 
specify continuous parameters of the mouse operation by adjusting intensity of 
the button press between from lightly to strongly. For evaluating it, we 
conducted experiments to validate optimal number of pressure levels and to 
compare the mouse with conventional input methods. Subjects required 
significantly more time with eight pressure levels than with fewer levels. We 
also found that the mouse was not faster than conventional mice in terms of task 
performance time because users were not adept at adjusting force of the mouse 
button. We, therefore, suggest that an effective operation for the pressure-
sensing mouse button is to change an insignificant effective parameter 
associated with fundamental determination of a mouse operation. 

Keywords: Mouse button, pressure-sensing button, multilevel button press, 
pressure. 

1   Introduction 

The mouse, along with the keyboard, is the most popular computer input device. A 
mouse is typically used for pointing an object, selecting objects and deciding an 
operation in a GUI. When the user moves the mouse, a corresponding pointing cursor 
moves on the screen. When the user clicks a mouse button, the object on a screen 
being pointed to is selected.  

With a conventional mouse, users can continuously adjust the position of the 
pointing cursor or of a scroll box by adjusting the distance the mouse is moved or by 
the rotation of a scroll wheel. However, with the conventional mouse button, the user 
can only choose the alternative of “selected” and “not selected.” Whether the user 
clicks the mouse button lightly or heavily, there is no difference in the results.  

With a mouse button that permits multilevel clicks through varying intensity of 
pressure, the user is able to specify a continuous parameter of an operation. Just as a 
pianist can express his or her intention through how hard he/she strikes the keys, we 
propose that multilevel clicks can better reflect the intentions of a computer user. 

There have been previous studies examining multilevel mouse clicks and 
multilevel intensities of stylus pressure. Zeleznik et al. developed the “pop through” 
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mouse button [1]. This button allows a user to click at two levels to control a property 
with a single button. Ramos et al. proposed GUIs that reflect pressure of a stylus to 
the state of windows, icons, menus and pointers (WIMP) [2]. Mizobuchi et al. 
suggested using stylus pressure in a handheld device to control a WIMP interface [3].  

However, Zeleznik et al.’s pop-through button does not provide enough levels to 
reflect details in a user’s intentions, while pressure-sensing styluses cannot be applied 
to most desktop computers. We, therefore, propose the “multilevel force-sensing-
button mouse” that distinguishes an intensity of pressure of a mouse button and 
reflects user’s intention to results of an operation. This paper describes experiments 
on human characteristics with a pressure-sensing mouse button, compares its usability 
with other devices, and introduces the prototypes of applications. 

2   Related Work 

In this section, we introduce some related studies about multilevel input methods.  
Ramos et al. suggested implications for the design of pressure-sensitive widgets 

[2]. They conducted an experiment investigating human characteristics in the use 
stylus pressure to perform discrete target acquisition tasks with different selection 
techniques. The results indicate that the quick release selection technique was 
preferable overall, and that dividing pressure space into six levels is optimal.  

Ramos et al. also suggested the “Zliding” for fluid integrated manipulation of scale 
(zooming) via pressure input while parameter manipulation within that scale is 
achieved via x-y cursor movement (sliding) [4]. By using this system, users can use 
the pressure modality to fluidly and explicitly zoom or adjust the granularity of the 
parameter space, while sliding or dragging the input device. 

Mizobuchi et al. suggested a potential space saving technique that can be used for 
selecting menus, text/number input, changing windows, zooming/panning, etc. in pen-
based handheld devices [3]. They examined speed and accuracy of force input with a 
pen on a pressure-sensitive screen mounted on a handheld device. They reported that 
force for controlling a GUI are likely in the range 0 to 3 N, and the number of levels 
within that range should be between five and seven.  

Rekimoto et al. suggested the “PreSenseII” that recognizes position, touch and 
pressure of a user’s finger [5]. This device acts as a normal touchpad, but also senses 
pressure for additional control. As the example applications of the device, they 
introduced map navigation that allows a user to scroll a map and to zoom in/out with 
sliding a finger and pressing the touchpad and a long item list that allows a user to 
control scrolling with pressing predefined area.  

Blaskó et al. developed the “Pressure-Sensitive Strips” that allows one-handed 
direct control of a large number of parameters by detecting contact pressure 
differences of user’s fingers [6].  

While these studies used a stylus or a touchpad to input pressure, our study uses a 
mouse button, which is a more popular input device. We examine the human 
characteristics of a pressure-sensing button because we cannot use the previous results 
for a stylus. However, to design experiments for the pressure-sensing mouse button, we 
refer to the existing data on the human characteristics of controllable range of a stylus. 

Zeleznik et al. developed a pop-through mouse buttons that achieve double-action 
effect by converting the standard mouse buttons to pop through tactile pushbuttons 
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[1]. The system allows two levels of clicks, pressing lightly and pressing firmly. For 
example, pressing the button lightly could bring up a short menu, while pressing 
harder brings up a longer menu. 

Forlines et al. presented a model for multilevel input devices based on a “glimpse 
state” [7]. By adding a glimpse state to a three-state pressure sensitive input device, 
user is able to preview the effects of their editing without committing to them. They 
suggested that the glimpse state has the added benefits that the negative effects of 
inconsistencies in the undo feature within an application are reduced. 

Both of these studies proposed two levels of click operation with a mouse button. 
We propose that multilevel operations (over three states) can pick up more detail of a 
user’s intentions. By pressing lightly or heavily, we suggest that the multilevel 
operations (click and drag) allow a user to input a value of properties, urgency, and 
his or her emotion. On the matter of emotion, Swindells et al. introduced that user 
interactions with tactile haptic feedback combine to strongly influence the user’s 
emotional disposition and attitude [8]. On the matter of biometrics, Ikehara has 
developed a Pressure Mouse that can identify the user by the way he or she clicks it 
[9]. The mouse incorporates some electronic sensors to register hand pressure, speed 
and number of clicks exerted on the mouse’s buttons.  

Qi et al. mounted eight pressure sensors on a computer mouse to collect mouse 
pressure signals from users [10]. They suggested that the pressure mouse was used to 
classify two regions of each user’s behavior: mouse pressure where the form-filling 
process is proceeding smoothly, and mouse pressure following a usability bug. This 
approach is based on the hypothesis that subjects apply more pressure to the mouse 
after encountering frustrating events. They suggested that user frustration could be 
measured by sensing the pressure applied to the mouse body. Our pressure-sensing 
mouse button, in contrast, reflects the user’s intention to user’s operation directly and 
concretely by sensing intensity of pressure while the user clicks the mouse button or 
drags the mouse to operate an application. 

3   Pressure-Sensing Mouse Button 

Fig. 1-(a) shows the prototype pressure-sensing mouse button that we developed. We 
mounted a commercially available pressure sensor (CUI IESP-12, Phidgets [11]; Fig. 
1-(b)) on the left mouse button. It senses forces from 0 to 3 kg and generates a 
corresponding value from 0 to 1000. Data from the pressure sensor are sent to the 
computer via USB. To make the sensor more comfortable, we covered it with a cap 
that we made out of clay to fit the index finger. For the human perception experiment, 
we used the sensor without the ergonomic cap because it was necessary to analyze 
human perception for the sensor itself. However, in the comparison with other devices 
we used the ergonomic cap to make the comparisons more fair. 

Fig. 2 shows the use of the pressure-sensing mouse button. It can be used for 
pointing, clicking the right mouse button, and dragging it by pressing the right button, 
as with a conventional mouse. On the other hand, a user clicks the pressure-sensing 
button on the left for clicking it and dragging it. As the user presses the pressure-
sensing button, the underlying left button is pressed simultaneously, so the user can 
operate the left mouse button as easily as a normal mouse button. 
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(a) The pressure-sensing mouse button (b) pressure sensor [11] 

Fig. 1. The pressure-sensing mouse button (a) and pressure sensor (b) [11] 

 

Fig. 2. Use of the pressure-sensing mouse button 

4   Prototypes of Applications: Pressure-Input Dynamic Map and 
Pressure-Jump Web Browser 

In this section, we suggest two applications using the pressure-sensing mouse button. 

4.1   Pressure-Input Dynamic Map 

The pressure-input dynamic map is a dynamic map controlled by the user’s pressure 
input. The level of graphical and text detail increase with increasing pressure applied. 
For example, if a user wants to know information along the route to a station, the user 
follows the route with the pointing cursor by moving the mouse. To get greater detail 
about the area around the cursor, the user presses more heavily. Finally, the original 
map, which reflects the user’s intentions, is created while the user follows the way on 
a map by dragging the pressure-sensing button. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the system. The cells on the map are the minimum changeable 
areas. First, the system displays a default map, as in Fig. 3-(a). As the user drags the 
cursor up the street on the right while applying pressure, more detail about the route is 
revealed (Fig. 3-(a)). Finally, the user can get the original map to know the details of 
the main street. 
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           (a) Default map            (b) User’s map 

Fig. 3. Pressure-input dynamic map. (a): Default map. (b): Map user creates by dragging along 
the route while applying pressure. 

4.2   Pressure-Jump Web Browser 

With a pressure-jump web browser, the pressure-sensing button can be used to control 
the amount of information displayed from a link (Fig. 4). Pressing the button heavily 
displays the full contents of the linked page (Fig. 4-(b)), while pressing lightly only 
displays the text of the linked page, eliminating pictures and animations (Fig. 4-(c)). 
Therefore, a user can adjust levels of the contents of a web page in his or her 
intentions.  

 (a) Original page 

    
    (b) Full contents page  (c) Text page 

I clicked 
 a link lightly.  I clicked  

a link strongly. 

A customized page  
associated with click pressure 

 

Fig. 4. A web browser using the pressure-sensing mouse button 
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The prototype in Fig. 4 is a mock-up. The prototype displays only pre-created 
pages that we created for each level preliminarily. We plan to develop the application 
as a plug-in for a popular web browser. 

5   Human Characteristics of the Pressure-Sensing Mouse Button 

We conducted an experiment to validate the human operating characteristics of our 
pressure-sensing mouse button. We validated two characteristics: 

・The optimal number of pressure levels 
・The pressure determination method decision 

5.1   Optimal Number of Pressure Levels 

In this experiment, we validated the optimal number of pressure levels for inputting 
the user’s intentions. The experimental factors were the number of partitions of 
pressure and preconditions. Based on Ramos et al.’s finding that the optimal number 
of pressure levels for stylus input is six, we compared four, six and eight pressure 
levels. We compared two conditions: “as fast as possible” and “as accurate as 
possible.” The dependent variables were task performance time and number of errors.  

 

Fig. 5. Software to select a part of pressure partitions with the pressure-sensing mouse button 

The experimental task is to select a part of pressure partitions and determine it by 
pressing the left button, adjusting the intensity of pressure of it, and clicking right 
mouse button. Subjects were presented with a target pressure level and asked to 
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achieve it with the pressure-sensing button. Fig. 5 shows the software the subjects 
used to perform the task. A scroll bar labeled by both number and color is used to 
display the target levels, while the height of the scroll box reflects the pressure 
intensity applied to the button. Fig. 5 shows the case of six pressure levels; the lowest 
range is the play of pressure. On the right side of the screen, the upper and lower 
buttons start and finish, respectively, one block of trials, and the middle button is the 
home position for the pointing cursor. 

The subject first depresses the pressure-sensing button and then clicks the middle 
button on the window. Next, a target level is presented in the text box and the subject 
adjusts the intensity of pressure to keep the scroll box in the target range. Finally, the 
user presses the right mouse button to confirm the intensity. For example, on Fig. 4, 
the target range number is “3” in the text box, so the subject should adjust pressure as 
the medium intensity.  

The task performance time was measured as the time from clicking the home 
position button to clicking the right mouse button at the end of the task. An error is 
defined as when the range confirmed with the right mouse button is different from the 
target range. 

Each subject performed all trials in all conditions: two preconditions, and three 
partition levels. There were 14 trials for each condition, so that each subject 
performed 84 trials (2 x 3 x 14). All subjects were given the same set of target levels, 
but they were presented in random order. 

After completing the trials, subjects answered a questionnaire about the pressure-
sensing mouse button (Table 1). The questionnaire consisted of eight questions about 
fatigue, difficulty of control and impressions of the mouse, each rated on a six-point 
Likert scale (1 = worst, 6 = best). 

Table 1. Questionnaire on pressure-sensing mouse button 

1. What do you think about feelings of fatigue in comparison with a usual mouse? 
 (very fatigued (1) – never fatigued (6)) 

2. How is it to associate an event with pressing the force button? 
 (very difficult (1) – very easy (6)) 

3. What do you think about the size of the scrollbar? 
 (very small (1) – very large (6)) 
4. How is it to learn how to confirm the intensity with right click? 

 (very difficult(1) – very easy (6)) 
5. What do you think about adjusting the intensity of pressure? 

 (very difficult (1) – very easy (6)) 
6. How is it to understand the system intuitively? 

 (very difficult (1) – very easy (6)) 

7. Do you prefer this system? 
 (not at all (1) – very much (6)) 

8. Are you interested in this system? 
 (not at all (1) – very much (6)) 
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Twelve subjects (eight men and four women) in their twenties and thirties 
participated in this experiment. All were right handed and they typically used a 
computer between two to eight hours a day. The subjects practiced to use the 
pressure-sensing mouse button adequately before they performed an experimental 
task. Fig. 6 shows the average of task performance times of all subjects for each 
number of levels. Fig. 7 shows the average of error rate of all tasks for each number 
of levels. The solid line in the figures represents the results for the precondition “as 
fast as possible,” and the dotted line represents the results for the precondition “as 
accurate as possible.” 

The results indicate that the subjects performed the task significantly faster in the 
precondition “as fast as possible” than in the precondition “as accurate as possible” 
(ANOVA: F (1, 11) =59.88, p<.01). Moreover, the subjects required significantly 
more time with eight levels than with six or four levels (multiple comparisons among 
the partition levels: p<.01). 

The results indicate that the subjects performed the task significantly more 
accurately in the precondition “as accurate as possible” than in the precondition “as 
fast as possible” (ANOVA: F (1, 11) =53.95, p<.01). However, there was no 
significant difference among the partition levels. 

Fig. 8 shows a boxplot of the results of the questionnaire. In this figure, “+” 
corresponds to the median, the end-points of whiskers correspond to the maximum 
and minimum values, and the edges of the box correspond to the first and third 
quartiles. Most of subjects thought that the pressure-sensing mouse button was “easy 
to imagine the event,” “easy to learn,” “likable,” and “interesting.” 

5.2   Comparison of Pressure Determination Methods 

We redesigned and improved the determination method in the above experiment. In 
the new method, the subject maintains the intensity of pressure for 1 s. The method 
allows users to adjust and confirm pressure using only the left mouse button. One 

 

  

Fig. 6. Average performance times for 
pressure selection task 

Fig. 7. Average error ratios for pressure 
selection task with the force-sensing mouse 
button 
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Fig. 8. Boxplot of questionnaire results 

second was chosen after we contemplated it. In this experiment, we compared the 
determination method in the above experiment with the hold-for-1-s method by 
analyzing task performance time and error rate. 

The task in this experiment was similar to the task in Section 5.1. The experimental 
factors were the precondition and the determination method, which was the main 
purpose. The precondition factors were similar to Section 5.1: “as fast as possible” and 
“as accurate as possible.” There were two determination methods: maintaining the 
intensity of the pressure-sensing mouse button for 1 s, and clicking the right mouse 
button while maintaining the intensity of the pressure-sensing button. Based on the 
results in Section 5.1, the number of pressure levels was fixed at seven. The seven levels 
included six selective ranges and a play range. Each subject performed 18 trials for each 
condition, so that the total number of trials for each subject was 72 (2 x 2 x 18). 
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Fig. 9. Average of task performance times for 
comparison of determination methods 

Fig. 10. Average of task error ratios for 
comparison of determination methods 

Eight subjects, each of whom had participated in the previous experiment, 
participated in this experiment. Fig. 9 shows the average task performance time for 
each precondition, and Fig. 10 shows the average error rate for each determination  
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method. According to ANOVA of the task performance times, there is a significant 
difference between preconditions (F (1, 7) =95.37, p<.01) and between intensity 
determination methods (F (1, 7) =10.58, p<.05). ANOVA of the error rate results 
showed that there is a significant difference between preconditions (F (1, 7) =15.34, 
p<.01), but not between intensity determination methods. The hold-for-1-s method 
resulted in a significantly shorter task performance time (ANOVA: F (1, 7) =10.58, 
p<.05), despite the requirement to maintain it for 1 s. Moreover, using just the left 
mouse button better matches traditional click and drag operations, so the improved 
mouse adds the level of pressure input to current applications. 

6   Comparison with Conventional Input Methods 

Our next experiment compared the pressure-sensing mouse button with conventional 
input methods: moving the mouse and using a scroll wheel (Fig. 11). 

The task of this experiment was to select a menu item using each of the input 
methods. Fig. 12 shows a menu bar from the experiment. The “START” part at the 
top of the menu is home position. The cross-hatched item is the current position of the 
subject’s pointing cursor and the black item—whose position is random—is the target 
that the subject must place the cursor onto and keep it there for 0.5 s.  

For the mouse movement input, the subject clicks the right mouse button to bring 
up the menu and moves the pointing cursor by moving the mouse. For the scroll 
wheel input, the subject clicks the scroll wheel to bring up the menu and moves the 
pointing cursor by rolling the wheel. For the pressure-sensing button input, the subject 
presses the pressure-sensing button to bring up the menu and moves the pointing 
cursor by adjusting the intensity of the pressure; to select the target, the subject must 
maintain this intensity for 0.5 s. 

 

  

Fig. 11. A scroll wheel mouse (Dell Inc.) for 
the comparison experiment 

Fig. 12. Popup menu for the experimental 
task. The cross-hatched area is a cursor 
following the movement of the mouse. The 
black area is the target to which the curse is to 
be moved. 
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The experimental factors are input methods and the number of partitions. For each 
input method, six different menu lengths were tested: five items, six items, seven 
items, eight items, nine items and 10 items. For each menu length, subjects performed 
20 trials, so that each subject performed a total of 360 trials (3 x 6 x 20). The 
dependent variable was task performance time.  

Five subjects, all of whom participated in the human characteristics experiment in 
Section 5, participated in this experiment. Fig. 13 shows the average task performance 
time for each condition. ANOVA and multiple comparisons indicated that, for each 
menu length, the fastest input method was mouse movement and the slowest input 
method was the pressure-sensing button (F (2, 8) =18.8, p<.01). There was also a 
significant difference between five and nine menu items (F (5, 20) =6.11, p<.01). 

 

Fig. 13. Menu selection times for three input methods 

One factor that made the pressure-sensing mouse slower than the other methods 
was the difficulty subjects had maintaining a constant pressure for the 0.5 s necessary 
to select a menu item. We observed that some subjects re-adjusted their intensity of 
pressure although they had already reached the correct intensity to hit the target.  

7   Conclusions 

The pressure-sensing mouse button expands the possibilities for a mouse button. The 
degree of freedom of a conventional button is one (pressed or not pressed), while in 
the pressure-sensing button there are multiple degrees of freedom, from pressing 
lightly to pressing heavily. 

Our experiments showed that the pressure-sensing mouse button is inferior to 
conventional mice in task performance time. This is because subjects did not become 
as proficient in the pressure-sensing button as they were in the other devices. 
However, the scroll wheel was also once an unfamiliar device, but most users 
effectively use it today. We expect that the pressure-sensing mouse button will also be 
used efficiently with time, because subjects rated it as intuitive and easy to 
understand. 
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There are several advantages of the pressure-sensing mouse button over the other 
input methods studied. It is easy for a user to control in several resolutions of 
intensity, such as five levels, six levels, and seven levels, because the maximum and 
minimum intensities are constant. It is easy for a user to return the input value to zero 
simply by removing the finger from the button. Moreover, the pressure-sensing button 
is suitable for inputting intentions of a user; pressing the button heavily corresponds 
to an intention to perform an operation quickly, in more detail or more emphatically. 

However, there are disadvantages of the pressure-sensing mouse button over the 
other input methods studied. It is more difficult to select a level. It is particularly 
difficult for a user to maintain the intended pressure. Moreover, it is difficult to 
maintain pressure in the minimum range or in the maximum range. 

We suggest that an effective application for the pressure-sensing mouse button is to 
change insignificant effective parameters associated with fundamental determination. 
For example, in clicking a “yes” or “no” button, the user can indicate the strength of 
his or her opinion with the force of the click. The user may even apply this intention 
pressure unconsciously. However, the user’s choice of “yes” or “no” does not change. 

We are planning to improve the hardware of the pressure-sensing mouse button by 
placing the pressure sensor under the mouse button. After that, we plan to explore 
useful applications for the mouse. An example of applications, pressing the pressure-
sensing button below the threshold for jumping to the linked page could present just a 
thumbnail of the page, with the size of the thumbnail corresponding to the level of 
pressure. As another example, the level of pressure could be used to set the priority 
for file downloads: pressing heavily would download the file as soon as possible, 
while clicking lightly would reduce the allocated bandwidth, preserving it for other 
uses. 
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Abstract. This paper describes DeskJockey, a system to provide users with 
additional display space by projecting information on passive physical surfaces 
in the environment. The current DeskJockey prototype utilizes a projected desk 
and allows information to be moved easily between active and passive displays 
using a world-in-miniature interaction metaphor. A four-week, in-situ field 
study was conducted to compare usage of DeskJockey with typical multiple 
monitor use. The results revealed potential for utilizing passive physical 
surfaces in this manner and demonstrated that this type of display space has 
distinctive affordances and benefits which enhance traditional display space.   

Keywords: Augmented desk, multiple monitors, peripheral information, 
display space management, user interaction. 

1   Introduction 

Traditional single-user, single-monitor workstations are often enhanced by adding 
more displays, increasing the available screen real estate. Studies of the use of 
multiple monitors have revealed that additional displays are often treated as a discrete 
place to view output, rather than being used to enlarge the user’s active working area 
[6, 7]. Additionally, secondary monitors are often used to monitor information in the 
periphery, providing “instant access to a resource in a known location in peripheral 
vision” [6]. Given that continuity of screen space is not essential when monitoring 
peripheral information, the opportunity to make these dedicated locations resident on 
a different medium is appealing. 

Currently, the division between the physical desk and the computer monitor is 
defined by digital or physical content; a physical clock sits on our physical desk, 
while virtual clocks are often placed on our computer monitor. In this paper, we 
examine augmented surfaces for individual users to extend their workspace onto 
passive physical surfaces in the environment. Our work blurs the boundary between 
physical and virtual, allowing active and passive media to coexist. The aim is not to 
turn the desk into an active display; a myriad of properties (resolution, orientation, 
interaction strategies) currently make it a poor substitute for a monitor for many tasks. 
Instead, we can capitalize on the passive nature of traditional desks to display passive 
digital information – information primarily used for reference, to provide context, or 
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to monitor something peripheral or unconnected to the central task The challenge 
therefore is to design a desk which can house real paper next to digital calendar 
information, digital sticky notes next to the (physical) telephone, while keeping users 
subtly informed about their world. While explicitly not attempting to augment reality, 
this system would at least allow the virtual to bump up against the physical more 
casually. 

The overall goal of this research is to increase users’ available display space by 
utilizing physical surfaces in the environment to casually display peripheral 
information (See Figure 1). This offloads the need to display peripheral information 
on the primary monitor(s). A secondary goal of our research was to determine 
whether a straightforward implementation of an augmented surface, where most of 
the interaction occurred on the desktop monitor, would provide benefits for individual 
users. While Rekimoto & Saitoh’s Augmented Surfaces [11], provided a spatially 
continuous workspace to move digital information among various devices in a 
collaborative environment (including tables and walls), their architecture was 
inherently complex. Instead we are examining a more straightforward implementation 
based on off-the-shelf components, where most of the interaction occurs on the 
desktop monitor. Finally, we were interested in observing how people make use of the 
augmented surface, including what types of objects they put on the surface, how 
persistent these objects were, and how often people interacted with the objects.  

 

Fig. 1. The DeskJockey System where digital information can be placed on a physical desk, 
amongst other physical artifacts that reside in this space 

Paper Overview. This paper explores the design of augmented surfaces for 
individual users to extend their workspace onto passive physical surfaces in the 
environment. We describe the development of DeskJockey, a system which utilizes a 
projected display to place peripheral information on a physical desk (Figure 1). In this 
system, digital information can easily be “dropped” onto the desk for peripheral 
monitoring, or can be brought back into focus on the users’ primary display when 
additional interaction or information is required. We report on a 4-week field study 
that observed usage of DeskJockey, compared to a multi-monitor setup, to identify 
how people would utilize such a system during real day-to-day activities.   
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2   Related Work  

2.1   Augmented Desks 

The idea of displaying digital information on a desk is not new. Much work has been 
done on enhanced desk systems, including the DigitalDesk [14], InteractiveDesk [1] 
and metaDESK [12]. These approaches were primarily aimed at either augmenting 
the physical desk with digital information [14], or interacting with virtual objects 
using physical artifacts [1, 12] Our approach is different in that we are not attempting 
to merge virtual and physical representations, instead we are taking advantage of the 
available space to place various types of digital information into the physical 
environment and enrich our periphery.  

Rekimoto and Saitoh [11] introduced the notion of augmented surfaces in which 
tables and walls could be used to provide an extended desktop for portable computers. 
The motivation for this work was to support co-located collaboration and enable 
information to move freely between surfaces in the environment (hyperdragging). 
However, users are required to interact using the cursor on a tabletop display. This 
can be awkward, particularly if the table is cluttered. While similar to the ideas 
presented in this paper, Rekimoto and Saitoh’s augmented surfaces are intended to be 
manifestations of an extended desktop which supports active interaction. Rather than 
creating a new workspace to replace or compete with the main monitor as the primary 
locus of interaction, we intend to supplement it with a physically large area used 
strictly for secondary output where users interact with the peripheral information from 
the main monitor. 

2.2   Peripheral and Ambient Information 

Information can be considered peripheral if it is not necessary for the current task, but 
may be of interest to the user nonetheless. Information monitoring tasks form a large 
subset of peripheral activities and centre on the problem of notification: how to 
minimise distraction while informing the user of potentially important or interesting 
changes in the system’s state. This category includes tasks such as being notified of 
incoming e-mails, being aware of an upcoming meeting, or seeing which friends are 
logged into their instant messaging application. As we are interested in providing 
support for peripheral information monitoring, the mechanisms necessary for 
performing it should be examined. 

Investigations into the requirements for a successful peripheral interface focus on 
the goal of notifying the user of a change in the information being monitored without 
allowing it to hinder the current task. Maglio & Campbell [9] performed three studies 
to compare various methods of peripherally presenting text, including a number of 
variations on a scrolling ticker, fading text, and visual and accompanying auditory 
feedback. It was found that continuous motion, in the form of a scrolling ticker, was 
both detrimental to performance of the primary task and unreliable at notifying users 
of the peripheral information. Discrete motion, active only when new information is 
presented, was found to be most effective. Exploring this idea further, Bartram et al. 
[2] studied the ability of Moticons — icons with simple motion — to notify users of 
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changes. They reported that motion is detected better than changes in colour or shape, 
especially in the periphery of the user’s vision, and is well suited to notification. 

A subset of peripheral information, ambient information, can be identified by its 
intended subtlety. It is meant to implicitly communicate information not necessarily 
relevant to the task at hand through environmental cues and is not intended as a means 
of explicit notification. The ambientROOM [8] aims to create an environment that 
interfaces with digital information, attempting to engage the human ability to process 
background information. For example, the current activity-level of a loved-one is 
displayed as ripples projected on the ceiling of the room and the volume of a 
background soundtrack of nature sounds can roughly signal quantities (such as 
incoming e-mail). These fully-fledged ambient environments require dedicated 
physical objects or displays and naturally come with high infrastructure requirements. 

As we are interested in supporting ambient uses, the design requirements for 
ambient information prove useful. Mankoff et al. [10] developed heuristics for the 
evaluation of ambient displays that help to inform us of the affordances a system must 
offer to be compatible with ambient use. In particular, two of their heuristics stand out 
as being specifically relevant to the design of a system capable of supporting ambient 
uses, rather than the design of the ambient application itself: 

• perpipherality of display: it can be easily monitored while being unobtrusive. 
• easy transition to more in-depth information: it is necessary to be able to easily 

engage the system, converting the interaction from passive to active. 
 

A system intended for use in part as an ambient display should accommodate these 
properties. Unlike previous work that used dedicated displays or specifically designed 
embodied devices [16], DeskJockey can place ambient information on available 
physical surfaces. This provides unobtrusive monitoring and facilitates interactions as 
users shift from passive to active. 

3   Augmented Surfaces for Individual Workspaces 

We have designed a system that allows peripheral and ambient information to be 
dispersed throughout the environment by projecting virtual objects onto physical 
surfaces. This idea can be utilized on any workspace surface, making the tabletop or a 
nearby wall a potential repository for digital information (see Figure 2). Additionally, 
a completely clear space is not necessary (and is not practical), as the system can 
project arbitrary shapes and sizes on whatever space is available on the physical 
surface. Additionally, if a top-projected system is used, the system can display objects 
on top of physical objects in the environment. For example, if a user’s desk was 
cluttered with piles of paper, they could turn the top paper over or place a blank sheet 
on the top. The system could then project onto the stack, thereby utilizing that space. 
When projecting on a wall, this problem is less likely to be encountered. 

By default, a projected display surface is passive. While vision tracking can be 
used to provide various augmented reality features such as object tracking, occlusion 
detection, and active linking, previous research has shown that manipulating objects 
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Fig. 2. Any physical surface in the environment can be utilized to display peripheral 
information 

on extended surfaces is challenging [13]. In particular, it is difficult to detect discrete 
events with small–scale hand movements, particularly because users frequently make 
movements like this in the course of their work [13]. Wilson [15] noted that computer 
vision techniques are often “unnecessarily complex and inferior” when emulating a 
single Windows cursor on a table.  

Our aim was to provide lightweight access to digital objects on peripheral display 
spaces and to enable users to easily place, retrieve, and interact with objects. 
Additionally, many monitoring tasks serve as a gateway into an active task; as a result 
it was necessary to accommodate a passive surface as the starting point for an active 
task. We chose to initially investigate a system whereby most interactions with virtual 
objects on the passive surface would take place using the desktop computer, using 
standard GUI interactions.  

Two types of interaction are required to support passive projected displays. First, a 
navigation mechanism is needed to traverse, move, and place objects on the display. 
Second, techniques are needed to perform detailed interaction with the objects 
themselves (i.e., editing a post-it note).  

We identified several methods of navigating virtual objects on the projected 
display, employing varying degrees of abstraction with respect to interaction with the 
projected display. Depending on the interaction model used, detailed interaction with 
objects on the projected display can either occur in-place (i.e., on the projected 
surface itself), or on the primary monitor. Interaction in-place is intuitive; however, 
traditional desktop environments are better suited for standard types of interaction. 

The first technique identified, direct traversal, simply treats the projected surface 
as an extension of the workstation’s primary display (See Figure 3a). With this 
technique, the mouse travels between the primary display and the projected display, 
similar to a traditional multi-monitor configuration as well as Rekimoto and Saitoh’s 
hyperdragging technique [11]. The second technique, cursor jump, allows the cursor 
to jump between displays by pressing a mouse button or key-combination (see Figure 
3b), similar to Benko and Feiner’s multi-monitor mouse [3]. The third technique, 
bring here, involves having all of the objects on the projected display zoom to the 
primary display for interaction (see Figure 3c), similar to the Mac OS X’s Exposé  
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(a) direct traversal (b) cursor jump 

(c) bring here (d) world-in-miniature 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed interaction models to navigate and interact with virtual objects on the physical 
surface 

feature [5]. The fourth technique, world-in-miniature, involves interacting with a 
representation of the projected display on the primary monitor (see Figure 3d).  

4   DeskJockey 

We designed and implemented DeskJockey, a prototype augmented surface system to 
further explore system design issues, and to investigate how people would utilize 
augmented surfaces as part of their regular, day-to-day work environment.  

4.1   Physical Setup 

The standard physical set-up of our DeskJockey prototype includes a workstation with 
a single 19” monitor (1280 x 960 resolution), a 100cm x 150cm desk serving as the 
extended workspace, and a projector, projecting an image to the right of the keyboard. 
The projected display is given a black background so that virtual objects on the desk 
appeared cropped, with nothing being projected on the unused parts of the desk. In 
order to facilitate the placement of virtual objects with respect to real objects, a simple 
webcam (640 x 480 resolution) is mounted overhead to provide a background to the 
system, comprised of real-time video of the desk. This setup could also incorporate a 
multi-monitor setup if desired.  

4.2   WiM Interaction Model 

We chose to utilize the World-in-Miniature (WiM) interaction model for DeskJockey 
because it provides quick access to the table and its contents, it takes advantage of the 
rich interaction capabilities of the desktop, and it does not interfere with interactions 
on the primary display. Real-time video of the desk (obtained from the overhead 
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camera) was used as the background for the WiM.  The low resolution image obtained 
from the camera was sufficient for distinguishing physical artifacts on the table; 
however, details on the virtual objects were hard to discern. We therefore chose to 
draw the icons representing the virtual images over top of the video of the table. This 
required that the icons be aligned perfectly with the video beneath them. There are too 
many factors — camera, projector, and table orientation — to achieve the precision 
necessary purely through mechanical alignment. To compensate for these effects, a 
perspective transform was applied to the incoming video (See Figure 4). 

 

Fig. 4. A perspective transformation is applied to the incoming video from the web cam to help 
align overlaid images 

DeskJockey’s WiM is activated by moving the cursor to a hotspot that extends 
across the bottom of the primary display (Figure 5). The bottom of the display 
provides a natural mapping in that moving down off the monitor moves the cursor 
down onto the desk. When the cursor is moved off the bottom of the screen, a 
transition to view the WiM is triggered. To minimize accidental triggering, the 
transition does not occur if the cursor is moving slower than a specified threshold. 

Animated feedback is provided to signify that the user is transitioning to the WiM. 
The WiM view is mapped to a surface that lies perpendicular to the bottom of the 
primary monitor’s current contents. The screen simulates a 90° rotation effect, 
moving the primary monitor’s current contents up and off the screen (i.e., imagine a 
rotating cube), replacing it with a miniature view of the objects on the desk. 
Conversely, once viewing the WiM, moving up off the top of the screen triggers the 
reverse transition and the primary monitor returns to its normal view. 

 

Fig. 5. The visual transition to the world-in-miniature 
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4.3   Navigating the WiM 

Once the WiM has been activated, the user is presented with a representational view 
of the desk as shown in Figure 6. The view is centered on the projected area of the 
desk, in the same orientation as the projector. One consequence of working with a 
WiM rather than the objects themselves is the loss of context provided by the real 
desk. Without a mechanism for directly seeing how the extended workspace 
corresponds to the real desk, orientation is difficult to understand and avoiding 
collisions with physical artifacts on the desk becomes difficult. Real-time video of the 
desk provides the background for the WiM which enables the user to easily place 
virtual objects with respect to real objects on the desk.  

 

Fig. 6. The WiM offers a real-time view of the desk to facilitate placement and interaction with 
virtual objects 

Any window in the workspace can be added to the desk by dragging it to the WiM. 
This is achieved by dragging the window down to the hotspot on the bottom of the 
screen. Similarly, any virtual object can be removed from the desk and returned to the 
primary display by dragging it up off of the WiM. Each virtual object on the desk is 
represented as an icon in the WiM. In an attempt to make the metaphor as robust as 
possible, icons are shown as a screenshot of the object they represent, scaled to 
correct proportions. The icons can be dragged around the world-in-miniature to move 
the virtual object on the desk. When the cursor moves over an icon, it glows yellow, 
along with the object on the desk, to help reinforce the correspondence between the 
icons and the objects they represent.  

4.4   Interacting with Virtual Objects on the Desk 

Although the main purpose of the system is for passive information monitoring, 
interaction with items on the desk is nonetheless a requirement. Interaction with 
virtual objects in DeskJockey takes place on the primary monitor and is activated by 
clicking on the object in the WiM. This moves the object from the desk to the 
foreground of the primary monitor for interaction (see Figure 7). To return to the 
WiM, the user clicks anywhere off of the object or presses escape. 
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Fig. 7. Objects on the table are brought to the primary display for manipulation 

The state transition diagram in Figure 8 illustrates the actions to transition to/from 
normal desktop interaction, to the WiM, to object manipulation. 

 

Fig. 8. State transition diagram illustrating progression from normal operation, to the WiM, to 
interaction 

4.5   Sample Applications 

Although the DeskJockey prototype can display any window on the projected surface, 
some applications are better suited to being placed on a passive display than others. 
We have selected, modified, or developed several applications to illustrate specific 
uses (Figure 9 provides a screen shot of some of these applications). 

• Stickies. A program for placing Post-It style notes on your desktop.  
• Pics. A program to display an image or PDF without a border or titlebar, at an 

arbitrary size  
• Clutter. An open-source program for displaying cover art for the .mp3 currently 

playing and making casual piles of covers that can be selected to play the album 
[4]. This allows cover art for the current song to sit on the desk and digital 
albums to be scattered on the desk much like their physical counterparts.  
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• Widget Viewer. A generic wrapper to display a Mac OS X Dashboard widget as 
a window that can be placed on the desk such as a calendar widget, a weather 
widget, and a widget that represents new emails as flowers in a vase. Many of 
these small programs are designed to monitor information or status.  

• Sky. A daylight monitor was created as an example of the ambient information 
potential of DeskJockey. Sky loads an image from a local outdoor webcam, 
calculates the average colour of the sky and displays a large block of that colour 
with the texture of the sky from the camera. During the day, it roughly 
communicates if the sky is blue or grey and becomes dark as the sun sets. 

5   DeskJockey Field Study 

Although many additional features could be added to DeskJockey to increase the 
novelty of the system, we first wanted to examine the potential of augmented surfaces 
for everyday use. A field study was undertaken to explore how DeskJockey would be 
used in a natural environment and how DeskJockey differed from a more traditional 
dual monitor environment. We were also interested in gathering feedback on the WiM 
interface. Although augmented surfaces have been proposed by others in past work, to 
our knowledge no one has investigated sustained, real-use of such a system.  

Five computer science students (1 female) were recruited to take part in a 4-week 
study. During the first two weeks, participants were assigned to one of two 
conditions: DeskJockey or dual monitors. At the end of the second week, participants 
switched conditions (condition order was counterbalanced). Four out of five of the 
participants had previous experience using a multi-monitor system. Both conditions 
were run using an Apple PowerBook or a PowerMac G5. The dual monitor condition 
utilized two 19” monitors. In both conditions, logging software was installed on the 
participant’s computer. This software recorded screen captures of both displays every 
30 minutes for the duration of the study (see Figure 10 for an example screen shot).  

 

Fig. 9. Some of the supplemental applications developed for DeskJockey 
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Upon completion of the study, participants took part in a 30 minute interview 
where they were asked to describe their experiences with both display conditions. A 
researcher selected a small number of screen shots to be used during the interview. 
Using the screen shots as a guide, participants were asked to describe the tasks being 
performed and the applications being used in both displays (primary and projected). 

5.1   Results  

DeskJockey Observations. Throughout the course of the study, we observed a 
number of applications being placed within the projected display space (Figure 10 
shows an example screen shot from the study). Weather widgets were the most 
commonly reported applications (by all 5 participants), followed by clocks (4/5), a 
digital light-fixture application that displayed coloured spotlights (4/5), pictures (3/5), 
and calendars (3/5). Two participants indicated that they displayed their instant 
messenger list while others displayed their iTunes player or a transit information 
widget. One interesting usage was the placement of a participant’s del.icio.us cloud 
on the projected display. This participant remarked that due to the size of the tag 
cloud it was not feasible to place it on a toolbar or desktop but that DeskJockey 
provided a “handy off to the side” reference. Although this list is not comprehensive, 
it clearly indicates that all participants used DeskJockey as part of their daily 
activities, and provides an indication of the types of applications that participants felt 
were appropriate for the passive display surface. 

All participants expressed overall enthusiasm for DeskJockey, and 4 of the 5 
participants reported that it was useful for their daily activities. Participants cited the 
primary strength of DeskJockey as the ability to use peripheral display space that 
could not be used otherwise. While many of the applications placed in DeskJockey 
were also viewed within the dual monitor condition, the DeskJockey environment 

 

 

Fig. 10. Example screen shot from the DeskJockey user study showing various applications that 
were placed on the projected display 
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allowed participants to keep these applications open continually throughout the day, 
without having to overlap windows. One participant reported that he enjoyed the 
ability to project onto multiple surfaces. His monitor resided on a raised surface onto 
which he projected his clock and calendar application while the remaining 
applications were projected on the desk itself. Another participant reported that he 
liked using DeskJockey for information that he did not want to be a distraction.  

The main weakness reported for DeskJockey was the current implementation of the 
WiM. While the WiM was found to be useful, participants reported they often 
inadvertently activated the WiM when overshooting the Dock (which was located on 
the bottom of their screen). Three participants stated they would rather drag 
applications onto the desk through the right side of the monitor while one reported 
that he would have preferred a hotkey to toggle to the WiM. Other frustrations related 
to the prototype nature of DeskJockey including not being able to easily rotate 
applications (a limitation of the current prototype), problems manipulating objects in 
the WiM, and web browser windows occasionally disappearing within the 
DeskJockey environment. 

Dual-Monitor Observations. Consistent with previous research, we observed that all 
participants partitioned their work across the two screens. The primary monitor 
typically contained an active application and the secondary monitor displayed 
information that was being monitored (e.g., email and instant messenger) and 
reference information (e.g., documents, web sites). The biggest strength of the dual 
monitor setup (in comparison to a single monitor setup) reported by participants was 
the added screen real estate. 

DeskJockey versus Dual Monitor. Participants were asked to describe how they 
used DeskJockey in comparison with the dual monitor environment. All participants 
stated they placed peripheral applications that required little interaction in the 
DeskJockey environment. Many of these applications, such as weather, calendars, and 
webcam views, were not continually displayed during the dual monitor condition but 
were instead launched as needed. The secondary display was viewed as an extension 
of the active workspace where screen real estate is too valuable to “waste” on such 
applications. One participant stated that that “the second monitor is a place to extend 
my workspace, while DeskJockey is a place to put peripheral information, [such as] 
pictures”. 

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we presented a prototype system called DeskJockey, which capitalizes 
upon the large size and relatively static layout of a desk to provide additional 
peripheral display space. DeskJockey uses readily available equipment and requires 
little infrastructure. DeskJockey’s world-in-miniature technique addresses unique 
interface problems that arise from secondary displays that show content but do not 
support interaction directly. Our prototype implementation demonstrated that it is 
feasible to enhance an environment without adding to the active workspace area. 

The main contribution of this work is an investigation of augmented surfaces to 
extend individuals’ virtual workspace onto passive surfaces in the environment. 
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Virtual objects – such as calendars, to-do lists, reminder notes, or incoming emails – 
can be projected alongside physical objects on the desk or walls. This approach 
represents a novel way of seeing a projected table as an extension to a traditional 
workstation, rather than a primary locus of interaction.  

Another key contribution is the results from the 4-week in-situ, field study which 
demonstrate benefits of displaying peripheral information on physical surfaces in the 
environment. Our participants appreciated the ability to exploit available surfaces that 
would otherwise be wasted. DeskJockey was found to be fundamentally different than 
a second monitor; participants displayed different types of information, for longer 
periods of time, without sacrificing valuable screen real estate. The results also 
indicated that DeskJockey has strong potential for supporting information monitoring 
activities, which are becoming an important web and desktop activity. 

While the generalizability of our results are limited given the small sample size, we 
felt that it was important to: (1) evaluate whether or not this type of system would be 
used for real-world activities, and (2) better understand the types of tasks it would be 
used to support. Now that we have a better understanding of how the system will 
likely be used, we can further refine the prototype so that it can be deployed more 
widely in the future. Additionally, further in-situ evaluations are necessary to 
determine how usage of the DeskJockey space would evolve over time.  

Our current implementation chose a WiM approach, forcing all interaction to take 
place on the primary monitor. While this approach had merit, participants had 
difficulty with the interaction used to activate/deactivate the WiM. As such, they 
expressed frustration and would have preferred more flexibility in the types of 
interactions (e.g., direct interaction or the ability to use hotkeys). Further examination 
is needed, particularly when compared to the other interaction models proposed. As 
we better understand usage of this type of environment, we will be able to explore 
new interaction techniques for DeskJockey.  
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Abstract. Drag-and-guess is an extension of drag-and-drop that uses
predictions which is based on application specific knowledge. As the user
begins to drag an object, the system predicts the drop target and presents
the result to the user. When the target is hidden in a closed folder or
beneath other windows, the system makes it temporarily visible. This
frees users from manual preparation such as expanding a folder tree or
uncovering the target location. The user can accept the prediction by
throwing the object, which then flies to the target. Or, if the prediction
is unsatisfactory, the user can ignore it and perform the operation as
usual. We built three prototype applications (email client, spreadsheet
and overlapping windows) to show that DnG is useful in many applica-
tions. Results of the user study show that the proposed technique can
improve task performance when the task is difficult to complete manually
and reasonable prediction algorithm is available.

1 Introduction

Graphical user interfaces (GUI) have made much of the work using computers
easy and intuitive. However, making an operation graphical does not necessarily
improve performance. This is the situation with repetitive drag-and-drop op-
erations (DnD). The user must make the source and target location visible by
opening a folder or bringing the window to the foreground. Then the user must
carefully move the mouse cursor back and forth for each object. This requires a
substantial amount of labor especially when the user repeatedly performs DnD.

Some of these operations can be automated with user-defined macros or au-
tomatic systems. However, these approaches introduce several problems. First,
defining macros or rules by hand is difficult and inflexible; it is nearly impossible
for novice users. To make things worse, few macros or rules are reusable in other
similar situations. Second, we cannot rely on completely automatic intelligent
systems because they sometimes make serious mistakes (e.g. filing e-mail mes-
sages to incorrect folders). Because it is impossible to have a perfect prediction
system, techniques that tolerate prediction errors are required.

In this paper, we propose an extension of traditional DnD, drag-and-guess
(DnG), that uses predictions based on application specific knowledge. As the
user starts dragging an object, the system predicts the drop target and responds

C. Baranauskas et al. (Eds.): INTERACT 2007, LNCS 4662, Part I, pp. 461–474, 2007.
c© IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2007
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by showing the result of the prediction to the user. When the target is not
visible (e.g. hidden in nested hierarchical folders or outside of the visible area on
the screen), the system automatically makes the target location visible. If the
prediction is correct, the user can accept it by throwing the object (releasing
the mouse button while dragging the object) and it will automatically fly to the
target. If the prediction is not satisfactory, the user can ignore it and perform
the operation as usual.

DnG can be helpful in various situations. For example, when the user is distrib-
uting e-mails in an inbox to nested folders, the system can predict appropriate
target folder by its content and open it. When the user is editing a spreadsheet
table, the system can predict the target cell based on the regularity observed
in previous DnDs. When the user is opening a document with an application
program using DnD, the system can find a possible drop target based on the
document file type and the usage frequency of applications.

In the following sections, we review the related work, and present the DnG
interaction design and its pros and cons. We then discuss the generality of the
proposed technique in three prototype applications. We attempt to cover the
issues that may arise when DnG is applied to various applications. We also
describe the user study that we performed to examine the usability of DnG.
Finally, we describe the details of the implementation.

2 Related Work

Many extensions to traditional DnD operations have been proposed. Pick-and-
drop [1] and Hyperdragging [2] are designed for multiple display environments.
Pick-and-drop allows the user to pick an object by tapping on a display and then
to drop it on another display. Hyperdragging allows the user to DnD an object
across physically separate but semantically connected displays. Drag-and-pop [3]
is also designed for physically separate displays and very large displays. As the
user starts dragging an object, proxies of possible drop targets appear around
the object.

Many techniques have been proposed to improve object selection. Area cursor
[4] and bubble cursor [5] increase the size of the cursor, while sticky icons [4]
and semantic pointing [6] dynamically adjust the control display gain to make
it easier to catch the target. Delphian Desktop [7] predicts the target using the
linear relationship between the peak velocity and the target distance. The cursor
jumps to the predicted location when the system detects the peak velocity. This
greatly reduces the movement time in long-distance tasks, but adds extra time
to short-distance tasks.

One shortcoming of these techniques is that the benefits decrease when the
potential targets are densely located. In addition, considerable effort is required
to make the target visible in advance. DnG overcomes these problems by using
information about the application and the grabbed object.

Fold-and-drop [8] allows the user to leaf through overlapping windows dur-
ing the DnD operation. Windows are folded like a paper in response to the
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crossing-based gestures. Although this reduces manual preparation, considerable
effort is still required to find the desired window from the stack of windows.

Predictions are used in various systems. Eager [9] predicts the next editing
operation on a hypercard and Dynamic Macro [10] predicts the next text editing
operation on Emacs. Jul [11] used destination prediction to constrain the move-
ment to simplify navigation in a three-dimensional environment. Dulberg et al.
[12] used predictions to reduce the precision needed for selecting or activating a
small control from a group of candidates.

MailCat [13] predicts a target folder for an incoming e-mail message and
displays the prediction result as buttons. The system achieves excellent classifi-
cation performance by providing the top three suggestions instead of filing mes-
sages automatically. SmallBrowse [14] facilitates Web-browsing in small-screen
computers by predicting the hyperlinks that the user would follow and inserting
those predicted hyperlinks at the top and bottom of the Web page. These sys-
tems resemble our approach in that they tolerate prediction errors. They show
predicted results in an unobtrusive way instead of performing the tasks automat-
ically. We have generalized and extended the ideas presented in these systems in
our interaction technique.

3 Interaction Design

DnD is an interaction technique for transferring or copying objects using a point-
ing device. The user grabs an object by pressing a mouse button, drags the
object to the target location, and then drops the object into that location by
releasing the button. DnG enhances this standard DnD by predicting the target
and automating the preparation and execution processes (e.g. making the target
location visible and dragging the cursor to that location).

Figure 1 shows the basic behavior of DnG. As in DnD, DnG begins when the
user grabs an object, and the system presents the result of its prediction. The
system shows a line connecting the starting location of the operation and the
predicted target. If the target is not visible, the system makes it visible to the
user. For example, when the target is hidden in a contracted path within a tree,
the system automatically expands the path to the target.

The user then decides whether to accept the prediction result on the screen.
If the user wants to accept it, he or she simply throws the object (releases the
mouse button while the cursor is moving) and the object flies to the predicted
destination. This process is presented through an animation. If the prediction is
not satisfactory and the user wants to drop the object somewhere else, he or she
can continue the DnD operation ignoring the DnG system. Releasing the mouse
button while the cursor is stationary will drop the object to the cursor location.
The automatically expanded target location returns to its original status when
the operation is completed.

If the prediction is not satisfactory, the user can also ask the system to show
other candidates. To show the next likely candidate, the user performs a clock-
wise rotation gesture; to show the previous candidate, he or she performs a
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-The user starts dragging-The user starts dragging
-Prediction is shown

-Target is visible

-Prediction is shown

-Target is visible

-Object flies to the target-Object flies to the target

-Drop the object-Drop the object

Anticlockwise rotation:

Show previous prediction

Clockwise rotation:

Show next prediction

Accept

(Throw)

Ignore

Fig. 1. Basic behavior of drag-and-guess

anticlockwise rotation. The system cancels the temporary expansion of the pre-
vious candidate and makes the next candidate visible. The user can leaf through
the prediction results using these circular gestures until he or she finds a sat-
isfactory candidate. The user is always free to ignore the list and perform the
operation manually as we have described above.

Thesystemdoesnot,however, always showtheprediction.Predictionsare shown
only when the task is difficult to perform manually, and the system is confident in
its prediction. We discuss this topic in detail later in the implementation section.

4 Benefits and Drawbacks

4.1 Benefits

DnG improves DnD in many ways. First, it saves the user from tedious pointing
tasks. When the prediction is correct, the user only has to press the mouse
button on the object, confirm the target, and throw the object. This is much
faster than carefully moving the cursor to the target location, especially when
the target is far away or very small.

Second, DnG is helpful for finding the desired target in densely packed targets.
Such targets are likely to be difficult to distinguish from each other, because
they are often visually similar. For example, all targets appear almost identical
when filing documents or editing spreadsheets. Our technique accentuates the
differences between these targets by using semantic information and presenting
it to the user.

Third, DnG saves the user from the tedious tasks of manually making the
target location visible before the start of dragging, such as to expand many
folders in a folder tree, rearranging windows to make the source and target
visible, and scrolling in a window.
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DnG has several advantages compared to other possible interaction techniques
using predictions. First, unlike other techniques, it does not introduce additional
widgets or consume any additional screen space. Interactions such as showing
the prediction results as buttons [13] require additional space, but DnG shows
only temporary visual feedback.

Second, the target is shown in its original context, which makes it easier
for the user to understand where the predicted target is located. For example,
showing a prediction result by using the destination folder name on a button [13]
cannot distinguish multiple folders that have the same name but are at different
locations in a tree. In addition, spatial memory obtained through long-term use
of the application would improve task performance as seen in [15].

Third, DnG supports a smooth transition to DnD when the prediction fails.
This is very important because prediction can frequently fail.

Finally, DnG is designed to be a common front-end interface for predictions.
This allows the user to enjoy the benefits of predictions without having to learn
specialized interfaces for each application. A user familiar with the DnG interface
in one application could easily use it in other applications.

4.2 Drawbacks

DnG can cause additional overhead compared to plain DnD because the visual
feedback showing the prediction inevitably attracts the user’s attention. The
user needs to see the prediction result and decide whether to accept it. If the
prediction is correct, this extra effort is rewarded and the total execution time
becomes shorter than manual execution. However, when the prediction is incor-
rect, it becomes an overhead added to standard DnD.

Our experience show that the overhead is relatively small and overall perfor-
mance is improved given reasonable prediction accuracy. We also observed that
users tend to accept these additional overheads as a necessary cost. Nonethe-
less, this overhead is an issue and one must carefully consider the trade-off when
introducing prediction into a system.

5 Prototype Applications

The proposed interaction design is applicable to a wide range of domains. At the
same time, however, it raises new issues and challenges for each application re-
lated to the visualization techniques to reveal hidden targets and the algorithms
to make predictions. In this section, we introduce prototype implementations
of three application systems that use DnG and discuss specific issues related
to individual applications. We also briefly discuss lessons learned from informal
testing using the prototypes.

5.1 Document Filing

Managing personal information is one of the most popular uses of DnD. For
example, most e-mail reader applications allow users to organize their messages
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into user-defined folders, and for many people, distributing new messages in
an inbox to appropriate folders using repetitive DnD is a daily routine [16].
Struggling with other personal information, such as bookmarks and photographs,
presents a similar situation.

DnG can make this tedious task much more efficient. It reduces the time for
making decision on where to file by opening the path to the folder in a folder
tree, and carefully moving the object from the source to the target.

We implemented a prototype system mimicking an e-mail reader (Fig. 1).
The system fills the ”inbox” folder with a set of text files and provides a DnG
interface when moving a text file to a user-defined folder. Predictions are made
by considering the semantic distance between the grabbed text and the texts
that are already filed to desired folders. Such predictions are unreliable until a
sufficient number of files has been placed. However, DnG is still acceptable in
this case because the user can simply ignore the initial error-prone predictions
until they become reliable. It is also possible to suppress predictions until system
becomes confident.

Hidden folders can be revealed by expanding ancestor folders. In addition,
the space-filling strategy and animated transitions used in Expand-Ahead [17]
would be beneficial to the user.

DnG in this application can be seen as an attempt to address several prob-
lems associated with automatic classification. Automatic systems require a major
amount of prior labor to set explicit rules for automatic distribution. It is also
difficult to recover when fully automatic classifiers have failed; every day, for
example, innocent messages are labeled as SPAM and it is a laborious work
to rescue them. DnG address these issues by taking semiautomatic approach,
where the user confirms the process interactively. This semiautomatic approach
is especially effective for mid-size problems where only imperfect classification
algorithms are available.

One can apply existing algorithms used in automatic classifiers for predic-
tion. They examine the contents of the incoming message and find a folder that
contains the most similar messages [13].

We observed that DnG benefits the user not only when the prediction exactly
pinpoints the target, but also when the desired target is in a nearby location by
revealing the target. This is likely to be a common situation if the messages are
filed to semantic hierarchies.

5.2 Spreadsheets

DnD is repeatedly used to rearrange or reformat existing data. When editing a
spreadsheet, for example, a user will make summary tables collecting values from
various locations, sometimes in multiple worksheets. The user also rearranges the
cells for partitioning purposes [18]. We often face similar spatial arrangement
problems while working with presentation slides, interior design, and so on.

We implemented a prototype spreadsheet application using DnG (Fig. 2(a)).
In the current implementation, the system predicts a target cell when moving a
value by observing regularity in the operation sequence, for example, moving to
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Drag-and-guess applied to (a) spreadsheets and (b) overlapping windows

the cell next to the previous target cell, moving to cells with regular intervals,
and so on. We employed similar rules as those used in [10].

The predicted targets are often out of view because spreadsheets tend to be
very large. In such cases, the system shows a thumbnail of the target at the
nearest edge of the window. Thumbnails include the context around the target
so the user can easily recognize the situation. Thumbnails are also droppable;
the user can manually drop onto the target cell or onto a cell around the target.
This would be helpful when the prediction is not precisely correct but is near
the intended target.

DnG here can be seen as a simplified version of programming by example or
demonstration (PBE, PBD) techniques [9,19]. These systems observe the user’s
repetitive operations and try to construct a complete program by extracting
rules. One problem with these traditional programming approaches is that it
requires certain overhead to create and execute a program. The user typically
needs to explicitly start a programming session and an execution session. A more
serious problem is that these approaches fail when irregular instance appears
during execution. DnG addresses these issues by presenting one prediction at a
time and requires the user’s confirmation instead of letting the system perform
the task automatically.

DnG can coexist with PBE/PBD systems, serving as a general interface that
interacts with the program being developed. It can support the user at an early
stage, before he or she has performed sufficient number of examples for the
PBE/PBD system to construct a complete program. Showing predictions to the
user offers a guide to the inner state of the PBE/PBD system and acceptance
of a prediction (throwing) works as a confirmation. After confirming that the
system appropriately learned the desired rule with a sequence of successful DnG
operations, the user can let the system do the remaining task automatically
[9]. It is our future work to implement such PBE / PBD features and test its
usability.

We observed that the users perform the tasks in comfort, mainly because
it was quite clear for them when the predictions are likely to be correct. For
example, when the user is constructing a two-dimensional table, the user can
assume that the system makes a correct prediction while staying in the same
row. In contrast, the user can anticipate that the prediction might be wrong
when moving to the next row.
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5.3 Overlapping Windows

We have implemented a prototype system mimicking a desktop in window sys-
tems (Fig. 2(b)). When the user starts dragging a file or a folder, the system
automatically reveals the predicted target. There are many ways to reveal a tar-
get window hidden by other windows, for example, bringing the target window
to the front, minimizing all overlapping windows, digging a hole to the target
window [20], folding the overlapped window as in fold-and-drop [8]. In the cur-
rent implementation, the system brings the target window to the front if it is
hidden and restores the target window if it is minimized.

We have not yet implemented realistic prediction algorithm in this applica-
tion partly because there are many possibilities in this case and it is difficult to
design a general method. This is even more difficult because each target win-
dow can run different application. We discuss this inter-application DnD in the
implementation section. The simplest method of using most recently used drop
target as prediction result might work best for most cases (it would be better to
show predictions after the user drop objects in the same window for a couple of
times).

We observed that revealing the target attracts much larger attention of the
user compared to other applications. This is because the system redraws a larger
area to reveal the target. We suggest using a conservative way for revealing the
target. Moreover, if the worst happens, the correct target might be hidden by
the system. Interactions to cancel the effect would be beneficial in these cases.

6 User Study

We conducted a user study to examine the usability of DnG. In this study, we
adopted two tasks, message filing and data rearrangement, which are typically
done by DnD. All of the participants carried out both tasks with DnG and
without DnG (= DnD).

Our hypothesis was that participants would perform faster with DnG if the
system shows a prediction only when the task is difficult to do manually and the
system is confident in its prediction.

Note that we evaluated the interaction techniques and not the prediction algo-
rithms. It is our future work to evaluate the performance of our approach using
real predictions. In addition, in this study, we did not address the issues that
arise from showing multiple predictions to make the control of test conditions
simple; subjects did not leaf through multiple candidates.

6.1 Design

Task 1. The first task was to file objects into their appropriate folders (Fig. 3).
The folders were hierarchically organized three deep. Each folder contained two
folders named ”a” and ”b,” and the eight leaf folders were used as the target
folders. The files used in the study were named randomly by the system, using
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Fig. 3. Snapshot of the application used in Task 1

two letters ”a” and ”b.” These file names served as instruction on where to file
the object; a file name ”aba” had to be filed to folder ”a-b-a.”

We used random numbers to simulate a situation in which some imperfect pre-
diction algorithms are available and that the system only shows prediction when
it is rather confident of that prediction (the system does not show prediction
when it is likely to be wrong). In this experiment, the system shows predic-
tions at the rate of 50%. If the prediction was shown, its accuracy was 80%.
These numbers are chosen as a plausible setting considering available filtering
algorithms [13]. All operations were treated as difficult to perform manually.

In this study, subjects were not allowed to expand the folder before performing
DnD or DnG. Instead, they had to hold still on the folder for 500 ms while drag-
ging to expand it. In addition, the folders that expanded during the operation
were collapsed after each operation.

Subjects were instructed to perform the task as quickly and as accurately as
possible, but were not required to redo the operation when objects were filed to
incorrect folders. The subjects performed 20 filings under each condition. The
order of the condition was balanced, with half of the subjects performing the
tasks with DnG first, and half with DnD first.

The system recorded the time interval from when the participant started
dragging an object to when the object was filed in the appropriate folder. The
system also recorded the drag trajectories and the errors that occurred during
the task.

Task 2. The second task was to rearrange a one-dimensional table with 32 cells
into a transposed two-dimensional (8 4) table (Fig. 4 (left)). The window size
was fixed so that the whole table did not fit in the view (Fig. 4 (right)). The
participants had to scroll the view, either by using the scrollbar, or by dragging
the object near the edge of the window. Prediction was done by observing the
regularity in the operation sequence as described in the prototype applications
section.

Under both conditions, subjects could undo the operations using a keyboard
shortcut (Ctrl-Z). This was especially important under the ”with DnG” condi-
tion because the algorithm used in the study learned from mistakes.

The subjects performed the task four times under each condition (with and
without DnG), alternating between the two conditions. The order of the interface
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 4. Task 2. (left) Rearranging a one-dimensional table (A) to a two-dimensional
table (B). (right) Snapshot of the application.

was balanced: half of the participants first performed the tasks with DnG, and
vice versa.

The system recorded the interval from the time when the participant pressed
the start button located outside the window, to the time when the desired table
was completed. The system also recorded the drag trajectories during the task.

6.2 Procedure

Ten male subjects were recruited for this experiment. They were all right-handed
and frequent mouse users ranging in age between 23 and 28 years old. The study
took place in our laboratory, one participant at a time. Before the experiments,
the participants were briefed on the purpose of the study and the method of oper-
ating the applications. The participants were allowed to practice the technique
until they felt confident in operating the applications. The tasks followed the
training. Finally, the subjects filled out a questionnaire. The study was run using
a standard PC with MS-Windows XP and a 17h monitor (resolution 1280×1024)
equipped with an optical mouse.

6.3 Results

Task 1. Figure 5 shows the average operation time and the average drag distance
required to file one object. The error bar indicates standard deviation. According
to paired t-test, subjects could file the objects significantly faster (p < 0.05) with
significantly shorter drag distance (p < 0.05) using DnG. Error rate during the
study was considerably low for the both conditions (2% with DnG vs. 3% with
DnD).

Task 2. Figure 6 shows the average time and the average drag distance required
to complete the rearrangement task. The error bar indicates standard deviation.
According to paired t-test, subjects could finish the task significantly faster
(p < 0.05) with significantly shorter drag distance (p < 0.05) using DnG.
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Fig. 5. Average operation time (left) and drag distance (right) of the first task
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Fig. 6. Average operation time (left) and drag distance (right) of the second task

Questionnaire and Feedback from Participants. At the end of the study,
participants answered a short questionnaire. Eight participants answered that
they file messages manually (like task 1) with their regular e-mail readers, and six
of them wanted to use DnG if the prediction accuracy is comparable to the study.
Five participants answered that they perform rearrangements in spreadsheets
(like task 2) with their regular applications, and all of them wanted to use DnG
in those applications. Four participants felt difficulty in throwing the objects and
suggested improvements. Three suggested combinations with mouse or keyboard
buttons, and one suggested visual feedbacks showing what is going to happen
before releasing the mouse button.

7 Implementation

7.1 Architecture

Our current implementation of DnG is written in Java. The common part is
implemented as an application independent component to minimize the pro-
gramming costs for the application developers. When adding the DnG feature
to an existing application, they can focus on the application specific prediction
algorithms and visualizations.

Filtering the Prediction List. Predictions are filtered from the prediction
list if the user can manually drop the object on the target with ease. The system
judges that the task is difficult when the expected operation time is longer than
a predefined threshold. The expected operation time can be given as a sum-
mation of the time required for two-dimensional pointing and that required for
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application-specific subtasks. We used the index of difficulty of a two-dimensional
pointing task [21] to estimate the effort required for the pointing task. We also
have to consider the difficulty of the subtasks associated with a specific applica-
tion, such as opening a folder, rearranging windows, scrolling the view, and so
on. For example, a model of user performance in traveling down a tree to the
desired path is given by McGuffin et al [17]. We do not model these subtasks
here because they are different for each application. Instead, we chose to provide
a way for software developers to encode the additional difficulty and pass it on
to the system.

Detecting Gestures. A throwing gesture is used to distinguish between a
normal drop and prediction acceptance when the mouse button is released. A
mouse release would be treated as ”throw” if the drag velocity before the release
is faster than a threshold value. Rotation gestures are used to switch the predic-
tion shown by the system. We used the exterior angle of the cursor trajectory so
that the motion is not constrained to a specific circle. This is similar to [22]. The
system detects a clockwise rotation when the summation of angle history reaches
2π, and vice versa. Summation will be reset to 0 when a gesture is detected.

7.2 Implementation Issues

Implementation Cost. The prediction algorithms need not be perfect; devel-
opers may choose the second-best algorithms considering the implementation
cost and the computation time. This is much easier than adding completely
automatic features to the application.

Computation Time. It is not necessary that prediction algorithms run at
the moment when the DnG controller makes a request. If the prediction takes
time, developers should choose to run the prediction in a background thread, and
then return the precomputed result when requested. The current implementation
does not include such multi-threading features. It has to be implemented by the
software developers.

Inter-Application Predictions. Prediction algorithms for inter-application
DnDs would be combinations of the approaches discussed in the application
section: content-based classification, learning from operation sequence, and other
heuristics. For example, we often classify documents using hierarchical folders
and arrange document layout on the desktop.

In addition, many heuristics can be incorporated into the system. For example,
when the user is dragging a text fragment, the most likely targets are the search
boxes and the text-component which just lost the input focus. Similarly, the
system should put a higher priority on folders that have just been opened, or
folders in a plugged-in USB thumb drive. A simple rule, like ”the user tends to
repeat DnD to the same folder” might work also.

Inter-application predictions can be treated with inner-application predic-
tions, by putting the prediction list together and presenting it to the user as
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a whole. Alternatively, predictions can be treated separately by extending the
system to present inner-application candidates when the cursor stays inside the
window and inter-application candidates after the cursor exits the window. It is
our future work to implement and test such inter-application DnG methods.

8 Conclusion

We have proposed an extension of traditional drag-and-drop using predictions,
called drag-and-guess (DnG). DnG enables the user to interact with various ap-
plication specific prediction algorithms through a common gestural interface. We
introduced three prototype applications to show the generality of the proposed
method and discussed various issues specific to individual applications. We also
described the user study that we performed to examine the usability of DnG.
Finally, we described the details of the implementation. We believe that DnG
can be a common front-end for predictions and encourage the use of predictions
in many applications.

To make DnG more practical, we need to address several issues. First, we
have to observe the daily usage of DnD and find more application fields that are
suitable for DnG. Next, we need to develop algorithms and interactions specific
to each application. Evaluating DnG under such algorithms and interactions is
also another important issue; algorithms have to be precisely controlled if they
are to be used in formal evaluations.
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Abstract. We present Wave menus, a variant of multi-stroke marking menus 
designed for improving the novice mode of marking while preserving their 
efficiency in the expert mode of marking. Focusing on the novice mode, a 
criteria-based analysis of existing marking menus motivates the design of Wave 
menus. Moreover a user experiment is presented that compares four hierarchical 
marking menus in novice mode.  Results show that Wave and compound-stroke 
menus are significantly faster and more accurate than multi-stroke menus in 
novice mode, while it has been shown that in expert mode the multi-stroke 
menus and therefore the Wave menus outperform the compound-stroke menus. 
Wave menus also require significantly less screen space than compound-stroke 
menus. As a conclusion, Wave menus offer the best performance for both 
novice and expert modes in comparison with existing multi-level marking 
menus, while requiring less screen space than compound-stroke menus.  

Keywords: Marking menus, Wave menus, novice mode. 

1   Introduction 

In recent studies, much attention has been devoted to marking menus [7, 8] and their 
extensions [15, 16]. Marking menus are a combination of pop-up radial menus and 
gesture recognition. They provide two interaction modes: novice and expert modes. 
On the one hand, if a user presses and waits a fraction of a second, radial menus pop 
up and items can be selected in a manner similar to common linear menus: this is the 
novice mode. On the other hand, the user can select an item without waiting for the 
menus to pop-up, by drawing a mark that leaves an ink trail corresponding to a 
selection path through the hierarchical menus: this is the expert mode. The key 
property of marking menus is that they support a seamless transition from novice to 
expert mode [6]. In that sense, marking menus can be seen as pseudo-gestural 
interaction techniques since they make it possible to learn gesture interaction from a 
menu system. Several user studies have revealed their efficiency over linear and pie 
menus [1]. Alternate designs have also been proposed to improve their efficiency 
when menus contain a large number of items [15, 16].  
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State A State B

State C

Transition 1

Transition 2

 

Fig. 1. WaveMenus. (State A) The menu appears centered around the cursor.  By drawing a 
stroke towards a desired item (Transition 1), the first level menu is enlarged to leave room for 
the submenu (State B). With a second stroke (Transition 2), the third level appears at the center 
and the first and second levels are enlarged (State C). 

 
However, most of the recent studies were driven by the efficiency of the expert 

mode. The key point of this article is that the efficiency of the novice mode of 
marking menus is crucial for user acceptance of the menuing technique. Indeed:  

• The novice mode is the first interaction mode with the menu and an unavoidable 
step before expert mode. The users must be able to learn how to use the most used 
commands in expert mode. The underlying principle of marking menus is that the 
users will learn the expert mode implicitly by activating these commands 
repeatedly in novice mode. This feature obviously highlights the crucial role of the 
novice mode: if the user interaction in novice mode is not efficient or too 
cumbersome (in terms of speed and accuracy), the users may reject marking 
menus immediately. 
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• The novice mode never disappears. Many menu items are seldom used by users. 
For instance, a study showed that 90% of Microsoft Office commands are rarely 
used [5]. This implies that many commands will be activated in novice mode, 
even by expert users that are familiar with the application. Besides, users with 
limited physical and/or cognitive skills (including handicapped and aged users) 
may never use the expert mode: this is an important consideration when designing 
applications to ensure widespread user adoption.  

• The novice and expert modes co-exist. As pointed out in [7], transition from 
novice to expert mode is not one way. Switching back and forth between novice 
and expert modes is an important feature of marking menus. For example after a 
long lay-off period, the expert users return to the novice mode to refresh their 
memory of the layout of the menu.  

 

In this paper, we focus on the improvement of the novice mode of marking menus by 
presenting a new hierarchical marking menu technique, called Wave Menu (Fig. 1), 
that combines the advantages of two previous marking menu techniques (compound-
stroke [8] and multi-stroke [15]): 

• In novice mode, Wave menus provide better performance than multi-stroke menus 
and similar performance to compound-stroke menus. 

• In expert mode, Wave menus preserve the efficiency of multi-stroke menus that 
have been shown to outperform the compound-stroke menus. 

The first section presents previous work and criteria for characterizing marking 
menus. These criteria are then used as the basis for the design of our two variants of 
the Wave Menu. We finally present the results of a controlled experiment that 
compares the novice mode of our two variants of the Wave menu with that of existing 
marking menus while highlighting the difficult and nearly unexplored problem of 
experimentally evaluating the novice mode of a menu. 

2   Criteria for Characterizing Marking Menus 

For the sake of clarity, we first briefly describe the existing hierarchical marking 
menus before presenting criteria for characterizing marking menus and especially 
their novice mode. 

2.1   Marking Menus Compared  

Compound-Stroke Menus (CS menus) [8], are based on spatial composition: users 
make a compound mark that results from the combination of the elementary strokes 
needed to activate items in the menu hierarchy in novice mode. The gesture is 
performed continuously without releasing the mouse button. An important feature is 
that these menus are scale invariant in expert mode, so that the user does not have to 
look at the screen to check the location of the mouse release. As for traditional menu 
systems, the novice mode provides previsualization: users can browse submenus by 
dragging the mouse on their parent items or by tapping on them. 

Multi-Stroke Menus (MS menus) [15], a variant of CS menus is based on temporal 
composition: the elementary strokes are drawn in quick succession, and each stroke 
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(which is inflexion free) is completed when the user releases the mouse. A delay is 
needed to determine if a stroke belongs to the previous sequence, or if it initiates a 
new interaction sequence. In contrast to CS menus, the marks can overlap.  

Zone and Polygon Menus [16], two variants of MS menus, consider both the relative 
position and orientation of elementary strokes. These menus improve MS menus by 
extending the breadth of menu to 16 items (CS and MS being limited to breadth-8) 
while preserving efficiency.  

2.2   Criteria  

The presented criteria are inspired by previous work on marking menus [6, 15, 16]. 
However, while most previous studies mostly focused on expert mode, we here put a 
special emphasis on the novice mode. The first two criteria presented correspond to 
system design constraints: the screen space that is required by the menuing technique 
and its supported number of items. The following criteria then cover the three aspects 
of usability [14]: Efficiency, Learnability and Satisfaction.  

Screen space. The screen space required for displaying hierarchical marking menus 
in novice mode is a major limitation. This problem is critical for handheld devices as 
well as for contextual “pop-up” menus. Indeed, circular menus are at least twice as 
large as linear menus because items are laid out on both sides around the center point. 
Items must also be centered around the cursor that made them appear. These contrast 
with linear menus which can either appear on the left or the right side of the mouse 
press, depending on the space to the screen borders remaining. A 3-level CS menu 
hence requires more horizontal space than 10 linear menus to display its leftmost and 
rightmost branches (Fig. 2). This makes CS menus bad candidates for small screens or 
for being used as contextual menus, even on large screens: if the selected object is too 
close to the screen border, the menu will be partially hidden or it will not be centered 
around the mouse cursor, thus making user interaction cumbersome.  

Other designs, such as MS menus and their variants (i.e. Zone and Polygon menus) 
still require more space than linear menus but are much less space consuming than CS 
menus because their submenus are superimposed. Moreover in expert mode, MS 
menus also require less space than CS menus because the performed simple marks 
can overlap [15]. 

Clothing Groceries

Auto

House

Junk

Meat

Bread

Misc

Staples

Banana
Orange

Pear

Apple

 

Fig. 2. Space requirements in breadth for three-depth Compound-Stroke menus 

Number of items. Many applications now contain a very large number of commands 
(for instance, 642 commands were available in Microsoft Word 6 [5]). Traditional 
menu systems may have some submenus that contain a rather large number of items 
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(typically more than 10 or 15 items) as opposed to CS and MS menus for which 
previous studies [6, 15] have shown a breadth equal to 8 to guarantee good 
performance in expert mode.  Note that for multilevel CS menu, the breadth is even 
smaller than 8 because certain compound marks are ambiguous due to the scale 
invariance of the marks (for example a 3-level CS menu can allow 400 items instead 
of 512=8x8x8 items). The breadth limitation of CS and MS menus may imply 
awkward groupings of items [16] as well as an increased menu depth; two 
consequences that may lead to (a) a decrease in performance in expert mode 
(especially for CS menus, as shown in [15]) and (b) an increased decision time and 
possible disorientation in novice mode as the user needs to navigate in a larger 
number of submenus [10]. Zone and Polygon menus [15] have been introduced as a 
way to solve this problem by extending the menu breadth up to 16 items. However, it 
is important to notice that the time to select an item amongst N not only depends on 
the depth and breadth of the menu but also relies on various factors such as the type of 
menu task and the order of items. Empirical testing is thus often needed to define an 
optimal breadth and depth combination. 

Speed and Error rate. Speed measures the time needed by users to activate 
appropriate items. Errors occur when the user selects an erroneous command instead 
of the one s/he was supposed to activate. The speed and error rate criteria are 
obviously related as users are more likely to make errors when they try to interact 
faster. The speed and the error rate also depend on the layout of the menu, especially 
the depth and the breadth of the menu, as explained in the previous section [4, 10] and 
the orientation of items in the circular submenus [8, 15]. We distinguish two cases 
depending on if the menu is used in expert or novice mode. 
 

Expert mode. MS menus are more efficient than CS menus in expert mode [15]. MS 
menus allow for slightly faster selections and significantly reduce the error rate for 
large hierarchies. Their accuracy remains approximately constant (about 93%) for 2 
and 3-level menus and does not decrease for diagonal directions. A possible 
explanation is that the spatial complexity of strokes does not vary with MS menus: 
users must always draw simple marks (but multiple times) while CS menus require 
more complex continuous compound gestures. Zone and Polygon menus are slower 
than MS menus for a given depth because the user must “tap” before drawing the 
stroke. However, as they provide a larger breadth, their depth tends to be smaller, so 
that the global performance of a menu system is likely to be equivalent or even better. 

 
Novice Mode. Studies have shown that Pie menus were 15-20% faster than linear 
menus in novice mode [1]. Still, to the best of our knowledge, the marking menu 
techniques have not yet been compared in novice mode even though novice mode 
efficiency is a key issue for user acceptance (section 1).  

The notion of “speed” is harder to define in novice mode than in expert mode. It 
can be viewed as the mean time needed to activate items that the user does not already 
know, and thus, that s/he cannot select in expert mode. Nevertheless the notion of a 
novice usage corresponds to different kinds of user behaviour and strategy [10]. A 
user can for instance search for a “concept” he has never or rarely used before. For 
example, the user of a new text editor will probably search the various commands for 
changing the text properties (such as the font size, the font style, etc.). These 
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commands may be located in different submenus at different levels in the hierarchy. 
A complete novice user may explore the whole menu system to find all commands 
that are related to text properties. A more experienced user may approximately know 
where these commands are located. An even more experienced user may know the 
appropriate submenu but not the precise location of the command in this submenu. 
This last case corresponds to an intermediate mode [3] where the user could start 
her/his search in expert mode (by performing a gesture that will open the right 
submenu) and complete her/his action in novice mode (by selecting the appropriate 
item in this submenu). This intermediate mode highlights the need for supporting the 
switch between novice and expert mode in menu techniques (section 1). Besides, even 
a novice user is unlikely to perform her/his search in a completely “blind” way: s/he 
will probably use the semantics of the menu labels to constrain her/his search. This 
property makes a search task in a menu system quite different from an exploration 
task in an arbitrary tree where item labels may convey little or no semantic 
information. A search in a menu system is always directed by a priori user knowledge 
(which can be domain knowledge, knowledge from previous uses of the application or 
of similar applications).  

As a conclusion, the time to select an item amongst N in a menu system depends 
on various factors, such as the menu layout as explained in the previous section. 
Hence, novice mode efficiency cannot be evaluated in the same straightforward way 
as for expert mode. As an attempt to solve this problem, we have defined a “typical 
novice task” to compare the relative performance of different marking menu designs. 
This task, which can be parameterized in order to control the complexity of the 
search, will be detailed in section 4.  

Learning time and retention over time. Time to learn evaluates how fast users are 
able to acquire the physicals skills needed to operate the menu. This involves three 
different aspects: a) the time to understand how the menu works; b) the time to 
understand how items are organized; and c) the time needed for the transition from 
the novice to the expert mode.  

Retention over time estimates “how well users maintain their knowledge after an 
hour, a day, or a week. Retention may be related to time to learn. Frequency of use 
also plays an important role.” [14]. These criteria have only been studied for 1-level 
CS menus [7]: it has been found that novice users would eventually become experts 
using the mark-ahead feature 90% of the time. This study also highlighted that the 
time needed to reacquire expert mode after an idle period decreases with the amount 
of experience. Zone and Polygon menus may lead to significantly different results 
because of their more sophisticated design. This is especially true for Polygon menus 
where users must draw marks that do not start from a central point and that activate 
different items according to the direction of the mark. The time to understand how the 
menu works may thus be longer than for MS and CS menus. Nevertheless an informal 
study of these menus [6] suggests that their increased breadth (16 items instead of 8 
items) may favor the learnability of the overall organization of the menu items. 

Subjective satisfaction. By estimating how much users liked using various aspects of 
the menu system, “subjective satisfaction may be the key determinant of success” 
[14]. It can depend on many factors, from design to subjective efficiency. The novice 
mode plays an important part in the evaluation of satisfaction because it is the first 
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mode used. If the novice mode does not satisfy the user, there is little chance that s/he 
will continue to use it even if the expert mode is very good.  

3   Wave Menus and Inverted Wave Menus 

Our rationale for designing the Wave menus is guided by the above criteria. 
Considering the speed and error rate criterion, for expert mode, MS menus and other 
variants based on temporal composition, outperform CS menus. We chose to improve 
MS menus, rather than Zone or Polygon menus because their more complex design 
may increase the time to learn and no experimentation has yet been done to study this 
important aspect. We then focus on the novice mode of MS menus and propose 
alternate designs for improving the novice mode while preserving the efficiency of 
the expert mode.  

For novice mode, MS menus require less screen space than CS menus since a 
submenu is displayed on top of its parent menu. However this approach may imply 
problems for exploration of the hierarchical menu and cause user disorientation as the 
navigation path is not visible. This lack of contextual information although 
minimizing the required screen space criterion may therefore have a negative impact 
regarding the time to learn criterion. As people acquire display-based knowledge, the 
graphical display is crucial to learn the structure of the menu. The context in which 
each action is performed helps the user to recall the methods used (i.e. the sequence of 
actions). Moreover MS design does not allow previsualization. Previsualization is a 
common feature of linear and CS menus that allows the user to browse the submenus 
of a given menu by dragging the mouse over its items. Previsualization is a proactive 
feedback [13] that is important for exploring menu systems because it provides a 
means for a fast inspection of possible commands [12].  

To sum up, the rationale for designing Wave menus corresponds to an alternate 
design of MS menus that improve their novice mode while preserving the efficiency 
of their expert mode. Its graphical design is geared towards requiring less space than 
CS menus while offering previsualization of submenu items and path visualization. 
As a consequence, Wave menus work exactly the same way as MS menus in expert 
mode. Fig. 1 shows an example of a 3-level 8-breadth menu that illustrates the new 
graphical design we designed for novice mode. In Fig. 1, State A shows the root 
menu, which is centered around the cursor. As for MS menus, drawing a stroke 
towards an item of the root menu opens the corresponding submenu. However, this 
submenu is not displayed on top of its parent but at the center of the menu system. In 
order to remain visible, its parent menu is then enlarged to surround this submenu 
(State B). The same effect occurs again if another stroke is made (State C). Submenus 
move outwards from the center, recalling the propagation of waves. The outmost 
menu is always the root menu while the inmost menu is always the deepest submenu 
in the hierarchy that is currently visible on screen (as deeper submenus may exist but 
may still be closed).  

For backing up a level in the hierarchy, the user clicks in the center area of the 
inmost submenu. The inmost submenu then disappears and the menus that surround it 
are shrunk. For instance, clicking twice on the center of the menu system shown in 
Fig. 1 in state C would make it appear in state B then in state A. An important 
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consequence is that the user mostly interacts with the inmost menu. The cursor 
remains in the center area of the layout thus reducing the time for pointing (length 
movement) and the focus of attention remains at the center. The fact that interaction 
location and focus of attention remain stable at the center is likely to improve 
performance.  

Users can open submenus without releasing the mouse button. Menus start being 
expanded when the cursor crosses an item border of the inmost menu. A fast 
animation is then performed to make the corresponding submenu pop-up in the center 
of the menu system. This effect, that is related to crossing-based interaction [2, 11] 
simulates the idea of “pushing the menu outwards”. It only requires small movements 
to avoid affecting performance. Symmetrically a fast animation occurs when the user 
clicks on the center for closing a submenu to produce a “collapsing effect”. The role 
of these animations is to help users to understand layout changes when the menu is 
expanded or collapsed. We have informally observed during experimentation that 
“crossing” (i.e. interacting when reaching item borders) seemed to be quite “natural” 
for users. A possible explanation is that drawing a stroke that crosses an item’s border 
affords the idea of stretching this object in order to make its content (i.e. its submenu) 
appear. Moreover, as submenus appear in the center, it makes sense to drag their 
parent items outwards to “make place” in the center. 

Another important characteristic of Wave menus is that users can interact with all 
visible items by clicking or dragging the mouse on them. This makes it possible to 
explore different branches without closing menus and to previsualize submenus. 
Previsualization can be performed continuously by dragging the mouse over the items 
of any parent menu. The current path in the menu tree is always visible as the 
ascendants of a submenu appearing in the center are necessarily displayed (by 
construction of the Wave menu). Wave menus thus offer submenu previsualization 
and path visualization, two features of traditional menus that increase learnability as 
explained in section 2. 

Finally, with regards to required screen space criterion, Wave menus require the 
same minimum amount of screen space as MS menus because they can be operated in 
the same way, by interacting only with the inmost submenu. Some operations, such as 
direct interaction with outer menu items require more space. But Wave menus can 
still be used, even if it is in degraded mode, when they are close to the screen borders. 
This property contrasts with CS menus. Besides, their layout also provide better 
screen space efficiency than CS menus because submenus do not appear on the side 
of their parents but are equally distributed around the same central point (Fig. 1 & 2). 
 

Alternate design. A major feature of Wave menus, which may be surprising at first, 
is that the children of the menu tree appear in the center of the graphical 
representation while the parents (and the root nodes) are located on the outmost rings. 
Such a way of displaying (and interacting with) trees is somewhat unconventional. 
This layout scheme also differs from the marking and pie menus [1]. Hence, we also 
developed a variant called Inverted Wave menus (WM2) where tree nodes are 
displayed in the opposite order. With this variant, the root menu appears in the center 
of the graphical representation, its submenus appear around the root and so on.  

The main drawback of this representation is that it requires more space to be 
usable. In contrast with the standard Wave menu, it cannot be used in “degraded 
mode” when the activation point is close to the screen borders. Besides, it also leads 
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to more changes of focus as the user cannot focus on the center area most of the time, 
as is the case with our previous design. But we found it interesting to experiment with 
these dual designs and to compare them with some of the most promising marking 
menu techniques proposed so far. 

4   Experimental Comparison of Novice Mode Efficiency 

We conducted a controlled experiment to compare the efficiency of the Multi-Stroke 
(MS), Compound-Stroke (CS), Wave (WM) and Inverted Wave (WM2) menus in 
novice mode. As pointed out in section 2, novice mode usage can be seen as a kind of 
a search that is guided by the semantics of the labels and a priori user knowledge. The 
key point here is that users will generally not explore the entire menu tree but only a 
subpart of it, whose size depends on user experience. Moreover, they may want to 
find all commands that are related to a given topic in order to decide which of them is 
more appropriate.  

As the knowledge across subjects is different, a search actually guided by 
semantics is likely to introduce bias in the exploration task. In order to avoid this 
effect, we gave the same name (e.g. Name1) to all the “possible” items in the root 
menu. This means that the subject must only open the submenus that correspond to 
Name1 items. The number of Name1 items (and their corresponding submenus) 
controls the difficulty of the task. This design modelizes a situation where the user 
needs to open several menus (the larger the number, the more of a novice he is).  

Similarly, we gave the same name (e.g. Name2) to the items that must be found by 
the user in the submenus. Some submenus contains one occurrence of Name2, some 
other submenus do not contain it. Again, the number of Name2 items is a fixed 
parameter of the task. Name2 items are all terminal items: they do not open other 
submenus. While our design could easily be extended to 3-level menus we only 
considered 2-level menus to avoid too long experiments, that is to say less than 1 hour  
per subject for testing the four techniques. 

The proposed task is thus as follows: the subject must activate all Name1 items in 
the root menu in order to open the corresponding submenus and  s/he must search for 
all Name2 items in these submenus. A key factor is that the user must consider all 
Name1 and Name2 items. This makes it possible to control the difficulty of the task 
and thus to avoid excessive variability. A naive design would consist in asking the 
user to find and select the first Name2 occurrence (instead of all Name2 occurrences) 
in the set of possible submenus. This would make it difficult to control the task 
complexity as the number of submenus that users would have to open and scan for 
finding Name2 would depend on chance. As the number of submenus explored is 
unpredictable it cannot be easily counterbalanced with trials. Hence, we preferred a 
design where the complexity is known in advance. In our experiments, the number of 
Name1 items is fixed and set to 4, a value that corresponds to a user that is partially, 
but not completely, novice. The number of Name2 items varies from 2 to 4 in a way 
that is counterbalanced among the techniques, so that complexity is the same for all 
the techniques. This number varies to force users to open all the 4 possible submenus 
(if it was fixed and inferior to 4, users could perform the task without opening all the 
submenus in some trials and this would cause inopportune variability; if it was always 
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equal to 4, all submenus would contain the Name2 item, a situation that is less 
realistic than the proposed model).We performed this experiment to check the 
following hypotheses: 

• H1: Multi-Stroke (MS) menus are slower than Compound-Stroke (CS) menus in 
novice mode as they do not provide previsualization and visible path availability. 

• H2: Wave menus and CS menus have similar performance in novice mode. 
• H3: Wave menus have similar performance to their “Inverted” variant: the order 

of the hierarchy does not matter. 
• H4: There is no significant effect on the number of errors and the number of 

missed items between menu techniques. 

4.1   Experimental Design 

Participants. Twelve volunteers participated in the experiment (5 women, 7 men) 
from 24 to 35 years (mean 26). They were all accustomed to using computers and to 
interaction techniques such as linear multilevel menus. None of them had prior 
experience with the tested techniques, nor knew which was the one we had designed. 

Apparatus. The experiment was conducted on a laptop with a 2 GHz Pentium 4 
processor, with a 17” display. All menus were implemented by using the Ubit [11] 
GUI Toolkit (version 5.0) with OpenGL acceleration. In contrasts with many prior 
studies, we did not use a pen interface but a Logitech (TM) mouse as an input device. 
The primary reason is that most of our users had no experience with using pen tablets. 
Much longer training time would have been required to avoid possible bias due to pen 
interaction learning. Besides, our study focuses on user acceptance of marking menus 
for common use, and the mouse is much more commonly used as an input device. 

Task and Stimulus. As explained above, the task consists in finding and selecting the 
multiple occurrences of Name2 items in all Name1 submenus (i.e. submenus that 
correspond to Name1 items in the root menu). Name1 appears 4 times among the 8 
items of the root menu so that the user must open 4 submenus that may contain 
Name2. The number of Name2 occurrences, which varies from 2 to 4, is 
counterbalanced over techniques and submenu breadths. As would be the case in a 
real task, Name1 and Name2 are existing words. They are respectively a continent 
and a city of this continent. To avoid bias due to different subject knowledge both 
names are displayed during the trial. The names contained in the menus are changed 
at the end of each trial. We only performed experiments with 2-level menus in order 
to keep their duration within reasonable limits (about 1 hour). Each submenu is filled 
with 4, 6 or 8 items where the position is counterbalanced in order not to favor a 
specific direction. 

Procedure. The experiment was divided into 4 blocks, one per menu technique, 
counterbalanced across subjects using a Latin square design. For each block, we let 
users discover the menu technique for three minutes without giving indications. 
Participants were then instructed about how to use the menu for five minutes. Then, 
they had to execute 18 randomly-chosen trials for each block. Each trial works as 
follows: 1) the participant presses the mouse in the center of the screen to start the 
experiment; 2) the continent (Name1) and the city (Name2) appear on the screen; 3) 
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the participant opens the menu by pressing the mouse; 4) he can then search and 
select the multiple occurrences of the city name in the menu hierarchy; 5) he presses 
the space bar when he thinks he has found all occurrences; 5) a new screen appears 
with a button to start the next trial. Participants were allowed to take breaks between 
trials. Breaks were enforced between different techniques. In summary, the 
experiment (excluding training) follows this design: 
 

12 subjects  x  4 techniques (MS, CS, WM, WM2) x 
3 submenu breadths (4-6 or 8 items) of 6 selections  =  864 menu selections 
 

The dependent variables are: the reaction, execution and total times, the number of 
errors and the number of missed items. Reaction time is measured as the interval 
between the appearance of the stimulus and the mouse press to open the menu. This 
interval represents the time needed by participants to understand stimuli before 
making a selection. Execution time is measured as the interval between this mouse 
press and when the user presses the space bar to finish the trial. The total time is 
obtained by adding up the reaction time and the execution time. The number of errors 
is the number of wrong selections. The number of missed items is the number of city 
name occurrences that were present in the menu but not selected by the user. 

4.2   Results 

The two-way analysis of variance indicates no significant effect for menu techniques 
on reaction time, thus suggesting there is no difference in mental preparation time. 
The execution time is calculated without taking into account trials with missed items. 
Analysis of variance reveals a significant main effect for technique on execution time 
(F3,33= 47.25, p< .0001). A post hoc Tukey test with 1% alpha level shows that the 
Wave and CS menus are significantly faster than the MS and Inverted Wave menus. 
As expected, our results also reveal a significant main effect for submenu breadth 
(F2,22= 68.69, p< .0001). There is also a significant submenu-breadth x technique 
interaction (F6,66 = 2.75, p< .001), indicating that breadth changes affected menu 

 
Total time divided into reaction and execution time by menu
techniques and number of items by submenus

Errors

Execution timeReaction time

Time (s)

Number of errors per menu technique and
number of items per submenu

 

Fig. 3. Performance of the Compound–Stroke menu (CS), Multi-Stroke menu (MS), Wave 
menu (WM) and Inverted Wave Menu (WM2) with 4, 6 or 8 items by submenu 
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techniques differently. Pairwise means comparisons (Tukey test with 1%) indicate 
that there is no significant time difference between 6 and 8 items for the MS menu. It 
also indicates that the WM2 is significantly slower with 6 and 8 items. A possible 
explanation is that the distance between items is much larger in this design that takes 
longer to read all items. Finally, the analysis of total time (Fig. 3) shows the same 
significant effect as for execution time (as there is no effect for reaction time). 

There is a significant effect for techniques on the numbers of errors (F3,33= 13.59, 
p< .0001) as shown on Fig. 3. A post hoc Tukey test with 1% alpha level shows that 
the number of bad selections is significantly higher for MS menus than for other 
techniques. Wave menus produce 8 times fewer errors than the MS design. This can 
be explained by the fact that users have difficulty selecting the center of the menu 
when they want to come back one level up. The accuracy for different submenu-
breadths is statistically significant (but the Tukey test with 5% indicates that the 
differences are not significant). There is also a significant submenu-breadth x 
technique interaction (F6,66 = 2.75, p< 0.1). Pairwise mean comparisons (Tukey test 
with 1%) indicate that MS menus generate significantly more errors for 6 and 8 items. 
Techniques and submenu-breadth have no significant effect on the number of missed 
items.  

After the experiment, we asked participants to rank-order each of the four menu 
techniques.  

• 6 participants chose CS menus as their favorite technique and 5 of them chose 
Wave menus. 9 participants ranked MS menus as their least favorite technique.  

• 5 participants judged CS menus as the easiest to learn, 3 chose Inverted Wave 
menus and 2 standard Wave menus. Conversely, 6 participants considered MS 
menus as the hardest technique to learn and 4 Wave menus.  

• For 7 participants MS menus was the most tiring technique, for 2 participants it 
was the CS and Inverted Wave techniques. In contrast, 7 participants found CS as 
the least tiring technique, 2 chose WM and MS. 

• 8 participants considered that MS menus made it hard to perceive the hierarchy 
and 3 found this to be the case for the Inverted Wave menus. Conversely, 7 
participants said that CS menus were the best technique to perceive the hierarchy, 
and 2 chose WM and WM2. 

• 7 subjects were not bothered by the inverse hierarchy used in Wave menus, 3 said 
they were uncomfortable only at the beginning and 2 during the whole session. 

4.3   Discussion 

We can now revisit and attempt to confirm the hypothesis posed earlier: 

H1: Multi-Stroke (MS) menus are slower than Compound-Stroke (CS) menus in 
novice mode. Our results clearly show that CS menus are faster than MS menus in 
novice mode (18% faster). As seen in previous sections, previsualization and visible 
path availability, two features that MS menus do not provide, seem to have a major 
effect in improving the navigation in the menu system. In fact, 11 subjects said they 
felt they could easily get lost in MS menus because they were unable to remember 
which submenus they had already visited.  
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H2: Wave menus and CS menus have similar performance in novice mode. This 
hypothesis is confirmed by our results and can be explained in the same way as for 
H1: as they provide the same previsualization and visible path availability features as 
CS menus, they also share the same performance in novice mode. 

H3: Wave menus have similar performance to their “Inverted” variant: the order of 
the hierarchy does not matter. Our results show that Wave menus are actually faster 
that their inverted variant. This may seem surprising but can be explained by a larger 
distance between the “most important” items. An attractive feature of the normal 
Wave menu is that the deepest submenu of the visible part of the hierarchy is always 
located in the center of the menu. This makes it possible for users to focus on this 
zone and to avoid multiple changes of attention, as is the case with the Inverted Wave 
menu. This fact was also pointed out by several users who complained about the 
excessive distance between the items they had to read.  

Hence, it is somewhat difficult to conclude on the effect of the order of the 
hierarchy on performance. However, the fact that the Wave and the CS menu share 
similar performance tends to prove that this order does not really matter. Besides, 
most users (10/12) said they were not bothered by the reversed hierarchy after 
sufficient learning time. 

H4: There are no significant effects on the number of errors and the number of 
missed items by menu techniques. We found no significant difference between 
techniques for the number of missed items. But the number of errors is surprisingly 
high for Multi-stroke menus, which produces 7 times more errors than other 
techniques. While observing participants, we noticed that many of them had difficulty 
clicking in the center zone of the menu to come back to the previous level, and often 
selected a wrong item. This problem does not occur in expert mode where users never 
come back to the previous level. 

5   Conclusion 

Motivated by a criteria-based analysis of marking menus, we have presented Wave 
menus, a variant of multi-stroke marking menus designed for improving their novice 
mode. A user experiment focusing on the novice mode showed that compound-stroke 
marking menus and Wave menus are significantly faster (18%) and more accurate (7 
times fewer wrong selections) than multi-stroke menus. Wave menus have the same 
performance as the novice mode of compound-stroke marking menus and as the 
expert mode of multi-stroke marking menus. By always displaying the parent menus 
and allowing interaction on all the displayed items, Wave menus also offer 
previsualization and path visualization, two features that increase the browsability  
and the learnability of menus by supporting exploration and menu knowledge 
acquisition. Even though the parent menus are displayed, Wave menus require less 
space than compound-stroke marking menus and can be used in “degraded mode” 
with restricted-space conditions (proximity to screen borders). In our experiment, we 
used a mouse because we are focusing on user acceptance of marking menus for 
common use. In a future comparative study, we plan to experiment with Wave menus 
with a stylus, which is an adequate device for marking interaction and cross-based 
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interaction. Finally in our experimental study we did not consider Zone and Polygon 
menus. Further research must be carried out to study their novice mode.  
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Abstract. We present a work in progress that investigates the
manipulation of virtual rotary knobs using a device with three degrees-
of-freedom. We draw a brief parallel between handling real knobs in pro-
fessional sound appliances and interacting with desktop rotary widgets.
Then, we present an interaction technique aimed to support a natural
mapping, to reduce the activation time, and to enhance the fluidity along
the gestures that compose this activity.

Keywords: Interaction Techniques, Rotary Widgets, 3DOF Devices.

1 Introduction

We started this study observing the framework of activity of a sound engineer,
trying to understand the specificities of rapidly controlling many rotary knobs
and linear sliders. This activity is marked by concurrency and strong time con-
straints: when one mixes sound live, controlling two knobs at the same time, or
works in audio post-production, fine-tuning multiple tracks, milliseconds matter.
A mixing table has a large number of sound parameters, but for each one of them
there is an associated physical control. Our goal is to make from this particular
and critical scenario a more general case of study: the interaction with ‘rotary
widgets’. We see today a whole class of software aimed to support varied audio
activities. Many of them present graphic interfaces whose elements mimic the
controls of their physical analogue (Fig.1). However, such transposition raises a
critical point: the impoverishing of the gestural dimension. The numerous dials
and sliders of the professional sound appliances become graphic controls, but
their manipulation depends on a single physical device - the mouse. The interest
in this loss of expressiveness is not new[6]; between the mixing table and the
mouse, there is a continuum with control surfaces and other sophisticated de-
vices. Such solutions may however be expensive, space-consuming, application
specific, and, sometimes, unable to space-multiplex the totality of parameters of
the target application. The interaction technique presented in this paper tries to
improve the control of multiple rotary widgets in a desktop perspective. There-
fore, our point of departure is a mouse-like device that senses its orientation.
We attack the problem from three different angles: reducing the activation time
to manipulate each widget, providing a more coherent mapping between the
device’s movement and the visual feedback, and adding more fluidity to the
transition of gestures that compose the overall activity.

C. Baranauskas et al. (Eds.): INTERACT 2007, LNCS 4662, Part I, pp. 489–492, 2007.
c© IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2007
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Fig. 1. Left: Screenshot of part of the interface of Propellerhead’s Reason. Center: The
Wacom 4D Mouse opened. Right: The 3DOF device with a hemispheric shape.

2 Rotary Widget Interaction Analysis

The handling of rotary widgets in sound software is often addressed through
clicking on one of them and moving the mouse. We will analyze this interaction
as a fourfold problem: phase one, one moves the cursor to pick a knob; phase
two, one activates this knob, e.g., pushing mouse button down; phase three, one
assigns a new value to this knob; and phase four, the knob is deactivated, e.g.,
mouse button up. The object of phase one is extensively studied in target acqui-
sition research and it will not be treated here. The phase two is pragmatically
decisive, for it binds the movement made to get to the widget to the one made
to rotate it. In phase three, there are two common mappings in order to rotate
the widget: moving the mouse vertically or making it circularly. The first relies
upon the metaphor of a vertical slider, but the required movement is incompat-
ible with the widget’s visual affordance; the second requires an awkward and
unusual movement. Finally, in phase four, one deactivates the knob by releasing
the mouse button; at this point, the cursor may be quite far from the adjusted
knob and the user must drive it to the following one. The scenario described re-
lies upon temporal activation; our system explores instead spatial activation[2].
In such configuration, since the widget is activated and deactivated when the
cursor enters and leaves its area, phases two and four need no longer explicit ac-
tions. Nonetheless, in order to make it work, the cursor must rest over the widget
during its manipulation. This would be impossible using the above techniques
because the same transducers that are used to drive the cursor are also used to
rotate the widget. A third transducer, enabling the mouse to sense its yaw angle,
frees the position transducers and also supports a natural mapping between the
user’s manipulation and the widget rotation. In an integral task, the manipula-
tion is improved through the parallel control of the multiple DOFs[4]; despite
selection and rotation being sequential operations, we believe that the transition
from the first to the second may become more fluid if the same gesture driving
the cursor to the widget starts rotating it - in a nearly-integral movement.

3 Prototyping the Spatial Activation

The orientation along the vertical axis of a mouse-like device can be sensed
through different techniques: two position trackers, magnetic tracker,
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Fig. 2. Left: Screenshot of wire frame knobs interface together with input data visual-
ization. Right: A three-state diagram of our system.

accelerometer, and computer vision[1]. We used the Wacom 4D mouse, a cordless
device, part of the Wacom Intuos 4 tablet set, that senses absolute orientation1.
Its main drawbacks are its dimensions (12.5cm by 7cm) and its asymmetric shape,
which constrains the ways in which one can grasp it. Its output data have how-
ever three advantages over other prototypes’: steadiness, responsiveness, and
precision (0.2 degree). We took the mouse’s board out of its house and dressed
it under a ten centimeters polystyrene hemisphere (Fig.1), making a symmetric
smaller shape. We developed a simple six rotary knob graphic interface using
OpenGL, XInput, and the Linux Wacom driver. Testing the technique indicated
us that it would be difficult to conserve the cursor over the selected knob while
rotating the mouse; when one rotates a movable device, it may swing and aban-
don its initial position. Such oscillations move the cursor, which accidentally
leaves the widget’s activation spot. Our approach is to detect the intentional
rotation and, during it, lock the cursor on the center of the spot. Such detection
must, however, take into account the following possibilities: (1) the cursor go
through a widget, which is not the final target, and, despite its apparently linear
trajectory, orientation data vary; (2) the user is still rotating a widget when he
or she starts driving the cursor to another widget; (3) the most recent mouse
data packet may not correctly convey the trend of the manipulation.

A three-state model (Fig.2) illustrates how we managed the above cases[3].
In state 1, rotating the device has no effect on the system; state 2 is ambiguous
and moving the device rotates the widget but also tracks the cursor; in state
3, rotation is clearly intentional, it rotates the widget while the cursor is kept
locked on the center of the activated widget. There are three strong conditions
to get into and to persist in state 3 : the variations of the two position data must
be below a certain threshold and the variation of the orientation data must be
both continuously growing and above another threshold. State 2 solves (1) and
(2): the cursor will not be blocked while going through a widget, neither will the
concurrent movements of rotating and of leaving the widget be hindered. As to
conveying a trend of the movement, we applied the filter used by Oshita in our
data[5]. We set the filter’s constant to a high value, e.g., 0.8, in order to strongly
bias the output values by the most recent data, so that switching from state 3
to state 2 be enough responsive.

1 We thank M. Beaudouin-Lafon for informing us about this device.
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Implementing this three-state model and setting the system’s thresholds were
supported by a data visualization interface, which helped us to know during
which moments position and orientation data varied simultaneously and also
to understand such variations. In Fig.2, each column of pixels in the window
represents a step in the event loop and it is pushed one pixel to the left at every
step. The X, Y and Yaw values are represented by red, green and blue pixels whose
heights represent the values, mapped to the screen’s height, of the device’s data
at that step. When the system is in state 2, the background color of the column
of pixels is switched from white to light gray; dark gray when it is in state 3.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We identified some aspects that could be improved in rotary widget manipu-
lation and proposed a technique based on 3DOF devices to tackle them. The
interaction afforded by our exploratory interface indicates the feasibility of such
approach. The activity investigated is a special case of sequential manipulation,
dubbed nearly-integral, where the first operation requires DOFs that are not
those required by the second. The performance of this technique should still
be evaluated in comparison with the traditional model, using a smaller better-
balanced device2, and we would like it to be tested by advanced sound edition
software users as well. Finally, we would like to explore other potential nearly-
integral interaction scenarios, such as picking an item in a long drop-down list,
in order to test the validity and the extensibility of this approach.
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Abstract. This paper describes our ongoing project related to touchscreen 
keyboard interfaces. This customizable and adaptable touchscreen keyboard 
with bubble cursor-like visual feedback, CATKey, is a software keyboard for 
touchscreens that is designed to provide adaptable and customizable functions. 
We discuss its concept, prototype, and tentative evaluation. 

Keywords: adaptation, bubble cursor, customization, touchscreen keyboard. 

1   Introduction 

Touchscreen interfaces have been attracting attention in recent years because their 
functionality and usability for mobile phones and information appliances have 
become better known. Recently, they are used as mobile phone interfaces for iPhone 
by Apple, KE850 by LG, and FOMA D800iDS by Mitsubishi. They are used also in 
public-use terminals including automated teller machines, ticket machines, and 
information kiosks. Touchscreen keyboards are a fundamental application for 
touchscreen interfaces and are used in several application areas. The key arrangement 
for touchscreen keyboards typically uses the standard Qwerty arrangement because 
users can transfer their skills and experience gained using common hardware 
keyboards [5]. Previous studies have shown that the text entry rate for a touchscreen 
keyboard is considerably slower than that for hardware Qwerty keyboard, even for 
expert typists [6, 7]. 

This paper reports our ongoing efforts at designing a Customizable and Adaptable 
Touchscreen Keyboard with bubble cursor-like visual feedback (CATKey). We are 
particularly interested in involving a wide range of user classes by improving 
perceived usability without decreasing the text entry rate. Many touchscreen systems 
are targeted at the public-use market. For that reason, users’ skills and experiences are 
varied. Users would refuse to use them if the text entry method were to provide low 
perceived usability. 
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2   Touchscreen Keyboard Design 

Text entry tasks with touchscreen keyboards are cumbersome because (1) the user 
cannot touch, feel, or distinguish the positions of the keys displayed on the screen; and 
(2) it is difficult to feel the visual and tactile feedback from the keys, especially with 
conventional touchscreen devices1. However, touchscreen keyboards have practical 
advantages because (1) they can be designed as customizable and adaptable keyboards; 
and (2) they can be designed to display the visual feedback of and on the keys. 

Our approach to designing touchscreen keyboards is to address the weak points 
using customizable and adaptable functions and effective visual feedback to improve 
their perceived usability. 

2.1   Customizable Key Layout 

Figure 1 shows an overview of our keyboard design. The left panel is the initial layout 
of keys. Each key has a maximum area. Consequently, the overall key area forms a 
Voronoi diagram. The right panel presents a key layout customized by a user, which 
is done in the customization mode of CATKey. The customized key area also forms a 
Voronoi diagram. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of CATKey: customizable and adaptable touchscreen keyboard with bubble 
cursor-like visual feedback. Left: the initial layout of keys. Right: a key layout customized by 
the user. 

2.2   Adaptable Keys 

We designed an adaptable function 
similar to [3]. In the adaptive mode of 
CATKey, the key centroid is moved to 
the centroid of recorded keystroke points 
in each key (Fig. 2). The keystroke 
coordinates are recorded for the period of 
the pre-specified number of keystrokes. 

2.3   Visual Feedback 

Figure 3 depicts the design of visual 
feedback in CATKey. The left panel 
                                                           
1 Although some studies of tactile displays (tactile VDTs) have emerged [1], most touchscreen 

display products do not have tactile feedback. 

Fig. 2. The key adaptation mechanism o
CATKey. Black point: the original centroid
X-mark: keystroke points. White circle: the
centroid of the keystroke points and the
weighted original centroid. Dotted line
recalculated key area. 
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shows an actual view of CATKey. We assigned a round key area to communicate the 
touched location to the user. The yellow f and j keys show the home positions of 
index fingers. The presence of the line and color of keys can be modified using the 
parameter-setting dialogue. The right panel shows the bubble cursor-like visual 
feedback [2]. The bubble-shape cursor in red adjusts dynamically to the closest key 
and provides the sensation of an offset cursor [8]. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Design of visual feedback in CATKey. Left: the overview of CATKey with lines and 
color circles. Right: bubble cursor-like visual feedback. 

3   Evaluation 

We evaluated the usability of CATKey based on the ISO 9241-4 [4]. We measured 
the entry speed and error rate using a hardware Qwerty keyboard, a software Qwerty 
keyboard, and CATKey, and assessed the comfort; finally, we conducted a debriefing 
interview. 

Ten college students (two female and eight male) participated in the evaluation. 
They all use a hardware Qwerty keyboard regularly, but seldom use a touchscreen 
keyboard for their daily activities. 

A CAD Center NEXTRAX 15 
touchscreen computer is used. It has a 15-
inch TFT monitor with 1024 × 768-pixel 
resolution. CATKey is implemented using 
C# of Microsoft Corporation’s Visual 
Studio.Net 2003. Figure 4 shows a user 
typing with NEXTRAX 15, which has 20 
degree mounting angle. For hardware 
keyboards, Dell Computer Corporation’s 
standard keyboard was used. The 
sentences were chosen randomly from 
among pangrams such as “a quick brown 
fox jumps over the lazy dog,” “how quickly daft jumping zebras vex,” and “pack my 
box with five dozen liquor jugs.” 

Each experimental session included ten sentences for the typing task. The 
participant performed two practice sessions, then completed four sessions for 
measurement. The presentation order of keyboard type was counterbalanced. 

Fig. 4. Experimental setting (NEXTRAX 15) 
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Results indicate that the respective mean entry speeds of the hardware Qwerty 
keyboard, software Qwerty keyboard, and CATKey are 33.5, 23.8, and 22.8 wpm. A 
significant difference exists among the keyboards (F(2, 18) = 7.5, p<0.05); but no 
significant difference is apparent between the levels of the software Qwerty keyboard 
and CATKey. Similarly, the mean error rate of the hardware Qwerty keyboard, 
software Qwerty keyboard, and CATKey are respectively 3.4, 5.9, and 6.8%. A 
significant difference exists among the keyboards (F(2, 18) = 6.3 (p<0.05)); but no 
significant difference was found between the levels of software Qwerty keyboard and 
CATKey. In addition, no significant difference exists on the assessment of comfort 
between the software Qwerty keyboard and CATKey. 

4   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we described the design of CATKey: a customizable and adaptable 
touchscreen keyboard with the bubble cursor-like visual feedback. Early evaluation 
showed that the mean entry speed and mean input error rate of CATKey have no 
statistical difference from that of a standard software Qwerty keyboard. During the 
debriefing interview, however, the participants expressed their preference for the 
design and usability of CATKey. We will further investigate the usability of CATKey 
and explore various key arrangements such as the Metropolis keyboard [9]. 
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Abstract. In this article we propose a conceptual framework for associating the 
concepts of usability, computer education and affective quality. We analyze the 
interaction student-teacher under the light of learning strategies used in educa-
tional geosimulators for defining the main emotional constructs that are  
involved in this process. We elaborate this initial analysis by identifying which 
interactive objects should be associated with the identified emotional constructs. 
We associate these objects with an architecture that defines the basics compo-
nents of an educational geosimulation system as well as the learning strategies 
used in this context. We illustrate the utility of the framework with an evalua-
tion of an education geosimulator for police training as well as an evaluation of 
the student’s satisfaction during the interaction in different scenarios.   

Keywords: Affective emotional quality, Educational System Evaluation. 

1   Introduction 

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) have been studied since the 1970s and an increas-
ing variety of tools have emerged since then, leveraging diverse techniques from 
different areas of computer science and particularly from Artificial Intelligence. Edu-
cational agent-based simulation systems are one of these, in which intelligent agents 
support the interaction between the simulation model and the user [10]. One of the 
recent advances in these systems was the combined use of Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS) with multiagents for simulation of social or urban environments, 
which characterizes geosimulation [1]. With the computational development of GIS, 
bringing precision and realism to simulation [25], educational tools are also benefited 
with richer human-computer interaction strategies.   

Despite the aforementioned advances, few studies have paid attention to the usabil-
ity aspects of the educational systems that involve complex phenomena in urban cen-
ters, where the interaction with GIS is intense. These aspects must be taken into  
account in the systems design phase and can also be useful for evaluating the final 
quality of the User Interfaces (UIs). Moreover the approaches that focus on the  
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usability of educational systems concern only the effectiveness of the user-system 
interaction (the number of successful task completions) and the efficiency (the time 
required to complete an interactive task) [16]. 

In this article we follow a multidisciplinary approach by proposing a conceptual 
framework for associating the concepts of usability, computer education and affective 
quality. Our work goes beyond the traditional view of usability by considering the 
affective dimension of the UI—a topic that has gained ground in recent HCI research. 
We claim that the affective aspect (such as users’ feeling states and their involvement 
with the content) is particularly relevant in the context of educational systems, since 
learning depends strongly on how synergetic the relationship is between teacher and 
student. The framework construction is done in two steps. First, we analyze the inter-
action student-teacher under the light of learning strategies used in educational  
geosimulators for defining the main emotional constructs that are involved in this 
process. From this initial analysis we evolve the framework by identifying which 
interactive instruments should be associated with the identified emotional constructs.    

We have chosen to associate the affective usability aspects with an architecture 
proposed in [7] that defines the basic components of an educational geosimulation 
system as well as the learning strategies used in this context. We then provide design-
ers with orientation of how to take these aspects into account already in the interac-
tion design phase of these systems. Moreover, we consider that our framework is also 
appropriate to evaluate the users’ satisfaction that refers to the affective quality they 
have about the system in interaction. In the final part of the paper we present how the 
conceptual framework can be used to evaluate an already deployed system for train-
ing police officers. Finally, we evaluate the user’s satisfaction using this system  
during the realization of different scenarios of a training process.     

2   Affective Quality in Interactive Systems: Design and Evaluation 
Issues  

HCI has often attracted considerable attention from academic communities by inte-
grating these concepts into an educational system development process in order to 
obtain more usable systems. Traditionally, the usability of a developed system has 
been evaluated to assure both its effectiveness (such as the number of successful task 
completions) and efficiency (such as the time required to complete an interactive 
task). Recently, these assumptions have been revisited and broadened to embed the 
concepts of the affective quality theories. Affective quality is related to the user’s 
emotional responses (such as the affect, activity and attitude of the users) in regards to 
the system that they are experiencing [3]. For instance, a learning system may elicit 
enjoyment (e.g. pleasure). Then, the users may continue using it for a long time and 
become emotionally absorbed (e.g. engagement by a content that matches with their 
objects of interest, preferences and restrictions). Finally, the users may decide that 
they like a specific learning task, which leads to the formation of an attitude (e.g., a 
summary evaluation of an experience supported by explanations). 

In [19], the author investigates the role of emotions in the design and evaluation of 
a UI for any interactive product in three levels of the human brain mechanism: on the 
visceral level, the emotional reactions are associated to the nature of the UI (aesthetics 
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and beauty); on the behavioral level, the emotional reactions are associated to the use 
of the UI (effectiveness, efficiency and errors). On this level, Norman situates the 
traditional usability notion; and on the reflective level, the emotional reactions refer to 
the meaning of the UI (rationalization and intellectualization of a product). Table 1 
depicts the relation existing among the usability and affective quality concepts in 
which must be both considered when evaluating the users’ satisfaction (such as their 
subjective perceived ease of use) of learning systems. 

Table 1. HCI concepts from usability engineering and affective disciplines 

USABILITY AFFECTIVE QUALITY 
Focus on interactive task design Focus on emotional design,  

captology, funology 
Concepts of usability: task, effectiveness, 
efficiency and errors 

Concepts of affective quality: feeling 
states as pleasure in interactive experi-
ences 

Activity of users based on task execution, 
their preferences and restrictions 

Activity of users based on free explo-
ration, context and participation. 

Attitude of the users supported by task 
completion and representation of interac-
tive objects associated to the tasks 

Attitude of the users supported by 
assistances through persuasive and 
user difficult strategies 

 
The emphasis on both of these concepts entails a complete evaluation of the users’ 

satisfaction as for: 1) their ability to learn about the system and to use it in a creative 
way. This ability that the users must have is the direct reflex of their comprehension 
of the UI, specifically, of the representations of its interactive objects [22]. A possible 
question to pose to the users is the following: How many of the interactive objects 
representations were not associated with your intention of use? and; 2) their emotional 
responses (feeling states, trust, engagement) with the system. Some evaluation meth-
ods have included the following questions in users’ satisfaction tests: how fun was the 
user interface? How interesting was the content presented? How persuasive was the 
user interface? It is worthy mentioning that this broader notion of usability requires a 
user-centered design process, in which users must be analyzed by the designers in 
order to build better interactive objects (as widgets) and to understand the emotional 
effects that Interactive Systems (ISs) will have on users [4].   

3   Educational Geosimulation Systems 

Simulation aims to represent one phenomenon via another. In educational terms, 
simulation is important because it allows learning through the possibility of doing 
[21]. On the other hand, Social or urban environments are dynamic, non-linear, and 
made of a great number of interacting entities, characterizing a complex system. The 
use of Multiagent System to simulate social environments has become broadly used 
[2] [13].  

Recently [8] brought together the components of what they consider relevant for 
the development of urban activities training by means of simulation systems and pro-
posed the Educational Geosimulation Architecture (EGA). EGA encompasses the 
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basics components of an educational geosimulation system serving as a basis to de-
velopers of this type of system. EGA follows a traditional architecture of an ITS in 
which three main models are distinguished: the student model, the teacher model and 
the domain model. However, some particular aspects are present in EGA. Geosimula-
tors are used as a tool of the teacher model because the topic of study is dynamic and 
the practice in reality involves high risks and costs. The use of a GIS allows for the 
appropriate representation of the simulation environment (domain model). The  
multiagent simulation approach is followed because it provides an appropriate com-
putational representation of independent entities that interrelate within the same envi-
ronment. In this educational context, a multiagent simulation platform contains two 
types of agents: domain agents, that represent the domain model and/or student model 
and pedagogical agents representing the teacher model. Last but not least important, 
there are the user interfaces that are the communication channel between the system 
and the student. Figure 1 depicts the previously mentioned EGAs main components 
and indicates the three basic strategies of learning that it entails. The more traditional 
strategy is learning by instruction that is obtained from the material (information, 
examples, concepts) provided by the teacher. By using the simulation the student 
learns by doing. The assistances provided by the teacher to help the better understand-
ing of the phenomena underlying the simulation leads to a process of learning by 
reflection. 

 
Fig. 1. Interaction among the Educational Geosimulation Architecture Components 

4   Affective Usability Aspects in Educational Geosimulation 
Systems 

We draw from this work the focus on some HCI concepts describing a multi-
disciplinary strategy of generating a conceptual framework from education, user  
interaction and affective quality theories (see Table 2). From the EGAs learning 
strategies, we analyzed the possible emotional responses of affect, activity and atti-
tude that the students can have in the interaction process with the educational system. 
We considered, for instance, that the affect (such as feeling states) is a neurophysical 
state that is consciously accessible as a simple, non-reflective feeling [26]. This is the 
reason we associated it to the learning by instruction strategy. In scenarios of  
this type, the student is unconsciously accepting the instruction as being the truth 
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(indicating a high level of trust in the teacher, or even of submission). The simulation 
and explanation strategies, in turn, raise emotional responses related to the behavioral 
(activity) and reflective (attitude) levels of a person, respectively. Then we associate 
affective usability design aspects that might elicit positive emotional responses from 
the students.  For instance, an instruction-based system can be designed with sophisti-
cated technological resources (as tangible interfaces), that positively influence users’ 
experience on an emotional level (as having fun) when interacting with it. Note that a 
same system can elicit a combination of emotions. For instance, a system can be vis-
cerally attractive through its UI and elicit reflection through the way explanation is 
displayed. 

Table 2. Affective usability aspects in educational geosimulation systems 

Learning Strategies Emotional Responses Affective Usability Design 
Aspects 

Learning by in-
struction 

Affect  
Feeling states (motivated, enthusias-
tic, calm) for using a system that is 
beautiful, attractive and with less 
constraining interaction; Pleasure in 
having fun. 

Representation of interactive 
tasks through interactive 
agents; 
Manipulation and animation of 
interactive objects. Look, 
sound and feel dominate. 

Learning by doing 
(simulation) 

Activity 
Engagement in figuring simulations 
out (perceived ease of use, no feel-
ing of risk and failure); Involvement 
in understanding the simulation 
content; Trust 

Support to trials through his-
toric of simulations; 
Contextual and participatory 
simulations 

Learning by reflec-
tion (Thinking 
through assis-
tances) 

         Attitude 
After a superficial involvement, a 
sense of true commitment in under-
standing the simulation context, that 
can bring to the formation of atti-
tude. 

Persuasive techniques and 
difficult-regulation strategies 
for providing adaptive, helpful, 
and structured assistances. 

 
The aspects illustrated in Table 2 are admittedly incomplete: they are meant only to 

spawn new ways of thinking about the users’ satisfaction with these systems by not 
only focusing on the systems’ efficiency. The aspects do not address, for instance, 
characteristics of context in which the interaction should take place. They refer more 
to the way in which the interactive objects that represent the learning strategies should 
be perceived by the users when manipulating, creating, visualizing or controlling 
these objects in their learning experiences. Our goal is to provide design concerns 
elucidated from theoretical literature when appropriate, which can help professionals 
both to design and to evaluate these kind of educational systems. Specifically, we 
intend to show how attention paid to users’ emotional responses can be used as a basis 
for developing and evaluating these systems in order to elicit positive responses from 
students. The affective usability design aspects were classified into three groups as 
follows.  
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4.1   Eliciting Emotional Responses Through the Representation of the 
Interactive Elements 

Users expect to have not only appropriate functionality and usability, but pleasure 
(“benefits”) in using the UI as well [12]. For this reason, many high-tech design solu-
tions are being defined as patterns, in order to be reused in other situations. Interac-
tion Patterns represent best design solutions for known interaction problems [23]. As 
the interactive agent notion is usually used in educational systems, it can be modeled 
as an interaction pattern and be characterized by having an interactive representation. 
For instance, an agent can be of the anthropomorphic agent pattern type, when real-
ized through synthetic characters in the UI of affective systems. The description of a 
pattern should include the possible constraints involved in the interaction. For in-
stance the designer should know that anthropomorphic effects can cause interaction 
problems when considering the fact the user can expect the system to be intelligent 
and cognitively potent. This expectation may lead to frustration in the user when the 
system can not meet these expectations [11].   

In a GIS, the graphical representation presented to the user through the UI is the re-
sult of interactive objects which represent agents, users’ action and/or context of 
study. Some aspects in the UIs of the GIS can contribute to enhance the users’ satis-
faction for different reasons, in particular:  

• Direct Manipulation. Users need to have complete control over the system, it 
can be hard to accept characters in the interface that run outside their control. 
Users got irritated and frustrated when they could not figure it out [11]. It is 
important to provide users with support for free exploration when manipulat-
ing a map. The idea is to allow, for instance, the user to query the object about 
its features or even to control its behavior in a certain situation; 

• Animation: animation through several effects (such as color changes, panning, 
and dynamic links) can make a UI more memorable and vivid, and more en-
joyable to use, leading users to have fun. In agent-based systems, agents can be 
designed to navigate (virtual) spaces with movement patterns to simulating ur-
ban population as collectives of individuals with associated behaviors and 
traits. 

We cannot forget the studies coming from other fields (such as semiotic, ergo-
nomic, communication), related to different aspects that can bring aesthetic and 
beauty to the system, and consequently pleasure to the users [26]. In semiotic design; 
studies are about the choice of significant symbols that are an abstraction of the object 
of the real world and the definition of how these symbols are used during the commu-
nication of the users with the system [22]. In communicational, ergonomic and 
graphical design, studies are in many styles in a variety of colors in order for design-
ers to create the artistic UI design. 

4.2   Eliciting the Emotional Responses in Simulation Experiences 

In a simulation process, the possible users’ emotional responses can be elicited from: 

• Their engagement in figuring simulations out. The design aspect refers to the 
support an educational system gives to trials through historic of simulations, 
free exploration, and treatment of errors. For instance, if the users can make 
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trials as many times as they want, with no feeling of risk and failure, then 
they will have more intentions to do so. The number of times the users fig-
ured simulations out and the time spent in this process are important criteria 
to measure their engagement in interactive simulation experiences. 

• Their involvement in understanding the simulation content (as the results, 
which can be boring/interesting). The design aspects refer to the simulation 
content’s characteristics, which can be contextual. It means that the simula-
tion takes place on a map that represents the context of the displayed content 
(the agents). In learning theories, it is known that users are more involved 
with the content when it represents objects of their own interest. For in-
stance, if real world scale map is used, the users will be more involved in the 
simulation context. Such closeness with their real object makes the UI more 
comprehensible to the user. Another important factor of HCI to elicit pleas-
ure of users in learning experiences is to allow them participating as active 
subject in the simulation process [18]. 

4.3   Eliciting the Emotional Responses in Assistance Experiences   

Like teachers, educational systems can provide students with different modalities of 
assistances, such as: a) Explanation, which refers to the act or process of explaining 
something; b) Hint, which is a brief or indirect suggestion, a tip; and c) tutorial, this 
refers to instructions describing how the users can proceed at a certain moment.   

Like teachers, these systems should motivate students to try out one or more assis-
tances. Some systems’ characteristics are important to encourage users in this  
decision moment (of looking for assistance or not) such as: trust and credibility in 
assistances to obtain. Several user studies show that transparency is a key factor to 
trusting learning systems. In [17], some explaining techniques show users the prove-
nance of the explanations. Having decided to get help, the users start looking for in-
teresting assistances around the screens by visiting pages, navigating among menu 
items, reading the main information, and so on. In this superficial involvement, per-
suasive interactive techniques can influence users to stay active and loyal in assis-
tance and entail in a profound reflective process. It is expected that the understanding 
of the obtained assistance makes users change their attitudes. 

Persuasive technologies, studied in the area of Captology, can interactively ma-
nipulate what people think and do. Examples of these technologies are the following: 
persuading through customization, simplifying and guided persuasion [6]. This same 
author gives an example that customized explanation provides users with tailored 
information to achieve a persuasive result. To encourage users to take action against 
polluting organizations, a customized graphical explanation could be given through a 
map when users enter their zip code. The map can enable users to view the location of 
pollution sources relative to where they live, work, or attend school. Tailored infor-
mation is more effective than generic information in changing users’ attitudes and 
behaviors. Hint is a kind of simplifying persuasive technique, because users know 
they will find brief help. Tutorial is a guided persuasion technique, and it provides 
opportunities to persuade users along the way. Another way to motivate students to 
get the assistances refers to providing them with appropriate levels of assistance re-
gardless of students’ skill. Many works refer to the difficulties in dealing with the 
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conflicting goals of expanding system functionality (as more elaborated assistances) 
for expert users while simultaneously keeping the system easy to use for novice users. 
In [14], Larson specified difficult-regulation strategies which can be useful in com-
puter games, such as: a) user skill selection, when the users have the power to choose 
what level of game play they want; and b) explicit and implicit stage progression: in 
implicit staging, game play becomes more difficult the longer the users play; in ex-
plicit staging, when the users complete a stage the game may stop to congratulate 
them, and the users start the next stage. In this educational context, explicit assis-
tances can also be given in function of the historic of simulations.   

5   Analyzing the Student’s Satisfaction in Learning Experiences 

In this section, we describe an educational geosimulator that follows EGA architec-
ture and show how the framework previously define can be used to evaluate the users’ 
satisfaction from an emotional perspective while using this system.   

5.1   Case Study: The ExpertCop System 

In brief, the ExpertCop system supports learning by means of simulation of phenom-
ena that provoke crime in an urban area. Initially the student provides the system with 
a police resource allocation plan. Then the system simulates crime for a predefined 
period. The goal is to lead the students to understand the consequences of their alloca-
tion as well as understand the cause-and-effect relations. In ExpertCop, the simula-
tions occur in a learning environment and along with graphical visualizations that aid 
the users’ learning. The domain agents are the police team, the criminals and the tar-
gets (notable points). Criminals are the most important agents in the simulation proc-
ess. Their behavior is based on a rule base which orients them to look for targets and 
to commit crimes (see [8] for a detailed description). The Pedagogical Agent (PA) 
represents the teacher model and aims at helping the users to understand the phenom-
ena represented by the simulation. 

The interaction with the domain agents is done at two moments. First, before the 
simulation, the user must allocate the police in the areas to be patrolled and available 
on the geoprocessed map. Figure 2 shows the interface for this allocation process and 
describes its main functionalities. Crimes are represented on the map as points—in 
red if the crime is committed and in green if it is not. The goal of the user is to pro-
vide a good allocation, which prevents the occurrence of crimes to the greatest extent. 
Second, during the simulation the movement of the police patrol routes is shown. The 
user can follow the simulation process in the simulation interface. At the end of the 
simulation process, the user accesses the system’s pedagogical tools. Upon each new 
allocation performed, the system can comparatively evaluate the simulated moments, 
showing the user whether the modification brought a better effect to the crime rate or 
not. After the simulation, interaction is possible via queries to crimes that occurred. It 
is up to the PA to answer these queries. 
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Fig. 2. ExpertCop’s police allocation interface 

 

With relation to the interaction with the PA, it is supposed that the PA elicits users’ 
pleasure in learning experiences and a formation of attitude by providing them with 
different assistances. The PA uses two distinct forms to explain the events of the sys-
tem, the explanation at a micro-level and at a macro-level. At a micro-level, to explain 
the simulation events (crimes), the system uses a tree of proofs describing the steps of 
reasoning of the criminal agent responsible for the event. This tree is generated from 
the process of the agent’s decision making. The agent’s evaluation of a crime is repre-
sented by a set of production rules. At a macro-level, for the explanation of the sys-
tem’s emerging behavior, the PA tries to identify patterns of the crimes generated in 
the simulation (see [7] for details of how this is done). The concepts learned by the 
system are displayed to the user as hints of the following type: “Did you realize that 
crime: theft, victim: vehicle, week day: Saturday, period: night, local: residential 
street, neighborhood: Aldeota Beach frequently occur together?” Having this kind of 
information, the user can reflect on changes in the allocation, aiming to avoid this 
situation. Figure 3 shows the functionalit ies for visualization.   

5.2   Analyzing the Emotional Aspect of the Students Using ExpertCop  

ExpertCop was used to support a course at the Ministry of Justice and the National 
Secretariat of Public Safety. ExpertCop was intended to help police officers reflect on 
the forms of treatment and analysis of information and how these influence the under-
standing of crime. The audience was made up of thirty professionals in the area of 
public safety: civil police officers, chiefs of police, and military police (which are the 
majority). A quantitative analysis of the effectiveness of ExpertCop in the learning 
process is discussed in [8]. In this paper, we will concentrate on the description of an 
empirical qualitative analysis of the users’ satisfaction, in the light of the aforemen-
tioned concepts. 
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the Assistances 

  

The testing session was composed by the following scenarios of the training proc-
ess: familiarization, resource allocation, simulation and evaluation of simulation re-
sults. It took place from 30 to 40 minutes. Initially, students made use of the tool in an 
illustrative simulation to familiarize themselves with the functionalities. In the re-
source allocation scenario, training was carried out by a set of at least two simulations 
in city areas. In the first simulation, the students had to create and configure a certain 
number of teams (according to the size of the area), allocate them on the map, and 
activate the simulation. At the end of the first simulation we asked the students to 
identify, according to their beliefs, factors (concepts) that influenced the occurrence 
of the crimes. They did so by observing the map of the crimes that occurred and those 
that were avoided. They focused on geographical and/or visual factors that directly 
effect the crime rates. After collecting the students’ concepts, we allowed them to use 
the pedagogical support of the system (hints, explanations and evaluations). After this 
moment, the collection of factors influencing the crimes was carried out again. In the 
subsequent simulation, we repeated the same area to serve as a comparison with the 
initial simulation already completed, and allowed them to make their allocations and 
use the pedagogical support of the tool according to their needs. At the end of the 
process we also apply a questionnaire asking about how fun the system was and how 
difficult to learn its use was. We participated of the testing session as experimenters. 
A discussion about the users’ emotional responses evoked by the system is done as 
follows.  

Arousal. The first reaction of the most part of the users (in case the students) during 
the initial contact with the system was of complete pleasure. Some of them asked to 
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have a license because they wanted to use it as a tool of decision-making support. 
This emotional response of the users is associated to the Wow factor of the visceral 
level: wow, I like it. I want it [19]. The aesthetic aspect of the interface with interac-
tive object and colors well chosen, and the fun aspect of the game-like structure are 
potential responsible for this.  

Pleasure of fun vs. quality of learning. Being fun is particularly delicate in game-
based ITS systems. Sometimes the system interface is so fun that it leads the user to 
game with the system without any intention of learning the process behind the game. 
It is important, then, to design the ITS to be resistant to the game factor, i.e. the user 
obtains good scores in the game by just guessing. Moreover, the game aspect cannot 
bypass the main goal which is learning from the use of the system. The difficulty of 
having good performance (in terms of crime rate reduction) just guessing is a particu-
lar aspect of ExpertCop and was analyzed in detail in [8]. Moreover, the sequence of 
the scenarios that consists of a phase of analysis of the simulation results is also an 
important factor because it leads the user trying to understand the simulation model. 

Pleasure of using. Several graphical characteristics elicit from the users good feelings 
leading them to use comfortably the system. Assistances are provided in several ways, 
and are associated with the agents allocated on the map. One of these assistances is 
the possibility of visualization on map of notable points such as squares, gas stations, 
drugstores, schools, etc. Doing so, the user can allocate the police agents by directly 
drawing on the map the routes that must be followed by these agents while taking into 
account the hot spots to be monitored. Even the task of police allocation, that our 
observations and answers of the questionnaire have captured as being the most diffi-
cult to do in the system, was considered agreeable to do. Our analysis is that the direct 
manipulation of the agents representing the police officer in the map is the main fac-
tor that influenced this feeling.  

Involvement. All the users found the results of the simulation very interesting, in par-
ticular, six users who lived in the same city represented in the GIS. They were eager 
to plunge into allocation then anxious to see the results. They likely took far longer 
than the others for performing the allocation process. These emotional responses 
reflected on an emotional involvement of the users with the content. We think it was 
provoked by the contextual identification aspect of the users with their area of work. 
Moreover, the simulations can be restarted as many times as the student wants. The 
process is friendly and a historic of simulation results can be accessed allowing the 
users to follow their performance. 

Sense of persuasion. Users reacted most positively to the hint explanation (showing 
crime patterns) that made them reflect on their allocation, commenting that they un-
derstood why some crimes have not been avoided. Remember that the hints are shown 
to the users as a pop up window and that they can concomitantly verify their validity 
while visualizing the patterns in the map. The idea herein contained is to influence the 
users passing through the UI (in this case, through the hint button) messages that 
could affect the users’ intentions of use (in other words, to motivate them to learn by 
exploring the assistances). This is a good example of how the interface, by simultane-
ously contemplating distinct modalities, has enhanced the way information was pro-
vided to the users and consequently persuading them. 
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Trust. In the first simulation users trusted in the system accuracy but not in its re-
sults. They trusted more in the system, when the explanation of the occurrence of the 
events was given. They could interpret the model behind the simulations. A missing 
point that would add credibility to the system is a summary about the origin of the 
information used in the simulation and makes it available in the help option in the 
main menu of the tool. 

Formation of attitude. As for the users’ attitude to the system, it is supported by ex-
planations about the criminals’ behavior for a certain scenario of preventive police 
that they defined. Crimes are shown on the map in terms of red dots. The user can 
click on these dots emulating a query of the type “why have you committed this par-
ticular crime?” Using concepts familiar to the users’ discourse domain, rule-based 
explanation emulates the criminal’s answers to the users’ query. This interactivity 
process reinforces the users’ attitude towards the system because of its contextual 
feature and persuasiveness.  

Participation and Collaboration. During the iterative process of allocation-
simulation-visualization of results, users applied some spontaneous collaborative 
practices (such as: users wanted to make comparisons among their simulation results 
and/or to comment about their allocation proposals) to identify similar strategies 
among themselves. They usually collaborated with the colleagues beside them and/or 
with a user on another computer.  The possibility to accompany their evolution in the 
simulations by means of bar graphs helped this participation process. However, we 
consider that the lack of tools for collaboration is a shortcoming because would allow 
collaborative problem solving enriching the learning and the user involvement. In 
addition, a participatory simulation in which the student participates of the simulation 
process (reallocation police routes, for instance) would bring more realism to the 
system as well as more engagement of the student.  

6   Related Works 

There are some works that make the relation between affect and usability in several 
domains and in different phases of a system life-cycle. In the interaction design phase, 
Höök [141] suggests first understanding the users’ emotional states with experiences 
while using the technology in the early development phases of a system when under-
standing their needs. In the evaluation phase, De Angeli and her colleagues [5] 
showed that usability and aesthetic quality criteria influence users’ preferences in 
relation to two different interface styles (traditional menu-based and interactive ani-
mated metaphors). As we, Chorianopoulos & Spinellis [3] elaborated a conceptual 
framework based on Norman’s affect model. This framework was used to evaluate 
interactive applications for Digital Television and presents a clear separation among 
the UI and the TV content. In this work we followed a different approach considering 
the system as a whole. As we can not measure a system independently, we preferred 
to associate these concepts by integrating them to the generic learning strategies. 
Moreover Zhang & Li [26] made references to several works that associate design 
features to affective constructs in different domains, but there was not any mention to 
works in the educational domain.  In learning systems, the association of these con-
cepts is still an open issue. In [20], an affective model is included in tutorial system 
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architecture. Their idea is to identify the students’ emotional status for providing 
adaptive assistances. Affective relations of power and identity among students have 
been explored in collaborative virtual learning systems, but there is no relation be-
tween these concepts and the usability in these systems [16]. Several works in games 
and entertainment [9] [15] use simulation with an educational propose. Game simula-
tors have a different pedagogical strategy, because they focus on the results of the 
simulation emphasizing only the fun aspect of the interface. In learning systems the 
most important aspect is the process itself, and it should also include formation of 
attitude.  

7   Conclusion 

We identified several characteristics in the interactive learning processes that raise 
students’ emotional responses according to the Norman’s affect model. Then we pro-
posed a conceptual framework for affective usability that should be considered in a 
user-centered design and/or in the evaluation of educational geosimulation systems. 
As a case study and with the goal to illustrate how the framework can be used, we 
evaluated an educational system deployed for the area of law enforcement by analyz-
ing the users’ satisfaction regarding their emotional responses in interactive learning 
situations. For this purpose, training courses with police officers interacting with the 
system were observed and three different scenarios were taken into account to discuss 
the results. The perceived behavior of students in ExpertCop revealed the association 
of their satisfaction in using the system with the HCI concepts described in our 
framework. We also describe the role that the interfaces played in the system to evoke 
positive emotional responses from the students, namely the capability to involve them 
with the content, the feeling of fun, arousal, etc. Such a description also contributes to 
designers who are going to create new software because it exemplifies how the as-
pects considered in the framework were used. An important point for future research 
consists of investigating how important the difference between traditional learning 
simulation and educational geosimulation is. Our feeling, in which requires valida-
tion, is that needs to be validated by comparison is that geosimulation provokes more 
emotions due to the proximity of reality aspect that is obtained from map using. 
 
Acknowledgement. The first author thanks CAPES grant  2765055 for the financial 
support. 
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Abstract. We examine whether or not it is possible to determine, recognize 
and/or report the emotional state of a group of people through touch and/or 
body motion. We present the initial design of a mechanism for an asynchronous 
yet anonymous means of communication where the basic framework is set up 
by defining interaction with the system and aggregating the individual 
interaction components. We present the results from our initial user evaluation 
based on a scenario-based methodology. The results prove that users tend to 
exhibit similar emotional expression and interaction modalities, which could be 
used to determine general emotional states. 

1   Introduction 

In a public environment it would be interesting to have a feel of the collective 
emotional state of people in general, for example is the majority of the community 
happy or satisfied? We attempt to motivate the design of an interface that allows the 
general public to express themselves freely in a tangible manner.  

We describe the process of the design and evaluation of an affective and interactive 
machine, the TEMo-chine (Tangible Emotion-machine). Our design concentrates on a 
unidirectional interaction mechanism by capturing physical actions of users and 
mapping them to emotions. Other design studies [2] are worked on a more 
bidirectional approach (i.e., the system responds as well based on the input) using 
Artificial Intelligence and various other paradigms. There have been numerous works 
in the area of Affective Computing (computing that relates to, arises from and 
influences emotions [3]) that have employed physiological measures such as blood 
pressure and skin conductance to measure the emotions of users [2]. However, this 
may be accurate but it does not allow you to explicitly express your emotions to the 
system [5, 6]. There has also been work in the area of gesture and facial expression 
recognition to capture affect. We try to motivate the design of a more tangible and yet 
physical interaction methodology.  

There has been recent research along the lines of attaining affective feedback by 
using the body of the user or bodily gestures rather than verbal self-report measures 
[1, 4]. Our goal was to ascertain if we could actually generalize the emotional state 
via affective feedback from a collective group of people. We chose to investigate if 
physical actions could be used to interpret basic emotional state and direction (e.g., 
targeted object or avatar) of an emotion.  
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2   Scenario Based Methodology 

For the purposes of our evaluation and design, we employed the use of a scenario-
based methodology. The idea behind TEMo-chine was to establish a design concept 
that could aggregate individualistic yet not personal interactions of people. We 
determined that one of the useful applications of such a design would be in a social 
context with a high degree of varying emotional state. We decided to evaluate our 
design idea within the workspace of a company office. An anonymous form of 
interaction would be desirable, to avoid any ethical and/or privacy concerns. Why we 
chose the scenario of an office was a relatively simple decision. Considerable 
emotional friction prevails in office settings and there could not be a hardly more 
competitive and stressful environment. The TEMO-chine was based on the paradigm 
that users would express their emotions with a physical action targeted towards an 
avatar [6].  

Prototype and User Test. To physically represent our design idea we developed a 
simple non-working physical mock up (Fig. 1). Our TEMo-chine design consisted of 
two tangible iconic representations or avatars related to employees, in the context of a 
company office. These direction/intended targets/avatars of emotion were defined as 
i) Environment: Peers, Workspace and ii) Authority: Manager, Boss, Lawyers, 
Partners. The avatars were labeled accordingly (see Fig. 1). In the situation of a 
working environment, we felt these were the likely sources of emotional distress or 
emotional appeasement. We conducted the test with 15 participants (8 Male, 7 
Female). Each user chosen for the prototype study had professional working 
experience in an office environment and was currently employed. 

 

Fig. 1. The TEMo-chine prototype 

Test Setup and Measurement. We predefined emotional states into two primary and 
basic categories:  ‘Happy’ and ‘Angry’. Our understanding was that we could easily 
place most levels of emotional interaction into these broad categories, it would 
methodologically make the experiment less convoluted, and lastly two levels of 
emotional categorization would suffice for an initial design. However, it is worth 
mentioning that future research should investigate interaction modalities for various 
other types of subtle emotions. To further complement the context, participants were 
presented with 6 scenarios randomly, 3 for each emotion type. For example a scenario 
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was: an employee realizes that a peer is promoting him/herself at his/her expense in 
front of the boss. 

Participants were instructed to perform one interaction of their own choice upon a 
preset avatar based on their prevailing emotion, once a scenario was read out. Users 
were observed and video recorded during their interactions with the prototype. The 
video coding scheme defined a set of plausible and most likely yet discernable actions 
for each emotion. For emotion type 'Happy' the following four possibilities were 
identified: a) a smooth and soft physical hand gesture, such as a pet, a caress or a rub, 
b) a hug, c) a kiss and d) neutral(no physical gestures carried out) or if the action was 
indiscernible/unrecognizable/invalid. For emotion type 'Angry' there were three 
options: a) a rounded fist gesture: such as a hit, bang or punch, b) an open handed 
(one or both hands) gesture such as a slap or flick and c) neutral (no physical gestures 
carried out). Therefore, for each participant we had a frequency count of which 
actions were performed for each emotion type. 

3   Results and Discussion 

After conducting the user study, we analyzed the results and came up with a 
frequency discretization of which user actions were usually performed for a particular 
hypothetical emotional situation. The resulting coded data was analyzed as a within 
subjects design. Pair wise comparisons of means for each interaction gesture output 
were carried out with other gestures within each emotion. For emotion type 'Happy' 
gesture A was significantly the most often adopted interaction gesture (p = 0.019, p = 
0.003, p = 0.000). For emotion type 'Angry' gesture B was significantly the most often 
adopted interaction gesture (p = 0.017, p = 0.000). No significant differences were 
found for the other physical actions. Moreover, gender did not have an influence on 
the interaction modalities.  

As far as the 'Happy' emotion was concerned, the mock up of the avatars might 
have been one reason why participants were not ready to adopt very personal 
interactions such as a hug or kiss. Many participants were also observed to express 
some reluctance at first, before actually deciding which action to carry out. On the 
other hand with regards to the 'Angry' emotion, participants might have been hesitant 
to employ a rounded fist gesture to the avatars as they seemed more animate. 
Generally we could expect that, humans would not care about aggressive behavior 
towards objects and artifacts as compared to agents which are social and/or represent 
some lifelikeness.  

We did experience and observe some interesting interaction modalities. In one 
particular situation a participant exhibited a dual form of interaction, as gesture A 
from the 'Happy' category was subsequently followed by gesture A from the 'Angry' 
category. On this particular instance, the interaction was categorized under the 'Angry' 
gesture C category. A dual input in one interaction on the same avatar would likely be 
unrecognizable for a real machine, since even with limiting the input to touch a 
human has many intricate forms of tangible interaction which machines are unlikely 
to completely understand for now. 

There exist various limitations of our initial design. Firstly, we feel a cultural bias 
might hinder accurate generalizations across large samples of population. Moreover, 
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the user study was carried out in an unreal setting using a scenario-based 
methodology. Hence, the results might not pertain to all situations. There might also 
be a tendency amongst humans of their physical actions evolving over time. The ideal 
extension for this research would be to carry out an extensive experiment in a real 
context by placing a working prototype in the environment. Based on our design, in 
order to identify affect the system needs to recognize the physical action (via sensory 
information) and match it to an appropriate emotion.  

We have presented an initial design idea of a system that can effectively sum up 
individual emotional interaction vectors of users into an aggregated output. This is not 
done by explicitly recognizing emotions but rather by interpreting physical actions 
and matching them to emotions. This relationship needs to be fully quantified 
although we believe that our initial results could be used for emotion 
recognition/emotion self report. Future work should also concentrate on analyzing 
interaction for more subtle categories of emotions, for e.g., Irritation, Sadness. Other 
interesting aspects to investigate include determining the exact visualization of the 
aggregation results to the group of people in concern and providing feedback to them, 
either on an individual level or on a shared medium. However, as we have suggested 
the next iteration would be to implement a working automated prototype and to test 
the system in a real environment.  

Acknowledgement. The authors would like to acknowledge the contribution of Jeff 
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the study. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel approach to modeling the diversity in 
users’ perceptions, based on a mixture of qualitative and quantitative 
techniques: the Repertory Grid Technique and Multi-Dimensional Scaling. The 
proposed method can be used for identifying diverse user groups that can 
inspire a range of personas, or for selecting subjects for field studies and 
usability tests. In a case study we explored the perceptions of product creators 
and end users towards an innovative product in its early design stage.    

Keywords: user profiling, Repertory Grid, Multi-dimensional Scaling. 

1   Introduction 

Understanding the diversity in users has been one of the core challenges in user-
centered design. User profiling is an essential first step towards identifying the right 
personas for design [3], or the right subjects for field studies and usability tests [4]. 
Yet, current approaches to user profiling distinguish users in terms of knowledge, 
educational or social background, age and gender. Such information is probably 
overly generic and does not reflect how users differ in terms of their attitude towards 
a specific product under development. At the same time there is growing evidence 
that designers underestimate the diversity in users [4]. As a result, developed personas 
may lack a connection to important target users [3, 6], and subjects in user studies 
may not represent the wide range of actual (or potential) users of a product [4]. The 
need for a closer link between user profiling and product design has been repeatedly 
highlighted [1, 3], but as yet, novel approaches are rather scarce (e.g. [6]).  

This paper describes a new method for understanding the diversity in users 
perceptions’ and identifying homogeneous user groups, based on a mixture of 
qualitative and quantitative techniques. The method consists of three stages. First, 
users’ idiosyncratic views are elicited in a structured interview approach using the 
Repertory Grid Technique (RGT) [2]. Second, a user segmentation map that 
expresses the diversity among users is derived from their dissimilarity ratings by 
means of Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [5]. Homogeneous groups of users are 
identified within this map by means of (hierarchical) clustering. Third, perceptual 
maps are created from the attribute, dissimilarity and preference ratings to express 
how homogeneous groups of subjects perceive the products being studied.  
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We have applied the new approach in a case study where we explored the 
perceptions of six related products by a diverse group of subjects, consisting of 
product creators and end users. One of the goals of the study was to identify 
discrepancies (i) between product creators’ and end-users’ perceptions, and (ii) 
between different individuals within a multi-disciplinary concept design team. In the 
following sections we describe the proposed method for user profiling, and illustrate it 
with concrete results from our case study.    

2   Case Study 

Eleven persons directly involved in the concept design phase of a new product, and 
eleven potential end users, participated in the case study. The end users were 
researchers from our department who had no prior knowledge of the product under 
development. The product creators were all employees of the R&D department of an 
international company developing document systems. They were all involved in the 
conception and realization of TouchToPrint, which is a new way of personalizing the 
use of a shared printer by means of fingerprint recognition. This new concept and five 
alternative proposals for interacting with a shared printer were presented to the 
participants in the form of posters. Each poster described a usage scenario of the 
relevant concept. First, the six products were combined in three triads. For every triad, 
participants were asked to “think of a property or quality that makes two of the 
products alike and discriminates them from the third”. This resulted in a list of 
attributes, product qualities that users perceive and use while forming overall 
evaluations of a product. Afterwards, the subjects were asked to rate all products on 
their personal attributes, as well as on preference and dissimilarity. In contrast to the 
traditional Repertory Grid approach, we employed paired comparisons instead of 
semantic differentials, as this was a priori expected to deliver more stable results [5].  

3   Analysis  

The analysis process consists of two steps. First, a user segmentation map is created 
for identifying homogeneous groups in the participant sample. Second, a perceptual 
map is created for each homogeneous group to gain insight into how products are 
perceived.  

To create the user segmentation map, we define the distance Dij=1-R²ij between 
participants i and j based on the correlation Rij between their dissimilarity scores. 
Derived distances are then visualized in two or more dimensions (Fig. 1) using the 
MDS tool XGms [5]. Hierarchical clustering (with minimum variance) reveals two 
main clusters that can be further subdivided into five more or less homogeneous 
participant groups. Groups 3 and 4 consist entirely of end users, while groups 1, 2 and 
5 consist mostly of product creators. Identification of the product creators reveals that 
group 1 consists mostly of technically-oriented product creators, while group 2 
consists mostly of user-oriented product creators.  

A perceptual space representing the products is subsequently constructed for each 
homogenous group, based on the dissimilarity scores from all participants within the 
group. We only present the results for groups 1 and 3. Both perceptual spaces can be 
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Fig. 1. User segmentation map based on correlations between dissimilarity scores 

adequately visualized in two dimensions, and attribute vectors are fitted into these 
spaces by performing multiple regressions between the stimulus configuration (as 
independent variables) and the attribute scores (as the dependent variables). Only 
significant attributes are retained in the visualizations of Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Perceptual maps for groups 1 and 3. The light vectors represent individual preferences, 
while the other vectors represent the most significant attributes. 

For individuals in group 1, secure and fast are the most important product qualities 
influencing their preference judgment, while participants in group 3 value modern, 
personal and secure products. Subjects within group 3 have negative concerns 
regarding the reliability of new products, such as Touch&Select, TouchToPrint and 
Badge, despite the fact that they prefer them. Such concerns are not reported by the 
subjects in group 1.  
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4   Conclusion 

This paper has presented a new experimental approach to understanding the diversity 
in product perceptions between people. The proposed method has several advantages. 
First, it follows a pragmatic approach to user modeling by distinguishing users based 
on how they perceive and appreciate products rather than on abstract demographic 
and psychographic information. Second, it also accounts for users’ idiosyncratic 
views in contrast to other approaches [6] where a priori defined attributes are imposed 
in the evaluation. Third, the method can be used in different phases of the product 
development, for instance using concept sketches, as was done in our case study, but 
also for benchmarking between competitor products. Fourth, the method consists of 
two distinct stages that can be handled in a flexible way. Only stage one, i.e., the 
elicitation of attributes using the RGT, requires a more experienced experimenter and 
is therefore practically restricted to a limited number of subjects. Stage two that 
consists of rating the collected attributes, as well as preferences and dissimilarities, 
can easily be automated and conducted with a large number of subjects.  

In the future, we want to compare the proposed method of user profiling with 
alternative methods based on market analysis or logging of actual product use. More 
specifically, within an existing project we are interested in a better understanding of 
the relationship between user profiles and customer complaints. We also want to 
establish more closely how useful the technique is in informing the construction of 
personas. Personas derived from this method will be compared to others derived from 
traditional user segmentation techniques in terms of how useful they are in the follow-
up design process.  
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Abstract. This paper introduces an interaction pattern approach to "engineer" 
motivation. Its goal is to provide concrete ideas (in the form of patterns) on how 
to design software that motivates its users to stay on a task. The paper presents 
an example of a motivating pattern, the Task Status Display (TSD), and its 
empirical validation. Preliminary results support its motivational effect, thereby 
lending support to the general notion of building motivation into interactive 
products for the workplace. 

1   Introduction 

Traditional usability engineering (UE) approaches (e.g., [1]) take a predominantly 
task-oriented perspective on designing interactive systems. They assume given 
behavioral goals (do-goals, e.g., "make a telephone call") and attempt to design 
systems in a way to optimally support goal accomplishment. However, we argue that 
this approach misses out on at least one important aspect of human behavior namely 
motivation. 

There is an implicit assumption of UE that in the work context, goals (i.e., tasks) 
are provided externally and are relatively fixed. And indeed, a production line worker 
does not have much choice other than to perform the given task or to quit her job. 
However, there are other work domains where situations are less clear cut. In many 
work contexts, such as office work, individuals will be given relatively abstract goals; 
how to actually pursue them is often their choice. In addition, people often have more 
than one pending task, which allows for subtle shifts in priorities. Thus, whenever 
individuals have the autonomy to procrastinate or even fully abandon boring tasks, 
motivation will become extremely important. 

Game design and e-learning design can be interesting sources of motivational 
principles in design. Both spend much effort on making their products as appealing as 
possible, predominantly because people will use them on a voluntary basis. Especially 
games are very good at motivating repetitive behavior, which would be considered as 
boring in a work context. 

Nevertheless, it is a long way from broad principles to concrete design solutions. 
To bridge this gap, we use interaction patterns. Patterns describe approved solutions 
to recurring design problems in a structured way. By that, they store and provide 
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Fig. 1. Address database interface with TSD 

design knowledge. The use of pattern has become increasingly common since their 
transfer from architecture to software and usability engineering (e.g.[2,3]). However, 
currently there are no patterns describing solutions to motivational or other hedonic 
aspects. 

2   An Example: The Task Status Display 

Tidwell [4] suggested a pattern called “Status Display”. Her intention was to keep 
the user informed about what happens during interaction. We drew upon this general 
idea to develop the “Task Status Display” (TSD). TSD visualizes the current goal, 
shows the extent to which it has already been accomplished, which further steps have 
to be taken and how big these steps are (for more details see [5]). TSD visualizes the 

goal and goal progress. Its 
motivating effect is assumed to 
emerge from (1) helping users to 
stay focused on their goal, or even 
by providing an alternative, more 
interesting "substitute" goal, and 
from (2) providing feedback to 
adjust performance [6]. Note that 
although superficially similar, 
TSD is not comparable to a 
progress bar. A progress bar 
rather provides feedback about 
the system's state ("Don't worry, 
I'm working") than the user's state 
in the sense of goal 
accomplishment. 

A TSD can be implemented in 
different ways [5]. In order to 
explore the potential motivating 
effect, we set up a simple address 
database with TSD as a 

decreasing amount of address cards (see fig 1). The system's main purpose is to enter 
a fixed number of addresses into a database. With every address added, a card 
disappears from the row; for every ten addresses, one card stack disappears and the 
row is filled with new cards.  

3   Does It Work? 

We prepared two versions of the address entry mask; one version with TSD, the other 
without. Fourteen individuals (4 female, median age = 26, min = 20, max = 35) were 
randomly assigned to either the version with TSD ("with pattern", N=6) or without 
("without pattern", N=7). All participants were asked to enter 40 addresses provided 
as scanned business cards. They were further told that they had a limit of 75 minutes 
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to accomplish the task. The session was either ended by reaching the limit of 75 
minutes or by having entered all addresses. In addition, they were encouraged to take 
breaks whenever they felt like doing so. To let the break appear a little more tempting, 
the desktop gave easy access to a number of games (e.g., Pacman, Sudoku) and 
current news (both provided by Google). 

We were interested in two aspects, namely the impact of the pattern on system 
perceptions and evaluations (i.e., subjective) and on task persistence (i.e., objective). 
System perceptions and evaluations were measured with the AttrakDiff2-
Questionnaire [7]. It distinguishes between perceived pragmatic quality (PQ), hedonic 
quality, and appeal (APPEAL). PQ is the perceived ability of a product to support the 
efficient and successful accomplishment of "do-goals", such as to "enter an address". 
In contrast, hedonic quality is the perceived ability of a product to support so-called 
"be-goals", such as "be something special", "be cool". Specifically, we focused on 
hedonic quality stimulation (HQS), a measure of the system's perceived novelty, 
uniqueness, and excitation. APPEAL is the general evaluation of the system as either 
good or bad. In general, each aspect was measured by seven single bipolar items, 
averaged to a single scale value (see Tab. 1 for measures of internal consistency). 
Example items are "confusing–structured" (PQ), "dull–captivating" (HQS), and "bad–
good" (APPEAL). The participants were asked to fill in the questionnaire at the end of 
the session. Task persistence was operationalized simply by the number of breaks 
taken during address entry. A break was defined as switching from the address entry 
mask  to one of the offered games or news. 

In general, we expected participants to perceive the employed pattern as primarily 
stimulating (HQS) and not so much as adding to its pragmatic quality (i.e., usability). 
Nevertheless, an effect of the pattern on task persistence should become apparent, 
with less breaks in the "with pattern"-condition. Specifically, stimulation was 
expected to be linked directly (and inversely) to task persistence. 
Table 1 shows the means and standard deviation of all measures for the "with pattern" 
and "without pattern" conditions. 

Table 1. Means (standard deviation) for all measures, separately for the with-pattern and 
without-pattern conditions 

  Condition/System  
Measure  with pattern (N=6) without pattern (N=7) 

Mann-
Whitney 

System perception and evaluation 
 HQS (α=.91) 3.48 (.88) 2.25 (.27) U=5.5* 
 PQ (α=.72)1 6.03 (.89) 5.83 (.65) U=17 
 APPEAL (α=.86) 4.76 (.33) 3.57 (.79) U=4.5* 
Task persistence and performance 
 Number of breaks 0.00 (.00) 1.14 (1.22) U=9* 
 Numbers of 

addresses 
36 (5) 39 (4) U=14 

 Duration (minutes) 67 (12)  63 (13) U=16 
 Notes: *) p < .05; 1) two items were discarded 
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As expected, there was a significant difference in HQS, with a higher stimulation if 
the pattern was apparent. PQ, however, did not differ between conditions. In general, 
HQS and PQ did not correlate, Spearman's ρ(13) = .22, ns. In other words, PQ and 
HQS were perceived as sufficiently different aspects and the pattern took effect only 
on the hedonic, not on the pragmatic quality perceptions. 

Further, a significant difference in APPEAL emerged, pointing at the additional 
value derived from the pattern. Indeed, a stepwise linear regression with PQ and HQS 
as predictors and APPEAL as criterion showed HQS to be the single best predictor (β 
= .82, p < .01, 63% explained variance, corrected). 

Concerning task persistence, a significant difference for number of breaks 
emerged. With the pattern, participants took no voluntary breaks, whereas without the 
pattern participants took one break on average. In addition, stimulation was 
significantly correlated with number of breaks, ρ(13) = -.62, p < .05, with less breaks 
the more the system was perceived as stimulating. No such correlation emerged for 
PQ, ρ(13) = .20, ns. As expected, the remaining task performance measures showed 
no significant differences. 

4   Conclusion 

All in all, the present study supports the notion that TSD has a positive effect on task 
persistence and, thus, a motivational effect. Although admittedly preliminary, this 
does at least not disconfirm our general claim, namely that motivation can be built 
into software used at the workplace. Obviously, patterns must be used for more 
complex, real-life applications, and their effects must be studied in the field, too. 
Nevertheless, we understand the present study as a first step to explore the notion of 
patterns to engineer motivation and the question of whether they actually work or not. 
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Abstract. This paper provides support for the use of motivational needs in 
identifying mobile phone uses and related features. Drawing on motivational 
human and usage space research, the findings of interviews and surveys, this 
paper proposes the Mobile phone Usage Space Model (MUSM).  MUSM 
distinguishes between two groups of features by identifying necessary and 
additional features, thus focusing the designer’s activity on motivational needs-
driven design, rather than feature escalation that currently appears to dominate.  

Keywords: Mobile phone design, usage spaces, motivational needs. 

1   Introduction 

This paper addresses the issue of user needs in the context of mobile phone design. In 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) user needs are usually studied from task and 
context-oriented perspectives. This approach works well in designing systems where 
specified and structured tasks are involved. Since mobile phones are personal devices 
not strictly fitting the task domain, we argue that a different approach is required in 
designing such devices and the use options available. The feature driven approach has 
been widely used to design mobile phones this far [1]. Feature addition is driven by 
the need to increase the demand and desirability of the product, but in reality it may 
reduce usability, and tends to be counter-productive as many users find it difficult to 
cope with the information overload and the cognitive demands of mobile phone 
technology [2, 3]. If adding features does not satisfy user needs, what does? Focusing 
on motivational needs can provide designers with a new alternative to the current 
feature-driven approach. Section 2 sets theoretical foundations by highlighting 
feature-driven research, motivational human needs and the representation of mobile 
phone uses. Section 3 describes our research to investigate links between user needs 
and mobile phone features. Section 4 concludes.  

2   Theoretical Framework  

Much research on mobile phones in the HCI arena is directed at finding the set of key 
features around which the user interface should be optimised for each target group. 
Han et al. [1], for example introduced an approach to identifying both desirable and 
undesirable properties of critical design features and developed empirical models to 
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link design features to satisfaction levels. Ling and Hwang [4] considered specific 
features and found that only colour display and Internet browsing features improves 
overall satisfaction significantly. All these studies have an inherent limitation: they 
start with specific design elements, features or functions and then try to establish the 
value these features have for users. The number of features increase and it is 
impractical to study all the different combinations of features to produce reliable 
results.  

An alternative perspective is to consider theories on human needs. One of the first 
theories on motivational needs was proposed in 1954 by Maslow, which he later 
expanded to a total of eight levels of human needs [5]. The needs are: physiological; 
safety and security; belongingness; esteem; cognitive; aesthetic; self-actualization; 
and self-transcendence. The Institute for Management Excellence [6] proposes an 
alternative set of needs namely: security; adventure; freedom; exchange; power; 
expansion; acceptance; community; and expression. Herzberg’s motivator-hygiene 
theory from the field of industrial psychology [7], discriminates between factors 
which are referred to as motivational versus those called hygiene. Hygiene factors 
meet physiological, safety and social needs in the workplace, while motivational 
factors encourage job satisfaction and appeal to human needs of growth and self-
advancement [8]. Applied to mobile phone features, motivational factors would serve 
as a discriminator for the prospective buyer. Hygiene factors will have to be present to 
satisfy basic requirements while features in the motivational group can be used to 
customise the device for specific users.   To be useful to designers, user needs have to 
be linked to features via uses or usage spaces. The usage space model by Marcus and 
Chen [9] provides a starting point for presenting mobile device uses.   

3   Research Methodology and Findings 

We investigated the link between motivational needs and mobile phone features using 
a questionnaire driven study. The questionnaire was based on a literature study and 
was verified in structured interviews (with 10 participants, gender balanced, age 
groups 20-29, 30-39, 40-49 and 50-59) from three ethnic groups (African, Asian and 
European).  The following observations were made during the design and verification 
stage: participants over the age of 30 used less than 40% of the available features, 
thought of a mobile phone as a mobile version of the traditional phone, and identified 
relationship building and security as the highest use priorities. Participants under the 
age of 30 used between 40% and 50% of the features on their mobile phones, viewed 
the phone as a tool for communication, organization and entertainment but were 
inhibited by cost. The questionnaire was refined and tested in  a pilot survey involving 
39 participants, all questionnaires used are available [10]. 

Since past research (confirmed by our observations) indicated that age and 
technological development influences mobile phone use [11], we limited the age 
bracket and technological development level for our pilot survey and final survey to 
university students in computer science between the ages of 18 and 27. Using a 
refined version of the pilot survey questionnaire, the final survey involved 138 
participants from two South African universities, 68% male and 32% female.  
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Two data reduction (statistical) methods were used to analyse the data collected 
during the final survey, namely exploratory factor analysis and optimal scaling. The 
aim of this analysis was to find whether features cluster together in terms of usage 
frequency. Exploratory factor analysis produced the following main usage clusters:   

• New technology: Bluetooth, video player, MP3, e-mail, voice recorder, etc.  
• Personal history: camera, photo-album, MMS, ring tones, personal notes, etc.  
• Safety, security, relationships: phone book, caller identity, missed calls, SMS.  
• Organisation: vibrating alert, reminders, profiles, calendar  

Optimal scaling was applied to the same data to verify the clustering.  On 
inspection of the graphs (not included here) feature clusters were selected based on 
proximity. The following main groupings (usage clusters) were identified:  

• Safety, security, relationships: phone book, caller identity, missed calls; SMS.  
• Organisation: vibrating alert, reminders, profiles and alarm.  
• Personal history: camera, MP3, personal organiser, photo-album, video capture.  

This means that two data reduction methods, i.e. exploratory factor analyses and 
optimal scaling, produced similar groupings, namely: safety and security, 
relationships, organisation, personal history. Other additional usage spaces emerged 
from the literature study and the interviews, namely: personal information, non-
personal information, m-commerce, entertainment, image and expansion.  Integrating 
the findings from our survey with those from the interviews and literature survey, we 
propose the MUSM (Mobile phone Usage Spaces Model) consisting of a set of core 
spaces and additional spaces applicable to this user group as depicted in Fig 1: 

• Core (hygiene): relationships, personal information, organisation, safety, security.  
• Additional (motivational): entertainment, m-commerce, expansion, non-personal 

information, personal history, image.  

g p p
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Information
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EntertainmentImage
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Information
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CORE USAGE SPACES
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Fig. 1. Proposed usage space model with two categories of usage spaces 
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The usage spaces identified correspond to four of the motivational human needs 
identified by Maslow [5] i.e. safety and security, belongingness (relationships), 
cognitive (personal and non-personal information, organisation) and self-actualisation 
(expansion, personal-history). Dividing usage spaces into core spaces and additional 
spaces is supported by Herzberg’s motivator-hygiene theory [8]. Furthermore, this 
study provides empirical support for Chen and Marcus’s model [9] (that was lacking 
until now) and extends their model by linking usage spaces to mobile phone  features.  

4   Conclusion 

The main contribution of our research is linking the models of Maslow [5] and 
Herzberg [8] to that of Marcus[9], thereby grounding mobile phone feature selection 
in motivational needs as opposed to a market-driven, more-is-better approach which 
leads to redundant features and cognitive overload.  MUSM allows users to express 
their mobile phone usage needs in non-technical terms, while designers can use the 
model as a guideline to convert the expressed user needs into a set of features that fit 
the motivational needs of the user. Further research is needed to refine MUSM. The 
features associated with each usage space will have to be adapted according to new 
developments and the grouping of core and additional spaces could change for 
different target (age) groups but the structure and usage spaces identified are 
grounded solidly in motivational needs theories.    
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Abstract. This paper presents a prototype of a mobile application enhancing 
emotional and contextual awareness in distributed knowledge work teams. 
Emotional, contextual, and other types of data from users are collected both 
implicitly and explicitly. The benefits of such a system are hypothesized to 
include increased individual and group awareness, emotional awareness, 
location- , task- and status awareness. A novel way to visualize data on 
location, use context, and user’s subjective emotional state on a mobile phone 
are also presented.  

Keywords: Mobile social application, knowledge work, contextual awareness, 
emotional awareness. 

1   Awareness in Groups 

In many group work situations, awareness of others provides information that is 
critical for smooth and effective collaboration. Although group awareness is taken for 
granted in face-to-face work, it is difficult to maintain in distributed settings. Studies 
of distributed work have shown that much of the communication and implicit 
information that is available to a co-located team does not exist for remote 
collaborators. For example, Herbsleb and Grinter [1] found that lack of ad-hoc 
communication between software developers caused an increase in coordination 
problems and a decrease in collaboration between remote sites. 

We define group emotion as the group’s affective state that arises from the 
combination of its “bottom-up” components — affective compositional effects — and 
its “top-down” components — affective context [2]. That is, group emotion results 
from both the combinations of individual level affective factors that group members 
possess, as well as from group or contextual level factors that define or shape the 
affective experience of the group. The concept of group emotion has been shown to 
be reliably recognized by group members and outside raters, both on-site and through 
video-ratings [3], [4], [5], and has been reliably measured through a variety of 
statistical techniques. In our application we aim to support emotional awareness as 
one of the key aspects of the system. 
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2   Technological Description of the Current Application  

The system presented here consists of a mobile phone application and a server-side 
component. The server links into a database and performs logging and aggregation, as 
well as communication with the mobile application. There are aggregation rules for 
each measurable attribute and new aggregation rules and attributes are easy to add. 
The attributes are identified by name only, and the server-side application searches for 
a handler method for that particular attribute name. The mobile application is a J2ME 
MIDlet that targets MIDP 2.0 and CLDC 1.0. It facilitates text-based group 
communication while also showing a graphical representation of various cues about 
the group's status. 

These attributes are gathered using a combination of self-report questions and 
various sensors. Sensors are either attached using Bluetooth or are local to the phone. 
The application does not directly distinguish between different data sources in its 
communication with the server, so any kind of data source can be added easily. 
Different phone models support different sets of sensors, and the application can 
adapt to this. The sensor attachment is implemented with a Bluetooth discovery for 
known sensor identifiers. The sensor data is periodically transmitted to a server which 
performs aggregation for each group. Group management is implemented on the 
server. Each user can belong to several groups. The aggregate values for each group 
and user are sent to the phone and represented there graphically in a way that depends 
on the screen size and device capabilities. 

The application is a data collection and visualization system implemented on top of 
a UI library developed to work around the limitations of MIDP2. The library allows 
for rapid user interface and interaction model development on the limited MIDP2 
platform. The application provides a set of predefined visualizations with variable 
parameters. The different group and individual attributes can easily be mapped at 
runtime to visualization parameters. This mapping can also be dynamically changed. 

2.1   Information Input to the System 

At the current stage self-report questions about subjective emotional valence and 
arousal and also about stress level are sent from the server to the users. The frequency 
of requests can be set from the server and the suitable frequency can be adjusted for 
different user groups. In the future at least part of these self-report questions are 
planned to be replaced by data from Bluetooth connected psychophysiological 
sensors, e.g. skin conductance and pulse from the fingers. 

Other types of user input information are status message and instant messaging. 
Status message is a user typed short description of his or her current work stage or 
subjective feelings, in a way a profile that is visible to others and permanent until user 
changes it. Instant messaging allows informal textual communication between group 
members without the charges and limitations of SMS. 

Nearby Bluetooth devices and ambient sound are collected and visualized to 
provide contextual information. Location data is derived from pre-set Bluetooth 
beacons; with Symbian phones cell-id can also be accessed. A hierarchical three level 
model is formed from the cell-id data. In the closest “orbit” are located those who are 
in the same cell with the user in the center (see Figure 1). The second orbit shows 
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those in the same area and the third furthest orbit is a place for those who are not in 
the same area. 

The Bluetooth framework is flexible enough to support essentially any sensor that 
can communicate over RFCOMM or L2CAP. This enables the use of the system to 
collect and visualize data not directly accessible from the phone, such as the 
psychophysiological sensor data mentioned above, as well as more complex external 
sensors that do processing the phone is not currently capable of (such as voice 
analysis). The data collection framework and visualization system treats sensor data 
in exactly the same way as any other attribute, so it is possible to map the attributes to 
any visualization parameters. 

3   Visualization of Emotional and Contextual Cues 

Visualizing data on mobile phone is still challenging. The screen size and the 
resolution are quite small and usually the screen orientation is vertical. We have 
selected an orbit schema for visualizing the group member’s data. This way the user 
can, with a single glance, get information on each other group member. The user is in 
the center of the orbits and a “planet” represents each other group member. The 
proximity of other members to the user represents the similarity of emotional ratings 
or geographic distance. 

3.1   Emotional Information – Sheet  

In the Emotion-sheet self-reported emotional valence, emotional arousal, and stress 
level are visualized for each group member. The size of the “planet” represents the 
stress level with larger planet standing for larger amount of stress. Emotional valence 
is visualized with the color, blue is for negative valence and red for positive valence. 
The amount of fill in the planet shows the arousal level; low fill is for low arousal 
level. All these self-report data have been obtained by five-scale questionnaires. The 
proximity of planets representing users is calculated by forming an average for these 
three scales together.  

3.2   Contextual Information – Sheet  

In the context sheet the proximity of the planets represents geometric distance 
between group members, relative to the user placed in the center. The dots around 
planets show the number of surrounding Bluetooth devices and an anchor stands for 
proximity to a user’s Bluetooth-enabled tabletop PC in the office or a Bluetooth 
sensor placed in the office room. The fill of the planet and the color of the fill 
represent ambient sound level and user activity. Status message and detailed 
information of surrounding Bluetooth devices can be seen from the individual user 
details (Figure 1, panels E and F). A green person figure represents proximity to a 
known persons Bluetooth enabled mobile phone. A black mobile phone is for other, 
unknown persons and a diamond represents any other Bluetooth enabled device.   

With the presented visualization approach location, contextual and subjective 
emotional information can be effectively visualized in a mobile phone. Navigation 
requires a minimal number of buttons. The Bluetooth and cell-id based approach also 
makes it possible to access location information without an external GPS receiver, 
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although it is possible in the forthcoming versions to include a specific map sheet for 
visualizing GPS-based location data. Our mobile application is targeted to lessen 
misunderstandings by providing for a richer interaction between distributed group 
members. Visibility of other’s locations, context and emotions will be enhanced by 
our system. Enhancing visibility may also lead to more accessibility as people are 
more aware of the suitable moments to contact friends or co-workers. 

A            B          C 

D            E          F             

 

Fig. 1. Navigating in the application and cues for emotional and contextual information. 
Each group member is visualized as a “planet” in the orbit. First row, sheet for emotional cues: 
From A view to B view can be moved by zooming and from B to C by clicking previous. 
Second row, sheet for contextual cues: From D view to C view can be moved by zooming and 
from E to F by clicking Action. 

 

 
We claim that increased socio-emotional awareness is relevant to distributed 

knowledge work teams and that it may increase efficiency and innovativeness of 
work. We claim that the mechanism by which this may happen is the increased 
communication bandwidth and contact frequency in the intimate and non-verbal 
communication flow within the group enabled by our prototype application. This may 
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lead to various individual and group level beneficial effects, such as more efficient 
emotional regulation, mood management and general emotional awareness, linked to 
group trust and cohesion, for instance. 

The application is at the moment in test use by a small team of knowledge workers. 
By the end of the year it will be used in large scale trials in four European countries 
with +100 users in each. In the trials it is possible to collect both qualitative (i.e. 
interviews, focus groups) as well as quantitative data (i.e. server log data of user 
performed actions, self-report questionnaires). On the server side it is possible to 
switch on and off certain cues in the application in order to study the effects of these 
cues/functions in a more controlled fashion. 
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Abstract. Recent developments in occlusion management for 3D envi-
ronments often involve the use of dynamic transparency, or virtual “X-
ray vision”, to promote target discovery and access in complex 3D worlds.
However, there are many different approaches to achieving this effect and
their actual utility for the user has yet to be evaluated. Furthermore, the
introduction of semi-transparent surfaces adds additional visual com-
plexity that may actually have a negative impact on task performance.
In this paper, we report on an empirical user study comparing dynamic
transparency to standard viewpoint controls. Our implementation of the
technique is an image-space algorithm built using modern programmable
shaders to achieve real-time performance and visually pleasing results.
Results from the user study indicate that dynamic transparency is supe-
rior for perceptual tasks in terms of both efficiency and correctness.

1 Introduction

The ability to utilize the full 3D space as a canvas for information-rich [1] vi-
sualization applications is a mixed blessing—while 3D space on the one hand
supports an order of magnitude of more layout opportunities for visual elements
than 2D space, visualization designers are on the other hand faced with a num-
ber of new challenges arising from the nature of 3D space which do not occur in
2D. More specifically, designers must consider the visibility of objects when users
wish to discover relevant objects, as well as their legibility when the user wants to
access information encoded in a particular object. For instance, whereas objects
that do not intersect can never occlude each other in 2D space, this can very
well happen in 3D space depending on the viewpoint and the spatial interaction
between the objects.

A number of recent solutions to this problem involve the use of dynamic
transparency, also known as virtual X-Ray [2], to make targets visible by turning
intervening surfaces semi-transparency on-demand as the user moves through
the 3D world (see Figure 1 for an example). However, this approach may instead
introduce additional visual complexity and reduce the user’s depth perception.
Furthermore, the actual utility of these techniques remains unknown.

C. Baranauskas et al. (Eds.): INTERACT 2007, LNCS 4662, Part I, pp. 532–545, 2007.
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Fig. 1. Dynamic transparency uncovering an engine inside a jeep

In this paper, we evaluate the usefulness of dynamic transparency for solv-
ing visual tasks in both abstract and realistic environments. Note that dynamic
transparency cannot be realized using the standard model for transparency, and
no real-time performance algorithm exists in the literature that fulfills our re-
quirements. Therefore, we also present an image-space algorithm for dynamic
transparency that makes use of fragment shaders for the new generation of pro-
grammable graphics hardware to perform occlusion detection in the image space
and with real-time rendering performance. The effect is somewhat akin to the
“X-ray vision” of a superhero.

The contributions of this paper are the following: (i) a model for dynamic
transparency that captures a natural way of achieving high efficiency for per-
ceptual tasks; (ii) an efficient image-space algorithm for dynamic transparency
using the new generation of programmable graphics hardware; and (iii) results
from a formal user evaluation showing that dynamic transparency significantly
improves both time performance and correctness for visual tasks involving dis-
covery, access, and spatial relation of objects in 3D environments.

This paper is organized as follows: We first discuss the related work in the
field and then present a model for dynamic transparency. In Section 4, we give
our algorithm that realizes the requirements put down in the previous section.
Section 5 and 6 present the user study and our results. We end the paper with
some discussion of the results and conclusions.

2 Related Work

The general dynamic transparency approach makes heavy use of semi-
transparent surfaces to reduce the impact of occlusion as well as to avoid the
loss of 3D depth cues completely. In order to achieve correct results, transpar-
ent surfaces must be rendered in depth order. Everitt [3] discusses the depth
peeling image-space algorithm for achieving this on modern graphics hardware
based on the virtual pixel map concepts introduced by Mammen [4] and the dual
depth buffers by Diefenbach [5]. The blueprints [6] technique uses depth peel-
ing to outline perceptually important geometrical features of complex models
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using transparency and edge detection. However, depth peeling is a computa-
tionally demanding method and interactive frame rates can only be achieved for
relatively low depth complexity.

Dynamic transparency is also commonly used in 3D games and virtual envi-
ronments to allow users to see through occluding surfaces; Chittaro and
Scagnetto [7] investigate this practice and conclude that see-through surfaces are
more efficient than normal 3D navigation, although not as efficient as bird’s-eye
views.

Diepstraten et al. introduce view-dependent transparency [8] for use in in-
teractive technical illustrations. While closely related to our work in regards to
the general method, Diepstraten employs a fixed two-pass depth peeling step to
uncover the two foremost layers of transparent surfaces, whereas our method is
based on iterative back-to-front rendering and blending, and is thus not limited
to a specific depth.

In another paper, Diepstraten et al. also present their work on computer-based
break-away views [9], where interior objects are made visible through the surface
of containing objects through image-space holes. While again similar to our work,
Diepstraten’s technique is simplified by semantic knowledge of inside and exterior
objects, and the fact that the break-away view is realized by a single hole. To
this end, their method is to compute the convex hull of interior objects in a pre-
processing step and use it as a clipping volume. More importantly, their approach
does not handle the case when several targets line up and occlude each other,
a necessary requirement for dynamic visualizations with a high target density.
Our method requires no off-line preprocessing and derives spatial information
through sorting and rendering the scene back-to-front, smoothly blending the
gradient outline of targets to the scene buffer in an iterative fashion.

Looser et al. [10] describe a 3D magic lens implementation for Augmented Re-
ality that supports information filtering of a 3D model using the stencil buffer,
allowing the user to utilize a looking glass to see through the exterior of a
house and into its interior, for instance. This approach relies on the 3D model
having semantically differentiated parts, whereas our method requires no such
extra information. Coffin and Höllerer [11] present a similar technique with ac-
tive interaction where the user is controlling a CSG volume that is dynamically
subtracted from the surrounding world geometry, again using the stencil buffer.
This work does not rely on any semantic target information at all and facilitates
exploratory interaction like active dynamic transparency. However, the depth of
the volume cutout is limited and user-controlled, and no depth cues from the
world geometry are retained other than the cutout border area. With dynamic
transparency, as described in this paper, we are guaranteed to always discover
occluded objects regardless of depth, and some depth cues are retained using
semi-transparency.

Finally, importance-driven rendering assigns importance values to individual
objects in a 3D scene and renders a final image that is a composite of not only the
geometrical properties of the objects, but also their relative importance. Viola
et al. employ it for volume rendering [12] (IDVR) to actively reduce inter-object
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occlusion in the same way that we do in this work. While clearly using a more
powerful interest model than our work, Viola’s implementation (besides being
aimed at volume rendering applications) does not provide interactive framerates,
whereas our implementation makes use of modern graphics hardware to deliver
real-time performance.

Dynamic transparency can also be used in 2D windowing systems (see for ex-
ample [13,14,15]) instead of 3D worlds, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Other examples of occlusion management also exist beyond the image-space
approach taken in this paper, including view-space [16] and object-space [17]
techniques.

3 Model for Dynamic Transparency

In this section, we present a model for the dynamic transparency approach.
See [2] for a more in-depth treatment of general occlusion management.

3.1 Model

We represent the 3D world U by a Cartesian space (x, y, z) ∈ R
3. Objects in the

set O are volumes within U (i.e. subsets of U) represented by boundary surfaces
(typically triangles). The user’s viewpoint v = (M, P ) is represented by the view
and projection matrices M and P .

An object can be flagged either as a target, an information-carrying entity, or
a distractor, an object with no intrinsic information value. Importance flags can
be dynamically changed. Occluded distractors pose no threat to any analysis
tasks performed in the environment, whereas partially or fully occluded targets
do, resulting in potentially decreased performance and correctness.

The surfaces defining an object volume have a transparency (alpha) function
α(x) ∈ [0, 1]. A line segment r passing through a surface at point p is not blocked
if α(p) < 1 and the cumulative transparency value αr of the line segment is less
than one. Passing through a surface increases the cumulative transparency of
the line segment accordingly (multiplicatively or additively, depending on the
transparency model).

3.2 Dynamic Transparency

The general idea behind dynamic transparency is simple: we can reduce the
impact of occlusion by dynamically changing the transparency (alpha) value of
individual object surfaces occluding (either partially or fully) a target object.
This results in fewer fully occluded objects in the environment and thus directly
affects the object discovery visual task.

The fact that the dynamic transparency mechanism operates on the trans-
parency level of individual points of surfaces and not whole objects or even
whole surfaces is vital; if whole surfaces or objects had been affected, important
depth cues would have been lost. With the current approach, unoccluding parts
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of a surface will retain full opacity, providing important context to the transpar-
ent parts of the object. To give additional context, even occluding surface parts
are not made fully transparent, but are set to a threshold alpha value αT in or-
der to shine through slightly in the final image. There is a tradeoff here: the use
of semi-transparent occluders will make object access difficult since intervening
surfaces will distort targets behind them. However, it is a necessity in order to
maintain the user’s context of the environment.

We define the model for dynamic transparency through a number of discrete
rules governing the appearance of objects in the world:

(R1). All targets in the world U should be visible from any given viewpoint v.

The first rule is the most basic description of dynamic transparency, and stipu-
lates that no targets should be fully occluded from any viewpoint in the world.
Note that a target may still be hidden from the user if it falls outside the current
view.

(R2). An occluded object is made visible by changing the transparency level
of points p ∈ P of each occluding surface s from opaque (αs(p) = 1) to
transparent (αs(p) = αT ).

The second rule describes the actual mechanics of how to make targets visible
through occluding objects. The selection of the set P is not fixed; depending on
the application, this could be a convex hull, circle, or ellipse that encloses the
occluded object, or the occluded object’s actual outline.

(R3). Surfaces can be made impenetrable and will never be made transparent.

The third rule provides a useful exception to the initial rule; in some cases, we
may want to limit the extent of the dynamic transparency mechanism using
impenetrable surfaces (and objects).

(R4). Objects are allowed to self-occlude.

The fourth and final rule provides another refinement of the previous rules;
dynamic transparency is performed on object-level, even if transparency man-
agement is performed on individual surface points. This means that even if a
part of a target is occluded by other parts of itself, none of its surfaces will be
made transparent to show this.

4 Image-Space Dynamic Transparency

Since none of the previously presented methods fulfills our requirements, we here
present a new algorithm for 3D dynamic transparency: image-space dynamic
transparency.

An important observation that follows from our model of occlusion from the
previous section is that occlusion can be detected in the image space by simply
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shooting a ray through the scene for every pixel that is rendered and checking
the order it intersects objects in the scene. In modern graphics hardware, this
essentially amounts to detecting whenever we are overwriting pixels in the color
buffer or discarding pixels due to depth testing. In other words, programmable
fragment shaders are perfectly suited for realizing dynamic transparency.

However, correct blending of transparency is order-dependent, and thus our
algorithm, as well as most algorithms for transparent objects, requires the ob-
jects to be rendered in back-to-front order. This is a classical problem, since
current graphics hardware cannot do the sorting for us, although suggestions for
solutions exist [18]. Usually, depth sorting is performed on triangle-level. In our
algorithm, for non-intersecting objects, it is sufficient to sort on object-level for
normal objects that are opaque by default. For intersecting objects, sorting must
be performed on a per-triangle-level. Intersecting objects are however rare and
usually non-physical. As explained below, objects fully contained within other
objects, like objects in a suitcase or nested Russian dolls, can be correctly treated
by specifying a fixed sort order between a group of objects.

We divide the scene into groups. By default, a group contains one object. All
groups are sorted with respect to their center point, which is precomputed once.
The sorting metric is the signed distance to the group from the eye along the view
vector. This is better than sorting by only the distance from the eye, because the
former corresponds to how the z-buffer works. We use bubble sort, since frame
coherency brings the resorting down to an average cost corresponding to O(n).

In certain cases, like for Russian dolls, the sort order between the dolls should
be from the innermost to the outermost. A fixed rendering order between the
dolls is then user-defined by putting them into the same group with a predefined
rendering order, for instance by the order of appearance in the group. In other
words, the innermost doll should be rendered first and the outermost doll last.
This results in correct transparency, since only the frontmost triangles of the
dolls are visible (unlike for classic transparency). This mechanism gives the user
a tool to specify which objects that should be regarded as solids and not.

Here is an overview of our algorithm:

1) The groups are rendered back-to-front.
2) All objects are blended into the frame buffer using the value in the alpha-

channel of the frame buffer, which defaults to 1 (opaque), as blending factor.
3) Target objects also post-modify the values in the alpha-channel to a value

< 1.

The algorithm needs to fulfill these criteria:

– Render all parts of objects (target or distractor) in front of a target object
as transparent.

– Render each object as a solid, i.e. only the front-most surfaces should be
visible. Thus, the objects cannot be rendered as transparent in an ordinary
sense. Back-facing triangles, or more distant front-facing triangles, should
not be visible through transparent frontmost triangles.
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Algorithm 1. Main
Input: set of groups G.
Output: correctly rendered dynamic transparency scene.
BubbleSort(G), taking advantage of frame coherence.1

for all groups g ∈ G do2

for all objects o ∈ g do3

if o is a target then4

renderTargetObject()5

else6

renderDistractorObject()7

– Draw a gradual transition from no transparency to a predefined transparency
in an n-pixel outline region around each target object.

Algorithm 1 shows an outline of the main algorithm.
Initial requirements for rendering both targets and distractors are that (i) the

alpha buffer is initiated to 1 for each pixel at the start of each frame, (ii) rendering
is done back-to-front on object level, and (iii) the alpha buffer contains the
desired blending factor (transparency) at each pixel. Given these preconditions,
we render distractor objects in the following way:

1) Render object to the z-buffer only to mask out frontmost surfaces.
2) Blend object to the color buffer.

The first step selects the frontmost surfaces of the object. The second blends
these surfaces to the frame buffer, with blending using the alpha values stored
in the frame buffer. These alpha values are 1 by default and less in front of, and
in an n-pixel region region around, target objects.

In contrast, target objects are rendered in the following way:

1) Render step 1 and 2 as for distractor objects.
2) Render alpha mask, i.e. multiplicatively blend an alpha mask to the alpha

channel of the frame buffer.

The final step ensures that the rendered target is visible by creating a mask
that essentially protects the target from being fully overdrawn by subsequently
rendered objects.

Multiplying a constant alpha value to the pixels covered by the target object
is easily done by simply rendering the object to the alpha-channel only and using
a color with the alpha value set appropriately. Creating the alpha mask is a little
trickier.

The alpha mask can be any type of shape exposing the underlying target,
such as an ellipse or circle. We choose the expanded outline of the object with
a transparency gradient as the alpha mask shape. To achieve this, we render to
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Algorithm 2. RenderAlphaMask
Input: target object o, mask width n, two buffers B1 and B2.
Output: 128 × 128 alpha mask blended to the frame buffer.
Enable buffer B1.1

Render the target object o to the alpha channel only, setting the alpha values to2

αT , the threshold transparency for objects in front of target objects.
Set buffer B1 as texture.3

Enable rendering to buffer B2.4

for each layer {1 . . . n} of mask do5

Render buffer-sized quad with the fragment shader specified in Algorithm 3.6

Set the rendered buffer as texture and enable rendering to the other buffer.7

Each iteration adds one pixel-wide layer of the transition.
Increase the border alpha value αB in the shader incrementally starting from8

α0 to 1.0.

Disable buffer and activate standard color buffer.9

Multiplicatively blend the screen-size buffer texture to the color buffer (alpha10

values). Note that resolutions may differ, but linear filtering quite efficiently hides
zooming artifacts.
Render the target region again to avoid jagginess at the border of the target11

object due to differences in resolution between the color and mask buffers.

Algorithm 3. FragmentShader
Input: border alpha αB , frame buffer F , screen position P .
Output: alpha value αP for pixel at position P .
bool IsBorderPixel ← false;1

for each neighbor N of position P do2

IsBorderPixel ← F (N).Alpha != 1.0 or IsBorderPixel;3

IsBorderPixel ← (F (P ).Alpha == 1.0) and IsBorderPixel;4

output IsBorderPixel ? αB : 1.0;5

two external off-screen buffers alternately to create a border around the target
object with a smooth transition to full opacity. The resolution can be allowed to
be quite low; we use a size of 128× 128. See Algorithm 2 for pseudo code for the
alpha mask algorithm and refer to Algorithm 3 for the fragment shader code.

4.1 Performance

Table 1 shows the performance of three example applications with and without
dynamic transparency active (an abstract environment, an architectural walk-
through, and the game-like example in Figure 1). The test was performed on
an Intel Pentium 4 desktop computer with 1 GB of memory running Microsoft
Windows XP and equipped with an NVidia Geforce 7800 GTX graphics adapter.
As can be seen from the measurements, only the Game application is fillrate-
limited (the bottleneck seems to be buffer switching). For the Walkthrough
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Table 1. Performance for three example applications

Application Triangles Resolution Inactive (FPS) Active (FPS)

Abstract 13,000 800 × 600 87 33
1280 × 1024 87 33

Walkthrough 464,220 800 × 600 40 11
1280 × 1024 40 11

Game 114,629 800 × 600 300 140
1280 × 1024 188 90

application, we are performing dynamic transparency on 50 complex objects, so
11 FPS is acceptable, if not quite interactive.

5 User Study

We hypothesize that users employing dynamic transparency for visual perception
tasks in 3D environments would be more efficient as well as more correct in
performing their tasks than when not having access to the technique. In order
to test these hypotheses, we designed a formal user study comparing the new
technique to standard 3D camera navigation techniques.

5.1 Subjects

We recruited 16 paid subjects for this study, three of which were female. The
subjects were drawn primarily from our university and were screened to have
at least basic computer knowledge. Subject ages ranged from 20 to 35 years of
age. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no participants
reported color-blindness.

5.2 Equipment

The experiment was conducted on an Intel Centrino Duo laptop computer
equipped with 2048 MB of memory running the Microsoft Windows XP op-
erating system. The display was a 17-inch widescreen LCD display running at
1920 × 1200 resolution and powered by an NVidia Geforce 7800 GO graphics
card.

5.3 Tasks and Scenarios

We designed the study to include two widely different scenarios, including an
abstract 3D world and a virtual walkthrough in a 3D building, and four different
tasks (two per environment). In this way, we aim to be able to measure not only
basic target discovery, but also the more complex visual tasks of access and
spatial relation.
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Fig. 2. The Abstract and Walkthrough applications with active dynamic trans-
parency

5.4 Scenario: Abstract 3D World

The first scenario (Abstract) is intended to portray an abstract 3D visualiza-
tion application and consists of a cubic 3D volume of size 100 × 100 × 100 filled
with n = 200 objects of randomized position and orientation (see Figure 2 for
a screenshot). The objects are simple unit 3D primitives: spheres, cones, boxes,
and torii. Objects are allowed to intersect but not full enclose each other. 10%
to 20% of the objects are flagged as targets and the remainder as distractors.
Distractor objects are randomly assigned green and blue color component values,
while targets were set to a pure red color and made visible using our dynamic
transparency technique (for Task 2, distractors could be red as well). The user
view is fixed at a specific distance from the center of the environment cube so
that no object can fall outside of the view frustum, and can be freely orbited
around the focus point to afford view from all directions.

Task 1: count the number of targets (red objects) in the environment. (Pur-
pose: discovery)

Task 2: identify the pattern formed by the targets (red cones) in the environ-
ment. (Purpose: relation)

The pattern is one of the five capital letters C, K, R, X, and Y, rasterized in
a 5 × 7 horizontal grid of the same scale as the environment and rotated in an
arbitrary fashion around the vertical axis. The subject is informed of the range
of possible letters prior to performing the task, but not the exact rasterizations.

5.5 Scenario: Virtual Walkthrough

The second scenario (Walkthrough) is a little more complex in nature and
designed to mimic a real 3D walkthrough visualization application more closely.
Here, a one-level floor plan is randomly generated from a simple 16 × 16 grid,
creating walls, floors and ceiling as well as ensuring that all rooms were connected
with all of its adjacent neighbors through doorways. A number of n = 50 objects
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are generated and placed in the environment, and all objects are made visible
through the walls using dynamic transparency. The 3D objects chosen for this
scenario were more complex 3D models, including pets, vehicles, and furniture,
yet were easily distinguishable from each other. The user starts each instance in
the center of the environment and navigates through it looking for the target
using 3D game-like controls involving the mouse and keyboard (mouse to pan
the camera around the vertical axis, arrow keys to move, no strafing allowed).
The view is constrained to floor level and there is no collision detection with
walls or objects.

Task 3: find the unique target in the environment. (Purpose: discovery)
Task 4: count the number of targets in the environment. (Purpose: discovery,

relation)

For the first task, one of the objects in the environment is unique and the user
is asked to find this target. The current target is shown in the upper left corner
of the screen. After finding the target, the user moves on to mark its estimated
location on a 2D floorplan of the environment on a separate screen.

For the counting task, a random number of the objects in the environment
are of the same type and the user is asked to count the occurrences. The current
object type is again shown in the upper left corner of the screen. After having
estimated that all occurrences are found, the subject enters the amount into the
application.

5.6 Design

The study was designed as a repeated measures experiment for each of the
four tasks, with the independent variable DynTrans (two levels, “true” or
“false”, within-subjects). The dependent variables included completion times
for all tasks, and the error for the counting tasks, error distance for the search
task, and correctness for the pattern task. Subjects received both the tasks and
dynamic transparency in counterbalanced order to manage systematic effects of
practice.

Each task set consisted of three trials per condition. Completion times and
user responses to the tasks were collected and silently recorded by the applica-
tion. Every task set was preceded by a training session lasting up to five minutes
where the subject was instructed in the current task and was allowed to explore
the scenario as well as ask questions. During the execution of the actual task
set, only general questions were allowed. A full session lasted approximately 45
to 60 minutes.

6 Results

Analysis of the collected measurements indicates that both our hypotheses are
correct; subjects are more efficient (i.e. use less time) and more correct when
performing visual search tasks using dynamic transparency than without.
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Table 2. Average completion times for all four tasks (standard deviation)

Task No. Standard DynTrans Significance
1 56.26 (38.72) 40.44 (20.99) F (1, 15) = 7.54, p = .015
2 22.30 (16.20) 15.80 (10.21) F (1, 15) = 5.28, p = .036
3 62.78 (35.63) 23.21 (12.01) F (1, 15) = 22.98, p < .01
4 140.0 (61.75) 40.80 (24.16) F (1, 15) = 48.61, p < .01

6.1 Time

Overall, the average completion time with inactive dynamic transparency was
65.17 (s.d. 27.75) seconds, compared to 28.69 (s.d. 11.02) with active dynamic
transparency. This was also a significant difference (F (1, 15) = 49.54, p < .001).
Each of the individual tasks also showed significantly shorter average comple-
tion times for active dynamic transparency compared to inactive dynamic trans-
parency down to p < .05. See Table 2 for a summary.

6.2 Correctness

For the counting tasks (task 1 and 4), we define correctness in terms of average
relative error, i.e. the ratio between the absolute error and the total number of
targets for all trials. The absolute error is the absolute difference between the
sum of the targets and the sum of the subject answers for the trials. Overall,
for task 1 and 4 combined, the average relative error was .100 (s.d. .141) when
dynamic transparency was inactive compared to .027 (s.d. .045) when it was
active. This is also a significant difference (F (1, 15) = 6.28, p = .024).

Task 1 in particular showed average relative error of .042 (s.d. .046) for
inactive dynamic transparency and .017 (s.d. .018) for active. This too was
significant (F (1, 15) = 4.74, p = .046). Task 4 showed .123 (s.d. .184) and
.034 (s.d. .074) average relative error, respectively, not a significant difference
(F (1, 15) = 4.12, p = .061).

For task 2, we define correctness as whether or not the subject identified the pat-
tern as the correct one. This figure was .963 (s.d. .109) for no dynamic transparency
and .963 (s.d. .150) for active. This is obviously not a significant difference.

Finally, for task 3, we define correctness as the average Euclidean distance (in
world units) from the real position of the target and the pointmarked on themapby
thesubject foreachtrial.Withdynamictransparencyinactive, thisaveragedistance
was16.99(s.d.14.44),asopposedto16.21(s.d.8.88).Thisdifferenceisnotsignificant
(F (1, 15) = .068, p = .797), and indicates that the spatial understanding of the
subjects was not negatively affected by the use of dynamic transparency.

7 Discussion

It is important to remember that occlusion is a vital depth cue that humans use
to determine the spatial relation of objects in our environment. The introduction
of dynamic transparency may then adversely affect this mechanism, and can
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actually result in “reverse occlusion”, i.e. the phenomenon that distant objects
all of a sudden occlude nearby objects instead.

In our approach, we address this problem by ensuring that intervening objects
made transparent always retain at least some percentage of opacity in order to
shine through on uncovered objects. This means that the user receives a visual
indication of the existence of the transparent surfaces. Self-reported ratings from
the subjects themselves seem to indicate that depth perception is still acceptable
with dynamic transparency active.

Fortunately, human perception relies on many more factors besides occlu-
sion to disambiguate depth; examples include stereopsis, motion parallax, at-
mospheric perspective, texture gradient, etc. Even if we weaken the occlusion
cue, other depth cues will help the viewer to perceive the 3D scene correctly.

Some subjects in our study had the interesting behavior of “respecting” the
worldmorewhen dynamic transparencywas inactive, using the doors in the virtual
walkthrough rather than going through walls, whereas they would not hesitate to
pass through walls when it was active. While this is an informal observation, this
behavior might indicate that the impact that dynamic transparency has on visual
realism causes the world to become more ethereal and less believable to the users,
thus making them ignore the implicit rules of the environment.

8 Conclusions

We have presented an evaluation of the use of dynamic transparency for manag-
ing occlusion of important target objects in 3D visualization applications. In the
absence of real-time algorithms for dynamic transparency that are suitable for in-
teractive visualization, we have further devised an image-space algorithm and im-
plementation realizing the model. The algorithm uses the standard framebuffer as
a cumulative alpha buffer, rendering the scene back-to-front and blending in alpha
masks of target objects to allow for see-through surfaces. Our evaluation consisted
of a comparative user study evaluating efficiency and correctness gains from using
the technique as opposed to standard 3D navigation controls. Our results clearly
show that dynamic transparency results in significantly more efficient object dis-
covery. Users are also more correct with the technique than without.
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Abstract. Desktop environments represent a powerful user interface
and have been used as the de facto standard human-computer
interaction paradigm for over 20 years. But the rising demand of 3D
applications dealing with complex datasets exceeds the capabilities of
traditional interaction devices and two-dimensional displays. Such ap-
plications need more immersive and intuitive interfaces. In order to be
accepted by the users, technology-driven solutions that require inconve-
nient instrumentation, e.g., stereo glasses or tracked gloves, should be
avoided. Autostereoscopic display environments equipped with tracking
systems enable humans to experience virtual 3D environments more nat-
urally, for instance via gestures, without having to use annoying devices.
However, currently these approaches are used only for specially designed
or adapted applications. In this paper we introduce new 3D user inter-
face concepts for such setups which require minimal instrumentation of
the user and can be integrated easily in everyday working environments.
We propose an interaction framework which supports simultaneous dis-
play of and simultaneous interaction with both monoscopic as well as
stereoscopic contents. We identify the challenges for combined mouse-,
keyboard- and gesture-based input paradigms in such an environment
and introduce novel interaction strategies.

Keywords: HCI, autostereoscopic display environments, 3D user inter-
faces.

1 Introduction

In recent years 3D user interfaces (UIs) have become more and more popular
and widespread due to the requirements of several application areas, where two-
dimensional desktop systems lack immersive and intuitive interaction. Bi-manual
interactions or six degrees of freedom (DoFs) manipulations, which do not require
much effort and are easy to learn even for non-experts, have increased the user’s
ability to perform complex interaction tasks. Current 3D UIs are technology-
driven solutions providing more immersive exploration of and interaction with
complex datasets, in particular by using stereoscopic projection and tracked six
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DoFs input devices. Although the costs for such a setup have reached a moder-
ate level, common and even expert users hardly use these systems – even when
3D tasks have to be accomplished [3]. One reason for this is the inconvenient
instrumentation required to allow immersive interactions, i.e., the user is forced
to wear stereo glasses, tracked devices, gloves etc. [12]. Furthermore the most
effective ways for humans to interact with synthetic 3D environments have not
finally been resolved [3,6]. Devices that enable control over multiple DoFs simul-
taneously still involve problems, which are often avoided by the usage of their
2D counterparts – as a matter of fact 2D interactions are performed best with
2D devices [3,9,17]. However, while in real life humans are able to move and
turn objects freely in a single motion, this natural interaction is absent in two-
dimensional interfaces; the user is forced to decompose 3D tasks into several 2D
tasks. In addition, shortage of spatial input in typical 3D applications leads to
the need to constantly switch modes. This procedure results in ineffectiveness,
in particular when switching between manipulation and navigation techniques
is required in a repetitive manner.

Most desktop-based 3D applications include three-dimensional content in
combination with two-dimensional elements for graphical user interface (GUI)
interaction. While 3D content usually benefits from stereoscopic display, 2D GUI
items often do not require immersive visualization. For such a system current
autostereoscopic (AS) displays can be used to view 3D data stereoscopically
without wearing any devices [8]. Thus the user is able to perceive a stereoscopic
image in a fixed area called sweet spot. When the AS display features, for in-
stance, an optical head tracker, the user can even move in front of the display,
while the tracking system can be further exploited to allow gesture-based inter-
action [11]. However, the separation of the stereo half images performed by an
AS display (see Section 3.1) influences viewing of monoscopic content in such
a way that essential elements of the GUI are distorted. Although some AS de-
vices can display monoscopic content, simultaneous display of mono- as well as
stereoscopic content is not supported. Thus, simultaneous viewing requires an
additional conventional display to show the monoscopic content. But only few
applications support rendering of a stereoscopic window on a different display.
Nevertheless, problems arise from decoupling interaction and visualization; inter-
actions with 2D GUI elements have to be performed on the 2D screen, whereas
3D content is displayed stereoscopically on an AS display.

In this paper we introduce new 3D user interface concepts as a solution to the
lack of spatial input and intuitive interaction techniques for direct manipulation
of mono- as well as stereoscopic content in desktop environments. We propose
an AS display environment and present a framework which enables to display
arbitrary shaped areas of the GUI either in a mono- or in a stereoscopic way.
Furthermore, the framework allows interaction between both “worlds” and thus
opens up new vistas for human-computer interaction (HCI). Hence, the user can
interact with any 2D or 3D application via familiar mouse/keyboard devices in
combination with natural gestures.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
related work. In Section 3 we describe the proposed setup, while Section 4 in-
troduces interaction strategies for such everyday working environments. Section
5 presents implementation details. The results of an experimental evaluation
are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives an overview
about future work.

2 Related Work

AS Display Environments. In 2000, the Heinrich-Hertz-Institute built an AS
display system consisting of a gaze tracker, a head tracker and a hand tracker [11].
The head tracker gives the user a look-around capability, while the gaze track-
ing activates different applications on the desktop. The hand tracker enables the
user to navigate and manipulate objects in 3D space via simple gestures, where
computer vision is the major technological factor influencing the type of gesture
that are supported. Similar approaches support gesture-based interactions by
tracking the users hand and fingers with magnetic fields [23] or optical-based so-
lutions [2]. These approaches rather address tracking technologies than advanced
3D user interfaces. Although these systems potentially support novel forms of
interaction, they are restricted to specific applications designed for these setups
[2]; simultaneous display of and simultaneous interaction with both monoscopic
and stereoscopic content is not considered.

Simultaneous Monoscopic and Stereoscopic Display. Although current
stereo-in-a-window systems [5,22] show stereoscopic content either in one window
time-sequentially or using filtering techniques, these technologies are restricted
to only one rectangular window and still require glasses. Hardware-based ap-
proaches have been proposed to display monoscopic and stereoscopic content
simultaneously on one AS display [13]. However, interaction concepts have not
yet been developed for these displays, and these systems only exist as prototype
solutions. Due to the lack of simultaneous display most interaction approaches
only propose improvements for interactions either in 2D using monoscopic dis-
play or in 3D using stereoscopic display, but they do not combine both worlds.
The interaction with stereoscopic content using two-dimensional strategies in-
volves further problems, for instance, monoscopic representation of the mouse
cursor disturbs stereoscopic perception and therefore precise interactions become
more difficult to perform.

3D User Interfaces. In recent years, many frameworks have been proposed
which extend 2D GUIs for operating systems (OSs) to so called 3D desktops,
but also existing OSs evolve to 3D and include depth information [1,16]. These
approaches provide a virtual 3D space in which 2D GUI elements are replaced
by three-dimensional counterparts. Hence, more space is available to display
further information. Although these environments provide a fancy visualization,
it has not been investigated in how far they improve the interaction process,
since they force the user to perform 3D interactions where 2D interactions are
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intended. Due to the mentioned shortcomings of virtual reality (VR) interfaces,
hybrid approaches have been proposed which combine 2D and 3D interaction
using different display or interaction technologies [4,21]. For example, Benko et
al. have discussed techniques to grab monoscopically displayed objects from a
projection screen in order to view them stereoscopically using a head mounted
display [4]. However, an instrumentation of the user is still required.

Bi-Manual Interactions. When interacting with the hands numerous factors
have to be considered. With respect to the tasks, the hands need to be moved
symmetrically or asymmetrically, some tasks can be performed better with the
dominant, others with the non-dominant hand. Also the used input devices have
a major impact on the way how bi-manual interactions are performed. For in-
stance, the used devices can be alike (e.g., keyboard and keyboard) or different
(e.g., mouse and keyboard), and they can support different DoFs or involve
constraints.

These approaches are applied in everyday tasks as well as in most user in-
terfaces. Writing on a sheet of paper, when one hand holds the pencil while
the other fixes the sheet, involves asymmetrical interactions. In many computer
games navigation tasks are performed by the dominant hand using the mouse,
while status changes are accomplished with the non-dominant hand via keyboard
shortcuts. Interaction techniques for large-screen displays or VR environments
often involve symmetrical bi-manual manipulation in order to scale or rotate
virtual objects.

However, the combination of traditional devices and gestures in AS display
environments that run common 3D applications has not been considered until
now. The aim of this paper is not to debate the validity of desktop-based inter-
action concepts – there is no need to throw away 40 years of 2D UI research –
or the benefits of technology-driven VR approaches. The objective is to explore
in how far these concepts can mutually adapt to each other in order to provide
efficient interfaces that will be accepted by users as setups for their daily working
environments.

3 Proposed System Setup

In this section we present the setup which we believe has the potential to be ac-
cepted by the users since natural as well as immersive interactions are supported,
whereas instrumentation of the user is avoided.

3.1 Autostereoscopic Display Environment

On current AS displays users can see 3D data without wearing any instruments,
for example by using lenticular rasters [8]. The lenticular screen is a molded
plastic sheet that forms dozens of tiny lenses per inch. This raster operates as a
beam splitter and ensures that the pixels displayed in each odd column are seen
with the left eye, while the pixels displayed in each even column are seen with
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Fig. 1. 3D user interface setup includes (A) an AS display, (B) traditional mouse and
keyboard, and (C) stereo-based camera setup. (D) The user applies gestures in order to
perform 3D manipulations of a 3D scene. Due to the lenticular sheet the user perceives
a stereoscopic image of the virtual scene displayed in 3D Studio Max.

the right eye. If the viewer positions her head in certain viewing positions, she
sees a different image with each eye resulting in a stereo image. When leaving a
sweet spot to a neighboring position, the stereo half images have to be swapped
in order to maintain the stereoscopic effect.

The separation of the stereo half images influences viewing of monoscopic
content in such a way that the most essential elements of the GUI are distorted.
Therefore, we have implemented a software framework (see Section 5), which
provides full control over the GUI of the OS. Thus, any region or object can be
displayed either mono- or stereoscopically. Furthermore, we are able to catch the
entire content of any 3D graphics application based on OpenGL or DirectX. Our
framework allows to change the corresponding function calls in order to modify
the visualization. The interaction performed in our setup is primarily based on
mouse and keyboard (see Figure 1). However, we have extended these devices
with more natural interfaces.

3.2 Stereo-Based Trackingsystem

AS displays can be equipped with eyes or head tracking systems to automati-
cally adjust the two displayed images and the corresponding raster. Thus, the
user perceives a stereo image in a larger region. Vision-based trackers enable
non-intrusive, markerless computer vision based modules for HCI. When using
computer vision techniques several features can be tracked, e.g., the eyes for
head tracking, but it is also possible to track fingers in order to interpret simple
as well as intuitive gestures in 3D. Pointing with the fingertip, for example, is
an easy and natural way to select virtual objects.

As depicted in Figure 1, we use a stereo-based camera setup consisting of two
USB cameras each having a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. They are attached
to the top of the AS display in order to track the position and orientation of
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certain objects. Due to the known arrangement of the cameras, the pose of
geometric objects, e.g., user’s hands, can be reconstructed by 3D reprojection.
Besides pointing actions, even some simple gestures signaling stop, start, left and
right can be recognized. These gesture input events can be used to perform 3D
manipulations, e.g., to rotate or translate virtual objects (see Figure 1).

4 3D User Interface Concepts

In the system setup described in the previous section, traditional input devices
can be combined with gesture-based paradigms. There exist similar setups for ar-
tificial environments which are restricted to applications exclusively designed for
or adapted to the specific environment [11]. Hence, concepts developed for these
restricted setups are not applicable in daily working environments for common
applications. With the described framework we have full control over the GUI of
the OS, in particular any arbitrarily shaped region can be displayed either mono-
or stereoscopically, and each 3D application can be modified appropriately. The
implementation concepts are explained in Section 5. In the following subsections
we discuss implications and introduce several universal interaction techniques
that are usable for any 3D application.

4.1 Universal Exploration

As mentioned in Section 3.1 our framework enables us to control any content
of an application based on OpenGL or DirectX. Virtual scenes in such applica-
tions are often defined by so-called display lists. Using our framework enables
us to hijack and modify these lists. Among other possibilities this allows us to
change the viewpoint in a virtual scene. Hence several navigation concepts can
be realized that are usable for any 3D application.

Head Tracking. Since binocular vision is essential for depth perception, stereo-
scopic projections are mainly exploited to give a better insight into complex
three-dimensional datasets. Although stereoscopic displays improve depth per-
ception, viewing static images is limited, because other important depth cues,
e.g, motion parallax phenomena, cannot be observed. Motion parallax denotes
the fact that when objects or the viewer move, objects which are farther away
from the viewer seem to move more slowly than objects closer to the viewer. To
reproduce this effect, head tracking and view-dependent rendering is required.
This can be achieved by exploiting the described tracking system (see Section
3.2). When the position and orientation of the user’s head is tracked, this pose
is mapped to the virtual camera defined in the 3D scene; furthermore the po-
sition of the lenticular sheet is adapted. Thus, the user is able to explore 3D
datasets (to a certain degree) only by moving the tracked head. Such view-
dependent rendering can also be integrated for any 3D application based on
OpenGL.
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of an AS desktop overlaid with a transparent image of the user in
(left) anaglyph mode and (right) vertical interlaced mode

Universal 3D Navigation and Manipulation Techniques. However, ex-
ploration only by head tracking is limited; object rotation is restricted by the
tracking system, e.g. to 60◦. Almost any interactive 3D application provides nav-
igation techniques to explore virtual data from arbitrary viewpoints. Although
many of these concepts are similar, e.g., mouse-based techniques to pan, zoom,
rotate etc., 3D navigation as well as manipulation across different applications
can become confusing due to various approaches.

The main idea to solve this shortcoming is to provide for different 3D appli-
cations the same universal paradigms to interact with a virtual scene. We use
gestures to translate, scale or rotate objects or to move, fly or walk through a vir-
tual environment. Moreover, individual strategies supported by each application
can be used further on, e.g., by mouse- or keyboard-based interaction.

We have implemented these navigational concepts by using gestures based on
virtual hand techniques [6]. Therefore, a one-to-one mapping in terms of trans-
lational and rotational mappings between the movements of the user’s hand and
the virtual scene is applied. Thus the user can start an arbitrary 3D application,
activate gesture recognition and afterwards, the user can manipulate the scene
by the combination of mouse, keyboard and gestures. Other concepts, such as
virtual flying, walking etc. can be implemented, for instance, by virtual pointer
approaches [6].

4.2 Stereoscopic Facetop Interaction

Besides depth information about the user’s head and hand, we also exploit the
images captured by the stereo-cameras mounted on top of the AS display (see
Figure 1). Since the image planes of the cameras are coplanar and the distance
between their lenses approximates the interpupillary distance of ≈ 65mm, both
images compose a stereoscopic image of the user. Due to the full control over the
GUI, we are able to display both half images transparently into the corresponding
columns of the AS display – one image into the even columns, one into the odd
ones. Hence, the user sees her image superimposed on the GUI as a transparent
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overlay; all desktop content can still be seen, but users appear to themselves
as a semi-transparent image, as if looking through a window in which they can
see their own reflection. This visualization can also be used in order to enable
stereo-based face-to-face collaboration which is not topic of this paper.

The technique of superimposing the user’s image on top of the display has
been used recently in the Facetop system [20]. More recently, Sony has released
the Eyetoy that enables gesture interaction. In both approaches the user per-
forms 2D interactions on the screen by 3D gestures, and visual feedback is given
by displaying captured images of the user. However, besides gesturing for two-
dimensional control, e.g., moving the mouse cursor by pointing, a stereo-based
camera setup allows to use multiple DoF to enable 3D interaction. Furthermore,
we use the stereoscopic projection of the user. This provides not only visual
feedback about the position of the cursor on the screen surface, but also about
its depth in order to simplify 3D interaction. A 3D representation of the mouse
cursor is displayed at the tracked 3D position. A mouse click might be emu-
lated if the position of the real finger and the visual representation of the finger
stereoscopically displayed overlap in space. Alternatively, other gestures might
be predefined, e.g., grab gestures. The depth information is also used when in-
teracting with 2D GUIs. When using our framework, a corresponding depth is
assigned to each window, and it is displayed stereoscopically. In addition shad-
ows are added to all windows to further increase depth perception. When finger
tracking is activated, the user can arrange windows on the desktop in depth by
pushing or pulling them with a tracked finger. Figure 2 shows screenshots of two
stereoscopic facetop interaction scenarios. Both users arrange windows on the
desktop by pushing them with the finger.

4.3 Combined Interaction Strategies

By using the described concepts we are able to combine desktop devices with
gestures. This setup is beneficial in scenarios where the user holds a virtual object
in her non-dominant hand using universal exploration gestures (see Section 4.1),
while the other hand can perform precise interactions via the mouse (see Figure
1). In contrast to using only common desktop devices, no context switches are
required, e.g., to initiate status switches between navigation and manipulation
modi. The roles of the hands may also change, i.e., the dominant hand can be
used for gestures, whereas the non-dominant interacts via the keyboard.

Stereoscopic Mouse Cursor. When using the described setup we experienced
some drawbacks. One shortcoming when interacting with stereoscopic represen-
tations using desktop-based interaction paradigms is the monoscopic appearance
of the mouse cursor, which disturbs the stereoscopic perception. Therefore we
provide two different strategies to display the mouse cursor. The first one ex-
ploits a stereoscopic mouse cursor which hovers over 3D objects. Thus the mouse
cursor is always visible on top of the objects surface, and when moving the cur-
sor over the surface of a three-dimensional object, the user gets an additional
shape cue about the object. The alternative is to display the cursor always at
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Fig. 3. Screenshots of the 3D user interface simultaneously showing monoscopic and
stereoscopic content and (left) a stereoscopic mouse cursor and (right) a monoscopic
interaction lens. To perceive a stereoscopic effect both images can be viewed with
anaglyph glasses.

the image plane. In contrast to common desktop environments the mouse cursor
gets invisible when it is obscured by another object extending out of the screen.
Thus the stereoscopic impression is not disturbed by the mouse cursor, indeed
the cursor is hidden during that time. Figure 3 (left) shows a stereoscopic scene
in Google Earth where the mouse cursor is rendered stereoscopically on top of
the building.

Monoscopic Interaction Lens. Many 2D as well as 3D applications provide
interaction concepts which are best applicable in two dimensions using 2D inter-
action paradigms. One example are 3D widgets [7] which reduce simultaneously
manipulated DoFs. Since these interaction concepts are optimized for 2D in-
teraction devices and monoscopic viewing we propose a monoscopic interaction
lens through which two-dimensional interactions can be performed without loos-
ing the entire stereoscopic effect. We attach a lens to the position of the mouse
cursor and project the content within such an arbitrarily shaped lens onto the
image plane. Thus the user can focus on the given tasks and tools to perform 2D
or 3D interactions in the same way as done on a common monoscopic display.
This can be used to read text on a stereoscopic object, or to interact with 3D
widgets.

5 Implementation

To provide a technical basis for the concepts described above, we explain some
implementation details of our 3D user interface framework [19]. To allow simul-
taneous viewing monoscopic content need to be modified in order to make it
perceivable on AS displays, while a stereo pair needs to be generated from the
3D content. Since these are diverse image processing operations first 2D is sep-
arated from 3D content. To achieve this separation, our technique acts as an
integrated layer between 3D application and OS. By using this layer we ensure
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the interscopic user interface framework showing 2D and 3D
content simultaneously

that the operating system takes care about rendering 2D GUI elements in a
native way (see Figure 4 (step 1)).

Processing 2D Content. When viewing unadapted 2D content on AS dis-
plays the two images seen by the eyes are not correct half-images. This leads to
an awkward viewing experience. To make this content perceivable we have to
ensure that left and right eye see almost the same information, resulting in a
flat two-dimensional image embedded in the image plane. To achieve this effect
with (vertical-interlaced) AS displays the 2D content has to be scaled (see Fig-
ure 4 (step 2)) in order to ensure that the odd and even columns display almost
the same information. With respect to the corresponding factor, scaling content
can yield slightly different information for both half images. However, since dif-
ferences in both images are marginal, the human vision system can merge the
information to a final image which can be viewed comfortably. Since we achieve
proper results for a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels we choose this setting for
a virtual desktop from which the content is scaled to the AS display’s native
resolution, i.e., 1600× 1200 pixels. Therefore, we had to develop an appropriate
display driver which allows the OS to mirror the desktop with the necessary
resolution.

Generating Stereoscopic Images. Since only a few 3D applications natively
support stereoscopic viewing on AS displays, in most cases we have to adapt also
the 3D content in order to generate stereocopic images (see Figure 4 (step 3)).
There are two techniques for making an existing 3D application stereoscopic. The
first one is to trace and cache all 3D function calls and execute them twice, once
for each eye. The alternative exploits image warping techniques. This technique
performs a reprojection of the monoscopic image with respect to the values stored
in the depth buffer. Image warping has the shortcoming that not all the scene
content potentially visible from both eyes is presented in a single monoscopic
image, and thus pixel filling approaches have to be applied [10]. Hence, we use
the first approach, catch all 3D function calls in a display list, apply off-axis
stereographic rendering, and render the content in the even and odd columns
for the left respectively right eye with respect to the head position as described
in Section 4.
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Fig. 5. Example screenshot of desktop with mono- as well as stereoscopic content shown
(left) in anaglyph and (right) vertical interlaced mode

Embedding Mono- and Stereoscopic Display. To separate 2D and 3D con-
tent, we have to know which window areas are used for stereoscopic display. This
can be determined either manually or automatically. When using the manual se-
lection mechanism, the user is requested to add a 3D window or region and select
it to be displayed stereoscopically with the mouse cursor. When using automatic
detection, our framework seeks for 3D windows based on OpenGL and applies
stereoscopic rendering.

The final embedding step of 2D and 3D content is depicted by step 3 in
Figure 4. An obvious problem arises, when 2D and 3D content areas overlap
each other. This may happen when either a pull-down menu or a context menu
overlaps a 3D canvas. In this case the separation cannot only be based on the
previous 3D window selection process. To properly render overlaying elements
we apply a masking technique. This is for example important when dealing with
3D graphics applications using context menus to provide convenient access to
important features. When merging 2D and 3D content the mask ensures that
only those areas of the 3D window are used for stereoscopic display which are not
occluded by 2D objects. Figure 5 shows two resulting screenshots in anaglyph
respectively interlaced stereoscopic mode, where 3D content is shown in stereo.
The windows appear at different distances to the user (see Section 4.2). The task
bar and the desktop with its icons are rendered monoscopically.

6 Preliminary Experiments

In several informal tests all users have evaluated the usage of stereoscopic dis-
play for 3D applications as very helpful. In particular, two 3D modeling experts
revealed stereoscopic visualization for 3D content in their 3D modeling environ-
ments, i.e., Maya and Cinema4D, as extremely beneficial. However, in order to
evaluate the 3D user interface we have performed a preliminary usability study.
We have used the described experimental environment (see Section 3). Further-
more, we have used a 3D mouse to enable precise 3D interaction.
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Fig. 6. Usage of gestures in comparison to traditional input devices constrained to
(left) three DoFs, (middle) two DoFs and (right) one DoF

Fig. 7. Required time for the interaction task with stereoscopic display and gestures
supporting three, two and one DoFs, and stereoscopic as well as monoscopic display
only supporting mouse and keyboard without gesture

6.1 Experimental Tasks

We restricted the tasks to simple interactions in which four users had to delete
several doors and windows from a virtual building. The building consisted of
290 triangles, where windows and doors (including 20 triangles) were uniformly
separated. We have conducted three series. In the first series the user could
use all provided input paradigms, i.e., mouse, keyboard, and gestures via a 3D
mouse, in combination with stereoscopic visualization. In this series we have
also performed subseries, where gestures were constrained to three, two and
one DoFs. In the second series, only the mouse and keyboard could be used,
again with stereoscopic display. In the last series, interaction was restricted to
traditional devices with monoscopic visualization.

6.2 Results

We have measured the required time for the entire task and we have measured
how long each input modality has been used.
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Figure 6 shows that as fewer DoFs are available fewer gestures have been
used. When three DoFs were supported (left), one-third of the entire interaction
time was spent on 3D manipulation by gestures with the objective to arrange
the virtual building. With decreasing DoFs the required time for 3D manipu-
lation also decreases. This is due to the fact that constraint-based interaction
supports the user when arranging virtual objects. As pointed out in Figure 7
using gestures in combination with mouse and keyboard enhances performance,
in particular when 3D manipulation is constrained appropriately. Participants
accomplished the task fastest when all devices could be used and only one DoF
was supported. Monoscopic display was advantageous in comparison to stereo-
scopic display. This does not come unexpected since exploration of 3D objects
was hardly necessary; the focus was on simple manipulation where stereoscopic
display was not essential.

7 Discussion and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced 3D user interface concepts which can be embed-
ded in everyday working environments and provide an improved working expe-
rience. These strategies have the potential to be accepted by users as new user
interface paradigms for specific tasks as well as for standard desktop interactions.
The results of the preliminary evaluation indicate that the subjects are highly mo-
tivated to use the described framework, since as they remarked an instrumentation
is not required. Moreover, users like the experience of using the 3D interface, espe-
cially the stereoscopic facetop approach. They evaluated the stereoscopic mouse
cursor as clear improvement. The usage of the monoscopic interaction lens has
been revealed as very useful because the subjects prefer to interact in a way which
is familiar to them from working with common desktop systems.

In the future we will integrate further functionality and visual enhancements
using more stereoscopic and physics-based motion effects. Moreover, we plan to
examine further interaction techniques, in particular, for domain-specific inter-
action tasks.
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Abstract. This paper describes exploratory studies and a formal experiment that 
investigate a particular temporal aspect of human pointing actions. Humans can 
express their intentions and refer to an external entity by pointing at distant 
objects with their fingers or a tool. The focus of this research is on the dwell 
time, the time span that people remain nearly motionless during pointing at 
objects. We address two questions: Is there a common or natural dwell time in 
human pointing actions? What implications does this have for Human 
Computer Interaction? Especially in virtual environments, feedback about the 
referred object is usually provided to the user to confirm actions such as object 
selection. A literature review and two studies led to a formal experiment in a 
hand-immersive virtual environment in search for an appropriate feedback 
delay time for dwell-based pointing actions. The results and implications for 
applications for Human Computer Interaction are discussed. 

Keywords: Pointing gesture, dwell time, interactive systems. 

1   Introduction 

Some of humans’ intentions can be gained in real life situations from their actions and 
the context in which they are performed. An important and frequent gesture is the 
manual pointing action that allows humans to refer naturally and intuitively to distant 
objects in the environment. In a more general definition, pointing by a human at an 
object is understood as “how one organism manipulates the visual attention of another 
to some distant entity” [13]. Manual pointing can be considered as a “referential act” 
and therefore, represents a basic means to communicate with others beyond speech. 
This embodiment of communication makes use of implicit references, whereby 
movements of the body bind objects in the world to cognitive programs [3]. A single 
human can easily coordinate and execute actions and it requires little effort for 
another human to predict the actions and recognise the intention merely by watching 
the movements. Therefore, pointing represents a basic and ubiquitous device to 
communicate with others [14] and is often used in a communicative situation to 
establish a common ground over the course of the conversation [2]. Consequently, 
this also has implications for ways that humans interact with computers. It is 
important to understand what “behaviour” has to be exhibited by the computer in 
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order to meet expectations of users, especially when a computer should operate like a 
dialogue partner or accept more intuitive input signals from humans. The concrete 
question about how long users dwell on a target to express their selections and what 
an appropriate delay time for a corresponding feedback is, has not been discussed in 
the related literature in sufficient details. It is the central subject of this paper. 

The paper is structured as follows. First, we describe the motivation and review the 
scientific context for this research. Then two exploratory studies are presented that 
further provide data related to typical manual dwell actions. The information of the 
review and the findings of the exploratory studies lead to a qualitative experiment to 
test hypotheses about the subjective experience of participants performing pointing 
actions. The paper concludes with a discussion about the results and a 
recommendation for a feedback delay time for dwell-based interaction. 

2   Pointing in the Context of HCI 

In the typical situation of human computer interaction the user moves a physical 
device so that a screen cursor is placed over an element of the two-dimensional 
graphical user interface. With respect to the prior definition of pointing, the user’s 
referential act raises the “attention” of the computer (as a dialogue partner) for the 
object located under the screen cursor. After placing the cursor on the target, the user 
usually clicks on a mouse button and therefore explicitly signals the intention to 
execute the function or the command that is associated with that interface element. 
This overall interaction is known as “point and click”. Furthermore, an interaction 
technique referred to as hovering is used in situations in which a mouse-click is not 
applicable or available for the user, e.g., during “drag and drop” or in pen-based 
interfaces [10]. Nevertheless, to select a function, the user must hold the pointing 
device motionless for a certain period of time, to trigger a “hover event” by temporal 
discrimination. This provides information about the object in the focus of the 
attention. The “act” of hovering replaces the explicit click and allows for the selection 
of the target object. 

In non-WIMP (Windows Icons Menus Pointing devices) based computer systems, 
the explicit act of clicking becomes substituted either by an event of another modality 
or by an event created by discriminating temporal segments. In multimodal research, 
information of multiple modalities becomes fused to model the content of the 
information at a high level of abstraction [19]. Furthermore, in virtual environment 
applications, the pointing gesture provides an intuitive access to distant objects using 
a laser pointer metaphor [5,6]. This paper concentrates on three-dimensional pointing 
interaction using exclusively movements of a hand or a tool. 

2.1   Components of the Pointing Gesture 

In order to clarify what part of the pointing gesture is addressed by this paper, we 
provide a detailed description of a pointing gesture. The pointing gesture is a process 
that consists of three major elements or sections. Firstly, persons have to position and 
orient their pointing tools towards the object at which they intend to point. Secondly, 
persons remain motionless for a certain period of time while holding the pointing 
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device towards the target. This period of time is called the dwell time. It is assumed 
that a pointing gesture can only be recognised when the clear separation between 
these two periods is possible for an observer. The observer combines the information 
about the object the person is pointing at with the “act” of dwelling and recognises the 
selection of the target object. Thirdly, the person starts to move the pointing device 
away from the focused target. This idealistic temporal structure of a pointing gesture 
is less overt in real life situations. For instance, the transition between the first and 
second phase can happen multiple times when the person adjusts the orientation of the 
pointing tool. In that case, the tool does not remain motionless during the second 
phase. Another ambiguous situation can occur when the person aimlessly dwells in a 
resting position of the hand. Moreover, the definition of motionless is relative and 
depends on the perspective of the observer. The physical velocity of the pointing tool 
is a good candidate for a parameter for discrimination. The particular discrimination 
level of velocity has to be determined in specific applications. 

The first phase of the gesture, i.e., moving toward a target can usually be described 
using Fitts’ law [7]. In contrast, the focus of this work lies on the second phase of  
the pointing gesture, the period when the person holds the tool nearly motionless on 
the target. In some applications, feedback is provided to the user to indicate that the 
target has been recognised. For these situations we call the time from the beginning of 
the dwell period until the feedback stimulus (S) the feedback delay time (FT) (see  
Fig. 1). It must be smaller than the dwell time (DT). Finally, we call the time the user 
remains on the target after she has received a confirmation feedback stimulus about 
the recognition of the gesture the exit time (ET), similar to the definition in [27]. The 
exit time can also be considered as a simple reaction time of the user to the feedback 
stimulus, as described, for example, in [1]. 

FT ET 

DT

t

Moving 
towards 
the target 

Moving 
away from 
the target 

Remaining  
motionless pointing  
at the target 

S 

 

Fig. 1. The temporal structure of a human pointing gesture with confirmation feedback. The 
dwell time (DT) is the sum of the feedback delay time (FT) and the exit time (ET) after the 
feedback stimulus (S). 

Touching or clicking on an object with the hand or tool can be understood as an 
explicit interaction, whereas pointing at objects must be considered as a more implicit 
interaction. It requires a method to decide whether a selection has been made or not. 
A particular problem that can occur during these sorts of interactions is the Midas 
Touch Problem, coined by Jacob in the context of interaction systems based on eye 
movement tracking [11]. This means that, for manual pointing, unwanted selections 
can happen without a users’ intention, and, for instance, the context of the interaction 
has to be taken into account to further disambiguate the situation. 
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2.2   Pointing in HCI Applications 

With the emergence of the notion of disappearing computer and intelligent 
environments, pointing interaction is now a popular choice. Most applications that are 
using pointing interactions address issues of novel forms of interaction in information 
enriched environments or with large computer displays. An early example of an 
interactive system that involves pointing in combination with other modalities, such 
as speech, is Richard Bolt’s “Put-that-there” system from 1980 [5]. In the literature 
several applications can be found in which the time the user remains motionless 
pointing at an object is used to control an application. The research problem of 
detecting a pointing gesture is usually tackled using the spatial as well as the temporal 
information of the users’ actions.  

In literature we reviewed, the time the user must remain motionless to allow the 
system to detect an act of selection varies. The range of the dwell time begins with 
300 ms [20,4], continues with 500 ms [16], 1 second [21, 28,14] and stops at values of 
about 2 second [18]. The adjustment of the dwell time is usually based on ad hoc 
experiences of the developer. Formal evaluations have been done only in applications 
that use eye movements to control a cursor [24,27]. Manual pointing interactions are 
used, for instance, to control home entertainment components, such as CD players, 
televisions, amplifiers etc. [28]. In this, the core interaction technique is based on 
pointing with a dedicated tool or wand towards the component the user wants to 
control. The user points at the target and holds the device motionless for a moment or 
presses a button to select the target. In an experimental setup, participants received an 
audio feedback when the pointing device was held motionless for “a brief period (less 
than one second)”. Aspects of wall-based laser pointer interaction are examined and 
reported in [21]. In that study participants were asked to aim at a target with the laser 
pointing device. A dwell time of about one second was proposed to acquire the target. 
However, the selection of this dwell time was basically motivated by the accuracy 
constraint of the underlying technology and was not based on user preferences. 

In other approaches for multimodal interaction in virtual environments, the 
accuracy of the pointing gesture detection increases by fusing hand and head 
orientation detection [18]. The authors presented work on real time tracking for 3D 
pointing interaction using video cameras. They stated that the average length of the 
pointing gesture was 1.8 s. The motionless phase revealed the highest duration 
variance (from 100 ms to 2.5 s). In [16] dwell-based interaction is used in 
combination with a force feedback device in the context of the training of motor 
skills. A dwell time of 500 ms is used here to discriminate gestures using a 
hierarchical network of sensors of activity. [14] describes another interactive 
application with large displays that rely only on the manual pointing gesture of the 
user. The author suggests a dwell time on the target of approximately one second to 
transform the “act” of dwelling into a “button-selected” event. However, the author 
did not give any further background information about this choice for the time period. 
In a study about interaction on tabletop computer displays with objects on the far side 
of a table, a dwell of the input cursor was also used to indicate a selection [20]. The 
dwell time there was set to 300 ms but wasn’t studied further, since the authors 
primarily addressed issues of Fitts’ law. A comparison of the performance of the 
selection by mouse-click and by mouse-dwelling was a subject of the study presented 
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in [9]. The authors stated that the interaction techniques based on a mouse-click was 
on average about 150 ms faster than the selection by dwelling. The dwell time 
activation introduced more errors and was therefore less efficient. A large number of 
subjects also reported that the fixed dwell time of 500 ms was too short. Therefore, 
the authors recommended a dwell time of 750 ms for novices and proposed an 
adaptation of the dwell time for individual users but a formal evaluation was not 
reported. 

2.3   Temporal Aspects of Actions 

The prevailing approach in the context of temporal aspects of human actions is the 
hierarchical organisation of human behaviour in time scales [17,3]. The scales start at 
the neuron activity level where it takes about 1 millisecond to generate an electrical 
signal to communicate with another neuron. The scale ends at the cognitive level with 
period of 2-3 s [3]. The interesting interval for the work and experiment presented in 
this paper is assumed to be in the range of a couple of hundreds of milliseconds to 
about one second, since most of the previously described approaches can be found 
here. We now present results of related work which concentrates on the perception of 
the delay between an intentional action and its effect in the environment. 

In [8] the authors report on an experiment that was addressing the issue of 
intentional binding between voluntary actions and their effects. The Participants’ task 
was to press a key and to receive a delayed auditory feedback. They were asked to 
judge the onset times of their actions and the perceived feedback. The onset time of 
pressing the key was judged to happen later while the onset time of the feedback was 
judged to be earlier. At delay times between the key press and the auditory feedback 
of about 250 ms, the participant perceived the time gap between both events to be 
relatively shorter than for a delay time of about 650 ms. In other words, with a 
decreasing delay time between the key press action and the auditory feedback, the 
“perceptual attraction” or binding effect became increased. The authors argued that 
this phenomenon helps humans experience their own actions and provides a sense of 
controlling events in the outside world.  

In another recent study about the action-effect relationship [23], participants were 
asked to which extent they felt that an effect was a consequence of their own action or 
of the action of the experimenter. Different temporal delays of up to 600 ms were 
introduced between the action and an auditory feedback. The experiment revealed that 
the feeling of being the author of the effect decreased with increased temporal delay. 
In the context of pointing and selecting of objects, it is assumed that a short or zero 
delay, for instance, causes a strong feeling of being author of the selection, while a 
longer delay suggests that the selection might be done by someone or something else. 

Based on the idea of the hierarchical organisation of human behaviour suggested 
by Newell [17], Ballard et al. [3] argue for a time scale that defines a special level of 
abstraction. The level is called “Embodiment Level” because the constraints of basic 
physical acts influence the nature of cognitive operations at a time period of about a 
third of a second. It is at this level that primitives, such as movements of the eyes or 
taps on a key of the keyboard happen [1]. These primitives are distinguished from 
those of the next higher cognitive level, such as typing a word or dialing a number 
[3]. We assume that a pointing action is more than basic movement primitive since it 
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includes also cognitive aspects. An appropriate temporal scale of these referential 
primitives is expected to be greater than the Embodiment Level (300 ms), while it 
should be less than the temporal scale of action of a higher cognitive level (2-3 s). 

In the research area of hypertext presentation and exploration, Meyer et al. 
presented a study [15] about the relationship of system response delay and the time 
the user is watching a hypertext page before moving onto a new page. The experiment 
revealed interesting effects under the condition of different delay times between the 
click on a hyperlink and the appearance of the corresponding new page. The time the 
participants remained on the page was correlated with the time they waited for the 
page until a response delay of 3 s. Furthermore, the emotional workload increased 
above this temporal threshold. The results underpin the existence of a universal 
constant of segmentation for the temporal integration of successive events into 
perceptual units of about 2 to 3 s duration [22]. In [25], Schleidt et al. presented a 
study about the temporal integration of successive events and short term movements. 
Videotapes of behaviour scenes of different cultures were analysed. The result of the 
study supported the assumption that both the human perception and the “overt 
behaviour is characterised by a similar time constant”. This refers also to a temporal 
window of 2 to 3 s, in which the “short term movement episodes” with obvious 
segmentations happen. The question that arises from the latter two studies is whether 
or not the motionless time period while pointing has a similar constant character. 

In brief, the literature we studied strongly indicates a time period of about 500-
1000 ms for an appropriate feedback delay time for dwell-based pointing actions. At 
this delay the intentional binding between action and effect still supports the users’ 
experience of controlling the environment. The suggested time span is confined by 
particular time scales of human information processing and the majority of existing 
HCI approaches use delayed feedback below 1 s. Assuming a standard reaction time 
to a visual stimulus of about 300 ms (exit time, see Fig. 1) a resulting natural dwell 
time is expected to be about 800-1300 ms. 

3   Exploratory Studies 

To gain further knowledge about temporal aspects of dwelling on targets during 
pointing actions we conducted two exploratory studies in a similar interactive 
environment. We separated the process of passing on a reference from an actor to an 
observer into two parts. Study A was about performing a pointing action, while study 
B focused on the observation of such an action. The studies were done independently 
from each other, no direct or mediated verbal communication happened between the 
actor and the observer, except pointing gestures. It was assumed that the average 
dwell times of actors are greater than the average response times of observers or 
receivers. Instead of imposing a particular dwell time on the participant by providing 
a feedback for a selection, the actors performed simply based on of their inherent 
temporal organization of pointing actions. The idea of the studies was that the results 
would provide further indications to identify an appropriately time period for 
feedback for the interaction with computers. 
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3.1   Study A: Performing a Pointing Action 

We chose a hand-immersive virtual environment for this study. The participants 
interacted with a stylus in a 3D scene using shutter glasses providing stereo vision. 
The input device reliably tracked the participants’ interactions. The study was 
conducted with 15 unpaid participants recruited from the research organisation of the 
authors. Ten of the participants were male and five female. The task of the 
participants was to answer questions about the two most common colours of objects 
by pointing with a tool at the correspondingly coloured objects in the environment. 
For example: What are the two most common colours of flowers? As a possible 
answer, the participant pointed at the green object and then at the red object. 
Furthermore, participants answered 50 of these questions, each with a different topic 
and were asked to perform their tasks in a comfortable and relaxed manner. The 
participants were advised to perform the task so that another person would be able to 
understand their selections. The participants were given a verbal introduction about 
the environment. Written instructions about the task were handed out, and questions 
about the task were discussed. We observed the first few interactions then allowed the 
participants to finish the study alone. 

3.2   Result Study A 

The result of study A can be illustrated in a histogram of the detected dwell times 
with an interval width of 333 ms (see Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Histogram of the detected dwell times of all participants in study A. The histogram is 
skewed to the right. 

The histogram is right-skewed, because only positive dwell times can occur. The 
skewness of the distribution is 0.9602 and standard deviation is 0.7575. Data analysis 
revealed an average dwell time of 1.175 s and a median value of 0.999 s. 50 % of the 
data lies between 0.599 and 1.598 s. Because of the asymmetric shape of the 
histogram the average value is greater than the median value and the latter is more 
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appropriate for description. The expected numbers of dwell events were 1500. Five 
participants touched target objects rather than pointed at them and were omitted for 
the analysis. The decreased number of dwell events (1000) is further reduced due to 
insufficiently detected dwells. Therefore, the total number of dwells contributing to 
this histogram is 702. 

3.3   Study B: Observing a Pointing Action 

Study B was done to understand how long observers need to receive the reference of a 
pointing action by watching the action. A standard desktop computer with a keyboard 
and an LCD panel was used to collect data about the reactions of the observers. Nine 
unpaid participants contributed to this study, 2 female and 7 male. The participants 
were asked to watch on the screen an animated typical trial of one participant of study 
A. The action was represented only by the replay of the recorded movement of the 
pointing tool. The task was to press the space bar of the keyboard to confirm the 100 
selections that had been made by the person moving the stylus. The participants were 
asked to perform their tasks in a timely but comfortable and relaxed manner. The 
participants were given instructions about the task and questions were discussed. We 
observed the first few reactions then restarted the experiment and the participants 
finished the study alone. 

3.4   Result Study B  

The result of study B can be illustrated in a histogram of the detected response times 
with an interval width of 100 ms (see Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3. Histogram of the response times of all participants observing a recorded and animated 
trial of one participant of study A 

In the study 855 confirmations of the 9 participants had been recorded. The 
missing 45 confirmations are due to the fact that some selections had been overseen 
by participants probably because of drops in concentration or because of 
misinterpretations. This inaccuracy of 5 % will be ignored for the following 
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considerations. All confirmations were set into relation to the start point of the 
dwelling activity, that is, when stylus started remaining nearly motionless while it was 
held towards the target object. 17 confirmations (2 %) revealed negative reaction 
times and were ignored also for further analysis. The histogram of all 838 
confirmation time periods can be seen in Fig. 3, where 50 percent of the measured 
reaction times occurred between 0.292 s and 0.552 s. Data analysis revealed an 
average reaction time of 0.4325 s and the same value as median. The standard 
deviation is 0.215 and the skewness of the distribution is 0.5484. 

The independent studies A and B showed that the median dwell time (0.999 s) is 
greater than the median response time (0.4325 s), although there was no feedback 
given to the pointing participants and the studies were independently conducted. The 
variances are relatively high compared to those other response time experiments 
because of the self-paced character of the studies without an explicit feedback 
stimulus to react to. Nevertheless, the studies indicated a possible existence of a 
natural dwell time and suggest a corresponding feedback delay time of about 0.4325 
s. In the next section the latter period of time is further investigated in a formal 
experiment that uses an explicit and temporally controlled visual feedback. 

4   Experiment with Visual Feedback 

Based on the results of the literature review and the exploratory studies we formulate 
hypotheses. We want to test whether a variation of the delay of an explicit visual 
feedback for a pointing action has an effect of the perception of the interaction 
process. First, feedback delay time above approximately 430 ms is experienced by 
users to happen late. Second, for a feedback delay time above approximately 430 ms 
users experience waiting for feedback to happen and third, feedback delay below 430 
ms is considered by users to be natural as in real life conversations. 

In order to test the hypotheses the interaction environment of study A was 
modified to provide a discrete visual feedback. A simple mechanism was 
implemented to detect dwell events and the feedback delay time was adjustable. The 
design of the experiment had one within-participant factor, the feedback delay time 
(FT, see Fig. 1). The dependant variables were the ratings of a questionnaire. The 15 
participants of the experiment were the same as in study A. 

The experiment was conducted in 8 blocks each with 10 questions about the two 
most common colours of objects. The task of the participant was similar to that of 
study A except that they were told that their answers should be confirmed by the 
computer. As a feedback the colour of the selected object would change to white. The 
feedback delay time was set in block 1 to 100 ms and was incremented for each block 
by 250 ms. The last delay time of block 8 was 1850 ms. The participants were not 
informed about these changes but rather encouraged to act as in study A. After each 
of the 8 blocks the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire with possible 
answers on a 7 point Likert scale. The questions were: 

• Question 1: Do you have the impression that the system feedback 
happened in a reasonable time according to your action? 
Answer: confirmation occurred too fast (1), too late (7). 
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• Question 2: Did you have the feeling to wait for the feedback to happen?  
Answer: no I didn’t have to wait (1), yes, I waited (7). 

• Question 3: Did you have the impression that the time delay for the 
feedback was natural? (i.e., as in a real life communication situation) 
Answer: time delay is not natural (1), quite natural (7). 

The questionnaire was discussed with each participant. Then the first couple of 
interactions were observed by the experiment supervisor while the participant finished 
the task alone. 

4.1   Results of the Experiment 

The average ratings for the three questions are shown in Fig. 4. There is a trend in the 
average values of the ratings under the changing condition of the feedback delay time.  

 

Fig. 4. Results of the questionnaire for the experiment. The ratings show a general trend and the 
largest changes can be reported between 350 and 600 ms. 

The effects of feedback delay time on the three ratings were tested by one-way 
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). There was a significant main 
effect in the ratings of question 1, F(7,98) = 11.289, p < 0.01, question 2, F(7,98) = 
6.1828, p < 0.01 and question 3, F(7,98) = 12.667, p < 0.01. The ratings for questions 
1 and 2 increase, while ratings for question 3 decrease with the increasing 
independent variable. The largest changes of the ratings happen between 350 and 600 
ms of feedback delay time (see Fig. 4). 

We carried out further detailed analysis of the ratings. Several paired t-tests were 
calculated for the ratings of the questions. The tests revealed that the ratings of 
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question 1 at a feedback delay time of 100 ms are not significantly different to those 
at 350 ms. In contrast, all other paired t-test between rating of question 1 at 100 ms 
and those equal and above 600 ms are significantly different. This step of significance 
between 350 and 600 ms is also valid for the ratings of question 3. The step in ratings 
of question 2 also exists but the p-values are not significant.  

The results of the experiment can be summarized as followed. At a delay time of 
100 ms the feedback is rated as neutral (4), i.e., the feedback is neither too fast nor too 
slow (Question 1). Question 2, waiting for feedback, is also judged neutral. There is a 
tendency to judge the system feedback as natural at the feedback delay time of 100 ms 
(Question 3). Towards the delay of 1850 ms the feedback was rated less natural and 
feedback time as too slow. On average the participant also rated that they waited for 
the feedback. At the step in significance between 350 and 600 ms we assume that the 
judgments of the participants are about to change. 

As an additional outcome of the experiment the exit time is calculated from the 
interaction data. The dwell time of each recorded pointing action was reduced by the 
associated feedback delay time (see Fig. 1). The average exit time is about 0.4562 ms 
with a standard deviation of 0.3814. The median value is 0.3380 s while 50 % of all 
exit times are between 0.2890 and 0.4470 s. The median exit time as a response to the 
feedback stimulus can be considered as a standard movement response times of about 
330 ms. 

5   Discussion 

The findings of the two studies and the results of the experiment provide empirical 
evidence that there is a possible common or natural dwell time in human pointing 
actions that implies a corresponding delay time for feedback. The results of the 
experiment show that for a feedback delay below 600 ms it is likely that the feedback 
is experienced as natural and that the users rate the feedback neither too fast nor too 
slow. The significant differences of the ratings at 350 and 600 ms mark an interval in 
which judgments of the participants are about to change. Furthermore, the interval 
encloses the average feedback delay time of 430 ms gained from study B and matches 
some delay times proposed in the literature. However, these had been constrained by 
technology instead of being based, like ours, on empirical evidence. Although our 
study was designed with high generalisability, it is clear that the findings strictly hold 
for the particular environment and task that was used. However, the applications 
reviewed in the literature resemble in many aspects the setup used in this study. We 
assume that our results can be even compared to those of experiments with manual 
2D interaction environments with mouse and pen input devices. 

In order to further link the results of the studies and the experiment we introduce 
the notion of an internal stimulus. The internal stimulus is a hypothetical event that 
marks the point in time when the participant‘s intention to act emerges. Then the 
motor programming stage prepares the physical action that finally becomes executed. 
We assume now that the process that follows the internal stimulus is equivalent to that 
which follows the external stimulus in the experiment with feedback. In other words, 
the motor programming that leads to the movement of the hand is assumed to be the 
same in study A and the experiment. Therefore, the time that elapses from the start of 
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the dwell period until the participant experiences an internal stimulus to act can be 
deduced. We subtract the exit time of approximately 340 ms gained from the 
experiment from the natural dwell time of study A, 1 s. The resulting period for the 
internal stimulus is approx. 660 ms. The difference of about 230 ms between this 
derived internal stimulus time and the external stimulus time of study B is probably 
due to the high skewness of the data of study A. It is more likely that the natural dwell 
time is less than 1 s and is located in the centre of the mode at about 830 ms (see  
Fig. 2). Future studies have to provide more evidence. 

The detection of a motionless period always requires time and will introduce a 
temporal delay. A feedback delay time of 350 ms to 600 ms gives detection 
mechanisms in dwell-based pointing applications enough time to derive the referred 
object from the real time interaction data and to avoid the ambiguity of short dwells. 
At the same time the acceptance of the feedback based on the rating is still high.  

The idea of a natural dwell time is not entirely new and has been motivated by the 
research presented in [25, 22], which favours a universal time constant in short term 
human actions and by the notion of the Embodiment Level in human behaviour as 
proposed in [3]. Although time periods in human behaviour cannot be literally constant, 
we argue that the natural dwell time in pointing could indicate the existence of a 
particular foundational time scale for human communication. Therefore, it is important 
to consider the natural dwell when designing the interaction of humans with computers. 

6   Conclusion 

We conducted two exploratory studies and a formal experiment focusing on the dwell 
time of the human pointing gestures. We were focusing mainly on applications of 
Human Computer Interaction where no explicit and discrete actions, such as button 
clicks are practical or available to capture user input. Our aim was to provide 
empirical evidence for a possible natural dwell time during pointing to express the 
selection of a target object and to convey this reference to a communication partner. 
The findings of our studies were combined with the results of a pointing experiment 
with delayed visual feedback for selection. This allows us to recommend a feedback 
delay time for manual pointing actions of approximately 350 to 600 ms as a starting 
point for the development of interactive applications. We have shown that this 
feedback delay is experienced by users as natural and convenient and that the majority 
of observers of pointing actions gave feedback within a similar time span. Any further 
delay is counterproductive and impedes the progress of a task [26]. Therefore, it is not 
recommended to let technical constraints bias the choice for a feedback delay time. 
Instead, the user’s behaviour and expectations as studied in this paper should inform 
the system design to achieve a high interaction quality. 
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Abstract. Users of three-dimensional computer-aided design (CAD) and gaming 
applications need to manipulate virtual objects in up to six degrees of rotational and 
translation freedom (DOF).  To date, no 3D controller provides one-handed 6DOF 
input with miniature size and low cost.  This paper presents  a prototype of the first 
one-handed 6DOF motion controller suitable for use in portable platforms such as 
laptop computers, mobile telephones and hand-held game consoles.  It is based on 
an optical sensor combined with novel planar spring mechanics, and can be easily 
manufactured using low-cost materials and processes. 

Keywords: 3D motion controller, optical sensor, hand-held device. 

1   Introduction 

With the continued increase in the number of 3D computing applications in hand-held 
computers and mobile telephones, there is a need for miniature one-handed input 
devices combining small size with many input degrees of freedom (DOF).  An ideal 
device would provide input in 6DOF (3 translation plus 3 rotation), be operable using 
only the thumb and index finger of one hand, be small enough to be mounted on a 
device such as a mobile telephone or ultra-portable laptop, provide reasonable 
accuracy and be cheap to manufacture. 

There is currently no available device that satisfies all of the above requirements.  
Well-known input devices such as optical mice [1-3], trackballs [4] and mechanical or 
optical joysticks [5-7] output only 2 or 3 DOF.  Multi-axis input devices based on 
accelerometers and digital compasses are also available, but accelerometers suffer 
from drift and digital compasses are expensive, sensitive to interference from external 
magnetic fields and cannot provide translation information.  Full one-handed 6DOF 
input is available in systems using camera-based tracking of special patterns on an 
index object manipulated in free air [8-10], but they have problems with uncontrolled 
external lighting conditions, and are unsuitable for portable applications due to the 
unattached index object.  A range of 6DOF input devices sold as the SpaceBall, 
SpacePilot and SpaceNavigator [11] solves these problems by using an arrangement 
of springs and optical sensors inside the device’s hand grip, but the volume of the 
sensor does not allow it to be miniaturized for ultra-mobile applications. 

2   System Design 

To achieve practical one-handed input, a device must track operator-initiated 
movements of a manipulandum in multiple DOF and return it to a zero position when 
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the operator lets go.  Our device uses two key methods to achieve this functionality: 
visual tracking of index points on the manipulandum using standard low-cost imagers, 
and a specialized planar multiple spring arrangement for positioning the 
manipulandum.  The arrangement of the components is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. (Left) Simplified view of the planar spring arrangement for the 3D controller.  (Right) 
Overview of the design and layout of the 3D controller.  The outer frame (1) holds the 
translational outer springs (2), which are connected to the inner frame (3) on which the 
torsional spring (4) is mounted.  The center of the spring plate contains a mounting (5) for the 
grip shaft (6), which is located by means of restraining plates (7) attached to the inner frame 
above and below the spring plate.  This arrangement allows the grip shaft to rotate but not 
translate relative to the inner frame, and prevents the torsional spring from bending out of the 
plane of the inner frame.  The finger grip (8, 16-20mm diameter) is rigidly attached to the grip 
shaft.  The index points (9) are attached to the bottom of the grip shaft.  All dimensions in mm. 

A standard low-cost USB webcam (Logitech, 320 x 240 pixels) facing the three-
dimensional array of index points performs image acquisition (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).  
Standard image processing techniques are used detect the movements of the index 
points.  To deduce the movements of the manipulandum, simple linear rules are used 
which consider the relative movements of the index points (Fig. 2).  The index points 
are 0.5 mm in diameter and are spaced 2.0 mm apart.  To eliminate zero-position error 
noise, which is a large problem for usability of all input devices, the software adapts 
the zero position of the index points at different rates depending on whether above-
threshold movement has been detected or not. 

To improve user input precision while keeping size and manufacturing costs low, a 
planar multiple-spring arrangement was developed (Fig. 1).  The multi-spring 
arrangement allows different restoring forces to be used for translation and rotation in 
and out of the plane, improving user ergonomics.  In particular, it increases the out-of- 
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Fig. 2. Arrangement of index points and 6DOF decoding of translations and rotations 

plane stiffness of the system so that the force required to translate the manipulandum 
both in-plane and out-of-plane are within the same order of magnitude.  The L-shaped 
outer springs ensure that in-plane diagonal and vertical/horizontal translation requires 
approximately the same amount of force.  An enclosed torsional spring makes 
rotational movements easier, further improving usability. 

3   Prototype Testing 

A prototype of the device has been constructed and tested (Fig. 3).  Laser-cut 
Plexiglas was used for the spring.  The in-plane index points were printed on a laser 
printer.  The out-of-plane index point was not used in this prototype, limiting the 
output of the system to 4DOF.  Light-emitting diodes illuminated the index points. 

The system’s mechanical characteristics were measured: 2.2 N/mm (horizontal 
plane dX, dY), 1.0 N/mm (out of the plane dZ) and 0.016 N/deg (rotation about axis 
out of plane rotZ).  Index point movements of ~0.05 mm were reliably detected, 
corresponding to ~4-5 bit translation resolution and ~3-4 bits for rotation. This 
allowed users to position and orient a virtual cube (Fig. 2) in 4DOF with a little 
practice. The adaptation algorithm to eliminate zero position noise worked as 
designed. The PC CPU load (P4 2.8 GHz) was ~20% including the graphics display. 

 

  

Fig. 3. Prototype controller (left) manipulating a virtual cube on a laptop screen (right) 

4   Conclusions and Outlook 

While the feasibility of the miniature 3D controller’s working principles has been 
demonstrated, further work is required to achieve a truly usable mobile 6DOF device.  
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A specialized low-profile webcam is needed to reduce the overall depth of the 
controller from >40 mm to <20 mm.  In addition, the out-of-plane calibration point 
needs to be added – its feasibility was verified in an earlier large-scale prototype, but 
so far it has proved difficult to reliably assemble a miniature version by hand.  Further 
optimization of the spring design is also needed, in conjunction with a series of 
usability tests on a wide range of potential users of the device.  Using higher 
resolution imagers (e.g. 1.3 megapixels) would improve sensitivity by about 2 bits, at 
the cost of increasing image processing requirements.  Although the CPU demands of 
the image processing algorithms were low compared to the computing power 
available on current hardware, it may also be desirable to create an embedded version 
of the algorithm to create a stand-alone, platform-independent device 
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Abstract. It is often argued that usability problems should be identified as early 
as possible during software development, but many usability evaluation 
methods do not fit well in early development activities. We propose a method 
for usability evaluation of use cases, a widely used representation of design 
ideas produced early in software development processes. The method proceeds 
by systematic inspection of use cases with reference to a set of guidelines for 
usable design. To validate the method, four evaluators inspected a set of use 
cases for a health care application. The usability problems predicted by the 
evaluators were compared to the result of a conventional think-aloud test. 
About one fourth of the problems were identified by both think-aloud testing 
and use case inspection; about half of the predicted problems not found by 
think-aloud testing were assessed as providing useful input to early 
development. Qualitative data on the evaluators’ experience using the method 
are also presented. On this background, we argue that use case inspection has a 
promising potential and discuss its limitations. 

Keywords: Usability evaluation, use cases, software development. 

1   Introduction 

Usability evaluation has established itself as an indispensable part of the development of 
interactive computer applications. A broad variety of methods have been proposed to 
support evaluators in conducting usability evaluations; Dumas [11] and Cockton et al. [7] 
present overviews of recent developments. Simultaneously, practice appears to change as 
more development organizations begins to work focused with usability [2]. 

Despite these developments, most usability work takes place late in the software 
development process. Deferring usability work in this way ignores the general 
observation that faults in software, including usability problems, are much cheaper to 
solve early in the development cycle [2,26]. Identifying usability problems early, 
however, is difficult with the current software development practice because 
usability work is usually separated from core software development activities. 
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Use cases have been suggested as a valuable means for integrating usability 
engineering directly into the software development process [10,12]. Use cases are 
often available early in the development of an interactive system, and are relevant 
both to software development and user interface design. Though scenarios have 
many of the same characteristics as use cases, use cases are typically considered 
more specific and detailed than scenarios (e.g., when described as suggested by 
Cockburn [5]) and form part of many mainstream development methodologies. 
Therefore, they form a potentially suitable basis for conducting usability evaluation 
on an early software development product.  

In this paper, we present an evaluation method called Use Case Evaluation (UCE) 
tailored for usability evaluation based on use cases. Our aim is to facilitate 
identification of usability problems at the point in the development process where the 
first key use cases are described. This will also help integrating usability engineering 
into the development cycle. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this method, we 
compare it to a baseline think-aloud test. In Section 2, we give an overview of work 
with early usability evaluation. Section 3 presents the UCE method. In Section 4, we 
describe a study designed to validate the method; Section 5 describes the results of the 
study. Section 6 discusses the results in a broader context and Section 7 provides the 
conclusion. 

2   Related Work 

The literature on usability evaluation discusses a variety of design products that may 
be evaluated early, such as prototypes [39], scenarios [14], storyboards [17], and 
interface specifications [24]. Among these, use cases and scenarios are two prominent 
approaches with several desirable characteristics. They are often available early in the 
development of an interactive system. They also form the cornerstone of several 
development methodologies, such as the Unified Software Development Process [21] 
or scenario-based development. In particular for use cases, several authors argue that 
they provide a strong connection between the fields of software development and user 
interface design [10,35]. Ferré et al. [12] argued that use cases offer a good starting 
point for integrating usability techniques into a software engineering process, 
with the additional benefit that they are understandable from both fields. Below 
we discuss in more detail the literature on use cases and scenarios. 

A use case is a description of a system’s behavior as it responds to requests from 
an actor who wants to achieve a particular goal, or, following Bittner and Spence [3], 
a description of a sequence of events that leads to a system doing something useful. 
Use cases were developed by Jacobsen [20] and are currently widely employed to 
capture the functional requirements of a system. They are typically expressed in 
ordinary language, avoiding technical jargon and description of the internal workings 
of a system. However, since use cases were introduced, countless variations on how 
to describe them have been proposed [5]. Constantine and Lockwood [10] described 
essential use cases, which are free of technology and implementation detail. An 
essential use case describes a complete, meaningful, and well-defined task of 
interest to the user. Any design decisions, especially those related to the user 
interface, are deferred and abstracted. Real use cases, as described by Larman [28], 
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contain concrete design suggestions. Cockburn [5] has also proposed variations on 
how a use case should be written, including variations in degree of formality of the 
description, the role of illustrations, and the status of non-functional requirements.  

A related stream of research focuses on scenarios. Scenarios originate from 
strategic management methodology and have since spread to human-computer 
interaction and software engineering [23]. Scenarios offer an early and systematic 
approach to describe users’ work. Part of Carroll’s [4] definition of scenarios state 
that it is a: “… description sufficiently detailed so that design implications can be 
inferred and reasoned about”. Hertzum [15] has portrayed how scenarios have been 
used by software developers in real-world projects. He found that scenarios offered a 
meaningful sequence of events and activities to the developers in the initial phases of 
the analysis and design process, and that they assisted in preserving a real-world and 
recognizable feel when trying to understand how users work. 

Few studies deal with usability evaluation based on scenarios or use cases. 
Scenario-based evaluation was investigated by Haynes et al. [14] in relation to 
CSCW, where it helped identify factors that impacted the system’s chance of success. 
A number of authors propose techniques to assess the quality of use cases. Tao [37] 
proposed an approach based on defining a behavioural model, expressed as a state 
machine, which focuses on the flow of interaction between the user and the system as 
the user is carrying out a task. He suggests usability principles that can be used as 
guidance for evaluating the behavioural model. Anda and Sjøberg [1] identified 
typical defects in use cases and present a checklist for finding such defects. In 
addition, they proposed an inspection technique based on the checklist. The defects 
are general and deal with unclear or incorrectly expressed use cases, and not with 
specific usability problems. Jagielska et al. [22] also worked with assessment of use 
cases. They saw uses cases as expressions in natural language, and based on an 
analysis of a number of use cases, they suggested guidelines for writing use cases that 
are easier to understand. Van der Poll et al. [38] employed use case maps to check 
formal properties of use cases, but only assessed completeness and consistency. Thus 
the focus is mainly on the use case itself and not on the system it describes. 

3   Use Case Evaluation 

Usability evaluation with the Use Case Evaluation (UCE) method consists of three 
overall activities, see Fig. 1: (1) Inspection of use cases, (2) Assessment of use cases, 
and (3) Documentation of evaluation. 

The input for inspection is a collection of use cases describing the use of the 
system under development and a brief description of the use context for the system. 
We recommended the fully dressed form of use case description proposed by 
Cockburn [5]. With fully dressed use cases, evaluators receive as much information as 
possible with a use case. In addition, a list of guidelines is required to assist the 
inspection. The evaluation product is an assessment of the usability of the system 
expressed as a list of usability problems. It may also include an assessment of the 
quality of the use cases. The evaluation product is subsequently fed back into the 
interaction design activity [18]. 
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3.1   Guidelines for Inspection 

UCE provides a set of usability guidelines that we suggest as being particularly apt 
for use case inspection, see Table 1. The guidelines were originally derived from 
previous research. Our aim has not been to make the guidelines non-overlapping, but 
merely to provide rich and varied support for identifying usability problems. 

UCE is based mainly on heuristics introduced as part of Heuristic Evaluation 
[30,31]. These heuristics were chosen because they have shown to be applicable 
across a wide range of contexts, and because they are among the most extensively 
validated inspection guidelines. Some of these heuristics do, however, concern details 
of the user interface design that will typically not be specified at the time use case 
evaluation is likely, for instance the heuristics ‘Aesthetic and minimalist design’ and 
‘Help and documentation’. Therefore, they have been excluded from our list.  

We have supplemented the heuristics with guidelines from other methods that help 
focus on other usability concerns, or provide better examples or more detail (see 
Table 1). Guideline 9 is based on a principle from Cognitive Dimensions [13], 
somewhat similar to an Ergonomic Criteria [13] on designing for low workload. We 
also used Cognitive Dimensions [13] to add guideline 10 on premature commitment. 
Premature commitment occurs when software requires users to do an action or supply 
information that they are not ready to do or supply. It is related to a principle in 
Cognitive Walkthrough [40]. Guideline 11 was motivated by the idea that early 
evaluation on use cases should help establish the utility of the proposed functionality. 
In particular, we wanted to allow evaluators to focus on issues like task relevance and 
missing functionality. It has been suggested that evaluators might be less attentive to 
utility issues than to issues of convenience and to surface-level interface issues [33].  

3.2   Inspection of Use Cases 

With UCE, the main activity is to inspect the use cases for usability problems. The 
aim is to identify usability problems that the evaluator is convinced one or more 
prospective users will experience. A usability problem is (cf [29]) 

 
an aspect of the system that will hinder or delay the user in completing a task, be 
difficult or impossible for the user understand, or cause the user to be frustrated. 

 
 

GuidelinesUse cases 

Assessment of 
Use Cases 

Documentation 
of Evaluation 

Evaluation products

Inspection of 
Use Cases 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of Activities and Materials in Use Case Evaluation (UCE) 
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The inspection activity is conducted by one or more evaluators. It involves the 
following two steps: Brainstorm and Systematic Inspection. In the first step, 
Brainstorm, the evaluator goes through the use cases one by one without following 
any systematic procedure. The evaluator notes the usability problems that may be 
predicted from the use cases. 

In the second step, Systematic Inspection, the evaluator employs a structured 
procedure for inspection of use cases. This procedure follows the one proposed in the 
early papers on Heuristic Evaluation [30,31]. It is supported with the guidelines 
presented above (see Table 1). The inspection typically lasts one to two hours. The 
use cases are inspected one by one. For each use case, the evaluator tries to predict the 
usability problems a user will experience while carrying out the use case. In doing 
this, the evaluator employs the guidelines. The aim is to couple the ideals of the 
guidelines to the use cases, trying to see similarities and cases where a guideline may 
be breached. As recommended for heuristic evaluation, it is fruitful to go over all use 
cases at least twice. The evaluator produces a list of usability problems; if more than 
one evaluator inspects the interface the evaluators’ lists are merged into one joint list. 

Table 1. Guidelines for Use Case Evaluation 

No Guideline Explanation Sources 
1 Visibility of system 

status 
The system should always keep users informed about what is 
going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable 
time 

[31] 

2 Match between system 
and the real world 

The system should speak the users' language, with words, 
phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-
oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions and make 
information appear in a natural order. 

[31] 

3 User control and 
freedom 

Users often choose system functions by mistake and will 
need a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the 
unwanted state without having to go through an extended 
dialogue. Support undo and redo. 

[31] 

4 Consistency and 
standards 

Users should not have to wonder whether different words, 
situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform 
conventions. 

[31] 

5 Error prevention Even better than good error messages is a careful design 
which prevents a problem from occurring in the first place. 
Eliminate error-prone conditions or handle them gracefully. 

[31] 
 

6 Recognition rather than 
recall 

Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions, 
and options visible. The user should not have to remember 
information from one part of the dialogue to another.  

[31] 
 

7 Flexibility and 
efficiency of use 

Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often speed 
up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can 
cater to both inexperienced and experienced users.  

[31] 
 

8 Help users recognize, 
diagnose, and recover 
from errors 

Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no 
codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively 
suggest a solution. 

[31] 
 

9 Avoid hard mental 
operations and lower 
workload 

Do not force the user into hard mental operations and keep 
the user’s workload at a minimum. 

[13,31] 

10  Avoid forcing the user 
to premature 
commitment 

Do not force the user to perform a particular task or decision 
until it is needed. Will the user know why something must be 
done? 

[13,40] 

11 Provide functions that 
are of utility to the user 

Consider whether the functionality described is likely to be 
useful to users and whether functions/data are missing. 

[33] 
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3.3   Assessment of Use Cases 

A secondary activity is to assess the quality of the use cases. In contrast to heuristic 
evaluation of a fully functional system, there is likely to be several cases where a use 
case does not give an evaluator sufficient information to decide whether or not a 
guideline is breached. In those cases, supplementing information may need to be 
provided or the evaluator may simply express why something cannot be properly 
analyzed. Sometimes, the use cases will not be specific enough to allow evaluation. In 
other cases, they will be too specific, e.g., by specifying user interaction details that 
can be decided later in the development process. Thus the outcome is an assessment 
of each use case, which emphasizes how useful the use case is for inspection. In 
practice, this activity is done in parallel with the primary evaluation activity.  

3.4   Documentation of Evaluation 

In this activity, the results are compiled into a coherent evaluation product that may 
be fed back into interaction design. The main content of the documentation is the list 
of usability problems. This list describes problems that the evaluators expect a 
prospective user will face when using the system. Each of these predicted usability 
problems should include a clear reason why it is perceived to be a problem. For 
example, the reason could be a reference to a guideline. As with heuristic evaluation, 
evaluators should describe only one problem at a time and be as specific as possible. 
Finally, we suggest that evaluators note ideas for improving the system or designing it 
differently. A supplementary evaluation product is the assessment of each use case. 

4   Empirical Study 

The method described above needs to be assessed with respect to its usefulness for 
use case evaluation. Thus we conducted an empirical study aimed at (a) comparing 
usability problems identified with the UCE method to a set of problems discovered 
with think-aloud testing and (b) understanding what problems evaluators experience 
in using UCE and which guidelines that are particularly useful for inspecting use 
cases. The rationale for (a) is to investigate if the UCE method find problems that 
appear in a final version of a system. The rationale for (b) is to obtain input that may 
be used to improve early us case inspection with the UCE method.  

4.1   Evaluators 

We had four evaluators use the UCE method to evaluate use cases; two of them are 
among the authors of this paper. We chose to use four evaluators because it conforms 
to the often recommended, though controversial, number of evaluators for inspection 
[e.g., 32], and because it seemed a realistic number of evaluators to find when 
bringing UCE to practical use. The evaluators were all experienced with usability 
work (from two to eight years of experience) and all had conducted several think-
aloud tests and usability inspections. Two of the evaluators had a master degree in 
computer science and were working in industry, one was a PhD student working with 
usability evaluation, and one was associate professor in human-computer interaction.   
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4.2   System and Use Cases for Evaluation  

The system under evaluation is a health care application (here called the 
HealthMonitor) that monitors elderly persons’ medical conditions in their homes. For 
instance, it might be needed to monitor their weight, blood glucose level, or blood 
pressure. The HealthMonitor assists in transmitting the results through a telephone 
line to a central server, where they can be interpreted by medical staff. If a 
measurement in some way alerts the medical staff they can decide to recommend the 
patient to see a doctor, adjust the intake of medicine, or some other remedial action. 
The HealthMonitor requires connection to the telephone and interfaces with 
measuring devices relevant to the elderly persons’ health conditions. These measuring 
devices might be a bathroom scale or a device for measuring blood pressure.  

A set of four use cases was described for the HealthMonitor. The use cases 
describe situations where users of the HealthMonitor set up the hardware, use it with 
different measuring devices, and transfer relevant data to a central server. The use 
cases were written in the style of Cockburn [5] as fully dressed use cases, meaning 
that they were semi structured with sections on Goal in Context, Successful End 
Condition, Primary Actors, and a Main Success Scenario (see Fig. 2 for an example). 
The four use cases were an average of 472 words long and their main scenarios 
consisted of 6 to 19 steps. Though the use cases were not taken from the actual 
development activity (because no use cases had been created originally), they were 
validated through review by a group of master thesis students who had worked with 
the HealthMonitor for half a year. 

U se case 02: R egistration of blood glucose measurement (cabled connection)  
CHARACTERISTIC INFORMATION  

Goal in Context: The user wants to transfer the result of his newly taken blood glucose measurement from the blood glucose measurement device 
to the HealthMonitor.  

Scope: Enterprise  
Level: Summary  
Preconditions: A successfully conducted blood glucose measurement. A successfully installed HealthMonitor (Use case 01)  
Success End Condition: The blood glucose measurement result is successfully transferred to the HealthMonitor  
Failed End Condition: The blood glucose measurement result is not transferred to the HealthMonitor  
Primary Actor: A person with a physical health condition that needs daily monitoring.  
Trigger: The user wants to register a blood glucose measurement  

 
MAIN SUCCESS SCENARIO  

 1. The step-by-step instruction for transferring blood glucose measurements from the measuring device to the HealthMonitor is found  
 2. The two devices is connected using the relevant cable  
 3. The blood glucose measurement device identifies the connection, and shows the message “PC” in the display  
 4. The HealthMonitor shows in the display that a transfer is ongoing  
 5. The HealthMonitor shows in the display the amounts of measurement results that were available in the blood glucose measurement device, 

and the HealthMonitor also shows how many of those measurement results that have been transferred. The information on the display of the 
HealthMonitor is further more read aloud to the user by the HealthMonitor.   

Fig. 2. Excerpt of Use Case for Connecting a Blood Glucose Device to the HealthMonitor 

4.3   Procedure for Evaluation and Matching of Problems 

The evaluations were conducted individually. The evaluators received descriptions of 
(a) the procedure to be followed, including an instruction on how to describe usability 
problems, (b) the UCE method, corresponding to the contents of Section 3, (c) the 
four use cases and an explanation of how to read them, and (d) an explanation of the 
HealthMonitor’s general use context, target users, and basic aims.   
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To document the evaluation, each usability problem was to be reported by 
specifying its title and the place or places in the use cases that aided in predicting the 
problem. The evaluators also assigned a severity rating to each problem, choosing 
from among three ratings [29]: cosmetic (1), meaning that the user is delayed less than 
one minute or becomes slightly annoyed; serious (2), meaning that the problem would 
delay the user for several minutes or present information or options that to some 
extent differ from the user’s expectations; and critical (3), meaning for instance that 
the user would be unable to continue or become strongly annoyed.  

Previous studies [e.g., 8,19] have suggested that studying the process of evaluation 
may give rich information about benefits and drawbacks of inspection methods and 
their use. Consequently we adapted the extended reporting format proposed by 
Cockton et al. [9] by requiring evaluators to answer questions about the manner in 
which a problem was discovered, the guidelines used to predict a problem (and a 
comment on why a guideline was used), and if something initially considered a 
usability problem was excluded from the final problem report. Furthermore, we asked 
the evaluators to comment on difficulties in using a use case to predict a problem. 

After the evaluators had completed their evaluations they met to match the 
problems, that is, to agree on which problems that were similar and which were 
unique. A total of nine hours were used on matching. After matching, each evaluator 
checked that the matching was correct in their view and that they agreed on how 
problems were treated. Below we refer to problems found by individual evaluators as 
problem tokens and matched problems as problem types. 

4.4   Comparison to Usability Problems Found with Think-Aloud Testing 

Problems predicted with UCE were compared to a set of usability problems found by 
think-aloud testing with the aim of discussing which problems would be useful to 
predict. The think-aloud test was conducted by one of the authors of this paper (who 
did not inspect the use cases) and five students working on a master thesis in human-
computer interaction. The system was tested in five user sessions, each lasting about 
one hour. The sessions were based on predefined tasks that covered the same areas as 
the four use cases mentioned above. The sessions were recorded on video. Two of the 
students and the author did an Instant Data Analysis [27] immediately following each 
test session. This resulted in one list of usability problems. The other three students 
conducted a conventional video analysis with transcripts and log files to generate 
another list of usability problems. These two methods were used for analysis to 
identify as rich a problem set as possible. The resulting two lists of usability problems 
were merged by the evaluators through negotiation. The resulting common list 
included 54 usability-problem types. Below we refer to these problems as think-aloud, 
or TA, problems.  

Similarly to John and Marks [25], we further analyzed the overlap among problems 
types found by the two evaluation methods. The intuition is as follows (see Table 2). 
For a problem found with TA but not found with UCE two possibilities exist. One is 
that a problem could simply not be predicted from the use case, for example because 
the problem concerned user interface issues decided on during implementation, 
difficulties with manuals and support, or performance issues (we call these problems 
impossible or hard to predict). Another possibility is that the problem was predictable 
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but missed by UCE (predictable but missed). A similar analysis can be made for 
usability problems predicted by UCE but not found with TA. For such problems we 
distinguish three possibilities. First, a predicted problem may represent an actual 
problem or a sensible concern about usability related issues (what we call a relevant 
problem). This happens for example because a possibility for error has not been 
removed or because of a lack of feedback. Second, a predicted problem could have 
become a problem, but the actual design of the HealthMonitor has avoided the 
problem (a problem avoided). This happens for instance when feedback is given in 
the actual interface or when an unclear action is better explained. Thus, raising the 
problem as a concern early in the design process would have been valuable. Third, a 
predicted problem may not be an actual problem or legitimate design concern (i.e., 
essentially of no value as feedback or not a problem). An example is problems that 
merely speculated about a potentially difficult, but highly improbable, use situation. 
Each problem was rated individually by the authors on the above dimensions and 
disagreements were settled through discussion.  

5   Results 

We characterize the results of the evaluation by first discussing the problems 
predicted by UCE, then discussing the overlap to think-aloud testing, and finally 
summarizing the evaluators’ experiences with using the method.   

5.1   Problems Predicted 

Using UCE each evaluator predicted an average of 23 problem tokens (SD = 5.6, 
ranging from 18 to 31 predictions). The average severity of the problem tokens 
predicted were 1.75 (SD = 0.79). The matching of problems allowed a set of problem 
types predicted by UCE to be formed, comprising 61 types. This problem set shows 
that evaluators have relatively limited overlap with each other: the number of unique 
problems (i.e., problems predicted by just one evaluator) is on average 5.25 (SD = 
3.69). Two problem types (covering 3% of all problem tokens) were identified by all 
evaluators, 5 types (8%) by three evaluators, and 18 (30%) by two evaluators. 
Another way of illustrating this is to calculate the any-two agreement, suggested by 
Hertzum and Jacobsen [16] as a indicator of the evaluator effect. By that measure, the 
average agreement among evaluators is 18.9%. While this number is within the range 
of evaluator agreement found by Hertzum and Jacobsen, it suggests substantial 
variation among evaluators.  

5.2   Overlap Between UCE and TA 

The matching of problem types found by UCE and think-aloud testing allows us to 
calculate the overlap between methods. As shown in Table 2, we find an overlap of 
24%. Thirty-nine usability problems were predicted with UCE but not found by TA; 
32 usability problems were found by TA but not predicted by UCE.  

Table 2 also shows that about two-thirds of the problems found by TA but missed 
by USE could not have been predicted. These problems concern unpredictable actions  
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Table 2. Problems predicted with the use case inspection (UCE) in relation to those found in 
think-aloud tests (TA). Percentages are relative to the total number of problem types (93).  

Predicted 
with UCE 

Found 
with TA 

Number of 
problem 
types 

Problem category Number of problem 
types in category 

YES YES 22 (24%) - - 

NO YES 32 (34%)   
   Impossible or hard to predict 20 (21%) 
   Predictable but missed 12 (13%) 
YES NO 39 (42%)   
   Relevant problem 14 (15%) 
   Problems avoided in UI 9 (10%) 
   Not a problem 16 (17%) 

 
by the user and issues that arise from design solutions at a more detailed level than the 
use cases. A special instance of non-predictable problems concerns the direct transfer 
of technical terms from the use cases (“detecting a phone line”) to the interface.  

The problem types predicted with UCE but not found with think-aloud testing were 
more difficult to reason about. The bottom part of Table 2 shows that similar 
proportions of the problems predicted by UCE but not found with TA were seen 
relevant (14 problems) and not-a-problem (16 problems). Among those problems 
found relevant, many appear not to have been found by TA because the test setting 
prohibited them from occurring. Conversely, the problems that seemed irrelevant 
often assumed quite intricate and improbable contexts of use. This type of predictions 
from inspection techniques has previously been noted [7]. These analyses show that 
overall 45 of the 61 UCE problems (74%) would be useful to know (22 problem types 
found by TA, 14 problem types that seen as relevant problems, 9 problem types 
avoided in the user interface). If we consider just problems predicted by UCE but not 
found with TA, 59% appear useful.  

In order to learn more about the usability problems found with UCE, all problem 
types were analyzed with a simple grounded theory approach [36]. The result of the 
analysis was five overall areas where usability problems were found. The five areas 
are presented in the Table 3, together with the number of problems each method 
identified. Table 3 indicates that there is a large overlap in the types of usability 
problems the two methods identifies. Looking at the specific problems, however, 
shows that the problems found by TA concern issues directly related to the evaluation 
tasks and the test setup, whereas UCE also predicts problems that are unlinked to the 
evaluation task and setup, such as problems related to breakdowns that were not a part 
of the test setup.  

5.3   Evaluators’ Experiences and Use of Guidelines 

Evaluators used between 2.5 and 5 hours on preparing, conducting and reporting the 
evaluation (M = 3.65 hours, SD = 1.35). Time was mainly used for performing the 
actual evaluation (about two hours) and reporting the problems (about one hour).  
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Table 3. Usability problems categories distributed by areas (N = 93). Note that a problem may 
be related to several areas, so column sums are higher than the number of problems.  

Types Total Found with TA Found with UCE 

Dialogue 38 25 30 
External factors 4 1 3 
Graphical User Interface 27 15 20 
Installation of equipment 38 29 19 
Procedure / task flow 38 18 26 

 
Evaluators’ comments on the process of evaluating give a couple of insights. Three 

evaluators commented on the role of imagination during the inspection. They 
suggested that evaluating use cases is demanding because they require the evaluator 
to be creative in filling in the many details that are not described in the use cases. 
Further, with HealthMonitor, imagining the physical appearance of the device was 
difficult. One evaluator noted that “when running through the use cases the 
understanding of how the devices look physically becomes an exercise in subjective 
imagination. This imagination may be way off the intended product”. 

Two evaluators commented that many predicted problems might or might not turn 
out to be problems when the system was implemented. One of them mentioned the 
feeling that “one often is describing ‘maybe problems’”. Another evaluator mentioned 
that predicted problems might turn out not to be problems after all; in the description 
of several of the predicted problems that evaluator listed good reasons why something 
might not be a problem after all. Also, one evaluator noted that predictions may only 
concern the writing of a use case, not how that use case ends up being implemented. 

Two evaluators noted that it was somewhat difficult to use the guidelines during 
inspection. One of the evaluators noted that “I don’t think I would have found fewer 
[problems] without them [the guidelines]”. 

Finally, one evaluator pointed out that it was difficult to predict problems 
concerning the relation among use cases, because the evaluation procedure only 
required use cases to be considered individually, not in concert. Problems concerning 
consistency between use cases, for instance, would rarely be reported. From 
evaluators’ reports it is possible to describe which guidelines are used most 
frequently. The most frequently used guidelines are 1, 5 and 2; these guidelines are 
mentioned in 30%, 18%, and 15% of the problems that describe the guideline(s) used 
for discovery. These numbers corroborate the findings about problem types. Though 
all guidelines were used, guidelines 9, 6, and 3 were each used in 2% or fewer cases.   

6   Discussion 

Our study shows that the UCE method for inspection of use cases made it possible to 
predict a large portion of the usability problems identified in a conventional think-
aloud test of the system. With UCE, the evaluators were able to find 22 usability 
problems out of the 54 problems found with the conventional approach, and they were 
able to describe a broad variety of usability problems in detail. Further, many of the 
predicted problems not seen with the conventional evaluation approach are assessed 
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as being useful. These results suggest that it is feasible and of use to conduct usability 
inspections on use cases.  

The fundamental idea of UCE, to evaluate the usability based on a design product 
that is available early, could have additional important benefits. First, the inspection 
of use cases may introduce thinking about usability early and naturally in the software 
development process. Second, the inspection of use cases may uncover and emphasize 
non-functional requirements that can be added to the use cases. Third, the inspection 
may improve the overall quality of the use cases. These benefits, however, remain to 
be empirically documented. 

The idea of UCE is inherited from the group of usability evaluation methods 
commonly referred to as inspection or walkthrough methods. An essential limitation 
of for these methods is the identification of false positives. This refers to the problems 
that are found in an inspection but not in a think-aloud test. The opposite difficulty is 
the usability problems that are found with a conventional usability evaluation but not 
with UCE. Some of these problems can never be found. When this is taken into 
account, there are only 12 problem types found with the conventional method that 
were not found with UCE. 

The data on the use of UCE uncovered potential improvements. They include the 
style of writing use cases (Cockburn, 2000), the set of guidelines we have developed 
for the evaluators and a step with inspection across the whole collection of use cases 
with the purpose of discovering inconsistencies between them. 

7   Conclusion 

We have presented a method called Use Case Evaluation (UCE) tailored for early 
usability evaluation. It is generally agreed that usability problems should be identified 
as early as possible in software development. This is, however, difficult to achieve 
with conventional usability evaluation methods. The UCE method overcomes this 
problem by predicting usability problems from inspection of use cases. The advantage 
of this approach is that use cases are often available early in the development process.  

To validate the UCE method, we compare it to a conventional think-aloud test. 
About one fourth of all problems were found by both think-aloud testing and 
inspection of use cases. In addition, three-quarters of the total number of predicted 
problems was assessed as useful input to early development. We have also collected 
qualitative data on the evaluators’ experience using the method, which indicate that 
use case inspection requires a lot of imagination.  

This paper is based on an empirical study that is limited in a couple of respects. 
First of all, we did not assess impact of UCE evaluation in a real-life context, with use 
cases crafted by software developers as part of their activities. Second, the study was 
not a strict experiment, in that participants were not randomly assigned to either 
think-aloud testing or to the UCE method. Third and finally, the method needs 
validation with non-expert participants. Moreover, the study was partly conducted by 
the authors of this paper, who have also developed the method. Therefore, it is 
necessary with a follow-up study conducted by other researchers. The inspections 
were conducted by usability experts. It would also be interesting to explore to what 
extent less experienced evaluators could carry out the inspection. Despite these 
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limitations, our paper suggests that inspection of use cases may help introduce 
effective usability evaluation early in software development processes.  
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Abstract. Many software applications continue to grow in terms of the number 
of features they offer. Reduced-functionality interfaces have been proposed as a 
solution by several researchers, but evaluations have been limited in number 
and scope. We argue that traditional performance measures are not sufficient 
for these interfaces, so we introduce and distinguish feature findability and 
feature awareness measures. We have conducted a controlled study that 
demonstrates the tradeoff between these two measures: findability in a minimal 
layered approach was better than in the full interface alone, but subjects were 
more aware of advanced features if they used the full interface from the outset. 
A marked layered approach was also evaluated, but provided little benefit over 
the other interfaces. Ours is also the first experiment comparing more than one 
multi-layer approach to a control interface. 

1   Introduction 

Feature-rich user interfaces can provide necessary features for users, yet can also be 
overwhelming for many, especially novices. Even experts tend to use only a subset of 
features and can be plagued by the array of options in the menus and toolbars [13, 
14]. As a solution, reduced-functionality interfaces, such as the layered interfaces 
approach [17], have been proposed by several researchers, either for regular use or for 
an initial training period. Despite these advances, evaluations been limited in number 
and have focused largely on the benefits of reducing functionality. Our goals are: (1) 
to introduce new evaluation metrics, findability and awareness, that reveal a more 
comprehensive understanding of the impact of reducing functionality; and (2) to apply 
these metrics to compare two 2-layer interfaces to a control interface. 

Several methods for reducing functionality have appeared in the research literature 
and in commercial applications. The layered interfaces approach, for example, 
gradually introduces new functionality to the user by starting with a simple interface 
containing a core set of features, and allowing the user to control his transition to 
increasingly feature-rich interface layers [17]. In contrast to many methods for 
personalizing menus and toolbars that block individual features (e.g., [10, 15]), 
layered interfaces offer a relatively coarse-grained approach; that is, relatively large 
sets of functionality are grouped in layers. Examples to date allow the user to 
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transition from between 2 to 8 layers, and evaluation has been mainly qualitative [7, 
8, 16, 17]. A related approach to reducing functionality is the multiple interfaces 
approach, which offers users a “personal” interface in addition to the full interface of 
the application [15]. The user can easily switch between the two interfaces and 
specify the functions contained in his personal interface. Another earlier reduced-
functionality approach is the training wheels interface, which blocks the use of 
advanced functionality for novice users but does not remove it from the interface [5]. 
In contrast to these, adaptive mechanisms can also be used to automatically reduce 
functionality; for example, Microsoft Office 2003 provides personal menus that 
contain only an automatically-generated subset of features when they are initially 
opened. Mixed-initiative mechanisms that combine both system and user control have 
also been proposed, most commonly through the use of adaptive suggestions to 
support the user's customization (e.g., [4]). 

Evaluations of these reduced-functionality approaches have shown that they can 
make novice users faster, more accurate and more satisfied with the interface [5], and 
that such approaches can be preferred by a large proportion of intermediate and 
advanced users [15]. However, we argue that satisfaction and initial speed only reflect 
part of the impact of functionality reduction. When features are removed from the 
interface, the user's level of awareness of the full feature set is also affected. A 
severely feature-reduced interface may promote ease of accessing functions, but likely 
impedes awareness of those functions only available in the full application interface. 
A survey of 53 users of Microsoft Word 97 reflects this tension: while many of the 
users requested that their unused functions be “tucked away”, many also indicated 
that it was important that they be continually able to discover new functions [14].  

To address this problem, we distinguish two new evaluation measures: findability 
and awareness. Both of these can impact performance. Generally speaking, findability 
measures the speed with which users can find known functions, and awareness 
measures the degree to which users are conscious of the full set of available functions. 
While several previous evaluations have measured performance that maps to our 
findability measure (in some cases findability related to transferring from a simpler to 
a more complex interface) [2, 5, 6, 11], none have included a measure of awareness.  

We have conducted an experiment to empirically validate the tradeoff between 
findability and awareness and to provide the first controlled comparison of more than 
one multi-layer interface. Our study compares two 2-layer interfaces, Minimal and 
Marked, to a control condition and shows that findability in the Minimal approach is 
significantly better than in the Control, but that subjects are more aware of features in 
the Control. The Marked approach provided little benefit over the other two. 

2   Findability and Awareness Definitions 

The distinction between findability and awareness allows for a more nuanced 
evaluation, which is particularly important for reduced-functionality designs, where 
the potential impact on awareness may be greater than in more traditional approaches. 

− Findability is the speed with which the user can locate a function she knows 
exists. The set of findable functions includes those the user has already used, those 
the user has heard about from others or from documentation, those the user has 
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used in a previous version or reduced-functionality version (or layer) of the same 
application, and those the user has a strong basis for believing exist (e.g., Save is 
found in most document-centric applications). 

− Awareness is the degree to which the user notices (through using an application) 
and can recall functions which do not fall into the findable function set above.  

Findability is essentially the speed of accessing a specific set of functions. By 
contrast, the speed to complete a task as a whole is a more compound measure, 
impacted potentially by both findability and awareness. For example, the speed with 
which a user completes a task is related to the time it takes her to do the steps she is 
familiar with (using the set of findable functions) and those steps that she needs to 
“discover” how to complete. The time to complete the latter steps will be in part 
related to her prior awareness (of the set of aware functions). We propose specific 
techniques for measuring findability and awareness in our experiment, described later. 

3   Study Motivation 

Findability and awareness are likely impacted by many design factors and we focus 
on two of these in our study.  The first is change direction. Most approaches to 
reducing functionality begin with a small feature set which increases over time. For 
example, layered interfaces [17], multiple interfaces [15], training wheels interfaces 
[5], incremental interfaces [3], and the MS Office adaptive menus all fit within this 
category. An approach that moves from less to more functionality should maximize 
the findability of those functions in the initial interface states, but the awareness of 
potentially useful advanced functionality is surely compromised. Moving in the 
opposite direction, from more to less functionality, should allow for improved initial 
awareness of the full functionality set of an application but initial findability suffers. 
Our study compares the effect of using a reduced-functionality design that moves 
from less to more functionality versus working in the full application interface. Since 
some related evaluations have used metrics that are similar to findability, we use these 
to inform the findability hypotheses of our study (given later in Section 4.7). In 
particular, related work has shown that: (1) novice users were faster with a training 
wheels version of an interface than the full interface [5], and (2) users who initially 
used the training wheels interface performed no differently on a follow-up similar 
task in the full interface than those who had used the full interface from the outset [6]. 

The second design factor incorporated into our reduced-functionality designs is 
visibility of change. When functionality is blocked in an interface, it can remain 
visually unchanged, be visually marked, or be completely removed from the visual 
interface. Removing the visual affordance associated with blocked functions (e.g., 
[15, 17]) should emphasize the findability of the remaining functions. On the other 
hand, the training wheels approach, which blocks functions but leaves them visually 
unchanged [5], should allow users to develop an awareness of the more advanced 
features available in the full interface. Visually marking, yet not fully hiding a widget, 
may offer a compromise between the two extremes. To understand whether this is the 
case, our study compares a design that visually marks blocked features to one that 
completely hides blocked features. 
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Previous subjective results are conflicting and highlight the importance of 
including both subjective and objective measures in our evaluation. For example, the 
original training wheels approach was shown to be both more efficient and preferred 
by novice users [5], but a more recent, less tightly-controlled study suggests that users 
may not see the value of a training wheels approach in a graphical user interface [2].  

4   Experimental Design 

This study compares two 2-layer interfaces to a control condition (a default full 
interface) based on findability and awareness. We chose Microsoft PowerPoint 2003 
as our experimental application. Though not as complex as some applications (e.g., 
animation software), PowerPoint does not require specialized domain expertise, 
easing subject recruitment, and the menus and toolbars are highly programmable. 

4.1   Interviews to Define Command Sets 

To inform the design of the experimental conditions and tasks, we interviewed 10 
frequent users of PowerPoint XP and 2003 from varying backgrounds (academic, 
business and medical). For each of the 361 selectable items (commands) found in the 
pull-down menus and on the 12 main toolbars, we asked users to specify their 
frequency of use (never, irregular or regular). From this, we defined a baseline 
interface, composed of menus and toolbars that were used by at least half of the 10 
users. This included all the menus and the Standard, Formatting, Drawing, and Picture 
toolbars, a total of 260 commands; it did not include several context-based toolbars 
that are not visible by default. (Two duplicate commands were also removed: Slide 
Show appeared twice in the menus, and Font Color appeared twice in the toolbars.) 

We then categorized the commands in our baseline interface according to two 
independent dimensions: (1) basic commands are used by at least 8/10 of our users, 
while the remaining are advanced; and (2) generic commands are common to the 
default layout of other MS Office or MS Windows applications (such as Save) while 
the remaining are considered specific to PowerPoint. These categorizations impacted 
our interface and task designs, and we often refer to the intersections of the sets, for 
example, generic-basic commands. The relative frequencies are shown in Table 1. We 
note that our data and categorization offer only an approximation of PowerPoint 
commands and their usage. This is sufficient for our experimental setup, but more 
accurate usage data and categorization adjustment would be needed for a deployable 
reduced interface for PowerPoint. 

Table 1. Breakdown of baseline command set (from the menu bar and the Standard, 
Formatting, Drawing, and Picture toolbars) 

 Basic Advanced Total 
Specific 12 (5%) 123 (47%) 135 (52%) 
Generic 32 (12%) 93 (36%) 125 (48%) 
Total 44 (17%) 216 (83%) 260 (100%) 
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4.2   Conditions 

We evaluated three conditions: two 2-layer conditions (Minimal and Marked), and a 
control condition (Control). In the layered conditions, subjects completed a simple 
task in the initial interface layer of the respective condition, then transitioned to a full 
interface layer for a second, more complex task. This simulated the predicted use of a 
layered interface, where users start in a reduced layer to complete easier tasks, then 
transition to more complex layers for advanced tasks [17]. In the Control condition, 
subjects completed both the simple and complex task in the full interface layer. Each 
of the three layers is described below and Figure 1 shows samples of their menus and 
toolbars. Context menus and keyboard shortcuts are disabled in all conditions to 
constrain the interaction and to focus on the persistent visual complexity that comes 
from the menus and toolbars. The MS Office adaptive menus are also turned off. 
 
Full Interface Layer: The baseline interface, which contains 260 commands, as 
described above. 

Minimal Interface Layer: Contains only the 44 basic commands (both general and 
specific). Since the Tools menu, Window menu, and Picture toolbar contained no 
basic commands they do not appear in this layer. 

Marked Interface Layer: Extends Carroll and Carrithers' training wheels approach 
[5] by visually marking as well as blocking access to all advanced commands, leaving 
only the 44 basic commands accessible. Marking is achieved by fading a command's 
icon (if it has one) and adding a small ‘x’ (see Figure 1, B and E); if selected, a dialog 
box informs the user that “This item is unavailable for this task”. Limitations in 
PowerPoint's API forced two secondary design decisions: (1) submenus with all 
blocked commands are completely removed, and their parent item is visually marked, 
which reduces the total command set to 210; and (2) only the icon is changed on 
blocked menu items (ideally the APIs would have allowed us to pilot test options for 
changing the background or text colour as well). 

 

Fig. 1. Sample menus and toolbars from the three experimental conditions: A, B, and C show 
the Format menu for the full, marked and minimal layers, respectively; D, E, and F show the 
Drawing toolbar for the full, marked and minimal layers, respectively. (The marked toolbar is 
narrower than the full one because the drop-down arrows on some commands could not be 
replicated for blocked functions.) 
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of experimental system in minimal interface layer; at the top of the screen, 
the current instruction specifies that a menu item is required 

The Minimal and Marked conditions both reduce functionality by providing a 
small feature set which increases over time. Comparing Minimal to Marked also 
provides insight into the impact of different types of visibility of blocked functions: as 
discussed in Section 3, we anticipated that visually distinguishing, but not removing 
blocked functions could offer a compromise between findability and awareness. 

4.3   Task 

We designed two tasks (simple and complex), each consisting of a list of step-by-step 
instructions to modify a pre-existing short presentation. On each step, the user 
performed one interface operation: steps requiring specific-basic or specific-advanced 
commands were interspersed among generic-basic commands, navigation, and text 
entry steps to create a realistic task flow. The instruction indicated when to use a 
menu or toolbar, but did not specify the exact name of the command. For example, 
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the experimental system with an instruction that 
specifies that the subject should use a menu command to show the slide design 
options (which maps to Slide Design command in the Format menu). 

The interested reader can see the command distribution by task in Figure 3. The 
tasks were as follows: 

− Simple task: This relatively short task could be completed in any of the three 
interface layers. It included all 12 specific-basic commands, 6 of which were 
repeated twice to increase task length (18 specific-basic invocations in total); 12 
generic-basic commands were also included. 

− Complex task: This longer task could only be completed in the full interface layer, 
and introduced advanced functionality, such as animation. It included 18 specific-
advanced commands in addition to the exact same set of commands used in the 
simple task. 
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4.4   Design, Subjects and Apparatus 

A between-subjects single factor (interface) design was chosen to prevent any 
learning confounds. Thirty subjects (17 females) between the ages of 19-55 were 
randomly assigned to each of the three conditions (10 per condition). Subjects were 
students and community members recruited through campus advertising and a local 
subject pool. They were screened so that they had either never used PowerPoint or 
had at most infrequently loaded and viewed a presentation created by others. Each 
subject was paid $20 to participate. 

The experiment used a 1.1 GHz Pentium PC with 640 MB of RAM, 18” LCD 
monitor, and running MS Windows XP and Office 2003. The experimental versions 
of PowerPoint, one of which is shown in Figure 2, were coded in Visual Basic for 
Applications 6.0. Instructions were given one at a time at the top of the screen. When 
the subject believed she had correctly completed a step, she clicked the “Done” button 
and the next instruction appeared. The system recorded all timing data. 

 

Fig. 3. Distribution of task commands in the full interface layer. Each item contains the number 
of times it was used in each task (S = simple, C = complex). Items that open submenus are 
shaded based on their submenu’s most advanced item. 

4.5   Procedure 

The experiment fit in a two hour session. Subjects first completed a background 
questionnaire and were given a brief introduction to the experimental system using 
the initial layer of their condition (Minimal, Marked or Control). The introduction 
covered where the menus and toolbars were located, how to navigate to a particular 
slide, and, for the Marked condition, the behaviour of a marked function. Subjects 
then completed the simple task in their assigned interface, followed by a short 
questionnaire, and then a ten minute break with a distractor activity. Next, all subjects  
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used the full interface to complete the complex task, followed by another short 
questionnaire. Finally, subjects were given an awareness-recall test, described below, 
followed by a five minute interview and discussion period to elicit additional 
subjective feedback. 

During the tasks, subjects were told that the goal was twofold: to complete the 
steps in a timely manner and to familiarize themselves with the interface while doing 
so. They were told they could not ask for help on completing steps. If a subject had 
particular difficulty with a step, the system timed out after two minutes and the 
experimenter showed the subject how to complete the step so the task could continue. 
Subjects were allowed to make errors, but if an error was critical to completing 
subsequent steps, the experimenter corrected the situation. 

4.6   Measures 

Each step was measured as the time elapsed until the user clicked the “Done” button. 

Findability. We differentiate 3 types of findability: 
1. Used-before findability: Functions a user has used before in the same interface. By 

design, all our subjects were new to PowerPoint, which means we were not able to 
measure the used-before findability. (At first glance it may appear that the generic-
basic steps could be used for this measure; variation in previous MS Office 
experience, however, would have confounded the result.) 

2. Heard-about findability: Functions a user has heard exist (from others or 
documentation), but has never used. Time to complete the 18 specific-basic steps 
in the simple task approximates heard-about findability, because the instructions 
loosely simulate having heard from a colleague that such a function exists.  

3. Transfer findability: Functions a user has used before in a previous or reduced-
functionality version (or layer) of the same application. Transfer findability is 
measured as the time to do the 18 specific-basic steps in the complex task.  

Awareness. We measured awareness using two methods: 
1. Direct awareness: As a direct measure of awareness we administered a recall test. 

This was a questionnaire that listed 20 of the specific-advanced functions that were 
present in the full interface layer but were not used for either of the two tasks, and 
five distractor functions (commands that do not exist in PowerPoint, but could be 
believed by a novice to exist; e.g., Assign Slide Manager). Icons were also provided 
for those commands that had one. Half of the valid commands were menu items 
and half were toolbar items.  
 The distribution of commands tested is shown with a ‘●’ in Figure 3. For each 
item, subjects noted if they definitely remembered it. We then calculate the 
corrected recognition rate, a commonly-applied method in psychology to account 
for individual variation in the amount of caution a subject applies when responding 
to a memory test; it is simply the percentage of targets correctly remembered 
minus the percentage of distractors incorrectly chosen [1]. When an individual 
user's corrected score was negative, we assigned her a score of zero. 
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2. Indirect awareness: We used time to complete the 18 specific-advanced commands 
in the complex task as an indirect measure of awareness. These commands are used 
for the first time in the second task, which all subjects complete using the full 
interface layer. A difference in access time for these commands should be a result 
of different levels of awareness gained during the simple task. 

Secondary objective measures. Our secondary objective measures included 
timeouts, errors, and exploration. Errors only included incorrectly completed steps not 
already counted in timeouts. Exploration was defined as the number of toolbar or 
menu items that a subject selected before selecting the target item, or in the case of 
incorrectly-completed steps, before clicking “Done.”  

Subjective measures. We report six subjective measures. After each task, all subjects 
ranked on a 5-point Likert scale how overwhelmed they felt by the amount of “stuff” 
in the menus and toolbars, and how difficult it was to navigate through them. 
Additionally, after completing the second task, Minimal and Marked subjects ranked 
on a 5-point Likert scale how easy they found it to transition from the menus and 
toolbars in the first task to those in the second, and whether they preferred those in the 
first task to those in the second. In follow-up interviews, these subjects were also 
asked which version they would prefer to use in the future, and whether or not they 
could see themselves switching between the two versions for different tasks. 

4.7   Hypotheses 

Our main hypotheses, based on discussion in Section 3, were as follows: 

H1. Heard-about findability: Minimal is faster than Marked, and Marked is faster 
than Control. 
H2. Transfer findability: No difference between conditions. 
H3. Direct and indirect awareness: Control is better than Marked, and Marked is 
better than Minimal. 

5   Results 

We performed one-way ANOVAs on each dependent measure, except where noted. 
All pairwise comparisons were protected against Type I error using a Bonferroni 
adjustment. We report measures which were significant (p < .05) or represent a 
possible trend (p < .10). Along with statistical significance, we report partial eta-
squared (η2), a measure of effect size, which is often more informative than statistical 
significance in applied human-computer interaction research [12]. To interpret this 
value, .01 is a small effect size, .06 is medium, and .14 is large [9]. 

On average across all conditions, the simple task took 15.5 minutes (SD = 6.3) 
while the complex task took 26.1 minutes (SD = 5.3).  

5.1   Findability 

As expected, the conditions did impact heard-about findability significantly 
differently (F(2,27) = 4.03, p = .029, η2 = .230). The means and standard deviations 
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are shown in Figure 4(a). Pairwise comparisons showed that Minimal subjects were 
significantly faster on this measure than Control subjects (p = .027), but no other 
comparisons were significant.  

Also as expected, no significant effect of interface was found on transfer findability 
(F(2,27) = .708, p = .501 η2 = .050). The overall average to complete the specific-
basic steps in the complex task was 211 seconds (SD = 68).  

For completeness, we ran an ANOVA on the generic-basic steps in both tasks, and, 
not surprisingly, found no significant differences. This suggests that previous 
experience with MS Office dominated over interface condition.  

 

Fig. 4. Means of findability for the simple task and direct awareness, by condition; findability is 
displayed using a reverse scale for time, thus higher scores are better in both graphs (N = 30) 

5.2   Awareness 

For direct awareness, there was a significant main effect of condition on corrected 
recognition rate (F(2,27) = 4.81, p = .016, η2 = .263). Table 2 shows the hit rate, false 
alarm (distractor) rate and corrected recognition rate from the awareness-recall test. 
Control subjects had an average corrected recognition rate of 7.1 out of 20 items (SD 
= 3.2), which was significantly more than Minimal subjects (p = .019), who only 
remembered on average 3.1 items (SD = 3.0). A trend suggested that Marked subjects, 
scoring 6.2 (SD = 2.9) on average, were aware of more than Minimal subjects (p = 
.090). The trade-off between findability and direct awareness is shown graphically in 
Figure 4. High findability is matched with low awareness and vice versa. 

Unexpectedly, no significant effect of interface condition was found on indirect 
awareness (F(2,27)  = .172, p = .843, η2 = .013). Across all conditions, the specific-
advanced steps took on average 780 seconds (SD = 167). 

Table 2. Average awareness scores as percentage of items answered affirmatively (N = 30 
subjects) 

 Correct targets 
(%) 

Incorrect 
distractors (%) 

Corrected 
recognition (%) 

Control .46 (SD = .16) .1 (SD = .17) .36 (SD = .16) 
Minimal .36 (SD = .18) .24 (SD = .30) .16 (SD = .15) 
Marked .43 (SD = .19) .12 (SD = .14) .31 (SD = .14) 
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5.3   Timeouts, Exploration, and Errors 

There was a significant main effect of condition on timeouts for the simple task 
(F(2,27) = 4.18, p = .026, η2 = .236). The one significant pairwise comparison was 
between the Minimal and Control. Minimal subjects never timed out, which was 
significantly less than the average 1.6 timeouts (SD = 2.1) for Control subjects (p = 
.030). This result suggests that our heard-about findability measures favoring Minimal 
are conservative, since Control subjects’ scores would have been worse without 
timeouts than they were with timeouts. In the complex task there were more timeouts 
(across conditions: M = 2.3, SD = 1.6), but not surprisingly no significant effect of 
condition was found.  

There was a main effect of condition on exploration in the simple task (F(2,27) = 
4.79, p = .017, η2 = .262). Control subjects selected on average 18.6 items (SD = 13.3) 
while exploring, which pairwise comparisons showed to be significantly more than 
the average of 6.9 (SD = 6.5) for subjects in the Marked condition (p = .023). A trend 
also suggested that Control subjects explored more than the 8.7 average (SD = 5.4) of 
Minimal (p = .066). In the complex task, no significant differences were found. 

Mean error rates were uniformly low (simple task: M = 1.8, SD = 1.6; complex 
task: M = 1.7, SD = 1.6), and no significant differences were found. The experimenter 
stepped in on average 0.9 times per participant to correct errors that would have 
affected further steps (SD = 1.3). 

5.4   Subjective Responses: Questionnaires and Interviews 

Questionnaire responses showed that there was a significant main effect of condition 
on the degree to which subjects felt overwhelmed by how much “stuff’ there was in 
the menus and toolbars after the first task (F(2,27) = 4.50, p = .021, η2 = .250). 
Pairwise comparisons showed that Marked subjects felt more overwhelmed than 
Minimal subjects (p = .020). In terms of navigation, a trend also suggested that 
interface condition may have had an effect on the degree to which subjects felt it was 
difficult to navigate through the toolbars in the complex task (F(2,27) = 2.54, p = 
.098, η2 = .158). 

Using one-tailed t-tests, we evaluated the Likert-scale questions completed by only 
Minimal and Marked subjects. Marked subjects felt more strongly than Minimal 
subjects that they were easily able to transition between the menus and toolbars used 
in the two tasks (t(18) = 1.89, p = .038). Minimal subjects preferred their initial 
interface to the full interface more than Marked subjects did (t(18) = -2.76, p = .007). 

During interviews, participants were asked which interface they would prefer to 
continue using. Minimal subjects overwhelmingly chose the minimal layer over the 
full layer (9 subjects, χ2(1,10) = 6.4, p = .011) while Marked subjects were equally 
strong in their preference for the full layer (9 subjects, χ2(1,10) = 6.4, p = .011). This 
replicates recent subjective findings of training wheels on a modern word processor 
[2]. Trends suggested that subjects who had used the minimal interface could see 
themselves switching between a minimal and full layer for different tasks (8 subjects, 
χ2(1,10) = 3.6, p = .058), whereas subjects who used the marked interface felt exactly 
the opposite about their interface (8 subjects, χ2(1,10) = 3.6, p = .058). 
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5.5   Summary 

We summarize our findings in terms of our hypotheses: 

H1 Partially supported: Minimal had significantly better heard-about findability than 
Control, but there were no other significant differences. 

H2  Supported: No difference for transfer findability. 
H3  Partially supported: In terms of direct awareness, Control was better than 

Minimal and a trend suggested that Marked was better than Minimal. There were 
no other significant differences for direct awareness, nor any for indirect 
awareness. 

6   Discussion and Future Work 

Awareness measure adds value. The comparison of the Control condition to the 
Minimal 2-layer condition shows that there is a measurable tradeoff between 
findability and awareness. Taken in isolation, the findability results replicate related 
work on training wheels interfaces [5], and could lead us to reach the straightforward 
conclusion that a minimal 2-layer interface is better than the full interface alone: it 
was faster in the first task and had no cost when transferring to the full interface layer 
for the second task. By teasing apart performance and demonstrating that improved 
findabilty can come at a cost of decreased awareness, we provide a richer 
understanding of the experience.  

Two-layered minimal interface is promising. The qualitative and quantitative data 
together suggest that a two-layer minimal interface offers significant advantages over 
a default full functionality interface alone, although the findings need to be tempered 
by its reduced awareness. Eight out of 10 subjects indicated that they would prefer to 
have a minimal interface in conjunction with a full interface. Subjects had better 
findability in the simple task in the Minimal condition, and transfer findability in the 
complex task was no worse than in the Control condition. The Control condition did, 
however, have better direct awareness. We speculate that if users could freely switch 
between a minimal and full interface the impact on awareness could be smaller, but 
further research is required to substantiate that claim. 

Two-layered marked interface is problematic. We theorized that visually marking, yet 
not removing, blocked functionality would offer a compromise between findability 
and awareness. This was not shown in our study. A trend-level result suggested the 
Marked condition improved direct awareness over the Minimal condition. Combining 
this with the means in Figure 4 suggests that the Marked condition may have a small 
positive effect on findability and awareness but we simply did not have sufficient 
power to detect this. However, the preference of 9 out of 10 subjects for the full 
interface over the marked one is a strong indicator that even if a 2-layer marked 
interface offers a small performance improvement over a full interface, it would not 
achieve widespread adoption. The marked interface, in its current form, is not a 
fruitful direction for further research. An alternative would be to try a different form 
of visual marking that allows users to filter out advanced items more easily, which 
could lessen the negative reaction. Further work would be needed to investigate this. 
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Measuring awareness is challenging. The two measures of awareness in our study 
produced inconsistent results. The direct measure, assessed by questionnaire, partially 
supported our hypotheses that the Minimal condition would have the least awareness, 
the Control the most, and the Marked condition would be in between. By contrast, the 
indirect measure, assessed by performance on the specific-advanced commands in the 
complex task, provided no support for our hypotheses. This is likely due to a lack of 
power for the indirect measure: the impact of awareness on the complex task could 
have been small relative to the overall difficulty and time needed to find specific-
advanced features in the full interface. Beyond using a within-subjects design, one 
possibility to increase power is to use a less directed task that would encourage 
subjects to explore more during the simple task, thus magnifying any differences in 
awareness before starting the complex task. For example, leaving subjects to discover 
commands that will help them replicate a sample final presentation should encourage 
more exploration of the interface. Our challenge in achieving convergent evidence for 
awareness points to a need for further investigation of how it should be measured. 

Need exists for a design and evaluation framework. Despite advances in research on 
reduced-functionality interfaces, there has never been an overall framing of the design 
and evaluation space. Our study focused exclusively on novice users, and explored 
the design factors of change direction and visibility of change. It provides a first step 
towards understanding how design decisions impact findability and awareness. 
Further work, however, is needed to identify and map out the set of major design 
factors that impact findability and awareness and to understand the nature of this 
impact. We must also strive to understand the maximum possible effect that a 
reduced-functionality interface can have on findability and awareness. Finally, our 
study protocol did not have users interacting with the mechanism to reduce features 
since the experimenter set the interface layer for each task. Although the goal of 
reduced-functionality designs is to reduce complexity, the very inclusion of a 
mechanism to do so adds some complexity to the interface. This impact needs to be 
outweighed by the beneficial effects of working within reduced functionality. 

7   Conclusion 

There is a strong tendency to add, rather than eliminate, features in new versions of 
software applications. The need for managing functionality is thus increasing, which 
underscores the motivation behind approaches to reducing functionality. We have 
introduced findability and awareness, two evaluation measures that offer a 
decomposition of more traditional performance measures. They allow for a more 
nuanced comparison of different designs. In a controlled laboratory study to evaluate 
layered interfaces, we have demonstrated a measurable tradeoff between findability 
and awareness: findability in a minimal layered interface approach is better than in the 
full interface alone, but subjects were more aware of advanced features if they used 
the full interface from the outset. Previous research on reduced-functionality designs 
had largely focused on the benefit of such approaches, including improved initial 
performance and reduced visual complexity. Our work reveals a more comprehensive 
understanding of the impact of reducing functionality. 
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Abstract. We present a methodological variation of cultural probing called 
playful probing. In playful probing games are developed according to the area 
investigated, to enhance participants’ involvement in the studies. The games are 
used as additional probing material and enhance participants’ involvement. 
Based on an experimental case study with 40 households participating in a 
ethnographic study on new forms of media usage in the home context we show 
how playful probing can successful support users’ engagement during the 
ethnographic study. We found interesting insights, for example the amount of 
data provided on creative cards doubled for households using the playful 
probing approach compared to households not using playful probing. Thus the 
methodological extension seems worth the effort when used in ethnographic 
studies within the home context. 

Keywords: Ethnography, cultural probes, playful, method, computer 
technology usage in households, interactive TV. 

1   Introduction 

Today there is a steady growth of technology usage in the context of peoples’ homes. 
To address the need for understanding technology usage in everyday life, various 
methods have been used. In the field of human-computer interaction ethnographic 
methods are used to better understand how technology is adopted and used in the 
home context. In the Casablanca project, for instance, Hindus et al [14] investigated 
how media space concepts could be incorporated into households and family life. 
They used ethnographically inspired field studies and in-depth interviews to evaluate 
early prototypes for home communication in real world settings. Taylor & Swan [26] 
or Crabtree & Rodden [8], among many others, used ethnographic methods and 
variations focusing on domestic routines and the role of technology in home life. All 
these ethnographically inspired studies have in common, that they involve researchers 
as integral part of the field study. To limit the effects of researchers taking part in the 
field studies, new methods (like cultural probing) are used enabling the investigation 
of daily life without researchers’ participation.  

Cultural probes were invented to provoke inspirational responses from participants 
[11]. This method uses a package of materials, for example post-cards, maps, photo 
albums or media diaries. Participants use the material to describe their everyday 
experiences and to answer questions in an informal way. Cultural probing turned out 
to be a valuable method to gather rich in depth qualitative data about the private life 
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of the participants to inform design of technology (like computers). Meanwhile 
several variations of cultural probing were developed like empathy probes [19], 
technology probes [17] or mobile probes [15]. Moreover, Crabtree et al. [7] adopted 
cultural probes for the care sector in order to better inform the design of applications 
for this sensitive environment, and Iversen & Nielsen [18] further developed cultural 
probes for the use with children.  

Depending on the material used for the cultural probes method, results and return 
rates can vary extremely. To improve cultural probing we wanted to intensify 
participants’ involvement in the study and enable children’s participation. We wanted 
participants to have more fun when taking part in the study. Thus we developed a new 
methodological approach called playful probing. 

In the following we present playful probing, a methodological variation supporting 
active participation by using games as integral research tool. We present the concept 
“playful” as an advanced way to involve users in the data collection process and 
demonstrate the development and usage of playful probing and show in an 
experimental case study how this methodological variation increased users’ 
participation, especially the involvement of children.  

2   Related Work: The Concept of “Playful” and Cultural Probes 

Children Research Net (CNR) [9] defines playful as “a certain feeling or emotion, the 
thoughts, curiosity and inquiring mind that arise when an individual is absorbed in 
something. The definition of ‘playful spirit’ also includes sympathy for others, 
positive attitudes, and a concern for people and things. In other words, a playful spirit 
encourages children's spontaneous learning”. The CRN stresses that playfulness 
enhances children to fully use the capabilities of mind and body, and that general a 
person being absorbed in play is filled with excitement and ‘joie de vivre’ enabling 
mind and body to work intensively.  

Using games to make experiences more enjoyable was addressed in various 
disciplines. Especially in the area of (e-)learning the concept of play was used. For 
instance Egloff [10] conducted a case study on interactive CD-ROM play-sets where 
correlations between gender, age and knowledge regarding edutainment were 
investigated. 

Overall, games and gaming can be seen as an adequate methodological extension 
to conventional methods in order to increase children’s participation in research and 
in the design process. However, games can also help to increase participant’s 
motivation to take part in the study. Muller et al. [22] summarized the benefits of 
gaming as research technique as follows: Enhanced communication, enhanced 
teamwork, improved articulation of the perspectives, knowledge, and requirements, 
and new insights leading to important new analyses and designs. Based on this 
advantages Muller [21] developed several games for the practice of participatory 
design, like CARD, a card game for visualising work activity flows, PICITVE, a 
paper - and – pencil game for screen design, Icon Design Game for generating new 
ideas for icons, and Interface Theatre for design reviews. 
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A growing amount of literature has emerged discussing the involvement of 
children in the research process of human-computer interaction. Different methods 
were already used to integrate children into the design process. For instance Burov [4] 
used observations with videotaping to discover activity patterns in children’s’ play 
and used additionally standardised questionnaires. Candy and Edmonds [5] conducted 
a study concerning on the computer usage to support the learning process of children 
with particular basic language difficulties. The dialogues between the students and the 
computer were recorded and discussed afterwards. Others showed patterns of 
children’s interactions with different system tools by capturing logging data [23], or 
conducted observations of children’s reactions to HyperCard menus and commands 
and tracked their navigation patterns [24]. Wyeth [27] conducted an ethnographic 
study on children’s play experiences in a Kindergarten. The study focused on how 
new playful technology for young children needs to be designed. To better address 
children’s’ needs Read [25] developed special questionnaire instruments called 
“funometer” and “smileometer” measuring the satisfaction rate of children.  

To add a ‘playful’ component in a methodological approach seems to be a 
reasonable step to enhance participation and to increase involvement of children in 
research studies. 

Cultural probing is a method developed in the tradition of artists and designers 
rather than being based on the more typical engineering approaches. Developed by 
Gaver et al. [11], the cultural probes approach plays an important role in the initial 
phase of a user-centered design process. Cultural probes are purposefully designed to 
inspire, reveal and capture the forces that shape an individual and his/her life, at 
home, at work or on the move [13]. It is a method for understanding participant’s 
behavior and experiences in situ. Probes are mainly used to gather insights on the 
users’ context in order to better inform the design process in an early stage [11], [19]. 
Cultural probing differs from traditional field and ethnographic methods, like 
observation and interview, as the researcher is remote from the participants. The 
participant is the observer him/herself. 

When conducting a study using cultural probing a so called probe packages is 
provided to the study participants. The probe package normally consists of diaries, 
cameras, post cards, sometimes maps of the explored environments, and several other 
means to obtain as much data as possible from the participants. Participants are free to 
control time and means of capture. Gaver et al. [11] reported that return rates of 
materials can vary significantly in different settings and populations.  

Apart from the traditional cultural probe approach new methodological variations 
have been developed, like domestic, technology or mobile probes ([17], [7], [1], [15]). 
Mobile probes are mainly used to explore the mobile environment in order to explore 
people’s activities in mobile contexts, but it is not a usability evaluation method. 
Technology probes involve installing a technology into a real use context, watching 
how it is used over a period of time, and then reflecting on this use to gather 
information about the users and inspire ideas for new technologies [17]. Especially in 
the ethnographic study of Battarbee et al. [2] it was tried to address children with 
cultural probes. Animal stickers were used which should be assigned to the different 
technologies in the children’s surrounding. The presumption therefore was that 
children imagine electronic devices as „sort of alive“ and that animal metaphors can 
give a deeper insight on how children experience technology. However, the study 
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revealed that the abstraction level with the stickers was quite difficult for children. 
Iverson et al. [18] used digital cultural probes for addressing children’s everyday live. 
Therefore children were asked to send audio-visual material by a mobile phone to a 
web-page to investigate what is interesting, funny or relevant for them. The produced 
content could be shared by the children as well as by the researchers.  

Cultural probes can inspire design by providing a range of material reflecting 
important aspects of the participant’s context of use and potential usability factors. In 
the initial setting results were used to inspire the design of new technology. Other 
studies used the gathered material to inform design in a more structured way, for 
example by developing scenarios and personas based on the findings. 

3   The Method: Playful Probing 

Playful probing is a new variation of the cultural probing method. It uses the standard 
set-up of cultural probing, taking for example post-cards or post-its as probing 
material to gather insights on people’s habits and usage. The playful probing approach 
differs from the traditional approach as it uses games that are specially designed for 
the study. In playful probing the games are designed focusing on the research area 
addressed within the study. The development for the game itself depends on the study 
set-up. Depending on the topic to be investigated, variations of existing games can be 
used or even new games are developed. 

Within playful probing, games are used to evoke users’ insights on the areas and 
themes explored within the study. As a major advantage we expected that users will 
focus on the areas explored, while using the games and gain new insights. Based on 
these insights other probing material is used and answered in more detail. 
Additionally games could help to better involve children in the ongoing study. 

Using the method of playful probing is challenging Based on the area to be 
investigated a game has to be designed. First, the game should include the topic of 
research. The developed game also has to fulfil all expected characteristics of a game 
[20]: fun while playing the game, clear goals and rules, defined beginning and end. To 
facilitate the development of the games we started with existing and frequently used 
games.  

We developed several variations of traditional card playing games. Variation one was 
a card playing game called “Neunerln”. We extended the normal card game by 
additionally printing questions on the cards. The goal of the game is to get rid of all the 
cards as soon as possible. Cards have four kinds of symbols (colours) and numbers on 
them. In the beginning one card is in the middle (visible) and the first player can lay 
down a card either if one card has the same symbol or the same number. The player 
wins, if he is the first one to have no cards left. To reduce the number of negative points 
in the case of loosing, the player could answer a question card on the game. We used 
this game in an ethnographic study in May/June 2006 investigating users’ experiences 
with interactive TV during a local field trial. Based on our first experience with playful 
probing, we recognized that the more professional the cards look like, the more the 
participants were motivated to use the game. Moreover, it became clear that changing 
original rules in the game made it more difficult to play. Participants neglected to use 
the changed rules, as they were used to play the game with the original rules and it was 
difficult to remember the changed rules.  
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A second variation was the development of a game using small cards with verbs 
and adjectives on them. The goal of the game was to describe objects using verbs and 
adjectives on the cards. We started to use technology-oriented objects. The goal of the 
game was to describe the object with the verbs and adjectives on the cards. We used 
this game in internal trials and found out, that the number of verbs and adjectives 
available was too large, rules were too complicated, and production costs too high to 
be effectively used. 

When using playful probing, the adoption of an existing game without replacing 
the rules of the game is important. On one hand, it is the easiest and cheapest way to 
develop the needed material. On the other hand, it doesn’t require the participant to 
get used to the game, thus increases the potential of usage. These insights and lessons 
learned from the two trials built the basis for development of a novel playful probing 
design which will be described in the following chapter. 

4   The Experimental Case Study 

Based on former experiences with playful probing and the development of variations 
of several games, we conducted an ethnographic study using playful probing in 
September 2006. Main goal was to evaluate if playful probing improves the 
“traditional” methodological set-up of cultural probes. The study focussed on TV and 
media consumption habits and the use of remote controls. Results from that study can 
be found in [3].  

For the material we developed a basic probe package consisting of specially 
designed creative cards including modelling clay, post-its, and sweets which all 
participating households received. We called this special collection of material 
creative cultural probing. Usage and development of creative cultural probing is 
described in [3]. The methodological impact of this kind of material is still the focus 
of a long-term investigation and will be described elsewhere. Additionally we 
developed a playful probe package for selected households consisting of a game 
based on two frequently used games in Austria and Germany. The development and 
usage of the games are described in the following. 

4.1   Developing the Game 

To be able to profit from the moment of playfulness we combined the card-game 
UNO with some additional question cards following the standard rules of the game. 
We chose this well known card game as basis, because it is easy to play for children, 
but also addresses adults. We knew from experience, that the game is easy to learn, as 
it follows easy rules. 

Each player receives seven cards. The remaining cards are placed face down to 
form a drawing pile. The top card of the drawing pile is turned over and acts as 
discard pile. The first player has to match the card in the discard pile either by 
number, colour or word. If the player can not use one of his cards, he has to take one 
card from the drawing pile. If the drawn card fits he can play, otherwise it’s the next 
person’s turn. UNO got his name from the rule that in case a player has only one card 
left, he has to say UNO. Failing to do so, results in taking again two cards from the 
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pile. The goal of the game is to get rid of all the cards as fast as possible. The first one 
without any cards is the winner. The other ones have to count (negative) points, based 
on the remaining cards in their hands (see Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1. The playful probing package (left) and a family playing the game developed for the 
study (right). All photos used with permission of the participants.  

 
We rebuilt the cards and extended the gaming rules by using concepts from a game 

called “Activity”. As we learned in previous studies, that changing the rules might be 
too difficult for people to follow, we simply added some features according to the 
rules. We introduced a new card showing a question mark. If the “question mark” 
card was used, the following player had to draw a card from an additional card pile 
and had to fulfil the given task. To relate the game to the research area, we used so 
called “activity” tasks. We included various kinds of activity tasks to address different 
skills and to make the game more diversified. Examples for the tasks are for instance: 
“Think of a technology and describe it with the words: unaffordable, open, vitamin-
packed, simple, and professional. Let the others guess”. “Pantomime: Imitate the 
Internet and let the others guess.”, “Draw a combination of a remote control and a 
mobile phone. Let the others guess which two devices you have drawn.” If the other 
players could not guess the right answer it was a failure and they had to take cards 
from the regular drawing pile as penalty. The activity tasks were inspired by a 
common game in Europe called “Activity”. The activity tasks consisted of 48 cards 
which were addressed to the three research areas we wanted to investigate. 
Additionally all participants were asked to write down their answers on a notepad so 
the data could be used as probing material.  

A further variation - especially created for adults - was the usage of sand glasses 
with 30 seconds duration instead of the “question mark” cards. Whenever the sand 
glass finished, the one currently laying down a card, has to answer an activity task. 
This variation made the game flow quicker. Participants reported increased fun, when 
playing this variation among adults.  

The main advantage of this game is that it is reusable for different research areas 
by simply changing the questions or activity tasks. We currently explore other games 
to be used as an additional instrument for data collection considering factors like ease 
of use and cheap production within a reasonable time frame.  
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4.2   Study Set-Up 

Our ethnographic study focused on how technology is used in everyday life. We 
focused on new forms of media usage in the home, to explore possible new concepts 
of interactive TV navigation and remote control development. To thoroughly explore 
the different aspects of technology in the households we used creative cultural 
probing with the above described materials for all households and playful probing for 
selected households. The playful probe package consisted of the developed game (see 
Figure 1).  

To evaluate the playful cultural probes method, 40 households were recruited. 20 
households being media-entertainment oriented (means above-average equipped with 
and interested in entertainment technology), 20 households representative for the 
population of Austria (concerning media usage, household size and income). We 
balanced the number of household members in the two groups, choosing 14 
households with three or more family members and six households with couples. 20 
households were equipped with a multi-functional video camera (Mustek DV5200 or 
Mustek DV9300), all other households used a one way disposable camera. We had 
requested the participants to take a photo each time there was a symbol on the creative 
cultural probing card or they are on the road and in contact with technology (the 
importance of this was made clear to participants as it was necessary to obtain more 
information for the extended home concept). 

All households received a package with creative cards and some modeling clay. 
The creative cultural probing cards are designed following a special topic for each 
week within the ethnographic studies, like “When I am on the move”. We 
investigated three concepts: extended home, shared experiences and new forms of 
interaction techniques with a special focus on remote controls. Additionally the 
playful probing material was distributed counter-balanced between the two 
household-groups, number of household members and recording device. The study 
lasted three weeks, with a first introductory visit and a final in-depth interview 
conducted by a researcher in each participating household.  

5   Results 

Based on in-depth interviews at the end of the study and based on the quantitative 
demographic data collected by a questionnaire, we evaluated how the participants 
used the game in particular. To present the gathered data and material in a reader-
friendly way, we report the main findings in two usage scenarios. These scenarios are 
based on the interviews and show a summary of typical usage scenarios of playful 
probing as reported by the participants.  

Family Maier consists of four persons, Christina (42), her husband Mario (47) and 
the sisters Susi (6) and Nicole (10). Mario is working full time as a teacher in a 
secondary school while Christina is working half time as a secretary. Mario gives 
private lessons in his free time to improve his wage and allow his family a small 
amount of luxury.  

Susi and Nicole enjoy their time in primary school. Even more than their time in 
school they love the free afternoons, when they leave the flat of the family and meet 
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their friends in the shared garden. When it’s raining the sisters get really nervous 
because they can not go into the garden so Christina tries to distract them by offering 
them some activity like playing a game or baking a cake. Although playing games 
with her mother is fun it is even better when Mario joins and the family is together. 

Both parents do not watch TV very often, firstly because they don’t like most of 
the programme and secondly because they want to give an example to their children. 
Therefore, Mario and Christina often try to find alternative activities for the evening, 
when the whole family is together. Instead of watching TV they prefer talking about 
the day or playing games. When the children are sleeping, Christina is doing the 
household, while Mario is preparing the material for the lessons for next day. That is 
the time of the day where the radio or the TV runs in the background. 

Eva (26) and Peter (32), a young couple, are not married so far, but they life 
together in a small flat for two years now. Peter just finished his studies and is now 
working as research assistant at the university. In his spare time he loves to play on 
his game station or online games in the Internet. He always tries to stay informed 
about new technological innovations and devices, and thus he reads a lot of computer 
magazines. He wishes to have a better wage for buying more entertainment devices, 
because most of the time Eva decides that there is no money left for something new. 
Eva is still studying at the university. She has little leisure time because besides 
writing her diploma thesis she is working half time in a call centre. She is not really 
interested in technology and entertainment devices and wishes that Peter would spend 
more time in the evening with her instead sitting in front of the computer. Therefore 
she tries to convince Peter as often as possible to play the card game with her, as she 
knows that Peter really loves to put the last card on the staple in the moment the sand 
glass finishes. He enjoys making the game a bit more difficult for her to play, and she 
is happy to spend some time with him. 

The usage scenarios describe the typical usage of playful probing, as reported 
during the final interviews from several participating households. The data (described 
as scenario) shows that even households without children were using the game. 
Reasons therefore are that the game in general is also suitable for adults and that the 
variation with the sand glass supports the fun experience of adults.  

5.1   Influences of Playful Probing 

The game stimulated families to play. One father stated: “The game was good, as it 
brought all family members at one table; it mobilizes family members to play 
together.” (household 20, male, 42 years old) 

The fact that we chose a well known game was appreciated by the participating 
households: “It was funny to play, because everybody knows how to play the game, 
also the combination of ‘Activity’ and ‘UNO’ was nice.” (household 17, male, 25 
years old) 

One household did not play the card game at all, because of little leisure time, but 
the family father mentioned that the idea was excellent: “I had the game, but we 
never played. The idea is great, […] but we never played, it was an unfavourable 
time, because other things were of more interest“(household 13, male, 40 years old). 

Two more households only played a short time and later on filled in the answers on 
the notepad without playing. The following tables show an overview how many of the 
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activity task cards were answered in the participating households (with the playful 
probing material).  

Only one out of the 18 households1, which actually played, complained about the 
game and stopped playing it, because the family did not like it: „The question cards 
disturbed the flow of the game, we did not want to play any longer; we (our family) 
always played a lot […] therefore we only played the game once, because that was 
not a game any longer” (household 5, female, 46 years old). 

Table 1. Answering rate of the question cards (max N=48) 

Standard households with playful 
material (N=9): 

 
household 2 35 
household 3 20 
household 4 30 
household 5 40 
household 6 20 
household 7 48 
household 8 16 
household 9 16 
household 10 46 

Mean 30.12 (SD 12. 73) 
 

Media-oriented households with playful 
material (N=9): 

 
household 11 45 
household 12 29 
household 13 9 
household 14 44 
household 15 34 
household 16 24 
household 17 46 
household 18 7 
household 19 36 

Mean 30,45 (SD 14, 73) 
 

Table 1 Number of question cards answered by participants using playful probing 
showing that household interests and knowledge in the domain do not have an effect 
on playful probing.  

5.2   Results from Cultural Probing Cards 

To understand our impression from the qualitative analysis of interviews and other 
data, we started to investigate possible influences of the game. We do not want to 
analyze the material on a quantitative (statistical) level but show on a more qualitative 
base, how the method can help to improve the involvement of participants. We 
analyzed the collected material from the probe packages separately for households 
with and without the playful probing material. Sample 1 are households with the 
playful material (20 households, 74 participating household members), sample 2 are 
households without the playful material (again 20 households, 57 participating 
household members). As described before, we balanced the number of household 
members in the two groups, choosing 14 households with three or more family 
members and six households with couples for each group. We compared these 
samples in the amount of information given on the creative cards. As we collected all 
the material during the final interview we had a 100% return rate1. 

                                                           
1 One of the 20 households, which received the playful probing material, quit the participation 

of the whole study (without mentioning any reasons).  
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Three categories to quantitatively measure the amount of content were built on 
how detailed the cards were filled in: 1: under average (less then 70 % filled in), 2: 
average (70-80% filled in), 3: more than 80% filled in. Each of the 13 creative cards 
were assessed in amount, afterwards the categories were coded with -1, 0, 1.  

The comparison showed that playful probing has an impact on the percentage of 
creative cards filled out: the summarized card values from the two household samples 
equalled 82 for sample 1 and 38 for sample 2. Standardised by participants results 
equalled a value of 1,2 for sample 1 and a value of 0,67 for sample two. For sample 1 
(with the game) the value is doubled compared to sample 2 (no game).  

In general it can be said that the households with the playful probing material 
produced about twice as much content on the creative cards compared to households 
without the game. We see our assumption confirmed, that the playful probing method 
involves the participants more into the topic, even though six of the participating 
households self-estimated in the final interview that the game did not influence their 
engagement with the topic. 

5.3   Results from the Photographs 

The households in the playful probing condition took 182 photos and videos for self-
documentation. The households without the playful probing took 181 photos and 
videos. So it seems that the game neither increased, nor reduced the user motivation 
to take photos. 

Worth to mention is the fact that all households who received a one way disposable 
camera took pictures, but 8 out of the 20 households who received a multi-functional 
video camera did not take any photos or videos. The reason therefore could be that 
parents are afraid that their children could damage the camera or that in general not 
media-entertainment oriented households are skeptical using a camera never used 
before. Probably it is more useful when working with children and not media-
entertainment oriented households to use one way disposable cameras. 

Interesting is also that according to the split design regardless of the playing 
condition there is no clear difference between the normal and the media-oriented 
households. The normal households documented more by photographing (214 photos 
and videos) than the media-entertainment oriented households (149 photos and 
videos). A reason therefore could be that the media-entertainment oriented households 
understand more technologies as self-evident in their every day life and consider them 
not worth documenting, so they only photographed “uncommon” situations. 

5.4   Results from the Modelling Clay 

The 40 households invented 38 devices as response to the thematic area new 
interaction techniques. 17 households created their innovations with modelling clay 
and three households even formed more than one device. Seven households from 
sample 1 created their invention with modelling clay and built 10 objects. On the 
other hand eleven households from sample 2 built thirteen figures with modelling 
clay. The number of inventions did not seem to be affected by using the game or not 
using the game.  
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Fig. 2. User participation and creations of ideas for interaction techniques by using modeling 
clay. All photos used with permission of the participants. 

5.5   Results from the Post-interview 

The results from post in-depth interview were clustered into answer categories and 
can be summarised as follows: 

18 households from sample 1 played the card game and wrote their answers on the 
notepad. One household even played the game while they were on holidays, all other 
households only played at home. In general the game was judged positively by all 
participants except one. Seven people mentioned that the idea was funny, two 
described the game as pretty nice, three answered that UNO is a card game everybody 
knows and which is always funny to play. Two households described the question 
cards as funny and two other households even wished to have more question cards. 

The opinion whether the game supported the examination with the topic 
“household and technology” differed between the 18 households: six participants 
answered yes, four not really and six participants also mentioned that the game 
showed how many useless devices they store at home (indicating that participants 
gathered new insights into existing habits). Only two households mentioned that no 
stimulation is needed to be in touch with this topic, because it is present every day. 

Nevertheless, 12 households answered in the final interview that they did not 
develop any new ideas for devices inspired by the game. Other households mentioned 
that they invented the following devices because the game inspired them: a mobile 
phone remote control (two times invented), a remote control that can be operated 
from far distances even outside the house, a remote control for the fridge and a 
combination between a turntable and a radio. 

In general the idea of the game was appreciated by the participants. They favoured 
the fact that they already knew the game and did not have to learn new rules. 
Furthermore the game supported the participants recognizing already existing habits 
regarding technology, so the game seems to help revealing existing domestic routines.  

6   Advances and Shortcomings of Playful Probing 

The main advantage of playful probing is the higher user involvement during the 
research process. As ethnographic studies normally last over longer periods it is 
important to motivate the participants to be engaged with the research topic. Playful 
probing presents an amusing way of self-observation, which helps participants 
answering the probing materials faster and more efficient. Participants even engage in 
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the study while playing the game. Using the game described in the case study, 
participants answered questions on three research areas while playing the game.  

Furthermore playful probing involves children into the research project. They can 
prove their knowledge with the question cards and integrate their own ideas. 
Therefore playful probing is a way to get a deeper insight in everyday life of children 
and their interests in technology. 

Definitely playful probing is a promising way to investigate the daily routines of 
families with children in the context home, above all it can reveal family habits based 
on the relationships of the family members. When all family members are playing 
together discussion and topics can arise in the family which would probably never 
develop without the gaming situation. For households without children it will be 
necessary to make the game more attractive, because adults seem to quickly loose the 
interest of playing if the challenge is too low.  

Summarized the experimental study showed that participation of households in the 
playful probing sample was higher compared to households not using the playful 
probing approach. Playful probing has no negative effect on other probing materials, 
like taking photos or using the modelling clay. It is thus a useful extension of cultural 
probing to increase participants’ motivation and children’s involvement. We will 
further explore the concept of using games in ethnographic research. We will extend 
the samples to larger populations (more than the 40 participating households like in 
the described ethnographic study) and will use playful probing in other research areas 
beyond media usage in the home.  

7   Conclusion and Future Work  

Playful probing is a reasonable method to increase participant’s engagement in a 
study using the cultural probing approach. Children can be more actively involved 
into the research using cultural probes. The experimental methodologically case-study 
showed that the answers provided by the participants doubled when in the playful-
condition compared to participants not using (having) the game. The game does not 
influence the number of photos or videos taken, nor does it influence the number of 
material used. But it helps people to focus on the investigated area. The game helps to 
gain new insights in a playful way (for example when answering the question: Guess 
how many cell phones all the people playing the game own).  

Based on the experience when designing and developing the probing material we 
can say that playful probing is a new and innovative way to attract participants and to 
motivate their active participation. It also helps to include children in the research 
process and is a good starting point for discussion in the post in-depth interviews in 
order to gain more detailed user feedback on the addressed research topics. The 
development of the game showed, that not all kind of games might support playful 
probing, but the game presented in the experimental study has proven to be functional 
and re-usable for other research topics by simply adjusting the question and activity 
cards if the method of playful probing should be used. 

Playful probing proofed to be a method for gathering in-depth data of participant’s 
opinions, attitudes, and ideas in a favourable way for the participants. Based on these 
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findings we will develop further variations of the method based on the feedback from 
the participants and preliminary lessons learned. 

Concerning the game we will iterate the card game to extend different sets of 
activity cards for different age classes. So we can gain direct insight in the world of 
children and adults. Second we will enhance the concept by using more than one 
game to address participant’s preferences in game selection. By developing more 
variations on the game we will also develop a set of guiding principles for playful 
probing game design. 

From the methodological perspective we will explore possible influencing factors 
(especially the material developed for the creative cultural probing concept) on a long 
term scale. Currently we are working on a meta-review of four ethnographic studies 
using the playful probing and creative cultural probing method. 
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Abstract. This paper examines the use of surveys in measuring privacy con-
cerns in ubiquitous computing environments. Two evaluation techniques are 
used to study the privacy concerns of sharing context information: a paper 
based survey and in-situ questionnaires. Results from the two techniques differ 
significantly, suggesting that surveys are not reliable in predicting privacy con-
cerns regarding context-aware services. Further, the surveys are not consistently 
biased; for some information, people shared more in-situ than they predicted 
they would share in the survey, while for other types, they shared less. 

1   Introduction 

Ubiquitous computing applications, by definition, exist in the complex situation of 
our daily lives. Not only is an application’s behavior dependent on the current con-
text, but a person’s reaction to an application often depends on the context as well. 
These unique characteristics introduce many challenges that make it difficult for sur-
veys and polls to capture the full picture of a user’s privacy concerns and preferences. 

The use of surveys to study privacy concerns have been questioned by many re-
searchers in the field of consumer market and ecommerce [1-4], where experimental 
studies have found a poor match between users’ behaviors and their privacy prefer-
ences gathered by surveys. Bettman, Luce, and Payne attributed this discrepancy to 
decisions based on heuristics rather than rational consideration of all possible factors 
at play due to limited processing capacity (bounded rationality) [5]. Acquisti dis-
cussed different hypotheses beyond bounded rationality to explain the dichotomous 
privacy preferences and concerns between reported and actual behaviors [1]. 

Similar studies have yet to be performed in the field of ubiquitous computing and 
context-aware services; indeed, researchers have used surveys to report on privacy 
preferences in this domain [7]. In this paper, we examine the validity of using surveys 
as tools to study privacy in ubiquitous computing by measuring the differences in the 
level of privacy concerns reported by participants using traditional surveys and in-situ 
studies. If the techniques produce similar results, then researchers could rely on sur-
veys because they are much cheaper to conduct than in-situ studies. However, a sig-
nificant difference implies that surveys do not accurately capture participants’ true 
privacy preferences, requiring the use of the in-situ approach.  
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2   Experiment Design 

The test application in our study is a context-aware service aimed at minimizing cell 
phone interruptions by providing a potential caller with cues about the current context 
of the receiver; thereby helping the caller make a more informed decision about 
whether or not to call [6]. 

People perceive different kinds of personal information with varying degrees of 
sensitivity or privacy comfort [7]. Patil and Lai attribute the difference in the rate of 
context disclosure to the level of privacy comfort associated with a particular type of 
context information [8]. For this study, we identified four types of contextual infor-
mation that participant’s could choose to share with a potential caller: their location, 
their current activity, if they were talking, and if they were in the company of others.  

We used the rate of context disclosure between different social relations as a meas-
ure of privacy concerns, looking at 6 distinct categories of social relations between 
caller and receiver based on Olson et al. [9]: significant other, family member, friend, 
colleague, boss and unknown.  A full description of the experimental design and de-
tailed results from the in-situ study are presented in an earlier paper [10]. 

We measured participants’ privacy concerns for this context-aware service using 
both a survey and in-situ questionnaires. We used a survey format previously used to 
examine privacy concerns in pervasive computing [11]. For different locations, par-
ticipants were given a table where the rows listed common activities performed in that 
location and the columns contained the 6 social relations.  Participants were asked to 
indicate which context information they would share in each cell of the table, giving 
us data points for unique combinations of location, activity and relationship to caller. 

For the in-situ portion of the study, we gave participants a Palm PDA running 
iESP, a general purpose Experience Sampling Method (ESM) application [12]. 
Throughout the day, participants received inquiries from the PDA prompting them to 
choose what context they would like to disclose to a potential caller. Participants were 
asked to assume the role of the receivers of a cell phone call. The caller assumed one 
randomly chosen role out of the 6 social relations. In addition to inquiring about par-
ticipants’ willingness to disclose different types of context information, every ques-
tionnaire included a list of questions about the current location, activity, if they were 
in a conversation, number of surrounding people, and the social relationship to the 
surrounding people. These questions allowed us to compare the in-situ answers to the 
survey under the same environmental conditions. The study lasted for 10 days during 
which participants were prompted 13 times a day at random intervals. 

We recruited 20 participants equally divided between genders. Participants were 
ages 18-51 (average 24), were mostly students and all had either a full-time or part-
time job. All had owned cell phones for more than a year (4.4 years on average) and 
regularly used their cell phones (daily average: made 5 calls and received 4). 

3   Experiment Results 

There were 2422 completed in-situ questionnaires, and 2520 entries from the survey. 
Given that we had no control over the location and activity of the participants during 
the in-situ portion of the study, we extracted data points where the situations had the 
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same conditions for both the survey and in-situ questionnaires, i.e. the same partici-
pant, location, activity, and caller role. There were 422 of these. 

Out of the 422 answer pairs, only 31% of the answers from the two studies were 
identical. Each of the remaining answers contained at least one type of contextual 
information (location, activity, talking, or company) that a participant disclosed in the 
survey but did not disclose in-situ, or vice versa, given the same conditions. The max-
imum number of mismatched contexts was 4, which means that the participant incor-
rectly predicted what she or he would be willing to share for all four types of context. 
A one-sample t-test on the average number of mismatched contexts shows that the 
difference between the answers from survey and in-situ study is statically significant 
(mean = 1.59, t19 = 24.51, p < 0.001). This means participants gave different answers 
to the same questions depending on the type of evaluation technique. 
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Fig. 1. Disclosure rates for four types of context using the two different evaluation techniques 

Figure 1 shows the disclosure rate for each type of context information that partici-
pants revealed using both the survey and the in-situ techniques. Disclosure rate for a 
particular context is the frequency at which participants released their context infor-
mation relative to the total number of times they were able to release it. For each 
particular type of context, we found that participants’ answers to the survey questions 
were significantly different from their answers in the in-situ study. Participants were 
much more willing to reveal their company (Mi =76.8%, Ms =37.8%, t19 =5.74, p < 
0.001) and talking (Mi = 67.1%, Ms =37.7%, t19 =4.34, p < 0.001) information in the 
in-situ study than they had predicted to disclose using the survey1. However, they 
predicted they would disclose more information in the survey than they did in the in-
situ study for activity (Mi =42.7%, Ms =67.7%, t19 =4.91, p < 0.001) and location (Mi 
=44.6%, Ms =62.5%, t19 =3.05, p < 0.01). Our results suggest that, in the survey, par-
ticipants tended to overestimate their privacy concerns associated with disclosing 
company and talking contexts and underestimate their privacy concerns associated 
with disclosing location and activity contexts.  

                                                           
1 Mi is the mean disclosure rate in in-situ study. Ms is the mean disclosure rate in survey. 
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4   Conclusions 

We empirically demonstrate that surveys are not able to accurately reflect partici-
pants’ true privacy concerns when using context-aware services. For some contexts, 
surveys overestimate user disclosure behavior, while for others, they underestimate. 
The in-situ technique may not be the ideal tool for measuring privacy preferences, but 
we expect it to fare better when compared to the survey tool. Our aim is to contribute 
to the understanding of using surveys as tools to study privacy concerns. The discrep-
ancy between privacy attitudes (measured by the survey technique) and privacy be-
havior (measured by the in-situ technique) is well-documented in the field of online 
commerce and market research [1]. Our results extend such findings to the field of 
context-awareness and ubiquitous computing.  
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Abstract. The use of RFID technology in HCI research is emerging. We 
identify its promising application in the healthcare sector by empowering the 
process of capturing, extracting and analyzing data, which help understand task 
patterns underlying human errors and other intriguing phenomena. RFID and 
video as research tools are compared to identify their strengths and weaknesses. 
RFID can be cost-effective and powerful, especially when combined with the 
hospital information system and optionally with video analysis. 

1   Introduction 

A major impediment to the advancement of safety science in healthcare usability is 
that it is very difficult to obtain precise data for the activity under consideration. 
Observations are incomplete and subjective. Video captures a wealth of data, but is 
limited to a single point of view. Doing research on medical activity is especially 
challenging as there is a great number of participants and technologies involved in a 
medical workflow, all distributed across time and space – thus, the sources of data go 
beyond the boundaries of an operating room, a ward, a floor, or even a hospital 
building. Multiple cameras can solve the problem of incompleteness, but at the 
extremely high cost of having to align different tapes. The implication for safety 
research is a compromise between scope of analysis and completeness. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is being exploited in tangible computing 
and ubiquitous computing. Within the healthcare sector RFID is currently utilized as 
an operations management tool. We argue that RFID data complements video data in 
a way that accelerates the process of analysis by automating and systematizing most 
data collection, extraction and analysis. Thus, it alleviates many of the issues 
described and significantly reduces the total cost of analysis. Further, RFID as a 
research tool is a comparable alternative to video technology in settings where no 
recording is allowed or where adverse reactions to its use are expected.  

2   RFID as a Research Tool 

RFID is a real-time wireless identification technology that communicates data by 
radio waves. Data is encoded on a chip, called an RFID tag. Depending on the 
practical application, tags can store personal information such as patient’s name and 
blood type, and can be coupled with various sensors that provide contextual data to be 
stored – e.g. temperature, motion, and orientation.  
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Tags are usually attached to or integrated in physical objects such as garments, 
wristbands, medical devices, and blood sample containers. A tag’s unique ID number 
is associated with a patient, staff or object record stored in the hospital’s back-end 
information system. Data written on the tag can be read automatically, without any 
user intervention, by readers located throughout a hospital. This allows the automatic 
tracing of patients, staff, lab samples, and assets. Identification is possible with 
mobile readers as well (PDAs). In many instances safety is significantly improved 
through real-time alerting and prevention of medical error [4], and the quality of 
patient care is enhanced [1]. RFID is implemented in the outpatient care services as 
well – patient medication intake is monitored through home smart-cabinets, and 
bleeding is detected and treatment remotely adjusted for home hemodialysis patients. 

RFID technology is implemented in many hospitals around the world to seamlessly 
provide information used to improve healthcare operations. We suggest that data 
RFID technology provides can be used to alleviate many of the problems introduced 
by video data analysis – RFID data is accurate, objective, time-stamp ordered, and 
ubiquitous – in and out of the hospital. RFID data, in combination with video, can 
significantly reduce the total time-cost of healthcare video research. Additionally, 
RFID data is an adequate replacement of video for situations where video utilization 
is not possible. Unlike video, there is no setup-cost associated with RFID in hospitals 
where it is already implemented for operational purposes. 

Data collection with RFID technology is transparent to the participants in the 
healthcare process and therefore prevents the practical challenges of videotaping – 
adverse reactions and sometimes even bans on videotaping, which hinder systematic 
data sampling in healthcare settings [5]. A leading obstacle to the use of video is also 
the loss of confidentiality [6], which is easily addressed with RFID data by hiding 
identity information from an analyst, where required. In addition, people and asset 
trajectories are easily identifiable with RFID data, as well as trajectory intersections. 
The frequency of RFID data acquisition is an adjustable parameter. 

Data extraction is a major methodological challenge of video research [6]. Data 
extraction has an extremely high cost with video analysis – transcription and coding 
are labor intensive; movement through the tape is sequential and thus it is difficult to 
instantly search for particular types of events; correlating multiple tapes is 
cumbersome. Extraction with RFID data is reduced to defining appropriate queries 
over a database. Sequential and predicated data reviewing is possible, and alignment 
is a trivial task. The raw data together with the results of queries make rich data sets 
for analysis. However, database knowledge is required to define the search queries. 

Data Analysis with video research provides powerful qualitative analysis material. 
However, the wealth of qualitative information is hard to quantify and requires 
subjective analysis. The challenge of video empirical data is to produce generalizable 
theories. RFID data, on the other hand, strips some of the richness of video data in 
exchange for a systematic quantification of socio-technical data. Events from the 
Hospital Information System (HIS), such as patient state alarms, can complement 
RFID data for a richer analysis. Trends and outliers can be detected through 
automated analysis methods (visualization tools and queries) and these initial analysis 
outputs can guide the ethnographic video research in a more selective manner, thereby 
further reducing the time-cost of analysis. The massive amount of data from a HIS 
could conceal certain events from an analyst, while at the same time affording the  
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Raw data: socio-technical RFID and HIS-mediated events; video data

Automated Analysis
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Raw data: socio-technical RFID and HIS-mediated events; video data
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Fig. 1. The process of analysis based on RFID, other HIS data and video data, in its general 
form. The process is iterative (not shown). Video becomes more of a tool to help explain 
phenomena (trends, patterns, anomalies) identified through the automated analysis. 

advantages of accelerated phenomena discovery [2]. The basic methodology we 
propose is shown in Fig. 1. Where video data is not available, RFID data can be used 
to recreate a simulation of the discrete events. 

The types of data and steps of analysis that the Exploratory Sequential Data 
Analysis framework identifies as requirements for solid theory building [3] are mostly 
covered by data from a HIS with an RFID component. Such data includes all system 
events; and a subset of the environmental and behavioral events.  HIS data is 
sequential and open to exploratory research. The smoothing operations that guide 
exploratory video analysis and encourage hypothesis generation are also applicable to 
RFID and other HIS data analysis (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Applying the ESDA smoothing operations [3] is possible with video and RFID data 

Smoothing operation Video RFID (and HIS) 
Chunking data into coherent groups Manual operation one-time query definition; automated 
Commenting data and chunks Manual Manual 
Coding data Manual operation Automated 
Connecting related data elements Manual operation Manual and/or automated 
Compare data manipulation 
outcomes 

Manual and/or automated Automated 

Constrain data views Manual and/or automated Automated 
Convert data views Manual and/or automated Automated 
Compute summary representations Manual and/or automated Manual and/or automated 

 
Some questions of interest in healthcare safety science are what task patterns lead 

to human error; what kinds of cooperations emerge in critical situations; and how 
closely physicians and other staff work together. To answer such crucial questions, 
one can look at a variety of metrics in the RFID data. We illustrate these in Table 2. 
Further, one can easily adjust the grain of analysis – from one person’s perspective – 
where all system events generated around a person are considered, to a one space 
perspective – where all events generated within a given physical space are considered.  

The automated analysis of RFID data with appropriately defined metrics can reveal 
rapidly patterns and results that might otherwise be difficult to detect. It is important 
to look for recurrent patterns and for those situations where the patterns do not hold. 
Insights from RFID data analysis are powerful guides to the kinds of phenomena that 
we should look to explain with the more demanding task of video analysis. 
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Table 2. Examples of metrics that can be defined over a simple set of RFID data including 
information on the position and trajectories of patients, staff, and assets. Read error rates are 
insignificant (<10%) and therefore the data provides confident results. 

Metric Operational definition 
Interaction between X and Y The IDs for X and Y are in close proximity for a period of t-time 
Participation of X in activity Number of system events from X 
Degree of cooperation of X with Y Frequency of close proximity interactions per unit of time 
Patient seen nurse Nurse ID and patient ID in close proximity for a period of t-time 
Patient care quality Patient outcomes per illness condition compared with frequency of 

“patient seen nurse” and of “length of patient seen nurse” (or 
doctor) 

Interruption An event causes the nurse to leave the patient within 60secs of the 
event. The even can be: another staff comes in close proximity; the 
system raises an alarm; the nurse receives a page. 

3   Concluding Remarks 

The challenges of using video as a research tool for healthcare are high time- and 
labor-cost, issues of confidentiality, and negative effects on people’s behavior. We 
proposed that in healthcare settings where RFID is implemented, using data from the 
HIS can relieve most of these issues. The total cost of analysis can be significantly 
reduced, and the data is objective, accurate, ordered, and ubiquitous. Most of the 
analysis can be automated to quickly reveal patterns and results. Consequently, it is 
possible to more selectively engage in the labor-intensive task of video analysis. 
However, the benefits of using RFID for analysis need to be scientifically validated. 

One consideration with our proposed approach is to find an effective way to deal 
with the massive amounts of data from RFID and other HIS components. Before any 
analytical processes can begin, data acquisition intervals should be considered, and 
data filtering requirements appropriate to the research topic need to be established. 
Also, good database skills are required to define complex and correct queries. In 
either case, the support of technically knowledgeable individuals is necessary.  
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Abstract. Industrial usability work often fails to produce the expected impact 
on software products even though significant resources have been used on 
uncovering problems and suggesting improvements. So, it seems that feedback 
from industrial usability work lacks persuasiveness, i.e. it fails to convince the 
key stakeholders that actions need to be taken. This study reports from 
interviews with 26 stakeholders in software development projects. Our data 
suggests that the interviewees address usability using different perspectives and 
based on our observations we describe five such perspectives. Further, we 
discuss how applying different usability perspectives might inform the 
persuasiveness of usability work. 

1   Introduction 

One important problem when developing software is that usability work does not 
sufficiently inform software development even though a large number of usability 
issues are identified. This problem is in the literature described as lack of design-
change effectiveness [4], lack of downstream utility [2], or lack of impact [1], and can 
partly be explained by lack of persuasive power [4] in the usability feedback. Recent 
studies show that a large number of usability issues are known to stakeholders prior to 
usability evaluations are conducted [1,3,5], and this suggests that feedback given to 
stakeholders are not adequate. In this paper we suggest an approach to explore and 
possibly increase adequacy and persuasiveness of feedback from usability work. In a 
resent paper [6] we argue, that usability as defined in ISO 9241-11 can be oriented 
towards (1) the user interface or user interests, and/or (2) the organization or other 
stakeholders. Here, we expand this approach by arguing that different usability 
perspectives are in play when developing software. Data originates from an ongoing 
interview study involving 26 stakeholders from six industrial software development 
projects in Denmark. Our observations are extracted using grounded theory (see [6]). 
The limited space in this paper makes it impossible to fully document our findings, 
but we aim at describing five frequently observed significant usability perspectives. 

2   The Five Usability Perspectives 

2.1   The Interaction Object Usability Perspective 

Interaction object usability concerns whether users are able to successfully perform 
isolated interactions with user interface objects in the product. We saw how 
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consistency was a concern using this perspective, and how standards and guidelines 
informed the visual design and interaction design of user interface objects. We also 
saw how developers were given considerable freedom regarding interaction object 
usability. Our data suggests that interaction object usability interplays with the 
applied technology (i.e. hardware, software and infrastructure), and thus that 
technology can inform the possibilities to produce usable software. For example we 
saw how a shift to wireless technology in a mobile sales support application 
significantly changed the usability of input fields. Online data validation was 
introduced reducing the amount of errors in data, but increased response time when 
entering data in the system. Furthermore we saw how development standards 
informed interaction object usability, e.g. by disallowing use of “mouse over” events 
on buttons, which in one case was requested by the designer. 

Our data shows how interaction object usability was handled through use of a 
number of the traditional usability evaluation methods, such as user tests, expert 
evaluations, and use of guidelines or standards. Using this perspective our findings 
suggest that we need to take both the users and the context of use into consideration, 
and especially the users skills and familiarity with the technology seems important.  

2.2   The Task Usability Perspective 

Task usability concerns whether the users are able to complete single tasks, i.e. fulfill 
a (sub) goal through a combination of interactions with user interface objects. We 
observed how some tasks received high level of attention when implementing new 
software in organizations and that the level of attention dedicated to individual tasks 
varied considerably. Simplicity and completeness of tasks received high attentions. 
Simplicity means that users only need limited knowledge related to the task to 
complete it, and lack of simplicity was to some degree counterbalanced through user 
education. Completeness means that tasks should embrace and successfully complete 
the corresponding work process. We observed how technology informed task 
usability since different technologies provide different possibilities and solutions. 
Furthermore we observed how techniques determining task flows informed task 
usability and the motivation to evaluate task usability. For example we saw how a 
strong process oriented development approach supported developing tasks that 
covered the entire process, but with an ineffectively implemented design. 

Evaluating task usability required knowledge about the tasks, the users, the 
domain, and the context of use and was often done using different variations of user 
testing. Also,  role-plays showed to be useful when testing tasks involving interaction 
between humans while using the system, e.g. in sales or interview situations. 

2.3   The Product Usability Perspective 

Product usability concerns whether the product supports the users in reaching the 
coherent set of goals with efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. We observed how 
product usability was depending on whether the product provided flexibility, 
consistency, and completeness during usage.  

Product usability seems to play a more important role in products with complex 
user interaction or products with an explorative nature compared with simple 
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products. Task usability concerns having a straight way to reach a specified goal. In 
contrast product usability concerns interplay between different parts of the product 
allowing numerous roads to reach important goals. We observed how the degrees of 
freedom of use made it hard to predict and evaluate product usability, since it required 
a thorough overview of the product and its usage. Knowing the specified tasks is not 
sufficient and a very open approach is needed. Furthermore our data shows that field 
observations were neither extensively nor widely used, but occasionally used in small 
scale. 

2.4   The Context of Use Usability Perspective 

Context of use usability concerns to what extent use of the system, possibly 
interplaying with other systems, in the actual context of use is effective, efficient, and 
satisfactory. Consistency across IT-systems and/or manual systems, systems 
integration, and inter-human relations during use of the system were important factors 
that influenced context of use usability. We saw how these factors had significant 
influence on business performance. Further we saw how users in complex work 
situations worked with and combined data from various systems, also informing 
context of use usability. 

Context of use usability was rarely addressed systematically in the cases in our 
study. This could be explained by the fact that context of use experts only 
superficially were involved in the usability work. Also, systems interplay issues need 
to be addressed across projects rather than within projects, which increases the 
complexity of usability work using this perspective. Furthermore, we saw how 
important context of use usability issues were known from earlier versions of systems, 
and how workshops with context of use experts were used to address such issues in 
the early phases of the projects.  

2.5   The Enterprise Usability Perspective 

Enterprise usability concerns to what extent goals of the enterprise are fulfilled 
effectively, efficiently, and satisfactorily through use of the system. This concern is 
not necessarily related to the users of the systems, but rather depends on whether use 
of the system informs or is informed by the enterprise. Enterprise usability seemed 
informed by three conditions: First, we saw how visions combined with IT-
development projects supported stakeholders in working towards common goals 
rather than individual goals. Second, we saw how systems integration supported 
utilizing information across the enterprise and enabled support to related work 
processes in other departments. We also saw how failing to integrate systems could 
jeopardize the success of a project. Third, we saw how consistency and completeness 
in processes across the enterprise supported that individual completed tasks together 
made out a coherent environment. 

In our study enterprise usability was addressed by involving key stakeholders in 
the initial phase, e.g. through workshops, and by maintaining their involvement 
throughout the process. Since enterprise usability concerns issues from all over the 
enterprise, it seems necessary to involve the widest range of stakeholders and filter 
the information afterward rather than limiting the number of involved stakeholders. 
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3   Discussion 

In an ongoing interview study covering six software development projects, five 
perspectives on usability was observed. In relation to the conducted usability work in 
the projects, the observed perspectives had a significant practical importance. They 
rose from different approaches to usability among the stakeholders and revealed both 
conflicting and coherent interests regarding identified usability issues. Our data 
suggests that usability issues related to different perspective have different properties, 
and studying these properties will be objects for further research. We will do this by 
addressing the following hypotheses: 

• Persuasiveness of usability issues increases if different usability perspectives point 
to the same solution. Persuasiveness decreases if they point to conflicting 
solutions. 

• Different usability perspectives appeal to different stakeholders and inform 
business value differently. 

• Different usability perspectives are relevant at different stages of the software 
development process. 

At the time of this writing we are looking for everyday examples from industry and 
related research to support our observations. One example comes from the 
eCommerce sector where business revenue and user experience are closely tied 
together bringing multiple usability perspectives into play. Another example comes 
from development of safety critical systems where usability problems can have severe 
consequences for the entire enterprise. Thus, multiple perspectives on usability could 
help ensuring that no stakeholders suffer from lack of usability. 

In the cases we have studied, the multiple perspectives of usability were not treated 
systematically. Even in current research and in the state-of-the-art techniques, we 
rarely see such perspectives addressed and the literature fails to support practitioners 
in working with and understanding the perspectives. Consequently, the outcome of 
usability work could continue to be inadequate and non-persuasive constituting a 
significant risk of failure when developing industrial software. 
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